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PREFACE

..

THE events of the past few years have led to a critical examination
of til£ f\.IO.Ctig_n of science in society. It used to be believed that
the results of sc"ientillc inVesttgation would lead to continuous progressive improvements in conditions of life; but first the War and
then the ec011omic crisis have shown ~t science can be used as
easily for destructive and wastef\ll put"ppK:S. and vo.ct"' have been
raised demanding the cessation of scientific research as the only
means of preserving a tolerable civilization. Scientists themselves,
faced with these criticisms, have been forced to consider, effectively
for the first time, how the work they are doing is connected with
the social and economic developments which are occurring around
them. This book is an attempt to analyse this connection; to
investigate how far scientists, individually and collectively, are
responsible for this state of- affairs, and to suggest what possible
steps could be taken which would lead to a fruitful and not to a
destructive utiliution of science.
It is nece!ISary, to begin with, to consider the social funct.UJn of
science not absolutely, but as something which has grown up imperceptibly with the growth of science. Science has ceased to be
die occupation of curious gentlemen or of ingenious minds supported
by wealthy patrons, and has become an industry supported by large .
industrial monopolies and by the State. Imperceptibly this has
altered the character of science from an individual to a collective
·basis, and has e nhanced the importance of apparatus and administration. But as theee deveiapnMDII bave proceeded in an uncoordinated
and haphazard. mamw. the rault At the present day is a stn.ICt\lre of
· appalling ineBicienq both as to its internal otpniZ4tion and a~ to the
means of application to problems of production or of welfare. If
science is to be of full use to society it must fust put its own bouse in
order. This is a task of extraordinary difficulty, because of the
danger of any organization of science destroying that originality and
spontaneity which are essential to its progress. Science can nev~
he administered as part of a civil service, but recent developments
both here and abroad, particularly in the U.S.S.R., point to the
possibility of combining freedom and efficiency in scienti1ic organiza-

tion.
The application of science furnishes other problems. Here the
tendency in the past has been almost exclusively that of directing
science towards improvements in material production primarily
through lowering the cost and towards the development of the
••
xiii

•

xiv

•
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instruments of war. This has led not only to technological unemployment but to an almost complete neglect of those applications
which would be of more immediate value to human welfare, in particular to health and domestic life. The result has been an extraordinary di5proportion in the development of different sciences, the
biological and stiU more the sociological sciences h...ving been starved
at the expense of the more immediately profitable physical and
·
chemical sciences.
Any discussion of the application of science necessarily · involves
questions of economics, and we are driven to enquire how far the
various economic systems now existing or proposed can give the
opportunity for the maximum application of &cience for human
welfare. F urther, economics cannot be separated from politics.
The advent of Fascism, the sequence of wars now raging in the
world and the universal preparations for a more general and terrible
war have affected scientists not only as citizens, but also through their
work. Science itself, for the first time since the Renaissance, seems
..rin danger. The scientist has begun to realize his social responsibility,
but if science is to fulfil the function which its tradition demands,
and to avoid the dangers which threaten it, we require an increased
appreciation, both on the part of scientists and of the general public,
of the intricate relations between science and contemporary life.
To make an analysis of modern science itself has become a task
far beyond the means of a single mind; indeed, there is as yet no
• such survey even in the form of a composite work. ·It is even more
difficult to analyse the complex relations which have grown up in
the course of centuries between science, industry, Government, and.
general culture. Such a task would need not only a general grasp
of the whole of science but the techniques and the knowledge of an
economist, a historian, and a sociologist. These general state!Jlents
must stand in part as an excuse for the character of this book. I
am aware, and aware now far more acutely than when I began to
write, of my lack of the ability, the knowledge, or the time which
it needed. As a working scientist immersed in a special field, and
having besides many other duties and occupations, I could never
tomplete even the bib~iographic research which the subject demanded
nor give it concentrated attention for more than a few da~ at
a time.
Accuracy both statistically and in detail should be a ca'rdinal
necessity in any general survey, but such accuracy is either not
attainable at all owing to the scantiness of sotne of the records, or,
owing to the superabundance and confusion of others, only obtainable
with immense effort. No one knows, for instance, how many
scientists there are in any country, except perhaps in the U .S.S.R.,

•.
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and how much is spent on them and by whom. What they are
doing should be ascertainable, as it appean; in the numbers of the
thirty thousand odd scientific periodicals, but nowhere is it possible
to find how and why they do it.
· In describing and criticizing the conduct of scientific wor I
have had to depend primarily on personal experience. This is open
to a double disadvantage: the experience may have been unrepresentative or the conclusions biassed. As to the first, the result of
many conversattons with loCienri-.ts of every category in many fields
convinces me that much of what I have experienced can be matched
•· almost anywhere else in science. As to the seeond, it must be frankly
admitted that I am biassed. I hav r nt the ine~cienc)'. the
frustration and the diversion of scien · •c et:'rort to bue ends. and
indeed it wu on a.ccount of thii tbaLI ~to eotWdcr the relation
of science to society and to att~ ~ ~ If in detail bias may
seem to lead to harsh judgments, it cannot be denied tb.a.t ~tence
of a resentment which is wid~read amonJr; scientists is itself a proof
that all b. not d[ th sci~nce. Unfortunately it is not possible in
any puhlisfled book to speak fredy and precisely about the way
science is run. The law of libel, reasons of State, and still more .t he
unwritten code oi ~ ~Wic fW:.e.rnitr jt:>elf forbid particular
ex.unp1~ bt:nb hdd -'P .dik.t. f,.r prai or blame. Charges must be
_ general and to that degree unconvincing and lacking in substantiation.
Y e.t i£ the ~ ~ if. CDrrect... scientist;s will be able to supply
their own examples, while non-scientists can check the ultimate
results of science by their own experience and appreciate to what
extent the thesis of this book provides an explanation of how this
occurs.
F or those who have once seen it, the frustration of science is a
v~tter thing. It shows itself as ~S., ~stupidity,
OuierJ, tl'iiriiia toiT.
5YU11$VC
for
IJ«:at maJority,
'fUld an ~QIIL..&AWiQ&.tod~~.W-JCPMiwkr. Science
can change all thia. but .oa1,y &eie.nce woriWJ& with th<18C social forces
wb.isb wufe!Jll.nd i~ functions and whi
b.~.-me ends.
re 1 ,._ ~ ~~ piety of a
Against this grim ut h
pure unworfcltt._ ~~ IGaJlS at
t a p ntatic ~, at worst •
a ShamefUl li~;=risy· That, nevertheless, is the picture that we
have Deen &uit to make of science, while the one here presented
will be unfamiliar to many and seem b~he!"l. to some. This
book will. bcmwe•, b - 1 • •• i• .-.a i( u:~ ia allowing
that there ·
~ pr~ rcla&i,oq, of tcience and •

-til

fare of both.
ts

ve had the help of more people than I
I owe very much to the criticisms and su~tions

•
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of my friends and colleagues, particularly H. D . Dickinson,
I. Fankuchen, Julian Huxlcp;~ Joseph Needham~ John Pilley and
S. Zu~kerman. FOr muCh ot1i'e material: particularly the statistical
material, I am indebted to the work of Mrs. Brenda Ryerson,
M . V . H . Wilkins and Dr. Ruhemann, who also contributed an
appendix on science in the U.S.S.R. Finally, my special thanks are
due Co Miss P. S. Miller for her revision of the manuscript.

BruucJC CoLLJ!Ga, StJUmbtr 1938 •
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WHAT SCIENCE DOES
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY
THE CHALLENGE

To SciENCE

WHAT is the social fW1CllOn of «.Jence? A hundred or even fifty
years ago JS woulJ' have seemed a strange, almost meaningless,
question even to the scientist himself, far more so to the administrator
or the plain citizen. If science had any function at all, which few
stopped to consider, it would have been assumed to be one of universal
beneficence. Science was at once the noblest flower of the human
mind and the most promising source of material benefactions. While
it might be doubted whether it furnished as good a liberal education
as the study of t he classics, there could be no doubt that its practical
activities were the main basis of Progress.
Now we have a very different picture. The troubles of our times
seem themselves to be a consequence of that very progress. T he
new methods of production which science has brought into being
lead to unemployment and glut without serving to relieve the
poverty and want which are as widespread in the world as ever
before. At the same time, the weapons devised by the application
of science have made warfare a far more immediate and more terrible
.risk, and have diminished almost to vanishing point that personal
security which was one of the chief triumphs of civilization. Of
course, all these evils and disharmonies cannot be blamed exclusively
on s~ience, but there is no denying that they would not occur in
their present form if it had not been for science, a11d for that reason
the value of science to civilization has been and is being called into
question. As long as the results of scit:nce appeared, at least to the
more respectable classes, as unmixed blessings, the social function of
science was so much taken for granted as not to need examination.
Now that science appears in a destructive as well as a constructiv~
role, its social function must be examined because its very right to
exist is being challenged. The scientists, and with them a number
of progressively minded people, may feel that there is no case to
answer and that it is only through an abuse of science that the world
is in its ptesent state. But this defence can no longer be considered
to be self-evident; science must submit to examination before it can
clear itJelf of these accusations.
Th~ Impact of Events.- The events of the last twenty Yeflli'S have
•
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done more than cause a different attitude towards science by people
at large; they have profoundly changed the attitudes of scientists
themselves towards science and have even entered the fabric of
scientific thought. With what appears to be a strange coincidence,.
the disturbing events of the Great War, the Russian revolution, the
econo~ic crisis, the rise of Fascism, and the preparation for newer
and more terrible wars have been paralleled inside the field of science
by the greatest changes in theory and in general outlook that it has
undergone in the past three centuries. The basis of ·mathematics
has itself been shaken hy the controversies on axiomatics and logistics.
The physical world of Newton and M axwell has been completely
overturned in favour of relativity and quantum mechanics, which still
remain half- understood and paradoxical theories. Biology has been
revolutionized by the development ofbio-chemistry and genetics. All
these developments, following quickly one afte r another in the lifetime of individual scientists, have forced them to conside r, far more
deeply than in preceding centuries, the fundamental basis of their
beliefs. N or have they been spared the impact of external forces.
The war, for scientists of all countries, meant using their knowledge
for di rect military purposes. The crisis affected them immediately,
blocking scientific advance in many countries and threatening it in
others. Finally, Fascism showed that even the centre of modern
science could be affected by supersti tions and barbarities which were
thought to have been outgrown by the end of the Middle Ages.
Should Scimct bt supprtsud ?-The result of all these shocks has
been, not unnaturally, a state o f great confusion both for the scientists
themselves and for the estimation of science. Voices have been ·
raised-and raised in such an unexpected place as the British Association-for the suppression of science, or at least for the suppression of
the application of its discoveries. The Bishop of Ripon preaching
the Briti~h Association sermon in 1927 said :
" . . . Dare I even suggest, at the risk of being lynched by some of
my hearers, that the sum of human happiness outside scientific circles

would not necessarily be reduced if for ten years every physical and
• chemical laboratory were closed and the patient and resourceful energy
in them transferred to recovering the lost art of getting on together and
finding the formula
malcing both ends meet in the scale of human
life. . . ."-From Tilt Timts of 5th September 1927, p. IS ·

o:

Tlu Rroolt from Rtason.-Not only have the material results of
science been objected to, but the value of scientific thought itself
has been called in question. Anti-intellectualism began to ·appear as
the result of the impending difficulties of the social system towards
the end of the nineteenth century, and found expression in the
philosophies of Sorel and Bergson. Instinct and intuition came to be
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rated as more important than reason. T o a certain extent it was the
ph ilosophers and the metaphysical scientists themselves rhat paved
the way for the justification of the Fascist ideology of bru~e force
under mystically inspired leadership. In the words of Mr. Woolf:

•·

"We are living through one of these periods of struggle and decivilization, and the well-known symptoms of intellectual quackery can be
observed all about us invading metaphysical thought . The symptoms are
aJways the same, though super.ficially they may differ. Reason is dethroned as Qld-fashioned, and the man who asks for proof of a fact before
h.e will believe it is magisterially dismissed to the bottom of the form and
told to write out soo times : 'I must not ask for proof.' The Meletoses
accuse the Socrateses and Anaxagorases of blasphemous atheism. The
Roman intellectual throws away his Lucretius and Greek philosophy in
order to learn the truth about the universe revealed to Levantine magicians.
Boo.ks and sometimes their authors are burned because they ask for proof
or question the truth of someone's intuition about the nature of the
universe. The mysteries of Dionysus, the abracadabra of Isis or Osiris,
the worship of the sun or a sacred bull, the wisdom to be obtained
by staring at your OVI'n navel or by making yourself sick before breakfast, the revelations to be obtained from the legs of tables or ectoplasm
are some of the methods which at such periods have proved efficacious
for penetra!ing the nature of the universe and of G od or the Absclute.
The intensity of a man's belief having been adopted as the measure of
truth, the ignoble creature who still tries to use his reason, and is feeble
enough to admit that he does not know what will happen to him when
he dies, or why billions of stars are flaming through space, or whether his
spaniel has an immortal soul, or why there is evil in the world, or what
the Almighty was doing before he created the universe, and what he will
be doing after the universe has come to an end-the stupid creature is
hardly admitted into the society of intelligent men and decent philo3ophers."-QNacl Q11acl , p. z66. ( z)

This mysticism and abandonment of rational thought is not only a
sign of popular or political disquiet; it pe~etrates fu into the structure
of science itself. The working &oientist may repudiate it as fir mly
as ever, but scientific theoriC$ panicularly those metaphysical and
mystical theories which touch on the universe at large or the nature
of life, which had been laughed out of court in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, are attempting to win their way back int8
scie!Jtific acceptance.
THE INTERACTION OF SciENCK AND SociETY

We can no longer be blind to the fact that science is both affecting
and bein~ dected by the social changes of our time, but in order
to make this awareness in any way effective, the interaction of the
two needs to be analysed far more closely than has yet been done.
Before beginning this analysis, which is the main task of tpe book,
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it is useful to consider the types of attitude ~ow current as to what
science is or ought to be. There are here two sharply distinct points
of view. which might be called the ideal and the realist pictures of
science. In the first picture science appears as concerned only wi tp
the discovery and contemplation of truth; its function, as distinct
from ,that of mythical cosmologies, is to build up a world picture
t}lat fits the facts of experience. If it is also of practical utility, so
much the better, as long as its true purpose is not lost. In the second
picture utility predominates; truth appears as a means for useful action
and can be tested only by such action.
Science as pure Thought.- These two views a re extremes: each
admits of a number of variations and there is considerable common
ground between the two of them. Those who hold the first view
would not admit that science has any practical social function, or
would allow at most that the social function of science is a relatively
unimportant and subordi nate one. The most usual justification which
they would give for science is that it is an end in itself, a pursuit of
pure knowledge for its own sake. This attitude has played a great
and not altogether happy part in the history of science. It was a
dominating view in classical times, and was expressed very finely in the
words of Plato:
"The question is, whether the larger and more advanced part of the
study tends at all to facilitate our contemplation of the essential Form of
Good. Now, according to us, this is the tendency of everything that
compels the soul to transfer itself to that region in which is contained the
most blissful part of that real existence, which it is o.f the highest importance for it to behold."- Rtpublic, Book VII. (z)
In its modern form this attitude towards science is not pressed as
the sole, but as the main, justification of science. Science is taken
as one means of finding the answer to the deepest questions which
men may ask ab~ut the origin of the universe or of life, of death and
the survival of the soul. The use of science for this purpose is
paradoxical; what science "cannot" know rather than what it has
established is made the basis of affirmations about the universe .
• Science cannot tell how the universe was made; therefore it must
have been made by an intelligent creator. Science cannot synthesize
life; therefore the origin of life is a miracle. The very indeterminacy of quantum mechanics is made an argument for human free
will. In this way, modern science is being made an ally of ancient
religion, and even to a large extent a substitute for it. Through th.e
work "of J eans, Eddington, Whitehead and J. S. Haldane, ·assisted by
the Bishop of Birmingham and Dean Inge, a new scie ntific mythical
religion is being built up, based on the idea of a continuous creation
of absdl.wte values in an evolutionary process culminating in man.
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There is no doubt that this apologetic .use of science is one of its
social functjons in present society, but it cannot provjde any j usti.ficatiorwf science as such, since equally satisfactory and equally unprovable
~lutions to cosmic problems can be found by the aid of simple
intuition. Actually the use of science in modernist religion is an
implicit admission of its importance in general culture. No reJigious
views could expect to hold their own in cultured circles unless they
were at least ph rased in scientific terminology, and did not contradict
the positive results of the scientific theory of the day.
In the most attenuated variant of the idealist view, science is
considered to be simply an integral part of intellectual culture, a
knowledge of contemporary science being as much a requisite for
polite society as that of con temporary literature. The fact is, of
course, that in England at any rate, this is very far from being
the case, bqt t he educationalists oftep seek to j ustify science on
these grounds alone and th us to assimilate science to general
humanism. T hus Sarton, the great historian of science, pleads for
the humanizing of science:
"The only way of humaniZ'i ng scientific labour is to inject into it a
little of the historical spirit, the spirit of reverence for the past-the ~pirit
of reverence for every witness of good-will through the ages. H owever
a bstract science may become, it is essentially human in its origin and
growth. Each scientific result is a fruit of humanity, a proof of its virtue.
The almost unconceivable immensity of the universe revealed by his own
efforts does not dwarf man except in a purely physical way; it gives a
deeper meaning to his life and thought. Each time that we understand
the world a little better, we are also able to appreciate more keenly our
relationship to it. There are no natural sciences as opposed to humanities;
every branch of science or learning is j ust as natural or as humane as you
make it. Show the deep human interest of science and the study of it
becomes the best vehicle of humanism one could devise; exclude that
interest, teach scientific knowl~dge only fo r the sake 'Of information and
professional instruction, and the study of it, however valuable from a
purely technical point of view, loses all educational value. Without
history, scientific knowledge may become culturally dangerous ; combined
with history, tempered with reverence, it will nourish the highest culture."
- History of Scimce a11d tht Ntw Huma11ism, p. 68.
•

T-hese views of the function of science have in common with those
of the classical philosophers the acceptance of science as a purely intellectual occupation, concerned, it is true, with the objective universe,
rather than with the yet purer ideas of mathematics, logics and ethics,
but concerned with it still in a strictly contemplative way. In spite of
the fact that this is a view held by many scientists themselves, it is
essentially self-contradictory. If the contemplation of the universe
for its own sake were the function of science, then sciefl<:£ as we
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know it now would never have existed, for the most elementary
reading of the history of science shows that both the drive which led
to scientjfic discoveries and the means by which those discoveries were
made were mate rial needs and material instruments. The fact that
this view could have been held so successfully for tuch a long time·
can only be explained by ·the neglect, by scientists and historians of
science, of the whole range of man's technical activities, though these
have at least as much in common with science as the abstractions
with which the great philosophers and mathematicians occupied
themselves.
Scimu tU Powtr.-The opposite view of science, that it was the
means of obtaining practical mastery over nature through understanding it, was ge nerally prese nt, though deprecated, in classical
times. It appears explicitly as a hope in Roge r Bacon and with the
men of the Renaissance, but it is first fu lly expressed in its modern
form by Francis Bacon :
•
.
"The roads to human power and to human knowledge lie close together, and are nearly the same ; nevertheless, on account of the pernicious and inveterate habit of dwelling on abstractions, it is safer to begin
and raise the sciences from those foundations which have relation to
practice and let the active part be as the seal which prints and determines
the contemplative counterpart."

This remained the predo minant view of science for at least two
hundred years:
"Wnat then was the end which Bacon proposed to himself? It was,
to use his own emphatic expression, 'fruit.' It was the multiplying of
human enj oyments and the mitigating of human sufferings. It was the ·
relief of man's estate . . . . It was con tinually to give to human beings
new methods, new tools and new paths. This was the object of all his
speculations in every depa rtment of science, in natural philosophy, in
legislation, in politics and in morals. Two words form the key Of the
Baconian doctri ne, Utility and Progress. The ancient philosophy disdained to be useful, and was content to be stationary. It dealt largely
in theories of moral perfection, which were so sublime that they never
could be more than theories; in attempts to solve insoluble enigmas; in
• exhortations to the attainment of unattainable frames of mind. Jt could
not condescend to the hu mble office of ministering to the comfort of hu man
beings. All the schools contemned that office Its degrading; some .c ensured it as immoral."

So Macaulay w rote in the very first year of the Victorian age. T o
him, as "to the great majority of the forward-looking people of the
time, the fu nction of science was to be a universal benc!factor of
humanity:
":Ask a follower of Bacon what the new philosophy, as it was called in
the tim!O of Charles the Second, has effected for mankind, and his answer
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is ready; 'It has lengthened life; it has mitigated pain ; it has extinguished diseases; it has increased the fertility of the soil; it has given new
securities to the mariner; it has furnished new arms to the warrior; it
hu sp&nned great rivers and estuaries with bridges of form unknown to
our father~; it has guided the thunderbolt innocuously from heaven to
earth; it has lighted up the night with the splendour of the day; it has
extended the range of the human vision; it has multiplied the power of
the human muscl~; it has accelerated motion ; it has annihilated dis.t&lice ; it has facilitated intercourse, correspondence, all friendly offices,
all despatch· of business ; it has enabled man to descend to the depths of
the sea, to soar into the air, to penetrate securely into the norious recesses
of the earth, to traverse the land in cars which whirl along without horses,
and the ocean in ships which run ten knots an hour against the wind.
These are bu t a part of its fruits, and of its first-fruits. For it is a philosophy which never rests, which has never attained, which is never perfect.
Its law is progress. A point which yesterday was invisjble is ita goal
to-day, and will be its starting-post to-morrow.' "-Euay on Baco11.

Diiil/usion.- A modern Macaulay would have a different and more
chastened view of the fruits of science. He could point to comforts
and powers far beyond the imagination of a hundred years ago, to
really great steps in the conquest of disease, to the possibility of
putting mankind for ever beyond the danger of famine and pestilence,
but he would have to admit that the material science of the moderns
had, in fact, no more solved the problem of universal wealth and
happiness than had the moral science of the ancients the problem of
universal virtue. War, financial chaos, voluntary destruction of
goods which millions need, general under-nourishment, and the fear
of still other wars more terrible than any before in history, are the
pictures which must be drawn to-day of the fruits of science. It is
not therefore surprising that scientists themselves are turning more
and ~ore away from the -view that the development of science in
itself leads automaticaUy to a better world. Thus Str Alfred Ewing,
in his presidential address to the British Association, in 1932:
"In the present-day thinkers' attitude towards what is called mechanical
we are conscious of a changed spirit. Admiration is tempered
by criticism; complacency has given way to doubt; doubt is passing into•
alarm. There is a sense of perplexity and frustration, as in one who has
gone a long way and finds he has taken the wrong turning. To go back
is impossi ble : how shall he proceed? Where will he find himself if he
follows this path or that? An old exponent of applied mechanics may
be forgiven if he expresses something of the disillusion with which, now
standing. aside, he watches the sweeping pageant of discovery and invention in which he used to take unbounded delight. It is impouibJe
not to ask, Whither d~ this tremendous procession tend? What, after
all, is its goal 1 What hs probable influence upon the future of the
human race?
progr~s
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The pageant itself is a modern affair. A century ago it had barely
talcen form and had acquired none of the momentum which rather awes
us to..Oay. The Industrial Revolution, as everybody knows, was of
British origin ; for a time our island remained the factory of the world.
But soon, as was inevitable, the change of habit spread, and now every'
country, even China, is become more or less mechanized. The cornucopia of the engineer has been shaken over all the earth, scattering every. where an endowment of previously unpossessed and unimagined capacities
and powers. Beyond question many of these gifts are be.nefits to man,
making life fuller, wider, healthier, richer in comfortS and interests and in
such happiness as material things can promote. But we are acutely
aware that the engineer's gifts have been and may be grievously abused.
In some there is potential tragedy as well as present burden. Man was
ethically unprepared for so great a bounty. In the slow evolution of
morals he is still unfit for the tremendous responsibility it entails. T he
command of Nature has been p ut into his hands, before he knows how to
command himself.
I need not dwell on consequent dangers which now press themselves
insistently on our attention. We are learning that in the affairs of nations,
as of individuals, there must, for the sake of amity, be some sacrifice of
freedom. Accepted p redilections as to national sovereignty have to be
abandoned if the world is to lceep the peace and allow civilization to
survive. G eologists tell us that in the story of evolution they can trace
the records of extinct species which perished through the very amplitude
and efficiency of their personal apparatus for attack and defence. T his
carries a lesson for consideration at G eneva. But there is another aspect
of the mechanization of life which is perhaps less familiar, on which I
venture, in conclusion, a very few words.
M ore and more does mechanical production take the place of human.
effort, not only in manufactures but also in all our tasks, even the primitive
task of tilling the ground. So man finds this, that while he is enriched
with a multitude of possessions and possibilities beyond his dreams, he is
in great measur~ deprived of one inestimable blessing, the necesaity of
toil: We invent the machinery of mass-production, and for the sake of •
cheapening the unit we develop output on a gigantic scale. Almost automatically the machine delivers a stream of a rticles in the creation of which
the workman has had little part. He has lost the joy of craftsmanship,
the old satisfaction in something accomplished through the conscientious
• exercise of care. and skill. In many cases unemployment is thrust upon
him, an unemployment that is more saddening than any dru,dgery. And
the world finds itself glutted with competitive commodities,- produced in
a quantity too great to be absorbed, though every nation strives to secure
at least a home market by erecting tariff walls. . . .
.
We must admit that there is a sinister side even to the peaceful activities
of those who, in good faith and with the best intentions, make it their
business to adapt the resources of Nature to the use and convenience
of man.
W.iere shall we look for a remedy ? I cannot tell. Some may envisage distant Utopia in which there will be perfect adjustment oflabour

a
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and the fruits of labour, a fair spreading of employment and of wages and
of all the commodities that machines produce. Even so, the question
will remain. How is man to spend the leisure he has won h:r handing
over nearly all his burden to an untiring mechanical slave? Dare he hope
for such spiritual betterment as will qualifY him to use it well! G od
grant that he may strive for that and attain it. It is only by seeking he
will find. I cannot think that man is d~tined to atrophy ana cease
through cultivating what, after all, is one of his most God-like faculties,
the creative. ingenuity of the engineer."-N4114rt, r;o, H -9• I9JZ.

..

E.mzpt.-Some t urn away from science in sheer despair of anything being done with unregenerate human nature. Others immerse
themselves more closely than ever in their act ual scientific work,
refusing to consider at all its social consequences because they know
beforehand that they will probably be harmful. On ly the fortunate
few can say wi th G. H . Hardy in his famous apostrophe on pure
mathe matics:
" T hls subject b.aos no practical u~ ; tb.at is to u.y, it canMt be uaed
for promoting directly the destruction of human life or for accentuating
the present inequalities in the distribution of wealth."

M any accept the subjective and somewhat cynical view that the
pursuit of science is just as much of a game as bridge or crossword
puzz les, but more excittng a nd amusing for those who have a taste
in that direction . In a sense this view must always be part of the
truth. There must be for any effective scientist an intrinsic appreciation and enjoyment of the actual operations he is performing, and
.this appreciation will not differ essentially from that of the artist or
the sportsman. Rutherford used to di vide science into physics and
stamp collecting, but if the analogy were to be carried through, it
would be reduced to "gadgeteering" and stamp collecting.
Tlfe Social Importance of Scinru.- These subjective views cannot
however cell us what is the social function of science as a whole.
W e cannot expect to find this by considering only what the scientist
thinks of his work or how he would like it to be regarded. He may
enjoy it, may find it a noble calling or an amusing pastime, but this
does not explain the immense growth of science in the modern worldf
or the reason why it has become the main occupation of many of
the inost able and intelligent men in the world to-day.
Science has plainly acquired a social importance far greater than
can be due to any valuation ·of intellectual activities as such. It is
however &ertainly not being used directly for human welfare. W e
need to find out for what it is actually being used, and this is a social
and economic rather than a philosophical inquiry.
The Scientist as Worktr.-For science to exist at all on its modern
scale, it must be thought to have some positive value to thOse who
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finance its activities. The scientist must live, and his work is only in
the rarest ~ immediately productive. The time is long past when
the sciontist was a man of independent means ? r earned his living at
some subsidiary trade. Scientific research is no longer, in the words
of a Cambridge professor of the last generation, "a proper occupation
for t~e leisure of an English gentleman." A statistical investigation
in the United States some years ago revealed that among the two
hundred most eminent scientists in the country, only two were men
of private means, and all the others held paid scientific posts. The
scientist of to-day has already become almost as much a salaried
official as the average civil servant and business executive. Even
when he works in a university he is effectively controlled, if not in
the detail, then in the general direction of research, by the interests
that control the productive processes as a whole. Scientific research
and teaching are in fact small but critically important sections of
industrial production. (3) It is to its services to industry that we
must look for the current social function of science.
Science fur Profit.-The history of the development of industry,
including the peculiar governmental industry of warfare, and the
oldest industry, agriculture, shows that the essential business of
changing the process of industry in the direction of greater efficiency
and consequently of greater profitability is now being performed
almost entirely by the application of science. The three chief
technical changes that follow from the application of science are the
increasing automatism of production, the greater utilization of
materials with the elimination of waste, and the saving of capital
costs owing to more rapid turnover. The effect of the last is, how·
ever, probably more than offset by the increased capital cost of
automatic machinery. In general the result is a reduction in working
costs for the same production or more usually a greater prod.uction
for the same working costs. Science therefore is complementary to
other means of reducing costs, factory organization, speeding up of
workers or lowering of wages. How far science is used will depend
on its relative advantage compared to these other methods. These
• advantages are real but they are limited, and owing to the conservatism
of producers they are by no means made use of to the full. Hence,
however much science may be stunted in its development, it never
would have reached its present importance if it had not been for it.<s
contribution to profits. If the direct and indirect subsidies from
industry and Government were to cease, science would sink at r_mce
to a level at least as low as that which it occupied in me l'vliddle
Ages. This practical consideration disposes of the possibility desired
by idealist phildsophers such as Bertrand Russell, of continuing to
develop .science without at the same time developing industry. Quite
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apart from the enormous contribution, in the way of apparatus and
of problems tu be solved, which industry has made to science, there
is no other source from which science can be adequately financed.
This connection would remain in a socialist economy, for here, with
the removal of the pervt(rsion of science for profit, the need for
developing production to the • utmoSt for human welfare would be
paramount. Science would therefore need to be linked more closely
than ever with in,dustry, agriculture and health.
The lnstitu?ion qf Science.-The result of this connection between
• . industry and science has been, in the course of the last century,
imperceptibly to turn science into an insti tution, one comparable with
and even more important than that of the Church or the Law.
It is, as t hey are, dependent on the existing social order, it is recruited
in the main from the same section of the population and it is saturated
with the ideas of the dominant classes. Yet it has acquired to a very
considerable extent an organization, a life and an outlook of its own.
T he continued existence of this institution of science rs in general far
too easily taken for granted; because science in its association with
industry has in the past made such enormous progress, it is assumed
that this progress will automatically continue. Intrinsically, however, there is no more justification for continued progress in science
than for continued progress in industry. The events of the last few
years have shown us how unsafe it was to base anticipation of the
future of economic development on a superficial examination of the
trends of the recent past. A far deeper and longer view is necessary.
Can Science survive ?-W e have seen, in the course of history,
institutions grow up, stagnate, and die away. How do we know
that the same will not happen to science? Indeed, the greatest burst
of scientific activity before the present age, the science of Hellenistic
times, .which had also become an institution, faded a.way long before
the society in which it had been born was itself destroyed. How do
we know that the same will not happen and, indeed, is not happening
to modern science ? It is not sufficient in answering these questions
to make an analysis of the present situation of science. A full answer
requires a knowledge of the whole history of science. Unfortunately, •
the history of science as an institution in relation to social and
economic events has not yet been written or even attempted. Existing
histories of science are little more than pious records of great men
and their works, suitable perhaps for the impiration of young workers,
but not for understanding the rise and growth of science as an
institution: Some attempt at such a history must, however, be made
if we are to understand the significance of the institution of science
as it now is and its complex relationships with other institutions and
with the general activity of society. The key to the fu ture oi tcience
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lies in its past, and it is only after examining it, however cursorily,
that we can begin to determine what is and what may become the
· social fWlction of science.
(t) See also Tile Rrvoltjrom Reasorr, by P rofessor L. Hogben.
(2.) It is interesting to note that this passage occurs immediately after one which discuUtl
the military, and therefore to Plato the noblest of the useful aspects of science:
" It is obvious, he continued, that all that part of it which bears upon strategy does
concetn us. For in encamping, in occupying positions, in closing up and deploying troops,
and in executing all the other mantzt1vres of an army in tbe lield of battle or on the march,
it will make every difference to a military man, whether he is a good geom,trician, or not.
Nevertheless, I replied, a trifling knowledge of geometry and calculation will suffice for
these purposes."
(3) An e:cception might be claimed for medicine, but in this connection the great developmenu of modern health services may be seen as a necessary factor for tile preservation of a
vast and congested industrial population.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL
·SciENCE, LEARNING AND CRAFT
SciENCE as we know it is a relatively late product. It took definite
form only in the sixteenth century, but its roots go back to the very
beginning of civilization and even further, to the origin of human
society. Modern science has a twofold origin. It derives both from
the ordered speculation of the magician, priest, or philosopher, and
from the practical operation and traditional lore of the craftsman.
Until now, far more attention has been given to the first aspect of
science than to the second, with the result that the whole progress
of science has seemed more miraculous than it was in fact. The
interaction of the theoretical and practical activities of man furnishes
a key to the understanding of the history of ~ience.
Primitive Science.- There was a time, no doubt, when these two
aspects came together in the persons of the same men, when every
man was part craftsman, part magician. Both the magical and
technical aspects of primitive life have the same object: mastery over
the external world however conceived, the need for getting food
and avoiding pain and death. At least a third of the techniques we
now use must belong to palaeolithic man: hunting, trapping, cooking,
tanning and dressing skins, working in stone, wood and bone, painting
and drawing. All these represent an immense advance over the
anim~l stage and are made possible only by the development of society
and of language. But the first human approach •to nature could
hardly be a scientific one. Man's hrst contact with nature would
needs be through those parts of it that affected him most immediately,
his own group, the animals and plants he needed for food and other
products. These are, as we know now, far the most complicated
parts of nature and are still to a large extent beyond our capacity to •
control by the use of purely scientific techniques. It was not therefore
surprising, indeed it was absolutely necessary, that early man should
have approached them in a very different way. In practice: other
men, animals and plants could be dealt with by a gradual modification
of his owft animal behaviour mechanisms made possible by the productive collaboration of society. Theory was, on the other hand, a
purely social product which began with language. It was thus inevitable that the external world should first be interpreted iQ terms
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of !IC>Cial behaviour, that is by C()nsidering animals and plants and
even inanimate things as pereons to be treated as aberrant -.mOen
of the <ribe. Logical and scientific thought at this stage would aot
only have been inconceivable but usel..
Agri_cultwt t~t~d Ci1Ji~.-The firtt great revolution in hUIBa'R
society came with the diecovery of agriculture, starting in 10me .-ll
region in the Near East, and then, by a slow proceta whiclt still
continues, spreading over the rest of the world. Agriculture had
associated with it a number of new techniques-the domestication of
animals, spmning, weaving and pottery, and soon after, the use of
metals. More important for the development of science were the
social institutions that agriculture, for the first time, made poesible,
namely, trade and towns. A method of production of food that
might, and often did, leave a surplus of a kind which could be stored
and carried from place to place without spoiling, made it po11ible for
an increasing number of men to live independently of food production. It also made it poesible for substances other than food, magical
substances at first, such aa malachite and amber, then metals and
building materials, to be sought for in distant places and transported
to the centres of- cultivation. In this way the idea of trade grew
imperceptibly out of the ritual exchanges of more primftive· times.
But trade, even in the state of barter, requires some form o( ICandard,
and thus measure and number came into, practical prominence for
the first time. With measure and numbu came the pc!lllibility of
using intellectual procesees directly for practical ends, the birth of a
theory not altogether divorced from reality. Number and measure
required more record than memory could .give, and thus brought in
the art of writing, which spread from its primitive use in accounts to
cover all records and to give IOCiety a coherence in time which it
hu never lost. It
not long be~re all the modern f~rms of
trade-credit, bills of exchange, loans, and interest-had developed,
and with them the appropriate mathematics, so that a pretty complete
knowledge of arithmetic and algebra was needed by the business man
and his clerks at least as early as 4 000 B.C. ( 1)
•
Tht Town and tht Craftsman.-More immediately, trade gave rise
to that agglomeration of villages which soon became the town,
drawing its sustenance from the surplus of many villages and producing a return of tools and articles of luxury. In the towns the
crafts had a chance to grow, particularly the new craft of the metal
worker, helped by the always urgent demand for arms, for now that
agriculture allowed the accumulation of a surplus, war ar1ti dominion
had become a profitable industry. From the town craftsmen in
these early times, somewhere between 6ooo and 4-000 B.C., came
the gPeJter portion ot those of the arts of life which we still use:
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permanent houses of wood, brick or stone, with rooms and fireplaces, baths and drains, wheeled vehicles and ships, and the simplest
machines, the inclined plane, the pulley, the lathe and tht screw.
All these involved considerable understanding of mechanics and
physics, and in the case of the metal worker's arts, of chemistry as
well. Whether this was explicit or implicit at first we cannot say;
we have no records other than the objects produced, but that more
science than we know of may have gone to their development is
suggested by· the relative stagnation of those arts between 4-000 B.c.
and 1500 A.D., during which penod the technical tradition continued
for the most part unchanged through the vicissitudes of civilization
except m quantity and fashion.
The Fatal Separation of Priest and Ct·aftsman.-It may be, of
•
course, that the solution to the main problems of living was so well
found by these originators of civilization that there was little
incentive to make any change. Continual war and insecurity may
have checked development~ but another reason may be that with
the rise of towns there oune a separation for the first time between
the craftsman, the man of action, and the priest, the man of words.
The development of writing for many centuries had been a.n almost
exclusive priestly monopoly; the priest's life was easier and more
honoured than the craftsman's, and tended to draw to it the most
active intellectual spirits. Th~ology and metaphy~oics are as amul)ing
a game as science to those who are well enough provided for not to
have to concern themselves with earthly things. Once a division
between the man of theory and the man of practice was well established, material progress and the development of science alike became
difficult, uncertain and liable to lapses.
Astronomy.-Fortunately, there remained two fields in which theory
and P.ractice met, Astronomy and Medicine. Astronomy had its
practical justification in the basic occupation of agricOlture, in drawing
up the calendar, and it was needed, too, by the trader and navigator
in steering his way by the stars. Astronomy could not, however, be
left to mere farmers and traders; not only was it too difficult, but
it dealt with things above, with the region of the gods who ruled
the destinies of men. Thus it must be left to priests to interpret•
and .to foretell the will of the gods. Astronomy and science in
general owe much to astrology for the impetus it gave to exact and
systematic observation. Astronomy was the one field in which
elementary mathematics could give an effective account of happenings
in the external world. The sciences which lay behind the craftsman's
operations were still too complicated for any intellectual unravelling,
but the motions of the heavens seemed to happen with St.lch P~i~~Non.
geometrical regularity that they could be reduced to ord~r~~?',
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required observation and calculation, but it also required, and this is
very significant for our purpose, the existence of astronomers in
differen~ places and working over long periods of time, far longer
than an individual's life-a state of affairs that implies empires and
stable government. Science as an institution was born in the temple
observatories. The motions of the stars were regular; those of the
planet!; and of the moon so complicated as to force the astronomer
into more and more arduous efforts of interpretation in the course
of which the main outlines of geometry were worked O\lt.
Mtdicine.-The situation of medicine was less fortunate. A need
for some way of dealing with disease was far more urgent than the
need for astronomy, but the success in dealing with it was necessarily incomparably less. The doctor, before the middle of the last
century, could not in fact have had any knowledge of the fundamental
physiological and chemical facts on which his practice depended. A
few useful things could, it is true, be done in surgery and a certain
common sense used in nursing, while a small fraction of the drugs
used might occasionally be of some benefit. (2) Yet the doctor
remained For a11 .his learning a medicine man whose chief Function
was to give hope to the patient, and to relieve his relatives of responsibility. Doctors because of their attendance on persons of wealth and
importance were from the beginning alllQng the privileged and
intellectual classes. As such they did attempt to reduce their practice
to some kind of theory. These theories were, if we except a few
such sensible compilations as the Hippocratic code, a more pathetic
misuse pf mind than even theology or philosophy, but they were
an attempt at science, and it is largely to doctors that we owe the
practice of biological experiment and the institution of scientific
education.
The Greeks and Scimce.-With the rise of Greek civilization,
it seemed for a while that science as we know it now might have
come into being. T-he early Greeks, particularly the Ionian Greeks,
themselves pirates turned merchants, had a blend of practical intere$t
and childish theoretic curiosity that went a long way to the clarifying
of our knowledge of the universe. The Greeks were not, of course,
• finding out directly about the universe; what they were doing was
acquiring, by fair means or foul, all the techniques of the ancient
world. They had the immense advantage of coming fresh to them;
they could sift from the v~ry start the useful and enlightening from
the merely traditional and magical. Recent research has shown us
how little of the scientific achievements of the early Greeks were
at all original, and how much was borrowed directly from Babylonian
and Egyptian sources. The astronomical achievements of the Greeks
could, (or instance, have only been made on the basis of systematic
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observations carried out for hundreds of yeai:S, during which time
they were untutored barbarians.
· Stimct under the Philosaphers.-The fatal division between the
man of theory and the man of action was, however, very soon apparent,
and already by the fifth century the division was more absolute in
Greece than it had been in the ancient East. Assimilation of foreign
ideas and a certatn ·a mount of technical advance went on, but 'it had
not the patronage of the man of power and influence. After trading
and war, politics had become the main concern of the Greek cities,
and for politics, word mastery became more important than mastery
over things. The Greek genius at its height was contemplative; it
sought to understand the world only to admire eternal truths. T he
very idea of using intellect to further change was abhorrent to
Socrates and Plato; they had seen too much of it in the destructive
rivalries of the city states, and of the classes within them. Thus
Plato:
"Science is pursued for the sake of knowledge of what eternally exists,

.

and not what comes for a moment into existence and then perishes."Repu6/ic, Book VII.

The Hellenistic Revivai.-A certain reaction from this point of
view set in with the creation of the Alexandrian Empire and of the
Hellenistic states that succeeded it. Aristotle, the tutor of Alexander,
combined both practical and metaphysical elements in his general
philosophy, though only through the latter was his influence felt in
later ages. The Hellenistic monarchs favoured a more practical
science, and, indeed, this was a great period of Greek mechanics
and mathematics, although the problems to be solved were of a very
limited nature, practically confined to architecture and military
engineering. Siege warfare and naval warfare made great demands
on mechanical ingenuity. After astronomy, mechanics is the next
most easy subject to be reduced to mathematical form, and the
· work of Archimedes, himself a great military artificer, shows that at
any rate the Greeks had thoroughly mastered the principles of statics.
More important from our point of view is, however, the fact that
in Alexandria science was for the first time organized, and organized•
by the State. The Museum of Alexandria was a combination of
library, university and research institute; scientists became pensioners
of the State, and were no longer forced to wander in search of their
livelihood. The work of the Museum itself soon degenerated into
pedantry and mysticism. It depended for its existence on the service
it could give to the Princes, and these needs were too easily satisfied;
a multitude of slaves was always at hand for any t~ requiring
expenditure of energy. Nor did this period of economic ex,pansion
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last; the states were soon on the defensive, and cunos1ty about
foreign countries, which had been one of the most promising features
of Hellenistic science, disappeared. O nly litera ry culture, philosophy
and a certain amount of astronomy survived.
ls/am.-Nevertheless, although the Museum degenerated and dis-·
appear~d, the idea of such an institution persisted. In the next age
in the history of science, that of the dominance of Islam-leaving
on one side the unproductive period of the Roman Empire--several
such insti tutions were set up and flourished for a while. At the
beginning of Islamic science, the same conjunction of practical
interest and theoretic curiosity as had given birth to Greek science
reappeared. Islamic religion had a much more material bent than
G reek philosophy. The righteous merchant, and not the husbandman, the warrior, the priest or the phi losopher, was the most respected
Mussulman. The Arabs ransacked the"literature of Greece, Persia
and India for the more theoretical aspects of knowledge, but they
also paid attention to the work of the tradesmen, particularly the
druggists and the metal workers. Alchemy proved as powerful a
stimul us to chemistry as astrology had been to the Babylonian
astronomy. Chemistry, unlike astronomy and mathematics, is a
subject which can be grasped only as the result of a slowly accumulated
tradition of experiments, requiring but little rationaliz.ation in the
way of general theories. In fact, the early theories of chemistry
added nothing of significance to the implicit ideas lying behind the
operations of the early metal workers. The practical chemist knew
what to do when he wanted a certain result, but he could not have
known the effective reason why it worked.
The M iddle Agn.-Knowledge of Islamic and G reek science was
slow to trickle into the still barbarous W est of the M iddle Ages.
For a long time it had no function to fulfil the re. At first a greater
need was felt for"the philosophic works of G reece, as transmitted by
Arabic translations, than for the more material achievements of
science. T he products of the Eastern craftsmen and traders-silk,
steel, gems, spices and drugs-were imported for many centuries
J:>efore any attempt was made to imitate their production or to discover their sources. O nly here .a nd there among scholastics do we
find, as wi th Albertus M agn us or Roger Bacon, some inkling of the
significance and human value of science. Mediaeval society l1ad
succeeded in building out of barbarism a relatively stable social
system, but one based on a primitive economy, and therefore not
requiring or giving any scope for advanced science. It ~as not so
m uch that inventions were not made; they were not permitted to
grow. In I~ly in the thirteenth century, spinning machines,
essentiaM.l' similar to Hargreaves' j enny, were invented and actually
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used, but were soon suh. ·~"-u'-~ ·-·.r ...... 6 ,,,.,.. , "~ ''""' ~ ... ~~ructive to the
livelihood of the tradesmen.
Mediaeval society by its very success in achieving static conditions
made those conditions unstable. Order and security led to trade,
and trade to the accumulation of wealth which was in turn incompatible with the economy of feudal government. The bre'\k first
came in Italy, and it was here) too. that science in its modern form
had its birth. The economic and the intellectual sides of the
Renaissance reacted very intimately on one another. Rapid development of tmde and manufacture, still along traditional lines, was
accompanied by the rediscovery of the original Greek sources of
philosophy and incidentally of science.
'l'HE lhRTH OF MonBRN SciENCE:

SciENCE AND TRADE

The fatal gap. between theory and practice, though Still wide,
dosed at certaih points. The superior craftsman by his arts became
recognized and even assimilated into the society of the wealthy.
Some of the learned and even some of the nobility deigned to interest
themselves in mechanical arts. In the Italian cities of the Renaissance~
the painter, the poet, the philosopher, the wandering scholar from
Greece, a11 met together in t:hc hvuse of the baHker or merchaut
prince. In 1438 the first academy of modern times was founded at
Florence by Cosimo de Medici. True it was a platonic academy,
but one definitely breaking away from scholastic limitations, and the
prototype of the scientific academies that were to follow: Here again
the conditions that occurred at the beginning of Greek and Islamic
science were satisfied, but there was one significant difference. 'I'he
West of Europe was a relatively poor and depopulated region; its
ruler~ were full of desire for riches but had few natural mean.s of
acquiring them. Mining for precious metals, war :ind foreign trade,
little distinguished from piracy, were the most easy means to hand,
but in mediaeval Christendom the resources of the ancient empires
in the way of man power were sadly wanting.
The CmJbination of Ingenuity and Learning.-lt was at this point;,
that ingenuity was at a premium. At first the. ingenuity was the
natt>ral ingenuity of the craftsman or millwright. The small mining
company wanted to raise ore and pump water without having to
take any new partners or pay ruinous wages for hired miners and
simply had to invent machines to do the work. But later, when
feudal or•merchant princes became the owners of mines, foundries
and ships, they naturally turned to the educated men, to the artists
and professors of mathematics for help, or rather the latter, seizing
their chance, offered their services. Leonardo's letter to she Duke
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of Milan, quoted below (p. z67), may stand as a classic instance.
Here he offers to construct a whole catalogue of new mjlitary
machin'es, to manage drainage and civil engineering, and as a kind
of afterthought he adds, "I am able to execute statues in marbl<:,
bronz~ and clay; in painting I can do as well as anyone else." In
the actual event he probably owed the favour he received to his
personal beauty and to his songs. This in itself shows how close
together had come the callings of courtier, scholar, soldier and
mechanic, a condition impossible in the Middle Ages a'nd hardly less ·
so in Classical Antiquity.
Technical .Advance.-The growth of technique by itself was necessarily slow, not so much .because individuals were incapable of
improving it, but because they had little means of passing on that
improvement to their successors. The need for secrecy, the
inability to transmit personal skill, and the j ealousy of less successful
rivals powerfully reinforced through the influence of the guilds,
reduced progress to a m1nimum. Even more potent perhaps was the
inability to find capital on a sufficient scale to start new processes.
Where men trained in philosophy and mathematics, having a comprehensive view of history and backed up by the most important
patrons of the times, paid attention to the trades, wholly new
possibilities were bound to appear. The academic scientist from
the very start was free from the difficulties of the craftsman, and,
in his position of adviser to princes or men of ~ealth, he could
interest them in pusping forwa rd schemes in the face of guild
opposition.
Science built on Craft Knowledge.-Yet the entry of philosophy
into practical life had less effect in its early stages on the processes
of production than had the study of these processes on the development of mode\n science. The interests of learned men· were
turned not only to nature but to the works of man, and this not in
the purely contemplative manner of the Greeks but with the underlying intention of improving these works for the benefit of humanity,
or, at any rate, for the benefit of their patrons. A typical example
• of this process is the life-work of Agricola, .a humanist scholar, friend
of Melancthon and Erasmus, who spent his life in studying the
ways of miners, became a mine-owner himself, and wrote a ·great
treatise on mining, De Re Metallica, which in balan~e and comprehensiveness is a better technical handbook than any that has been
produced before or since. In describing the age-old practices of the
miner's and smelter's craft, he laid the foundations
scientific
geology and chemistry, though it is not recorded that his interest
in the industry produced any actual change iri it. The fruits of the
scienti~~ studies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries diQ. not,
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in fact, show themselves in technique, with the one crucial exception
of navigation (3), until the time of the industrial revolution.
Italy and the First Scimtifo Socitties.-At first, the scientiStS of the
.Renaissance worked in an isolated way or in small groups that happened to meet together in some university town or at some prince's
court. They communicated by letter and, as they were so few, it
was possible for any one of them to know fairly quickly of any new
discoveries or theories. The idea of collaboration as a means of far
more effective and rapid progress was present from the start, but was
not easy to realize. I raly still led the way. The great dis<:overers of the
fifteenth, sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, with the exception
of Kepler, were all Italians or Italian trained. The Italian universities, particularly those of P~a.nd &~na, for a while remained
the only ones in Europe which had not a definitely scholastic and
anti-scientific bent. The first scientific; academJ. the.Acca.demia dei
Lincei, was foundeQ in~ in r6o1, but _within thirty years Italy,
having lost her 5piritual and political independence to Spain and her
commercial ~ttprc10aey to the nations of northern Europe, bad
definitely gi\'en over the lead of scientific activi!Y·
Holland, England, and the. Royal S«iety.-The situation in the
northern countri'es was different. They were at the beginning of a
period of prosperity, not at the end of one. T he age of great princes
was passing; tpat of merchants and manufacturers was to come.
Holland and then England began to be concerned with the new
knowledge which already could do so much for navigation and
warfare (4-) and which it was hoped might be as useful in the trades.
The development of the new sciences could not be left to patrons
or universities; it would have to be the work of gentlemen scientists
themselves, banded together for mutual support and assistance. Thus,
in England, in 164-5, first arose the "invisible coll~tge" which, after
the Restoration, became the Royal Society. In a similar way the
private meetings in the Salon of Etienne Pascal in Paris in 1631
were recognized in 1666 as the Royal Academy of Sciences. Bacon
had been the forerunner of these enterprises. and they carried with
thell} from the start the intensely practical intenti0115 of dte N ~
Atlantis. As the draft constitution of the Royal Society, drawn up
by Wren, has it :
" . .. The Way to so happy a Government, we are sensible, is in no
manner more facilitated than by promoting of useful Arm and Sciences,
which, •pon mature Inspection, are found to be the Basis of civil Communities and free Governments, and which gather Multitudes, by an
Orphean Charm, into Cities, and connect them in Companies; that so,
by laying in a Stock, as it were, of several Arts, and Methods of Industry,
the whole Body may be supplied by a mutual Commerce of ca~ others
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peculiar Faculties; and conse~uently that the various Miseries, and
Toils of this frail Life, may, by as many various Expedients, ready
at Ha,nd, be remedied, or alle~iated; and Wealth and Plenty diffused
in just Proportion to every one's Industry, that is, to every one's
Deserts.
And there is no Question but the same Policy that•founds a City, doth
nourish and increase it; since these mentioned Allurements to a Desire
of Cohabitation, do not only occasion Populosity of a Country, but render
it more potent and wealthy than a more populous, but more barbarous
Nation; it being the same Thing, to add moz:e Hands, or by the Assistance
of Art to facilitate Labour, and bring it within the Power of the few.
Wherefore our Reason hath suggested to us, and our own Experience
in our Travels in foreign Kingdoms and States, hath a bundantly confirmed, that we prosecute effectually the Advan cement of Natural Expe'rimenta1 Philosophy, especially tho'se Parts of it which concern the
Encrease of Commerce, by the Addition of useful Inventions tending to
the Ease, Profit, or Health of our Subjects; which will best be accomplished by a Company of Ingenious and learned Persons, well qualified
for this sort of Knowledge, to make it their principal Care and Study, and
to be constituted a regular Society for this Purpose, endowed with all
proper Privileges and Immunities." (Preamble of a Charter to incorporate
T he Royal Society; from a first Essay, and rough Draught, by Mr. Christopher Wren.)

•

The preamble of the Charter itself expresses these ideas in a shorter
and more sober fashion:
·

•

"And whereas we are informed that a competent number of persons
of eminent learning, ingenuity and honour, concording in their inclinations and stud ies towards this employment, have for some time accustomed
themselves to meet weekly and orderly to confer about the hidden causes
of things, with a design to establish certain and correct uncertain in philosophy, and have by their labour in the disquisition of Nature to .prove
themselves real b enefactors of mankind; and that they already made a
considerable progress by divers useful and remarkable discoveries, inventi ons and experiments in the improvement of Mathematics, M echanics,
Astronomy, Navigation, Physics and Chemistry, we have determined to
grant our Royal favour, patronage, and all due encouragement to this
illustrious assembly, and so beneficial and laudable an enterprise." (5)

The Discoveries and Navigation .- Yet as far as immediate practical
results were concerned, the Royal Society approached closer to
Swift's Laputa than to Ba.a>n~ At/anti!. Admirable studies were
made of industries, but little improvement could be suggested. The
great work of seventeenth-century science was to clear th~ way for
approaching the fundamental facts of physics and chemistry. Only
in astronomy could its ~ork be brought to a final conclusion in the
great syntheses which N ewton made of the work of Galileo and
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\"\ orld navigation, world trade,

the planting of cob,
just beginning, and here the tables of
the astronomers and the pendulum and balance wheel docks of the
physicists meant the saving of ships and cargoes, and the conquest
of distant empires. The first subsidized scientific institution in
·
England was the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. (6)
Tlu First Scit!ltists.-The seventeenth century marked the transition between the amateur and the professional scientists. The
members of the Royal Society were, for the most pan, country
gentlemen and men about town, though they includt.:d some great
nobles and even the King himself. For most of them, the meetings
of the Royal Society were a form of entertainment, from which
profitable ideas might possibly be gained. Besides them, however,
there were the officials of the Society, Hooke ( 7) and his assistants
and the secretary, Oldenburg, who depended, at any rate in part,
for their living on their scientific work, and for whom scientific
work constituted the major occupation of their lives. Hardly less
were Newton and the pietist nobleman, Boyle, scientists in the
modern sense.
The Newtonian Era.-The result of the scientific work of the
\
seventeenth century was a success, but one of an unexpected character. Science did not, as Bacon had hoped, immediately lead to a
satisfaction of human wants, but it had established itself, largely
through the work of Newton, as an extraordinarily effective way of
quantitative calculation in the domain of mechanics and physics. The
Newtonian method of reducing everything to massive particles acted
on by forces seemed at the rime to offer as great hopes for the
advancement of·science as had the inductive method of BacOn or
the logical geometry of Descartes, and it had, beyond that, the immense
advantage that in astronomy and mechanics, at least, it actually
worked. People began to apply the Newtonian method quite
improperly to the whole field of natural knowledge, and even to
theology and ethics. The idea that by reason and calculation alone
men could succeed in solving all their problems was one of the •
guiding motives of eighteenth-century philosophy, and it had passed
far beyond the boundaries of scientific thought. Science had for the
first time become an important cultural factor, and exerted its influence
even on political events. The eighteenth century became the age
of reason, and the pious and conservative Newton was to become
a forerunner of the French Revolution. The immediate effect on
. science, however, was disastrous. Newton had done so much that
it seemed hardly worth while for lesser men to do anything.
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The great scientific outburst of the seventeenth century was not
maintained. It depended too much on the specially favourable conjunction of social, political and economic factors, and on the genius
of tQo few men. From I 690 to I 7 50 was a relative blank in the
history of science, time enough to digest but also largely to forget
the great work of the seventeenth century. (8) When science again
appeared in vigour, it was in very different surroundings. The
gentlemen and merchants of the seventeenth century had been, in
fact, too successful. The normal course of development of capital
and the growth of trade had given them all they wanted. Science
was a plaything of which they soon got tired. A new class was
emerging, however, that of the small manufacturers who were taking
advantage of the new markets won by the trade wars and of the
new demands created by them to push new wares and new ways of
making them. The science of the eighteenth centu ry was from the
stan closely identified with the industrial revolution. Now it was
no longer a question merely of science studying accepted methods
of industry; the methods themselves were changi ng and science had
to take a part in that change. It was not at first a predominating
part, for it was the institution of capitalism through the breaking
down of guild resistance and through the creation of available money
on the one hand and property-less workers on the other, which made
that development possible for the first t ime. The release of everlatent human ingenuity was not primarily disciplined or inspired by
science. The early development of the industrial revolution-the
introd~ction of automatic textile machinery-was largely the work
of uneducate~ craftsmen, but one great gift, the steam-engine, which
solved
. the crucial problem of power, came, at least in part, from
sc1ence.
The Steam-Engine.-The st.eam-engine has a very mixed origin;
its material parents might be said to be the cannon and the pump.
The awareness of the latent energy of gunpowder persistently
• suggested that uses other than war might be found for it, and when
gunpowder proved intractable, there was a natural tendency to use
the less violent agents of fire and steam. The need for power was,
however, at the outset extremely restricted. For most purposes,
wind and water-mills sufficed, and industry had naturally grouped
itself round such sources of power, as it still does round sources of raw
materials. But in the case of mines there was no such freedom. The
mine had to be where the ore was, and as often as not no natural power .
might be available, and it was necessary either to go to the expense
of usfong animals or men, or to abandon the working completely.
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The idea of raising water by means of fire was consequently a
natural one, but the crude attempts at doing this, such as that of
the Marquess of Worcester, broke down because the materials able
to withstand steam pressure could not at that time be made. Here
science stepped in. Torricelli's discovery of the vacuum. suggested
a source of power which, if cumbersome, was at any rate manageable,
and after some rather fumbling attempts by scientists such as Papin,
the milita>-y engineer Savery in 1695 and the Cornish tin-miner
Newcomen in 1711. constructed the first practical steam-engines
which could pump water out of mines on an economic basis. With
an available source of power which could be set up anywhere, industry
was free of aU local restrictions, though it took nearly a century,
and the radical improvements introduced by W att, before this was
realized economically in practice .
.Scimu tmd Rt!wlutiQn. T)u LuntJr .SQdety.-The effect of this
and other useful applications of science, such as Frank!in's lightning
conductor in 1752, made practical men see not only that in science
they had a vast power which could be used profitably, but that in
order to use it, it was necessary to go deeply into the secrets of
nature. Towards the end of the century a lively scientific interest
began to penetrate these manufacturing circles, and it was there that
most of the new developments of science took place. It was in
Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow and Philadelphia, rather
than Oxford, Cambridge and London, that the science of the industrialrevolution took root. Its practitioners were no longer small country
gentlemen and churchmen, but dissenting ministers and quakers, and
their patrons were no longer aristocrats and merchant bankers, but
manufacturers. The effective centre of scientific thought in England
at the end of the eighteenth century was not the Royal Society but
the L11nar Society which met at Birmingham unde.r the patronage
of Boulton, W ilkinson and W edgwood, attended by Watt, Priestley
and Erasmus Darwin. (9) But science was necessary not only for
directors of industry; it was also becoming increasingly desirable that
the leading operatives at least should have some knowledge of
scientific principles. Science, at any rate in manufacturing districts, •
would have to come into the scheme of education. It was useless
to expect anything from universities; they had in the eighteenth
century sunk to a depth of sloth, ignorance and bigotry worse than
any in their history. The want was filled by the setting-up of
mechanics'_institutions and libraries in the centres of the new manufacturing districts. The first was, characteristically enough, in
America, where Franklin founded the Philadelphia Academy in
I7SS· Similar institutions were founded in Manchester, Birmingham
and Glasgow, and finally Count Rumford, a kind of inferior Fdnldin,
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founded the Roya l Institution in London, destined to be the most
famous of them all.
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" l n I 796 he made a 'proposal for forming in London by private subscription an establishment for feeding the poor, and giving them useful
employment, and also for furnishing food at a cheap rate to others who
m~y stand in need of such assistance, connected with an institution for
introducing and bringing forward into general use new inventions and
improvements, particularly such as relate to the management of heat and
the saving of fuel, and to various other mechanical contrivances by which
domestic comfort and economy may be promoted.'
Rumford told his friends that he was 'deeply impressed with the necessity of rendering itjaJhionab/~ to care for the poor and indigent.'
The Society for Bettering the Condition of the Poor was founded to
meet the first suggestion in his agitation. The second suggestion, for
the founding of a research institution, was separated from the first, as it
would be 'too conspicuous and too interesting and important, to be made
an app~ndix to any other existing establishment, and consequently it must
stand alone, and on its own proper basis.' In 1799 the Institution was
founded and private subscriptions were collected for 'a public institution
for diffusing the knowledge and faci litating the genera] and speedy introduction of new and <Useful mechanical inventions ana improvements;
and also for teaching, by regular courses of philosophical lectures and
experiments, the applications of the new discoveries in science to the.
improvement of arts and manufactures, and in facilitating the means of
procu ring the comforts and conveniences of life.' Sir Joseph Banks, the
President of the Royal Society, was the chairman of the managers, and
Rumford was the secretary. A house was bought in Albemarle Street
and its rooms converted 'into laboratories, lecture rooms, offices, etc.;
and a Bat for the accommodation of Rumford. ' A good cook was engaged for the improvement of culinary advancement--one object, and
not the least important, for the Royal Institution.' Like all other institutions founded by social idealists, its character was rapidly adapted,
not to the ach~vement of the precise objects of the founders, but 'to those
objects in its constitution which were of interest to classes with increasing
social power. As the class of student in the public grammar schools of
the .fifteenth century gradually changed from orphans to the sons of
princes, and as ' the co-operative movement of the Rochdale pioneers
changed from a communal society into a business paying dividends, so
the Royal Institution changed from a laboratory for the solution of the
problems of t he poor into an institution for the solution of the scientific
problems which governing opinion of the day though t important. T he
solutions of the problems of science ultimately benefit the poor, but only
after they have benefi ted the industrialists who exploi t science . . . ."
-Crowther, BritiJiz Sci~tttim of t!u Nin~tuntlz c~ntury, PP·-3 5-36.

T he Great Age of French Science.- In Fra nce, t he eigh teenth' .
century was an age of transition from monarchical and feudal rule to
a middl~-dass republic on the English model. Politics and philosophy
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took the first place, but science\\demand, partlculady
in the latter part of the century w!-,..._ •• '''"''"''''-.,.J.re was also developeJ.
From the start, however, it had a more official and specifically a
more military character than in England. The French artillery
scfiools were indeed the first formal institUtions at which scientific
education could be acquired. The great French mathematicians. and
physicists at the end of the period,like Lagrange, Laplace and M011ge,
.~·tc., were trained at these schools, but their most illustrious pupil
was Napoleon, the first administrator to appreciate the value of
-cience. Lavoisier was at the same time a member of the financial
oligarchy of the Fermiers Generaux and the scientific head of the
;, -. <:rnrnent Arsenal, in the laboratorr of which most of his im:
. lilt expt·riments were waJe.
The.hatred felt by the people of
Paris for the aJministration of the Ferme was the ultimate cause
of his trial and execution. The Revolution, after a check due to
the immediate confusion, developed still further the eighteenthcentury trends. In founding the Ecole Polytechnique and the
Bureau de Poids et Mcsures, it created the first establishm('nt of
science on a fully subsidized state basis.
The Pneumatic Rroolution and Chemical Industry.-'I'he seveutecnth
century had for all practical purposes established the scientific hasis
of mechanics; d-1c fruit of that was seen in the eighteenth century
in the steam-engine and later in the locomotive. The great triumph
of the eighteenth century was the reduction of chemistry from a
traditional technique to a science as amenable to calculation as
mechanics. This was finally achieved by Lavoisier and Dalton by
bringing, into traditional chemistry physical ideas mostly derived from
the p-roperties of gases. The fruits of this u Pneumatic Revolution"
were seen in the nineteenth century with the development of the
heavy chemical industry, in the production of soda, bleaching powder
and gas. (10)
•
The Nineteenth-Century: Science becomes a Necersity.--Once the
industrial revolution was well under way, the position of science as
an integral part of civilization was secure. In a thousand ways
science was necessary both in measuring and standardizing industry •
and in introducing economies and new processes. The fact that
science was necessary to industry did not mean, however, that an
industrial basis for science would arise of itself. Indeed, through
the nineteenth century, in spite of the persistent demand for more
science, there was difficulty in securing any adequate financial
support, eitller for scientific research or science teaching. This was
. inherent in the anarchical nature of the age of capitalist expansion.
There was a distrust of official institutes of any kind, particularly
of Government institutes, and there Was no means of raising.. rftoney
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on a large scale for any purpose of a not immediately profitable
nature. In the early part of the nineteenth century, the bulk
of scientific work was still being carried on in such places as
the Royal Institution, or in the private laboratories of people of
means. The Royal Institution became in the time of Davy and
Faraday almost the national physical and chemical institute. Yet
in s!'ite of its services to industry it was never easy to finance. In
1833, two years after the epoch-making discoveries of electrical
induction, Faraday had the greatest difficulty in finding a few hundred
pounds to enable the Institution to carry on. (1 t)
Germany mters the Fie/d.-Meanwhile the development of science
was proceeding apace in Europe. The early nineteenth century
marked the peak of the French achievement in science, but from
France the movement spr._ad rapidly to Germany, now able to play,
for the first time since the sixteenth century, an independent part
in European culture. The reform of the German universities and
the readiness with which the Germans took up the new sciences,
particularly chemistry, from the French, led to so rapid a growth
that by the middle of the century it vvas apparent that, in quantity
• at any rate, German science had taken the lead, and German manufacture appeared more able to assimilate the resources of science than
did that of England.
Partly as a reaction to this and particularly owing to the direct
inRuence of the German Prince Consort, science in England, by
the middle of the century, began to receive official notice. A Science
and Art Department was formed, and a resolute attempt was made
by Royal Commissions to introduce science to the old universities
and to make it an integral part of the newe r universities that were
being set up in provincial towns and in London. Th'e great bulk of
this new scientific work was, of course, that part of science which
was of immediate utility, physics and c,hemistry; the biological
sciences had to wait much longer for recognition. Darwin was for
the best part of his life a man of private means, working in retirement; Huxley earned his living on the G eological Survey. (12)
Science as an Institution. The Idea of Pure Science.-Neverthe• less, there grew up in the nineteenth century a definite institution
•
of science. The Royal Society was revived and took up, ~ut on
a relatively much smaller scale, its functions of the seventeenth
century. (13) The British Association, which was founded in 1831
largely to supersede it, gradually became the official popular mouthpiece of science. Numerous departmental societies, chemi~al societies,
geological societies, etc., appeared spontaneously with the appropriate
arrangements for publication. A scientific world appeared, consisting ·
of proj~ors, employees in industrial laboratories and amateurs, but in
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contradistinction to the scientific world of the seventeenth century,
it claimed as its function only the · realm of fact and not the realm
of action. The great controversies of the nineteenth century-' such
as that of evolution, were fought out in the field of ideas. Scientists
claimed no part in the direction of State or of industry. They were
concerned with pure knowledge. It was a satisfactory arrangement
to both patties. The industrialists made use of the work of the
scientists, and generally paid them for it, though not much; the
scientists had the satisfaction of knowing that they were living in
an age of indefinite progress to which their labours, in a manner
· which it w~ unnecessary to examine, were contributing the largest
share. At the time when science should have been most obyiously
connected with the development of the machine age, arose the idea
of pure science: of the scientist's responsibility being limited to
carrying out his own work, and leaving the results to an ideal economic
system, ideal because natural and open to the free play of economic
forces. This is the attitude which lies still at the back of many
scientists' and laymen's ideas of science, little though it fits the state
of the present--day world.
Scx:ENCE AND I MPERIAL ExPANSION

•

By 1885 a new current was setting in, and it was apparent that
the development of manufacturing industry was leading to unexpected
and disturbing results. Already Britain had lost the monopoly of
manufacture, and was fast losing its ~dominance 4lS a manufacturing
country; Germany and Ameri01 were ~idable rivals. The
Empire was invoked to save British industry by providing it with
fresh fields for export, not so much now of conaumable goods as of
production goods, railways and machinery. An i~idental result was
the further developmen( of science. To cope with the new problems
oflmperial expansion, the Imperial College and the Imperial Institute
were founded, and a general overhaul of scientific teaching and
research was made. In Germany, however, industrialization was
far more intense; science was being used on quite another scale.
The Technische Hochschulen were turning out thousands of trained •
chemis~ and physicists, who were being absorbed into the laboratories
of industry, and in a few years the chemistry of dye-sttttfs and
explosives, for which the foundations had been laid largely in France
and Britain, had been captured as part of a new German industry
which held rlte vinual monopoly of the world market.
T/21 War.- The turning-point in the history of science occurred
·with the War. The War differed from previous wars in that it
involved whole nations and not only armies drawn from t,hem.
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Agricultu.re and industry were pressed into direct war ~rvice and
so was sc1ence. Of course, from earliest times science had been in
demand for the arts of war more th'an for those of peace, not because
of any particular bellicose nature of scientists, but because the demands
of war are more urge·nt. Princes and Governments are more willing
to subsidi-z.e research for war purposes than for any other because
scic1ice may produce new devices which from their very novelty are
of critical military importance. (But see pp. 17 1- 3.)
Collaboration of Scientists.- The collaboration of the scientists in
the late W ar, however, went beyond anything that had happened .
before. It was not a matter of the application of well-known
scientific principles by a small numbe r of technicians and inventors,
.but the total mobili-z.ation of the scientists in every country, for the
sole purpose of increasing, during the War itself, the destructive
power of modern weapons, and devising methods of protection against
such advance on the opposite side. (See p. 180.) H ere, atthe beginning,
the Germans had an advantage; not only were their scientists more
numerous, but they were in much closer contact with industry than
were those in the Allied countries. This w as an immediate advantage,
which would have proved decisive had it not been for the grave
deficiency in G ermany of primary raw mate rials, such as metals,
rubber and oil. The Allied powers had to improvise scientific and
ind ustrial services du ring the War. In 19 z 7 this took final form
in the D epartment of Scientific and Industrial Research in th is
country, and in 1916 of the N ational Research C ouncil in the
United States of America. As the Report of the D epartment for
1932 states:

•

"The scheme was devised by our predecessors in office in the middle
of the gteatest War in history. From the outset of hostilities, it was
apparent that 'he application of science was to play an important part in
the conflict ; and men of science were enlisted in the nation's army of
workers with no inconsiderable eff'ect. The circumstances of war lent
force to the pleas of those who had been calling for a closer march ~f
British industry with science, for they demonstrated, with an emphasis
which had hitherto been lacking, the consequences of failure to follow up
scientific d iscoveries capable of utilization in the industrial sphere. For
example, it was soon found that this country was to an unfortun.ate extent largely dependent on fo reign sources fo r some of the supplies necessa ry for warlike operations. Our greatest enemy of those days had
secured, by application of science, a hold upon certain manufactured
products which was found to be of an extent and nature to threaten our
national well-being. And there was a general awakening· to the fact
that for success in times of peace as well is of war it was desirable that .
the resources of science should be ut ilized to the full. The perils of war
fu misl}ed precepts for peace, and it was realized that on the conclusion of
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the conflict a situation would arise in the world of industry which would
call for increased eifort if British industrial supremacy was to be maintained, and if the manufactured products of the nation were to cqntinue
to hold their own in the world's markets. In anticipation of that situation,
the Government of the day set up the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research and, as part of the financial provision placed at its disposal, Parliament voted a capital sum of one million pounds for the encouragement of mdustrial research. The most effective way of promoting this aim was the subject of careful consideration by our predec~ors
in consultation witlt leaders of industry, and the scheme of co-operative
research associations was devised." (See alsop. r72.)

•

State Science.-This extract illustrates how the Wa r led naturally
to a new and much more conscious appreciation of the function of
science in a modern industrial state. It was then recognized that
science could not be left entirely unorganized and dependent on
ancient endowments or sporadic benefactions. The very existence
of a modern industrial state in peace and war-and from the technical
point of view, the problems involved are not fundamentally differentwas seen to depend on the activities of organjzed science. The
discovery of natural resources and the means for the most effective
use of them depends on science and science alone. This realization,
however, was by no means dear, as the passage just quoted will
indicate. There were forces inherent in old institutions and habits
which fought against any such rationalization of science. In practically all countries, the reorganization of science took place in a
confused and half-hearted way. The governments and ind ustry
wanted it but were not prepared to pay the price, and scientists
instincti-vely clung to the relative independence of pre-War days.
Although in the War nearly all had accepted service unquestioningly,
in peac~ it was possible to question the desirability for science to
put itself entirely at the service of governments and monopolist
industry. The result in nearly all countries was a compromise, one
of a particularly unsatisfactory character. Science was neither
organized nor independent. A multiplicity of authorities controlled
it, administering a still greater multiplicity of funds. (See Chap. III.)
The port-War Period and the Crisii.-This confusion was not in
itself able to check the immense productivity of scientific research.
At first after the W ar, science, once set free from immediate technical
tasks, burst into an activity which has been rarely surpassed in its
history, and notably so in Germany, as if to show that the predominance ..,hich could not be won by violence might be attained
in the peaceful sphere of the intellect. This lull did not survive
the crisis of '2.9 and its political aftermath. Science almost everywhere was curtailed by economy, and the apparently unas~;lable
D
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position of Germany destroyed by the fanaticism of the Nazis. Since
1933 there and everywhere else the growth of armaments is further
limiting and distorting the whole structure of science.
The natural inefficiency of scientists was made worse rather than
better by the development of bureaucracy; science was neither free
to d,S!velop according to its own intrinsic tendencies nor was it
effectively directed in the service of industry. In its new phase,
expenditure on scienee must needs be far greater than before on
account of the larger scale of proportionate expenses of apparatus
and the necessity of employing far more people of all different grades .
in organized collaboration; yet the funds provided have been everywhere, except perhaps in the United States, inadequate for such an
expansion. Science was not allowed to continue in the old way
nor was it effectively enabled to carry on in the new.

SciENCE AND SociALISM

Meanwhile in the Soviet Union very different developments were
occurring. The imfl(>rtance of science had grown imperCeptibly in
Russia with the growth of capitalism, but this importance was not
formally recognized. After the Revolution of 1917, however, a
great development began. In Marxist theory science had always
had an important place. The ideal of Bacon-the use of science for
the welfare of human beingr-was indeed a guiding principle of
the constructive side of Marxism. Science, it held, must be used
directly for this purpose and no longer divert its service to
increasing profits. ln spite of the extremely slender scientific
resources of Czarist Russia, of the destruction of the Great War
and civil wars, of the immense sufferings and privations of the period
of reconstruction, the importance of science in the U.S.S.R. continued to grow. The effective start, however, for a large-scale
organization of scienCe as an integral part of a general drive towards
the improvement of conditions did not occur until the first five-year
• plan in 192.7. From then on, both in numbers and finance, Soviet
science has shown a continued and eyer more rapidly increaSing
advance, completely unaffected by the depression that has done so
much to check the progress of capitalist science. It is not to be
expected in an institution such as science, which requires for its
maturing years and even generations of common effort, that overwhelming success should be immediately obtainable; imleed, it will
be some time before in exactness and critical ability Soviet science
is able to surpass Germany or Britain. What it has done, however;
is eneugh to show that in this new way of organizing science in the
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service of humanity lie possibilities for both altogether beyond those
which the present indefensible and c.haotic system of science and
industry in the West can offer. (See pp. 221-231.) ·

•

(r) For a penetrating study of this and other aspects of the early history of science, see
Professor Gordon Childe's Man Mdet Himself, and his article in M odern Quarterly, No. z.
(z) Professor L. Hogben mak.es the same point in & ience for the Citio;en, pp. 777-778.
(3) Ballistics might claim to share the honour with. navigation, but although all the
leadirtg scientists, including Galileo and Newton, spent much time on its study, it is dou'btful
whether all their ingenuity wu of any use to the practical gunner (seep. 169).
(+) So.e p. 169. Stevinus of Brugd, secretary to William the Silent, was the fint
scientist administrator, and by his technical and economic measures did u much u anyone
to secure the independence of the United Provinces.
(5) See also note (4) p. 2.91.
(6) The assist ance given by King Charles was not of a very spectacular kind. Mr.
Weld, in his History uf tlu Royal Socitty, makes the following remarks on its foundation :
" The K ing allowed £soo in money, with hricks from Tilhury Fort, where there was a
spare stock, and some wood, iron and lead, from a gatehouse demolished in the Tower;
and encouraged us fu r ther with a promise of affording what more sho~.tld be requisite. The
foundation wa~ laid August 10, I 67 5, and the work carried on so well, that the roof was
laid and the building covered by Christmas.
" Mr. Baily states, • that this Observatory was formerly a tower built hy Humphrey,
Duke of Gloucester, and repaired or rebuilt hy Henry VIII in I S>-6. That it was sometimes the habitation of the younger branches of the royal family ; tometimes the residence
of a favourite mistress ; sometimes a prison, and sometimes a place of defence. Mary of
York, fifth daughter of Edward IV, died at the tower in Greenwich P ark in 148z..
Henry VIII visited "a fayre lady," whom he loved, here. In Queen Elizabeth's t ime it
was called MireReur. In t642, being then called Greenwich Castle, it was thought of so
much consequence, u a place of strength, that immediate steps were ordered to be taken
for securing it. After the Restoration, Charles II, in 167 5, pulled down the old tower,
and founded on its site the present Royal Observatory "' (p. z 54).
" Bearing in mind the apathetic conduct of the King towards the Royal Society, it will
not appear extraordinary that the Oh1ervatory, so hurriedly established, was left for a
period of nearly fifteen yurt without a aingle instrument being furnished by Government.
Sir Jonas Moore provided Flamsteed with a sextant, two clocks, a telescope, and some
book.s ; all the other instruments, excepting the foregoing, and those lent by the Royal .
Society, were made "t Flam.steed's expense. 'lt is true,' uya Mr. Baily, ' th"t they had
given him a bouse to live in, and had appropriated a precarious salary of £100 a year;
but, at the same time, although his employments were sufficiently laborious, the King had
ordered that be should instruct monthly two bo}'l from Christ Church Hospital, which
was a great annoyance to him, and interfered with his proper avocations ... (pp. zss-zs6).
(7) Hooke, who ranlu as the greatest experimenter of the seventeenth century; was, as
curator, ohligecl to produce two original experimenta a week for the Society. He was,
however, besides thi6, surveyor to the City of London, no sinecure after the fire, and a great
architect, building Bethlehem Hospital and, almoet more than Wren, St. Paul's Cathedral.
(8) This decline, which is quite clear to the scienti$t, coincided, as G . N. Clark has
pointed out in his Scimc• anti Social Wt/fart in tu Agt of Newton, with a great turn of the
tide in economic affairs, the ending of the period of high prices following on the opening up
of America, and the beginning of a period of steady price• which lasted until the Napoleonic
period. Although Professor Clark is very careful to difsociate himself from an economic
view of the history of science, the o;oincidence is remarkably striking, and particularly so
because science arose again not only w4en the new economic change was taking place, but
precisely in those places where the change was most intense.
(9) See S. Smila, Lif• of Wall, Li'WI of tlu E•gmnrs, etc., also H. W. Dic.k.inson,
M11ttluw Bou/ltm.
(ro) Professot1 Clark seemed to be surprised that this change did not occur in the
seventeenth century, and cites it as an enmple which proves that economic {~tor. do not
~etermine the actual course of science, although he admits they may iniluence the intensity
with which scientifi~ pursuits are carried on. In the author's opinion, it is a very good
demonstration of the contrary prop<>&ition. The need for di~coveries in chemis;ry. could
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only occur when old p rocesses employing chemical means, brewery, tanning, dyeing,
bleaching, had ceased t o be cottage or small-scale occupations and had become large c:noug.h
to mak e it worth while to thin k rAtional ly with a view to improvem ent (seep. 128). Th~s
ch ange. only occu rred in t he eigh teenth century, and t herefore economic incentive for thts
kind of science was lacking. On the purely scien tific side, th e development of chemist ry
needed to solve these technical problems required the previous analysis of mechan ical and
physical forces, particularly the study of the properties of gases, itself a p roduct of the
development of the ateam -engine. Con sequently both directly an d indirectly, t he g reat
revofution in ch emist ry was the product of economic fo rces. See also H ogben's Science
f or the Citizen, C hapters VII and V lll.
( r r) See Crowther, Britisll P!.ysidtts of the N inetunt/, Century. See also for similar
conditions in F rance, p. 20 1 .
(12) In any full account these remarks would have to be extensively qualifi ed. T here
were notable advances in the mid-nineteenth centu ry in m any o t her fields. I n m edicine
the re were the discove ries of anaesthet ics and antisept ics, t hough these as well as the germ
theory of dise.asc were largely the fruit of chemica l rese•rcb. J n agriculture there was the
work of Liebig ond Bunsen, both however chemists. T he science of geology was main ly
established in this period as a direct consequence of studies of mines and canal and railway
su rveying. Tt is, however, a curious comment ary on H uxley's occupat ion that Owen, the
great palaeontologist, worked as professor at the R oyal College of Surgeons.
( 13) The decadence of the Royal Societ y in t he late eighteen t h ~ nd early nineteenth
century was very real. Babbage, one of t he most original minds in Britain, wro te in r8]0,
" On the decline of science in England," and e<~mpaigned violently against the election of
fellows on the ground of their wealth and social posicion alone. See H og ben, Sdence f or
t he Citi•en, pp. 6r6 and 7 1 3·
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THE EXISTING ORGANIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
IN BRITAIN
University, GO'Vtrnmmt and Industrial . Research.-We now return
to the more concrete study of the present situation of scientific
research. In this country, as indeed in nearly all other countries
outside the U.S.S.R., scientific research is carried out in three different
administrative spheres: in the universities, in Government services
and in industry. The independent scientist, so important in earlier
ages and even in the nineteenth century, has practically disappeared.
The work is co-ordinated, in so fa r as it is co-ordinated at all, by
the scientific societies who are also largely responsible for scientific
·publications and . to a lesser extent by such bodies as the M edical
Research Council and other grant-providing bodies.
Research in the universities has appeared as a natural outgrowth
of individual investigations undertaken by the teaching staff. It is
primarily concerned with pure science, although more recently in a
number of unive rsities a limited amount of applied science research
has also been done. T he objects of Government research are twofold: firstly, research for the D efence Services, Army, Navy and
Air Force; and secondly, research for the benefit of industry,
agriculture and medicine. Both these kinds of research arc necessarily largely of an applied character. T he research carried on by
industry is almost exclusively of this character, as the work of
indust rial laboratories for pure science is less developc!d in England
than in America or Germany.
These three sphe res are, however, not independent of one another.
The universities tend increasingly, particularly in relation to science,
to depend upon gra nts from Government Departments and donations
• from industrialists. A large proportion of scientific research workers
in universities are, in fact, paid either by Government or industry.
On the other hand, much of the direction of scientific work in
industry and in G overnment Departments is carried out by men
holding university posts, particularly in the higher g rades, and by
committees ef such men with advisory functions. G overnmental
and industrial research arc also very closely combined; the whole ·
~cheme of Research Associations is an attempt to give to industry
the advantages of the centralized research faci lities which the G<]v£rn36
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ment provides, and to share the expenses of research likely to be of
assistance both to Government and industry. A particularly important Department of G overnment Research (War Research) is
inextricably conJJected with the research of the armaments industry,
which is itself merely one aspect of heavy industry-steel, engineering,
explosives and heavy chemicals. The scientific societies, particularly
the Royal Society, are at once in all three camps. Their personnel
is largely drawn from the universities, they administer large Government funds for research, th us becoming. in part Government Departments, and they are in close touch with the research carried out by
industry.
All this will give the impression that we have a well-knit organized
system of research in this country. Actually, however, all these
connections have grown up through force of circumstances and fo r
personal reasons in an entirely haphazard way, and the result in
structure, if reduced to a diagram, would simply show the enormous
degree of interlocking and ~ross-connections without any discernible
plan. (1) The most effective direction of science, so far as it does
exist, is not inside the framework of any of these bodies, but depends
on the fact that a handful of the more important scientists in the
country know one another, and between them know practically
everybody else of importance in the scientific world and in the
administrative and business circles which are concerned. Plans fo r
scientific development are discussed informally, and, of course,
secretly. W ealthy men are approached and persuaded privately to
put up funds, somebody who knows the Prime Minister suggests that
something might be done for a particul.a r branch of research, and in
this typically English way scientific research carries on .
RESEARCH IN THE UNIVERSITIES

•

The uni versities occupy the most important position in fundamental research. Indeed it would be safe to say that some four-fifths
of fundamental research done in Britain is turned out in university
laboratories. This has been a very gradual development, particularly
on the material side. It is only in the present century that .t~e
universities have developed large and well-equipped 1aboratO'ries not
primarily devoted to teaching purposes. The position of the universities in respect to scientific research is in process of very rapid change.
Before the War, most of the research in universities was carried out
by professors, le-cturers and other university teachers in their spare
time, although it was coming to be understood more and more that
rese:rch work was as important, if not more important, to the
uni versity as was teaching.
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Ruearch Workers.--Since the War, research has been multiplied
by the addition of two classes of workers, post-graduate students and
subsidized whole-time senior research workers. The competition
for posts in the scientific world forces the pace in res~t of qualifications. Partly owing to the infl uence of Germany and America,
English universities introduced the Ph.D. degree for which ori.ginal
research is a necessary condition. Now that the Ph.D. degree is
necessary for anyone aspiring to a post of any importance in the
scientific world, universities are assured of a plentiful supply of young
research workers who stay frorn two to four years. The actual number
is difficult to estimate. The University Grants Committee list t 791
full-time and 936 part-time advanced students in science, technology,
medicine and agriculture (for their distribution see Appendix I (c)),
but probably less than half of these are doing research. We may
reasonably take I 500 as an upper figure for junior research workers.
Some of these are continuing their studies at their own expense;
the majority, however, are supported partially or wholly by grants
from the university or college in the form of scholarships, from the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, or other Government bodies, and from local authorities. Besides these, there are a
small but growing number, about a hundred, of senior research
workers in universities. For the most part, these workers are not
paid by the universities. In fact there are only about twenty
research posts of this type in the country : the majority depend upon
various forms of fellowships and on senior Government research
awards (see p. 83).
The position of the research worker in the universities is still
anomalous. H e has no recognized place but is treated as part-student
and part-teacher. As a result, permanent or professional research
worker~ are still rare. It is normal for a student to ~pend anything
from two to six years in research in universities and then drift into
teaching, administration or industrial work. The effects of this
,anomalous position on the research workers themselves and in their
work will be discussed in a later chapter.
The organization of research work in universities follows the •
traditional department system. The professor controls a department
and advises the research workers in that department; that is, in
general, he suggests the research that they should undertake, and
assists and criticizes them in the course of the work. Though, of
course, this is largely nominal in the case of senior research workers,
in many cfses the professor himself collaborates in the work of
individual research workers. He sets someone to work at a problem
'in which he is int~rested, take$ a larger or smaller share in the actual
work, and publishes ~pers jointly with the research worker... -This
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system, of course, may be of great advantage to young research
workers, but it is open to the gravest abuse.
The effective direction of scienti fie research in universities thus
rests entirely in the hands of the professors. University faculty
boards or their equivalents, and the general directing authority of
the \lniversity, can only interfere indirectly through their control of
sums allocated to various departments. They are not su fficiently
qualified to direct the actual research or to co-ordinate it with similar
research in other institutions. This means in effect that fundamental
scientific research is carried out in a large number (approximately
400) of independent laboratories. These, of course, vary enormously
in importance. Only a few of them are equi valent to the scientific
institutes of the Conti nent, e_mploying some twenty to forty research
workers. The majority a re one or two-man departments. The
importance of any laboratory depends on a number of factors. Large
laboratories are found where there is a demand fo r much advanced
teaching or for the solution of some industrial or semi-industrial
problems. They are also found where the professor is a man of
notable ability eithe r in science or in the far more difficult a rt of
securing funds for research.
There is, except in a certain limited field, a marked difference in
the position of scientific research in the large r and smaller unive rsities. In the latter, as might be expected, are to be found the
majority of small laborato ries as well as completely isolated research
workers; it is there also that the requirements of teach ing make
the largest encroachments on the time for research. Occasionally,
thanks to a special benefaction, a highly specialized institute of some
size will be found in a small university, but for the most part the
great bulk of valuable research is concentrated into a relatively small
number of laboratories in the large uni versities. This s.ituation
intensifies the· already existing disparities between unive rsities by
drawing most men of outstanding ability to those centres where that
ability is likely to be useful, and still further lowering the standard of
the subsidiary centres. That continual exchange of teachers and
research workers between un iversities standing on a more or less
equal basis, which was one of the best features of G erman university •
life, is almost completely absent in E ngland. I nstead there is a
tender.::y to compete for posts in the large r universities and to retain
them indefinitely when acquired.
There exists no official mechanism for co-ordinating the work
done in different university laboratories. The universit}' itself, with
its multiplicity of science sections, cannot be co-ordinated except.
administratively, while laboratories in the same subj ect in different
place! ~n collaborate only on a purely voluntary basis as there is no
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higher administrative authority to direct their work. What co-ordinat ion there is depends on the scientific societies.
N ature of Research done.-It is not our object here to attempt
to describe t he actual subjects of research carried out at universities.
I t is regrettable, however, that no descri ption of these does exist;
a little can be gleaned from such popular works as Julian Hu~ley's
Science and Social Needs, and in detail for onE' university from
Cambridge University Studies. It is, of course, nobody's busiJJess
to describe the progress of science in universities or in the country
at large, but the project might be worth the notice of some enterprising publisher. The conditions which determine the amount
and the nature of the work done at the universities are largely
historical and economical. They are histdrical in so far as the
work carried out in any one year is generally the continuation
of work of previous years, and as new professors generally inherit
the more or less explicit programme of work from their predecessors.
Except in the case of schools t he importance of whose work is
universally recognized in the scientific world, such as the work
of the Cavendish L aboratory on the structure of the atomic nudeus,
the limiting factor of any line of research is the possibility of
getting money for it. This depends largely on the importance of
the department from the teach ing point of view, which is determined
by the number of students attending the department, that is,
effectively, by the number of posts available for students in any
pa rticular subject. T he g reat majority of science students in
universities are destined to one of four careers--enginee ring, industry,
medicine, and teaching, of which the last absorbs far the greatest
number-while a small minority will ~ake up purely scientific
research.
Res~arch in Engineering.-The department of engineering in most
universities is somewhat anomalous, being generally· in closer touch
with the industry than with the rest of the universi ty. Yet in spite
of this, the university course is often considered to be relatively
useless, compared to shop experience, in the training of practical engineers. T he fact is that most engineering departments fall between •
two stools. Any profound study of the fundamental principles of
engineering is not considered suitable for what is in fact a technical
training, but on the other hand, the departments are rarely equipped
with machinery on a sufficiently modern scale to give the students
any actual experience of industrial conditions.
Research in Physics and Chemistry. -The chemical industry takes
far the largest share ? f industrial scientists and needs men with a
knowledge of chemistry and physics. Coneequently these departments are gene rally the largest and the most important. m any
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university and they are also those most ridden by tradition. The
need for training teachers still further sterilizes the university courses.
The v.icious circle of university and school education in respect to
physics and chemistry seems impossible to break down. Universities
must train people to teach the subjects which are required in school
in order to satisfy the university examinations. It is this close
connection with traditional teaching and with the requirements of
industrial chemists, whose work is largely of a routine nature, that
seriously hampers chemical research in the universities, and is making
more difficult the assimilation of the new principles of chemistry
which have been introduced from physics in the last ten years.
Reuorch in Medical Suhjtcts.- The requirements of medical
students dominate the biological departments of many universities .
The extent and importance of t he departments of botany, zoology,
physiology and bio-chemistry depend very largely upon the amount
that the medical student is expected to know of these subjects. Here
again, tradition is strongly enforced for the requirements of a rigid
examination system. On the research side grants also come to a
large extent from the M edical Research Council. In recent years
the requirements of ag riculture are beginning to make demands on
the biological side, but the confused state of agricultural research in
this <:ountry and the extremely low salaries that it offers, prevent it
being effective in any ordered way.
An Unbalanced Programmt of Ruearch.-The result of these
external demands is to produce a body of scientific research of an
unbalanced kind, with the heavy predominance of the pQysical
sciences, unjustified by their relative importance either in the present
or in the future or by their intrinsic interest, and a definite lack of
development on the biological side and still more of subjects on the
boundaries of exact science, such as psychology and sociology. Some
idea of this disctepancy can be seen from the tables in Appendix I (a)
giving the number of posts for these different subjects in the
universities.
This unbalanced programme of research is of crucial importance
• because the universities still provide practically the only opportunities
in this country for fundamental research in science. There a.re,
of course, a few independent scientific research institutes such .as the
Royal Institution, but so few as to make no effective difference to
the general picture. The tendency is more and m 0 re for outside
bodies, such as the Government, the Royal Society and the Rockefeller Foundation, to subsidize research inside universities rather than
to set up institutions of a semi-independent kind. Consequently
the general direction of scientific research in universities determines
effectivelY its position in the country. In so far as research in univer-
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sities is hampered and misdirected by traditional or economic factors,
all other branches of scientific research are made to suffer.
Scu:NTIFIC

SociETIES

Although most fundamental scientific work is actually dt>ne in
universities, its co-ordination depends entirely on voluntary associations, the scientific societies which are administered and largely
paid for by the scientists themselves. In practically every subject
there is a specialized society of which nearly all but the poorest
research workers are members. The most important function of
these societies is the publication of papers, but they also hold informal discussions and to that extent effect 'the general development
of the subj ect in a purely advisory way. (2) Each worker has some
idea, though usually it is an extremely imperfect one, of what is
being done in his field in the various laboratories of the country and
he can adapt the course of his work to this knowledge. There is,
however, very little attempt in any subject to go beyond this and to
suggest definite plans or programmes of work in which each laboratory
would take a specific share. This type of collaboration is, in fact,
only found when it is largely dictated by the nature of the work
itself, that is, in the astronomical, geo-physical and meteorological
fields.
The Royal Society.-Besides the special scientific societies there
are two general bodies for the advancement of science-the Royal
Society _and the British Association-which provide the closest
approach that exists in England to a parliament of scientific workers.
T he Royal Society, like the majority of English institutions, has in
the course of its history imperceptibly changed its functions while
retaining its original forms. Those that it exercises at present are
of a much more limited character than was envisaged by the
founders. (3) This has been largely because many of its original
functions have been taken over by the specialized science societies,
while its research and teaching functions have been absorbed into
the university and Government Departments. The functions it •
retains are primarily those of an honorific body carrying on the
ceremonial side of scientific intercourse, an authority responsible for
the distribution of relatively important funds for research, a publishing
house (4) and a semi-official advisory body to the Government on
scientific .questions. Recently, however, there have been ·signs that
it intends to widen the scope of its activities in two directions: one,
purely scientific, in integrating the work of allied fields of science
through periodical discussions, though without going as far as considering programmes or general directives, and the other, a-tebdency
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to concern itself with the social results of scientific research. It is
clear that if there were a movement towards a closer organic integration
of science, the Royal Society would be formally the body most fitted
to carry it out, though it may be doubted whether it would possess
the necessary initiative or elasticity (see p. 399).
Th( British Association.- The British Association has a very different function. It furnishes the only corporate link between science as
a whole and the general public. For many years the reports of its
meetings have been the only expression of the results of scientific
discovery that reach the public through the Press. These reports
have therefore taken on the appearance of ex cathedra statements of
the convocation of the church of science. They have always included
as their most prominent feature the expression of tl1e scientists' views
on all highe r matters: on pl1ilosophy, life, religion, sex and morality.
The curious impression which is generatly prevalent on the present
state of scientific knowledge is largely due to these doubly distorted
accounts. Of recent years, however, the Association has become
more and more concerned with the economic, social and even political
aspects of science. The scientists have been to a certain extent on
trial, and it is at their Association meetings that they make their
defence. In the Presidential addresses and even in some of the less
specialized sessions there has been discussion, and often critical discussion, of the value of science to the community. It is clear that
in the Association there a re considerable possibilities for developing
among scientists and the public a more acu te and effective consciousness of the importance of science· in social fife.
GoVERI"IMENTAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

In the promotion of scienti fie research the importance 9f the
G overnment is s·econd only to that of the universities. G overnment
interest in science comes unde r four heads-war, ind ustry, agriculture
and health. The first two activities are closely connected, but both
health and agricultu ral research ha ve an indirect but none the less
. significant relation to the objects of wa r. The natu re and significance of Government war research will be discussed more fuUy in
Chapter VII ; for the moment it is only necessary to say that-each
of the Services maintains its own research department. These are,
naturally, principally ()f an engineering, physical and chemical nature,
and the expense of these departments, even before the present a rmament drive, totalled nearly ~hrce million pounds, which is at l~asta third
of the total amount of money spent on scienti fie research. It woulq
be unfair, however, to take this figure without fu rther explanation,
yet it i~<ijfficult to subject it to adequate analysis (see Append ix IV) .
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We must assume that a great deal of the money allocated to research
in the Services is spent not on strictly scientific work, that is, work
in laboratories, but on trials on half or full scale of actual weapons
and war machines, tanks, experimental boats, aeroplanes, etc.
Tht Department of Scientific and Industrial Research : the National
Physical Laboratory. -The industrial research of the Govern!Jlent,
under the direction of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, is more open to examination. It falls roughly into two
categories: the Governmental laboratories proper and the industrial
research associations. Of the Government laboratories, far the most
important is the National Physical Laboratory which combines the
functions of a central bureau of standards of every kind of unit used in
commerce and industry, and a research laboratory of industrial physics.
It contains, in particular, large-scale hydrodynamic and aerodynamic
equipment, such as tanks and wind tunnels essential for building ships
and aeroplanes. It also contains the most complete equipment for
testing the properties of materials under industrial conditions of use.
Results of the work of the National Physical Laboratory are fully set
out in its annual reports. The impression produced is that the work
of routine examination occupies too dominating a place, and sterilizes,
so to speak, the rest of its activities. Examination of materials or
processes by a national laboratory is naturally directed towards finding
defects, and the positive work of the laboratory seems to be limited to
attempts to correct defects as they occur in practice. This work is,
of course, of great importance; clearly, in' any system of applying
scienti fie research it must be undertaken. Yet it can reasonably be
urged that the work of such an institution as the National Physical
Laboratory snould not be limited to such considerations and should
be concerned just as much with the discovery of new possibilities as
with the remedying of old defects. How well this could be done is
shown by those parts of the Laboratory that are .mos( closely in touch
with the Services' research, that is, the aerodynamic and the wireless
sections where new processes and positive development are the
directing considerations. The National Chemical Laboratory has an
even more restricted function; essentially it is an analytical laboratory •
assisting the Board of Trade in standardizing products from the
chemjcal point of view. But the Government takes little positive
action in directing chemical research.
Fuel Rtuarch.-Apart from these, the two main governmental
institutes are the Fuel Research Board and the Food Investigation
Board. The Fuel Research Board, on which almost as much
money has been spent as on the National Physical Laboratory (see
Appendix II (a)), has as its object the utilization of coal and in particular
the production of petrol from coal, and the running of th~ Gountry
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independently of foreign oil supplies. Its importance consequently in
the scheme for national defence need not be emphasized. It is
interesting, however, to note, in connection with the relation of
Government research to industry, that the method of hydrogenation
of coal developed in large part by the Fuel Research Board was not
in fact operated by a Gove1•nment factory, but was handed over to
Imperial Chemical Industries for operation and even assisted by
what amounted to a very large Government subsidy, for the petrol
produced by this process was freed from a tax which accounted for
four-fifths of its selling price.
Food Immtigation.- The Food Investigation Board is one of the
most rapidly growing of the Government's Research Departments.
It has been concerned almost exclusively with methods for the
preservation of food products. Originally these were intended to be
of assistance to home producers of food; actually it was found that
the research introduced such effective methods of food preservation
as to make transport of food ftom distant countries possible on a very
much larger scale, and consequently to give a much larger differential
advantage to Empire and foreign produce, an advantage only partly
offset by tariff barriers. A very striking point about this type of
research is the extreme effectiveness of science as applied to simple
processes inherited from a pre-scientific age for the storage and
treatment of food. It shows that biological engineering applied on
an adequate scale is likely to have the most astonishing results, and,
in collaboration with new agricultural methods, can solve, technically,
the problem of food supplies of the world. What we still lade
are the social and economic adjustments needed to realize these
possibilities.
Forest Products and Building.-Two further institutes deserving
of notice are the F orest Products and Building Research Institutes;
both have considerable promise but are held up by bureaucratic
restrictions and by the anarchic character of the industries they
serve. How difficult is the position of timber research is shown
clearly enough from their own report:-

•
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" The investigatory work in the laboratory provides only the middle
link of a chain of three which connects the forest in the Empire overseas
with the timber user in the United Kingdom. The three linb are:
(a) information about supplies and prices; (b) information about the
qualities of the timbers; (c) marketing promotion. . . . We feel it incumbent on us to take this opportunity of reiterating our views, so that
with the disappearance of the Empire Marketing Board, whose sphere
of work covered all three of the links, there may be no failure to provide
adequately for the first and third of them no less than for the second.
To continue the work at Princes Risborough on Empire Timbers without
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proper intelligence concerning supplies would be to build a house without
foundations. To do so without a proper marketing org&nization would
be to build one without doors and windows. . . ." -From the .Report
of the Advisory Council of the D.S.I.R., 19JZ-33·

Since then the creation of the Colonial Forest Resources Developing Department has done something to remove these anomalies,
but much still remains to be done.
The Building Research Station is unique in that in part it is
concerned with the consumer as well as the producer. I t has of
recent years occupied itself with considerations of the convenience
of dwelling-houses in respect to aspect, insulation and domestic
convenience.
• Rtstarch Associations.-The Research Associations of the Department of Scienti fie and Industrial Research were initiated towards
the close of the War, with the definite objects of demonstrating to
British industrialists the value of applied research and of preventing
the repetition of the state of affairs in I9I.f., when British industry
was caught napping by the, more scientific industry of the Germans.
A million pounds was subscribed by the Government and granted on
the so-called "pound to pound" basis, i.t. for every pound subscribed
by an industrial concern a pound was given by the Government.
It was intended that by the time the million pounds were spent
industry would it9elf realize the value of research and no further
assistance of this kind would be needed. As it turned out these aims
were only very partially achieved. About twenty Research Associations were set up, chiefly between the years 19 J 8 and I 920, covering
about
per cent. of t~e productive industry of the country. The
other industries, for the most part old and traditional industries, thought
they could get on perfectly well without science; in any case, if
there was anything wrong. a protective tariff was a better help and
cost nothing. After the first five years a system ·of diminishing
Government grants was instituted but failed, whereupon a new
"datum-line" system was introduced. A datum-line figure was
fixed by experts for each branch of industry, and only after a sum
corresponding to this figure was subscribed by the industry it9elf did • .
the Government grant its "pound for pound" up to a limit of twice
the datum-line figure. Thus, if full use was being made of the
facility, the Government was contributing one-third of the total sum
spent on industrial research. The million-pound fund was all spent,
coming to an end in 1932 at the depth of the depression. There
was nothink for it, if the whole of industrial research was not to be
abandoned, as rubber research was for a while, but to continue the
Government subvention. The situation is improving but is recognized to be still &,r from satisfactory. In the year ending 31st. March

so
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1936, £346,479 were spent on the Research Associations, of which
£108,951 were contributed by the Government.
The chief difficulties are those of finance, for reasons that will be
discussed later. The industrial contributions to the Associations are
small and "erratic, naturally fluctuating much with the trade cycle;
thos~ of the Government are unfortunately apt to follow the same
curve. The results are a very uncertain income which prevents longrange planning of research and necessitates concentration on immediate
problems, often relatively trivial. This situation is well summed up
in one of the reports (1933):
" Inadequate resources continue to hamper research associations in all
directions. Problems await solution which are not formidable scientifically, provided the means exist for their appropriate approach by competent men of science. But as the rneans to employ sufficient staff and
to provide them with the tools of their profession do not exist, the problems
remain unsolved. . . .
It is impossible to plan intelligently under uncertain conditions of
finance, when the short view tends invariably to prevail over the long,
with the result that researches which are vitally important though not
immediately productive tend to be crowded out by ad hoc inquiry.
Research Associations in short cannot carry out effectively the researches
which are required in the interests of industrial progress or make plans
for important sections of their prog{ammes of work unless they can offer
prospects of reasonable financial security to their scientific staffs, and
they can only hope to do this if they can be assured of financial support to
enable them to develop their activities over a period of years. . . .
It is a scientific habit of mind and vigilant and continuous examination
of manufacturing practice in the light of available technical knowledge
that alone will ensure for industry the fullest advantage of new advances."

Since then, of course, the situation has greatly improved, and the income
of the Research Associations, both from governmental and industrial
sources, has in~reased rapidly (see Appendix II (c)). This has led
to an attitude of complacency and to the assumption that all is for
the best in British industrial science. The opportunity now exists
for endowing research so as to preserve the work in progress from
• the effects of the next slump (seep. 317 and Appendix V). But as the
authorities either believe there never will be another slump or that the
system will not survive it, the chances of anything being done are r~m~te.
The work of tile Res~arch Associations is of a more immedtate
technical character than tha,t of the National Physical Laboratory
or its attendant institutes. The kind of problems tackled are mostly
those connected with difficulties that turn up in the course of industrial
operations, such as the weaknesses of metali under certain stresses
or the origin of the matt appearance of chocolate kept after a certain
time. ~5} Quite often, howev~r, attention to such apparently minor
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problems leads to very large industrial savings. Thus an investigation
into the quality of coke for iron smelting led to savings of fuel
amounting to £8oo,ooo per annum, and one on the bloem on
frozen meat to savings of £300,000 per annum (see Appendix V).
These examples are cired to show that even when working on an
extremely restricted scale and only attempting essentially ne&ative
problems, the direct application of science to industry can lead to
economies out of all proportion to the cost of research.
The existing Research Associations are shown in Appendix II (c).
They fall roughly into six groups whose relative importance can be
j udged by the amount of money allocated to them. The greatest
developments are recorded for the heavy industries, electrical industries
and textiles. Engineering as such, shipbuilding, cement, brickma.lcing,
glass and the brewing and tobacco industries are among those not
represented. Many of the industries which have no Research Associations are old and traditional industries, in many cases divided into a
large number of small firms which do not feel the need of scientific research or actually distrust it because they fear they will lose trade secrets.
The chemical industry is in a very different category though it
also is not represented by a Research Association. H ere it is rather
a question of a large monopolist industry with wide international
connections that prefers to manage its own research and does not
require to share it with Government Departments. (6)
Research Granti.-Besides the Associations, the Department of
Scientific and I ndustrial Resea rch financeS a number of junior and
senior grants to research students, mostly in universities. Here it is
frankly taking on a task which the M inistry of Education has failed
to fulfil: The number of grantees is small-about eighty a year
out of the two thousand honours graduates in science. Even then,
however, so small is the demand for trained research workers that
only a ·third of these go on into industrial research." This part of
the Department's activi ties is of considerable assistance to fundamental research, for small as the number of students is, they form
an appreciable addi tion to academic research. But the whole system
is anomalous as there is no attempt at co-ordinating the work done •
or relating it to industrial problems. The grants themselves are so
small ~s to produce real hardships (seep. 84-), and it is very.doubtful
whether they fulfil the purpose for which they were intended.
It can be seen that there exists in G reat Britain, through the
D epartment of Scientific and I ndustrial Research, a framework
covering, though very imperfectly, most industrial operations.
Governmental scientific research is certainly doser to day-to-day
· problems than is university research. It may even be that with the
presc;nt economic system it represents the best that can be Qofte by
E
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the State to bring science into industry. One of its guiding principles
has been that of conciliatory approach to industrialists, a tactful
pointiftg-out of the advantages of research while giving full reassurances that in no case does the State wish to enter into competition
with them. In this way, over the course of twenty years it has
pentleated the more advanced half of British industry. A more
forthright policy would perhaps have failed, but it would be optimistic
to claim that the results achieved fulfil anything like the require-ments of a state science service even under capitalism.
MEDICAL RESEARCH

The Medical Research Councii.-Besides research for the Services
and the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, the Government interests itself directly in medical and agricultural research.
The Medical Research Council was founded in 1920 to co-ordinate
the existing, more or less separate, subventions to medical research.
Administratively the Council differs very much from the D.S.I.R.,
being mainly an advisory rather than an executive body, and the funds
at its disposal are much smaller, at present (1938) only £195,000
per annum. Under the direct control of the Council are their institutes, of which the most important is the National Institute for
Medical Research at Hampstead ; the upkeep of these accounts
for £s8,soo. Of the remainder of their appropriation most is
spent in subsidizing individual research workers throughout the
country. In this there is more evidence of intelligent co-ordination
than is furnished by the similar scheme of the D.S.I.R. A number of
important problems are selected for research, and in some cases these
, are attacked by means of co-operative teams of workers. The
problem of the composition of vitamin D, for instance, was satisfactorily solved. by one such team of eight workers at the National
Institute. A great deal of the work, however, as can be seen by the
reports, is completely uncoordinated and consists of the subsidizing of research considered, in the eyes of persons of standing, to be
likely to give results of medical importance. As a result much fine
• work gets done-the Bio-chemical Laboratory at Cambridge has, for
instance, largely been subsidized from this source-but it only represents a fraction of what a more comprehensive scheme would yield.
The policy of the Medical Research Council, moreover, lacks any
serious continuity. It is permanently exposed to a conflict between
two different conceptions of M edical Research, the clinical and the
scientific. The first view, which is now becoming predbminant in
the policy of the Council, is that results of immediate medical value
should be aimed at and that the research workers should, as a rule,
hold fnedical degrees. Y et the danger of too exclusively medical an
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outlook in the absence of a sufficiently extensive scientific background
was ably pointed out by Sir F . Gowland Hopkins in his presidential
address to the Royal Society in 1934. (7)
.
The scientific aspect of the Council's work, even at its highest
development, suffers mainly from its inadequate finance and lack of
comprehensive direction. (8) There is not enough money at the
disposal of the Council to make it possible for it to subsidize more fhan
a relatively small number of research workers in physiological and
bio-chemical subjects at the universities. Consequently the work
tends to follow individualistic and uncoordinated trem.fs, already
referred to in relation to university research. At the same time the
insecurity of position common to all Government-aided scientists is
made worse in this case by the difficulty of obtaining any other
posts. (9) This increases the already existing pressure for medical
research workers to qualify as medical practitioners, a policy of very
dubious value, since the ability for research and medical practice
a re very different, while the taking of a medical degree in any case
implies the loss of two to four years of research time.
An important subsid iary of the Medical Research Council is the
Industrial Health Research Board. This body carries out investigations on many aspects of individual diseases and on conditions of work
in factories, workshops and mines. When we consider that, after
malnutrition, industrial conditions are the greatest cause of illness
and death ( t o), we can see that its potential importance is enormous.
As things are its scope is extremely limited by two considerations.
In the first place, in order to be permitted to examine industrial conditions at all it is obliged to remain a purely consultative and neither
an executive nor a propaganda body (see Note 8). It has power
neither to investigate a ny industrial conditions nor to enforce any
action in relation to them, not even to make them publicly known.
In the second place, although it is no longer called -the Industrial
Fatigue Board, it is not yet entirely free from the suspicion that its
services are invoked by employers at least as much to alter physical
conditions to allow for speeding up work, as for protecting the health
and comfort of the workers, and this hinders the essential active
collaboration of the Trade Unions in its work.
Private Medical Reuarch.- It is convenient at this place to consider other aspects of medical research in this country. The universities, the voluntary and municipal hospitals and v~rious privately
subsidized research institutes all contribute to medical research. Much
of this r~rch is carried out on a very small scale in individual
hospitals and medical schools. The type of work, moreover, is
·much more clinical even than that carried out by the Medical
Research Council. It is difficult to estimate the total amouot of
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money involved, but it is unlikely to e?Cceed £2oo,ooo per annum. ( 1 I)
If we consider that the annual cost of the treatment and maintenance
of the·sick is estimated at £2oo,ooo,ooo per annum (I 2) and of this
the medical profession must receive not less than £6o,ooo,ooo ( I 3),
a total expenditure of £400,000 on medical research seems ludicrously
small. The essential difficulty is, however, that, although the value
of medical treatment to the patient depends ultimately almost entirely on
medical research, the doctor's fees are en tirely independent of it; and,
in fact, the greater the development and application of medical research,
the more absurd seems the whole system of the practice of medicine
for private profit. More relevant than this consideration is the fact
that no sufficiently organized body is concerned with the development of
tnedical research, while the completely individualistic nature of medical
practice and the hopelessly inadequate finance of the voluntary hospital system makes it virtually impossible to persuade doctors themselves
to contribute to any medical research scheme. ( 14) The Government's
interest is obviously extremely lukewarm. It is actually paying more
for the poison gas research of the Chemical Warfare (Defence)
Department (£204,000) than for the M edical Research Council.
N eedless to say, the medical research work outside the Council's
activities is practically completely uncoordinated in itself and in
relation to the Council's work, and the position of the research
worker is correspondingly worse. The fact that in the past, when
conditions no better than these prevailed, medical research has been
able to achieve significant and even revolutiona ry results in medical
practice should not be used as an excuse for present apathy and selfsatisfaction. The early successes of medical research we re a consequence of the discovery of the germ theory of disease which enabled
acute diseases to be brought under control on the basis of the
relatively sligh.t knowledge of the mechanisms of infection and
recovery. The problems of chronic diseases, which cause under
modern conditions the majority of deaths, other than those due to
malnutrition, are still largely unsolved and w ill require for their
solution a much more thorough understanding of physiology. This
• can only come in a reasonable time if fa r greater efforts are made
to develop medical research. If we conside r that fo r lack of medical
research thousands of people are dying unnecessarily every yellr and
millions are suffering from disease, the condition of medical research
·
. in this country is not only a disgrace but a crime.
A GRICULTURAL RESEARCH

The situation of agricultural research is even more confused than
that of medical research. Funds f o r agricultural resea rch are derived
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fro m a number of different G overnment D epa rtments, from local
authorities, a nd from various voluntary societies and commercial
enterprise. An attempt to co-ordinate these was made by the -setting
up of the Ag ricultu ral Research Council. This body was not
constituted to take over and admi nister in a unified way the funds
fo r agricultural research as th e D .S.I.R . does in its o wn field. but
simply to co-ordinate and prevent overlap of existing expenditure.
Agricultural research work is carried out in a number of different
stations throughout the country, but each of these draws its funds
from many separate sources and in these circumstances the difficulties of providing any coherent scheme of agricultural research are
practically insurmountable. T he position is admirably summarized
in a report made by the Society for Poli tical and Economic Planning
on this subj ect :
·
"The manner of spending agricultural research money in Great
Britain is so curious and involved that fully to descri be its working wbnld
far exceed the limits of space available. To summarize very briefly,
England and W ales are divided into provinces served by seventeen agricultu ral colleges and research institutes, ninety per cent. of whose incomes
are derived from a Government block grant of £t 59,000. R esearch
institutes are autonomous, and their wor k is under the control of a director,
with varying resources at his disposal.
T he amount of su pport these receive from public funds, without which
they could not exist, depends upon decisions reached through collaboration between five units of the central government, the M inistry of Agriculture, the Scottish Department of Agriculture, the Developtrent Commission, the Agricultural Research Council, and the T reasury, on the one
hand, and local authorities and the heads of research institutes and
laboratories on the other hand. ·
Although the administrative picture can be clearly drawn in broad ou tline,
there are wide variations in detail in the relationships between the various
countjr authorities, w hich give an impression of conside~ble complexity.
Apart from the q uestion of inadequate funds, various criticisms are
levelled at the existing arrangements for agricultural research. From the
farmer's standpoint it is suggested that much current research is of little
or no practical value either because it is carried out without adequate
appreciation of actual farming conditions, or because it deals only with •
particular aspects, leaving untouched others which must be dealt with
befor~ action can follow, or because it is presented in a form which the
average farmer cannot understand or in a publication which he has never
heard of. It is, moreover, suggested that the pattern of organization
adopted is so cumbersome that it is hard for an ordinary fa rmer to get a
prompt an.j~wer to his questions, unless they are so simple as to be answerable offhand by the advi~r on the spot, who obviously cannot keep in full
touch with the more specialized recent research on a large number ofsubjects.
The further suggestion is made, that owing to the complex division of
responsibility, a somewhat elaborate etiquette has grown up in ~r<ler to
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protect the interests of the various parties concerned, with the result that
inquiries are liable to be treated with excessive caution and in a spirit of
red tape, unless the people concerned happen to be personally acquainted.
Again, it is maintained that the allocation of funds as between animal
diseases and poultry research which are starved and fruit research which is
well looked after bears no relation to the relative national importance
of the agricultural industries concerned or to the urgency of their need for
research assistance. The allocation of funds as between, say, basic research
on the one hand and ad hoc research on the other, or between economic
and pathological research, is criticized on the same grounds, and it is
suggested that if valid rea:sons exist for the present allocation they should
at least be publicly stated and submitted for criticism as a whole, instead of
being borne on so many different votes, and so intricately entangled that
only a clear-headed accountant could unravel the position . The complaint is made that there is no known quarter to which requests, suggestions, or ideas for new research lines worth following up can be forwarded
with the certainty that they will be sympathetically and promptly examined,
and that action will ensue where the suggestion is found to be of value.
To these and similar criticisms from the fa rmer's side rejoinders may
be made, and further criticisms added. The research worker, for example,
may claim that a very substantial contribution is being made in the face of
many difficulties and widespread obstruction. He may point out that,
whereas the State pays many of its medical and legal advisers salaries of
[.I,ooo a year and upwards, very few who make a career in agricultural
research can aspire to getting beyond £8oo, even if they get as high as
that. The level of salaries being so low, and the overlapping of educational, advisory, research and administrative functions so general, it may
be submitted that an underpaid and overworked staff can do no more
than it is doing. Again, it may be said that effective research depends on
keen and intelligent co-operation, which is not always forthcoming from
farmers, who cannot expect their needs always to be sensed without taking
more trouble to think out and make clear what their needs are. Finally,
the research director may claim that a large proportion of his time "is wasted
in making and following up applications for piecemeal grants to a series
of grant-giving bodies, official and unofficial, each with small resources to
dole out. The administrator again may retort that the system, however
cumbersome it may look on paper, has produced remarkably good results
within the limits of finance and personnel available: that co-ordination is,
in fact, carefully and continuously maintained by personal contact, and
that while friction may occasionally occur no system of organiza~ion has
yet been invented which can make two men work together if they do not
want to work together.
It is not necessary to develop these arguments any further in order to
show, first, that the e.xisting system is not worlcing as smootlpy and eifectively as it might, and further, that any attempt to fix blame on particular
parties is bound to be futile."-Pianning, No. 57, pp. 3-5 .

It. will be seen from this that the present situation of agricultural
research is satisfactory neither to the Government, the fa rmers, nor
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the research workers. It is not very surprising that such a state of
affairs should occur. English agriculture has remained for the most
part fixed at a stage of development which in the eighteenth century
represented a pioneer experiment in the production of food for profit,
but in the twentieth is a sheer anachronism. The essential difficulty
of agricultural research is not so much to get the work done but to
see that when it is done it can be taken up in a practical way. The
chief tendency in modern agriculture is to restrict output with the
aim of keeping up prices. This is fundamentally incompatible with
any agricultural research whatever. As Sir Daniel Hall says in
Tnt Frustr ation of Scimct:
" Whether as a consequence of these state interferences with agriculrure
or whether on account of causes more general, bound up with the world's
disequilibrium, the market appears to be overloaded with all agricultural
products which have more than a local sale. Wholesale prices are definitely below the general costs of production, and this low level is universally ascribed to over-production. Yet in any general sense over-production of foodstu ffS should be indefinitely remote. The distinguishing
feature of the consumer's demand for food is its flexibility in the matter
of quality, even if we allow that the whole population is satisfied as regards
quantity, which is far from being the case. The lower the family income
the more is the dietary made up of cereals-wheat, rye, maize, ricebecause these materials afford the cheapest sources of the energy with
which the body must be furnished. As the income rises of family or
community the more are cereals replaced by live-stock products- -meat,
milk, eggs, etc., and by vegetables and fruit. Meat and livestock products
are themselves manufactured from cereals and other prime rerurns from the
soil. Thus a superfluity of wheat can be converted into bacon or eggs,
and from the energy point of view the conversion is a wasteful one;
from five to ten times as much life-sustaining material is contained in the
wheat as in the meat into which it can be transformed. Simtlarly vegetables"and fruit possess a low amount of energy for the maintenance of life
in proportion to their cost, i.e. for the quantity of labour expended in their
growth, again as compared with the labour required to produce cereals.
Thus for a given population the gross call upon the farmer- the total
production that is needed from the land, will rise with the purchasing
power and standard of living of the general public. The poorest classes •
consume little but cereals, which make the smallest call upon the land area
and the labour of the farmer; to supply tho mixed dietary of a better-class
family more land, more labour, more skill, are required. From this
point of view it is idle to postulate over-production of foodstuffS.
Yet over-production as meuured by the actual demand and by pricea
does exist, and science is asked to call a halt in its endeavours to increase
production. The only remedy for the situation that is being generally
attempted is restriction of output. International agreements are being
made to restrict the production of wheat, of sugar, and of rubber. Brazil
haa been burning coffee, the United Stata have ploughed up cotton and
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tobacco, and slaughtered young pigs, the Irish Free State orders the
slaughtering of calves. The research workers in agricultural science, a
relatively small body who have been growing by degrees in one country
and another during the last half-century, and have acquired some control
over nature, seem to find themselves no longer wanted in the world.
Perhaps not entirely so, for if national self-sufficiency is to be the world
pollcy, the task of growing rice, for exam ple in Essex, will make heavy
demands upon science. But there is a better way, if good is to be measured
by the real wealth of the p opulation, i.t . by the share of the world's
resources at the disposal of the individual, and that is to apply science also
to the distribution of the productive capacity of the world and to the
government of its peoples.
A century ago the factory did not all at once displace the hand-loom,
and in the case of agriculture the soli tary worker has the additional advantage in the struggle tha t he is at least prod ucing food for his family. But
the final outcome cannot be in dou bt ; organization with capi tal, power,
and science at command-in other words the machine-must win,
provided free competition is allowed to rule. State organization of
agriculture in some form has become inevitable ; many branches of farming in Great Britain would perish if they were not 'nursed.' T he q uestion
remains, what form shall the organization take? W e have one example
before us in the Russian plan. This represents what we mi'ght call an
engineer's layout to obtain maximum effi ciency of production from the
land, given a perfectly clean sheet as to land, la bour and capi tal, withou t
any hampering conditions oth er than those imposed by soil and climate.
It is the method of industrial exploi tation such as we see at work in some
of the great farms of the United States and of tropical countries, raised to
a higher power, from thousands to millions of acres, by the all-controlling
State organization. Its aim is to secure fro m the soil the foo d and other
raw materials required by the nation by the minimum employment of
man-power, made effective by the application of science and machinery,
thus liberating the greater proportion of the labour hitherto so employed
for other form; of production which will add to the real wealth of the
community. It demands for its realization a wealth of directive skill and
a technique of national organization which only began to be attempted
during the War. It necessitates a social revolution which no other country
is prepared to car.ry through" (pp . 26-29).

•

At present some £4o,ooo,ooo per annum are spent on direct
subsidies to agriculture and as much again in indirect subsidies from
tariffs and so forth. At the same time an elaborate system of
marketing boards has been set up mainly to prevent the farmer
produci ng more than a stipulated amount of foodstuffs, with the net
result that, as Sir J ohn O rr points out, one-half of the population has
not enough of the right kinds of food to eat. If one-fiftieth of the
expenditure on agricultural subsidies went to agricultural research
and t~e Government's powers were used to ensure that the results
of the research were promptly put into immediate operation, as is
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done even in such relatively backward countries as Egypt, it should
be possible to increase production sufficiently to proviue the population
with ample foodstuffs, apart from basic imports of wheat and·meat,
and at the same tiine so to lower the cost of production that farming
wo uld be profitable without subsidies. The complicated network
of conservatism, prejudice and vested interest which prevents• this
being done is probably responsible for far more deaths and misery
through sheer under-feeding than arc due to the failure of the
system of public health.
SeaNCE rN INDUSTRY

It is not easy to estimate the amount of scientific work being
done in the laboratories of industrial firms. No survey of this work
exists, and owing to its nature it is very difficult to collect any information about it. Some picture, however, can be obtained by the
consideration of the number of scientific research workers employed
in industry and by the output of papers contributed to scientific
journals by industrial scientists. At the outset we arc faced with
the difficulty of distinguishing between scientists and technicians in
industrial service. Many mechanical engineers, and still more
electrical and chemical engineers, are necessarily in pan scientists,
but their work on the whole cannot be classified as scientific research
as it mostly co(1sists of translating into practical and economic terms
already established scientific results. On the other hand, many
trained scientists in industrial employ are occupied with precisely
such tasks, consequently the number of published papers is probably
more indicative of the scientific importance of industrial research than
is the actual number of scientists employed. A sample analysis shows
that while the number of scientists employed in indqst ry represents
some 70 per cent. of all qualified scientific wo rkers (15), the number
of papers they contribute to scientific journals is only 2 per cent. and
even to technical journa\s only 36 per cent. of the total number of
published papers (see Appendix III (b)). To these must be added
the scientific information contained in patents which arc for the most
part taken out by industrial firms (see pp. l44-147). The great
majority, however, of these patents are for technical improvements
and the contribution of patent literature to scientific advance is,
except in restricted fields, negligible. It is also necessary to take
into account the amount of secret scientific research which is being
carried on. • It is inevitably quite impossible to gauge the importance
. of this, but it is fairly clear, if only from the objections r<\iscd by
industrial firms to collective research and to detailed Government
inspection, that it must be considerable.
•
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Expenditure.-The amount of money spent on industrial research
is, however, probably large compared with that spent on Government
resea,ch. Naturally scarcely any figures are available, but the
total may be as much as two million pounds (see Appendices II
and III). Y et this total is delusive because it includes money
speqt on non-profit-making plant on a semi-industrial scale, an
expense far greater than that of scientific research proper. Industrial scientific research is very irregularly distributed between
industries and between firms in the same industry. Naturally
newer industries which depend for their existence on scientific
research on the whole contribute most largely to it while the older
traditional industries in many cases hardly carry out any scientific
research whatever (see Appendices II (b) and V). In most cases only
the larger firms in any industry are in a position to carry out research,
and consequently we may say that probably the greater part of
industrial scientific research is carried out in t he laboratories of a
very few firms. A greater number of firms may employ one or two
chemists for routine purposes, but real research requires at least five
workers, and only the three h undred and fifty odd firms employing
more than a thousand workers and smaller specialized firms in such
trades as radio and fine chemicals can afford to do this. W e may
safely assume that the number of research laboratories is between
three and six hundred. Of these the great majority are smalllabora·
tories, mostly occupied with routine control and development. Serious
contributions to industrial research probably come from less than a
dozen big firms, which have ve ry large laboratories with a hundred
to three hundred workers.
Character of Work. -It is also very difficult to assess the character
of the work carried on in industrial laboratories. The dozen or so
laboratories of the big electrical and chemical firms are, o( course,
large enough •to be compared with Government laboratories, and
conditions of work in them are not essentially different. Scientists
of high qualifications art: employed as directo rs, and a considerable
amount of fairly fundamental work is done. There is, however, no
doubt that in this respect Britain lags far behind both the Continental
countries and the U.S.A. There is a tradition in British industry •
which is definitely inimical to science and consequently to the scope
and freedom given to industrial scientific research. Few results of
fundamental importance have in the past ten years emerged from
any British industrial laboratory, whereas many such have come from
G erman and American laboratories. The large new combines
which have arisen in England since the War in electrical and chemical
industries have patent-sharing agreements with the corresponding ·
firms•aq,road, and there is an undeniable tendency to import scientific.
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results ready made rather than to develop them in English laboratories.
Needless to say, where on accpunt of tariffs foreign fii"Jl'!S have
established British factories, practically the whole of the research
work is done abroad. The Government, despite its zeal for the
protection of the products and profits of British industry, would seem
to have given no consideration to the safeguarding of its scie'ntific
initiative. As in 19 14-, only imminence of war would bring this
fac.t to the n<>tic.e of the powers that be, and i.t is hi.ghly probable
that the occurrence of another war would find this country unable to
supply an adequate number of research scientists and technicians,
Co-ordination of industrial research beyond that due to the
formation of trusts and agreements between firms is virtually nonexistent. This in itself leads directly to inefficiency, as there is no
guarantee against overlapping; in fact, overlapping probably does
occur at !east twice over in the greater part of industrial research.
Where, owing to governmental interference, associations of fip:rv;
have been formed, as in the iron and steel trades, co-operative research
is undertaken, in this case under semi-governmental control, through
the Research Associations. There are, as well, informal connections
between industrial scientists and the Research Associations, but
owing to requirements of secrecy this does at least as much to hamper
the work of the Associations as it does to assist the scientists. A
large part of the time of all Associations is taken up with work for
firms in the industry. T hus we may say that, taken in ail, not only
is the amount of money expended in industria! research in this
country both by the Government and private firms ludicrously
small, but also the greater proportion of what is spent is wasted on
account of internal inefficiency and lack of co-ordination.
THE FINANCE OF RBS.EAR.CH

It should not be surprising, in view of what has already been
said, that the finance of scientific research in this country has an
extremely complicated character. Moreover, the sources of the
money used for science do not correspond closely to the separate •
categories of administration of scientific research already enumerated.
University, industrial, independent, and even Governmental research,
aU to a greater or lesser degree draw their funds from the same group
of sources. The chief sources are the return from ancient endowmen~. cuuent endowment, grants from Government and local
authorities, and Industry. U niversity science draws from all four
· sources. Industrial research, as already mentioned, draws from
Government, or Government from industry, according to di.rent
j udgments of the value of t he research. It is extremely difficult to
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estimate actual sums of money which are available from these sou rces,
but sor.le of the published figures are given in Appendices II (b), (c)
and UI (c).
Endowment.-For most practical purposes the value of the ancient
endowments can be neglected, as only the ofder universities benefit
subst;antially from the m (see Appendix I (d)).
H ere the total
return from endowment is indeed considerable, amoun ting to nearly
a million pounds a year, but most of this sum goes to maintaining
univc:rsity aml·nities and to teaching. The amount available for
scicnti fie research is probably at most a tenth of the total. The
income to univ ersi ties from fees does not enter into account as the
fees do not in themselves suffice even to pay for the tuition and could
conseque ntly contribute nothing to the financing of research .
Cu rrent endowment is on a considerable scale, but is naturally
extremely irregular in its incidence. The chief beneficiaries are
the unil'crsitics and, to a lesser exte nt, independent research institutes and ho~pitals. Figures here are also diffi cult to obtain, but
some are included in the Appendix. As in the case of an cient
e ndowments it is, of course, not clear how much of these sums
could be considyred to be devoted to research proper. Many gifts
to the univcrsiti~:s a re for the foundation of chairs in which the
f~mction o f teac hing often predom inates, or for the erecting of
buildings in which both teachin g and research take p lace. EndowJtJcn ts are apt to come in the form of large su ms at irreg ular intervals,
but th~:re is a general tende ncy for them to follow the fluctuations
of the trad<: cycle. In the case of the older universities this
irregularity is not so dangerous, as they are well ballasted with
ancient endowments. In other cases endowment can be an additional
cause of instability and irregular development.
Government Grants .-We have already d iscussed the govercmcntal
cCin tributi on to scientific research. Apart from the upkeep of its
own laboratories, the total Government cont ribution in the form of
grants for students and research w o rkers is relatively insignificant:
£go ,ooo a year for medical research, £26,ooo for industrial, and
• £7000 a year for agricultural resear:h, in all £ 1 23,000.
Small
as ch<:se sums are, tht!y can not be neglected in un iversity econo my
as they fllrrrish an important pa rt of the maintenance o f research
swdcnts 'tll:twte n their graduation and the time, if it occurs, tha t
they can take up a se nior appointment. The administration, though
not the amount, of expenditure of Government funds is largely in
the hands of committees on wh ich the uni versities a re represented.
L ocal authorities contribute on a considerable scale to the teaching
sidt· of uni,-crsi tics, but, except for agricultural purposes, very little to
the n."s~qrch side. T his, as things are at present, is probably fortunate,
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as the interference of local politics in research institutions, where
they are not guaranteed by the checks which are operative m
Government science, are sometimes deplorable. ( x6)
F or the most part the industrial contribution to the finance of
science is confined to the subsidizing of their own laboratories.
Occasionally, however, industrial firms, as apart from individuals,
contribute to the endowments of universities. ( 17) More frequently,
however, industry supports special researches which are carried out
in university laboratories partly by members of the university staff
and partly by research workers paid for entirely by the industry.
This system has never become very widespread, for it is in some ways
disadvantageous to both parties. The chief trouble is that, from the
university point of view, it ties the research workers too much to
the service of firms and, from the firms' point of view, it is even more
difficult than in the case of their own research to see what financial
returns they get out of the work. Secrecy is another difficulty.
Commercial work done in universities is generally considered there
to be carried out with a secrecy inappropriate to academic pursuits,
while in the eyes of the firm it is dangerous to trust their workers
in such a general atmosphere of free discussion as a university is
supposed to provide. It is not surprising, therefore, that the largest
firm in the chemical industry has been gradually withd rawi ng its
support for research carried o n in universities and centring its work
where a closer eye can be kept on it. (18)
Administration.- In universities, management of the funds available
for scientific research is for the most part in the hands of the same bodies
as are responsible for the actual direction of research. Elsewhere, that
is in Governmental or industrial research, it lies with administrative
officers who need have no knowledge of science. The scientific
boards of management have been brought up in an atmosphere where
money has always been scarce and are consequently inclined to be
over careful of expenditure for fear of findi ng themselves in the
position where it was impossible to raise any more money. Scientific
institutions very rarely borrow, having practically no security. There
is relatively little pressure to acquire more funds, the most that is •
• hoped for is to be able to get along, to offset deterioration and perhaps
to allow for a very slow increase. Existing conditions are accepted
without any protests because of the feeling that claims fo r endowment
on a much larger scale would only frighten intending benefactors
and give the impression that scientists were not entirely reconciled
to the present state of affairs. The raising of new funds is indeed
.a very delicate operation and is carried on in an atmosphere of the
deepest secrecy, mostly by personal contact. Public appeals are
sometimes launched, but only if the ground has been well preP-ared
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and important support has been privately assured. Even in pressing
the Government for increased funds, everything has to be done in
the m~st cautious way in order that no suspicion can arise of party
politics, that is, of lack of the most complete conservative orthodoxy.
Treasury Controi.-Government scientific departments subject to
Treasury control suffer under severe disabilities. In financing
scien'tific research the rational method would be to allow for wide
fluctuations on materials and apparatus, while retaining a fairly
constant or gradually increasing contribution to salaries. This is
very different from the ordinary routine expenditure of administrative
departments where needs can be fairly accurately estimated beforehand. Except where the system of block grants or grants-in-aid
prevails, the sum allocated every year must be spent in that year. Any
failure to spend it would indicate that the department did not really
need the money and would consequently have to do with less the
next year. The result is alternate years of wasteful e:xpenditure and
cramped work. There is no doubt that the system of block grants,
although opposed by the Treasury, would relieve the situation
considerably, it being possible in these circumstances to carry over
a surplus or deficit on that account in succeeding years. But the
main trouble is that administrative officers, not understanding what
research expendi ture is for, adopt towards it an ·entirely arbitrary
attitude, depending partly on past practice and partly on rhe personnel
of the scientific directors.
The situation in industry shows these features in an aggravated
form. Ideally, research should be free of the T reasury limitations
that hamper expenditure; actually, however, research •expenditure is
looked at as a somewhat ornamental extra to be indulged in when
the firm is doing well and ruthlessly cut in bad times. It is practically
impossible to sell scientific apparatus, and consequently the only
effective economies are to be obtained by sacking staff or reducing
their salaries·.
The Character of R esearch Finance.-The result of this financial
system is that the money available for scientific research is apt to be
invariable in amount when it should be variable, and widely variable
• when it should be constant. The effects of this are felt most keenly
by the scientific workers themselves. Unde r modern con~itions
security is one of the prime requirements in seeking employment;
there is consequently a tendency to accept scientific work where
security is guaranteed, as in the universities and in parts of G overnment service, and to avoid posts which may car ry better pay but
from which dismissals are most likely just at the periods when jobs
are hardest to obtain. (19) It is true that in this respect the scientific
worker js n'o worse and possibly better off than the great bulk of
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manual or clerical workers. The social injustice of the system is a
common injustice, but the result of this is felt not only by the
scientific worker but by the whole community, through the holding
up of the progress of pure, and even more of applied, science. Effective
scientific investigations are not jobs to be finished in a day, a month,
or even a year; ten years may often pass in a single man's work
between the first ideas and their final working out. Unless there is
a reasonable security for a period of this order, the chances are that
many long-period researches will never be brought to an end and
that even more will never be undertaken. This conspires with other
tendencies, particularly in industrial science, in favour of researches
yielding immediate results. Such researches are, however, of very
limited utility and in the long run grossly uneconomic. It may be
said that on the average the deeper the investigation the greater the
profitability of any particular research. Any system of adequate
development of scientific research must include a provision for secure
employment.
The Character of Reuarch Expmditure.-"&fore we can arrive
at any idea of the amount spent on scientific research it is necessary
to examine the character of that expenditure. The four most obvious
categories for research expenditure are: salaries, apparatus and ex-.
perimental material, upkeep (including salaries of laboratory assistants,
mechanics, etc.), and buildings. For different lcinds of scientific research the amounts required under these heads will vary enormously. In
mathematics only salaries and a small expenditure for challc, stationery,
etc., is required, though nowadays introduction of calculating machines
threatens to make a mathematics department as expensive as any
other. At the other extreme, an agricultural field-station will spend
far more on upkeep, including the purchase of stock, than it will
on salaries. Roughly, the more practical the investigation, the more
charges other than salaries will increase.
On the boundaries of applied science the situation is more complicated because of the difficulties already mentioned of separating the
technician from the scientist and semi-industrial plant from scientific
apparatus. In publishing accounts of scientific expenditure, there• fore, it would be desirable to state in every case the proportion of
salaries ·to total expenditure, as giving some measure of the more or
less practical nature of the investigation and enabling comparisons
to be made between the relative amounts of scientific work included
in two different scientific appropriations. As time goes on and
science bec6mes more complex the relative proportions of salaries
.will shrinlc in all cases. Consequently, a steady endowment of science
or even a moderately increasing one may conceal an actual retrogression of scientific work. Such retrogression was, in fact, marked
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all over the capitalist world during the late slump and is still maintained
in many countries.
Tbe real difficulty, however, in economic assessment of science
is to draw the line between expenditures on pure and on applied
science. At present when both are lumped together it is felt that
science is being adequately rewarded because of the relatively large
sums involved-relative, that is, to the amounts spent in the past,
not to the budgets of the industries concerned. However, as applied
science is by far the most expensive, the greater part of this sum
represents expenditure which is not strictly research but definite
investment, the future return of which is fairly assured. It is clearly
necessary to spend money in some definite proportion on pure and
applied science, but unle'ss the sums are kept separate it will be
impossi ble to sec that the less immediately justifiable claims of
fundamental research arc fairly treated.
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From what has already been said it can be seen that the difficulties
in assessing the precise sum annually expended on scientific research
are practically insurmountable. It could only be done by changing
the method of accounting of universities, Government Departments,
and industrial firms, and this is unlikely to happen unless some
substantial inducement, such as exempting research expenditure from
income tax, is adopted. Nevertheless, it is necessary to obtain some
idea, however rough, inside which expenditure on research is likely
to lie, in order to see the ~osition of research in the national economy.
An attempt to make such an estimate for a fairly normal postdepression year, 1934, is shown below. At present ( 1937) the
Defence Estimates would be shown much larger (£2,8oo,qoo) and
there would be a corresponding increase in industrial research, but
both of these must be considered as abnormal expenditure and will
probably not be maintained. Two estimates are shown. The first
or gross estimate includes eve.rything which can possibly be called
research. Thus for the uni versities it assumes that half the time of
all university teachers in science, medicine, technology and agriculture is spent on research and that two-thirds of departmental
expenditure is used for research purposes. In G overnment and
industry it assumes that everything called research is research. The
net estimate attempts to allow for these assumptions by reducing
the gross sums by factors corresponding to what is known of ~he
character of the work in the different sections. The reductiOn
factors are by no means as drastic as they might be, they w ould still'
allo~ for a good deal of routine measurement and testing, but the
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resulting r:gures must givt> a fairlv close approximan!)r t0 the amount
of monc.·y sp~nt on progress in scientJfi< knowledge and technique
The estimates are naturally of very different orders of acC\lracy
Only the Government figures are aplicitly given. The university
figures are estimated in a complicated way from those gwen w the
Umve!">ity Grants Commi!>"Sion Repr.r·. 1 he ndustna! figu~e-s-are,
cf Cf1'J.tse, the most difficult t:> •>bhl~
1 h~ ~'aSe!> frr th{ 1~ est;mation
are th~· 'tatemci ts ot t"!;eard• ~ xpenditur' fr. >ffi htrty -tl';e nrmo;
~?:l\'IO'l 111
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>thus, \,l<t j, 0n ti-t nll!:.ibe , t , ·,' L npl· >!, l, ··1 • ~~' ~ •·· '''''
1nce fN •h·· firms wh~1 cl<>chre~·. >:riH· partin.d:lr$. l Dr., J:.o .rc !S-I•fl'

tn Appendix II [ (c' ) I hts rg:u:··. 'hepdor.•, h 1.\T tl' I ,, t rdt..<bt
and mav be out as much a.~ Sl) prr tent e,>itr•H way hut f msidt rtng •he
rough nature of the total estimates this doe<' nnt ::.t>r ously .natter
The actual estimates are as follows;
UNIVEII.SIT!ES, LEARNED SociETIES AND
INDEP£NDENT FouNDATioNs
Gov n.NM£NTDefence Services
Industtial Research
Medical Research
Agricultural Research
lNDUSTliALContributions to Research Associations
Independent Research

To'PM

GroJJ
[.x,~oo,e;cc

Ntt.
[.8oo,ooo

2,000,000

So,ooo

6oo,o<Ju
• c;c e-re-

300,000
'2C',OOC>

zoo,ooo

r so,ooo

zoo,ooo

100,000

z,ooo,ooo

400,000

£6,f; SO,OQI)

----

_{I ,9.; o,ooo

Thus we see that the gross total is undc."r sen·n milliQn pounds and
the net total under two million. These figures are usdui only if
we bear in mind what they stand for. An intermediate figure of
four million pounds will serve for most purposes as a generous
estimate of what is spent on scientific research in Great Britain.
Professor Julian Huxley, who in 1934 made a survey of research
in Britain, is wisely cautious in expressing an opinion on the absolute
amounts of money spent on research, but his estimate!> are in substantial
agreement with those given he:re :
"Research -directed tv ind<JStrial needs heads the list-·that .;, couqting
the money: spent by Government, by university departments of applied
science, an·d by private firms-with, I should say, nearly half the total.
Research for the fighting services, not counting mere development, takes
about half of what is spent on industry. Research connected with
agriculture and related subjects like forestry and fisheries comes "ext,
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with a fifth or a sixth of the total; and then research connected with
medicine and health, with about an eighth, or even less. And research
in all other branches, together with all background research, probably does
not come to a twelfth of the total, though 1 admit that this item is the most
difficult to be sure of. As to the actual amounts, I hardly like to give
any figures, as people so often quote rough estimates as if they were ascertained facts. But I should say that the total spent on research in this
country is between four and six million~ a year, probably nearer the lower
figure."-8cie11Jijic Research and Social Nttds, p. 2 55·

The total contribution of the community to all inquiries capable
of changing the state of civilization is thus £4,00o,ooo or less.
This is the amount put aside to allow for the development, apart
•
from the mere mechanical growth, of industry and culture. A sum
of this size can be appreciated only comparatively. Compared in
the first place with the national income of £4,00o,ooo,ooo it
represents one-tenth of 1 per cent. This certainly seems a very
low percentage and at least it could be said that any increase up
to tenfold of the expenditure on science would not notably interfere
with the immediate consumption of the community; as it is it
, represents only 3 per cent. of what is spent on tobacco, 2 per cent. of
what is spent on drink, and 1 per cent. of what is spent on gambling
in the country. It is true that these ways of spending money, while
not in themselves necessarily more enjoyable than the pursuit of
science, are spread over a far larger number of people. Nevertheless
the expenditure on science becomes ludicrous when we consider the
enormous return in welfare which such a trifling expenditure can
produce.
·
In a hundred years the national income has increased eightfold.
This has ultimately been due to the application of relatively rudimentary scien.ce, the total cost of which can be estimate~ at not
more than £too,ooo,ooo, probably far less. Any estimate of the
precise returns of scientific expenditure is impossible to make, but
they are certainly very large indeed. Fundamental science takes
some considerable time before its results become commercially
• valuable, and when they do, the benefits are spread over a large
number of industries and are consequently hard to check. But in
•
applied science, where the proportion of returns is far lf!SS, the
results are surprising enough. In Appendix IV, taken from
Government figures, are shown the returns in annual savings against
the total expenditure on research, including research on many
other problems besides those to which the savings refl!rred. The
average return on money invested is 8oo per cent. per annum. We
shall discuss later why our present system of production is not able'
to take .advantage of this immense profitability of science, but whatever
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the reasons are, the fact remains that we do not make use of science
to anything but a very small fraction of its possible material :.rtili~y.
In this respect Britain, which is a very wealthy country, is far
behind others. It was estimated by President Hoover in 1926 that
S2oo,ooo,ooo are spent annually on scientific research in the United
States. More recent figures are not available, but it is probable that
not less than $ JOo,ooo,ooo are now spent. This is nearly ten times
our gross total, but allowing for the greater national income of the
United States, estimated at Sso,ooo,ooo,ooo, it represents an expenditure of6ji o per cent. as against our I /to per cent. In Germany
the figures are hard to get, but the total is certainly of the same order as
our own (seep. 200). In the Soviet Union, where scientific expenditure is organized far more effectively than in this country, the expenditure in I 9 34 was 900,ooo,ooo roubles, amounting at official exchange
rates to £36,ooo,ooo, nine times our gross expenditure, or eighttenths of 1 per cent. as against the British contribution of one-tenth
of 1 per cent. of the national income. It is essential to bring home
this capital deficiency of British science, the fact that its total development in relation to national needs is grossly inadequate. The scale
of expenditu re on science is probably less than one-tenth of what
would be reasonable and desirable in any civilized country. This is a
deficiency of an entirely different order from the current deficiencies
of the economic system. A recent investigation by the Engineers'
Study Group, entitled FQDd mrd till Family Budgtt, claims to show
that the material wants of the population of the country could
be met, without notably interfering with the present grotesque
system of distribution, by an increase in the national income of about
25 per cent. or 1000 million pounds per annum. (20) Compared
with this the needs of science are modest. A sum of between 20
and .of.O million pounds per annum, which is between i and 1 per cent.
of the national income, would pennit of an adeq"uate expansion
of science and of the general reorganization which would al'30 be
necessary. It might be found, however, that the expenditure of
such sums for a few years would be by itself sufficient to raise the
national income by far more than 1000 million pounds a year.
•

•

{1) See Sir W . Bran's &ddrds, p. 66 below•
(:r.) Tbere arc 6o national scientific and 1 S ntedical scx:ieties listed in the Official rear-Boolt
of t4a Scintific and Lla,ed Soci<ties of GTeat BTitain ~ntd lTiiand, besides the very larae
number of local scientific societies. The extent of the ac:tiviti~s of such scx:ieti"s and its
limitations can be seen in the case of the molt ambitious recent effort of oraanization, the
Chemical Council, of which Professor Philip write~ in Wl.al Scimce Stands For:
« Within t¥ bat two yean a notable step hat been taken towards the conaolidation
of the ac:ience and profe11ion of chemiatry by the formation of the Chemical Council, which
is baaed on the three chartered or1anizatioru already mentioned (the Chemical Society,
· the Inatitute of Chemistry and the Society of Chemical Industry), as weU u on th"
AHOCiation of British Chemical Manufacturen, repreaentina important induatVaJ and
commercial interests. The Chdtlical Council, set up in the first instance for ' ~riod of
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aeven yean, aima at aecurinr a joint foundation for undert.altinga which have hitherto been
the conc.rn of aeparate orp;llllisatioDI, and at enliatin( the aupport of iaduatry in thia matter.
The publication of new knowletlfe, either in the form of onrinal communication• or i.n the
form of ~nimariee of papen which haft already appeared, ia of the lint i111portance in a
ecieoce rrowinr 10 rapidly u cbemietry. For every cb.emilt, whatrter be hie partie~~lar
6eld of work, aome acquaintance with Ae1L' Tie'l'a, new diaco•m-. new t:pplic:atiou, II
. .entiat, and the publication of new knowledre in the appropriue fom ia really a CODcem
of the -whole prof-loa. The 111cc••ful JII'OM'UtiOn of thi1 enterpriee ie a Yital lll&tter
alao for the indu1triee which depend for their emooth runninr and their prorree•ive deTelop·
menton t he application of chemical knowledre and the furtherance of chemical reeeercb..
If the newly eetablithed Chemical Council can unite the chemical profenion and the
chemical induttry in support of publication• and other objecta of aimilarly wide appeal,
1uch at a central library, it ,.;n have achieved a notable adnnce. ltl formation ia the
earnelt of further movea in the direction of conaolidation and unification ol the chemical
profe11ion, auch u the acquiaition of adequate central prerniaea and the eatabliahment of a
complete regiater of trained chemiatt" (PP· sB·S9)·
(3) Thua we find Biahop Sprat, the fint hiatorian of the Society, indicating ita multilariout technicll occupa tiona :
" Fint they employ fe\lowa to examine treat\ea, etc., of countritt l they employ othen
to diacourte with aeamen, travellera, tradeamen And merchant11 then they compote a body
of queationa about obtel'\lable thinga. Then the Fellow• would atart correspondence with
the Eut Indies, China, St. Helen•, Tenerilfe, Barblry, Morocco " . . . (p. 1 SS)·
" l n thia our chief and mott wealthy mercbanu and citisena many han a"itted with
their pre1ence and contributed their llboun and helped c:orr.,.pondenc:e; employed factort
abroad to antwer enquiricl; they have laid out in all countrie. for obtervati0'111 and
rifu " . . . (p. u 9).
" They have propoaed the compoainr of a catalogue of all trade• worlu, and manufacture
• . • taking notice o£ all phytical receipt• or a«rett, iattrumentt, tool•, and e:n(ine., manual
operation• or aleigbu .••• They recommended adnncing the manufacture of capeatry,
tilkmaking, melting' lead ore with pit-coal • . . maldnr trial of Englith earth• to tee if
they will (not do) for perfectinr the potten art. They hne compared aoila and claya for
making better bricka and tiles. They atarted the propagation of potatoet,. and experimenU
with tobacco oil" . • . (p. lS6).-Sprat, Hi1tory of tlu RoJal Soci•IJ• 1667.
See al1o pp. l91, 394·
(<4-) Sir William Bragg alludes to theae at well u to the petition of the Society in the
general acheme of Britiah scientific reaearch in hia presidential addreas for 1936:
" Tbe capital value of the fund• adminiatered by the Society, if we include in them the
Warren bequeat, Ia now more than a minion aterlinJ. . . . l n all the Society now clirecta
the expendit ure of about £Jt,ooo a year on re1earch . The direction rnakea a contiderable
demand upon the time and enerriea of Fellows, and it it a pleuant duty to ac:knowledce
.
their willing and able tel'\lice on numeroua comrnitteea.
The uae to be ma&e of thcae money• ia to a considerable extent limited by the terml of the
reapective truatl. Nevertheleaa, there ia ample opportunity for a Jenera! policy at the
discretion of the Society. lt ia natural and richt that apecial emphuia is laid upon teneral
or fundamental reaearch, so fa r u donon' wiahea allow 1 and indeed the terma in which
the donon have expreued themtelvea are favourable to reaearch of that kind.
It it to be obaerved that many other bodiet po..en funda which are administered for
• aimilar purpoaes. In a list published by the Royal Commiuion for t he Exhibition of t8St,
the Comminion itself takes place u one of the oldeat, and t he Leverhulme Trust u one
of the newest. The list includes such well-known names u the Carnegie Trust, the Halley
Stewart Trust, t he Beit Memorial Fellowahip Trust an d othen. City companiei are also
to be found there. The Impro'llement of Natural Know!edce follows also on the activities
of many bodies that have specifi c applications in view. Each brandt of the Defence Services
maintains iu own relearch laboratoriea ; so do the Medical Research Council, the Depart·
ment of Scientific and Indust rial Reaearch, the Arricultural Research Council, the Post
Office and so on.
•
Still mort closely concerned with the direct applications of Notural Knowledge are the
llboratories of the country's industries. Many of these are of great' and ettablished reputa- ·
tion. On the whole, the induJtrial l1boratory is some way fr om belng as frequent a factor
in induttry,aa it ought .to be, but undoubted proJrc:u hu been made in recent yean.
Thi• brief enumeration of tome of the arenciea making for the improvement of n1tunl
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knowledge will 1er1e as a reminder that the tum total of the work done in this dire<:tion it
nry large. lt may fall far short of what is to be hoped for, but it forma an agc:tlcy which
bctJins to a.equire a certain ca!Lerence, &oa~ethina which can be viewed u a wb.ole and
eontidered in reapect to ita character and its etfecta. It is beginning to find it self, like
Kipfuaf'• ihip.
Aft immediate an4 obvious effect is the in.cre.o.se in the volume of published reoults. The
publicationa of acieatilc;. IOC:ietiea have ooubled and trebled in ai&e j and their treaautera
~re in JJUilY <:&Jea bud. put to it to meet the C:O<llequent ad<iitiond e~Cpens.:. Nu!l'ei'Ou&
industrial publication• &lao contain records of special investigations. There is every reaton
for utisfactio11 with the increase in natural knowledge which has followed on the encollragement of r~earc:h.
In cer·t ain rapecta, at least, the applicu.ion of the kt>owldre acq-red 11 >.lao utisfactory,
~ugb judgmeo.t on that point will vary according to the poi\C..Oil of the ot..erver in • very
lute field. Tilere are ob•ious improvements in the health and peral well-being of the
nation, in its industriea, in the &trength of its trade and tn •ta powers of defence; and theac
are roatten of primary importance:. Though they may be no more than means to an end,
they an-d the appropriate applic.ttion of knowledge are a first consideratum.
To &uch &pplkatiQ&U every k.ind of ruel!'<:h may contribute; for even those who would
have It that sciaw:e muat be followed without thourht of i ts usefulness must admit that it
hu to be very pure -.:ieace indeed which only mccu with itt application, as a straight line
mecta itt p•ra!Jcl, at iD6nity. In general, the CDcounter may be expected to come so soon
t:lut iu dfect bas a pr-.ct importance, and mu&t be taken into account. The individual
member of the Soc:&«y may keep his thnupt. and. his uperimenu within •n isolated
region, and so contribute what ia due from him as a Fellow. But the Society as a whole
mutt· take the wiclcr view, and watch constantly the relatione between scientific advance
and the people -who ate alf.ctecl by it. It acc:epu these re1ponsibilities when it undertakes
suma that !lave been entrulted to it. In the early daya of the Society
to aclminiuer tbe
the Fellows ~ dutia in these reapecU, at the R<:ordt of their Trana>.ctionl tbo"'·
Many of the Founden occupied important position• 111 the State and their science bore
directly on the neecla of the n1tio11. Throurhout the three centuries of its existence, the
s•me ideals have mcoul'&fed the ac:tivitia of the Society. At some times they have been
len effective than at othen, but their reneral purpoae has never been blurred. The whole
of the work of the Society ia therefore an important part of a general effort to improve
knowledce in the expectation o{ retultant benefit."
(S) For further deuiJI th,e reader CIJl refer to the a.nnual reports of the D.S.I.R.
(H.M. Statiooeey Office).
(6) Sec minute~ of nidenc" given by Imperial Chffi:lical Industries before the Royal
Comminion on Printe Muu1f.cture of Amumenh.
(7) Sir Frederic& Gowland Hopkins, in hia pretideo.tial addrC$s at the ..nnivecu.ry ~ceting
of the ltoyol Society in November 1934• a1id (Procutiingt of tire RaJa/ S orittj, Vol. 148,
PP· :14-:a S) :
" In the hittory of all acience which has d"lt with livjng organismt a natural sequence
may be t raced. There ia irst the purely deteriptive phase with the morphological studies
which ultimately tempt dforts of classification. T~ co~ the study of function and
the endenour to correlate function with structure. Later the nature of the materials
which tupport structure and form have received attention, and later s till, the endeavour
hat been made to follow the dynamic molecular evenu which underlie aU displays of active
function. Moclem biophysics ano 'oiocl>erninry ne busy upon the last task which, though
·not lollf berun, K to-day prosressive and iu prosras is a<:<:derating.
I am c:onYiaced that ultimately we shall attain t o an adequate intellectual picture of
theH iDIIiaible "CIItt and of their orpAization in living tissues. Our thoughts will then
ptaetrate below the turfac:e of 'lilualiud phenomen•. Disease itself will be viewed from
a new ttandpoint. I believe iudeed that even now those who think in terms of molecular
CVCILtl may ~'<e -.iaiOJll of progree§ denied to those wbose thought is 1uided by the ~i\ibte
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To the advtncement of such ltnowledg~ studi~• of the intact body can contribute at
moat ltut very little. Y ou will, of course, understand that I have throughout been speoking
. of tile nvancemeat and n•t the applica tion of ltnowledte.
I wiU pause here to ask you not to look. upon me u a mere ob>lructionin ; I <io n~t
'<l'iah to tee obataclee put in th« way of ac:th•t.d 111 a field which, from the JUturc • f. rh• I'•
mast aJwaya be of much importance. I would pa-tanally like to ue a t.biir ol .£,: ri.lncntal
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Medicine in every University capable of providing for such .a Chait an adequate Clinic.
More--if clinical science is to be encouraged without any discouragement of laboratory
science, I would like ehe encouragement to be as generous as post ible. I am only urging
that in ftly planning for the future endowment of medical re!earch proper consideration
should be given to the relative magnitude of the fields in whjcb new knowledge Jhould be
sought.
1 aeem to have sensed, however, the beginnings of a definite movement in this country,
and incleed elsewhere, not, of course, to ignore the laboratory; but in the distribution of
funds provided for medical research to endow the Clinic on a scale which might endanger
the future of research in fundamental biological science. The tenor of my remarks has bun
due to a conviction that in the long run such a policy would sterilize advance.
I am tempted here to a quotation which I owe to Knud Faber. It is from the writing•
of the great French physician, Charcot. Charcot taught that clinical observation mull
ever remain the supreme court of justification on the Clinic itself, but he uya of it that
' without scientific renovation it soon becomes a belated routine and, as it were, stereot yped.' It was plain to Charcot, says F aber, that the fundamental sciences were the aource
from which clinical obaervation and clinical analysis must always derive their impulse for
advance!"
(8) A aomewhat different view of the work of the Medical Research Council is furnished
by the Repon o" lite Britillt Healtlt ServiceI, prepared by P. E. P., p. 3 t 2 :
" Clinical research h as in the past been closely Jjnked to specialized practice. In turgery,
which ia an art aa well as a science, thia is inevitable. But in some branches the function
of the medical research worker and the practitioner can be aeparated with advantage.
Medical practice and research have been yok~d together partly by the fact that the rewards
of the research worker were negligible. Measures have, however, lately been taken to
secure for whole-time research workers u laries making it worth their white to forego the
rewards of private practice. The Medical Research Council have sought with some succeu
to aecure an increase in senior posts for whole- time work and higher teaching, and thu•
stop the drift of young reseMcb workers into private practice. Special clinical research
units have been created by the Council in leading London hospitals (referred to in Chapter V).
This policy is also being pursued by the Nuffield Trustees at Oxford. Nevertheless, there
is little, except love of the work, to tempt the brilliant s tudent to devote himself to medical
research once be has graduated. There is also still too little provision in some branches
for the recruitment and training of research workers, although considerable numbers of
scholarships and research grants are given.
The results of medical research arc pused on to the s tudents in the medical schools and
to otheN through the specialized journals, but it is almost impossible for a general practitioner
to keep up with the latest research work. However, the development of post-graduate
courses and the allocation of fu nds by the Ministry of H ealth and by the Department of
Health for Scotland to enable panel practitioners to attend courses, will facilitate the spread
of knowledge about ·research results. As has been pointed out in Chapter Ill, tl1e finding•
of reaearch workers"in the field of industrial health are not implemented or even studied
by industrialists, partly because the Indus trial Health Research Board is precluded from
popularizing its findings by the risk of becoming involved in controversy to an extent which
might impair its neutral and detached position.
In spite of a number of weaknesses, mtdical research is probably on t he whole more
comprehensive, better planned and organized, better manned and better supported financi ally
than any other major class of research in Great Britain, apart from research in connection
with defence. It has the great advantage• of a vigorous tradition of leadership and team
work, and a high ltandard of personnel in many branches. It is particularly strong on
fundamental problems in physiology and pathology, but although a broad view is uken far
mote work is necessary upon the economic, social, psychological and population problems
out of which so much unlitncs~ arises. The additional research molt needed is not purely
medi~l, but is of a mixed and applied nature largely falling within the province of the
Ministry of Health and the Department of Health for Scotland. These departments have
recently done some excellent work of this t ype, for example, in investigatins the causes of
maternal mortality in England and Wales in relation to social conditions and in tracing the
incidence of diseasCJ among insured persons in Scotland. There is room fo r a great ex·
pansion of this type of work, which bridges the gap between the laboratory and everyday life.
An ~ually serious weakness of medical research is the absence of a public relations
mechanism" for making the public, including such special groups as factory employers and
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workers, aware of the gist of the many valuable discoveries waiting to be turned to good
account. Research touching on broad human problema which ia buried in little-read
technical reports might aLmost u well not be done at all. The Medical Research Council
raised the question in its Report for 1934- 35• but there still exists nothing like·adequate
provision for informing the public in intelligible terms of health discoveries which vitall~·
concern them and which have lusely been made with public money. When full allowance
hat been made for matters on which only the tnedical profession need be informed, and for
ditferences of opinion about the most suitable agency of infonnation, it remaiqs plllin that
somebody ought to be telling the public t great deal about health which no one is telling
them at present."
(9) Professor Mottram comments on the financial policy of the Council as follows 1
"Aod the way the politician r~gard • th~ need for research Js t.hown by the fact that in
the t\nanclal criais of 1931 in Great Britain, 1\ot only were the salaries of the permanent
staff of the Medical Research Council reduced by 10 per cent .-which was perhaps
inevitable and defeneible--but the grant for re~arch was reduced by a like amount, bringing
to an end many valuable pieces of work. F11r an • economy' of some beggarly sum of
[ 19,000 per annum, work which might han aaved untold lives perished from inanition.
For money is the life-blood of reseuch. It ia needed mainly to aubaidi:&e research, but it
is also essential for subeidizing the reaearch Worker. Such people Great Britain and the
U.S.A. can supply in abu ndanc~in fact, there is grave danter of unemployment •mong
their rank& and the fruitt of years of training being allowed to rot unharvested. The advance
of medical research is fruatrated in Creat Brittin to-day by the parsimony of the Treasury.''
-FI'WitratiiJtt of Sdn.ce, pp. lh , 82..
( 10) J. Kuczynslty in New Fasltio•u of War Theory has studied atatiat\c-\ly the
effects of unen1ployment on death rate~, and found un"'luivocally that the •light drop in
death rat~ is due to the diaappearance of a number of diseases brought about by working
conditions to an extent that oven:ompenaatea the general weakening produced by the
malnutrition accompanying unemployment.
(r 1) Since thia was written the situation baa been greatly improved by the large donation
given by Lord Nuffield for medical reaeardl at Oxford Univenity. • It is too early to eatimlte
the effect of this bequeat, but it would seem aa if ib full value would not be realized partly
because the neighbourhood of Oxford hardly furniahea enough clinical material and partly
becauae of the limited vab~e of clinical reaeat~:h itself, as pointed out by Sir F. Gowland ,
Hopkina. (7)
(12.) P. E. P., Report OPI tlu British. Health. Services, p. 2.5.
(lJ) There are some 34-tOOO actively practising doctors. The estimated average gross
income of a panel doctor ia [1700, but specialists, of whom there are not leas than a
thou1and, receive far more than thi1. Op. cit. (u).
(l4) See Cronin'e •1!8rchinl aovd of the medical profeaaion, Th.e Citadel.
(tS) Exdudiua naturally here acience ~ in school& who undoubtedly form the
majority pf th01e who have taken uniYeraity cfeareea.
(r6) See thecate of Mr. H ay in report of the Conference on AcadeJbic Freedom, Oxford,
19 3S (Heft'er).
(17) Thus n~ chemial laboratories at Cambridge were provided for in 1920 by the
Avato-Penian Oil Co.
(II) The followilll speeches in the Cambrid&e Univenity Senue throw some light on
the relations of the unlvenitiea with induatrial research. They were occasioned by an
apparently innocuous rqulation which was deeiped to place secret and commercial reeearch •
under the control of the Uni•enity instead of the professors, aa had been the custom hithe.r to.
" Profestor Sir W. ]. Pope said that the phrasing of the proposed new Regulation 1
reflected the ancient acaden1ic distruat of commerce and industry : it auggeated that
asiOCiation with such branches of activity needed to be scrutini:oed in every detail by the
peming body of the Univenity becauae of the danger that something 1hameful might
reault, such, for instance, u t young reaearch worker being forced to hide his results to
sene tome sordid commercial end. It was matter for regret that such phrasing ahould
ha•e been u*, and more particularly in view of the fact that conunerce and induatry,
throurh both finns and individuals, bad made immense money gifts to the Univenity
durinr the Jut twenty years, and had shown great breadth of mind and vision in the manner
of making tho.e Kifts. He trusted that the Council would withdraw that rqvlation, whidl
would wound, and arouse a just indignation.
•
Hitherto it had ~n cu1tomary for the bead of a laboratory to teek collabOration with
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industrial und crtakiog~, such u commercial firm s and research associations : the collaborat ion h ad, in general, involved the working out of some problem by a research worker paid
by the industrial concern, which also paid a fee, so adjusted by the head of the department
al liberaUy to cover the-expenses, to the laboratory. In nearly all cases the research work
carried out wu purely academic in character, and no rettrictions were placed on publication :
the object of the induatrial concern which bore the cost wu solely to anist the University
to produce men trained in retearch methods, who might or might not enter the scientific ·
industriu. OccuioMlly an emt>\oyee of a large firm came to tbcm to work out some
industrial problem, .and they had no concern with the fate of the information acquired when
he returned to his works. The University should, however, be gratified when a worker in
tcchnologicaltcience found it advanta1cous to attack a few of hit problema in its laboratoriea.
H e would like to emphasite that the collaboration establish~d in those various ways had
been of incalculable value to the University: it usually provided ao openin« for the rct carch
worker in the industry concerned: it created a sympathy between the Universi ty Department and lndustry which secured favoura ble consideration for Cambridge graduates when
vacancies h ad to be fi lled: it had been the determining factor which h ad ,led indu•trial
concern~ to make substantial financial contributions to the University.
Professor Lowry said it was scarcely necessary for him to emphasize to what a large
extent t he U niverai ty was indebted to commerciala.(ld industrial undertakincs. He supposed
that the money wh ich had lately come to them from the American oil industry, coming
through an educational trust, had lost all connexion with the induotrial industry from which
t he funds were d~rived; but that was not the case when the Department of Chemistry
had r~ceived the lar~e&t benefaction whieh had ever been made to it in the whole of iu
history. T hat benefaction had been made by an oil company which was still carryin~t on
business, and he was not at all certain that it had not in part been made because in the
period before the War certain discoveries had been made in the chemical laboratories at
Comhridge which becnme a vital fac tor in the aupply of explosives durin« the War. He did
not think it was generally reali~ed to how large an extent the efficient work of a research
depart ment depended, except in the cue perhaps of the more wealthy American universities,
on fundt provided not b)4 the institution in which tho research wu beinc carried out, but
from various outside sources, more particularly commercial and laduatrial underukings.
As an example, a friend of his, who was the head of an important lalioratory in London,
had at his disposal funds to the ex tent of £sooo per annum, derived in part from Research
Auoc~tions and in part from com mercial and industrial undertakinr;s ; and there was
not t he slightest doubt that he would not have had h is world-wide reputation at Director
of t he 'laboratory had he n ot had at his disposal funds of about £sooo a year, which he could
• ~mploy in p romo ting t he research in which he wu interested.
•
As to hi• own \aborotory, he did not think that he need uy more than ~at commercial
and industrial undertaking• were t pending year by year a sum which wu considerably in
e~ceu of the total amount granted by the University for the whole of the Department
of Chemistry."-Univtrsi!J Rtporttr, vol. LXIV, 991 , 193+·
ln further debata other members of the Senate expressed their disapprov-1 of'any tecret
research being carried out in university laboratories, but the final result wat a compromise,
leaving the situation sub1tantially unchanged.
( 19) See Sir W. Bragg' s speech, p. 8 3.
( ~o) Sin ce this inquiry was made the nation al incomt hu increued from £+•+oo,ooo,ooo
to [S,70o,ooo,ooo per annum, but owing to our upequal diatribution the required
£ •,ooo,ooo,ooo has not h elped notice3bly to make up the deficieociea complained of.
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CHAPTER IV
SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
SciENCE T£AcMINo IN TH£ PAST

came late into the educational scheme. It is not surprising
that it had no place in mediaeval education, but the revival of
humanism in the Renaissance left it almost as severely alone. A
certain amount of mathematics could be learnt in the universities
and was even taught in the navigation schools, and a little botany
and chemistry in the medical schools~ but that was all. The great
developments of seventeenth- and ei~hteenth-century science took
place not because of, but · fn spite of, the place science occupied in
education. All the great scientists up tb the middle of the nineteenth
century were self-taugh t in so far as their science went~ and, in spite
of the precedent of Boyle and Newton, science did not take root in
the older universities. At the end of the eighteenth century the
only educational establishments which gave anything like an adequate
training in science were the dissenting academies in England, at
which Priestley and Dalton taught, and the Artillery School'l in
France, at which Napoleon was a pupil. !he industrial revolution.
enhanced the importance of science, and gQI.dually in the nineteenth
century it began to make its way into the universities and still later
into the schools. Mr. Clarke, the first P ...feseor of Mineralogy at
Cambridge, acq!olired his Chair, one of the earliet~t to be ¢ven in a
scientific subject, by lectures he delivered on the jewels in the high
priest's breastplate. Sir Jam~ Smith, on the other hand, one of the
most competent of British botanists of the day,.was refused permi91ion
to teach there becaute he was a member neither of the University nor
of the Church of England. The only evidence of science In Dr.
Arnold's Rugby was the unfortunate Martin, who had tumed hit
study into a natural history museum. (1) Science teaching had then
a flavo~otr of radicalism and met, particularly after the Darwinian
controversy, a bitter religious opposition.
When science was accepted, it appeared either as an extra subject
tacked on to other studies or as an alternative for those mean-souled
and materiaHstic enough to prefer it to the clasaics. Even the vigorous
~dvocacy ofT. H. Huxley and his disciples has hardly sufficed to
reteue it from that condition, acept perhaps at Cambridge. One
result of its mode of entry into the curriculum was that the method
SciENCE
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of teaching science was not developed from the way in which the
earty -.dentists had learnt their science--by apprenti.~hi.p--but
followed the didactic practice which had served for humane studies;
that is,, it was based essentially on lessons or lectures to which was
attached of necessity some provision for practical laboratory work.
The pioneers of the teaching of science imagined that its introduction into education would remove the conventionality, artificiality,
and backward-lookingness which were characteristic of classical
studies, but they were gravely disappointed·. So, too, in their time
had the humanists thought that the study of the classical authors
in the original would banish at once the dull pedantry. and superstition of mediaeval scholasticism. The professional schoolmaster
was a match for both of them, and has almost managed to make
the understanding of chemical reactions as dull and as dogmatic an
affair as the reading of Virgil's Atntid. The chief claim for the
use of science in education is that it teaches a child something about
the actual universe in which he is living, in making him acquainted
with the results of scientific discovery, and at the same time teaches
him how to think logically and inductively by studying scientific
method. A certain limited success has been reached in the first of
these aims, but practically none at all in the second.
Those privileged members of the community who have been
through a secondary or public school education may be expected to
know something about the elementary physics and chemistry of a
hundred years ago, but they probably know hardly rr)Ore than any
bright boy can pick up from an interest in wireless or scientific
hobbies out of school hours. As to the learning of scientific method,
the whole thing is palpably a farce. Actually, for the convenience
of teachers and the requirements of the examination system, it is
necessary that the pupils not only do not learn scientific method but
learn precisely the reverse, that is, to believe on the authority of their
masters or text-books exactly what they are told and to reproduce it
when asked, whether it seems nonsense to them or not. The way
in which educated people respond to such quackeries as spiritualism
or astrology, not to say more dangerous ones such as racial theories
or currency myths, shows that fifty years of education iq the method •
of science in Britain or Germany has produced no visible effect
whatever. The only way of learning the method of science is the
long and bitter way of personal experience and, until the educational
or social systems are altered to make this possible, the best we can
expect is the production of a minority of people whd are able to
acquire some of the technique of science and a still smaller minority
wh~ are able to use and develop them.
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If we consider the educational system in respect of science in this
narrow way, abandoning for the moment as visionary the expectation
that science should play an integral and leading part in all instruction
from the early ages, as it already does in the Soviet U nion; and
concentrate only on the question of the turning out of scientific
workers, the present system still presents us with the most astonishing
gaps and inefficiencies. Except for some special schools catering for
a negligibly small percentage of children, there is very little science
taught before the age of fourteen, that is up to the time when the
vast majority of the children ' in this country finish their education.
It is true that a certain amount of nature study, which is expected
to serve as a roundabout explanation of sex, is taught in the elementary
schools, but it would be farcical to pretend that this was science. The
school teachers are not to blame. With the best curriculum in the
world it would be extremely difficult to teach science to forty children
at a time. But this early limitation has serious results. In the first
place, by not teaching science at the age when children's original
curiosity has not yet been damped by social conventions, the best
chance of arousing a sustained interest has been lost. Actually, if
educators could take the time to study the teaching of science, much
of it would be found adaptable to the capacities of very young
children indeed. In fact, the essentials of physics, chemistry, and
biology can be and have been taught to children of six who, in some
cases, could not even read. (2)
But another disadvantage of this limitation is that a great many
promising• recruits for science are lost at this stage. This is, of
course, not peculiar to science. Gray and Moschinsky's work (3)
has shown that only 26 per cent. of elementary sch~l children of
outstanding ability manage to continue their education in secondary
schools, and, of those who do not, many would undoubtedly be
promising scientists. It is true that a few manage to get into science
at a later stage by becoming laboratory assistants, but these form a
negligible minority. The existence of a large number of wireless
• amateurs and other scientific hobbyists testifies to the fact that there
exists a "Very large reserve of potential scientific talent.
In secondary and public schools science begins to play a part, but
it is a very restricted aspect of science. An initial disadvantage is
the fact that with the present educational system the eecondary and
public schoo1s are obliged to teach boys of low average intelligence
Jnd consequently to waste opportunities for pushing on those of real
ability. The effects of this are1 made apparent at the unive]Sity
stage. There is still a very strong prejudice which derives frf>m the
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public school classical tradition against science altogether, and science
muters and boys taking science are often treated as if their interests
made •them socially inferior. The conventions of the examination
system limit science te~ing to physics and chemistry, with perhaps
a little biology largely for intending medical students, and a pathetic
study of botany which is supposed for some mystical reason to exercise
a purifying effect on the fel11).le mind. Now physics and chemistry,
as required for university entrance examinations or school certificate, has been worked into one of the most repulsive routines
imaginable. A vicious circle has been established between the schools
and the universities by which neither can alter the curriculum
because of the objections of the other. Science is taught so that a
fraction of those taught it can go to the universities in order to
learn to teach it in just such a way to future generations. It is
true that science masters in schools have devoted an enormous amount
of care and ingenuity to making the curriculum attractive, but for
every boy that it attracts there must be two or three that it puts
off science for ever. It is unfortunately true that those parts of
scien~e most suitable for examination subjects are the metrical parts
of physics and chemistry (the a~ractions between magnets, the
combining weights of !Odium bicarbonate and sulphuric acid), and
these are at the s;lme time the most troublesome to the lazy and
unmathematical boy and the most exasperating to those who are
really keen on science and want to get on to those parts of the
subject where something new and interesting is being found out.
There is little, i,, fact, in school physics and chemistry that was not
known a hundred years ago and much that was known three hundred
•
years ago.
Science masters are, of course, aware of this state of affairs and
have been trr.ing in the face of apathy and obscurantism to. set their
house in orde~. A recent report(+) prepared by the Science Masters'
Association on the teaching of general science goes far to meet many
of the criticisms that have been made here. It contains a syllabus
for a four-year course which is probably the first to have been
constructed in a scientific way. Three masters listed their pupils'
interests in everyday things which had scientific implications. Three •
others summarized fundamental scientific ideas. These two lists
were woven together in the syllabus. This, though it marks a
definite advance, lacks comprehensiveness and modernity. There is
a good biological section but nothing on astronomy or gtology. Of
the ten sections into which each year in physics is divided, the first
two years contain only one fact each, and the third only two facts
discovered in the nineteenth century. Only in the last year does the
outtook become more modern, but even then nothing later than
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1890 is introduced. X-rays, wireless, and electrons are not so much
as mentioned. T he chemistry is worse ; the whole course contains
nothing not known in 1810. The whole of organic chemistry,
without which bio~ is incomprehensible, ia omitted and modern
ideu on the structure of matter never even hinted at. Nevertheless,
if the spirit in which this apprO&Ch has been made i1 maintained, It is
still possible to hope for a living system of school science teaching in
Britain. Further advances along this line have been made by the
Modern Education Committee in. the United States. Thei'r elaborate
syllabus contains a fairly accurate summary of the contemporary
scientific viewpoint with particular reference to the relation of
science to the life of society.
Sct.RNCE IN THE . UNIVBRSITi.£s

jl'he place that science teaching occupies in the universities has
JffNer been clearly thought out. One conception has obviously been
that science is an alternative way of acquiring a liberal education.
This attitude is reflected in the ideal of pure science which is so
often held up to the students. In practice, however, science is so
departmentalized and divorced from any other aspect of culture that
this conception has been entirely subordinated to that of teehnkal
training. Even here, however, there is still much confusion. Science
is taught as if those who are taught it w.ill be expected to use it for
some purpose in later life, whereas it is probable, though no exact
figures are available, that out of every hundred students of science
in the British universities, some sixty become school teachers who
have simply to recapitulate what they have learned to other generations; thirty go into business, industry or Government service, where
for the most parr they will be occupied in routine t2Sics for which
most of what they have learned at the university is of little use;
three continue in university teaching, and the final two become
retearch workers and have rather painfully to un.learn much of the
inaccurate and out-of-date information acquired in the universities
and to forget the rest.
•
The .. diversity of function of the university science schools is
further complicated, particularly at Oxford and Cambridge, by the
diversity of material for them to work on. In spite of the e":llmination
system the fact that access to the university is largely a matter of
wealth rather than of ability (5), means that even the Honours course
mutt start at·a very low level in such sciences as physics and chemistry,
~hich are already supposed to be learned at· school, and from the
beginning in all other subjects. The result is that the first swo
years of an ordinary university course are occupied with teachi~ of a
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quality much more suitable to upper schopl grades. The situation
is, in fact, so paradoxical that the standard of entrance scholarship
examinations at the older universities is often as high as, if not higher
than, that of Honours Finals. The result of this, however, is not
an unmixed evil; it means that the science student of ability is able
safely to neglect his first two years' work and to acquire some general
culture and knowledge of the world by mixing in student societies.
Th~ Lectur~ Syst~m .-In their mode of teaching the universities
carry on a tradition little changed from that of their mediaeval
~redecessors. There was once some justi fication for the lecturer
whose business was to expound a crabbed text of Aristotle or Galen
to pupils who would certainly find difficulty in understanding it or
who were very unlikely to possess books, and it needed considerable
ingenuity on the part of the barber-surgeon-demonstrator to show
how the actual facts of anatomy could be reconciled with the
dogmatic statements of the classical authors.
All this is past and gone, yet the method of teaching still survives
and has spread from the older universities to the later foundations
and even to the technical schools. The obligation of spending the
whole of every morning in term listening to scientific lectures is a
useless anachronism and waste of time. That is not to say that
lectures have no utility whatever, but their good points could be
achieved far better in other ways. A scientific lecture lies between
two extremes. If may be an inspired and generalized commentary
on the subject, intended to arouse interest' and stimulate thought by
dwelling on the present limitations rather than on the established
status of knowledge and by bringing science into close relation with
technical and social problems. Lectures of this kind are necessarily
rare and, on the whole, deprecated as of little use for examination
purposes. As;tually, except for the lectures delivered occasionally by
eminent visiting scientists in the universities, their place would better
be taken either by papers read to scientific societies or by small
tutorial classes at which there are ample opportunities for discussion.
The opposite extreme is the conscientious lecture in which all the
points, particularly the numerical results and mathematical arguments
required to establish them, are carefully and methodically expounded. •
These lectures are usually incredibly dull, but are much valued
because it is realized that anyone who attends them and takes good
notes can hardly fail the bookwork part of his examinations. Yet it
is clear that in this case the purpose of the lecture would be much
better fulfilled by the presenting of a typewritten she~t containing
all the data, formulae, and arguments required, and thus forming
a useful summary of the text-books. Some lecturers actually go so
far to furnish such sheets in addition to the lecture.
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There exists, of course, every intermediate gradation between these
two extremes, and there are many conditions in which lectures do
fulfil a valuable function. Particularly in new and rapidly devdoping
subjects the lecture may take the place of text~books which have not
yet been written. New knowledge is still considered somewhat
dangerous in the universities, and a scientific theory is generally
thought to require a quarantine of some forty years before it is safe
for elementary students. Thus an 'Honours degree in Natural
Sciences may be acquired at Cambridge, including physics and
chemistry, in which the student has not heard except incidentally of
the quantum theory, first put forward in 1900. A further excuse
for the maintenance of the lecture system is the opportunity it
affords for showing elaborate experiments which are difficult for the
student to carry out for himself. Although these have a certain
theatrical value and add interest to science, the conditions for showing
them are rarely suitable for a real appreciation of the technique of
experimentation.
Lectures are supplemented by demonstrations or practical work.
For the most part this consists in carrying out a set of prescribed
experiments and practising the techniques of the use of the micro~
scope, of quantitative and qualitative chemical analysis, and of making
physical measurements. Demonstrations certainly do provide the
irreducible minimum of acquaintance wi.th the manipulative technique
of science, but they do little more; even in advartced demonstriltion
there is no going beyond the existing methods, no hint as to the
use of scientific method in attacking a problem the result of which
is not already known, or of making an observation of quite an
unexpected kind. In so far as science is a manual art this is not
the way to learn it. The methods which made the great scientists
of earlier times were far more effective. The old method of
apprenticeship, the watching and helping of already co~petent people,
together with that informal kind of learning by familiarity which
results from pottering about a laboratory trying to solve, perhaps very
inefticiently, some problem of one's own, are likely to teach far more
of scientific method than the best arranged set of demonstrations.
•
It is by· considering these alternatives that we see that it is not
Qn}y pigus conservatism that has caused the present lecture and
demonstration system to be retained ; any more useful alternative
would be bound to be more expensive because it would increase the
ratio of teachers to pupils and the amount of apparatus which each
pupil would' requ1 re. Now all universities are in a chronic state of
straitened resources. They might vasa!y increase their standard of
teaching in either of two ways: by increasing the staff and evolving
not one but several courses of study for students of ~iffe.r~~t abilitf and
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different ultimate profession, or they might raise the entrance stlndard
in such a way as to leave only pupils of high intelligence. But the
first would add to the e•nditure while the second would dimi~&h
revenues, and so until we realize the social price we have to pay for
inefficient universities we are likely to have to put up with the
prest!nt teaching system.
.
Sptcioli~otion.-Another abuse that has insensibly grown up in
the teaching of science in universities has been the excessive departmentalization. When science first appeared in the universities in
the nineteenth century it was in · the guise of natural philosophy,
but this soon gave way to separate departments of physics, chemistry,
zoology, etc., while the older division of medicine still remained and
became more marked. For the most part science subjects are taught
separately and out of relation with one another. From their very
nat~re there must be a certain amount of overlapping, but owing
to lack of co-ordination the common parts of two subjects are often
taught twice over .u1d in a contradictory manner. Each subject is
conceived of as a more or Jess dosed body of know}edge preserving
its purity not only from the world of practice but from other subjects.
This results in a very considerable fossilization of the separate
curricula, a process much assisted, of course, by the rigidity of the
examination system.
Tht Curriculum.-Except on the rate occasions when a young
and vigorous prof'essor manages to acquire an important chair, the
curriculum of any subject changes by an uncomfortable process of
accretion and compression. Very unfortunately, from the teaching
point of view, science differs from the classics by the fact that its
subject-matter is always increasing while the time available to study
it remains the same. The first method usually adopted for dealing
with this incr.ease is to wait a respectable t ime before admitting any
new knowledge to the curriculum at all, on the ground that it is
controversial and may need subsequent alteration. The idea that
the older parts of the subject are likely to be in far greater need of
drastic ;rlteration does not easily occur to the academic mind. In
any case, truth in science teaching is conveniently limited to the idea
of truth for examination purposes. When at last the new element
of knowledge is admitted, it is tacked on to the end of the .syllabus
and the rest of the subject is appropriately squashed to make room
for it, the whole process resembling the old peasant method of dressing
by which a new petticoat is put on every year on top of the others,
in the pious expectation that one of the previous ones has how become
too ragged to be of any use. T he result is that every curriculum is
a hotchpotch of old and new, full of internal contradictions which'
the ·teacher glosses over and the students are very rarely able to
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detect. The teaching of chemistry, for example, is based on the
great. cherniqtl revolution of 178+ and its sequel in the atomic theory
of I 8o8. W e now possess, t~rough the quantum theory and the
development of modern physics, a far more rational and direct
approach tQ chemical probl~, but we may have to wait another
fifty years before some enterprising and far-seeing chemical professor
manages to sweep away the whole of the present curriculum and
replace it by one which will by then be some eighty yeats out
of date. In physics the situation is not much better. The general
examination in the University of London, for instance, is on a syllabus
in which most of the f;1cts were known in 188o. It has only a passing
reference to X~rays and radio-activity, and ignores the whole of
modern physics completely.
Of course there is no intention on the part of university authorities
to maintain out--of-date curricula, but there is a very natural inertia,
and there is no provision for the periodical revis~on of all curricula
or for the maintenance of proper relations between the curricula in
different subjects. Here, as in many other aspects of university life,
the examination system is largely to blame. A narrow view of the
immediate interests of both teachers aod students demands that
examination syllabuses should remain unchanged for at any rate a
number of years, in order to collect a sufficient number of s~ndard
questions on which candidates can be trained or coached. A change
in the syllabus and the introduction of new and unfamiliar questions
produce a strain on the teacher and on the examiner and a probable
increase in the already large element of chance attached to examination results. This in itself points to another inherent weakness in
the examination system; the tendency to rely on questions of fact,
memory, or mechanical performance of some technique.
Exa1fli11otitms.-It is unfortunate that the easiest modes of testing
knowledge and those which on the average will give the fairest
results are precisely those that are the least valuable from the point
of view of acquisition of 9Cientific ability. If each cand.idate were
tested by his ability to make some entirely new observation or reduce
some newly observed phenomena to order, in other words, if research •
were made the test, we should have ideally a much surer guide to
the probability of his capacity to understand and make use of science.
Unfortunately, without years of tests of this sort, it would be quite
impossible to distinguish between native ability and the chance
cussedness o f nature. Only the fool could be detected by his failure
to handle •the obviously easy problem or the able scientist by his
ability to cope with the difficult one; the greater number of cases
· where the difficulties were beyond the capacities of both would have
to be passed over.
• •
G
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Act11ally this method is used or is supposed to be used in the
higher university degree of Doctor of Philosophy. This is granted
ostensiely for research, but as a test of ability it is little more than a
farce. The actual thesis is examined by one or two specialists and
their judgment, whether intelligent or biassed, is supported by
boards to whom the substance of the thesis is so much Greek and
who sit through drowsy summer afternoons with their hands propped
in a permanent gesture of acceptance of another degree and another
fee to the university.
The main evil of the examination system is not so much in the
examinations themselves and in the unfairness of their results, because,
as is frequently pointed out, the really able can succeed even in
examinations, but rather in the whole attitude of mind which the
existence of examinations induces. In the days when the universities
were chiefly places for the rich to idle away a few youthful happy
years, they could quite rightly be treated with contempt; but where,
as now, the whole career of ~n educated citizen from the age of ten
onwards depends on his performance in a series of examinations,
they have become the most powerful influence of miseducation. It
is dangerous for anyone unbacked by money or a superabundance of
genius to try and take examinations lightly. (6) For the rest, all
knowledge must be gauged by the criterion of its value for 'examination purposes. This results in a deliberate shutting off of interest at
just the points of uncertain knowledge wftere interest is most required.
It is probable, though not yet proved, that owing to this, universities
have acquired a definitely negative educational value and that
the student has a more general and liberal outlook at the beginning
of his studies than at the end. Luckily a science student is spared the
worst features of the system in that the orthodoxy that is demanded
of him is in geperal only one of fairly established fact and nqt, as in
the humane studies, of conventional opinion.
Medical Education.-In the general picture of university science
teaching two departments stand in a special position, those of medicine
and engineering. Medical teaching for historical and social reasons
has remained separate from the main body of science teaching.
Academically, it is the elder sister of the sciences and preserves more
•
fully than they do mediaeval traditions of teaching. Socially, the
teaching of medicine is the training of a caste, to a large extent
hereditary, of medical practitioners, and from this comes the exclusiveness which marks off the medical student from his fellows in the
university. Medical teaching can be criticized on two grounds: the
first, ably expressed by Professor Mottram in Tht Frustration of
Smnu (7), that it is indeed a , ·e ry bad training for the practice of ·
medit:ini: largely because of its relative neglect of the study of the
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common ills of men or of the bases upon which sound health can be
maintained; the second that it fails, even compared with other science
teaching, to present medicine as a science rather than as a traditionally
academic and somewhat mystical art.
The early stages of medical training are on either count frankly
farcical. The physics and chemistry and, to a large extent, the
biology--certainly the botany--of .the young medical student are
taught without the slightest regard either for scientific method or for
practical utility and are quite rightly regarded by the majority of
medical students as necessary but tedious initiation ceremonies, the
responses for which they have to learn with the least trouble to
themselves but can then conveniently forget for the rest of their
lives. The intermediate stages of anatomy and physiology are even
worse. The first involves a prodigious strain on the memory in the
accumulation of names of parts largely devoid of either clinical or
physiological significance and separated from the knowledge of their
use, which is relegated to physiology. This subject, largely owing to
its connection with medicine, is in a mte of such ill-ordered confusion
and contradiction that it conceals most of the important lessons which
the intending doctor can learn from it. The substitution for these
subjects of a reasonably well-ordered morphological biochemistry
with special reference to the human body will probably take years
of concerted effort and be achieved in the teeth of the most violent
medical opposition. Of the later stages of medical education there
is nothing to say here; once the medical student has passed into· the
hospital he has, for the most part, left the confines of science for
good.
Enginuring.-The engineering departments cannot, and do not
indeed, usually claim to substitute for the apprenticeship that practical
engin~ring gives. In view of this, it seems a pity that the years a
student spends in the engineering schools on acquiring a rather halfhearted introduction to engineering practice, should not be used
instead fo r the study of mathematics, physics, and chemistry in
relation to the social and economic background in which the engineer
will in future have to work:. It is unfortunate that those men who •
are, in practice, the most creative of new values of society should be
at th~ same time deprived by these methods of edu~tion from
acquiring any general culture. (8) As ' in medicine there is the
additional disability of an occupation rapidly becoming hereditary.
Consequently the average level of ability of the students in engineering
is lower than in the university as a whole, and they are cut off
from the general life of the university almost as much as medical
students.
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THE TRAINING OF THE RESEARCH WORKRR

The- small proportion of university students who pass on into
research still require considerable training before they are able to
play a positive part in the development of science. As yet this
training is not a formal one. The young research worker is expected
to pick up his technique from his fellow research workers, his nominal
supervisor, and his own reading and practice. This, on the whole,
is not,such a bad system. It is true that a' little formal teaching in
the, method of criticism and the writing of papers would be useful,
and that a number of somewhat timid and unenterprising research
workers used to a rigid and didactic educational system are completely
lost when suddenly left to themselves. H owever, as most of the
earlr training of the research worker consists in unlearning his
previous education, in learning to disbelieve what he has been told,
and to distrust the arguments which were used to convince him of it,
it is somewhat difficul.t to imagine this being officially taught.
Financial D~fficultiu.-T he main difficulties of the young research
worker are less educational than material. Up to the research
standard the methods of financing education are, though grossly
inadequate and unfair on the poorer student, at any rate fairly simple
and straightforward to work. If the requisite excellence is reached
in the prescribed examinations, application to the proper ed ucational
authorities will result in a standard scholarship grant, and this may even
last over into the first year or so of research. After that the research
worker is faced with an extremely complex problem tor which his
training has in no way fitted him. A course in the intricacies of the
wangling of appointments and grants would certainly be one of the
most popular and necessary courses if it could be introduced into our
universities. As;tually the first, and in many ways the most fr':'itful,
years of research are clouded for the great majority of research
workers by complete material in!lecurity. Few grants last longer
than three years, many are annual, and in all cases there are far fewer
grants than applicants, so that tbe research worker knows that,
• statistically, there is more prob~bility of his having to become a
schoolmaster or a routine analyst in a factory than of his being able
to secure a university teaching post or to continue as a research
worker. Indeed, on one tour of inspection some Government
officials were as shocked at a young research worker actually stating
that he expected to continue in the career of research as were the
workhouse authorities when Oliver Twist asked for more.•
Oppr;rtunities for- Research.-There are in Britain 3 whole-time
Research Professorships, of which one is attached to medical science.
There"are 51 senior research grants in general science with an -aver-
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age salary of £425 and an average tenure of
years, and 37 medical
research grants with an average salary of £4 7 5 and an average tenure
of years. This ~eans that an opportunity of full-time research is,
ori the average, offered annually to I 9 research students in science out o£
the I 6oo doing post-graduate work in science and to 12 out of the
750 doing post-graduate work in medicine. The number of junior
research grants, most of which are already held by these students, is
naturally larger, but impossible to assess with any accuracy. The
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 lists 45 such grants
yearly , of an avenge salary of £1 86, and an average tenure of 7.· 2
years. T here are besides approximately 11.0 grants at an average
of £!40 each by the D.S.I.R., of which about So are granted each
year, making r65 grants in all, or roo vacancies per year. This
figure is certainly low, hut even if we assume that it is half as much
again, rso, it would still represent only 4 per cent. of the 3700 who
annually graduate in science and technology from British universities. There can be no doubt that opportun_itie.s for r~rch are
inadequate and unsatisfactory. This situation has at last received
official recognition though, as yet, no stt·ps have been taken to remedy
it. Sir William Bragg in his presidential address to the Royal Society
in 1936 thus referred to it:

3t

"The position of the men, and especially of the younger men, who
are encouraged by these financial aids to devote the most ingenious years
of their life to scientific research must be considered by those to whom
the ordering of their lives is due. Some of the most brilliant young men
in the E mpire are selected for a specific purpose, which purpose they undoubtedly fulfil. Good work is done, and when it is finished a fine end
most useful type of man is available for further service. In a great
number of cases the satisfactory opportunity of further service presents
itself. But it is not always so. It is possible to find a man living on
income derived from one Research Trust after anothef until he ceases
from age or other limitations to be eligible for further aid. His work may
have been excellent, and his competence as great as ever, but he finds
that he must look in some new direction for his living. Academic activities may be no use to him, nor he to them. H is occupation has led him
up a blind alley. I am told that there is a certain tendency for men who •
have been employed in industry as research workers to change over,
when possible, to purely administrative work which is expected to be
more lasting and in the end more remunerative. There is a hint as to
the true cause of the trouble. The blind alley should be a thoroughfare
leading to occupations more suitable to the men and better fitted to get
the best put of them. It is obvious what these occupations are. They
are places of resp<)nsibility to which specialists in science are as yet but
rarely admitted. There is an encourapng &ginning, but it takes time
to realize that the man who is in touch on one side with the growth of
natural knowledge should be in close touch on the other side owith the
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opportunities of its application. He should be an equal in the council
chamber rather than a subordinate in the waiting-room. On the other
hand,· the scientific expert must himself help to take down the barricad e
that makes the alley blind. This requires that his education should be
much more than sufficient to make him only a laboratory man."

Nor are the actual emoluments of the young research worker really
The D.S.I.R. grants, which are the most sought after,
are mere S\lbsistence allowances, £I 20 a year (except at Oxford and
Cambridge where £2oo-£250 are given). From these every kind
of deduction is made, though permission is graciously given to retain
one-third (or a sixth at Oxford and Cambridge) of the money made
by teaching (seep. 406). Living on such salaries, is it surprising that
the research worker is unable to broaden his interests and become
other than a narrow specialist?
Tht Problem of Getting On.-There are, of course, in this field,
as in all others, time-honoured methods; one of them is to pick your
chief wisely and make yourself agreeable to him. It does not follow
that the best scientists are the best research directors; some of them
are so wrapped up in their own work that they see their students
for an hour or so once a year; others are so interested in their students
that they are apt to forget that they have not done all the work
themselves. It is always a distressing experience for a young man to
find that age and genuine eminence are not guarantees against the
temptation to enjoy credit for what one has n~t done. Perhaps
the most convenient chiefs are those amiable scoundrels who establish
a kind of symbiosis with their research workers, choose good ones
with care, see that they are well supplied with apparatus, attach the'ir
own names to all their papers, and when at last they are found out,
generaJJy manage through their numerous connections to promote
their protege into a good position. Independence of spirit· is not
at a premium in the scientific world. The young research worker
who remarked, when asked his views on scientific collaboration by
an eminent professor at a selection committee, that he did not intend
to be anybody's lackey, did not get the post, and it was years before
• his undoubted gifts and character began to win him any recognition,
while far less able but more pliable contemporaries we re already
sitting in professorial chairs.
These, however, are evils common to all authoritarian systems.
One more peculiarly damaging to science is the necessity incumbent
upon all research workers to produce results and to see that they are
published. The young graduate just escaped from the pressure of
the examination system finds he has exchanged one ser:vitude for
anoth~r, for it is on his published results by number and bulk as much
as by ext:ellence that his future depends. The period of years that
adeq~ate.
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would most profitably be spent-as the .great scie-ntists were able to
spend theirs-in study, meditation and apparently aimless experimentation, is denied to all research workers without means, ·that is,
already to the great majority. The result is to stifle originality at
a time when it is most fruitful and when it is still free from the later
burdens of administrative and social responsibility. Another ·result
is to burden scientific literature with masses of useless papers, which
makes the task of finding good ones far more difficult than it need be.
The Profusion of Research. -All this occurs because the position
of the research worker is in itself an anomaly and does not as yet
form part of the recognized system of things. Research had previously been carried on either by amateurs or by tea.chers in their
spare time. The idea of a separate profession is new, as is the
recognition that ability for scientific teaching and ability for research
by no means always coincide. The suitable endowment of research
as a separa,te profession would make an enormous difference. It
might permit the continued flourishing of a small number of idle
research workers, but at the same time it would ensure that the
majority of serious workers could give themselves whole-heartedly
to their work and be free from the necessities of self-seeking struggle
which is now thei~ fate. That-this is a perfectly feasible aim is shown
by the fact that in France the profession of research has now been
recognized and provided for (see pp. 20 1-2 and Appendix VI).
The working scientists of to-day are the product of the system of
selection and education. It is not surprising that, with such a
different social and economic environment, they should be different
from those who were occupied in laying the foundations of modern
sc'ence. In early days the decision to occupy oneself with the study
of science was a personal choice which very few people took, and
then il'l spite of the very grave disabilities that attended the choice of
such a useless vocation. (9) It restricted the practice of science to
wealthy men and those who could acquire their patronage. Nowadays
science is a definite profession, where at any rate a modest livelihood
can be made, and as such attracts a large number of entrants. The
process of selection that goes Qn inside scientific education is one •
that favours, on the one hand, technical proficiency and industry
and, on the other, general social conformity. The scientist no less
·than the administrative employee must, if he is to be successful, get
on with people of wealth and authority. Too great an interest in
social or political matters is a double disadvantage, distracting from
close application to work and giving rise to the general opinion of not
being a sound man. There is an·unwritten tradition in the scientific
world, though it lacks historical justification, that really good
scientists know nothing and care less about social proble~ and the
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implication is that anyone who displays such an interest by admitting
a partiality for anything but constituted authority, is equally likely
to be biassed and unreliable in his scientific work.
When this attitude applies, as it increasingly does, not only to
political but to almost any cultural activity outside their own fields,
official science becomes generally lowbrow. Interest in the arts or
literature is not exactly condemned, and indeed may be condoned
as a harmless hobby, but actually writing or painting, unless it is
admittedly badly done, is positively dangerous for a scientific reputation. The fault lies just as much with culture as with science.
Both exhibit an ignorant contempt for the other which does neither
credit. Science does, of course, like any other vital occupation, boast
a certain number of distinct and vivid personalities of genuine culture
and independence of spirit, but they are not typical of the profession
as a whole. A certain timid subservience and conformity is a much
more common cltarac~erlstic. Scientists compensate for the lack of
appreciation they receive as such from the external world by appearing
as ordinary as possible in their daily lives and reserving the whole of
their intellectual activity for the narrow sphere of a scien~ific speciality.
The work of the scientists has revolutionized the modern world,
but this has happened not because but rathe r in spite of the character
of the scientists themselves.
PoPULAR Sc iENCE

The effectiveness of any scheme of scientific education is shown
by the place science takes in everyday life. Here it is not a question
of the material contribution of science in the form of inventions,
because these are presented to those who use them, not as contributions
of science, but as substitutes or extensions of things which existed
before science. , In litis sense the cinema is only the play made more
easily available, and the telephone a simple means of talking to one's
friends. In .nearly all these cases the use of the scientific appliance
does not require much if any scienti fie knowledge and no acquaintance
with scientific· mothod. Children, with the vaguest idea of where
• the statiens are ana with no id~ at all of electric oscillations, have no
difficulty in getting exactly the programme they want. Nevertheless
the presence on all sides of machinery and services which incorporate
·!JCientific principles inevitably forces a consciousness of science
different from that of previous periods. There are, quite outside the
ranks of profe5sed scientists, thousands who have some degree of
int.erest in science. This interest ranges from the practical mastery
of some limited field of science, such as that needed for an amateur
wireless operator, to the merest general interest in the wonders of
science. ·For these there has grown up a wealth of popular scientific
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literature, articles, magazines and books, hardly less imposing m
bulk than the literature of science itself.
Popular science is, however, almost as widely divorced ·from
operative science as is popular music from classical music. The
results of science more or less accurately or sensationally reproduced
do get through, but piecemeal and leaving behind the whole method
and spirit of science. The Press in Britain has never taken science
seriously; with one or two notable exceptions no newspaper has
even the equivalent of a scientific editor. Science news is scrappy
and generally oscillates between the extremes of the sensational and
the obscure. Mr. Gerald Heard thus qualifies it in his introduction
to Scimu Fro111, 1936:
"Science news, however, gets hardly any press, and when it does, such
items as are printed come through as completely disjointed fragments.
The popular ~pers print an account of some find simply because it seems
startling--simply because it seems to upset out accepted outlook. The
more serious papers in re.ality do no better, for when they print science
news they get an expert to send in a paragraph, and he takes for granted
not only t~t he is writing for other people as informed as he, but also
that informed people, u much as uninformed, do not see or know what
relationship this new piece of the jig.... w has to do with the rest of the
put:zle, that puzzle which science is piecing together into one vast whole.
lt is hard to take an intelligent interest or anything but the most passing
curiosity in such neW!. It is far harder to keep such pieces by us, sort,
sift, and fit them until we can see where they add on to the growing front
of lmowledge."'-Sci4!'11CI' Fro111, p. 9·

Magazines of popular science are better, but still contain for the most
part amazing stories, practical hints, and an occasional accurate and
seri ous anicle. There is not a single publication whose function it
i• to pM~ent the progress of science in a generally u.uderstmdable
way againtt a background of the economic and political developments
of the time. (I o) Books on popular science are far the worst. They
include pedantic and generally inept compendiums of knowledge
brought out presumably for the benefit of publishers, accounts of
recent work horribly mangled and misunderstood by amateur scientists
• and best~lling sermons by the most eminent of the profession.
Among them are a few books which manage to be u nderstandable
and accurate at the same time, but they do not set the tone, and the
proportion o f them to the rest is far smalle r than in the Vi~torian era.
The Currtnt In.founce of Science.-T he value of science in public
affairs is to b"e gauged by its conscious effect on t he ideas o f the time.
There is no doubt that although, taken as a whole, t here is in modern
Britain considerable interest in science, it does not provide. an
adequate popular critical background for science. There is n<lt that
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give and take between scientific and popular ideas which was characteristic of previous centuries even when the circle of scientific interest
was socially very restricted. There is nothing for science like the
concentrated and trained appreciation with which football matches
or horse races are followed; and this is not to be explained only by
the" lack of a financial interest in science fancying or by the intrinsic
difficulties of the subject. There are finer points in cricket or
billiards than are often to be found in biological or physiological
arguments; while if people were really interested in science it would
very soon be discovered what excellent sport could be had in backing
Professor B's theory against Professor A's at ten to one. (1 1)
There is no getting away from it: to a large extent science has
become detached from popular consciousness and the result is very
bad for both. It is bad for people at large partly because living in
an increasingly man~made world they are gradually falling behind
in their awareness of the mechanisms that control their lives. At
bottom there is not very much difference between a savage with
his complete ignorance and helplessness before the natural ph~nomena
of drought or disease and the modern man before the man~made
disasters of technological unemployment and scientific warfare. Faced
by the unknown and the fearful and not granted the means of understanding them, in both cases he turns to fantastic and mystical
explanations. It is no accident that the present age .has seen the
recrudescence of superstitions such as astrology and spiritualism,
which it had been thought were well dead at the end of the Middle
Ages. The far more dangerous grip which demagogic fascist ideas
can exercise is a measure both of popular ignorance and the need
to have something to believe.
·
The Isolation of Science.-But it is also very bad for science. From
the crudest point of view, unless people at large-and this will include
wealthy benefactors and Government officials-know what the
scientists a re abouf, they can hardly be expected to provide that
assistance which the scientist feels his work demands in return for
its probable benefits to humanity. More subtly, however, the absence
of popular understanding, interest and criticism reinforces in the
scientist the already dangerous tendency to mental isolation. This •
does not usually take the form so often imagined, of the sdentist as
an other-worldly person who can only just manage to keep alive
through t~e assistance of female relations. The isolation is that of
science, not of the scientist. Apart from his subject he may appear
as the most ordinary person, play golf, tell good stories and be a
devoted husband and father; but his subject is "shop" and, except
for. twenty or so people who understand, it is something which he
keeps· rigidly to himself. Among people of literary culture there is
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almost an affectation of knowing nothing about scieJJce; nor have
the scientists themselves escaped from it. In their case it refers to
all other sciences than their own. It is one of the rarest things to
find good general conversation on scientific topics, and this is true
even when scientists are the majority of the company. This was
certainly not the case when Voltaire and Mme du Chatelet conducted
philosophical experiments at their house parties or when Shelley
discussed chemistry and moral perfection with equal enthusiasm.
Among the younger English writers of djstinction there is but one
who exhibits in his work any comprehension of modern science, and
he has excellent family reasons for doing so.
Scientific Superstitio1z.-The lack of a cultural background to
science still further enhances the evils of scientific specialization, but
at the same time it does worse by ensuring that the social influences
which unconsciously enter into all but the most detailed scientific
theories are not the mature reflections of a critical and cultured
society but, for the most part, the commonest prejudices and superstitions of the time. The effect of this is seen reflected back in
popular science. When a public has neither the training nor the
interest to follow the working of science it can still be willing to
acclaim results, the more marvellous the lx-tter, and to listen to
t he opinions of sufficient eminence on any subject whatever. These
opinions it can understand because they are usually sirnply its own
opinions sent back with the stamp of august approval. Subjects like
relativity or the origin of the universe, which are intrinsically
difficult, are found eminently suitable, not for technical explanation
but for providing texts on man's helplessness and ignorance and on the
beneficence and intelligence of the Creator. At the same time
much more significant and practically important theories of the day,
such as the quantum theory, receive scant attention.
The result of this is to widen not only the gap already alluded to
between the scientist and the public, but also one between scientists
and popular science. The attitude of the working scientist towards
such subjects as the origins of the universe and oflife, or of vitalism in
biology, is totally different from that expressed in books on popular
• science. To the scientist the picture of the disappearing reality of
phenomeha is so much nonsense; he knows that he can handle
materials the better for the quantum theory, or biological preparations
for a knowledge of bio-chemistry and genetics; he also knows
that he cannot get this across because publicity for these views is so
much harder· to get than for the opposite ones. The result is that
the public is deluded into believing that idealism rules in science at a
time when materialism is winning all along the line, and at the sapte
time the working scientist is inclined to withdraw into an exclusive
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self-5atisfaction with his own knowledge and the ignorance and
superstition of the public.
Many causes contribute to this deplorable state of affairs. To a
certain degree the effective separation of science and culture was
due paradoxically enough to the introduction of science teaching.
Science, so to speak, has lost its amateur status and with it a great
deal of public interest. N o one need think for himself about science;
there are always people who know about that sort of thing. The
rapid development and the multiplicity of scientific disc:overy has a
generally bewildering effect, and this is emphasized by the specialization of the scientists themselves and the myth, which is increasingly
believed, that the time has gone past when any mind can profitably
cover more than a small fraction of the topics of human knowledge,
much less claim to have made all knowledge its province. Actually
all that this belief reflects is that the methods of exposition and .
communication in science have not kept pace with the progress of
discovery. A well-arranged system of scientific publication (the
nature of which w\\\ be discussed in Chapter XI) should make \t
perfectly possible for every well-educated man to have a general
picture of the whole field of science sufficiently detailed for him to
grasp the significance of development in any part of it. For the
moment he is barred from this by the obscurity Qf scientific jargon
and the anarchy of scientific publication.
T ht Prt-Scimtific Attitudt.-The lack of proper appreciation of
science is not confined to the public at large; it is particularly powerful
and dangerous in the fields of administration and politics. The prescientific attitude here destroys most of the benefits that could be
gained from the technical results of science. Of none of the more
important general factors which affect human life do people think
scientifically. or even collect the material necessary for· ~cienti fie
ana lysis. The position is admirably stated in a P .E .P . (Political and
Economic Planning) broadsheet :

•

" A civilization has grown up under industrialism which calls for
enormous resources of knowledge in order to operate it without constant
;-.nd painful breakdowns. It is hardly unfair to say that we neither possess
the required knowledge, nor are we making at present any adequate effort •
to get it, although its provision offers no insuperable difficuhies. Our
whole attitude towards the obtaining and use of knowledge ~s still coloured
by the prejudices and assumptions of a pre-scientific and pre-technical age.
It is hopeless for isolated groups of people to struggle, as they have long
been stru ggling, for a little more inve~tigation of rents and.incomes here,
a little more research in psychology there, and a little more attention to
educational research, social research, traffic investigation, mr:dical re3earch,
a.nd so forth. The trouble is something deeper than a failure to provide
certain facilities. A large element in the population, educated and
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uneducated, .has yet to recognize that the same technique which has produced electricity, wireless, aircraft, fertilizers, and new breeds of plants
and animals can, if suitably adapted, produce on just as lavish a acak the
social, political, .and edonomic inventions of which we are so detperately
in need. Unfortunately, whereas a first-rate proceta or product may be
hit upon by an eccentric person in a garret and made available thro'!gh
comparati"ely small printe investmena of capital, a social invention from
its nature often calla for raw material which has to be more or less publicly
gathered. While, moreover, the in<iustrial executive has gradually come
to reco~c:e that a product or a proceta doee not last for ever, and that, as
a matter of course, provision must be made for new patterns and new
technique, there is no corresponding awareness or equipment for checking
and improving the performance of, say, the machinery of government,
the health services, the handling of traffic or other problems of a social or
economic nature."-Pianning, no. 17, 2nd January I934·

The Nud Jttr Science and its Supprusiat~.-It is, however, no
accident that science is neglected both by popular thought and
administration. Existing attitudes towards science are fundamental
and necessary parts of our present social system. The relation
between science and social life has a twofold aspect. The current
needs of !IOCiety evoke science to satisfy them; therefore, whatever
those needs are, some science is necessary. But science thus called
forth cannot fail to create new needs and to criticize old ones. In
doing so it must take a part in the modification of socie.ty, greater
than and different from that which it was originally called upon to
play. The scientific movement which was called into being by
seventeenth-century governments was to prove, in the eighteenth
century, the most powerful basis for criticizing the forms of those
very governments. The situation to-day shows this contradiction
even more clearly. Any widespread appreciation of the results of
science, o£ the possibilities that it offers to humanity, oro( its methods
of criticism cannot fail to have large social and political implications.
Those forces in society that are opposed to such changes must necessarily try to prevent science overstepping its original bounds. It is to
be a useful servant and not a master. Consequently science sufrers
at the same time an internal stimulation and an external suppression.
• The paradox is most cl~arly seen in present-day Germany where the
scientist is at the same time most urgently needed to provide a basis
for an autocratic economic state and for the preparation ·of an overwhelming military machine, and violently repudiated as a potential
source of cultural Bolshevism. But the same tendencies are plainly
visible in this· counl!ry. Two theories of the function of science are
i~ sharp opposition. 'The one is that the scientist still exists on
sufferance and owes his immunity to his performing his job a_nd
refraining from meddling in politics (see p. 39+)· Against this we
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haye the view championed by Julien Benda in La Trahison dts Cltru,
where the men of learning are pilloried as the chosen guardians of
culture who have failed in their trust by abdicating to the forces of
superstition and violence. The world to-day puts to the scientist a
bitter choice between these views, but, however he chooses, it is
clear that in the long run the benefits of science can only acc.rue to a
society which is capable of understanding and accepting them in their
full implications.

•

(1) " If we knew how to use our boys, Martin would bave beeto seized upon and educated
u a natural Philosopher. He had a passion for birds, beasts and insecu, and knew more of
them ancl their habits than anyone: in Rugby i except perhaps the Doctor, who knew
everything. He was also an experimental chemist on a small scale, and had made unto
himself an electric machine, from which it was his greatest pleasure and glory to administer
small shocks to any small boys who were rash enough to venture into his study. And this
was by no means an adventure free from excitement ; for, besides the probability of a anake
dropping on to your head or twining lovin~ly up your leg, or ~ rat getting into your breechespocket in search of food, there wu the animal and chemical odour to be faced, which alwo) s
hung about the deto, and the chance of being blown up in some of the many experiments
which Martin was always trying with the most wondroue results in the shape of uplosiona
and smells that mortal boy ever heard of."-Tollf Brown's s~nooldays, p. :u 5·
(z) Su5an Isaacs, Intellutual Gro<tuth in T o11ng Cnildrtn, Routledge, 1930.
(3) Sociological Rtview, XXVII, p. 1 13, 19 35· See also Hog ben, Political Aritllmttic.
(+) Tile Ttaclcing of General Scienet, Report by the General Committee of the Science
Masters' Association in October 1936. Murray, 19 :;7.
(5) D. V . Glass and J. L. Gray have made a special study of the relation of opportunity
to wealth in the English and Welsh Universities. (Reprinted in Political Aritlrmttic, pp.
419-470 .) They poipt out that 2.7 per cent. of the male undergraduate population of the
universities are ex-elementary school pupils; only :a per cent., however, also bad a free
secondary education, making a disparity in university opportunity of over forty to one in
favour of boys educated in fee-paying schools. The Board of Education working on a
different basis claims that 42. per cent. of university entrants come from elementary schools
(see Tnt Times, 5th July 1938), but the di, crepancy is not important as the real advantage
is more heavily weighted in favour of wealth than either ligure indicates on account of the
special advantages of the public schools.
(6) See Christopher Isherwood's account of his treatm«>nt of uaminations in Lions and
Slladows.
(7) Profe!aot Mottram, himself a teacher of medicine, finds little to recomm«>nd in the
present system &
" In the lirst place it is not too much to say that no poor person, no one without well-to-do
relatives to back him, can easily enter the medical profession. A career is not open to talent
unless there is financial backing. Betweeto live and six years' training is essential before
a man <:.an take 1. de~ree in medicine, o.nd C"'tn then he i' \U\~tte<l to ~o O\\t into v;eneu.l
puctice. True, there arc scholarships in science to the universities, particularly the older
universities, which will carry a clever student through the academic years of his training,
and medical schools give scholarships to a clever student of biology, anatomy and physiology
which will carry him through the years of hospital training i but these scholarships are •
far too few in number. Then at the end of his training he ia stranded, for he, has either to
purchase a practice or squat in some neighbourhood and wait for a practice to grow- a
heart-breaking proceu if he hu no private means. There are devious ways by which a man
can earn sufficient to keep himself alive while his practice is growing-medical journalism,
part-time service in public health work, and so on. But these are .ufficiently precarious to
deter any but the cleverest and most pushful of people. On the other hand, the well-to-do
with moderate ability only linds his way to a practice made simple. "If his father is a
physician so much the better. He is P'JShed, pulled or crammed through the neceasary
examinations and steps into his father's shoes when the time comes. Many a man entoen
medicine because his father has a good practice and from no inherent enthusiasm for the
he;lin~t art.

NOTES
Secon&, \t ma)' be whh certain\)' •ai& that tbe acalltmic part ot the meilica\ &tullent' s
training is hopdessly inefficient. While it may be admitted that medicine is still an art
and not a science, it is fairly clear that to undentand and apply the modem diacoveries
of meclical research a medical mari must have a severe tnining in scientific methocl. He
must develop a critical and scientific outlook. This his academic years in biology, chemistry,
physics, physiology and anatomy are supposed to give him. We may confidently a15ert
that in ninety-nine cates out of a hundred he sloughs his 1cientific training when he enters
the wards. In fact he is often advised to forget all the physiology which he has learnt.
Po11ibly this advice ia wiae, for it ia to be doubted if it is of the alighteat use to him. T he
fact is that in trying to study biology, chemi1try, physic.a, physiology and . anatomy in
two and a hal£ to three yeats he gets but a smattering of t.bae tubjectl, and of their serious
import nothing. He acquires but the bare bones of these sn~jecta, a.nd of their living spirit
not a jot. It iJ only by a deep, critical study of a subject • that a man can begin to discover
the spirit of scientific work. When he bas finished his academic work scarcely a man is
equipped to read an original article in the sciences be has studied {or shall we say ' learnt ' l)
and give a judgment upon it. Nor is be fitted to do any original work.
• Such study is pouible only if a student step aside from his medical curriculum and
spend a year or more upon an honoun or advanced coune. In Great Britain, the United
Stata and Canada, to the writer'a lm.owledse, there exi.at aucb counea--..g. Part 11 of the
Natural Sciences Tripoa at Cambridge, the Honours School of Physiology in Oxford, the
Special Honoun in the Univenity of London, the P. and B. Coune in Toronto and the
UDinnity of Chicago. The numben of atudenu wbo can afford to spend the necessary
time and money are extremely small."-Froutr.uio" of Scinrce, pp. 86-88.
(8) That thia can be done is ahown by the excellent cultural counes that are given &t
the. Manachusetu lnltitute of Technology.
(9) For a Victorian description of the pOiition of the raearch worker, see the article by
Sorby in Tlu Ertilow"""t of IU11arcl•, London, 1876. His concluaions are worth quoting.
He writes : " Original research can be carried on in a satisfactory manner only when an
inveatigator has abundance of time for work, and freedom from thoae caree which interfere
with reflection."
(10) Tlu R,aJist attempted to do thi1 for a time, Tlu Stinrtiftc W orAer hu a certain
popular as well aa a profeasicmalappal, TIN MoiUr" Q,.rt,ly will deal critically with these
aapecu. But these are all rather serioua publications. What we need is a good popular
scientific illultrated weekly, though the new Dis~ry does something to remedy this lack.
( rr) That thi1 l'ack of popular interat ia only apparent ia abown by the immense popularity
of all fotml of acience in the So.iet Union aa shown in the P ress, in the cluba, and in the
parlu of culture and rest. See p. zz8.
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CHAPTER V
THE EFFICIENCY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
we admit any function for science in society it is possible
to ask whether that function is being carried out efficiently or
inefficiently, whether the results obtained are the best obtainable
with the human and material resources available. Our judgment
of the degree of inefficiency of science will, however, largely depend
on our ideas as to what the function of science is. Nevertheless,
without prejudging that issue, which is the central problem of this
book, it is sti ll possible to talk of the efficiency of scientific research
in relation to the different hypothetical functions of science.
Thr-tt AimJ for- Scimet: PJychological, Rational anti Sociai.-Science
as an occupation may be considered to have three aims which are not
mutually exclusive: the entertainment of the scientist and the satisfaction of his native curiosity, the discovery and integrated understanding of the external world, and the application of such understanding to the problems of human welfare. We may call them the
psychological, rational, and social aims of science. The social
effectiveness of science will be the subject of a later chapter. What
concern§ us here are the other two aims.
It is clearly impossible to estimate in any strict sense the
efficiency of science with respect to its psychological aim. Nevertheless, as psychological satisfaction plays an important part in the
carrying on of scientific research, it needs to be taken into account in
·
any discussion of the general efficiency of science.
That scientific research is profoundly satisfying to all who choose
to undertake it is undeniable. On the whole people choose to be
scientists precisely because they anticipate this satisfaction. It is not,
however, of a kind peculiar to science.. In almost every profession
there arc opportunities for the exercise of a disciplined curiosity
intrinsically no different from that exhibited in scientific. research. •
T he growth of the profession of science to its present dimensions
is not a sign of a spontaneous increase in the number of individuals
gifted with natural curiosity, but of the realization of the value that
science can bring to those who finance it. For this. purpose the
psychologically pre-existing natural curiosity is utilized. Science uses
curiosity, it needs curiosity, but curiosity did not make science.
Odsily enough, it is not until comparatively recent times that
0NCB
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scientists themselves have sought to justify science on the basis of
the psychological satisfaction it brings. Originally science was justified because it was for the glory of God or the benefit of humanity.
Although these claims really amounted to implicit acceptance of the
psychological justification, explicitly they brought science into relation
with divinity or utility, which were conceived to be at the times
in question the general social ends of man. The scientists of the
seventeenth century had obvious reasons for insisting on the utility
of scie-nce, as they alone saw it:. possibilities and needed the external
support which could only be gained by pointing out its material
benefits. They had to uphold this practical aspect against detractors
like Dean Swift, who ridiculed the scientists of the time for occupying
themselves in vain and unprohtable fancies. Nevertheless, there is
no reason to believe that the scientists did not honestly think their
work of benefit to society, nor had it occurred to them that the
success of science could be put to any other uses.
THE IDEAL OF PuRB ScrB NCB

T his early confidence began to be shaken in the nineteenth
century when it became apparent that science could be, and was
being, put to base uses; its place was taken by the idealism of pure
science, science without thought of application or reward. Thomas
Henry Huxley voices the feelings of the Victorian scientist in his
persuasive prose:
·" In fact, the history of physical science teaches (and we cannot too
carefully take the lesson to heart) that the practical advantages, attainable
through its agency, never have been, and never will be, sufficiently attractive
to men inspired by the inborn genius of the interpreter of Nature, to give
them courage to undergo the toils and make the sacrifices which that
calling requires from its votaries. That which stirs their pulses is the love
of knowledge and the joy of discovery of the causes of thingt sung by the
old poet-the supreme delight of e~tending the realm of Jaw and order
ever farther towards the unattainable goals of the infinitely great and the
infinitely small, between which our little race of life is run. In the course
of this work, the physical philosopher, sometimes intentionally, much more
often unintentionally, lights upon something which }'roves to be of practical
value. Great is the rejoicing of those who are benefited thereby; and, for
• the moment, science is the Diana of all the craftsmen. But, even while the
cries of" jubilation resound and this flotsam and jetsam of the tide of
investigation is being turned into the wages of workmen and the wealth
of capitalists, the crest of the wave of scientific investi&ation is far away on
its course over the illimitable ocean of the unJinown."
" Thus, ~ithout for a moment pretending to despise the practical
results of the improvement of natural knowledge, and its beneficial in·fiuence on material civilization, it must, I think, be admitted that the great
ideas, some of which I have indicated, and the ethical spirit which I. have
H
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endeavoured to sketch, in the few moments which remained at my disposal,
constitute the real and permanent significance of natural knowledge.
If these ideas be destined, as I believe they are, to be more and JDOre
firmly established as the world grows older; if that spirit be fated, as I
believe it is, to extend itself into all departments of human thought, and
to become co-extensive with the range of knowledge; if, as our race
approaches its maturity, it discovers, as I believe it will, that there is but
one kind of knowledge and but one method of acquiring it; then we, who
are still children, may justly feel it our highest duty to recognize the
advisableness of improving natural knowledge, and so to aid ourselves and
our successors in our course towards the noble goal which lies before
mankind."-Mt>thod a1fd RtsuiJJ, pp. 54 and 4I.

In another sense the ideal of pure science was a form of snobbery,
a sign of the scientist aping the don and the gentleman. An applied
scientist must needs appear somewhat of a tradesman; he risked
losing his amateur status. By insisting on science for its own sake
the pure scientist repudiated the sordid material foundation on which
his work was based.
Scienct as Escapt>.-With the general disillusionment which set
in after the War even the idea of pure science began to pale. The
development of psychology seemed to show that the pursuit of
knowledge was simply the carrying into adult life of infantile
curiosities. A grandson of Huxley, writing of scientists, can make
one of his characters say:-

•

"1 perceive now that the real charm of the intellectual life- the life
devoted to erudition, to scientific research, to philosophy, to aesthetics, to
criticism-is its easiness. It's the substitution of simple intellectual
schemata for the complexities of reality; of still and formal death for the
bewildering movements of life. It's incomparably easier to know a lot,
say, about the history of art, and to have profound ideas about metaphysics and <Sociology than to know personally and intuitively a· lot about
one's fellows and to have satisfactory relations with one's friends and
lovers, one's wife and children. Living's much more difficult than
Sanskrit or chemistry or economics. The intellectual life is child's play;
which is why intellectuals tend to become children--t.nd.then imbeciles
and finally, as the political and industrial history of the last few centuries
clearly demonstrates, homicidal lunatics and wild beasts. The repressed
functions don't die; they deteriorate, they fester, they revert to primitive- •
ness. But meanwhile it's much easier to be an intellectual child .o r
lunatic or beast than a harmonious adult man. That's why (among other
reasons) there's such a demand for higher education. The rush to books
and universities is like the rush to the public-house. People want to
drown their realization of the difficulties ofliving properly in.this grotesque
contemporary world, they want ·to forget their own deplorable inefficiency
as artists in life. Some drown their sorrows in alcohol, but still more
dt()Wl\ them in b()()b and artistic dilettantism; s()me try to forget them-
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selves in fornication, dancing, movies, listening-in, others in lectures and
scientific hobbies. The books and lectures are better sorrow-drowners
than drink and fornication; they leave no headache, none of that despairing post coitum lristf feding. Till quite recently, I must corifess, I
too took learning and philosophy and science--all the activities that are
magniloquently lumped under the title of 'The Search for Truth'-very
seriously. I regarded the Sel;lrch for Truth a~ the highest ofhuman'tasks
and the Searchers as the noblest of men. But in the last year or so I have
begun to see that this famous Search for Truth is just an amusement, a
distraction like any other, a rather refined and elaborate substitute for
genuine living; and that Truth-Searchers become j ust as silly, infantile,
and corrupt in their way as the boozers, the pure aesthetes, the business
men, the G ood-Timers in theirs. I also perceived that the pursuit of
Truth is just a polite name for the intellectual's favourite pastime of substituting simple and therefore false abstractions for the living complexities
of reality. But seeking Truth is much easier than learning the art of
integral living (in which, of course, Truth-Seeking will take its due and
proportionate place along with the other amusements, like skittles and
•mquntain climbing). Which explains, though it doesn't justify, my
continued and excessive indulgence in the vices of informative reading
and abstract generalization. Shall I ever have the strength of mind to
break myself of these indolent habits of intellectualism and devote my
energies to the more .serious and difficult task of living integrally ? And
even if 1 did try to break these habits, shouldn't I find that heredity was
at the bottom of them and that I was congenitally incapable of living
wholly and harmoniously?''-From Poiftl Counur Point, by Aldous
Huxley, pp. 442-4.

Here it is recognized that science is being used mainly for the
enrichment of the few and the destruction of the many. Consequently its ultimate justification is that it is quite an amusing pastime.
This attitude, though rarely admitted, is actually extremely widespread a~ong scientists, particularly those in the safer and more
comfortable positions. Science is one of the most absorbing and
satisfying pastimes, and as such it appeals in different ways to different
types of personality. To some it is a game against the unknown
where one wins and no one loses, to others, more humanly minded, it
is a race between different investigators as to who should first wrest
• the prize from nature. It has aU the qualities which make millions
of people addicts of the crossword puzzle or the detective story, the
only difference being that the problem has been set by nature or
chance and not by man, that the answers cannot be got with certainty,
and when · they are found often raise far more questions than the
original proltlem.
If we examine the present state of science from this point of view,
It must be admitted that on the whole it is fairly satisfactory. The
only complaints of the scientists are on purely material grounds.
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Given an adequate salary and fair security of tenure, together with
no obligation to perform any specified tasks, the scientist would be
happy enough. From what has already been said even these conditions are not available for the majority of scientists, but they are
available for quite a number and they represent a perfectly attainable
ideal. If the game were the only thing that mattered the major
inefficiencies from other points of view-the lack of apparatus or
information, the lack of any general plan or direction, and the fa~lure
to co-ordinate science with other human activities-are all immaterial. Actual material deficiencies can be considered extra
. hazards added to the game; overcoming them is itself the education
of the scientist. The conditions of his work make it particularly
convenient for him to take this point of view. But the danger of
treating science purely as a game is that playing gam,es as a life work
does not often bring lasting or full satisfaction. Men require to feel
that what they do has a social importance as well. Even a supreme
performer such as Morphy could get no satisfaction out of his success
because he could not bear to be regarded as only a chess player.
Scimet and Cynicism.-Nevertheless, sufficiently narrow specialization and the inclination to make the best of whatever means are
available still assures to many scientists a relatively happy time.
Some not so limited in their views may yet accept this attitude
deliberately. "Whenever I look out at the world," a professor
once remarked, " I see such misery and mess that I prefer to bury
myself in my own work and to forget about things that in any case
I could do nothing about." To others the psychological attitude
towards scientific research leads to a cynical admission of the complete
futility of science itself ( 1 ), an attitude which expresses itself in
theories attempting to prove the impossibility of exact knowledge
and the failure of determinism or even of a simple causality.
Ultimately this view reduces science to a more or less ornamental
but, in any case, quite useless outgrowth of civilized society, yet it
is clear that whatever the scientists themselves may think, there is
no economic system which is willing to pay scientists just to amuse
thelllielves. Science must pay its way just as much as any other
human activity, though the payment need not always take a purely •
material form. The prestige of science and its moral and· political
influence have also to be taken into account.
THE TECHNICAL INI!FFICII!NCY OF SCII!N<:.a

It is only the narrowest specialization or the most complete socia.l
cynicism that makes it possible for the scientist to accept the
present conditions of scieptific work with anything approaching
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satisfaction. Judged by our second criterion-the most rapid development of scientific knowledge as a whole-the inefficiency of the
system cannot be glossed over. Most of the scientist's work· is in
fact wasted, either for the immediate lack of apparatus or assisunts
or because it is not adequately co-ordinated with other work, and
finally there remains a considerable chance of its being entirely ·lost
in the mess of unreadable scientific literature.
Bad Organization.-If we try to examine more closely the
inefficiency of science as a method of discovery we find that it
originates in two major defects. The .first is the totally inadequate
scale of finance, of which we have already spoken; the second is the
inefficiency of organization which ensures that these small resources
shall be to a large extent wasted. T his last remark may seem to
the scientist something approaching treason. Even if it were true
it should not be publicly stated, for the little that science gets now it
gets as the result of the belief in its effectiveness. Once it is suspected
that scientists waste the money that is given to them they will not
be able to get even that much. Yet the gentleman's agreement
to gloss over the internal inefficiencies of science is bound to be
disastrous in the long run. However carefully concealed such things
are, they are always suspected and give rise to an attitude of vague
distrust on the part of possible benefactors and the public at large,
which is far more damagi·n g to science than openly brought charges.
In a similar way the elaborate ethical codes which oblige doctors
to support one another in ail circumstances and never to admit the
existence of statistically inevitable errors and the equally inevitable
appearances of scoundrels and fools in the profession, only results in
deepening distrust of official medicine and plays into the hands of
quacks and charlatans. (2.} More important, however, is the con~
sideration that without a really effective internal workislg organiza~
cion, scientists wiH never be able to get for their profession the
recognition they think it deserves or the additional finance which it
so urgently needs.
The reason for the present situation of scientific research is not
far to seek. Scientific activities have in detail grown in a spontaneous
• way, while the organizations to co-ordinate these activities have not
been planned beforehand, but have grown up with the development
of science itself, always at a slower rate than the activities they
organize. This is a general picture of the development of human
institutions, but in the case of science it is aggravated by peculiar
factors. Tne personal interests of the scientists are extremely diverse,
~nd they are at the same time far removed from those ofadministration.
There is a natural reluctance on the part of scientists to take time
away from their detailed work in order to attend to the problems of
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organization; consequently these are for the most part left to a small
number of rather poorly paid officials and to committees of older
scientists no longer in contact with contemporary movements.
The inefficiencies of scientific research a1.! more extensive than
intensive. The closer to the individual scientist and his work,
the greater the degree of efficiency; the larger the field surveyed,
the greater the inefficiency. The actual growth of science has
been such that it is now being cluttered up and hampered by its
own past and current productivity. This shows itself for the most
part in the relation between different kinds of work rather than in
the work itself.
Laboratory Waste of Ski/I.-Even in detail, however, there is
considerable waste due to a large extent to false economy. Poor
equipment and lack of a sufficient number of laboratory assistants
and mechanics ensure that a large number of scientists ·spend much
of their time in mechanical and routine tasks at which they are not
necessarily very efficient and which, in any case, delay their proper
work. It may reasonably be objected here that this is sometimes
a blessing in disguise, that intensive scientific work consisting only
of significant observations and manipulations is too much of a nervous
strain, and that the necessity to carry out other occupations slows
down the work to a pace which is more humanly desirable. Yet
surely the choice of routine work should be left to the scientist
himself to determine. There is no need to prevent him carrying
out mechanical tasks, but he should not, in normal circumstances,
be required to do them.
This situation is difficult to remedy mainly because the economic
aspect of scientific work is not strictly compatible with that of a
profit-making society. A scientist receiving [400 per annum may
be obliged to•waste three-quarters of his time because he has not an
assistant costing [150 per annum. Though the arrangement is
grossly inefficient, to the university or Government body concerned
the difference is simply one of an expenditure of [-400 or £550 per
annum, and as there is no way of showing 01 ,e balance-sheet the
value of the work done by the scientist, the fil'!rl. figure will usually
be preferred. Certain traditional ratios between scientific staffs and •
assistants have been set up, but they are, on the average, far 'too low.
They fail to take into account the· increasing mechanization of
modern science and the consequently increasing demands on extra
scientific assistants. The same criticism applies with ~ven greater
force to mechanics, who are never employed in laboratories to the
most advantageous extent. Here is a dear case of absolute wastage
of money. A laboratory mechanic, who can make most of the
simpler and special forms of apparatus required, can nearly always
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produce them cheaper, often at a half or a quarter the price, than
their cost if purchased from scientific instrument manufacturers. In
fact the only scientific equipment it really pays to buy from the
manufacturers are those things which are made on a large scale because
of their engineering or other uses, as for instance, all radio appliances
·
(see p. II I).
Falu Ectmomiu. -Where it is financially important that scientific
results should he obtained, as in the more enlightened industrial
laboratories, there is generally no lack of trained assistants, but the
fact that such laboratories rarely produce work of scientific value is
often taken to be due to this very abundance and not to the personal
and organizational factors which are so effective in sterilizing industrial science (seep. I 38 et uq.). This argument is often combined
with the praise of the sealing-wax and string school of experimental
work. There is no doubt that a certain amount of direct contact
with materials and the overcoming of immediate physical difficulties
sorts out the effective and ineffective scientists more rapidly than the
presence of numerous operatives and assistants. It is also true that
many of the greatest experimental discoveries of science in the past
were made with extremely crude apparatus. But from these facts
one should not conclude that the material difficulties of earlier
scientists were the cause of their greatness or that the creation of
difficulties will automatically reproduce it. As science advances the
delicacy·of the phenomena it observes continually increases, and this
puts a premium on the use of more and more elaborate apparatus.
Moreover, as sci~nce advances, the intellectual quality of the average
scientific worker must necessarily decrease, because a larger proportion of the population is occupied in science than in the past.
Although the prestige of science draws to it men of ability who
in former times would have entered other professioRs, the growth
of science has been far more rapid than could he made up by any
such accessions. It is consequently unfair to expect the average
scientific worker to force results out of inadequate materials in the
way in which the rare scientists of older times were able to do.
Scientific puritanism is in the end self-defeating.
•
Salaries of Scientific Workers.-Something has already been said
about the financial position of scientific workers, but it is worth
mentioning again here because it is a factor in leading to a lowered
efficiency of individual work. It is very difficult to estimate whether
the pay o(scientific workers is on the average adequate. We do not
know, in the first place, nearly enough of what they are paid (J),
. but the general impression is that, although graduate students are
grossly underpaid for the first few years, older workers usually
receive a salary of between £300 and £6oo a year, which corre~
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sponds to their modest requirements. It is probably true that fo r
. equal ability a scientific worker could add 50 per cent. or more
to his salary in other fields of enterprise, but for this Joss he is
supposed to be compensated by the agreeable nature of his work.
It is often argued. that, as wealth is the only criterion of importance
in modern society, science would only rece.ive its due recognition if
scientists' salaries were twice or three times what they are now.
But this is confusing cause and effect; salaries are fixed by the Jaw
of supply and demand. P resent society does not value science and
consequently it has no reason to pay scit>ntists any hi~her salaries.
M oreover the scientists themselves have not up till now shown
much evidence of their need for higher salaries. They have not even
made any large-scale efforts to ensure them either by united action
on trade-union lines or by the formation of a closed guild system
which has been so successful in the case of doctors and lawyers,
though the Association ofScientifi.c Workers and the British Association of C hemists and the various scientific institutes represent steps in
this direction (see p. 4 00). It is also somewhat doubtful whether
increased pay for scientists would, on the whole, be beneficial to
science, as it would certainly draw into the profession a large number
of self-seeking persons for whom at present it offers little attraction:
we see enough already of the damage done in science by economic
competition not to wish to increase this factor.
Whatever justification there may be for the average income of
the scientist, it is difficult to justify the distribution of payments
between those of different categories. There is too large a spread
between the upper and lower ranks of scientific incomes, although
this spread is trifling compared with the general inequalities of income.
Few professors earn more than £1.ooo per annum, and not many
research poet& are given to honours graduates a.t less than · £100 a
year. (+) The bodies employing scientists at such rates excuse themselves by saying that, as they can always find applicants for such posts,
they are real1y doing a kindness to those who would otherwise be doing
nothing at all. The Department of Scientific and Industrial Researcl}
in its research grants treats post-graduate research not as .work for
which pay is given but as training for future work, and accordingly
on)y gives grants which are in any case small, averaging £I 30, when
the applicant can show that he can obtain no support from his parents
or g~nts from local authorities or elsewhere.
The spread in salaries that does exist, in particular the large jump
between a lecturer's salary at £400 to £soo per annum and a
professor's at £rooo, is a powerful inducement to internal snobbery.
and place-hunting in sciente. A more even distribution of salaries
would cia much to give science the possibility of an internal democracy
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which would be far more capable of dealing with its tasks than its
present oligarchic organization.
Anothe r disability which is even more sharply felt is the insecurity
of tenure of scientific posts, particularly of indus~rial posts -and all
junior posts. The evils of this system have already been aUuded to
on p. 81., but it certain.ly contributes to the internal inefficiency of
science by the insistence it puts on the achievement of immediate
and voluminous results. Too often the promising scientist dare not
undertake a piece of work which would, if persevered in, make a
notable contribution to the advance of science, because he is uncertain
whether at the end of one year or two years he may not have to leave
his position without anything tangible to show for it. In a more
subtle way the general financial anxiety distracts workers, particularly young and promising workers, and prevents them from acquiring
undisturbed calmness of mind which is necessary for ordered thinking.
Scr.ENTIFrc lNSTITUT.ES

Under modern conditions the greater part of scientific work is
carried on in a laboratory or institute containing anything from
four to forty scientific workers and occupied with a number of more
or less related problems. So far we have considered only the efficiency
of the individual worker. That of the organization of laboratories
is probably more significant fo r the progress of science. At present
the organization of science is in a transitional stage of development;
it is passing from t he period when it represented a sum of individual
efforts to one when it advances by conscious team-work, through which
the contributions of the individual scientists are absorbed in the
pneral result. The laboratory of to-day rather resembles a primitive factory consisting of a number of independent workers each
with his own tools and supplied with some common services, such
as power or materials.
W e can !lee already a wide divergency of laboratory organiution.
In some laboratories almost complete isolation is the rule. Every
worker keeps his room locked, and many have worked for years
• without knowing what problems the others are engaged on. In
other laboratories a definite division of labour has already taken place.
One worker, for instance, may be responsible for all the spectroscopic work, another for micro-analysis, etc., but these occupations
tend on the whole to be restricted to a few specialists, the main body
of retearch ~orkers being relatively independent.
. At present the degree of internal co-ordination depends almost
enri~ly on the character of the director of the laboratory. At one
extrftne we have the autocratic laboratory in which the director
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treats all the investigators as personal assistants who are given set
tasks to carry out from time to time; at the other the anarchic one
where each worker is entirely on his own, selects his own problems
and reports to the director merely as a matter of formality. The
danger inherent in the first extreme is that it checks originality and
gives no sense of responsibility to the assistants. It is in such
laboratories that the greatest exploitation of the work of juniors
for the benefit of the seniors goes on. Many scientific reputations
have been made almost entirely by skilful collaboration. WRen, as
only too often happens, the director is advanced in years as well as
autocratic, the problems attacked are likely to be those which were
important thirty years ago. As a result we find that in any subject
the laboratories which contribute to advance in ideas, apart from
routine description and experimentation, are a very small fraction of
the whole.
At the opposite extreme the anarchic laboratory is open to disadvantage of a different kind. Without any kina of direction, all
but the most able workers have to face the task of finding out what
to do as well as doing it. They have to rely too much on their own
resources which, in view of the general intractability of scientific
work, may be very discouraging. Such laboratories are apt to produce
scientific recluses worki{lg at their own problems in jealousy and
secretive isolation.
Between these extremes we have a more co-operative arrangement
in which the director and the research workers censult, formally
or informally, at frequent intervals about the general progress of the
work and the means of fitting individual workers into the solution
of some common problem. It is dear that this last represents the
closest approximation to the kind of organization which will avoid
internal waste. But at present the co-operative research laboratory
is rather the exception than the rule. It depends for its very existence
on the presence of a director of wide foresight and one who is
willing to delegate authority. Such men are still all too rare in the
scientific world. Except in a very few laboratories of this type there
is nothing that corresponds to a comprehensive plan or scheme of
work conceived over a period of years. As it is impossible to see, •
except in a general way, what is being done or will be done in the
laboratory, it is impossi~le to co-ordinate it with work done in similar
laboratories in other places or in different laboratories in the same
place. Consequently the attack on many general problems of science,
which could be carried out by co-ordinated effort, is attempted only
. by scattered individuals, and the results of the work are alway.s
incomplete and have to be pieced together with difficulty from a
large flumber of scattered sources.

SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTES
University Laboratories.-What has been said so far applies in
the main to all laboratory work, but special disabilities occur for
laboratories in different types of institutions. The main defect of
university laboratories is, with some outstanding exceptions, thei r
small size and lack of equipment. It is from them that the sealingwax and string theory of scientific research originated. At every
turn limitation of means hampers work: new assistants cannot be
taken on, years may pass before a grant is available for a piece of
apparatus. Ultimately the result is so discouraging as to reduce
research to a mild pottering away at problems. It would probably be
no exaggeration to say that nearly half the university laboratories in
this country are in this condition. This tendency is aggravated by
the dispersal of effort over a large number of laboratories. Such a
distribution is extremely uneconomical; there is no opportunity for
common services, apparatus has to be unnecessarily duplicated, and
there is a lack of contact and mutual inspiration only partly compensated for by the existence of scientific societies.
Another characteristic disability of university science is the inter~
ference of teaching with research. This is an intrinsically difficult
problem and one to which no simple solution is applicable. It is
almost certain that every university teacher stands to gain by undertaking some research, if only to give him the status of a genuine
scientific worker in his own eyes and those of his pupils. On the other
hand, every research worker stands to gain, in learning.how to present
his results and in appreciating the more general aspects of science,
py being occupied to a certain extent in teaching. The problem is
to determine the correct proportion and choice of teaching and
research staff and the correct amount of time in each case to be
devoted to teaching and research. As things a.re at present the
number ·of teaching posts in the universities far excee~ the number
of research posts, with the almost inevitable result of the occupation
of teaching posts by workers whose main interest is research and
who would take r~arch posts if they were available. U niversity
teachers nearly always tend to neglect either their teaching or
their research. Many of them are not suited to teaching at all;
• others find that the demands of teaching prevent them from giving
the continuous thought and interest which is necessary for research.
The situation is aggravated in the higher grades because here the
demands of administration add themselves to those of teaching and
research. J'his pressure on time necessarily leads to a preference
for the greatest amount of routine work possible; stereotyped lectures,
.the same year after year, interfere far less than a freshly thought-out
course, and changes in the curriculum or in the organization of
laboratories become almost unthinkable.
•
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Ejftcts of Endowmmts.-Another difficulty to which research in
the universities is particularly liable is that arising from endowments.
These- are not always an unmixed blessing; except in a very large
university, where it is possible by suitable wangling to distribute the
benefits fairly widely, they are apt to unbalance the course of studies
in an entirely irrational way, some of the departments being hypertrophied and others starved. Because of the relative meannes$ of
wealthy Englishmen, the full evils of the endowment can best be
teen in the United States, but it is not only there that there is no
dollar without a string to it. Even in this country the atmosphere
of patronage makes itself discreetly but effectively felt. Except for
the older universities, which are sufficiently well placed both in respect
t9 old endowments and to the honour they can confer on their
benefactors, the policy of the university is often controlled not so
much by th(>Se who have given to it in the past as by those who
may be expected to give to it in the future. The development of
r~rch in the university wm depend on the ability of its professors
and departmental heads to extract money from local magnates, quite
.a much as it does on- their scientific ability. Even liberally minded
chiefs hesitat~ to employ research workers whose activities may cause
fiJU.ncial loss to the department. (5) These considerations are par(icularly potent in regard to economics and sociological research.
For other sciences the selection and training of resea rch workers is
generally suffi<;ient to prevent any unpleasantness on this scorei but
tbii is in itself a serious criticism of the system.
Grutrnmmt Laboratories.- The special difficulties which beset
scientific research carried out under Government control are largely
due to bureaucratic methods. Civil Service and Army methods of
adminis~ration are essentiaUy unsuitable for the carrying on of
research. Research is always an exploration of the unknOJNn, and
its value is not to be measured by the amount of time spent on it but
by the output of new ideas thought of and tested out. Regularity
of hours or days, clocking in and clocking out, with an annual
fortnight's holiday, is not conducive to original thought. (6) The
work of a scientist requires the most irregular hours. Sometimes it
may be a matter of wanting to work sixteen or twenty~four hours a
day for weeks on end; at others all the time spent in the laeoratory
is useless and the best results would come from going to parties or
climbing a mountain. 'Not only are the conditions of work unc;:ongenial, but the work itself is often of a routine character. N ecessarily ·
Government laboratories must do much routine work, but in getting
it done they only too often fail to make any distinction of persons,.
and thus both ·blunt the abilities of promising research workers and
discourage the entry of others into the service.
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The scientist in Government pay gets the worst of both worlds.
He does not have academic,privileges and he misses the possibilities
of advancement and in many cases even the security of temlre of
the Civil Se~nt. Higher posts are reserved for administrative
grades, and thus it happens that many governmental scientific workers
are directly controlled by persons who have at most a mere smattering
of scientific knowledge. In future it may be worse; the subject
of everyday science is being removed from the higher civil service
entrance examinations. At the same time a large proportion of
scientific workers are not on the permanent staff, but hold temporary
posts (7) or are engaged as students or workers on special investigations. In this case insecurity of tenure is added to the other deterrents
to doing any work beyond the prescribed minimum.
It is not surprising that under these con<litions many good scientific
workers are deterred from ~ntering Government service, and that
nearly all those who can get university posts are willing to accept
them at lower salaries than the Government offers.
RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY

Secrecy. -Two factors weigh heavily against the effectiveness of
scientific research in industry. One is the general atmosphere of
secrecy in which it is carried out, the other the lack of freedom of the
individual research worker. In so far a5 any inquiry is a secret
one, it naturally limits all those engaged in carrying it out from
effective contact with their fellow scientists either in other countries
or in universities, or even, often enough, in other departments of the
same firm. The degree of secrecy naturally varies considerably.
Some of the bigger firms are engaged in researches which are of
such genera] and fundamental nature that it is a positiv~; advantage to
them not to keep them secret. Yet a great many processes depending
on such research are sought for with complete secrecy until the stage
at which patents can be taken out. Even more processes are never
patented at all but kept as secret processes. This applies particularly
to chemical industries, where chance discoveries play a much larger
• part than they do in physical and mechanical industries. Sometimes
the sect:ecy goes to such an extent that the whole nature of the
research cannot be mentioned. Many firms, for instance, have great
difficulty in obtaining technical or scientific boob from libraries
because they are unwilling to have their names entered as having
taken out !>'\.tch and such a book for fear the agents of other firms
_should be able to trace the kind of research they are likely to be
undertaking. As another example we may cite the case of ltuilmri111
R1mwch Labtwotwi~s, prepared by t he Aseociation of Saientifi~
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Workers. This contains particulars of industrial laboratories, approximate expenditure, the research workers employed, etc. In preparing
it, +SO firms undertaking research were circularized. Of these
only eighty answered, of which only thirty-five gave particulars
of expenditure, while twelve declined to give even the number of
qualiiied workers employed. One firm replied: " The names of
our laboratory staff are never disclosed." (See Appendix III (c).)
Such secret methods would be really effective, however unethical,
only if those turning out the secret research had a personal interest
in its secrecy. But here the system defeats itself. The general
suppression of the results of industrial scientific research by the
firms concerned has a depressing effect on the research worker. If,
either from stupidity or from a secure monopoly position, the firm
does not consider it worth while to see that improved methods are
used, then it is Hardly worth the research worker's while to trouble
to devise these methods, or, in fact, to bother himself any more about
the firm than his own personal advantage dictates. It is very rarely
that the scientist is a director or even an important shareholder in
the firm; his interest in secrecy is usually limited to keeping his
job and securing a moderate rise or a small o r nominal bonus for
any given piece of work. It is in fact somewhat dangerous to show
too much promise in this direction, for fear of setting up a standard
which it will afterwards be necessary to live up to. After a period
of initial enthusiasm a resea rch worker who sees that little social or
scientific gain proceeds from his work, and is not receiving any
pecuniary advantage from it, will not be at great pains to push his
inquiries to uncomfortable lengths and is more likely to indulge in
an effective system of bluff at the firm's expense.
Lack of Frudom.-One of the greatest disabilities of the industrial
scientist is his lack of freedom. M ost workers are on a contract basis.
These contracts, which the prospective employee is usually too
ignorant or too frightened to refuse, are designed almost entirely to
protect the firm. A man's intellectual output is bought for a definite
period. All his inventions and ideas, even if developed outside the
works, belong to th~ firm. All patents must be surrendered to them at
the rate of te"n shillings a time, even when they may make thousands
of pounds. Some contracts even go so far as to prevent the. worker •
from taking a job in a rival firm, that is, any other firm in the trade, for
two years after leaving employment. Effectively this means that he is
permanently bound to the firm though they are not to him. Recently.
an even worse abuse has appeared. Research workers are taken on
with contracts definitely terminating at thi rty or forty years of age.
They are used when they are young, bright, and cheap, and then·
turned .off with little prospect of employment. It is hardly worth
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stressing that this is not the way to get the best out of a scientific
worker. The scientific ignorance of business executives cuts both
ways. It prevents the scientist being properly appreciated or rew~rded,
but it also prevents the .firm .finding out how far its scientific staff
is occupied in elaborately doing nothing in particular. University
scientists visiting industrial laboratories are often amazed at . the
ignorance, not surprising in the circumstances, of the scientists
employed, but even more at the way in which this ignorance can
impose on the heads of the firm.
All the disadvantages inherent in Government directed laboratories
also apply with added force to those of industry. What a large .firm
gains in funds available for research it loses by corresponding development of bureaucracy. The freedom of the scientific worker with
regard to hours and holidays is just as effectively restricted, actually
often to the detriment of the work. It would be of great advantage
to an industrial scientist, for instance, to work for three or four months
o ( the year in a university laboratory, but this is very rarely done .
Even opportunities for visiting scientific congresses or going to
scientific lectures are considerably restricted. One very large firm
went to the length of arranging that lectures specially planned in a
university for industrial scientists should be held out of working hours,
consequently curtailing the time for discussion which was, in fact,
more valuable than the lectures themselves. There is also a natural
tendency towards an excessive amount of routine work and of work
from which immediate results may be expected.
Low Standard. -The general administrative inferiority of the
scientist still further detracts from his being able to direct and control
the general course of the application of his results, and this tends to
produce a lack of interest in the work. The result of these conditions
shows it!ielf in a tendency on the part of the more ingenious and
enterprising research workers in industry to drift back ·ro university
research, which they are generally willing to do even with considerable
reduction of salary. Those with more pecuniary interests take
minor managerial posts and the remainder accept their position, carry
out their routine tas.lcs, and do not display any excessive activity
• or inventiveness. The net result is, of course, that the efficiency
of the work: in industrial scientific laboratories is exceptionally low,
especially in regard to the relatively considerable expense in apparatus.
Consequently the potential value of scientific research to the firms
is heavily underrated.
Under the conditions of employment in industrial science it is
not surprising that industrial jobs rank in desirability at the very
bottom of the scientific scale and often below school science teaching.
Although there are a number of brilliant research workell who,
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for some reason or another, have entered and remained in industry,
these are exceptional, and industrial scientists on the whole do not
repr~nt the better grades of scientific worker. This tendency is
reinforced by the methods of recruiting industrial scientists. For
the most part, even in the biggest firms, the selection of industrial
scientists is not made by scientists but by the official responsible for
all staff appointments, consequently appearance, social conformity,
public school, ability at games, are all considered as well as, if not
before, academic qualifications. (8) For the neglect of the last there
is a certain justification in that university teaching is, for the most
part, of such a character that it does little or nothing to train its
students for the tasks of industrial science. Thus recruitment and
conditions conspire to ensure that industrial science should be staffed
mostly by amiable, gentlemanly, possibly industrious, but certainly not
able or enterprising workers. (Seep. 388.) The present conditions
of industrial science are not likely to be easily changed, as they are due
to deep-seated causes. The primary one lies in the very nature of
industrial production itself. Production for profit, as will be shown in
the next chapter, inevitably distorts the application ofscience and hence
the direction of research. Competition and monopoly between them
lead directly to secrecy and to the throttling of fundamental research.
A more immediate cause for the peculiarly unimaginative nature of
industrial research is its control by men of purely commercial
temperament, generally completely ignorant of s<;ience, treating its
results as commodities and the producers of those results as hired
workmen. There is reason to believe that in this respect the situation
is far worse than fifty years ago. Especially with the big firms
control has passed from their founders who had necessarily an understanding of science, to successors who have little or none, while the
setting up of new concerns of any size by scientists has been .rendered
practically impossible by monopoly conditions.
Some indication of the extent t o which this has gone is shown by
an analysis of the directors of 9 firms in the electrical and chemical
industries which owe their entire existence to science, were founded
by men of scientific a~ilities, and which between them control more
than three-quarters of the industrial scientific research in the country. •
Only 13 of .the I 14 directors have any scientific qualifica~ion and
these are in 5 of the :irms, while 5 are in the same firm. Only
one individual of all these directors is a man of known ability in the
scientific world. Under such circumstances the cynical attitude of
scientific workers to the higher management is understandable. It
is not only that the directors do not understand science, they are on the
whole, on account of the traditions of the class to which they belong
or wo~ld like to belong, actively inimical to the spirit of science. (9)

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
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SciRNTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

One great source of inefficiency in scientific research is tQe cost
and character of scientific apparatus. Except for a small proportion
of apparatus turned out by laboratory workshops the scientific worker
depends for most of his material on the scientific instrument industry.
This is an industry which owes its very existence to science though it
also draws from two older industries, those of the gl..,. maker and the
potter, Early scientific instrument makers were either professional
clock or spectacle makers., or ingenious individuals with a natura} bent
for science who were forced to make instruments in order to support
themselves and carry out researches on their own account. To these
men science owes much. It was the first Dollond who discovered
the principle of the achromatic lens on which is based the whole of
modern astronomy, microscopy, and photography. Watt set up in
Glasgow as a scientific instrument maker, and it was the repairs he
effected to the university's stc;am-engine model that enabled him to
make the modern steam-engine a possibility. Frauenhofer and Abbe
were both in the optical glass trade.
Until the beginning of the present century, however, except for
optical instruments, the scientific instrument industry was on a relatively small scale, used methods of hand manufacture, and was generally
in very dose touch with the few scientists who used their wares. The
spread of science into industry~ however, resulted in an immensely
increased demand for what were originally scientific instruments
but had now become industrial necessities, such for instance, as all
forms of electrical measuring instruments, ammeters, etc. A further
fillip was given to it by the popularization of wireless, which meant
an immense consumer market for what would have once been called
the most delicate and complicated scientific apparatus. The result
was that" we have now a relatively large scientific instrument industry
with an annual turnover of some six million pounds, not counting the
very considerable amount of scientific instruments made by electrical
companies and the chemical ware from unspecialized potters. Thus
it can be seen that the industry must have an income at least three
times that of scientific research itself and that, therefore, it has ceased
to be primarily dependent on it.
Mass· Production.- This in some ways has been a benefit to
science. The greater demand for certain components of scientific
apparatus has resulted in their production by mass methods, and
this has so Lowered their costs as to make a veritable transformation
in laborat,>ry technique. (to) On the other hand, certain policies,
only too prevalent in the scientific instrument trade, are very
detrimental to laboratory work. Scientific instrument manufacture
I
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is now run on a strictly commercial basis and is consequently liable
to the same abuses as ordinary business. In so far as firms make
apparatus for other parts of industry the standard is high, though the
price is often equally so, but in producing for public consumption or
consumption by non-technical users a great deal of the apparatus is
unnecessary ornamentation, and the price is even higher. The most
flagrant case is in apparatus intended for the medical profession. Here,
of course, there is a double racket. The manufacturer knows that
the doctor cannot possibly judge the real value of the article and
prices it at four times the cost or over, but he is careful to give it an
appearance of finish which is calculated to impress the doctor's
patients and justify the charging of correspondingly inflated fees.
The actual cost, for instance, of taking an X-ray photograph,
including the overheads and . depreciation, can rarely exceed three
shillings, but a patient is lucky if he gets off under two guineas.
High Prim. -When selling more specialized apparatus directly
to scientific laboratories other diffiqlties appear. The market,
compared with the public market, is a small one, and the firms are
disinclined to put _themselves out about it. The result is that prices,
though not relatively so high as for the more gullible public, are still
sufficient to check sales and keep the market small, thus completing
the vicious circle. Actually much of the apparatus used in laboratories
could be made on a mass-production basis and the price cut to a
fraction, often as little as one-tenth, of the present price, even allowing
an equal margin of profit. This has been done in the new scientific
industry of the Soviet Union (seep. 227) and also here in the wireless
industry. The old conditions are allowed to continue largely because
it is no one's direct interest to put a stop to them. The tradition has
grown up that scientific instruments m\lSt be bought, and no university
has been far-sighted enough to invest in an instrument plant of its
own which would both supply its own departments and pay for itself
quite handsomely into the bargain. Nearly all apparatus is bought
by- individual departments out of grants and generally at the retail
rate. The result is that in this way universities and research
institutes are paying a large subsidy to the retailers which could
easily be avoided if every university or group of institutes bought
through a buyer at wholesale rates. There would probably be
objections to this for, in one way or another, there are probably a
good many commissions flying about. However, the result of such
a policy would in the long run pay universities and manufacturers
alike as far more apparatus would he purchased. The Rresent state
of affairs is one of the penalties of the haphazard growth of science
and of its contempt for material things.
Thc:;re are usually fairly close links between instrument firms and
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universities, but in Britain, at any rate, the practice of gifts of
apparatus from firms is rare, and consequently there is littleencouragement from the laboratory end to assist the manufacturer in improving
his product. The result is that, particularly for physico-chemical
and biological apparatus, the actual design is often many years
out of date.
LACK. OF CO-Oli.DlNATION OF RESEARCH

The inefficiency and the imperfect organization of individual research laboratories is by no means the most serious disability from which
scientific research sutfers. E ven more important is the general lack
of co-ordination between the different scientific institutes and between
individual research workers in different places. The fact is that the
general organization of science and the communications between its
various parts have remained at a primitive level and consequently fallen
far behind the requirements of the enormous expansion of scientific
activity which has occurred in the last fifty years. For the most part,
science still retains as its only organizational forms the learned
societies which, though essential for its first development in the
seventeenth century, are quite inadequate to deal with the problems
of scientific advance of to-day. The essential defect of the learned
society is that it is conceived of as a voluntary association of amateurs
each having complete freedom of operation and meeting for mutual
edification and for arranging certain common conveniences, such as
published journals, to take the place of private letters. Now at one
time such associations represented a great and indeed a revolutionary
step, as may be judged by the immense enthusiasm and the violent
opposition that they aroused. (II) The idea of a voluntary association
of gentl~men _of means and leisure is no longer adequate to cover the
organizational requirements of modern science. Very.few scientific
workers in any country are now anything but salaried officials of
universities, Government or industry. Their apparent freedqm
depends to a large extent on their ineffectiveness or the ignorance of
the ruling powers as to the ultimate results of their work. Existing
scientific societies do not, as we have seen, provide an adequate basis
• for or~nization, even less for initiative in the direction of research;
they have become almost purely publishing houses and honorific
corporations.
Informal Mtthods.-What organization of science there is is
almost entirely informal. Workers in any given field generally get
to know one another personally and arrange among themselves,
·when they are on friendly terms, the kind of work each of them
intends to pursue and the relation of one man's work to llnother.
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The system undoubtedly has its advantages. It avoids rigid rules
and bureaucratic "red tape," but it is at the same time liable to
very grave abuses. It provides no check against the play of personal
interests. Naturally, in science there is less incentive to jobbery
than in business or politics, but there is always some, for although
scientific posts do not carry substantial salaries, the scientist attathes
almost childish value to the title and prestige of the position. Bitter
rivalries, sometimes personal, sometimes between the merits of
different branches of science, are fought out with all the methods
of private intrigue. As the money available for science is never
sufficient to satisfy more than a fraction of the demand, perpetual
scrambling goes on behind the scenes for what money there is. This
is enhanced by the general secrecy that covers all these transactions;
any dealings particularly with wealthy benefactors are most carefully
guarded until they can be revealed as a fait accompli. Anyone who
is able to discover what is going on may be bought off by a share of
the "swag." The amount of energy which is put into securiryg, at
other scientists' expense, money from a Government Department or
a potential benefactor would, with an ordered organization, suffice
to make such a compelling demand for such allocation for science
that there would be enough for all. The result of this lack of
system is that, together with examples of successful collaborations,
we find others of overlapping, brought about simply from lack•of
consultation.
Lock if lnttgrotion if difftrmt Scimcu.-Far more important is
the absence of intensive and conscious drive in science. This is
becoming much worse as a result of the recent developments by
which the different sciences have come to be intrinsically closer
together. Now informal methods of co-operation, though moderately
successful inside any branch of science, almost completely break down
between the sciences. There are far less occasions for members of
differem than of the same societies to meet one another, and when
they do so specialization has so far advanced that their common
topics are likely to lie outside science altogether. Universities might
be expected to supply some remedy for this state of affairs, but in
practice inter-departmental j ealousies are often stronger than common •
interests, and a professor of physics may know far more o£ what is
going on in a physics laboratory at the other side of the globe than
he does of the chemical laboratory in the next building. The result
of this is an enormous lag in the appreciation of the relevance of
one field of science to another. For instance, chemists for a quarter
of a century have failed to recognize that advances in physics an~ ·
crystallography require not merely the revision but the complete
recasting of the fundamental structure of their science (see p. 253),
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nDr have the mathematicians appreciated the extraordinarily rich fields
oifered to them in the recent studies of the development of organisms.
One effect of this is to hold back science just at those very·places
where its advance is most needed : the regions between recognized
i<:iences. Each faculty has developed its own informal though dfective ways of raising money and finding men. Outside and between
them such facilities can only slowly be built up and without them
discoveries·even when made cannot be followed up. It is not usually
recognized how much the rate of scientific progress is held up by
the lack of such material resources. Apparatus and assistants do
not make science, but without them it grows in a crippled way like a
statved young animal (see p. 1 oo). The real tragedy ts that men with
ideas in an unrecognized field are kept short of supplies until as the
result of many years' work they have achieved results which attract
sulficient attention, and only then when their inveJttive powers have
waned are they given scope. It is true that a man of sufficient
ingenuity and determination can do good work on the very mini:mum of materials. Great scientists, such as Faraday and Pasteur,
have shown this conclusively, but even then advance is often held
up for years, and for one such success dozens of promising starters
are discouraged and driven from active research.
The lack of contact between sciences also effectively delays the
development of technique inside each science. By an intelligently
organized adoption of new techniques from physics the operations
of chemical analysis and synthesis might be shortened, in all, by a
very large factor. In the normal course of development such
improvements will take between ten and fifty years, by which time
they will be obsolete in physics. What this means is that a very
large fraction of the time and rodney spent on chemistry nowadays
is sheer ·waste--work~rs are spending weeks on jobs which should
only take days.
The Gerontocracy.--One pertinent objection which can always be
raised to any criticism of the organization of science is that the
guarantee of its efficacy is to be found in the character of the men of
undoubted scientific achievement who hold high positions in the
. administration of research. I n all professions control by the aged is
a debatable subject. The advantages of e~rience and comparative
disinterestedness, which ensure the continuity of tradition and the
avoidance of rash courses and overmuch self-advertisement, can be
put on one side : dislike of change, inability to seize opportunity,
laclc of contact with the current world on the other. In science,
.however, which depends for its very existence on the discovery of
new things and the making of new combinations, and when~ initiative
counts more than experience, the disadvantages of age weigh more
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heavily than anywhere else. Particularly in the last fifty years the
advances in basic conceptions have been so rapid that the majority
of older scientists are incapable of understanding, much less of advancing, their own subjects. But nearly the whole of what organization
of science exists, and the vital administration of funds, is in the hands
of old men. (t 2) It is true that in -many cases they have the perspicacity
to advance younger men of ability, but the system of favour and
patronage is always liable to abuse (13) and is in any case unbecoming
to the character of science. The ability of a young worker is much
better judged by his fellows in active science than by any committee
of elders, however eminent. There is a further objection that under
existing conditions eminence in science is often attained at the expense
of breadth of outlook and general culture. It is partly to this that
must be attributed the lack of understanding and initiative that
official scientific bodies have shown in the wider questions of the
social responsibilities of science.
Need Scimce be Organized ?-A quite opposite obj ection to any
reorganioz.ation of science is based on the recognition of this very
danger of control by elder scientists. The existing· anarchic state of
science gives many opportunities to evade particularly obnoxious
control. If objections are taken to the policy of one committee,
another can be formed to do the same work under different auspices.
It is felt that organioz.ation might put an end to these possibilities and
perhaps more effectively than ever block unorthodox developments in
science, through the danger of carrying over to that organioz.ation the
principles of autocratic control. But this is not so much an objection
to organization as one against existing abuse of such organioz.ation.
Any new organization of science, if it is to be vital as well as effective,
must bring with it the democratic principle which will ensure adequate
participation in responsible control by scientific,workers of every grade
of seniority.
The idea that science needs any further organioz.ation is certainly
one which is violencly combatted by many scientists. The supporters
of the present state of affairs justify their attitude by appealing to the
traditional freedom of the scientist. Each man is supposed to be a
judge for himself of what needs ~o be found out and of the best way •
of finding it out, and he is further supposed to be able to get hold of
the means and to have the time for the investigation. But in the
present state of science, these conditions no longer hold. Even if they
did, the co-operation of other workers and the knowledge of taking
part in a co-ordinated effort cannot fail to be of help in the work of
any individual. How this could be done will be shown in later.
chapters.
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As science grows, the facts on which it is founded and the· way of
building laws and theories from them depend less and less on the
direct observation of nature by the scientific worker and mor~ and
more on the previous observations of other workers and on their
methods of interpretation. The very instruments of science are,
as it were, material embodiments of previously achieved theories. It
is consequently of critical importance that the scientist at every stage
in his work should be able to reach, rapidly and in a convenient form,
the results up to date of all relevant scientific knowledge. This is
the function of the system of scientific publication which has grown
up with the development of science itself. It is at presen t an enormous
and chaotic structure. There are in the world to-day no less than
33,000 diiferent scientific periodicals, probably more, for this number
was given in the last (1934 edition) of the WtJrld List of Scimtifit
Ptriodicals. Besides these there are an uncounted number of books,
pamphlets and theses. Each of these periodicals fulfils, or attempts
to fulfil, the needs of scientific information in a particular .field in
a particular country. Some, such as the journals of the academies,
cover all subjects and have a: world-wide circulation; others are the
product of some single highly specialized institute and are only with
great difficulty available outside their country of origin.
The production of scientific publications has long ago become so
large that it is recognized that a scientific worker can only read a
small fraction of the papers in what is itself a very small part of science.
But how can he ensure that the papers he does read are those that are
to be of the most value in his work or how can he be certain that he
is not in fact reduplicating work already done? For this purpose
there l:ras grown up in recent years a vast s~tem of "abstracting, in
which the contents of each scientific paper are reduced to a few lines.
In spite of attempts at rationalization there is still an enormous amount
of overlapping and gaps in abstracting work, and abstracts themselves
have reached an unwieldy size. Thus American Chemical Abstracts
consist every year of three volumes of 2000 pages each, with an index •
in addition of xooo pages. This situation is growing rapidly worse;
the number of entries in Biological Abstracts has grown from
14,506 in 1927 to 21,531 in I93+·
The Burying of Published WtJrl.-The result is that it has become
impossible.for the average scientific worker, who does not wish to
devote the major part of his time to reading, to keep up with the
progress in his own field, and almost impossible for anyone to follow
the progress of science as a whole even in the most general way.
At the same time a large quantity of good scientific work· may be
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permanently lost because it was not appre<;iated when it was published,
and subsequently everybody has been so busy in keeping up with
recent· publications that there has been no time to sift through the
records of the past. In part · these difficulties are an inevitable
resul~ of the enormous growth of scie nce, but in far larger part they
are due to the lack of consideration which scientists are giving to
the problem of communicating their results. The very bulk of
scientific publications is itself delusive. It is of very unequal value;
a large proportion of it, possibly as much as three-quarters, does not
deserve to be published at all, a11d is only published for economic
considerations which have nothing to do with the real interests of
science. The position of every scientific worker has been made to
depend far too much on the bulk rather than the quality of his
scientific publications. Publication is often prematu re and dictated
by the need of establishing priorities, itself an indication of the
unnecessary struggle for existence that goes on inside the scientific
world.
The number of scientific journals is altogether excessive. Each
one had at its inception a certai n raison d'!trt. I t was founded to
express the results of some new science from a point of view other
than the orthodox, but in the course of time these distinctions disappear and the journal remains. A great deal in science has been
sacrificed to local patriotism or personal distinction. O wi ng to this
the circulations of the journals are all small and, as a large number
of them never reach the libraries of any but the most important
universities and learned societies, their purpose is for the most part
lost.
Tht Cost of Publication.- The burden of this vast mass of
publication is in itself a great handicap to scientific research. Apart
from certain G overnment subsidies the cost of scienti fic publication
is paid for by the scientists themselves. Very few journals, and those
mostly technical, are run ~t a profit. The majori ty are supported by
learned societies, and indeeCi ·put such a drain on their resources that
• they u e rarely able to sperid anything for research purposes. The
·cost of journals and books and subscriptions to learned societies are
not usually reckoned as laboratory expenses, and the real salary of the •
scientist is, for this reason, always between 5 and I 0 per cent. less
$-an. what he nominally· receives. Besides this, owing to the
knowledge th~t, under present conditions, it is unlikely that all those
who should be interested will see any particular piece of. work, the
practice has grown up by which each scientist sends anything up to
2 00 reprints of his work to selected people, which of course imposes ·
on him an additional and often considerable expense. This sending
of reprints is in itself a hopeful sign and may, as is suggested in a
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later chapter, point the way to an altogether better system of communication, but at present it is inefficient and costly, as there is no
relation of demand to supply for any particular paper. In particular,
reprints of papers which are recognized to be important ate generally
quite unobtainable after a lapse of as little as a year.
It should be clear from what has already been said that the preSent
system of scientific publication wastes both time and money and
is a COll$tant source of irritation to the scientists themselves. Efforts,
it is true, are continually being made to improve it. A system of
reports on progress in different fields of science is gradually spreading.
The number of abstracting journals has been reduced and abstracts
better classified, but these improvements hardly keep pace with the
cropping up of new journals and the accumulation of unread papers.
What is wanted is a far more drastic revision of the whole system
of sdentific communication. Some suggestions for this are contained
in a subsequent chapter.
Personal Communication and Travel.-The chaos of scientific
puhJication is not the on\y failure of adequate communication between
scientific workers. There is a great deal in science that cannot
conveniently, if at aJl, be included in publications. In all experimental science the techniques for obtaining measurements are almost
as important as the measurements themselves, and in a similar but
less tangible way, the mental techniques of particular sciences, as
apart from any general scientific method, are of crucial importance
to. scientific advance. Now it still remains true that, in spite of the
best system of publications that can be devised, physical and mental
techniques can generally best be transmitted by direct experience.
This is, in fact, the way that they have been for the most part handed·
on in the past. A new technique or even a new science is spread
largely by the visits of foreign students to its place of origin and the
letting-up of subsidiary schools from which further personal transmillions can be made. But although this happens, it does not happen
nearly enough. Facilities for travel and for work in foreign laboratories do exist, but they are very inadequate. Expense is a serious
drawback to all but the fortunate few who achieve visiting or exchange
• fellowships. It is most difficult for those who need it most, the workers
who have three or four years' research behind them but have not a
position which will give them enough to travel or live abroad on. As
a result techniques spread much more slowly than they need and
indeed rarel)l get through to the whole scientific world· before they
are superseded. It is a common experience in visiting laboratories to
notice at the same time unsuspected improvements which have been
in use for yeats and obsolete techniques which have survived for as
loil~ a period. To carry on with obsolete methods may ofteh lead
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to the waste of years of effort, but this waste is inevitable unless
much more rapid and direct personal means of communication
betWeen scientific workers is effectively organized.
THE EFFECTS OF INEFFICIENT ORGANIZATION

•

It is extremely difficult to estimate the extent of the damage done
to the progress of science by the organizational inefficiency of which.
we have spoken. There is no doubt, however, that it is at present
one of the major factors retarding the progress of science. To put
it in figures, the average efficiency cannot be much greater than
50 per cent. and may be as little as 10 per cent. T hat means, as
things are at present, something between 50 and 90 per cent. of
the money and efforts devoted to science are wasted. That is not to
say that if these sources of inefficiency were removed science would
advance twice to ten times as fast, because, under the present conditions of limited funds and recruitment, any substantial increase in
the rate of scientific advance would bring it up against these limiting
factors. The rapid growth of science in the last century is itself
in part responsible for its present difficulties. The scientist has
remained far too concentrated on the immediate work in hand to
notice the slowly growing complexity of the organization in which
he is working, and indeed, unless the difficulties appear in some
form immediately hindering work, they are, for the most part,
unnoticed.
The very success of science is enough to mask from the eyes of the
public and even from those of scientists themselves the waste of effort
· in achieving those successes. The scientist does his work, science
advances, applications and inventions follow in its train. All this is
seen; what." is not seen is that the rate of advance could be'far greater
than it is at present, and that it could be maintained with far less waste
of time and intelligence. There are three things worth bearing in
mind in judging from outside the achievements of science. Firstly,
science still does attract, by the intrinsic satisfaction it brings to its
followers and by its appare nt disinterestedness, a large proportion of
the most brilliant minds of each generation. Secondly, science is easy; •
far easier than anyone outside it can imagine. Once its language is
learned, advances, except at some critical sticking places, come
almost of themselves. For the greater part of scientific work, a
minimum amount of manual dexterity, industry and ponesty is all
that is required. The richness of possible discovery compensates and
more than compensates for the inefficiencies that hinder the actual
work. For the most part, it is an Aladdin's cave. Everything is
. then! for the taking. Thirdly, it is natural to compare the efficiency
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of science to-day with that of other human activities. In such a
comparison science does not fare so badly, because in its general
direction it is largely free from the grosser evils of economic· and
political life : speculation, deliberate restriction, sharp practice and
corruption, all symptoms of the crippling effect of vested interest in
an outworn system. On the other hand, in detail the inefficiency of
science simply reflects in an exaggerated form the inefficiency of the
economic system under which it has reached its present development.
In the commercial and industrial worlds there is, however, direct
economic incentive to efficiency in management. Efficient methods
of running a business, even though they cost more in the way of
machinery or staff, pay because the saving on other costs is even greater.
But science, although it is an ultimate source of profit in an industrial
civilization, is in itself not profit-making. From the business point
of view science does not pay; consequently the waste of the lives of
highly trained scientists on trivial or unnecessary work does not
appear as a loss, while any expenditure to prevent that waste represents
so much money that need not have been spent. The progress of
science or the possibilities of its gifts to humanity are no concern of
the business world. In view of the lack of social or economic consideration it receives, what is surprising perhaps is not so much the
inefficiency of scientific research but the fact that it carries on so
effectively and so brilliantly.
Science in Danger.-Then why, it may be asked, do we wish an
exception made for science? In a bad world it does as well as most.
The reason is that science is a unique product of human society
which demands, and rightly demands, special consideration. On the
continued progress of science depends not only the realization of the
conquest of poverty and disease but all the means of significant
change in human society. Science is, after all, a deli.ate process;
we do not know how much restriction and inefficiency it is able
to withstand. More than once before in history we have seen science
llourish and die out. It may happen a:gain. That is a risk neither
science nor society can afford to run.
•

(1} The conlticts and difficultia that fate those sedtinc satisfaction in science to-day
arc weU expreaeecl in C. P. Snow'• novel, TJ,• Searct., at the point where the hero is finaUy
decidina to leave Kienc:e :
" Why bad I ever been devoted to science f And why had the devotion faded f I
rem=1bered arcuments with Hunt and Audrey, yean •JO· Intuitively, it aeemed, they had
been wiaer than I, though ..U the to,ic was on my 1ide then. What had I told Audrey
were the rea1011s why men did tcien~ 1 I should still s~y much the same, except that
nowaday• I abcNid aUow more for ac:eident ; many men become scientists becauae it happens
to be convenient and they may as weU do it as an?ing elae. But the rea.! Uflent drives
temain : there 1eemed to be three kindt. Three ktnds of reason to give to oneself, that is;
rea10na in which one must believe in order to be in harmony with the deeper thrutta. One
can do Kience because one believes that practically and effectively it benefits thf: world .
A great many scientists have had this as their chief conacious reu on : for me it never
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aiatecl ~d at thirty it seemed more foolish than ten yean before. Becau" if 1 w.nted
directly to benefit the world, I should have to do what little I could to prevent weatern
c:i•iliaation falling within-shall I say twenty years. That task is more urgent than applied
tcience.' Applied acience bat done nothing to mal<e it euy; and while acienee aoea on,
iti world will collapse under its feet. M y own part could be little enough _, c!theq but
if it were suddenly magnified indefinitely, and I was oft'ercd the choice between being
uaotiated with the cure of cancer on the one hand, or on the other, the maintenance In
Bngla'nd and France of an additional thirty years of freedom for liberal, aane .nd gencrout
t,hinldng, I ahould choose the latter without a moment's hesitation.
One can do acience because it represents the truth. That, or something like It, wal
the reuon I had given in the put. So far u I had a conscious justification, it wquld al,_,ay1
have been thia. Yet it wu not good enough, I thought, watehing a red-sailed b9at runnU.c
between an isla.nd and the shore. Science was true in its own field 1 it was pc:rfect within
ita reatrlctions. One aelected one'a data-set one's puule for oneself, 11 it were--and In
the end solved the punic by showing how they fitted other data of the tlmC kind. We
know enough of the proceu now to see the quality of the reaulta it can give ua; we know,
too, those aides of experience it can never touch. However much lona-er acience i1 done,
aince it seta its own limits bt'fore it can begin, those lirnits muat remain. It i• rather ~·
though one was avidly interested in all the country-aide between this town and the 11txt: one
goea to science for an answer, and is given a road between the two. To think of thia •• the
truth, to think of' the truth 'at all as a unique ideal, seems to me mentally naive to 1 de.ree.
Just u to think that science within its restrictions is not truthful is to be irnor.nt of
the meaning of words. Conltantioe, I know, would agree with both these ttatcr:ncnu .
But where we should differ is over the value to be given to this particular, restricted, ecientific
truth. 1 should hold that now ita nature ia established, now we know the way in which
our minds determine \1:5 restrictions, that ita value liet only in application\ a scie~~dflc
fact now does not enlighten ue on the nature of all facts; ita meaning we know before
we find it out; it is important only that it gives uta new unit in our control of the outaide
world . Jn tht days 1 argued with him, Constantine, however, would give scientific ft.ets
a value over and above their use-an almost mystical value, not u truth so much u
knowledge. As though, somehow, if we knew enough we ahould have a revelation. I am
probably being unjust to him; but at least nothing he hu ever said, and he has said a great
deal, revived my acceptance of the intrinsic value of scientific truth.
And one can also do science becauee one enjoys it. Naturally anyone who believes wholeheartedly, either in its usc or its truth, will also enjoy it. Constantine, for e:umple, galna
more aimple hedonistic enjoyment from research than moat men from their cbotcn pleaeurea;
and though he is the most devoted scientist I know, there are many men to wholll enjoyment
comes as a consequence of faith . But I think it ls also pouiblc to enjoy science without
believing overmuch in ita usc, or having any viewa upon the value of Itt truths. Many
people like unravelling puzzles. Scientific puzzles are very good onel, with reasonable
prizes. So that qther without examining the functions of science, being indift'er:cnt to them
or tal<ing them for granted, a number of men go in for research u they would for law;
livina by it, obeying its rulu, and thoroughly enjoying the problem-\olving procen. 'rbat
ia a perfectly valid pleasure, among them you can fi nd some of the most effective of scientiata.
They no doubt grt their momenta of ecstasy,u I did once in my youth, when I saw a scientific
truth disclose iuelf in my mind; these ecstasies do not depend upon a belief in acientifie
values, any more than a religious "cstasy depends on a bdief in God. Th" beli.,( makes them
the more likely to happen, perhaps; but I ' usp.,ct th"y come to infidels as well 1 probably
many people have had religious ecstasies besides the saints, but call them by a diff.,rent Aam.,,
Perhaps this lut reuon, simple, uncritical eojoyfllent, is the commonest of all, I thou,ht.
Together with a smatt.,ring of the languag" of the more 'high-so,undiog motives 1·for almolt
any man who had drifted into science because he liked doing it would atill preen himself
if you ask.ed why l and tell you h., was aolvinp; the secreta of Natur.,, Well, it was a r"ason
good enough, I had to admit. But I did not want to admit it; because, for me, I should
always need faith in the results before I could enjoy. Human intricacies, I might enjoy
for their own sake. But not scientific problems, uo[.,ss they were impoftant to me for
something richer than themselves.
'There's nothing in it for me,' I thought.
'The wonder isn't tbat I'm not devoted now ; it is that I persuaded myself of it for
lO long.' .
' I ahall never get th" devotion back,' I thought." (Pp. 346-g.)

NOTES
(z) See A. J. Cronin's novel, Tlr• Citadel.
( 3) The Association of Scientific Workers has been endeavouring to find 'thii out by
meam of a questionnaire. The result s so far have shown that the average salAry rises fairly
uniformly from [:14 5 a year for the age group ~0·1+ t o £8oo a year for the age group
so· 59, and it is distinctly higher at every stage in industrial than in academic work.
(4-) TAt Univer~ity Grantr &port, 1919-1935• shows that at the tatter date 669 professors,
or 79 per cent., received ularie. between [Boo w d [1400; Z7J retden, or 7J per cent.,
received between £sso and£8so; 1o68lecturers, or 77 per cent., between[J75 and£-6oo;
and 701 assistant lecturers and demonttrators, or 82 per cent., received between [:us
and [ 400. This indicates the small degree of overlap.
(S) In one provincial university a wealthy member of the governing board cut the
university out of his will because the staff had I><'~ active in collecting for Spanish relief.
(6) J. G . Crowther in his interesting booklet, Scitn<• a11a Liji:, also remarks on thit
point:
" The be$t-known Government laboratory is the National Physical Laboratory. . . .
It is one of the best equipped laboratories in F.urope, and its work is thorough. Though
m uch excellent work is done, it is difficult to believe that the resources of the laboratory
in &cientific ability and equipment are utilized to the best adv2lltage.
The research st aff \vork according t o definite office hours, and the tradition• of the
British Civil Services have been instilled into them. They are made to feel that obedience
to precedent, a:nd the other features of this tradition, is more important than making dis·
coverie.. This situation is due to the belief that the older departments of Govemlneftt
are concerned with matters intrinsically more important than scientific res~rejl. The
working habiu of the clerks of t he T reasury are thought to be the proper pattern for
scientific discoverers.
Why are scient ists expected to imitate the working habits of others in entirely different
fields l
It is due to the superior prestige of politics and finance. It is still generally believed
that the principles of government in the contemporary world have no neces51ry connection
with tciencc:. It is thought that politics necessarily consists of the manipulations of persons
and pa.r ties, and that science is only of importance as a tool in the achievement of such
aims. This view ·arises nat urally from the philosophical principles of the present English
social system.
The six hundred members of the House of Commons do not include one profeuional
scientist whose daily work coneists o{ acienti6c research, and only a handful who have
graduated in science. The situation is even more reactionary than in the House of Lordt,
where there are two or three eminent acienti6c research workers. This retiects the belief
that science is not of primary import&llce in 111odem society. It makes many men with
scientific ability feel that science is lees importaot than politics. They tend to drift from
scientific research into the political work which enjoys more preatil" " (pp. 79-80).
(7) Tempprary post is often a eupbemitm. Tbit is a cue which bas recently CC~~De before
the Association of Sc:ienti6c Worlten :
•
:.n 1918 Mr. X was employed as a " temporary" assistant scientist 1 ten yean later
Mr. X wat still graded u " temporary.'' About thit time a new rule was made by the
em(lloying body which, as it tUTlled out, could be applied to Mr. X . During the economic
depression of 19J0•19JZ Mr. X wae ad,ised on di«erent occasions to seek another poat,
although also, ff'Oitl time to time, hia dir«tor bad encouraged hirn by remarks indicatinl
that be wa..-ear-marked for promotion. F'mally, in 1934, Mr. X wa.s &&eked : by the
application of the rule, made about ten years tifter Mr. X was first taken on as a" temporary "
• anittant, whereby the employment of a " temporary " assistant thould terminate after he
had reached hit maximum aa!;,ry (at that graoie) for one year. There was apparently no
quettion of Mr. X's profen ional ability ; merdy the application of the rule, made lone
after Mr. X was first employed at that particular grade, and from which he bad not been
promoted, even after sixteeo years of" temporary " employment.-TA, s~ientijic H'orktr,
VoL 9• p. t66, 1937·
(8) The candidate at the end of an interview for a l"eeftft:b -pott was somewhat atuded
to be uked, " Do you bowl 1 " The official on ooticinr hia surprite aaid, " Well, you ace,
we don't reallv need another retearch chemist, but we could do wry well with a fast bowler.''
(9) ]. G. Crowther in &in.ce alfd Life commmts thus on the British attitude towards
,
ecienee: ·
"The Germans began to send university-trained chemists to England about 18
to
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work in the chemical factories and learn the practical procenes. These men returned to
Germany, improved the processes with the aid of their superior chemical knowledge, and
founded chemical firms. From the beginning, German chemical industry was owned and
direct¢<! by chemists with theoretical training, and in half a century it captured imporunt
parts of the world's chemical industry.
Nevertheleu, English chemical magnatea could continue to live grandly on their old
monopOlies and accumulations of profits. They did not mind losing the initiative in
ind111trial development, and were more concerned with securing a place in the English
leisured class.
The late Fritz Haber was the greatest authority in the world on the relations between
scientific research and industry. When he wu aaked why British industry had not found
a satisfactory way of organizing these relations before the War, he attributed part of the
cause to the social outlook of the British upper classes. He said that successful English
buaineas men and scien tific research workers did not talk shop together 'when they met
in clubs. Thus business men and scientists rarely knew each other u equals, and never
learned the nature of each other's problems and how they could co-operate. Jn Germany,
-~ on the contrary, the business mlUl was expected to talk about business, and the scientist
abo\lt science. This led to m\ltua\ understanding and respect.
The British social habit on which Haber commented is a reflection of the prestige of
the ideal of the leisured clan in F.ngland. The English business man or scientist usually
wishes to be known first u a leisured gentlcmon, and as a great organizer or discoverer
afterwards. He u s ~s the means provided by ~ucceu to acquire the habits of the leisured
Classes.
Though the utiliution of science in British industry has been considerably improved
since the War, this cla~s attitude still flouri shes strongly, and in subtle ways has a profound
influence on the growth of science in Britain" (pp. 76-77).
(to) Man-production methods are not always, however, adv•ntageous, especially when
they lead to inflexible production. The design of X-ray tubes, for ins tan~e, has been kept
unaltered for the last ten years, although much better tubes could be made, simply because
this would mean considerable changes in the manufacturing plant.
(II) Thus Glanvill in his panegyric, Plus Ultra, on the Royal Society, wrote :
" This was a mighty design, groundedly laid, wisely exprest, and happily recommended
by the Glorious Author, who began nobly, and directed with an incomparable conduct of
Wit and Judgment : But to the carrying it on, it was necessary there should be m•ny
Heads and many Hands, and those formed into an Assembly, that might intercommunicate
their Tryals and Observations, that might joyntly work, and joyntly consider ; that so
the improvable and luciferous Phaenomena, that lie scatter'd up and down in the vut
Champaign of Nature, might be aggregated and brought into a common store. This the
Great man (Francis Bacon) desired, and form'd a Society of Experimenters in a Romaotick
Model, but could do no more. His time wu not ripe for such performances.
These things therefore were consider'd also by the later V irtuosi, who several of them
combined together, and set themselves on work upon this grand Design." ·
As a counterblast to this an anonymous author produced :
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A Sr&CIM&N or soM& ANIMADvnnoNa vroN TH& PLUS ULTRA
or M ... GLANVrLL
from which the following quotations are taken worthy of any modern opponent of science :
"In that Famed Work J. encoun tred with so many illiterate passages, that the credit
of our Nation seemed concerned in the refuting it. I met with Pa11ages ao destructive
that, if to be concerned for the interest of the present Monarchy, the Pr~estant Religion,
and the emolument of each private person (and not solely of Tradesmen) could warrant
any one for putting Pen to paper, I ought not to be silent. I divided my Animadversions
into several parts ; some whereof were to represent these Comical Wits as really ridiculous';
others were to make them odious to the Kingdom. I considered, that in those days few
had patience to reade over prolixe Treatises; as alao I imagined, that the Conteat would
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be mote de~ly imprinted in the minds of men, if they were excited by a variety of discourse
of that nature. • . •
There ia another Treatise, shewing the Original of the Colledge of Experimental
Philoeophen, aa ~ampanella projected it, and containi.ng a parallel of what He contrived
(and their Hiatorian hath penued) for the reducing of 'England and Holland to Popery :
allo a Specimen of Sundry Experiment& publiabed by several Virtuosi, that are false or stolne,
}"'t bouted of aa tluir pro/'6" r.w.,.titiffs : topther with Instances of the danger that all
Tracleamen will run into by th.: continuance of t/,is Assewtillie; which to manifest further,
I shall here adde a Proposal designed to have been tendred, and improved into an Act, in this
last Seuion of Parliament. It was delivered by Sir P. N. to an Honourable Member of the
Houae of Commons, and by him sent unto me, addinr, ' In which you may see what tluy
' Jri'W at, viz. Instead of Monopolizinr this or that particular Trade at a time, once for aU
' to have a Mollopoly for all that ever a.bould be invented. It is proposed, that such kinde
' of pretended !lew Inventions relating to Mechanicla, Trades, or Manufacturee, as are
' or aball be offered to the Parliament, .may by them be referred to such indifferent judiciouo
• penons, as are like to give them a faithful Ac:count, about the Newness, Reality, U sefulneu,
• etc., of the thinp propoted, and whether they are like to Jntwer the effecu pretended
• to, and to make Report of the same to the Parliament.
• And the Royal Society of Londoa for Improving of Natural Knowledge being already
' fixed into a Corporation, and the Council of the said Society con•iating of :1.1 , beinr by
' tlHir Con1titutioa undrr an Oath, to dral faithluUy in aU thing• belonging to the Trust
' Committed to the said Council : It is offered, that such thinas may be prcierred to the
• 1ai<l Council, and they to Report unto the Parliament.'
They that know the Mea, know their meaning : and whoaoever undentands the
Comtitution of our PartiamcGta, is amued that they need not look out of their own number
for different judicious pcswu, to inform the Hou~e what the Reality, Usefulnea~, or
Ncwuaa, etc., is of Invmtiolu J or ahould the Parfiuncut be at any time destitute of auch
lntellicence the COWICil mutt make better Reports then doth their Historian, or el1e it
will be in vain to raort to them in the Casc. Upon the same pretence, if they once rain
thit, that miscellaneous Anembly or irMiifwmlie jruliciows
shall pretend to detect
the Frauds of Trada ; and eodcavour to recommend to aU bcfittinJ Preferment& in the
Ua.iveriity and ebcwhcre, the inpni0111 and lamed : and then affairs will be brouJht to
a fair pus. But I CDlarae too far, and aha1l only adele, that I do remit the consideration and
purport of this Project to the Tndeamen of London, who are better acquainted then f
with the tendency and c:onacqucnca hereof."
(u) For instance on one of the DlOit ilnportant bodies in Britiah Science, the Advisory
Council :>f the Department of Scientific: and lnduetrial Research, the average age of the
members is 64 yeara, and no member is below 5 yean of age.
( 1 3) There are many inatancea of this in the hit tory of science. The council of the
Royal Society, for instanc:e, has abowu itnlf for a larr part of ita history more favourable
to acrecable rncdioc:ritiea than to men af aenius; their treatment of Priestley and of Joule
beina cases in point. Nor are gteat acicntiata immune from human wealu~ues, as Davy's
jealousy of Faraday bean witness. If they were to be judged by thtir treatment of younger
men, only the grratest like Pasteur or Rutherford would escape.
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CHAPTER VI
THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE
ANY account of the application of science and of the factors which
determine its nature and extent is bound to be particularly difficult
to give. The fact is that the application of science is so much
taken for granted that the way in which it works has never been
seriously looked into. Most scientists as well as laymen are content
with the official myth that that part of the work of the pure scientists
which may have human utility is immediately taken up by enterprising inventors and business men, and chus in the cheapest and
most commodious way possible put at the disposal of the p~blic.
Any serious acquaintance with the past or present state of science
and industry will show that this myth is untrue in every point, but
just what is the truth is something much ~ore difficult to find out.
Tht lnttraction of Scimct and Ttchnics.-There has always been
a close interaction between the development of science and that of
material techniques. Neither would be possible without the other,
for without the advance of science techniques would fossilize into
traditional crafts, and without the stimulus of techniques scir-nce
would return again to pure pedantry. It does not follow, however,
that this association is either conscious or efficient; in fact, the
application of science . to practical life has always been faced with
the greatest difficulties and is even now, when its value is beginning
to be recognized, carried on in the most haphazard and ineffective
way. L ord Stamp, by no means a scathing c ritic of the present
dispensation, characterizes the process as follows:
"AJJ these discoveries, these scientific infants, duly born and left on the
doorstep of society, get taken in and variously cared for, but on no known
principle, and with no directions from the progenitors. Nor do the
economists usually acknowledge any duty to study this phase, to indicate
any series of tests of their value to. society, or even of methods and regulation of the optimum rate of introduction of novelty. These things just •
'happen' generally under the urge of profit, and of consumers'. desire, in
free competition, regardless of the worthiness of new desires against old,
or of the shifts of production and, therefore, employment, with their
social consequences. The economist rightly studies these when they
happen, but he is not dogmatic about them not being allo-..ved to happen
at all in just that way on account of the social disturbance or degradation
of non-economic values which they may imrolve."-Tht 8cit11Ct of Social
Adjustmmt, p. 1 3·
1'26
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The relation of science to the development of technical and
economic activities is both a complex and a changing one. Science
in the sense of rational, explicit, and cumulative human experience
came late compared with the traditional, implicit, though also
cumulative, techniques of the craftsman. It could not have been
otherwise: understanding has to proceed from the simple to the
complex, but the primitive needs of man, that have to be satisfied
before he can even begin to understand, are on the most complex
level. Man's first practical technical progress was in the direction of
bio-chemistry in the preparation of food, and of animal psychology in
the chase and ultimately the domestication of animals. Any scientific
understanding of what he was doing was intrinsically impossible. In
fact, even now primitive magic offers, over much of this field, as
immediately useful explanations of phenomena as does science.
What can be understood rationally, on the other hand, must be
simple; but it will not be worth understanding unless it is also useful.
I t was consequently only at the relatively late stage of civilized city
life that mathematics, mechanics, and astronomy, the simplest of
sciences, began to appear, when already the main techniques of human
life had been fixed. Coo-leery, husbandry, agriculture, pottery, textile
and mt:tal work already existed in very much the same stage of
development as they did at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Science did not appear as a practically '\Jseful, as contrasted with a
magically useful, value until, in the new Western civilization,
mechanic arts on a large scale became economically important in
peace and war. Apart from navigation and gunnery, both of which
involve only mechanical and optical science, industry by the end of
the eighteenth century had givert far more to science than science
to industry. (1) This was the turning-point. Soon afterwards
the development of chemical science, the next most simplY. understood
of natural mechanisms, began to impinge on the older traditional
processes of the dyer and the smith. It is effectively only in the
present century that the next critical step has been talc:en, and the
understanding of living structures through bio-chemistry and generics
has ~gun to affect the still older traditional processes of the cook
and the farmer.
• Tht l11fi.ltroti~n of Scimtt i11to InJustry.- The brief historic sketch
may be sufficient to show the general trend of the relations between
science and technique, but a deeper understanding of it requires an
anaJysis of the contemporary mechanism of the interaction of scientific
research and •production. This process is necetSarily dominated by
the social and particularly by the economic conditions of production.
At present, outside the Soviet Union, production is everrwhere
carried on for private profit, and the use that is made of ICieC)Ce is
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primarily determined by its contributions to profit. Taken by and
large, science is applied when and only when it pays.
The. process of the application of science to )ndustry has been a
gradual one, though proceeding by scarcely distinguishable stages.
Science can, so to speak, infiltrate itself into the industry in proportion
to the simplicity of its operations. An old traditional industry can
do very well without science as long as it is carried on on a small
household scale, but even here science can enter to a certain extent
by introducing apparatus for measurement, such as the household
scales or oven thermometer. Yet the indispensability of science only
appears when, owing to economic developments, the same process is
attempted on a much larger scale. In the early days, for instance,
baking and brewing were purely household occupations carried o~
by traditional methods and depending for their success partly on the
tested efficacy of the tradition and partly on the individual knack
of the housewife, b\•t when tried on a larger scale tradition was of
limited use, and it was impossible for the individual to have the same
intimate control over the operations as before. Here science came
in in its mqst elementary form of measurement and standardization.
The old proce~ was not changed, but various instruments-thermometers, hydrometers, saccharimeters-were introduced to ensure
that the new processes followed as closely as was necessary the lines
of the old.
The next stage appears when, either on account of a difficulty
introduced by the change of scale or because it is desired to save
money by using cheaper material or shorter working times, a change
in the process appears profitable. This may be called, according to
taste, improvement or adulteration, but in either case it makes
demands that tradition by itself is unable to supply. Some form of
experimentatiQn is necessary, and pure rule-of-thumb tria.ls on a
large scale are likely to be ruinously expensive. But small-scale
trials are essentially laboratory experiments. Indeed, the whole
idea of scientific experimentation arises from the trial or assay which,
as Agricola pointed out, is simply a smelting operation carried out
on a small scale. To improve a process it is therefore necessary to
understand it to some extent scientifically. This is a stage into •
which the metallurgical industry passed in the last century aod from
which it is only now emerging, and it is the one which the old biochemical industries are now beginning to enter. Its existence implies
a fairly elaborate organization of industrial laboratories and a coherent
body of empirical science.
From improving a process of industry the obvious next step is to
control it completely, but this is only possible if the nature of the ·
process .is fully understood. This in turn implies the existence of
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a really adequate scientific theory. One of the greatest advances
of the nineteenth century was the provision of such a theory for
chemistry by which the chemical industry was enabled to develop,
not as metallurgy has done and still does, by tentative and wasteful
experimentation, .but along definite lines of reasoning. Actually the
process is never so simple. Theory often proves inadequate and
practice sometimes runs ahead and needs to be caught up. In this
way science and technics mutually stimulate one another. Although,
for instance, the development of the steam-engine followed in its
main lines from the theory of the behaviour of elastic fluids, already
flxed in the seventeenth century, the actual operation of steam-engines
led to results not envisaged by that theory and particularly it showed
the inadequacy of the previously held scientific ideas on the nature
of heat. This discrepancy in turn, once it was overcome, led to the
further improvement of the steam-engine and to the invention of
other heat engines.
The most complete integration of industry and science is, however,
only reached when the knowledge of the fundamental nature of the
processes is so extensive that it is able to lead to the development
of entirely new processes unthought of, or indeed, unthinkable, by
traditional methods ; as for example in the chemical syntheses of new
dye-stuffs or specific drugs. The same result follows even more directly
when a purely scientific discovery of a new effect is turned to some
industrial use as, for instance, in the telegraph or the electric light.
In these cases we have an industry scient ific through and through,
an industry which owes its inception as well as its development to
science. The leading modern examples of these are the electrical
industries, both for the production and distribution of power and
for the improvement of communications.
Now these different degrees of application of scieoce to industry
a re naturally not static categories. As science and industry advance
together a greater share is taken by the scientific and a Jesser one
by the traditional a~pects of industry. But the rate of development
is necessarily very uneven in different industries, depending on the
intrinsic difficulties which the processes involved present to scientific •
• description, as, for instance, in cooking and animal husbandry, but
also la-rgely on the relatively backward economic state of these
traditiona1 industries. Here, again, the dominant consideration is the
economic one. It has, up till now, been more convenient to concentrate production, and hence scientific research, on heavy industry
and the production of goods that can be made in large quantities in
. factories. The needs of the producer in the form of economy of
operation have dominated those of the consumer. If the same
amount of time and money had been spent on investigating and
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improving production of the conveniences of life, particularly in the
way of food and health services, as has been spent on machine production, we should already be far advanced not only in living a fuller
life, but also in having much more understanding of biological problems.
Tht Timt Lag in tht Application of Scimct.-One of the most
noticeable features of the application of new discoveries to practical
purposes is the great lag that has existed and still exists between the
time of the first discovery and the beginning of its practical utilization. In the early stages of the development of science such a lag
may be considered inevitable. Thus we need not be surprised at
the lapse of nearly a hundred years between the first discovery of
the vacuum and its utilization in the form of an atmospheric steamengine. But even when the utility of science was fully realized
the lag still persisted. Thus in 1831 Faraday discovered the principle
of electro-magnetic induction and made the first dynamo by which
electrical current was produced by mechanical forces. However, it
was not until fifty years later that the first commerc1al dynamo was
operated, and not until I 88x that Edison constructed the first public
supply station. The lag still persists to this day. T he possibilities
of X-ray analysis of materials, for instance, first revealed by von
Laue in 1912, have remained still largely unused in industry. To
understand the cause of this lag is a very difficult problem involving
scientific, technical, and economic factors. The explanation also
will differ very much in different cases, for the lag is by no means
uniform. Sometimes, even long ago, a discovery or invention has
been taken up almost instantaneously and spread rapidly. Such was
the case with gunpowder and printing. (:2)
The scientific and technical reasons for the lag can be rapidly
disposed of. W e may even eliminate the first by counting as the
moment of ~he discovery the one in which the new pheromenon
has not only been observed but accepted as pa rt of current scientific
knowledge. Thus, for instance, we do not usually consider that
X-rays and wireless were discovered in the eighteenth century, when
these phenomena were first noted, but a century later when they take
a definite place in the scientific world. T he technical difficulties are
more serious. The translation from a laboratory discovery to a •
practical operation involves a change of scale and intensity,.and can
only be effectively carried out when materials with the different
properties required by the change of scale are available. T hus,
high-pressure steam-engines, intrinsically simpler ~n their working
than vacuum steam-engines, had to wait for nearly a hoodred years
because the metals available would not stand the necessary pressure.
Yet the technical factor is not often the limiting one. Technical·
difficulties can, to a large extent, be overcome by the expenditure
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of time and money, or more accurately by money alone, for time is
money. It is in economic factors that we shall find the explanation
for the slowness of taking up the results of scientific work and for
the general character of the practical applications of science.
The position is summed up by Bernhard J. Stern as follows :
" The most potent of the cultural factors are clearly economic: EH'ortt
to maintain economic advantage and hegemony over competing classes,
and over competitors in the same industry and rivals for the same market
in allied fields; costt of introducing the new method or product, which
in its early form is usually crude and unstandardized, and but one of a
number of innovations designed to solve the specific problem at hand ; the
losses incurred through the depreciation of machinery and goods made
obsolete by the innovation; the unwieldy structure and the rigidity of
large-scale corporate enterprises that besitate to disturb a market which
already yields profits through restricted production; the difficulties of
small-scale enterprise to make the necessary capital investments; the
stultifying influence of capitalist crises; and labor's eH'ortt within a profit
system to prevent being victimized by technological unemployment, by
loss of skill, by speed-up and lowered wages. There are also political
factors that have their own dynamics of functioning which may be directed
to impede technological change, as for example the restricting influence
of nationali,m; faulty patent legislation and judicial decisions justifring
suppression; the system of issuing ' perpetual' franchises; the power of
dominant industrial groups to control legislation to their interests as apinat
beneficial innovations that imperil their pronts."-Tu!z,ological Trt,Js
a11J Natio11al Policy, PP· 59-6o. (3)

THB PRoFITABILITY OF Scr.I!NC.I!

It must be remembered that the idea of a conscious application
of scienc~ in any direct way to human welfare is a comparatively
recent phenomenon, a nd that even now it is not being attempted
outside the Soviet Union and a few philanthropic organizations.
What has been, and is being, done instead is the utilization of science
as one of the variable factors in industrial or agricultural production
for profit. Science is thought of and paid for in proportion to
• its contribution to increased value of products or reduction of costs.
Now the. fundamental difficulty already alluded to is that the profitability of new developments due to science is generally both doubtful and delayed. It is impossible to see, or it is impossible for
the commercially minded to see, at the very outset of a scientific discovery whether or no it is going to be profitable. To
talce it up involves an element of risk, and tht: more removed in
appearancr tht- ditcovery is from practical commercial prOCCIIeS,
t
rater that elemrnr of risk and th
ller the probability of
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the development of the discovery on a commercial basis. The risk
is, of course, a double one: firstly, that the discovery or invention
will nQt work, and secondly, that, if it does, it may so easily be
pirated, in spite of patent regulations (see p. 144), that the profit
will go to others than those who have first put money into it.
Difficulties in Financing Research.-This is what leads to the
paradoxical situation that the application of scientific researc~ which
can yield a greater return than any other form of investment, is
always difficult and sometimes impossible to finance. When we
consider that the returns of organized research have been shown to
be about 8oo per cent. per annum (see p. 64 and Appendix V) the
paradox becomes positively incredible until we remember that such
a profit is no use in business. The risks even then might still be
worth taking for such a prize, but it is nobody's business to see that
they arc. The capital market is not, in fact, in the least designed for
financing such long-term speculative investment as the development
of invention is likely to be. Indeed, far from assisting, it is tending
to become more and more a factor blocking technical progress. The
following analysis, which I owe to Mr. H. D. Dickinson, shows why
this is so:

•

"The organization for investment (banks, issuing houses, the Stock
Exchange, etc.) is stereotyped in a certain pattern with a purely commercial outlook. It does not serve the ends of industry as distinct from
commerce very effectively; as can be seen from the perennial complaint
that there exists no efficient machinery for financing long period and intermediate period development of industry-meaning by industry the application of known processes-(See the Macmillan Report)-and that as a
consequence firms that are not large enough in scale and scope or variety
of products to finance their own expansion out of profits are unable to get
the necessary funds. This applies a fortiori to scientific research. The
· working of til.e capital market is still hampered by its historical connection
with the trading voyage and the Bill of Exchange. The Stock Exchange
exists to facilitate dealing in existing investments, and this incidentally
helps to make it easier to launch new ventures, but it takes little direct
part in the making of new investments. Banks, insurance companies,
financial houses, investment trusts, promoting· syndicates, outside brokers
and share-pushers, etc., comprise between them the capital market . . . .
What interest any of these possess in financing new applications of science
is extremely small. They have no technical competence to judge the
possibility of any such proposition, and therefore must rely on paid experts.
It is therefore not to be expected that they will often initiate developments
in this field." (4)

Two further factors mili tate against easy ~nanci ng of scientific
applications put forward independently of existing large firms. First, ·
the amqunts of money involved are ludicrously small compared with
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usual financial deals, a matter at the most of £roo,ooo instead of
a few millions; consequently, being a rather unusual type of investment, it is hardly worth while to take up, and few firms can·even be
bothered to consider it at all. Second, there is only a very short
part of the trade cycle during which it would be worth while to put
any money into such a problematical long-range investment as
scientific research. During boom conditions far more can be made
in speculation, and in a slump no one is going to risk his money.
The consequence is that the development of new applications of
science is left more and more to existing firms and particularly to
large monopoly undertakings who alone can afford to tackle the
more important lines (see note p. I 38).
Against this reluctance to invest in the development of scientific
ideas must be put the inducement to such investment. Now as we
have already shown, in discussing the discoveries themselves, the
progress of science in any field is some function of the amount of
money spent in that field. It is not, of course, proportional to that
amount of money, but it is true that if money is not available no
progress will be made. The same consideration holds for the application of science, only here the amounts of money required are much
larger because experiments are on a large scale and involve heavier
capital outlay and running costs, and there are also technical difficulties already mentioned to be overcome. To get the application
at all under these conditions the risk of loss must be offset by very
large economies to be secured in the case of success. These will
mostly come when the application is aimed at satisfying an already
urgent economic need, and even more so when it is concerned in
preventing a known source of loss.
The Conditiflns for Practical Success.-The study of the history of
technology shows that the application of a scientific idea has usually
come in a field of immediate profitability, which may often not be
the one in which it is ultimately most valuable. Thus mechanical
weaving was first applied to ribbon weaving and only much later
to cloth, while steam power was applied successively to garden
fountains, mine pumping and, last of all, to the driving of machinery. •
The demand for immediate profitability blocks the application of
science at the very outset, where the possible rate of development
is g reatest. For example, in the case already cited of electric power,
practically nothing was done in the first ten years because there was
no immediately profitable use for electric current. In the forties
there was ·a certain development of direct current machines for electroplating. It was not until the seventies, when arc lighting was
introduced, first for lighthouses and then for street lighting, that
really important developments began to take place. But h: needed
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incandescent lightin5 for domestic use to introduce the central
electrical power station which first made apparent the multiplicity of
uses to which freely available electric current could be put. It is true
that in all this time there were technical difficulties to be overcome,
but it would be fair to say that if the effort and the money available
for electric developments in x88o to 1890 had been available earlier
something between a half and two-thirds of the time of this development might have been saved and the technical progress of industry
correspondingly accelerated.
Tht Problem of Scale.- There is one intrinsic difficulty in all
such blind economic developments of discovery. The full profitability
of any application can only be real ized if it IS carried out on a large
scale. O n the other hand, the technical difficulties of large-scale
production are far greater than for small-scale production and may,
in fact, be insuperable unless a good deal of intermediate-scale work
has been done, and this in itself is generally costly and rarely profitable.
Thus, for instance, we have the apparent paradox that any source
of powe r to be economical must be on a large scale; for human
muscle can, and still does, supply small sources most economically.
To be on a large scale requires large moving parts which offer the
maximum difficulties in construction and effi cient working. T hus
the first steam-engine had cylinder diameters ten times and more than
those of modern aeroplane engines of practically a thousand times
the power. They were consequently ill-made and extremely inefficient, and errors of half an inch in the bore were not un usual.
In these circumstances the economic advantage of the steam-engine
had to be overwhelming before it could be introduced at all. T he
initial stages of application have to wait, therefore, until some profitable intermediate stage use has been fo und. The electro-plating
industry supplied this for electric power, the watering of g~n tlemen's
gardens provided it for the steam-engines; both were essentially
small-scale and luxury utilities.
Waste and Frustration of lnvmtion. -Another aspect of the
intrinsic economic difficulties of scientific application is that an
application is always most inefficient at the beginning and requires
use to improve it. But the demand for it, on the other hand, is also •
least at the beginning and increases with the success of the method .
The result is that a new idea will be held up at the wrong time and
will develop ve ry slowly and then, when it has reached the critical
point of profitabil ity, it will suddenly be forced to undergo the most
intensive development. (5) From a social point of view all this is
incredibly wasteful" In the early or pioneer stages of development
mast of the original\vork is done, and this has been largely starved
for want of funds, while the pioneer's time, which could be used
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for other applications and inventions, is wasted in struggles against
inadeq uate apparatus and financial difficulties. T he knowledge of
this is in fact a very strong deterrent to any but the most resolute
or fanatical minds. Almost every scientist of ability has once or
many times thought of practical applications of his work, but has
not cared to face the prospect of dropping his scientific work to
engage on the uncertain struggle which this attempt would certainly
entail. But once the application is successful, the pace at which
improvement is forced is also wasteful because, owing to the laclc
of previous preparation, men of suitable training and intelligence
cannot be had in sufficient numbers, and the results obtained are
consequently far smaHer, in proportion to the money expended, than
if the process had been carried out in an orderly manner.
Constructivr and R rmrdial Applicatim J.- N aturally the character
of the application itself determines to a considerable extent the ease
and the rapidity of its industrial utilization. We may distinguish
a positive o r constructive application of science from its negative
or remt:dial application. In the first, science shows how to make
new things such as the aeroplane or the cinema. In the second,
science is called in to remove known inconveniences such as corrosion in metals, or plagues of locusts. In the first ca9e science
is offering a new gift to humanity. The economic problem is to
find an effective demand to carry the invention through its earlier
stages. Here, where the social need for application is greatest, it is
most d ifficult under the existing economic system to get the application
made at aJL
Where science is functioning in industry o r agriculture in Its
remedial, rather than its constructive, aspect the conditions are not so
bad. A certain difficulty is encountered or a definite source of waste
needs to be eliminated. With a recognized need and means to carry
out the research, the problem can often be solved by tlie application
of already known facts of science; indeed, it is in this way that
scientists have won in the past, and still win, recognition for science in
industry. A classical example was the discovery of t~e Davy lamp.
This was a case of a definitely formulated demand for a lamp that
would not cause an explosion if placed in fire-damp. Davy had
little di~culty in finding the solution by the application of simple
scientific principles though Stephenson, who knew the mines, had also
discovered it empirically. The results were not, however, quite
what might have been expected. According to Crowther:
"The Aafety-lamp allowed the coal industry to grow rapidly. It did
not diminish the number of miners killed because it greatly increased the
number exposed to danger by malting deeper and larger mina workable.
Davy r~ to patent the invention because hia 'sole object. wu to
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serve the cause of humanity.' T he chief effect of his invention was to
increase the wealth of the owners and bring more men into the mines and
e.xpose them to the dangers of which fire-damp is one only. Hence Davy's
lam p was more important as an instrument of economics than of safety."
-Ninttttntlz Ctntury ScitntistJ, pp. 62-3.

· In many important cases, however, things are not so easy,
and here the very insistence on immediate and p~:actical results
defeats its obj ect. The practical problem may prove to require for
its solution knowledge not already available and possibly of a fundamental character. But the pursuit of such knowledge, however
valuable from the point of view of scien~e, seems to those who pay
for it too far removed from the immediate subject of inquiry. Thus
an immense amount, probably the greater pa rt, of industrial scientific
research, from being too closely tied to its practical aspects, is
immediately wasteful in the sense of failing to achieve the desired
results. But it is even more wasteful in the long run, by holding up
the stimulus to the general development of science that such inquiries,
properly carried out, would entail. We find, for instance, that
enormous sums of money are spent on detailed metallurgical research
and comparatively trifling sums on scientific research into the nature
of the metallic state, which would, if energetically developed, not only
save an immense amount of the time and money spent on the first
kind of research, but speed up the whole process of the rational use
of metals as well. (6)
A very large number of applications of science fall into either the
constructive or remedial categories, according to whether the point
of view is technical or economic. These are the production of
processes, materials or machinery, whose functions are economic,
radically new technically, but fulfilling, from the moment they appear,
the functi~ of cost-saving. The steam-engine itself in its early stages
when it just stepped into the shoes of the horse is a typical example,
the use of the mercury arc rectifier is another. The main obstacle
to this form of application is the difficulty, in a n anarchical system
of production, of bringing together scientific possibilities and technical
needs. It is probably here that the greatest immediate possibilities for
industrial advance lie. How these possibilities could be liberated.
will be discussed in a later chapter.
INDUSTRIAL COMPETITION AND RESEARCH

A number of other factors conspire, with those already mentioned,
to interfere with the smooth application of the results of scientific
discovery. Overwhelmingly in the last century, and to a la rge exrent
even-now, the industry of the country, and t>ven more so its agriculture,
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is carried on by a l_a rge number of small and virtually independent
units. Now for scientific research to be of any value in application,
a certain minimum of time and money must always be expended .
As a figure for this minimum we may take roughly the expenses
of one scientific worker plus equi pment and assistance for about
five years, and a certain amount of experimental plant and working capital to run it. Altogether the total expenditure will hardly
be less than £ 4000. T he savings effected by the expenditu re of this
£4000, if the research is successful, may well be of the order of
£ 4o,ooo per annum. But the research may not be successful, o r it
may require the fu rther expenditure of a sim ilar sum for another
five years before it becomes so. I f the money is not forthcoming
this may mean a dead loss. T he probability of its not being successful
is non-insurable and can be covered only by enlarging the amount
of the research done and consequently the expense, which may well
be beyond the resources of the small firm. Of course, on classical
economic theory, it is fo r the different entrepreneurs to take the
risks individually and for the lucky o nes to be suitably rewarded.
E ffectively, however, the risk of unsuccessful research is sufficient
to deter the g reat majority of commercial firms of small capacity
from undertaking any research whateve r. The fluctuations of the
trade cycle make this much worse. Research is a long-period ,·enture,
as we have already seen (p. 61 ). But a small firm cannot carry
its research through the tro ugh of a depressio n. Research is, after
all, the easiest item to scrap. I n boom time, on the o ther hand,
small firms are much too occupied in making hay while the sun
shines to bother m uch about research.
Another co nsideration is that, even if the research is successfully
completed and leads to a mar':ed reduction of costs, this reduction
will only spow itself in increased profits for the fi rm und~rtaking the
research if the results of the research are kept secret, and if a sufficient
number of other fi rms do not undertake similar research successfully
and thus lower the price of the product. Even if a patent is applied
for, royalties on it, quite apart from th e risks of litigation , may not
amount to what is considered a sufficient return o n the original
• outlay. All this tends to distourage firms from undertaking research ,
and puts a premium on secret, and co nsequently on inefficient, research
if they do so. The position is even worse in agriculture. Here,
for research to have any value, it must be undertaken on a very
large and expensive scale, and the risks of failure are also considerably
greater. C onsequently practically no farmers ever engage in research
a nd only the wealthiest landowners occasionally do so. It was in
o rder to remedy these necessary evils of small-scale industry that
the Research Associations and Agricultural Stations we re set up by
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the Government. But, as has been pointed out, they cover only
about half of the industries, those already the most progressive, and
conse'luently they are able to be of assistance only to a minority of
firms. In view of the enormous advantages which science can offer
to industry, it is clear that the system of competitive industry is one
which, under present conditions, most effectively retards technical
progress. (7)
MoNOPOLY AND RESEARCH

It is, however, not competitive but monopolistic industry which
now controls the main applications of science. Under monopolistic conditions, whether in the form of a single firm or a large
number of firms with price-fixing and process-sharing agreements,
there is the possibility of expending large sums on research. Indeed,
at the present moment in Britain, probably four-fifths of industrial
research, outside that carried on by the Government, is undertaken
by no more than ten large firms. In Germany the position was
even further developed, and the research laboratories of large industrial combines such as the I.G. Farben Industrie became more
important centres of research than even Government or university
institutions. The existence of a monopoly eliminates many of the
economic objections that hinder rese~rch carried out by small firms.
It is clear that the total beneficial results of research must here
accrue to the firm, and the large scale of the operations will ensure
that, however much individual researches fail to achieve commercial
results, these failures will be compensated by the success of others.
The very size of industrial research laboratories itself increases
efficiency in that it makes co-operative research possible. The small,
one- or two-man research institutions represent probably the most
inefficient WilY of spending money on research. On the other hand,
it does not follow that the larger the laboratory the more efficient
it will be. According to the nature of the subject and the variety
of different kinds of research that must be combined into any one
investigation, there is probably an optimum size for any applied
scientific institute, and that optimum size is sometimes exceeded in
industrial laboratories, particularly on the Continent. In the Soviet
Union the tendency in the beginning was towards such very large
research institutions, but after a few years' work it was realized that
the administrative difficulties involved were too great, and there was
a danger that the task of scientific co-operation absorbed too much
of the time available for research; with the result that" a return · is
now being made to the smaller, five-to-twenty man research institute.
Lack of /ncmtive.-Some of the difficulties facing industriaT
research under monopoly conditions have already been discussed,
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particularly the tendency to treat the research department as
eq"Uiva~ent to any

works ~ommer~ial department and to stifte it eff~t

ively by bu reaucratic m ethods. These defects are only a symptom
of a more fundamental difficulty. Under competitive conditions
research into the application of science is fraught with serious risks,
but there is, on the other hand, a very large incentive to carry ·out
such research, for if jt is successful and sufficiently well guarded it
will give a competitive advantage which may make all the difference
between success and bankruptcy. Under monopoly conditions, on
the other hand, the risks of research have practically disappeared, but
to a large extent so also has the incentive. (8) Scientific research
becomes, under these conditions, only one of a number of means of
increasing profits and not necessarily a very important one. Certainly
application of science can reduce working costs, but so can rationalization and speed-up schemes, and the main difficulty under monopoly
conditions is rather to secure markets at high prices than to improve methods of manufacture. Consequently the money spent
on advertisements always exceeds by many times that spent on
resel!.rch.
It is difficult to obtain detailed figures, but it is known that press
advertising alone accounts for an annual expenditure of £35,ooo,ooo.
Circular and poster advertising cannot be much less. The press
advertising of patent medicines alone, the majority of which are a
cruel fraud on people kept in ignorance of science, amounts to
.{2,8oo,ooo, more than is spent by the Government and Industry
combined on scientific research (seep. 155).
Obso/ucence.-A further difficulty that meets the application of
science under monopoly conditions is the large scale of undertakings
and the consequent danger of heavy capital losses through obsolescence.
One etfe~t that scientific research is oound to have, ~dally in
industries which have been run on traditional lines, is to 'increase the
efficiency immensely, and to do so at a rapidly increasing rate. But
this means that the plant laid dQwn at any stage of development
of production will certainly be out of date in a few years and mlly
actually be so before it starts production at all. This has qeen
• regarded as a ve ry real evil. According t o Lord St~mp:
"The second kind of balance which is vital to economic progress, and
which may be ruined by over-rapid innovation, is that between obsolescence and depreciation. To be effective nearly all scientific advance for
economic grogress has to be embodied in capital forms, more and more
e.laborate, large and costly. The productivity of such apparatus and
plant per man involved becomes greater, and even allowing for the men
employed in malcing the machinery or process, the total satisfaction is
continually produced with Jess and less human effort. Now it used to be
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said of British machinery that it was made good enough to last for ever
and long after it became old-fashioned, whereas American machines were
made to be worn out much earlier, and were thus cheaper, and they
could be immediately replaced by capital assets containing the latest
devices. If the period of physical life and fashionable life can be made
.to correspond, there is greatest economy and security of capital. But if
the expensive embodiment of the latest science can be outmoded and superseded long before it is worn out, there is waste of capital, Joss of interest,
and resultant insecurity of business and investment. The factor of
physical safety alone means that each embodiment must be really durable,
even if roughly finished, and, therefore, it is impossible wholly to reduce
physical life to probable 'obsolescent' life. In this way an over-rapid
series of innovations may mean the scrapping or unprofitability of much
excellent capital for very small marginal gains. A responsible socialist
community would see each time that the gain was worth while, but competitive individuals are only just beginning to get collective responsibility.
Suppose the Qtutn Mary attracts a profitable contingent for two years
only, when a lucky invention in a new and rival vessel attracts all her
passengers at a slightly lower fare. Here is progress in one typical sense,
but the smal1 net advantage to be secured by indil·idua}s .u free-lance
consumers may be dearly purchased by large dislocations or loss of capital
reacting even upon tl1ose same individuals as productrt.
Now, if the innovation were very striking, and were reflected in working costs, the margin of difference between the old working costs and tlH!
new working costs may be large enough to pay interest on the new capital
employed, and also to amortize the cost of the unrealized life of the asset
displaced. A locomotive may have many years of useful life left, but a
new type may provide a margin by lower working costs not only sufficient
to make one adopt it on normal renewal, but also to pay for the premature
scrapping of the old type. The major part of modern innovation is,
however, of the type which does not pay the costs of obsolescence and
proceed by orderly and natural physical renewal of substitution.
A similar type of argument applies to the capital cxpendit'l:lre generally
of all kinds on a district, which can be amortized over the whole economic activity of that area, such as a colliery area, but which is wasted if
a dislocation occurs by the adoption of some innovation stimulating rival
activity in another place. Consider the effect upon Lancashire of the discovery that the boasted natural advantage of humidity for spinning and
weaving can be produced artificially elsewhere, and, moreover, to a better
•
degree of uniformity.
The rate of introduction of new methods and the consequent impact
upon employment may depend upon the size and character of the business
unit. If all the prod ucing plants for a particular market were under one
control, or under a co-ordinated arrangement, the rate of introduction
o{ a new labour-saving device will be governed by the simp1e consideration
already referred to. It can be introduced with each renewal programme
for each replacement of an obsolete unit, and therefore without waste· of
capital through premature obsolescence. But this applies only to small
advantages. If the advantages are large, the dilference in working costs
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for a given production between the old and the new types will be so considerable as to cover all charges as indicated above. .In neither case,
then, is there any waste of capital, and the absorption of the new id~ is
orderly in time. Again, the obsolescence occurring within a single
establishment dominating supply can be absorbed into current costs.
Owen Young said recently: 'Broadly speaking, there has not been a time
during the past fifty years when anything manufactured by the General
Electric Company was not, to some e.xtent at least, obsolete by the time
that it was put in service.' ( 9) It is quite clear that thi~ process in the hands
of a single unit can be reflected as a general part of continuous costs of
production, and it is not necessary to assume that at no time in the fifty
years could the Company make profits and pay dividends because it was
meeting obsolescence payments."-From Th~ Scit11ct of Social Adjrut"''111· pp. H-7.

'

This quotation shows clearly how the dangers of obsolescence to the
individual producers, though not necessarily to the consumers, are
much increased by unlimited competition. A new process may be
swiftly copied, thus forcing all users of the old process to scrap their
plant. The effect of economic anarchy in holding up technical
advance and making what advance there is in as wasteful a way as
possible, is apparent through the whole argument. The advantage
of monopoly control is that for it there is no intrinsic necessity to
change the plant until it is worn out, or until the business expands
sufficiently to switch over to new plant and to drop production on
the older plant. Monopoly, by its control of obsolescence, tends
to retard progress more effectively than does competition. Massproduction methods intensify this conservative attitude. It is difficult
enough to change design in detail in mass-produced articles-far
more difficult when the change involved requires an entirely new
lay-out of plant. One large monopoly in this country has' the
practice of writing off 50 per cent. per annum on new p4nt. That
is, no new plant is put down unless it can hope to pay for itself out
of profits in two years. If it keeps going longer, everything it
makes is sheer profit. It is easy to see from this both the immense
profitability of applied science and the heavy restriction it suffers from
monopoly. (10)

..
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The immediate reaction to the dangers of obsolescence has been
not to attempt to extend the scope and rationalize the procedures of
the application of science to industry, but to check the development
of science in• order not to cause the embarrassing difficulties of
obsolescence. The process takes two forms: the stiAing of existing
invention and the choking of new invention by restricting research.
Natura1ly it is .extremely difficult to get concrete instances of the
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first practice, but it has been long alleged, and recently in the most
authoritative quarters. Thus, in his presidential address to the
Engipeering Section of the British Association at Nottingham (1937),
Sir Alexander Gibb stated:
"Of course here, as always in research, it is the case that the greater
the success of resean:h, the more immediate and drastic the effect on
existing plant and equipment. That is where the rub sometimes lies.
Millions are necessarily sunk in fixed assets, which may in a year or two
be made obsolete by the development of new methods. Obsolescence is
indeed so rapid nowadays that is it not unusual for new plant to be written
off in four years; and many valuable inventions have been bought up by
vested interests and suppressed in order to save the greater loss that their
exploitation would involve to already operating plant. It is therefore not
surprising that there is not always an enthusiasm for. unrestricted research
or a readiness to praise it. But it is a short-sighted policy."
Address delivered at the meeting of the British A~ociation for the
Advancement of Science in Nottingham .-Report of tlu British
Associatiotl, Sept. 1937, pp. 158-9.

Nature (I I) has suggested a public inquiry into this question, but it
may be doubted whether it would be more productive of positive
results chan the Royal Commission on the Private Manufacture of
Arms, and for very similar reasons.
In the United States people are more outspoken. Thus in the
Government report on Technq/ogical Trmdt and National Policy we
find:

•

"Competition between entrepreneurs, although it Jed to wasteful anarchic
production and marketing, to some extent stimulated a response to technological innovation to keep ahead of competitors. But in the degree to
which monopoly in the setting of the profit system is able to control prices,
standardize products, and restrict production, alertness to technological
change is diminished, a brake is put on inventions and their applications.
WilliamrM. Grosvenor has, in Chemical Markets, expressed the sentiments of modern corporate management toward the utilization of new
inventions:
' 1 have even seen the lines of progress that were most promising for the
public benefit, wholly neglected or positively forbidden just because
they might revolutionize the industry. We have no right to expect a
corporation to cut its own throat from purely eleemosynary motives. . . . •
Why should a corporation spend its earnings and deprive •its stockholders of dividends to develop something that will upset its own
market or junk all its present equipment . .. when development is
directed by trained and e:lperienced men responsible to stockholders
for expenditures, they have little inducement to try to s~persede that
which they are paid to develop and improve.' . . .
The results upon technological invention of excessive rigidity of mono-·
polis!ic enterprise, arising from its fear of imperilling its heavy investments,
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especially in durable goods, and from its elaborate mechani,cs of functioning,
was noted before the Oldfield Hearings on Patents in 1912, by Louis
D. Brandeis :
' These great organizations are con1titutionally unprogtetllive. They
will not ~Ice on the big thing. Take the gas companies of this country ;
they would not touch the electric lisht. Take the telegraph compa_ny,
the Western Union Telegraph Co., they would not touch the telephone.
Neither the telephone company nor the telegraph company would
touch wireless telegraphy. Now, you would have supposed that in each
one of these instances those concerns if they had the ordinary progressiveness of Americans would have said at once, "We ought to go
forward and develop this." But they turned it down, and it was
necessary in each one of thoee instances, in order to promote those great
and revolutionizing inventions, to take entirelynew capital"' (pp.62-3).

.

As to actual suppression of invention, we have the evidence of
the Federal Communications Commission:
" In 1<}37, the Federal Communications Commission declared that the
Bell T elephone System suppressed 3,4-oo unused patents in order to
forestall competition. Of these, 1,307, it said, were 'patents voluntarily
shelved by the American company and its patent-holding subsidiarie~ for
competitive purposes.' In answer to the company's declaration that the
other 2, 126 patents were not used because of • superior alternatives available,' the Commiuion reported: ' This is a type of patent shelving or
patent auppreaion which raultt from ezcetSive patent protection acquired
for the purpose of euppreaina competition. The Bell S}'ltem has at all
time~ suppressed competition in wire telephony or telegraphy through
patents. It hu alwaY' withheld licencee to competiton in wire telephony
or telegraphy under itt telephone and telephonic appliance patente, and
this exclusion is enended to J-tcllta coftring any type of construction.
Moreover the Bell S,.tem baa added to itt . • . patents any patent that
rnicht be of value to itt competiton. Thia policy neulted in the acquilition
of a largt number of J-tcllta covering alternative devicee and methods for
which the Bell S}'ltem has no need• .. . Provisions tending to suppress
development are found to be present in patent licence contracts between
the W e~tern Electric Co. and independent manufacturing companies.' "
-T~elnHJogic•l Tn11Js, p. so.

The second practice, the restriction of research, is by its very
• nature im~ible to bring home, since no firm is under obligation
to spend money on retearch, but there can be no serious doubt that
it is a most important factor in holding up the advance of applied
science. This is especially so in connection with research which is
liable to intetfere with productive methods in which a large amount
of capital has been sunk. A notable example is the relative slowness
with which electric gas-tube lighting has been developed. (I 2) Any
really dective general use of this method of illumination ~ould
L
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have th e effect not only of reducing to one-third or one-quarter the
demand for electric power fo r the same degree of illumination, but
also• of rendering useless to a large extent the capital sunk in production of o rdinary electric-light bulbs. Only when large new
demands for cheap illumination appear, such as those introduced
br modern street-lighting plans o r display illumination of buildings,
is the problem of developing electric gas lighting seriously taken up.
With a relatively small expenditure on research the achievements of
to-day could have been reached twenty or thirty years ago and we
would now be that amoun t ahead.
Another example is the failu re until com paratively recently to
develop resea rch into aluminium and other light metals. The production of these metals is in the hands of rigid monopolies concerned
with keeping a high price on a relatively lo w output. (1 3) At that
price aluminium cannot compete successfully wi th steel for many
articles, e.g. motor-cars, in which its usc would be more appropriate.
As research desig ned drastically to lower the price of aluminium
would probably result in its productio n from low-grade materials
such as clay, without involving as at present the usc of electric powl'r
in large quantities, t11e result of impro\ emcnts would be, sooner or
later, to break the m onopoly. Co nseq11ently such research has not
been encouraged. Recently, however, owing to the enormous
stimulation of aircraft productio n bro ught about by universal war
preparations, aluminiu m and m.'\gncsium alloys have been at a
premium and G ovcrnmc11tS have been obliged to take up the question
of their production as an urge nt national necessity. W e may therefo re expect to sec in the next few y<'ars very rapid strides in the
methods of production of aluminium and ultimate~y a correspondingly rapid fall in its price (sec p. 363).
It is ahfays difficult to estimate the deg ree to which the application of research is actually hampered, because we have no means of
measuring what has been done against what could be done even
with the same expenditure of time and m oney. But the fact that
the lag of application already mentioned still persists in spite of
enormously increased facilities for consciously directing and controlling
the application of science, indicates the presence of restricting forces.
which are growing.almost as rapidly.
Patents.-A further facto r which serio usly complicates th e process
of the application of science is t he law of patents. Tl_1ough o riginally
intended to pro tect the public from thC' ill <:ffects of new proccssr.s
badly carried out ( 14), patents arc now considered to be eithe r a
reward to the inventor or the result of a bargr\in between him and
society. This they may have been in the past, but there can be no
doubt that to-day they lam entably fail to fulfil this function a nd
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hinder far more than they help the progress of invention. In practice,
quite apart from customary abuses, patents more often than not fail
to provide a reward to the original inventor and hold up rather tohan
facilitate the development of the invention. (I 5)
The patent laws envisage a state of small independent producers
with inventors capable of finding their own capital. It is doubtful
whether for any major invention this has ever been the case. Even
in the eighteenth century Watt had to go into partnership with
Boulton, who had to use all his influence and spend £7o,ooo before
either saw a penny back on the .steam-engine. It is ce.rtl!.inly not_
the case now. The individual inventor still exists, but he has
increasing difficulties in findi ng a capitalist (see p. 132) and has to put
up with worse ·and worse terms. The great majority of patents are
taken up by corporations. T his is not only because, for reasons
already discussed, only large firms can now afford to apply science,
but because of the patent law itself, which is now so complicated
that only those with the longest purses can hope to defend a patent
against its certain infringement. The game can, of course, be worked
both ways. Big firms may be willing rather than go to law to buy
up' patents, · whether valuable or not, that seem to be in their way,
and the taking out of obstructive patents ( Dr. L evinstein '(16)
estimates some ·95 per cent. of patents to be obstructive) is one of
the safest forms of legal blackmail.
In large firms it is usually stipulated that the rights to all inventions by any employee rest with the firm (see p. 108). Whether the
original inventor receives any reward is an act of grace depending on
the management, and is the exception rather than the rule. He is
fortunate if he makes even a very small share of the ultimate profits.
Thus, whether he. is independent or not, the object of patents in
rewarding. the inventor is now rarely achieved. Whil~ failing to
reward the inventor, the existing patent law usually operates to the
serious disadvantage of the public. Even such a conservative critic
as Lord Stamp points out that the period of protection is far too
long in modern conditions:
"For example, assuming the theory of social interest in an inve?tion
holds goGd, it is defeated if the patent system enables the invention to be
withheld from commercial use. If separate patents can be obtained by
othen for tine and not radical distinctions, competitive wastage, without
commensurate social advantage, may result. More. pertinent to my
inquiry is fbe ptriotl of prouctitJII. This is commonly fourteen or tifteen
yean, up to twenty in some cases. This was conceived to be a proper
. term under conditions when the pace of life was slower and the cycle
of change much longer. The true question is whether this period is still
the ideal one we s4ould choose if we were starting tit 11()'{10 under modern
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conditions. If under the old conditions the average effective life of an
idea before its supersession was thirty years, then ideas had half th~ir
llfe under private and half under social control. Now if we alter the hfe
cycle to fifteen years without changing the patent conditions, we have
the extraordinary result that effective ideas will, on the average,' be living
.their whole lives under patent conditions, and social control is virtually
confined to the superseded ones. It is prima facie inconceiva ble that the
terms of a true bargain betwe~ society and the individual made in the
light of conditions a century ago would be the ones we should choose if
we started without preconceived notions to fit the conditions of to-day.
It may well be that the ideal period should not be uniform, but have some
relation to the amount of capital in the plant involved. Certainly the
complications of obtaining patents under many different Governments
cannot be incurable. Even to cover the British Empire it is necessary
to file over fifty patent applications. The theory of patent law was,
moreover, elaborated before the days when the majority of discoveries
emerged from large industrial laboratories through employees. United
States authorities allege that the syatem
'permits the creation of monopolies beyond the scope of a given patent
and prevents the use of new inventions for the general good . .. if
it be said that the scrapping of existing equipment is wasteful, the
duision t!temm should not be left with the monopolistic interests but
with an imparti11l authority rcAidt would take into consideration the
whole scheme of intertsts inoq/otd.'
In general the discoverer of pure scientific ideas gets no protection or
reward-this goes only to inventors who think out the applications."T!Je & itnct of Social Atljustment, pp. 1 )I-3·

The holding of patents not in order to work but to prevent the
working of processes is another widespread abuse, as also is their use
to hold the community up to ransom. This has been particularly
vicious in the case of medicine where, under patents, research can be
stifled and the prices of really valuable' drugs can be held up for years,
effectively dooming poorer sufferers to death.
The taking out of patents by scientists is a practice on which
opinion is much divided. The general ethics of the profession is
definitely against it. It is felt that in the first place no individual
scientist can honestly claim such an exclusive right to l\ discovery •
entitles him to sole profit from it, and in the second, that a scientist
has no right to block in any way the progress of application. On the
other hand, it is felt only just that science should receive some return
for the new values it gives to the community. The arst difficulty
could be, and has been, overcome by the taking out of patents by
institutions rather than individuals, but this only enhances the second
difficL-~lty. With the present ill-designed and corruptly worked patent
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system the danger of obstruction is always present. The injustice
remains. Science has done more than any other single factor in
the creation of modern values, yet scientists, both individually' and
corporately, are debarred front claiming a share of the wealth they
have produced.
Co-oPI!RATlVE INDUSTRIAL RI!SHAR.Cll

The failure, for economic reasons, of either large or small firms to
make adequate use of scientific research has led in many countries
to the development of Governmental industrial research. The advantage of Governmental intervention in research is primarily that it
overcomes the difficultiefi that small firms have in getting any research
done at all. By combining together in research usociations they are
able, industry by industry, to collect sufficient funds to carry on fai rly
comprehensive schemes of retearch.
It has, however, been extremely difficult to raise money for such
C<K>perative research. This bas been partly because of the lack of
appreciation of scientific research in any form, but mainly because the
chief competitive value of research is lost if carried out in this way. All
subscribing firms, and to a certain extent all the firms in an industry.
gain equally from research carried out in the Research Associations.
Competitive advantage is almost completely eliminated. If there
is a reduction of costs in these circumstances it may often show itself
in reduced prices and consequently not lead to any increased profits.
unless the conditions in the industry are already monopolistic or
semi-monopolistic, that is, when there is an open or tacit agreement
between the firms not to use any improved methods in competition
with one another. The incompatibility of the present economic
system with any research carried out in the public interest is shown
by the extreme difficulty which has been experienced in persuading
industries to take up such research, as witnessed in almost every
report of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (see
pp. +6. 318). But the opposition to the extension of Governmental
raearch does not only come from this side. Many of the functions
•Which would be best filled by such laboratories are now filled by
the wor.lc of private consultants whose profession, though usually
precarious, has lucrative po~~ibilities. At first sight a really comprehensive system of industrial research wo11ld seem disastrous to
them. though in reality the enhanced value that this would give to
!Cience wouldbe bound to tum to their advantage. Similar objections
ar~ railed by veterinary practitioners to the extension of agricultural
retearch, particularly in the vital question of advice given to fanners.
It is the lack of any thpught-out policy of research that has allowed
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these vested interests in ignorance to grow up, but in this research
has only followed the existing chaos of productive organization.
For political as well as economic reasons there is also on the part of
Governments an extreme reluctance to take any active part in research
on the application of science. If a Governmental laboratory arrives
at any result which could have commercial value, it is not in a position
to exploit it, rather it is definitely prevented from either selling the
process to an industrial firm or operating it on its own account.
The general principle is laid down that in no circumstances, outside
military requi rements in war time, should Government D epartments
compete in production with industrial enterprise. (17) The inevitable result is that the attitude of Government institutions towards
applications of research is almost entirely negative. They have no
incentivt! towards the extension of applications, and they consequently
te r-i to concern themselves with answering specific demands of
ind ustries, particularly in dealing with those cases where it is on ly a
matter of finding the remedy for some recogn ized difficulty in
industrial production. Thus G overnmental scientific research is not,
outside the Soviet Union, capable of providing either the impetus
towards the new application of science or the rational control and
direction of such applications as there arc.
Inter-industrial Competition.-There are, besides the simple effects
of competition and monopoly in industry, other factors affecting the
application of science. E ve n where effective monopolies prevent
competition over a whole field of industry the re still remains the
competition between indust ries. This competition in itself acts
sometimes in favour of and sometimes agai nst the effecti ve application
of scientific research. If the requirements, both of individual consumers and of industries, we re fixed and invariable there would be
no partic~ar incentive to any section of industry to improve the
quality of its product. In the long course of traditional ind ustry
such a state of equilibrium might be ultimately attained in which,
for every purpose, one and only one mate rial or implement would
be suitable. Under conditions of developing industry, on the other
hand, for a variety of causes there is an increasing tendency for
alternative materials, and the industries supplyi ng these are necessarily.
in competition with one another. I n this competition success depends
on improvement of quality or reduction of price, and consequently
there is an incentive to engage in scientific research in order to gain
the market from a rival material or a t least to preserve a share in it.
Unfortunately the problem is not quite as simple as this. The
producers of the older mate rial, entrenched behind its establisb.:;d
position, will not, in general, think of engaging in research until rhe
rival·has appeared, if even then , and the result is that they will be
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faced with losses and perhaps extinction before they are able to
examine and improve their own processes. Thus in the last century
the native growers of indigo and the merchants who collected· and
distributed their product were promptly ruined by the appearance of
aniline dyes. It is said that one million Hindu agricultural labourers
died of starvatio n. (x8) Yet it is not at all clear that, with ratlbnalization of marketing ami biological research on yield, the natural
product might not have been cheaper in the lo11g run. To a
certain extent this lesson has been learned. To-day, for instance,
the lac i ndustry, threatened by the appearance of synthetic plastics,
is devoting a ccrrain amount of money to research into the improvement of lac products and the possibility of new uses for them. But
it is particularly difficult to maintain such research on t11e basis of a
falling market.
On the other hand, the existence of entirely independent financial
interests concerned with producing alternative products leads to a
state of affairs in which each product is boosted for the benefit of
those in the industry and without consideration of the proper part the
product should play in a balanced structure. Thus, for instance,
cement and steel interests compere in a most anarchic way in the field
of building, and there is no impartial central authority to determine
what the best combination of st<:cl an!i cement would be for different
purposes. When such cstirrum:s are made by architectural or other
societies they have no prospect of being put into action if they are
against the imen:sts of either of the industries concerned. The
essential difficulty that inter-industrial competition imposes on research
is that it departmentalizes it and prevents that thorough interplay
between different aspects of application of science that are the most
fruitful of new results. The existence of this type of competition
is in itself. a condemnation of an economic system that JJf its very
nature cannot plan production as a whole in the interests of the
people. In the place of such planning we have G overnment interference, bur almost always in support of one or other of the rival
interests. (19) How litrlc the public interest is conside red in this
matter is shown by the fact that in the whole elaboration of tariffs,
• quotas, forced mergers, marketing schemes, etc., little or no provision
is made for research to improve the products or lower their cost to the
public.
EcoNOMIC NATIONALISM AND RESEARCH

Of aU recent tendencies, however, the development of economic
f\ationalism has been most dangerous to the application of science
to human welfare. Economic nationalism represents a use of noneconomic factors, and particularly political control, to protect and
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extend the marlcets of industries in the different capitalist countries
by means of protection, subsidies, or currency manipulation. It is
obvious from .a business point of view that the results wbich might
be achieved by scientific research are apparently much more easily
obtained by Government interference, with the additional advantage
of cOOting nothing to the industries concerned. The immediate
effect is the same as that of monopoly in lowering the incentive to
improve production. There are, however, far worse effects. One
of these, the increasing diversion of scientific research to war applications, is dealt with in a separate chapter. Another is the way in
which economic nationalism interferes with the international character of science, beginning with applied and passing on to fundamental
scientific research. Under economic nationalism the re5ults of
scientific research tend to become merely a national asset.
Secrecy, already bad enough inside the commercial world of each
country, assumes the far more dangerous form of State secrecy. In
each country parallel researches are being pushed, which, even with
the inevitable leakages, means an immense reduplication of effort.
To do the same piece of work over in more than two places (two
may be justified as a check) not only divides the available manpower but deprives it of t he extra advantages which would come
through free intercourse, mutual stimulation, and the exchange of
ideas. The logical end to economic nationalism in science is one
in which the scientist becoll'\es a servant, or more accurately a slave,
of the State and science itself becomes part of national propaganda.
We are already hearing of G erman physics. N othing is more likely
in the long run to destroy science than such a state of affairs (see
p. ~~ ott seq.). The practical evils of secrecy are bad enough, but the
damage done to the scientists themselves and the spirit in which they
carry on their work is far worse. Suspicion and self-seeking become
the order of the day. With no check from publication and free
criticism the most arrant nonsense is likely to receive official sanction .
Teaching will become an initiation into mysteries, and science will
degenerate into the kind of cabba:listic alchemy it was in the decay
of the Roman Empire. T he content 'may be richer and the practical
applications may be preserved, but the power of breaking the seal •
of the unknown may be as fatally lost as it was in the Middle Ages.
Secrecy.-The growth of modern science coincided with a definite
rejection of the idea of secrecy. It is nowhere expressed more
clearly than by Reaumur in his book, L 'Art de convertir le fer Jorge
m acier. Her~ he published openly the principles of steel-making
which he had discovered experimentally, though it had been a secret .
in the trade for two or three thousand years. For this he justifies
himself. in the following terms, which are worth quoting at length:
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"Dea reproches tout opposes & ausquels je me trouve ftatte d'a,voir a
repondre, aont ceux qui me furent faits apr~ les Assemblees de 1'Academie
que je viens de citer; il y eGt gens qui trouverent etrange que j!eusse
pu~ de. aecrets, ·qui ne devoient pas etre reveles; d'autrea auroient voulu
qu'ils euaent ~t~ contie, a des Compagnies qui en auroient fait usage, &
qui travaillant pour leur utilite propre, auroient aussi travaille pour le l;>ien
general du Royaume. Les sentiments que suppose Ia premiere fa~on
de penser, ne sont pas asses nobles, pour qu:'on puisse mSme se glorifie r
d'en avoir de directement contraires; ne sont ils pas maine contre l'equite
naturelle? est-il bien sur que nos decouvertes soient si fort a nous que Je
Public n 'y ait pas droit, qu'elles ne lui appartiennent pas en quelque sorte?
nous devons tous, c'est notre premier devoir, concourir au bien general
de 1a Societe; qui y manque, quand il peut y contribuer de quelque chose,
& qui y manque, quand il ne lui en coli teroit que de parler, manque a un
devoir euentiel, et dans les circonstances les plus odieuses. Ce principe
etant certain, resterait il bien des circonstances, ou nous soions absolument
Maftres de noe dkouvertes~
nest vrai qu'on se plaint depuis long-temps du peu de retour du Public,
de ce qu'ii ne recompense pas meme de ses elogcs, cc qui lui est une fois
connu; un secret tant qu 'il est cache est regarde corome merveilleux, e~t-il
divulgue, on dit n'est-ce que cela: op cherche a montrer qu'on le s~voit
auparaV&nt, les plus legeres traces, les moindres ressemblances en sont
prises pour des preuves. C'est ce qui a fourni pretexte a divers ~vans
de se reaerver des connoissances; & ad'.autres d'envelopper ceJles qu'ilssembloient communiquer de fa~on a faire acheter cher 1e plaisir de les acquerir.
Quand ces piaintes seroient fondks, !'injustice du Public suppos~ aussi
certaine, aussi generale, que quelques Auteurs le prctcndent, en seroit-on
autorise a se reserver ce qui peut lui etre utile? Le Medecin seroit-il C'D
droit de refuser du secours dans un danger pressant a des malades dont il
n'auroit aucune reconn'oissance a attendre, & dont meme !'ingratitude lui
seroit connue? Les avantages de ]'esprit interessent-ils moins que ceux
du corps? Les connoissances justement apprct~s. ne sont-elles pas !e
bien Ie plus rc!el? Je dirai meme plus, c'est que ne pu biiq- pas ses recherches aussi clairement qu'on le peut, n'en montrer qu'une partie, &
vouloir faire deviner le restc, c'est a mon sens se rendre responsable du
temps qu'on fait perdre a des Lecteurs. Je voudrois que les Hommc3
n'admirassent point ceux, qui semblent avoir plus cherchC se faire admirer qu'a ~tre utilcs . . .
Mais pour reprendre 1a seconde objection dont j'ai parle, i! s'est trouve
gens qui n'ont pas approuvl! que Ies decouvertes qui font l'objet de ces
Memoirts euaent ete rendues publiques; ils auroient voulu qu'e!Ies
eussent 6te conservees au Royaume ; que nous eussions imite les exemples de
myttere, peu lotlables a mon sens, que nous donnent quelques-uns de nos
Voisins. Nous nous devons premierement notre Patrie, mais nous nous
devons auui au reste du monde; ceux qui travaillent pour pcrfectionner
les Sciences et !es Arts, doivent meme se regarder commes les citoyens du
monde entier. Apres tout si les recherches de ces Memoires ont les
succ~ qui me Ies ont fait tenter, il n'est point de Pays qui en puisse
tirer ·~tant d'aV&ntazes que )e Royaume ; il pourra a l'avenir se puler des
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acicrs fins, dont il se fournit a present dans les Pays 6tntngers. Er ccla
pourtant en supposant qu'on ne negligcra pas, cornmc nous ne faisons que
trop.souvcnt, de tirer parti de ce qui sc trouvc parmi nous;· en supposant
qu'on n'abandonnera pas des etablissements aussi legercmcnt qu'ou les
aura entrepris." ( 20)

•

In this he shows himself at the same time a true scientist and a true
patriot. The two principles which he enunciates-that the work
of the discoverer belongs to society and that those who work for
science and art are citizens of the world-have been the guiding
principles of the relation of science and soc;:icty from then on and
arc only now once again in danger.
The idea of National Science is, of course, as old as modem science
itself; the Royal Society, the Academic des Scie nces, the Prussian
and Russian Academies were aH founded for the purpose of fostering
national talent in science and also quite explicitly for the improvement of national trade and manufactures. But in early days these
dangers were obviated by the much greater freedom with which
scientists lived and w orked in countries other than their own and by
the prestige value which patronage of science conferred on the rulers
of the states, a prestige dependent on open publication. The danger
now is that in Governments obsessed by :m autarchic economy and
preparations for totalitarian war the value.: of scic.:ncc should appea r
in its narrowest economic form. R cscarch into maki~1g substitu tes
both for industria l materials and foodstuffs derived from abroad has
already, and not only in G ermany, assumed immense importance.
As this would be unnecessary in a rationa l world economy, it represents an unfortunate diversion of scientific ingc·nuity. Now that the
control of scientific research, as that of the G ov,•rnmcnc itself, is so
much in the hands of large monopoly firms, the.: pressure to divert
it to these ends may be too much for the free anJ open tradition of
science to resist.
lnternatio11al Mol!opolies.-The tendencies of economic nationalism
are to a certain extent offset by those of international monopoli es.
These ar<', more properly speaking, voluntary international associations
or cartels of national monopolies with a field of collaboration usually
limited to price fixing, agreeing to mark out excl usive selling zones or
to share sales organization and, what is most important, for· sciencesharing patents and secrets. The laboratories of different firms in the
same cartel are supposed to be in contact with one another; at any
rate, their results are mutually available. In practice, however, the
the firms
greater part of the research is usually concentrated in one
of the cartel, and the remainder ~re almost entirely dependent on them .
for their results. Thus in the chemical industry a greater amount
of work is done by the German member of the cartel, I. G. Farben
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Industrie, than by either of the others. In 1935 I. G. were responsible
for 555 new patent processes, Du Ponts for so8 (1936), and I.C.I.
(Imperial Chemical Industries) responsible only for 270. Nevertheless, world-wide international cartels are being gradually and surely
replaced by limited industrial blocs connected politically with different
groupings of powerful states. Inside of these there is a ctrtain
interchange of scientific and technical information, but between them
there is increasing: rivalry with corresponding development of secrecy
and lack of co--operation. What we are in fact seeing is the mobilization of science and technics in preparation for a forthcoming war,
and this in addition to those direct aspects of war preparations which
will be considered in the next chapter.
THE DISTORTION. OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

Most of the factors that have been discussed so far are such as to
hamper any effective application of science whatever. But that is
only part of the story. The application of scientific research is
limited not only in quantity but also in kind. The whole trend of
application, and with it the whole trend of scientific research, is distorted by the nature of the effective demand characteristic of our
present economic system. From the point of view of human welfare>
there is an altogether undue weight placed on production goods and
heavy industry and very little on consumers' goods and general wetfare.
Even where such research is done its effect is often vi tiated by
commercial considerations. ( 21)
This applies particularly to research for the production of commodities used by a public whose technical knowledge is at a minimum
and who are most exposed to the deceptions of advertising campaigns.
The object of commerce in respect to the consumer is not to provide
him with the best goods at the lowest prices, but the cheapest g0ods
at the highest prices that can be maintained by restriction of competition. The main tendency of production of consumption goods
nowadays is that of producing articles which, on account of various
superficial attractions, lend themselves most suitably to selling, rather
• than of the most durable and economical kind. They must also wear
out as quickly as possible in order to prevent a saturation of the
market and to establish replacement production at the highest possible
figure. Scientific research in industry is actually being directed
mainly to producing shoddy and easily sold articles. Such a typical
product, for instance, as the motor-car would.appcar within the last
. few years to have improved enormously in performance and decreased
at the same time in price. Yet it has done so to a far less extent
than the possibilities of the new mass-production methods would
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justify, and the improvements it has undergone are not tpose which
would have yielded the maximum of convenience and the minimum
of expenditure to the owners. Apart· from durability and ease of
repair, which are deliberately kept at a minimum and even diminished,
economy and efficiency are sacrificed to smoothness and high topspeeds.
It would be possible technically to produce cars at something like half
the price and half the running costs, and which would last twice as
long as those produced at present. But it is considered, possibly
quite wrongly, that this would knock the bottom out of the car
market. (22) In these circumstances it is not surprising that research
in the matter of motor-car production is largely misdirected.
An interesting · example of the difficulties facing research in the
industries which cater for both intermediate producers and the
general consumer is shown in the case of radio valves. In satisfying
the conditiofls with respect to performance of the valve necessary to
ensure its sale at all, it is very difficult to make a valve which has not
a probable life as long as or longer than the wireless set in which it
is incorporated. But the result of this is that the valve manufacturers
cannot sell a large number of valves to the consuming public, but
are obliged to supply a smaller number to the set makers at very
much lower prices or make sets themselves. This situation sets a
premium on research tending to worsen rather than improve the
product.
T he same is true of the greater amount of research devoted to
production of direct consumption goods. As far as proprietary
articles are concerned-and a greate r and greater portion of con~
sumption goods are proprietary-the consumer, owing to the multi~
plicity of brands and the ballyhoo of advertisement, has effectively
no choice. This development, incidentally, is fast washing away
one of the 1<\St foundation-stones of orthodox economics. Research
in this case itself often becomes part of advertisement, and is turned
to meretricious if not downright fraudulent ends. How often do
we not sec a brand of cigarettes or patent food sold by the picture
of the white-coated scientist bent over his microscope o r gazing
earnestly at a test-tube? One often wonders wh,.: the men themselves would say if they were allowed to open their t't.IOuths in public.
What can be done, however, with very limited means is shown by
the work of the Consumers' Research Council in the United States.
Here a society has been able to give its members som't· accurate information on the relative utility of products in the n11uket and to
pillory fraudulent brands. This emi nently social service }s preve nted
from beirig given to consumers at large by libel laws. The legalized
conspiracy to deceive the public is even more effective in this country.
Harmful and useless patent medicines flourish for years because it is
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not safe to reveal their known constituents. (23) And here behind
the law stand the newspaper trusts with their dependence on advertisement revenue. Even the extremely moderate and uninvidious
advertisement of the British Medical Association, giving warning
against the dangers of unpasteurized milk, was refused by most of
the big newspapers. Actually if only part of t he immense sumsome fifty to a hundred times that available for all scientific researchthat is at present spent on advertisement alone, were mad<! available
for scien tific research into which types of goods were capable of giving
the greatest satisfaction, human amenities could be increased at a progressively decreasing cost in human effort. At present, however, such
considerations are Utopian. Production for profit introduces such an
enormous distortion in the direction in which scientific results a re
applied that no increase in the funds or in the efficiency of organization
of applied scientific research could by itself sensibly improve the
situation. Although we are accustomed to think of the present as
a period of increasingly important applications of science it is probable
that, compared with what might be effected with the knowledge and
men available, the application of science is much less satisfactory
than at any time in the last three hundred years. The position can
only improve if we can concurrently develop science and redirect
productive processes for welfare and not for profit.
SciENCE AND HuMAN WELFARE

All this, of course, rests on the assumption that a rapid application
of science can increase human welfare. This is precisely what is
disputed by romantic reactionaries and conservative economists.
The case of the romantic reactionaries rests on a total rejection of
the present results of science and therefore of science itself. This
rejection is based on an unresolved confusion between a dislike for the
undoubted evils of contemporary civilization-the satanic mills, the
unemployment, the destruction of the countryside-and an idealization
of the mediaeval world which is usually seen from the castle rather
than from the hut. The failure to distinguish between the necessary
• effects of science and its abuse under capitalism is a natural one.
The frustration of science and its possibilities are not easy to see
unless they are pointed out, while the most conclusive proof, the
actual demonstration of the use of science for human welfare, which
is beginning to show its effect in the Soviet Union, is obscured by a
barrage of s\appression and propaganda. It is unlikely, however, that
.either analysis or demonstration are likely to affect romantic objectors
to science. They have a conscious dislike for rational thinking and
their feelings are usually too deep for argument. W e could. afford
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to ignore them altogether if they were not made use of as a focus of
Fascist demagogic appeal to youth.
The conservative economists have, however, a rational case,
though a rather strange one. Rapid industrial change due to the
prompt application of science is disturbing to the existing economic
system. As, to them, the economic system is the best possible, it
cannot be at fault, it is the distressing effects of the impact of sciencewhich incidentally is part of the same economic system-that need
to be lessened. T echnical progress requires to be slowed down to
the absorpti ve capacity of the system. T o state the problem so crudely
would be, however, to lay the system itself open to attack, so that the
reasons for re~traint have to be put down to the necessary economic
disequilibriu m and the strains on conser vative human nature or on
society.
T he three main results of what is taken to be an over- rapid applica~
tion of science are technological unemployment, high obsolescence
charges and economic instability. Further, it is maintained that the
plenty which the application of science might be expected to bring is
illusory, as it takes account only of technical and not of economic
factors. Now .no one will deny that the unemployment and the
instability exist and that the plenty does not, but how much the
application of science has to do with it is another matter. No doubt
they a re the product of the impact of science on a society unable to
assimilate it, but the amount directly chargeable to current science is
a relatively minor part.
Technological Untmployment.-Lord Stamp, who could hardly be
called a protagonist o f rapid industrial advance, is inclined to think
that the unemployment caused by science has been exaggerated:

•

"At any given moment the impact of science is always causing some
unemployment, but at that same time the constructive additiona:I employment following upon past expired impacts is being enjoyed. But it is
easy to exaggerate the amount of the balance of net' technological unemployment. For industrial disequilibrium arises in many ways, having
nothing whatever to do with science. Changes of fashion, exhaustion of
resources, differential growth in population, changing duties and tariffs,
the psychological booms and depressions of trade through monetary and
oth...:r causes, all disturb equilibrium, and, therefore, contract and expand
employment 1n particular places.
Our analytical knowledge of unemployment is bringing home the fact
that, like capital accumulation, it is the result of l'! lclny forces. A recent
official report indicated that a quite unexpected amount ot percentage
of unemployment would be present even in boom times. We know
already that there may be a shortage of required labour in a district
where there is an 8 or ro per cent. figure of unemployment. So in
G rea( Britain there may well be a million unemployed in what we should
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call good times-it is part of the price we pay for the high st..tn dard of life
secured by those who retain employment. For a lcvd of rza1 wage may
be high ct1ough to p ren~nt everyone being employable at that \yagethough that is by no means the whole economic story of unemployment.
Of this number probabl.v 20o,ooo would be practically unemployable on
any ordinary basis-the 'lHlrd core,' as it is called. Perhaps seven or
eight hundred thousand form the perpetual body, changing incessantly
as to its unit composition, aud consisting of workers undergoing transition
from job to job, from place to place, from industry to industry, with
seasonal occupations-the elements of 'frictional' unemployment through
different CAuses. Out of tl1is number I should hazard t hat not more than
2 so,ooo \vould be unemployed through the particular disturbing clement
of net scien tific innovation.
This is the maximum charge that should be laid at the door of science,
e.xcept in special times, such as after a war, when the ordinary application
of new scient ific ideas day by day has been delayed, and all the postponed
changes tend to come with a rush . .At any given moment, of course, the
tech nological u nemploymen t that could be comp uted from the potentiality
of new processes over displaced ones appears to be much greater. But
such figures arc gnm, ;mJ from them must be deducted all recent employment in producing new thi'lgs or larger p roduction of old things, due to
science. If we arc rrc~nting s<:icncc with part of the responsible account
of frir.tional uncmpk>y'"l'tmt at nny momt>nt, it will be the total technological
reduction due to new pr0ccsscs, and d i ~plarcmcnt due to altered directions
of demand, less the total new cmpl<'ymcnt created by new objects of
demand. T his ha~ to br remembered wl1cn we are being fri ghtened by
the new machine tlult do•·S with flllc man what formerly en gaged tcn."T hc Scicnc~ q_f 8ocial AJjllstment. l'P· 4 1-2.

Two hundred and · fifty thousand is a large number of men, but it
is only a !'ixth of the une mployme nt in good times or a tenth in bad.
In this r~pcct, therefore, it w ould seem more important to remedy
the majo! instabilities of the economic system rathe r than to attempt
to hold u p sdcntific adv:met~, ~d i11 any case that :2 5o,ooo represents
the unemployment du<l to ~i<Jlc<· under conditions where no effort
whatever is being mad•: to co-ordinate tlu: labo ur lost f rom obsolete
produc tio n and t hat g<lim·d iP 11cw production. As Lord Stamp says:

" It mnr ·well be a•sumcd thn.t, tnkcn throughou t, the gains of society
as R v,·hole f rom the r:tpid ndntncc a rc nrnple enough to cover a charge
for co!JsequcntiaJ damage~. Bu t society is not consciously doing anything to regulate the rate of change to an optimum point in the net balance
bctl\:c.:t:n ga in J nd datTJ:l~c."- 'l"ht Scirnc~ of Social Adjtutlfltflt, p. +S·

If the probl~?m w1:rc intdJig•· n d.v t<lckl cd in a sensible economic system
by introdueing ~>cw nw thn'.l"' '>f prod ucti0•1 in a n o rdered wayusing perhaps sor11c of t lw Jn·icc~ mcn~ \oncd in a later chapter . then technological unc mplr>ymcnt mig ht be entirely abolished. (24-)
The AAmc may be s:lid o f obsok sccncc 1.:ost. It is Jar~wly. due to
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the anarchic methods of financing and introducing new processes.
Thcst> are not unalterable, though Lord Stamp, and with him most
...:onse.rvative economists, seem to think that they are:
" Scientins often look at the problem of practical application as if
getting it as rapidly as possible were the only factor to be considered in
social advantage, and this difference in the position of monopoly or single
management in their ability to ' hold up' new ideas is treated as a
frustration in itself. Thus it has been said: 'the danger of obsolescence
is a great preventative of fundamental application to science. Large firms
tend to be excessively rigid in the structures of production.' Supposing
that the obsolescence in question is a real factor of cost, it would fall to
be reckoned with in the computation for transition, whatever the form
of society, and even if the personal ' profit' incentive were inoperative.
It cannot be spirited away.''-T/u Scimct of Social Adjustmt11t, pp. 42-3.

•

Apart from the change in economic factors two technical devices
could do much to "spirit away " obsolescence costs without holding
up new ideas. One is the provision of nurseries or pilot plants in
which innovations in production are developed to the stage when
they can be brought into full production. The other is the designing
of industrial plant deliberately on flexible lines so that change can
take place with the minimum of capital loss. Both these will be
discussed in Chapters X and XII.
The economic instability of the present system can hardly be
charged directly on to science even by its worst enemies. The truth
that their charges contain, however, is that the present economic system
and the advance of science cannot for much longer go on together.
Either science will be stilled and the system itself go down in war
and barbarism, or the system will have to be changed to let science
·
get on with its job.
Tht Impo.f)ibility qf Plmty.-The final defence of the conservative
economist is that the welfare, which it would seem could be brought
about by the application of science, is illusory; that though technically
possible it is barred by economic and political reasons not easily seen
by the scientist:
"Enormous potentialities are s;en by scientists waiting for adoption
for human benefit, under a form of society quicker to realize their
advantage, readier to raise the capital required, readier to pay any price
for dislocation, and to adjust the framework of society accordingly. A
formidable list of these potentialities can be prepared, and there is little
doubt that with a ~,nentality adjusted for change, society could advance
much more rapidly. But there is a teal distinction between \he methods
of adopting whatever it is decided to adopt, and the larger question of
a more thoroughgoing adoption. In proportion as we can improve the ·
impa(\t of the present amount of innovation, we can face the problem
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of a larger amount or faster rate. U nless most scientific discoveries happen
to come within the scope of the profit motive, and it is worth someone's
while to supply them to the community, or unless the community can
be made sufficiently scientifically minded to include this particular demand
among their general commercial demands, or in substitution for others,
nothing happens--the potential never becomes actual. . . .
Scientists see very clearly how, if politicians were more intelliglmt,
if business men were more disinterested, and had more social responsibility,
if governments were more fearless, far-sighted, and fiexible, our knowledge
could be more fully and quickly used to the great advantage of the standard
of life and health-the long Jag could be avoided, and we should work
for social ends. It means, says Dr. Julian H urley, 'the replacement of
the present socially irresponsible financial control by socially responsi ble
bodies.' Also, it obviously involves very considerable alterations in the
structure and objectives of society, and in the occupations and preoc<;upations of its individuals. . . .
It can be conceived that a socialistic organization of society could
obviate such of the maladjustments as depend upon gains and risks of
absorption not being in the same hands, and a theoretic technique can
be worked out for the most profitable rate of absorption of scientific
invention having regard to invested capital, and skill and local interests.
It is sufficient to say that it needs a tour dt forct of assumptions to make
it function without hopelessly impairing that central feature of economic
progress, viz. individual choice by the consumer in the direction of his
demands, and an eq ually exalted view of the perfectibility of social organization and political wisdom. But in the field of international relations and
foreign trade, which alone can give full effect to scientific discovery, it
demands qualities far beyond anything yet attainable."- The 8cit 11ce of
Social Adjustmt nt, pp. 48-sz.

Now these arguments may be conclusive as to the impossibility of
plenty in a capitalist society, but as arguments against plenty under
socialism they are refuted by the actual elq)C!rience of the U .S.S.R.
T he difficulties mentioned may prevent the system from working
well or all at once, but it can work and it does. Lord Stamp's basic
argument against the possibility of achieving plenty by the application
of science is that effective demand is no larger than what is at present
produced, and that with fall in population and closing up of overseas
outlets· it is bound to grow smaller still. The implicit assumption
• is always t~e continuance of the existing economic and social system.
It is to this that we owe the character of effective demand. People
want things all right, but the system won't let them earn money to
pay for them. The population falls because people have little to hope
for and mucb to fear. The obstacles to the achievement of plenty
are real enough, but they are political and economic, not technical
obstacles. Given the will and the understanding they can be
Qvercome.
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(1) T his was so much taken fo r granted in the seventeenth century that t he sciett tist
was then concerned t o daim t hat science might in t he fu t ure be useful to industry. T hus
Boyle wrote a to·eatisc, T lrat the Goods of Mankind May Be lncrtaiCd ~y the Naturalist's
l nsighl into Trlldes, from which the fo llowing ex t r~cu arc taken :
·
" . . . I shall conclude this, by obw r\'ing to you, t hat as you are, I hope, satisfi ed, that
experimental philosophy may not only i t~clf be advanced by an inspect ion into t r>des, but
may odv.tnce them too; so the happy influence it may ha\·e on tl1em is none of the leost ways,
by which the natu ralist may make it uFdul to promote the empire of man. For th>t the
tlue management of divers trades is manifest ly of concern to t he publick, m ay appear by
those many of ou r English stat ute laws yet in force, for t he regulating of the t rades of tanners,
brick burners, and divers other mechanical professions, in which t he law-givers have not
scorned t o descend to set down very particular rules and instructions. "
" I might add, if I had t he leisure, some reasons, why 1 despair not, that in time the
husbandman may, by the assistance of t he naturalist, be nble to advance his profession by a
t herapeut ical part, which may extend not on ly to the animal productions of the ground, and
to t he vegetable ones ; but (in a large accept ion of t he term) to t he dist empers of the ground
itself. For if the causes of the barrenness of soils in general, and of their indisposition t o
cherish particular plant• or anim als, were by the philosopher's sagacity discovered, I see not
why many of those defect~ may not be removed by rat ional applications and proper ways
of cure ; as well u we 1ce inconveniences remedied in many other inanimate bodies, wi thout
c<cepting the close and stubborn mctallinc ones themselves."
" The naturalist may increase the power and goods of mankind upon t he account of
trades, not only by meliorating those tho t are already found out, but by introducing new
ones, partly such as arc in nn absolute ~ense newly invented, and partly such as are unknown
in those place~ , into which he brings them into request. For it were injurious both to
nature and to man, to imagine, that the riches of the one, and the industry of the other,
arc so exhausted but, that they be brought to alford new kinds of em ployment to the bands
of tradesmen, if philosophical head ~ were s tudiously empl~>yed to make iliscoverics of them.
And here I consider, that in m any cases, a trade differs from an experiment , not so much
in the nat ure of t he t hing, as in its having had t he luck to be applied t o human u ses, or by
a company of artifi cers made their business, in order to their profit ; w hich are things
extrinsical, ami accidental to the exrcrimcnt it self. To illus trate this by an example 1 the
fl ashing explosion made by the m ixture of ni tre, brimstone and charcoal, whilst it past not
farthe r thon t he laborHo ry of the monk, to whom t he invent ion is imputed, was bu t an
experiment, bu t when once t he great (tho\lgh unhappy) usc t hat m ight be made of it, was
t akrn notice of, and mechanical people resolved to make it their profession and business, to
make improvements and applicat ions of i t ; th is single experiment gave birth to more than
o ne t rade; as namely, those of powder-makers, founders of ordnance, gunners (both for
artillery and mortar pirccs), gunsmiths ; under which name are comprised several sort s of
a rtifi cers, as the makers of muskets, small pist c;>ls, common barrels, sc rewed barrels, onJ
other varieties not here to be insist ed on.
The discovery of the magnetical needle's propert y to res p~c t the poles has' given occasion
t o the art of making sea-compasse8, as they call t hem, which in London is grown to be
a particular and distinct t rade. And divers other examples may be given to the ume
purpose ; especiolly where mechanical tools and contrivances co-operate with the discovery
of nature's production. So that oftentimes a very few m athematical speculat ions, or as
few physical observa t ions, being promoteJ by t he con trivance of inst rum ents, and t he
pract ice of handicrafts men, arc turned in to trades as we sec, that a few dioptrical theories
lighting into mechanical hands, have int roduced into the world the manufactu res of spectacle
makers, and of t he makers of t hose excellent engines, t elescopes, and microscopes."
•
(2) An es timate of t he average length of lag of applica tion is made by S. C . G ilfillan
in a most int eresting article on the " P rediction of I nventions" in the United States
Government report on Technological 1'rcnds :
"Taking 19 invent ions vot ed most useful, introduced in 1888- 1913, the average
int~rvals we re : Between when the invent ion was fi rst merely thought of, and the firs t
working model or potent , 176 years ; t hence t o the first practical use, 2~ years; to commercial success, 14 years ; to important use, 1 2 years, or say
years from the firs t serious
work on the invent ion. Ag.,in, in t he st ud)' of the mos t important invent ions of the l~st
generation before 1930, in Recent Social Trends, a median lapse was fo und of 33 years,
between the ' conception date ' corre5ponding to the second abovr , and the date of COIJI·
mercial success. Scorching for exceptions, it is hardly possible to find an invention which
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became important in less than 10 years from the time it or some fu lly equivalent substitute
was worked on, and few did in less than zo. Here is, then, an excellent rule of prediction
for the present s tudy- to predict only inventions aluady born, whose physic.! possibility
has therefore been demonstrated, but which are usually not yet practical, and whose fu ture
significance is not commonly appreciated " (p. 19).
{3} For a penetrating study oi economic checks to technological advance, see Stem's
article in Sci~ne< and Socitty (U.S.A.), vot. :t, p. 3·
(4) "Charles F. Kettering, vic~- prcsident and diuctorof retearch of the General Motors
Corporation, likewise stated in this connection in 1927 :
' Bankers regard resureh as most dangerous and a thing that nula banking hazardous,
due to the rapid changes it brings about in indust ry.' " (T~•4...J. ftUI Trc..U, p. 63.)
(5) This situation is well understood, but little or nothmg b..• be.:n done to remedy ir.
Sir James Henderson, spe.U.ing at tb e British Association in 1936, comments as follows :
" It it generaUy t hought that industries are on the look-out for new invent ions, but
the t ype of invention which chietl.y int erests tb.ern is one which will reduce their working
costs and which generaUy leads t o increased unemployment. Tbis has been almost the only
t ype of invent ion for which there has been a demand since the W ar. Industry is essentiaUy
a commercial concern, and its leaders are commercial men interested in their dividends,
and in conserving thc:ir capital except in so far as it can increase their output.
After an invention bas been developed to the commercial stage, there is litt le difficulty
in finding capital to work it. It is much easier to find .(,'1.5,000 or more for the commereial
workina than it is to find .Csooo for the development. Yet the profits on tbe development
of a succeuful invention are very great, the sale of the foreign rights alone recouping the
promoter many times over.
In pre-Wa r days there were a number of rich men who acted as promoters of invent ions,
but, since the W ar, pouibly due to the heavy taxation or to other causes, such men are very
scarce, and a new genention of capitalists bas arisen who have not yet had thdr attention
drawn to this lucrative type of investment or else have not the necessary economic vision
to see ih possibilities."
(6} W , L. Bragg's lecture• on "Some Scientific P roblems of I ndust ry" at t he Royal
I nstitution, in March and April 1938.
(7) The difficulties of smaU firms where no facilities for joint research exist are shown
in the United States Government report on T eclmological Trends:
" During the depression, progress has gone forward in the developmen t of what is
generally known as the small manufacturers' high tension equipment . . . . The small
manufacturers are greatly handicapped by not having at their disposal any facili ties for
testing high-~oltage equipment, such facilities beins away beyond the finlUltial means of
the t m•U manufacturer. Those who are respooaible for maintaio.ing service on high-voltage
linea naturally desire to have all parts subjected to severe tests before they uJe them, but
the tJlUII! manufacturers have not the mana to build expenaive testing institutions and
therd"ore are ~orkina under a c:onaiderable handiup" (pp. ~79-~So) .
(8) The failure of the resenc:h laboratories of large corporations to p~y" th~ir part in
production of tec:bnolocical advances ia commented on in Tedmolorical Tunas :
" It i1 often argued that the establilbmet~t of laboratoricoe and research associa tions by
large corporation• and cartels diaproYea tbe c:bar1e of inflexibility of siant indust ry. But
theae relatively few research departmenta cive the corporations greater control over the
innovations thAt might disturb the market. According to Grosvenor, only tz out of the 7S
mou important inventions made between I 889 and 1929 w~re products of corporations'
research" (pp. 63-4).
• (9) Fiftieth anniveraary meeting of the General Electric Company at Schenectady.
(to) The se"riouanen of obsolescence in the United States is shown by estimates published
io the report on T «ltnologicttl Tr~Jt :
" In 1934 tbe trade journal Power made a study of 45~ ' better-than-aver>.ge ' industrial
power planta constitutinc nearly 10 per cent. of indu1trial prime mover capacity and found
62 per cent. of the equipment was over 10 yean old, while z S per cent. wu over 20 years.
Some of the oldef' equipment was P'""umably used as ltand·by plant for emerg~ncies, but
the bulk of the older equipmmt waa rqanlcd as obsolete to t ucb an extent that, by repjJc:inr it by facilities of the mort advanced desisn, so cmts could be saved, on the avuage,
out of each dollar spent in the older plants for industrial power. ln 1935 thr .illfldcttrr
MtUMIIill made a s tudy of the obsoleteeoee of mctal-workinJ equipment, concludiiij tha1,
becauv of the rapid improvement iD machine dn ip, metal-we>rking equipment wu u a
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rule obtolete j{ not produced within the last 10 yean. It took an inventory of the If<! of
cuch machinery and found that 6 5 per cent. of all the m<ttal-workior equipment in the
country wu over 10 yean old and prerumably obto!ete. Th<t Intcrftatc Commerce Commiuion r.cords indicate that 6r per cent. of the stc:am locomotives in the country were
built over zo yean ago. These ligure• sugr;elt the magnitude of capital ob1olcscence.
Further light on the ma&'llitude of capital obsolcrcence ia thrown by the eatimatrl of the
potential machinery requirement• of all industry made in 1935 'by thr Machinery and
Allird Productl Inrtitutr. Thit inuitute madr an exten1ive survey, sampling the requirement• of industrir• covering over 85 per cent. of all induttry, and on the basis of thi1 survey,
r stimated that the potrntial machinery requirementJ of all industry amounted to over
J 8 billion dollars worth.
Of this amount ovrr J o billion eonsistrd of nrw equipment t o
replace old equipment, which wu for the mos t part obsolete.
.
ObsoleJCCflCC Jurvey~ like the ones above referred to clearly indicate the magnitude of
capital obsoleacence. Yet the 110eial implication• of capital obsoleacence have received very
little atudy and a whole series of queationa are waiting to ~ answered. When equipment
~omes obsolete and therefore loses value, who suffera a loll ? Does obsolescence involve
a social cost or only a business cost l h capital obsolescence a cause of industrial maladjustment ~ Does the existence of extensive obsolete equipment prevent the using of
better induttrial techniques I Can the risila of capital obsolescence be red11ccd without
impeding the u se of ~tter ttchniques l Should the Iones due to c3pital obsolescence be
diatributed throughout industry l So little is known of the actual impact of capital
obsolescence on industrial activity that no answer can be given to these queations. Yet
they arc questions forced on us by our rapidly improving t echnology and deserve the moat
careful study. Capital obsolescence and all that it involves needs to be extensively studied
if the full social implications of current trends of improving technology are to be appreciated
and the problems preunted by improving t echnology are to be met" (pp. u-tJ)·
(11) " Towarda the conclusion of his addren, Sir A. Gibbs attracted attention to the
fact that the greater the auccen of research, the more immediate and drastic is its effect
on existing plant and equipment. He says, ' Millions arc necesaarily sunk in fixed aueu,
which may in a year or two be made obsolete by the development of new methods,' and he
declares that many valuable inventions have been bought up by vested interests and auppressed in order to save the greater lon that their exploitation would involve to already
operating plant. Tbia particular allegation bas been made so often that it is di fficult to
believe there is not a good deal of truth in it. The lack of data of specific instances of
ioventiona being purchued only to ~ promptly strangled ie, however, a great hllndicap
to any asseument of what the nation has lost and may lose by such a practice."Naturt, Vol. 14-0, p. 1-38, 1937·
(u) The tint electric tube sign dates back to 1744· See C rowther, Famoas Am1rica"
M'" of Sci"'"• p. 67.
(13) "In 1937, tbe United States Attorney General's offi ce charged tbat 'By virtue of
ita too per cent. monopoly of the production and ule of alumina and virgin aluminium in
the United Stites, Aluminium Co. has acquired and is maintaining a monopolistic control
of the production and sale of alumina, aluminium, aluminium $heet, alloy sheet, buic
fabricated products, and through them of products manufact ured therefrom, sold in interftatc and foreign commerce, and possesses the power to fix arbitrary, discriminatory, and
unreasonable prices and to extend and perpetually maintain said monopolistic control and
to exclude others who would, except for u id monop<Jiistic control, engage in competition
with Aluminium Co. in the production and sale of bauxite, alumina, virgin aluminium, and
aluminium producu manufactured therefrom. Because new entcrpri!es desiring to engage
in the aluminium industry would be placed at the mercy of a single powctful corporation •
controlling cu rntial raw materials, and because of the great hazard necessarily involved in
'Venturing into a business ao · completely monopolized by Aluminium Co. and ita wholly
owned subsidiaries, said monopoliHic control has had and will continue to have the direct
and immrdiatc effect of suppresaing and prevrnting tubstantial competition which would
otherwise arise in the production and nle in intustate and foreign · commerce of bauxite,
alumina, aluminium, and aluminium products manufactured therefrom, a.nd IS Jmmical t o
the public interest.' " -TI&.Imologi&al Trends, p. 55·
(t+) See Lord Stamp in S&i1nc1 of Social AJ},.Simtnl,
(15) "Judicial decisions in United States courts h ave sanctioned the suppression
pateotl in deciaion• which are of primary importance when resistance to ttchnological
change '\n the United States is being appraiJed. ln 1896 the judgment of the court wu
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that the patentee' may reserve to himself the exclusive use of his invention or discovery ..•.
His title is exclusive, and so clearly with the constitutional provisions in respect of privote
property that he is neither bound to use his discovery himself, nor to permit other~ to us~ it .'
When this decision wa& reaffirn>cd in 1909, it was declared that ' the public has no ti ~ht to
compel the use of patent~d devices ~ of unpatented devices when that is inconsistent with
fundamental rules of property.' Technological progreu is thus ine>etricably made dependent
upon property rights interpreted in terms of individual rights and the rights of a specilic
industry as against the :nterests of the community. In .practice, this interpretation benefits
larte corporations. For it is the consist<'nt experience of inventors th~t they are h<'lpless
to promote their pttents independently in fields which are dominattd by such corporations,
A chief o~tade is, of course, lack of capital to put th~ir pl~"' in operation. Tbey find
themselves invol~cd in costly infringement suits, and harassed by interference procedures,
whlch oblige them to sell their patrolS to the largc-sc:~.le enterprises with concentrated
capital resources, ~nd in th;s way take a chance at their suppr<'ssion. Patent pools often
keep the bene/it of patents within a small circle of corporatioHs and restrain indep,·ndents
(rom their use, thus preventing broad technological advance. Th<' rule of monopolies in
technological change suggests at once nn analogy with the rcstraioing influence of the
medievalguilds."-Ttt/onofogico>/ Tr.n.i•, P· J·
{t6) Levinstein, Brittin P414nf lAws, .llnci~nt o>nd M odern.
(I 7) The Medical Research Council bas by its sponsoring of chemo-therapeutic research
partially broken dua rule, and in doing so raised considerable oppoistion on the ground that
this is the proper field of the chemical manufacturers,
(18) See Crowther, Science and Life, pp. 33·4·
(19) The rapid changes in policy on the relative values of oil proouction from coal by
various processes illustrated this point.
(20) (Trans.) " Altogether opposite reproaches, whicll I feel flattered at having to
answer, were made to me after the meeting of the Academy. T here were people who
found it strange that I had published secrets which should not have been revealed. Others
would have wi1hed that they bad be<!ll confined to companies who could have used them,
and who, working for their own profit, would have also worked for the general good of
the kingdom. The scntimenu which were implied in the first way of thinking are not
no\Jie enough for one even to be able to pride oneself on having directly opposite o.oes. Are
not they even against natural equity ~ Is it really c<>rtain that our discoveries are so much
our own tll~t the public has not the right to them, that they do not in some way belong to
it / Should not we all, is it not our first duty to assist the common good of IOCiety /
Anyone who fails to do so when he could contribute anything, and particularly when it is
only a matter of speaking out, fails in an essential duty and in most odious circumstances.
This principle being certain, are there many circumstances where we can be said to be
absolute masters of our discoveries ? It is true that fo r a long time there have been complaints of the ingratitude of the public which does not even reward with its praises facts
when once they become known to it. A secret , as long as it is concealed, is considered
tnar\'ellous ; once divulged, they say ' Is that all it was / ' They try to show that they
knew it before, and the slightest traces, the most remote resemblances, are snatched at as
proofs. This is what furnishes the preteJrt for divers learned men to reserve their knowledge,
and for others to envelop that which they pretend to communicate in such a way ~s to make
people buy dear the pleasure of acquiring them. Even if these complaints, founded on the
injustice of the public, were as certain and as general as some authors claim, would one be
juat ified in keeping to oneself what might be useful I Would the doctor have the right to
refuse help in great danger to patients from whom he could expect no gratitude, and evtt.
• whose ingratitude was already known to him ? Are advan tages of the mind less vital than
those of the body 1 Is not knowledge, justly appreciated, the most real possession ? I will
say more. Not to publish one's researches as clearly as one can, only to show part of them,
and make people guess at the rest, is, to my way of thinking, to make ones<'lf responsible
for one's readers• wast e of time. I would wish that men did not admire those who seem to
have sought more to make themselves admircJ than to be useful. But to. tala up the second
objection of whica l have spoken, tbcoe were people who did not approve that the distoveries
which were the objects of these Memoirs should have been public ; they would ha~e wished
them to be reserved for the kingdom, that we should hav~ imitated the examples of mysterylittle to be praised, to my way of thinking-that are given to us by some of ou r neighbours.
We have a duty in the first place to our country, but we also have a duty to the rest of the
world, and those who work for the perfectioning of oeience and the arts must consider
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themse!ve1 ae citizens of the whole world. After aU, if the researches of these Memoirs
have the succeu which made me undertake them, there is no country which can get os
much advantage out of them u this kingdom. It can in future do without the fine steel
whieh it imports at present from foreign countries, but that is supposing that we do not
neglect, as we do only too often, to make use of our own resources, and supposing that we
do not abandon attempts as lishtly as we take them up."-L'Art dt convutir le J•r Jorgi
'" acier, par Monsieu r de Reaumur, 171.2..
(~1) Julian Huxley alludes to this in Scientific R.tttar ch a11d Social Ntttit:
" The bulk of research in progress in this country is organized from the production e.ndthat is to say, it is organized o.nd planned with a view to improving efficiency in technical
processes and reducing cos~ to the producer or to the State. There ought to be much more
rc~e.uch organized from the consumption end--directed towards the needt of the individual
citizen as an individual and as a citizen . . . . Of course, there is some research done from
the consumption angle-a lot of the work in the Research Boards under the D.S.l.R. is
of this sort-in regard to building, for instance, or radio, and, of course, a great deal of
medical research. But other problems are not taken up at all, or only get taekled piecemeal,
because of this general producer bias in research" (PP· 256-7)•
(2.1.) Tools of T o-morrow, by Norton Leonard.
(2 3) Sec Fact, No. t4, where the scandal of Patent Medicines has for the first time
been effectively exposed.
(2.4) An interesting attempt to es timate the extent of technological unemployment in
tbe United States is made by 0. Weintraub in Tttlrnological Trtndt, pp. 78 ct stq. He
cstimaced that a fluctuating number of workers, rising in depression conditions to as much
as 14 per cent. of those employed, are unemployed for technological reasons •
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CHAPTER VII
SCIENCE AND WAR
THE applica,.tion of scientific knowledge to war is of such importance
as to require separate consideration. The scientists and the public
at large have recently begun to realize what an enormous proportion
of the efforts 'of science are being tu rned to the purpose of pure
destruct ion, and how the character of modern war has acquired a more
than ever horrible aspect on account of the application of scientific
discoveries. W e know, for instance, that in Britain the amount of
money spent annually by the Government on war research is approximately three million pounds, or more than a half of the money spent
on all other forms of research, and that many of these also have direct
and indirect military value. In detail, the amount of money spent
on poison-gas research alone is nearly as great as the total contribution
of the Government to medical research. I n almost every country
scientists are being pressed into the service of war industries and
classified for various military occupations if that war comes. All these
seem new and sin.ister developments, but the connection of science
and war is by no means a new phenomenon ; the novelty is in the
general recognition that this is not the proper function of science.

SciEN CE A ND W AR IN HISTORY

Science. and warfare have always been most closely .linked; in
fact, except for a certain portion of the nin~tcenth century, it may
fairly be claimed that the majority of significant technical and scientific advances owe their origi n directly to military or naval requirements. This is not due to any mystical affini ty between science
and war, but to the more clemcm ary considerations that the urgency
• of war needs, expressed in w illingness to incur expenditure, are greater
than those of any c ivil needs, and that in war novelty is at a premium.
A change in technique leading to the production of new or better
weapons may make the critical diffe rence between victory and defeat.
This has been so from the very earliest times. W e know the
elaboraten~ of the military engineering of the Babylonians; ongtn~lly, indeed, the word engi-neer implied military engineer, for there
were no others. In Greece, with its relatitcly backward technical
development, r:lathematics was valued for its military uses, though
166
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these were somewhat restricted, as the passage from Plato already
quoted (p. 1 2) shows.
In the Alexandrian period the application of science to wa r was
much more conscious. The Museum at Alexandria concentrated
on the production of improved siege engines and catapults, while
the · achievements of Archimedes with long-d istance burning glasses
are, whether true o r not, significant as to the tasks the mathematician
in the serv ice of a city ruler was expected to perform. Needless to
say, in so far as war needs were helped by science, they helped science,
primarily by providing funds to keep the scientists ali ve, and secondly
by providing diffi cult problems on which to focus attention and to
check in practice scientific speculation.
Gunpowder.-A new and important connection between science
and war appeared at the breakdown of the M iddle Ages with the
introduction o r discovery of gunpowder, itself a product of the halftechnical, half-scienti fic study of salt mixtures. The introduction
of gunpowder produced striking repercussio ns in the art of war, and
through it on the economic developments which tended to the breakup of F eudalism. W ar became mo re expensive and needed far more
technical skill, and both these needs played into the hands of the
townsmen and the kings whom they supported against the nobles.
The professional soldiers did not take kindly to it in th~ory. An
amusing sidelight on this is fu rnished by Froissart's account of the
battle of Cn!cy, which, in .the o riginal version, ran as follows:
" The English remained still and Jet off some bombards that they had,
to frighten the G enoese."

•

In a later version, written when Froissart was seeking the favour of
the English court, all mention of the bombards was omitted. It was
felt that SO!]\ehow it showed the English up as unspo rting. This is
the version, redounding to t he virtue of t!te English lo ng-bow men,
that has gone down to posterity in o ur school-books. W e can see
from this that the attitude of contemptuo us exploitation of the
technician by the mi litary caste is no new thi ng.
Gunpowde r was to help science in many different ways. N ot
only did the need for the improvement in the quality of powder, •
the make of guns, and the accuracy of fire, provide sustenance for
chemists and mathematicians, but the problems they raised became
the focal points of the developments of science. The chemical
process of explosion led to inquiries into the nature of combustion
and the properties of gases, upon which, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, the modern theories of chemist ry were to be.
based. In their physicttl aspect the phenomena of explosion led
to the. study of expansion of gases a nd thus to the steam-engine,
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though thts was suggested even more directly by the idea ot harnessing
the rerrific force that wa.-; seen to drive the ball out of the cannon
to the less violent functton of doing useful civil work. The making
of cannon provided an enormous stimulus to the metal and mining
industries and led correspondingly to the development of inorganic
chemnry and m( taiJurgy. The great teclmlcal developments of
South Ucrman¥ idld Nor•h Italy in tht fifteenth century, where
thf ba~t, or" 'll(,hant a> 'dust7, Uipitalist tC(lnumH::s and m'>der,..
"' ie • ( • r• all tC' be fod d, Wf n !argely du, •u r!'ce ~·om e,>rratt d w,·,!{·mand tl r t-ut , nJ p~r d<:us [• . ···11•. ~ 1,
.Artillny and tht Rnu:.THt111• e - A.t ka~· ,., revo •1th.Jf ary Wf £{ the
new idr1s on mc:cha,.,H.s wh!ch were tnspiH·d bv the thght of the
cannon ball. Unti! ,.nillery appeared, dynamics 1r. the modern sense
could not e:-xist at all. A body m0ved only if it was being steadily
pushed or naturally fall mg. The first break from this idea occurred
just at the' time of the introduction of cannon'>, when Buridan
suggested that a proJectile was imbued with a new kind of force or
vis 'l'tva. Tl:is considcrati0n was developed further by a number
of artillerymen and mathematicians, including two of the greatest
of scientists, Leonardo da Vinci and Galileo, both of whom were
concerned directly with militarv affairs. Leonardo's letter in applying
lor a post wJth tJJe Duke of Milan IS t.he CJ<lSSJV.I w..arr.p.l ui the
necessary connection of the scientist with war:
"Havmg, most illustrious Sir, seen and considered the e:rperanents of
all those who profess to be masters in the art of invention of the apparatus
of war, and having found that their instruments do not differ materially
fmm those in general use, I make kno·wn to your Excellcncl·' certam secrets
cf mv own, briefly enumerated as follows:
( r) I have a process for the construction of very light bridges, capable
·of easy transport, by means of which the enemy mat be rursued
and put to flight; and of others more solid, whtch will resist
both fue and sword, and which are easilr lowered or raised.
I know also of a means to burn and destroy hostile bridges.
(2) In case of the investment of a place, I know how to drain moats
and construct scaling ladders and other such apparatus.
(3) Item; if, by reason of its elevation or strength, it is not possible
·to bombard a hostile position, I have a means of destruction by
mining provided the fiJundations of the fortress are not of rock.
(4) I know also how to make light cannon easy of transport capable
of. ejecting inflammable matter, the smoke from which would
cause terror, destruction and confusion among the enemy.
( )) Item; by means of narrow and tortuous subterranean tunnels, dug
without noise, I am able to create a passage to inaccessible places,
even under rivers.
•

•
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(6) Item; 1 know how to construct secure and covered wagons for
the transport of guns into the enemy's lines, and not to be
impeded by ever so dense a mass, and behind which infantry
can follow without danger.
(7) I can make cannon, mortars, and engines of fire, etc., of form both
useful and beautiful, and different from those at present in use.
(8) Or, if the use of cannon happens to be impracticable, I can replace
them by catapults and other admirable projecting weapons at
present unknown; in short, where such is the case, I am able
to devise endless means of attack.
(9) And, if the combat should be at sea, I have numerous "most powerful
engine~ both for attack and defence; and ships which a re gunproof and fire-proof; and also powders and infiarnmables.
( 10) In times of peace, I believe that I can compete wi th anyone in
architecture, and in the construction of both public and private
monuments and in the building of canals; I am able to execute
statues in marble, bronze and clay; in painting I can do as well
as anyone else. In particular, I wi11 under ta ke to execute th e
bronze horse in the eternal memory of your· father and of the
very illustrious house of Sforza, and if any of the above-mentioned
things appear to you impossible or impracticable, I will offer to
make an attempt at it in your park or in any other place which
your Excellency may please to choose, to which I commend
myself in all humility."-Codex Atlantico, Fol. 39 1 r.

Whether L eonardo's inte rests were or were n ot predom inantly
military is not the question, tho ugh the la rge propo rtion o f m ilitary
figures in his notebooks suggested th at th ey were so. What is
relevant is that only by his cla iming military abilities could h e have
obtained so important a post. G alileo w as himself professor of
military science at the Unive rsity o f P avia , a nd was able to sell his
invention of the telescope t o the Venetian Signory sole ly on a ccount
of its value in naval warfare (2). Sometimes, however, early scientists
felt disturbed at this misuse of the ir efforts; thus Tarraglia, wh o laid

•

the foundation of ballistics, remarks in his preface to L'A rt de j cctcr
lu hombts:
"When I was living in the town of Verona in the yea r 1 531, one of •
my intimate friends, master of ordnance at the old castle, .a man of
experience, very skilful in his ar t, and who was gifted with excellent
qualities, asked me one day my opinion how to aim a piece of artillery
to give it its greatest range. Althou gh I had no practical knowledge
whatever of artillery, for I have never in my life shot a. single round
with firearms, arquebus, bombard or escopette, nevertheless, desirous as I
was to be agreeable to my friend, I promised him shortly to give him an
answer to his question. (Follows an account of how he set about to tackle
the ~roblem, etc.)
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As the result of this I had the intention of writing a treatise on the art
of artillery, and to bring it to a degree of perfection capable of directing
fire in all circumstances, assisted only by a few particular experiments :
for as Aristotle says in the seventh book of the Plzy1ica, Section 20,
'particular experiments are the basis of universal science.'
But, since then, one day meditating to myself, it had seemed to me
that it was a tl1ing blameworthy, shameful and barbarous, worthy of
severe punishment before God and man, to wish to bring to perfection
an art damageable to one's neighbour and destructive to the b.uman race,
and especially to Christian men in the continual wars that they wage on
one another. Consequently, not only did I altogether neglect the study
of this matter and turned to others, but I even tore up and burnt everything which I had calculated and written on the subject, ashamed and
full of remorse for the time I had spent on it, and well decided never to
communicate in writing tha.t which against my will had remained in my
memory, either to please a friend or in teaching of these matters which
arc a grave sin and shipwreck of the souL'

The imminent invasion of Italy by the Turks, who, as it happened, were instigated by hi~'~ .M ost Christian Majesty the King of
France, caused him t
.-nge his mind:
"To-day however, in the sight of the ferocious wolf preparing to set on
our flock, and of our pastors united for the common defence, it does not
seem to roe any longer proper to hold these things hid, and I have resolved
to publish them partly in writing, partly by word of mouth, for the benefit
of Christians so that all should be in better state either to attack the common
enemy or to defend themselves against him. I regret very much at the
moment having given up this work, for I am certain that had I persevered
I would have found things of the greatest value, as I hope yet to find ...
I hope tha.t your Lordships will not disdain to receive this work of mine
so as better to instruct the artillerymen of your most illustrious government in the theory of their art, and to render them more apt in its
practic!!."

Actually Tartaglia's work and that of nearly all ballistic theorists
were of little use in artillery practice, but proved very useful to the
development of mechanics. It was left to Newton to combine the
new ideas of dynamics derived from the problems set by artillery
practice with those of astronomy. Astronomy itself :was, at this
time, in· a state of acti vc development in relation to the needs of
navigation, and was thus of part military, part commercial nature.
It was not only in astronomy and dynamics that science was linked
to war ; we owe much of modern physics to the development of
vacuum te<!hniquc and of frictional electricity by Otto von Guericke,
. quartermaster-general of Gustavus Adolphus in the Thirty Years'
War, who was able to use his position to carry out large~scale
experiments. (3)
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W ar and the Industrial Revolution. -The connection between
science and war continued unbroken into mode rn times. Lavoisier,
the father of modern chemistry, was the head of the " Regie des
Poudres" at the French arsenal. The French artillery schools furnished in the eighteenth century the only places where science was
systematically taught. It was here that most of the great mathematicians and physicists of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries received their training. Another product of these schools
was Napoleon, the first military man to profit by scientific education,
a fact not unconnected with his success. The great technical developments of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, particularly the
large-scale smelting of iron by means of coal, and the introduction of
the steam-engine, were directly due to the needs for artille ry which
the increasi ngly large scale of war demanded. The accurate boring
of steam-engine cylinders, which ,nade all the difference in practice
between the efficient engines of W att and the earlier atmospheric
engi nes, was due to the improvements introduced by Wilkinson, who
was able to make them on account of his experience in the boring of
cannon. From the same field comes Rumford's discovery of the
mechanical equivalent of heat, which was to furnish the basic theory
for all teat engines.
Tht~ Ninetunth C.mfUIJ.-The long peace of the early nineteenth
century diminished the relative though not the absolute importance
of war for science. T he locomotive engine, for instance, is one
of the few major inventions which owes little to any military
inspiration, and the development of dyes proved as important a
stimulus to chemistry as that of explosives, though the chemistry of
the two was closely connected. T owards the end of the century,
however, particularly after the Franco-Prussian War and the development of imperialist rivalry, war began to become again increasingly
important in its relation to science. The heavy metal industry was
coming to depend, to an increasing amount, on orders for gun and
battleship construction, while the new chemical industry was being
built up in such a way as to provide explosives on a hitherto inconceivable scale. The large-scale production of steel, the technical
developmel')t which almost more than any other has made modern •
mechanical civilization possible, was directly due to war needs.
Bessemer had invented a rifled cannon in x8 54, at the beginning of
the Crimean War, but could find no iron strong enough to resist the
strain and was thus ~d to begin his successful researches on steel
production. At the same time improvements in methOds of communication and transport, telephone, wireless, motor transport and,
above all, the aeroplane, we re revolutionizing the possibilities of
co-ordinating and directing the movements of millions of men at a
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time, while improvements in methods of food storage and in m edical
services could enable such millions to live for years without being
ravaged by f.l.mine and disease.
The full significance of what this meant fo r warfare was not
realized until the experience of the last War. Before then, although
a few far--sighted scientists realized the prospect that their work
was piliQg up for mankind, most were comforted with the thought
that science had now made war so terrible that no nation would
dream of engaging in it. Joule, the discoverer of the mechanical
equivalent of heat, had few illusions on the score of the contribution
of science to war, though his attitude in respect to his own country
was as qualified as that of Tartaglia:
"Such then are the legitimate objects of science. It is deeply to be
regretted that another and most unworthy object has been introduced
and has gradually and alarmingly increased in prominence. This is the
improvement of the art of war and t he implements of mutual destruction.
I know there are those who think that these improvements "'llll tend
to put an end to war by making it more destructive. I cannot think
that such an opinion is based on common sense. I believe war will not
only be more destructive, but be carried on with greater ferocity.
Individual campaigns will doubtless be short as well as decisive, but this
will necessarily cause that rapid rise and fall of states and unsettling of
boundaries and t onstitutions which must eventually deteriorate civilization
itself and render peace impossible. And thus by applying itself to an
improper object science may eventually fall by its own hand. In reference to this subject we must also deplore the prostitution of science for
the aggrandisement of individ uals and nations, the result being that the
weaker is destroyed and the stronger race is established on its ruins.
In making the above :remarks I allude to war generally, I intend no disparagement of the efforts being made to secure the integrity and li berties
of Great Britain. These have been forced upon us and it is matter of
congratUlation that we are not responsible for the present military attitude
of Europe."- From Crowther, Britillz &i~ntists oftlz~ Ninttunth c~ntury,

P· 14.o.

Science in the Great War.-Great as were the technical and
scientific preparations for the War, they were fo und to be quite
• inadequate to stand up against the actual conditions of warfare as
they developed. During the W ar scientists found themselves · for
the first time not a luxury but a necessity to their respective Govern~
ments. I t is true that at the beginning they were used wastefully.
Moseley, who might have become the greatest experimental physicist
of the centOry in England, was allowed to go out to Gallipoli and
get killed. A lea.ding physicist in England who offered to org<1ni-z.e
meteorological ser vice for the Army was informed that the British
soldier fought in all weathers, and it was only after the appalling

a
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carnage of offensives in the Flanders mud that such a service was
instituted. (4) As the War went on, however, scientists were used
at home for perfecting the existing means of destruction, for developing
new weapons, and for countering the new developments in the enemy
countries. Aerial and chemical warfare were two of the blessings
which the science ' of the War period produced. But scientific
research carried on under war conditions was incredibly wasteful.
With inadequate mate rials and preparation, new processes had to be
devised and put into action within a few weeks. Naturally a terrific
waste of material ensued and also a great loss of life. In the Allied
countries, the development of the production of poison gases to
counter those produced by the G ermans was rushed through, regardless of the death or disablement of chemists and workers. Similarly
the development of the aeroplane made enormous strides, but only
at an immense cost in both material and men . (5) In spite of this
it was clear that under the stimulus of war it was possible to increase
the rate of application of science by many times what had appeared
to be the limit of peace-time activity. This showed that the progress
of science had been limited in peace not by any intrinsic factors but
rather by externaJ economic and political facto rs.
War creates State-organized Science.-It was soon apparent outside
Germany that the development of science, and .Particularly the
number of trained scientists, was entirely inadequate to the requirements of the military situation. With fa r less natural resources
the Germans had been able to take the technical as well as the
military initiative through the greater part of the War. It is
significant that the G ermans lost one man killed to two among the
Allies and brought down six aeroplanes for every one they lost.
Thus the War, and only the War, could bring home to Governments
the critical ~mportance of scientific research in mode rn economy.
This was recognized in Britain by the formation of the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research, the foundation of which was
largely inspired by the need for military preparation in peace time.
Thus in the report for 1933 we find:
" The circumstances of war lent force to the pleas of those who had
been calling for a closer march of British Industry with science, for they
demonstrated, with an emphasis that had hitherto been lacking, the
consequences of failure to follow up scientific discoveries capable of
utilization in the industrial sphere. For example, it was soon found that
this country was to a~ unfortunate extent largely dependeQt on foreign
sources for some of the supplies necessary for war-like operations, Our
greatest enemy of those days had secured, by application of science, a hold.
upon certain manufactured products which was found to be of an extent
and nature to threaten our national well-being. And there was a general
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awakening to the fact that for success in times of peace as well as of war
it was desirable that the resources of science should be utilized to the full.
The perils of war fu rnished l'recepts for peace." •. . (See also p.. 30.)

In the peace treaties the victorious Allies tried to ensure the
permanency of their power by annexing the science of the Germans.
As, however, Government officials and industrialists conceived of
science more as a collection of magic recipes than an activity with
the widest ramifications through the economic structure, all they did
was to acquire the secret for making a few dyes and explosives, in
order to save their own scientists the trouble of finding them out for
themselves, and left the Getman scientists to the task of reversing,
by their devotion to work, the military balance that force of arms
had overthrown.
WAR RESEA RCH T o -DAY

The years since the War have marked an increasing preoccupation
with scientific preparations for a future and imminent war. In all
countries science is looked on by Governments as a useful military
adjunct, and in some this is practically its only function. This is
reflected in the relatively enQrmous budgetary appropriations for war
research, not only by Governments but by industrial firms. There
are only three industries large enough and sufficiently under monopoly
control to be able to afford scientific research on an adequate scale.
These are the heavy metal, the chemical, and the electrical industries,
and the first two of these are largely and increasingly concerned with
war production. It would not be unfair to say that soml!thing between
one-third and one-half of the money spent on scientific research in
Britain is spent directly or indirectly on war research, and probably,
though the figures are more difficult to find, as much. or rpore is spent
in other countries. And thirs in peace time. In war time it is quite
clear that practically all research would be absorbed for war purposes.
What is Wor Rtuorch?-The task of determining exactly what
is or is not war research has now become almost an impossible one.
Very naturally, in countries where pacifist opinion is still allowed to
• express itself, attempts are made by the authorities to minimize the
expenditure on war research, This is usually done by pointing out
how in a number of cases research for military purposes turns out to
have commercial value and is ultimately beneficial to the comrpunity. (6) Of this we have already given some examples from the
past. Thc$e that are cited now are the usefulness of explosive
research for blasting in mines and quarries, and of poison gas for the
'destruction of insect pests. But the fact that swords can be, and are
occasionally, beaten into ploughshares is only half the story~ It is
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equally true that apparently civilian research can be turned to war
uses. The fact is that we are emerging from a period when war
was il specialized task affecting a small portion of the community,
and are now reverting to one in which every member of the community, tribe, or nation is primarily a warrior. Under modern
industrial conditions war is no longer fought only by the men in the
field of battle but by the whole national industrial complex. The
indirectness of participation is a very convenient mask, because it
enables the attacks of pacifists to be diverted on to what is probably
the least essential part of war-the actual front-line fighting. Nevertheless it is convenient to distinguish between direct and indirect
application of science to modern warfare.
The Mechanization of War.-One of the characteristic features
that appeared in the Great War and which has been very much
intensified since, is the mechanization of all forms of warfare. The
result is that to carry on war at all requires material equipment, not
only in the form of rifles and cannon as in older forms of warfare,
but also of machine-guns, tanks, and aeroplanes. These in turn
require correspondingly greater supplies of explosives, petrol, and
poison gas. To provide them at all requires a far heavier capital
expenditure than in any previous war, but to keep them going for
any length of time under war conditions, they must be supplied by
an active and efficient industry employing far more men than are
occupied in the fighting forces. It follows at once that only highly
industrial countries can wage modern war effectively. This fact
can be concealed by such countries waging war by proxy, employing
the nationals of other countries to do the lighting, and supplying
them continuously with modern armaments and munitions. An
example was the war between Bolivia and Paraguay, countries which
of themselves are incapable of producing any effective armaments.
This war was fought partly as a struggle for econc mic advantages
between rival national economic groups in Britain and America,
partly to provide profits for armament manufacturers, and partly to
enable the efficiency of modern weapons to be tested out in practice
under war conditions. The Spanish war illustrates . still another
method, that of attempting to change the Government of a State by
supplying an intractable minority with arms. What happens when •
a highly industrial country engages in war with one lacking either
industry or the backing of another industrial country has been tragically seen in the Abyssinian war. The success, therefore, of a country
in war depends on the size and efficiency of its normal peace-time
industry. There are, in fact, only seven Powers in the world that
may be considered really effective in this respect, though in very.
differept degrees: the United States, the Soviet Union, Britain,
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Germany, France, Japan, and Italy. Everythiug which tends to
strengthen· national industry ana improve the efficiency and economy
of its processes increases its military strength. T o th is extent. all
national industrial research is potentially war research. This has been
very clearly seen in the case of G ermany, w.I-Jere the minimum of
change was required to convert the whole apparatus of civil industrial
research in to one openly directed to war purposes (see p. 21 7).
ScraNca AND AttMA M ltNTs

Htatly lndustry.-Naturally all departments of industry are not
equally involved in war preparations, but those that are chiefly so
are the key indust ries of the nation-the heavy metal, the engineering,
and chemical industries. T hese are also the industries which absorb
the greatest amount of scientific research. W e have seen how in
the last few years the heavy metal industry in E urope has raised itself
from the depths of depression almost entirely on war orders. (7)
The need of the production of guns, battleships, and tanks, which
all employ enormous quantities of steel in their construction, has
proved the greatest stimulus to research into the properties of metals.
The expenditure of the British Iron and Steel Federation on
co-operative research , apart from research carried on in individual
firms, leapt from £sooo in 1932, to £22,500 in 1936.
Awf~Pitmt Produ&tim.-In the engineering industry, particularly
in transport, the pressure of war needs is just as clearly felt. Some
kinds of heavy transport, trucks, tractors, etc., can be used practically
indiscrinUnately' for war or peace purposes, and it is diffi cult to assess
the proponion of the research that goes into their manufacture that
can be ascribed to war needs. It is entirely otherwise, however, with
aeroplanes. Almost f110m the beginning the aeroplane has been
developed and subsidized primarily for war uses. Even before the
present rearmament boom, four- fifths of all the aeroplanes in England
were military aeroplanes (8), and, in countries such as G ermany,
where these had been forbidden, civil aviatjon was deliberately
developed with the object of switchjng over to military aviation at
a suitable moment. Aviation research is accordingly of immediate
·~litary importance in practically every country. An indication of
this is the irlC~reasing difficulties which are being put up for any degree
of collaboration in air research between different countries. There
remains, of couf~!C, some show of collaboration; new machine
delicns are aclvertited and their prestige value exploited, but the best
designs are withheld from publication until they have become virtually
obeolete. Thus every country hopes to be several years ahead of all
other countries when war begins. The aeroplane industry !'eing
M
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an almost entirely scientific industry in the sense discussed above,
and also being in a state of ra.pid development, requires a far greater
proportion of research than any of the older established industries.
We find, in fact, that in most countries aeronautical research is the
most highly developed and well subsidized of all forms of industrial
research. Thus, quite apart from the military air research stations
in Britain on which £727,500 was spent in 1937, a very large part
of the National Physical Laboratory is devoted to aero-dynamic
studies, and even in universities the study of aero-dynamics takes a
prominent place. (9)
Tht Chtmical Industry.-The chemical industry occupies an
increasingly important position in the preparation and carrying on
of modern warfare. But it is particularly in the case of the chemical
industry that it is most difficult to disentangle how far its research
is directed to civil or military ends. The military materials, which
are or can be furnished by the chemical industry, are explosives,
poison gases, rubber, petrol, and other motor oils. No war can be
carried on for any length of time without supplies of these materials
in vastly greater quantities than those used in peace time. (10) All
of them have alternative uses, but only in the case of poison gases
do the war-time so predominate over the peace-time uses that
relatively little is produced in peace time. Explosives are in constant
demand for mining ·and quarrying operations as well as for many
purposes of civil engineering. Rubbe r and petrol at first sight hardly
seem to come into the scope of the chemical industry. They are,
however, natural products of which the sources are very unevenly
distributed. Thus, of the great Powers, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.
both lack sources of rubber, while Britain and France lack sources
of petrol, and Germany, Italy, and J apan lack sources of both. In
these cir;cumstances scientific research has been feveris.hly occupied
ever since the War with providing artificial means for producing
both these substances. The ease with which raw rubber can be
produced in plantations would, in any rationally organized world,
make synthetic rubber uneconomic to produce, and the same can be
said of petrol made from coal. It may, of course, be that after
spending millions of pounds on research and experimental plant, new
methods for making these substances at a cost comp~rable to the
natural ones may be found, or even that new materials or fuels
superior to the natural products may be produced. Here it is relevant
merely to point out how much scientific research is diverted in
directions which, though apparently commercial, owe almost their
entire existence to war demands. (II)
Explosivts and Poison Gas.-Both the processes and the materials
required for making the more direct war chemicals, explosives, and
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gases have little that is specialized about them. The primary ingredients for explosives are nitric and sulphuric acids, coal-tar derivatives
such as toluene, and various cellulose materials. All of these ha~e
very considerable peace-time uses. ijut the desire to secure sufficient
of them for war purposes has been a very conscious stimulus to
research in alternative methods of producing them. Originally the
sulphur needed for sulphuric acid was obtained from high-grade
sulphur ores, pyrites, or native sulphur deposits, but these were too
localized to be safe war-time sources. Italy, Spain, and the United
States between them provide the bulk of the ·direct sulphur ores.
There has consequently been a drive to obtain sulphur from lowgrade sources such as the widely distributed gypsum. With the
processes now in use no large industrial country can be starved of
sulphuric acid. At one time the problem of nitric acid supply was
the most acute. As the raw nitrate came almost exclusively from
Chile, only the powers with control of the sea could get hold of it
in war time. This position was, however, completely reversed in
the last war by Haber's development of the utilization of nitrogen
from the air. By this method so much nitrate was produced not
only during but after the W ar that the nat ural source was for a
while completely put out of action by the competition. Of course
nitrates have, quite apart from their uses in war, an extremely
valuable peace-time application as fertilizers, but owing to the
poverty of agricultural producers the supply far outran the demand
for this purpose, and a really great war will be nec~ry to put the
synthetic nitrate industry on its feet again . ( 12)
T he situation in the case of poison gases is ve ry much the same :
the natural materials required in addition to those already mentioned
are chlorine, which can be got from salt or sea water, and arsenic,
which is fairly widely obtainable. The intermediary pr<>Pucts for
producing poison gas are all common anicles of trade, conseqaentl}
in the production of poison gas only the last stages of research need
be directed towards. military ends; for the others the manufacturers
of poison gas can rely on common chemical experience. Another
characteristic which makes the chemical industry more immediat«;ly
military in character than the other industries is the relative ease
and rapidity- with which it can be converted from peace-time to wartime uses. Machinery for making big guns and battleships cannot
be rapidly improvised. Even that required for making aeroplanes
in large numbers needs some months for preparing the nec~ry
tools, jigs, etc., but the chemical industry can switch over to war
P\!rposes in a matter of two or three weeks at the outside.
Thus we can see that three of the main industries in every modern
• c-ountry, the heavy metal, engineering, and chemical industrie!r, are
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in their construction so closely connected with production for war
purposes that it is impossible' to separate in a clear-cut teclmical way
the military from the civil portions of such industries. This is the
problem, for instance, that had batHed not only well-meant efforts
at taking the profits out of war, but the Governments themselves. (I 3)
Wilen they try to reduce costs charged to them by munition manufacturers, they always find these can be passed on to the producers
ofso many intermediate products linked to the same trusts that it is
practically impossible to effect any economies. It is equally difficult
to distinguish precisely whether any fundamental or applied research,
tending to the improvement of heavy industry generally, will not be
of considerable military value.
NATIONAL
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It is, however, not only in industry t hat productive forces are
developed with an eye to war needs. A lmost equally important in
modern warfare is the maintenance of food supplies, and since the last
war every country has made desperate efforts to see that as far as
possible it has the food supply needed for a prolonged war within its
own boundaries. This tendency cuts right ac~oss the nineteenthcentury developments which tended to concentrate large populations
in industrial areas and feed them by the surplus products <>f more or
less mechanized farming in less developed countries. The idea at the
back of the doctrine of free trade was that every product should be
produced in that region which was most suited to it, either climatically
or on account of the existence of certain industrial techniques. Any
change from this implied an uneconomic distribution of effort, and
could, in fact, only be carried on administratively by the use of heavy
tariffs and subsidies, and socially by preventing people in industrial
countries having enough food or other necessities in times of peace,
so that they might hope to have just enough to live on in war time.
In this new del'e1opment science has been caJJed on to perform an important subsidiary task, that of increasing the amount of animal and
plant products under conditions more or less unfavourable to them,
such, for instance, as the growing of sugar-beet in England (I4), or the •
conversion of mountain-sides to pasture in order to put pastures under
wheat cultivation. The problem of .the storage of food has also
received great attention. But the outcome of research into this has
had a result different from that originally intended. Although assisting
home food production it has made the importation Of food from
distant 'countries still more easy, and has necessitated the imposition
of further tariffs and quotas.
·
There are, however, in the very countries where the policy of
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national food sufficiency is most urged, three powerful factors
operating against it and largely nullifying the effects of this drive.
In the first place, the powerful economic factor is that failure to
buy food from undeveloped countries reacts on the economies of
these countries in such a way as to prevent their purchase of the
finished goods from the manufacturing country, and consequently
produces such a loss of profit and unemployment as to offset considerably the potential military advantage of home production. Even
Germany, which under the Naz.i regime set itself most definitely
to become independent of foreign food products, has been obliged
to import the food surplus of most of the small central European
states in order to provide markets for its own manufacturers. The
second countering tendency is the existence of colonial dependencies,
largely producing food and other raw materials, which necessarily
compete with any developments of home production. This has been
clearly seen in the case of the British Empire, where the confusion
arising from a desire to support the home farmer and the Empire
simultaneously disturbs the minds of conservatives. The third
objection is largely political. Really effecti ve production of food
requires not only scientific research into agriculture but a rational
organization of agricultural practice, and this necessarily means the
complete transformation of ancient agricultural methods. In particular it strikes both at the landlord and the small independent
peasant or tenant-proprietor, who are the main bulwark of reactionary
Governments throughout the world. The result of these conflicting
tendencies is to produce the maximum of expenditure and confusion
and the minimum of practical results. Subsidies are poured out in
plenty and go into the pockets of large landowners and farmers.
Research is carried out but not put into practice, and the population
gets less fo9(1 at higher prices. Nevertheless, although the amounts
spent on research into food production is trilling compare<l with the
subsidies paid out to inefficient producers, they do represent a very
considerable proportion of funds available to scientific research as a
whole. Agricultural, biological, bio-chemical, and even medical
research are all beneficiaries.
• The modern progress in biological research and its applications
in food pr~uction in many parts of the world, notably in the Soviet
Union and in Javanese sugar-cane plantations, show that technically
the problem of food production is solved and only awaits economic
and political reorganization to make it a reality. It would even be
possible, thou~h a large waste of effort, to develop scientific methods
of intensive food production, coupled, to a certain extent, with
attificial foods (see Chapter XIV), in order to make even badly situated
countljes such as England produce the whole food requiremeqts of
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the population. The fact that this possibility exists has been twisted
into the statement that the advances of science have made internationalism unnecessary and into the advocacy of complete national
economy and cultural segregation. This view is not confined to
Fascists. Excess of Little England radicalism has driven even
Professor Hogben to advocate it as a means of removing the causes
of war through abandoning all those foreign national interests which
the existence of world trade necessitates.
"If we escape a speedy nemesis of sentimental internationalism, there
remains only one consistent policy which would rally progressive forces
in this country to the task of social reconstruction and, as our Quaker
friends say, take away the occasion for war. If we do not escape it. the
only party which can hope to survive will be the one which has striven
for the policy which would have made war unnecessary. The rational
plan is to mobilize the healthy sentiment which modest and fertile people
have for their own surroundings and kin in a national constructive effort
to socialize all the resources of scientific knowledge available for making
Britain progressively more isolated from Europe and the Empire. A progressive party with this programme could hope to gain support from the
large section of the salaried classes for whom the prospect of nationalizing
bankrupt industries has no appeal. Alternatively liberals and socialists
can continue to compete in professions of international goodwill forcing
us on to a universal cataclysm of unimaginable de~tr uctive consequences,
while leaving us an easy prey to dictators, Even if the doctrine of natural
sites were an eternal truth, the growth of national sentiment in our time
is indisputable. Inescapably, we have to choose between two alternatives.
We can use this sentiment for mobilizing the general will to socialize
technical resources which private enterprise has failed to exploit in the
interests of social welfare. We can see it used, as Hitler is using it, to
drive us headlong towards barbarism and war."-Lancelot Hogben in ·
T ht Rttrtat from Ruson (pp. 40-4 I)·.

•

Unfortu~ately, in practice, the political forces driving to national
self-sufficiency a re precisely those driving to the greatest expansion of
military and naval power, and in the present political constitution
of the world the capacity of a nation to live on its own resources
can only be regarded as one aspect, and by no means only a defensive
•
one, of war preparation.
THE DrvERSION OF RESEARCH TO WAR

UsEs

The relative importance of war considerations in determining the
direction of scientific research is well seen by an ana~sis of Governmental expenditure on research. If we take first of all the net
expenditure of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research•
in ·1936-37 we find the largest sum, £ros,ooo, devot~d to the.
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· National Physical Laboratory in which three of the most important
departments, metallurgy, aero-dynamics, and radio, have a more or
less direct war importance. It is also quite obv)ous from examining
their .reports that these are the departments which are most active
and best run. The· next greatest expenditure is £22,000 on fuel
research, largely concerned with hydrogenation and the production
of motor fuels from coal, also of direct war importance. £38,ooo
goes to food investigation, mostly concerned with methods of preservation. Thus in the aggregate, out of the total expenditure of the
Department-£+6o,ooo (apart from grants to Research Associations)
-about £16o,ooo, or at any rate more than a third, can be credited
to war and is fairly closely connected with possible war uses, while
there is no doubt whatever that it is just those parts of the work that
receive the greatest attention from governing bodies and have the
greatest prospects of rapid development. (15)
Military Reuarch.-Military research, property speaking, is something more than research tending to increase war potential through
greater industrial efficiency and independence of foreign supplies. It
is concerned with devising and testing out aggressive and defensive
weapons, and it is this that absorbs the large sums mentioned at the
beginning of the chapter. (16) Two characteristics separate such
research from all the rest of science. It is consciously directed towards
a social end, that is, towards the most rapid, dfective and terrifying
means of death and destruction, and, secondly, it is carried on under conditions of extreme secrecy. Both these characteristics tend to separate
military research, at any rate in peace time, from the main body of
science. In the production ofnew weapons very different considerations
apply from those that hold for new productive machinery. Technical
perfection and ability to stand rough usage weigh far more than any
economic considerations. In some ways, therefore, tbe dqig~ers of
military machinery are far freer in tht application of ideas than those
in civil employ. But if money is not a factor, time is. Unless
the search for new weapons is carried on at the highest pitch of speed
there is the danger of falling behind and consequently of wasting all
the money previously spent on research. Obsolescence, which· is
.present to a large extent in ordinary industry, is here far worse and
leads to much greater waste in research. Not only is obsolescence
automatically produced by the conditions of military production, but
this is greatly enhanced by the activities of commercial armament
makers. Whereas in commerce an invention will be held back if it
is likely to leid to the scrapping of quantities of valuable plant, in
tn!litary affairs, since the tax-payer has to pay the cost, the more
scrapping there is the better. Every new device meafls new orders
. for the manufacturer, and the Government has the burden of dispesing
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of the obsolete military material for the benefit of the wars of backward nations. There are, of course, opposite influences at work.
The traditional stupidity and conservatism of military authorities
themselves impose a check on the development of new weapons,
but once an important country can be persuaded to take them up
the others are bound to follow, and the dose connections between
directors of armament firms and high army and navy officials often
have the effect of diminishing their dislike Qf innovations. (17)
•war research presents an even more distorted picture of rush,
waste, secrecy and overlapping than does the worst industrial research.
It is therefore not surprising that it adds to its inefficiencies
in peace time the handicap of not attracting the best brains
and consequently of still further diminishing its efficiency. Even
in countries where science is forcibly enlisted into war service, as
in modern Germany, we may suspect that a very considerable amount
of tacit sabotage goes on. It is only if scientists think that their work
is likely, ultimately, to result in the good of humanity that they will
produce anything spontaneous or novel in the way of military
inventions. As it is, there must be thousands of ingenious scientists
who could quite easily think out enormOJJS improvements in present
methods both of attack and defence, a nd may even have privately
done so, but prefer to keep their ideas to themselves either from
humanitarian reasons o r because of their opinion of the Government
of their country.
Tht Scimtist in War.-In war time, of course, it has generally
been possible to persuade the scientist that his. country's cause is just
and that consequently he may devote himself without conscientious
scruples to improving the art ot war-and his choice is made the
easier by the alternatives of prison or of a still more unpleasant direct
military s6rvitude. The a ttitude of scien tists during the last war
has seemed, in retrospect, a most pathetic spec tacle. Every shred of
scientific internationalism was lost, and scientists were not content
with helping mate rial destruction, but were obliged to vilify the
· scientists and even the science of enemy countries. In an editorial
in Naturt the late Sir William Ramsay, one of the most distinguished
•
•
chemists of his time, could write in 1915:
"The aim of science is the acquisition of knowledge of the unknown;
the aim of applied science, the bettering of the lot of the human race.
German ideals are infinitely far removed from the conception of th;,
true man of science; and the methods by which they propose to sec~~
what they regard as the good of humanity are, to all right-thin~i'ng
men, repugnant. These views are not confined to the Prussian rul'ing
caste, althougli in it they find active expression: they are the soul of the
·
people. . . .
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The motto of the AUies must be 'Never again.' Not merely must the
dangerous and insufferable despotism which has eaten like a cancer into
the morals of the German nation be annihilated, but all possibilitY of itJ
resuscitation must be made hopeless. The nation, in the elegant words
of one of its distinguished representativeS, must be ' bled white.'
Will the progress of science be thereby retarded l I think not. · The
greatest advances in scientific thought have not been made by members
of the German race; nor have the earlier applications of science had
Germany for their origin. So far as we can see at present, the restri~tion
of the Teutons will relieve the world from a deluge of mediocrity. Much
of their previous reputation has been due to Hebrews resident among
them,; and we may safely trust that race to persist in vitality and intellectual activity."-Natlln, Vol. 94, p. 138 (1915)·
T his is in itself a disturbi ng symptom, for throughout all past history

science has been considered to be above the conflict. For instance, in
the middle of the Napoleonic Wars the greatest English chemist, Davy,
not only was permitted to visit France but was honoured by Napoleon
himself, even though some of his work had been of military utility.
Totalitarian War Prtparation.-Our present state is one intermediate between peace and Wllr. Everywhere war preparations are
going on with ever-increasing intensity, dominating economic and
political life. Already in Spain war has reached Europe. The
problems of war research have become o£ the greatest urgency,
and more and more scientists are being enlisted to work on them.
But scientists are not only being asked to assist in war research, they
are being given a new part in the carrying out of war itself. Modern
warfare differs from all wars of the past, even from the Great War, in
that the whole of the population is required to take part in it and all
are exposed to similar dangtrs. Aerial attack spares no one, and in
the new task of protecting the population from such a.l.ick, scientists
are expected to collaborate in the practical work of defence; particularly
in gas defence. This demand is, more than anything else, bringing
the scientist of t()-day up against the realities of the present war
situation. It would seem in itself sufficiently absurd and horrible
that he should have to spend his time and intelligence in an attempt
to shield himself and his fellow-citizens against a danger which, but
• for science, would not h2Ve existed. Looking closer, he sees that
the problem of defence against aerial attack is not merely military and
technical, but economic and political as well, and that it is political and
economic considerations that make it not so much the hideous necessity
that it wouJd be in any case as a shamefUl deception ·and hypocrisy.
Air Raid Defmct.-The problem of defence against air attack
. can be divided into two stages---active and passive defence. Active
defence is concerned with preventing aeroplanes from reaching their
objectives or from returning after having reached them. It compri~
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the policy of raids on enemy aerodromes or on the civil population as
reprisals, and various forms of interception by fighting planes, antiaircraft' guns, and balloon barrages. Most military experts are
inclined to think that none of these forms taken separately, or all
of them together, are likely to do more than hamper to a certain
extent bombing raids between Powers of approximately the same
military and industrial strength. Aeroplanes are relati-vely easily
made, and enthusiastic young men to Jly them are almost as easily
found. Events in Spain have shown that two of the military
hypotheses on which the effectiveness of this kind of defence was
based are groundless. It had been claimed that in future wars air
attacks would be limited to military objectives, including, of course,
factories. Modern air forces, however, show no reluctance to bomb
centres of civilian population simply for the moral or terroristic
effect (1 8), and not only to bomb them but to machine-gun fleeing
civilians. Nor have, as it had been hoped, heavy casualties inflicted
on raiding forces deterred further raids, though they have reduced the
frequency of successful ones.
Tht P,-otection of tht Civil Population.-Although scientists are
involved in almost every element of modern aerial strategy, it is not
in this active defence that their collaboration is most sought. It is
realized that possibilities for victory in future wars lie with the
country that can longest preserve the working capacity and the morale
of its civil population, and that, while it may be impossible to prevent
air raids occurring, the damage they do might be minimized. The
methods proposed in various countries, particularly in Germany and
Britain, for these purposes show very clearly, however, both the
essentially military aims of aerial defence and the extremely limited
class outlook of the people who design them. (19) So far passive
defence has been developed in a most chaotic manner and without any
regard to the relative risks that would be involved in a modern air
attack. High explosive bombs are the greatest danger and gas the
least, yet nearly all measures are designed for protection against gas
and for dealing with gas casualties. They would not even be effective
against those large concentrations of gas which would be the only way
in which it wovld be worth while to put it down. No protection at
all is being offered against high explosive and little against incendiary
bombs. The amount of money laid aside for Air Raid Precautions,
£32,ooo,ooo, against nearly £2,ooo,ooo,ooo for potentially aggressive
armament is a measure of the importance which is attached to the
defence of the civil population. Moreover, these schemes, inadequate
as they are, weigh heaviest on the poorer section of the population and
at the same time offer them the least protection. These are the people
who are closest to the targets of attack, factories and transport centres,
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and who also, as the experiences of Spain and China have tragically
shown, are deliberately selected as victims. They lack the means
of building private shelters or of escaping to their country oouses in
their cars. It is apparently imagined that if the wealthy can be
assured 6f a relative immunity the war spirit can be kept up.
Actually, the technical problems of passive defence are not insoluble ;
perfect defence is, of course, impossible, but a fair measure of defence
could .be obtained by wholesale evacuation for the duration of the
war of most women and children to country districts, nightly
evacuation of most of the remaining population, and by the provision
of fire-, bomb-, and gas-proof shelters with forced ventilation for the
remainder. Such precautions, however, could not be adopted by
any country in which the privileges of private property were retained,
as houses, food, a nd means of transport would all have to be communally administered. Nor, it must be admitted, is the prospect of
life permanently under the shadow of aerial warfare at all a pleasant
one. Comparative safety could only be obtained at immense social
cost, and it is doubtful if any of the values of civilization could be
retained for long under such conditions. Present schemes, however,
though they may involve a cost almost as great, offer no such securi ty.
The dangers of modern warfare are not so much, as popular writers
like to make out, that of a sudden destruction of all civilized life, but
rather, owing to the approximate equality of the forces of offence and
defence, of a long-drawn-out destructive struggle in which hunger,
exposure and disease and the demoralization accompanying them will
destroy civilization as effectively as any sudden cataclysm. Naturally
Governments do not inform the people of these probabilities. All
schemes, however ineffective, are put out together with the impression
that aerial attack can be borne with~ut more than mild inconvenience,
and the scientists are being asked effectively to abet this general
deception. Those who have stood out against this and exposed the
baselessness of the claims of precautions afforded are denounced as
scaremongers and their pronouncements smothered in heavy official
reassurances. (20)

•
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Nevertheless, whether by partaking in or protesting against
schemes for aerial defence, the scientists are brought very much more
closely up against the problems of peace and war. Opinions which
would have before been considered right and proper, and against
which no voice of protest was raised, have now begun to be questioned
and even denounced. The millions who had suffered in the last
War are aware that to a large extent their sufferings were directly
due to scientific developments, and that science, far from having
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brought benefits to mankind, is in fa<:t proving its worst enemy.
The value of ~ience itself has been put in question, and at last stientists
have been forced to take notice of the outcry. Among the younger
~ientists, particularly, the feeling has begun to grow up, and is gaining
daily in strength, that the application of science to war is the worst
prost-itution of their profession. More than anything else the question
of ~ience and war has made scientists look beyond the field of their
own inquiries and di~overies to the social uses to which these discoveries are put.
One of the results of this has been a much greater reluctance than
heretofore among scientists voluntarily to assist in military research,
and a strong feeling that in doing so they are in some way violating the
spirit of science. The position has not been reached, largely owing
to the lack of organization of scientific workers, where a complete
boycott of war research can be declared. In the present state of the
world it is even doubtful whether such a policy would have good
results, for the immediate first effect would be to put democratic
countries at a disadvantage in regard to Fascist ones. What can and
is being done, however, is the alignment of scientists as active partners
of all peace forces. Particularly in France and Britain, numbers of
scientists, and among them some of the most eminent, are taking an
active part in democratic movements aimed at the prevention of war
and the creation of conditions under which war will be impossible.
Scientists orgamze for Peaet.-A notable step forward has been
taken by the Science Commission of the International Peace Campaign at its Congress in Brussels in 1936. There scientist'S -from
thirteen countries met together to discuss the responsibilities of
scientists in face• of the war situation. The discussion largely turned
on the question of participation of scientists in war or war preparations. It is clear that here there are three different trends of opinion:
those who would join in such activi ties in all circu mstan~es either
because of the superior interests of the State or because in their
opinion the scientist has no business to concern himself with . the
result of his work; those who, on the other hand, will in no circumstances h:\ve anything to do with war work or war preparations; and,
finally, the larger but rather indefinite body of those whose participa•
tion would depend on the circumstances of the war or its preparation-whether in their opinion it was intended or likely to further
or hinder the general cause of peace. It is becoming increasingly
clear that the nations are faced with the alternatives of developing
purely nationalist and ultimately fascist policies supported•by increasingly burdensome armaments or joining together to enforce peace by
collective a~:tion. Both will require the use or at least the preparation ·
of military measures, but many scientists who are not prepared willingly
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to support the first afternative will give their services freely to the
second. The resolutions adopted at the Congress, given in the
Appendix, did not go as far as this, but expressed the points common to
pacifist and non-pacifist scientists. They did not call on all scientists
to refuse to have anything to do with war preparations, but only to
support those who did so against victimization. The most positive
function, however, was that of research and propaganda. Research
needed to be carried out as to the causes of war and the precise part
science had to play in it, while propaganda explaining the results of
such research needed to be carried on among scientists and the public
at large. Since the Congress, work has gone on along these lines in
various countries. In England a national committee has been formed,
and active local groups exist in London, Cambridge, Oxford, and
Manchester. It must be admitted, however, that in the face of the
steadily worsening war situation these efforts seem pitiably feeble.
The scientists are, in fact, for reasons which will be discussed later,
unlikely as things stand to be able to effect much by themselves in the
cause of peace. It is true that they occupy a critically important
position, but they are most unlikely to make use of it. They are too
isolated and too much under the influence of the social forces surrounding them. Before any effective stand of scientists against war
can be made it will be necessary to develop a far greater understanding
than exists at present between scientists and the society in which they
live. W ar cannot effectively be combated unless its social and economic
nature is fully understood, and scientists a re a long way yet from
this understanding. On the other side, unless citizens and their
elected bodies come to understand much more clearly the function
that science actually performs in peace and war, and the one it could
play if properly organized, it will be impossible to separate the constructive and the destructive aspects of science.
(x) Both Agricola and Biringuccio, the leading experu on mining and metallurgy in the
early aixtccnth century, ~y Krett attention to the military value of the products.
(:z.) Thus we fi nd in his collected !etten, Vol. I, a lett'er to the Doge, Leonardo Donato,
dated :z.+th Auguat 16<>9, and a further comment in a letter to his friend, Benede~to Landucci,
on :z.9th August r6o9 :
To Leonarclo Donato. " I have made a teleacoJ~<:, a thing for every maritime and terrestrial
• affair and an undertaking of ineatimable worth. One is able to discover enemy sails and
fieeta at a rreater distance than cuatomary, ao that we c:an discover him (the enemy) t wo
houn or more bdore he ditcoYen us, and by distingui1hing the n umber and quality of the
veawla jud,e of his force whether to let out to ~rhase him, or to fight, or to run away.. ..
Abo on land can one look into the squares, building• and defences of the enemy from some
tliataat ·vantap point and even in open country see Uld distinguish particularly to our great
advanca,e all hia movements and preparatioaa. There are betides many other uses, clurly
remarked by any penon with judgment. And so, considering it worthy of being received
by your Serenity and eateemed as uaeful, I have determined to present it to you and leave
'to you the decision abou t thil discovery-ordering and pro'l'iding according to "'hat seems
opportune to your prudence, whether or not it be manufactured."
To Benedetto Landucci. " Perceivin1 of what 1reat utility auch an instrument would
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prove in naval and military operations, and seeing t hat his serenity greatly desired to possess
it, I resolved four days ago to go to t he palace and present it to the Doge as a free gift."
As a resu lt he was given a stipend of tooo ducats and professorship for life.
Professor Hogben in S citnct for the Citiun has confused this story, which he attributes
to me, with the other I told him at the same time of Galileo's otfer of the method of determining longitude by Jupiter's satellites, which he developed later and offered in the first
place, in t 616, to the King of Spain in a letter containing the following passage :
" BrieRy, this is a great and illustrious undertaking, because it concerns a very noble
subject regarding the perfect description of the art of navigation. And the means by which
it proceeds are admirablc-employin~ the movement s of aspects of stan observed through
an instrument which by so much perfects the most noble of our senses. In this matter
I have done as much as God has permitted me. The rest is not my undertaking, for I have
neither ports nor islands, nor provinces nor realms, nor even ships to go visiting there. lt
is the enterprise for a great monarch, one gifted with a truly royal spirit, who wants, by
favouring it, to add to the immortality of his name and make it seen written for all fu ture
centuries on all the pictures of the seas and land. No other crown in the world to-day is
more fi t for that than Spain." (13t~ November 161 6, Lett er I,2JS·)
H is terms being unaeceptabl ~he demanded a grandeeship and a very large sum of moneytowards the end of his life he offered the same invention to the States General in Holland
in a lettcr~ually unava11ing-which contrasts somewhat amusingly with the former in
its appeal to democratic sentiment.
June 1637· T o Realio, Amsterdam.
" I have chosen to present it to these illustrious gentlemen , rathe r than to some absolute
prince, because when the prince alone be not capable of understanding this m~chine, u
almost always happens, having t o rely on the advice of others, very often not very intelligent,
that sentiment, which very seldom is absent from human minds, that is, not willingly to see
another exalted above oneself, causes the ill-a'dvised prince t o despise the offer, and the offerer,
instead of rewards and thanks, gets from it only trouble and contempt. But in a republic,
when the deliberations depend on the opinion of many, a small number and even a single
one of the powerful rulers, moderately knowledgeable about the proposed matter, may give
the others cou rage to lend their consent and concur in embracing the undertaking. (Vol. 14.)
(3) See Crowther, Scienu anJ Lift, p. +4·
(4) It was rather the pressure of the scientists themselves than ~<ny demand for their
services from the military authorities that led to their utilization in the W ar, as the following
quot ation from an editorial in Nature shows :
" The publication of the total number of casualt ies during the last ten months ought t o
convince the nation that this war is one in which we cannot afford to give odds ; and that
all the force of acientific ingenuity and scientific organizatiol) mus t be concentrated upon
the military and naval operations. There arc hundreds of men of science in the country
whose energies ond expert knowledge arc not being effectively used. We should possess
a acientific corps,. with men investigating at the Front as well as at home, lns~ead of one
or two commi ttee ~ advising officials as t o possible means of offence or defence. When a
man of acience of such distinguished eminence as Professor J. A. F leming can say, as he
does in The Timts of June I S• that after ten months of scientific warfare he has never been
asked t o co-operate in any experimental work or place any of his expert k nowledge at the
disposal of the forces of the Crown, though he is anxious to give such assistance, it is evident
that the people in authority cannot understand the value of the scientific forces w hich it
cheerfully neglects. Not a day passes but we are asked by men of science how they can
devote their knowledge to national needs ; and there is no ready answer. The organizat ion
of the scientific intellect of the country is easentia.l, yet almost nothing has yet been done
towards its accomplishment.
It aeems necessary, in considering how national needs may be met, to separate the
invention of new methods of offence or defence from an increase in the supply of high
explosive shell which has loomed so large in the newspapers. The novelty of the conditions
and the unconventionality of the methods employed in this war carry the first problem
outside the grooves in which naval and military engineers have hitherto wo~ed ; and the
united efforts of civilians and Service men will be required for its solution. The necessity
has arisen for surveying the whole scientific field to discover methods of destruction which
we may use ourselves or from which our men look t o us for protection. It is not enough
that the Gllllernment should call in a scientific expert to advise in respect of what has occurred ;
.
they must be ready to meet it when it does occur."-Nature, Vol. 95, p. .j.r9 (1915).

NOTES
(S) Thus in Crowther's article in Tlu Fr~~stration of Sder.ce we lind :
"Do the a>nsiderable technical advances made during the War have a reasonable relation
to the increase in the coat of aviation I In 191 4 the fastest recorded speed wu 126·5 m.p.h.
In 192.0 it was 188 m.p.h. In 1914 the longest recorded time an aeroplane had stayed
in the air was 2.4 hours 12 minute.. l n 192.0 the longest recorded time wu 2.4 hour&
19 minutes. In 1914 the highest recorded llight was 2.5,756 feet; in 192.0 it was JJ,I 1J
feet. The longest st raight llight had grown from 646 miles to 1940 milet. Can an
improvement of 61· 5 m.p.h. in speed, of 7 minutes in duration, of 7357 feet in height, and
129-4- miles in straight distance be regarded as adequate to a world expenditure of
[ 1.ooo,ooo,ooo l " (p. 34)·
(6) See correspondence in Natun on the subject of the Union of Democratic Control's
pamphlet, "Patriotism Ltd.," Na111n, Vol. IJ.J• February and April '934·
(7) ThenetprofitsofVickersrosebetween 19j2and '937from,Csz9,o38to £r,JSI,OS6,
while the value of their shares rose from 6s. t}d. in 1933 to J2.S. gd. in 1937·
(8) Even •• far back • s 1935 it could be said:
" The aviation industry has now become t.n armament indu,try and little else, most of
the 2.34 machines and the 40 engines exported in 1933 were deetined for military service.
Now under our new provamme the military function becomes overwhelmingly the chief
one. More new military aeroplanes are actually to be produced this year ( r soo) than the
whole of the civillleet at present in existence--Jzoo aeroplanes including sports and pleu u re
craft."-Ma,c/utter G~tartlian, 24 th May 1935·
(9) Thu1 in Cambridge in l935 Sir John Siddeley, a notable aeroplane manufacturer,
gave £ ro,ooo for a11istance in aeronautical research. This cauaed some controversy,
because at the time it was felt, though t he authorities denied it, that it was a contribut ion
to war r-reh in the university.
(ro) " The manufacture of chemical warfare agents demands the exinmce of a he..,,.
induatry, which ia more important for thi1 purpose than the fl'ne chemical induttries.
These heavy chemicab are tuch aubstancea aa 1ulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric acida,
liquid chlorine bleaching p<!Wder• cau$tiC soda and toda uh.
The details of manufacture of these material• are given ,elsewhere in thit l'•F="• l;;: i~
should be stated here that the primary raw materials are : coal, lime1tone, salt, sulphur or
sulphur compounds : given ~He and the necessary agricultural resources to yidd alcohol,
not only the important mtrketoble chemicals can be produced (both organic and inorganic)
but abo most of the important war pses. The only additions to this list to make it complete for war gas manufacture are white arsenic and bromine."
See .,yjdence given by the Union of Democratic C'ontrol before the Royal Commission for
the Private Manufacture of and Trading in Arms. Minutes of the Evidence, 7 and 8,
Appendix, p. rb.
(11) Thus in Britain hydroJCilation plant for coal was aet up in 192.7 at a cost of
£J,ooo,ooo after yean of experimenu.tion, but it could only operate with the help oh larae
Govenunent tubaidy. Syutbetic rubber bas been succeu fully proouced in the Soviet
Union, u:s .A., and Germany.
•
(12.) The overproduction of nitric acid in peace hu resulted in the conversion of the
Tennessee Valley Authority Muscle Shoals plant from the production of nitrates to that of
pbotphates. It could, however, easily be recollverted to nitrate production in times of war.
(13) These diftic:ulties are well iUuatratecl in the quationing of the J.C.I. representatives
in the minutes of the Royal Commission for the Private Manufacture of and Trading in
Arms, paragraph• 2712.-2.7 56.
(14) Sir Daniel Hall states in 'l'lte Frustration of Sci,nce, pp. 2.5, :z.6 :
" . . • all the evidence points to the greater economic efficiency of sugar production from
the sugar cene in tropicel and semi-tropical COimtries, aa compared with beet in tempenote
latitudes. Yet by complicated fisc:al arranrementa beet growing is being maintained and
expanded in European countries, and even Great Britain at immenK expente ia endeavouring
to establish thia alien industry, which on the e:rittiag evidence has no economic future. ••
(1 S) How wide the net of war research is thrown is revealed in a speech of Mr. Geoffrey
Lloyd on r6tla November~937,objecting to unofficial scientific criticiun of air-raid defence
plans:
"I want to emphasize that the Government do not merely depend on· their own technical
advisers in this matter (defence against poison gas), highly competent thourh those technical
adviaen are, becauae 1 think bon. Members .-ith knowledge of this aubject will agree that
the Chemical Defence Jlesarch Department of the Committee of Imperial Defence at the
end of the War was regarded as the most efficient department of that k.ind in the whole
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world ; but, in addition to these experts, the Government have the advice of upwardl of
100 distinguished outside scientists and technical chemists ; in fact, I think it ia true to
uy that the leading scientists of the country in this field •!e members of the Ch~ical
Defence.Committee."
(r6) The det1iled expenditure for the different services is shown in Appendix IV.
There an attempt hu been made to separate from the gross total, ,C1,8oo,ooo, attributed to
research in the eatimates, the part that represents the work of scientists. This amounts
to no leu than£1,5JS•SOO. Only a small fraction of this work is a contribution to acientific
knowledge. The transfer to civil research of this aum and of the work of the 8.p scientists
engaged, would almost double the existing potential of science. Thit is a meature of what
war costs science in peace time.
(1 7) "One of the moat serious abuses of private manufacture arises from the association
of Government offi cials and the arms indust ry. This association of Government servants
with armaments firms, both because the Government is the only home market and because
licences are required for the export market, is inherent in the system.
The knowledge possessed by Government officials is plainly of great use to the arms
industry, and it is a well· known fact that the officials in t he fighting services and in other
adminillrative departmen t~ not infrequently pau on retirement or before into the 1ervice
of these firms" (p. 198). Statement of evidence submitted by U nion of Democratic Control.
" I do suggest that t he system whereby those who are responsible for contracts or
for engineering design or whuever it may be, should subsequently and habitually go over
to the armament firma, is a very undesirable system . . . .
Any tystem which allowa a man to be placed in a poaition where hit duty and his interesta
may conflict is a bad system, and for that reason we call your attention to thia state of
affain, and we say it is very undesirable t hat it should continue to exiat, and we say that in
certain eases it has given rise to trouble " (p. t+o). Sir William Jowitt.
Extract from M inutes of the Evidence, Nos. 7 and 8, u ken before t he Royal Com·
minion on the Private Manufacture of and Trading in Arms, Wednesday, t7th July 193S·
( 18) Even when they do not bomb them on purpose they may destroy them just as easily
by mistake, as the tragedy of Shanshai hu shown ,
(19) "Wt: must have, in the first piau, an Air Force Jtrong enough to maintain the
initiative in air fighting 1 secondly, anti· aircraft guns, supported by searchlighh and the
other methods of modern detection, far more numerous and far more accurate thau any
we posseu ed in the War; and, thirdly, on the ground, a aystem of air- raid precautions
that will achieve two objectives : that will, in the fi rst place, ensure the country agains t
panic, and, in the second place, will en1ure that the services of the country, without which
a civilized community cannot exist, will continue to be maintained. An Air Foree that is
deficient in either of these two fields is in a position of direct inferiority to an Air Force
that is supported in these two fi~:lds. An Air Force may have the same number of first·
line machines 11 that of a hostile Power, but if it is not supported by an effective system
of anti·aircraft guns and searchlight• and an organiz:ation on the ground, it will have a
greater difficult1 in preventing a panic and a rupture in the national life than that Air
Force which is not in a position of this inferiority.
,
Further than that, it will be impeded at every t11rn in carrying out its tactics a!ld its
atrategy. Inevitably, if there is no effective ground organization, when an air attack takes
place there will be such an outcry from the various centres of population for local defence
that the Air Force will be tied down to the local defence of this or that centre of industry
or population. How wellfl •~member, when r was at the Air Ministry, Lord Trenchard,
the pioneer of air strategy, uyin,; to me over and over again, ' The Air Force that is ti~d
down to local defence will not be ab:~ to mainllin ita initiative and strategy. lt is an Alf
Force that hu lost the air war.' I clah•: th~t an Air Force that ia not supported by this
ground organization will almost inevitably be "tied down to local defence, and will fi~d
itself in a position of great inferiority to an Air Force supported from the ground, It II
essenti2l, therefore; tb.tt we now organize a ,c omprehensive plan, u complete as can reason·
tbly be effected, of ground organization, and, by organizing it, we shall be able to go far
to guarantee the country against panic and the ttoppage of national life, &lld we ahaU be
able to enable the Fighting Services to sustain their pro})Cr tactics and strat;gy."
(Sir Samuel H!lare, 15th November 1937· Houae of Commons.)
(:zo) The concluaiont of the group of Cambridge 1cienti1t1 on this question are ~et o~t •
in Protutio, of tlrt Public from Atrial Attad: (Gollane&, 1937) and more recently Ill A•r
Rai4Prot,ctio": Til• Fam(Fact, No. I 3• 1938),and J. B.S. Haldane,A.R.P.{Gollanc~, 1938).

C H APTER V III
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE
SciENCE AND

CuLTURE

IN THE PAsT

THE internationalism of science is one of itS most sp(;cific characteristics. Science has been from the start international in the sense
that men of scientific temper even in most primitive times were
willing to learn from others in different tribes or races. The wide
diffusion of cultures of all stages shows how effective was this
mechanism of culture contact. In later times, when natural barriers
separated civilizations or when religious or national animosities
divided the civilized world into hostile camps, the scientist vied with
the trader in breaking down these barriers. The history of the main
stream of modern science, transmitted as it was from Babylonian to
Greek, from Greek to Arab, and from Arab to Frank, shows how
effective this process has been. The Jesuits in China found that
their most ready means to acceptance in the Imperial Court were
the astronomy and mathematics which they brought with them.
Not until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, was
the full international conception of science consciously realized. The
idea that the discoveries of science, whether speculative or useful,
were at the disposal of all who could make usc of them, and were
not to be guarded as private or national secrets, marks the emergence
of modern science. It was finely expressed by Reaumur in the
passage already quoted (p. 151 ). The on!y nationalism shown then
was the desire of each court to acquire for the ornament and utility
of the country as many famous scientists as it could, irrespective
of their nationality. Science in Germany and Russia appeared in
the eighteenth century as grafts of science from France and Holland.
Intercourse was remarkably free, and took place equally easily in
• peace and in war.
lnt~rnational Science To-day.-Internationalism in science was
maintained and even increased throughout the nineteenth century,
hut the present century has marked a definite retrogression. Science,
while still r;maining international, has begun to suffer from the
general tendency towards national exclusiveness, and the unity of the
scientific world is being seriously threatened. In this chapter an
a ttempt is made to give some picture of this aspect of contemporary
0
1~
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science, to describe the divisions of science and its degree of development in different countries. Such description to be ade<juate would
require a book of its own, which could only be written by one
who had worked for long periods in many different countries. T he
author can claim no such experience, and therefore all that will be
attempted here is a general and admittedly superficial sketch of how
science in other countries appears to an English scientist with an
average experience of the scientific centres of Europe but none at
all of those outside it. The science of non-European countries is
judged only from published work and conversations with visiting
scientists. It is not, and it does not claim to be, an adequate description or appreciation of the problems, difficulties, and achievements
of science throughout the world.
Subject to these qualifications it is still worth while to make some
attempt to discuss scientific developments in the different par.ts of the
contemporary world, if only to correct and implement the descriptions
and criticisms of the organization and application of science which
here have been drawn almost exclusively from science in Britain.
It is JJecessary to examine how far these conclusions have more than
limited application, how far the problems raised there are problems
for British science or for science at large. The main character of
the answer cannot be seriously questioned. Science in Britain is
typical in many ways of advancing science in a large industrial
country. The history of science shows that its growth follows, in
the main, the general directions of economic development, and that
the degree and scale in which science is pursued is roughly proportional to commercial and industrial activity. The leading industrial
countries of the world are also the leading scientific countries. The
great division between the two rival economic and political systemscapitalism and socialism-are re flected in the very differe~t. relations
of science ·to social and producti ve enterprise outside and inside the
Soviet Union. But apart from this major distinction, there exist
national characteristics in scientific work depending not only on
economic development but also on more purely historical a nd
traditional factors.
TH R PROBLEM OF LANGUAGE

One d(•cisive factor has been the dividing up of science into spheres
of internal comprehensibility, relatively separated from one another
by the barrie r of language. To a large extent this questictn of common
language has played its part in a parallel way in the division of science
and in the birth of modern nationalities. The full internationalism
of science was only realized at the very beginning of the new science
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in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Although
nationalities and central governments were appearing, the learned
world still preserved a very considerable homogeneity. Latin .provided an accepted universal language, and little but the difficulties
of travel hindered a man born anywhere in Christendom from
occupying an important place at any court. Important local schools
of science existed, such as those of Padua or Bologna, but they were
visited on equal terms by natives of all European countries. Copernicus, V esalius, and Harvey belong essentially not to their respective
countries, but to universal science centred at that time in Italy.
In the great period of scientific advance, however, nationalism was
beginning to appear. Galileo wrote his major political works not
in Latin but in popular Italian, and this contributed notably to his
trial and condemnation. Stevinus was breaking definitely with the
older tradition by introducing Dutch as the ideal language for science,
while Descartes effected the union between science and polite French
literature. The English were more conservative. Newton was
~till writing in Latin though he was almost immediately translated
Jnto English. In Germany, which took to science late, the national
aspect was stressed from the. beginning. Leibnitz gave his enthusiastic
support both to the introduction of science into Germany and to
the movement for developing the German language, until then only
used in theological literature.
Thus by the time science was well started and needed most a
good means of common communication, national considerations had
destroyed that possibility by virtually abolishing the use of Latin.
It was, on the other hand, quite impossible to write science effectively
even in all of the European languages, for the great majority of them
were too restricted in their scope and had hardly developed a literature
of their own. Consequently, there grew up a number o.f scientific
regions transcending national boundaries and centring on those
countries which were most prominent in the development of science.
Tht>Se acted as focal points around which gathered new centres of
science in the smaller and more backward European countries or
ultimately beyond the confines of Europe altogether. In this way
• the world has come to be divided into a number of scientific regions
inside which communication with a common language is relatively
easy, but between which there is an increasing tendency towards
separation. This separation is, however, still relatively small, as the
subject specialization of science cuts across the national l>arriers.
Internationat societies of scientists of the separate sciences are as important as and in some cases more important than national academies
Of all sciences. Nevertheless, the language barrier is a very serious
one. The scientist must spend a great deal of his time in bectlming
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perfect in a number of languages, or he must be prepared to forgo
reading of much original work which will only reach him later,
if at' all, in translation. This difficulty has suggested at various
periods to many minds the necessity for an international scientific
language, the possibilities of which will be discussed in a later
chal?ter.
th~
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DIVISioNs

The linguistic and cultural conditions have resulted in the settiJ?g
up of ci rcles of scientific intercommunication, necessarily fewer tn
number than the number of different languages, and basing themselves
on the leadership of the great industrialized countries of the world.
These circles are not fixed; they vary with the political and
economic fortunes of the nations and are at che moment in a state
of extreme flux, due, in the last phase, to the emergence of an aggressive national socialism in Germany and its direct reaction upon
science. For the purposes of description, however, it is difficult to
take these rapid fluctuations into account, and what follows would
apply in the main to the division of science in the period 1920 to
1933·
The chief scientific circles of the world are the Anglo-American
and the German. After them come the French and the Soviet
circles. The Anglo-American circle shows a well-discernible
division between the British and American sides, but one much less
important than that which separates it from the other ci rcles. It
covers not only the British Empire and the United States but also
partially Scandinavia, the N etherlands, China, and Japan. The
German ci rcle is, or was, far more closely knit than the others.
Inside it there was not only an exchange of information but. also a very
considerable freedom of personal movement, so that professorships
could be given indiscriminately inside or outside Germany to any
citizen of the nations in the ci rcle. These included not only Germany
and Austria but most of Scandinavia, Switzerland, and other central
European countries. The French circle, once predominant in
science, is now much shrunk in relative importance. It is practically •
confined to France, Belgium, and to part of Switzerland, Poland, and
South America. The Russian or, more accurately, the Soviet circle
is a new creation. Before the Revolution Russian science was a
small subsidiary of German and French science, now it has definitely
set up on its own, and the output of scientific publications in the
Soviet Union already greatly surpasses that of F~ance and is rapid!~
approaching the production of the German circle. It may seem
inacc~.trate to speak of it as a circle, as so far it is confined to the Soviet
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Union, but the development inside the Soviet Union has not only been
that of Russian science but aiso the introduction of science to aU the
other nationalities that now make up the Union. Unfortunately,
language difficulties operate most powerfully in the case of Soviet
science to prevent communication with other scientific circles. The
difficulties of learning Russian add very considerably to the existing
political barriers in preventing Soviet science from receiving adequate
recognition from outside and enabling it to play its full part in
the development of internationaJ science. T he position of Italian
science is somewhat anomalous. In itself it is not important
enough to rank with the other circles, but, largely for internal
political reasons, it will not join any of the existing ones even to
the extent of publishing papers in foreign periodicals or in an I talian
periodical in foreign languages, as is the practice in the Soviet
U nion.
The existence of circles of scientific communication only partially
overcomes the difficulties of national science. For the purpose of
• education and in order to provide intelligible science inside countries
with languag~ different from any of the four leading languages, a
national scientific literature has to be kept up. T hus Japan, for
instance, besides puM'ishing papers in English or German periodicals
and papers in English or German in Japanese periodicals, has an
extensive purely Japanese scientific literature almost completely
unintelligible to the outside world. This ts a. practice which is
j ustifiable, though unfortunate, in countries such as Japan or
Poland with a large scientific output, but which becomes almost
ridiculous in the smaller European countries where far more has to
be translated into the native vernacular than t:an be produced by
native scientists.
National Charact~ristics in Scimce.-So far we have dealt with
international divisions .of science -which - are largely artificial and
necessitated by language considerations. More significant are
national characteJ;S of science and the different relations which exist
between science and society in different countries. As has beerr
already said, these intrinsic characters are very complex, but they are
• nevertheless to a considerable extent analysable into the resultants of
a number of distinguishable causes. To attribute them in a mystical
way to the soul of the nation or the blood of the race, as is the fashion
with Fascist ministers of education, is sheer obscurantism and does
not help us at all in understanding the various ways in which .these
different chaoracters can work together for advancing science as a
whole.
• We may distinguish in different countries different grades of
scientific devdopment. Firstly, there is the science in ind~rial
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countries with a long scientific and industrial history, whether world
Powers, such as Britain, France, Germany and Italy, or the smaller
count:ies historically of equal intellectual importance, Scandinavia,
the Netherlands and Switzerland. Secondly, there is the science of
countries recently industrialized on a large scale, such as the United
States, Japan, and the Soviet Union. Thirdly, we must notice the
development of science in backward and largely peasant states of
Europe and Asia. Actually it will be more convenient to omit the
Soviet Union from this classification and deal with it separately on
account of the completely different rel~tion between science and
society which exists in capitalist and socialist economies.

Sc:rENCE IN THE OLDER INDUSTRIAL CouNTRIES

The description of the organization of science in Britain is
typical for that of industrial countries of long standing. There science.
and industry have grown up more or less unconsciously together, and
the result is an extremely complex network of relations without any
appearance of an ordered plan. It compensates for its inefficiency in
formal organization by its traditions and by the presence of personal
and class relations between scientific, industrial, and Government
circles. Science in these countries benefits from tradition to the
extent that certain standards of performance are almost instinctively
adhered to, thereby avoiding what is always a danger to the development of science, too great self-assertion and self-advertisement of
individual scientists, which easily pass into charlatanry. On the
other hand, the traditional attitude towards science has a very sterilizing effect. Age and experience are at a premium as against enthusiasm
al}d enterprise. The control of science in all these countries is in the
hands of a relatively small number of older scientists, out of touch with
modern developments. Nevertheless it must be said that the accumulated valuable traditions, the existence of schools in the separate
sciences, and the relative freedom from either economic or political
pressure that individual scientists enjoy, or rather used to enjoy in the
case of Germany, still result in the p'roduction in these countries of the.
great majority of new and valuable fundamental scientific discoveries.
They are still the focal points of scientific advance, and it is to their
laboratories that scientists of other Iess developed countries come when
they wish to set up their own schools. Within this first group each
national science has its own speci fic characteristics, depending on a
great complex of historical, social, and academic considerations.
These differences are necessarily extremely difficult to define, but the'y
have played a very important part in the development of science, each
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characteristic tradition of science having its own valuable contribution
to make to the general advance.

English Science. -The character of English science is one which
can be seen to have persisted ever since the seventeenth century. It
is predominantly, as contrasted with German or French science,
practical and analogical. In England, more than in any other country,
science is felt rather than thought. Imagination is concrete and visual.
Faraday thinks in terms of tubes offorce which are imagined to behave
very much as if they were made of r ubber. Rutherford explores the
atom as if it were a kind of coconut shy at a village fair, throws
particles at it and looks to see what bits fall out. The great question
for the English scientist is" How does it work? ., Of the three great
theoreticians of English science only Newton was an Englishman , and
he was as much a practical experimentalist as a theorist. Maxwei~
was a Scotsman, and Dirac, most purely theoretical of them all, i~
French. W hat has given such enormous success to English science
is largely j ust this practical predilection and robust common sense.
Nature, at any rate, up till very recently, generally turned out to
operate at least as simply as a human workman, and those who
attributed to it mysteries and su'btleties merely tangled themselves in
their own ingenuity. A defect of the English is their almost
complete lack of systematic thinking. Science to them consists of a
number of successful raids into the unknown. It presents no coherent
picture; theory is looked on suspiciously and speculation not encouraged. These disadvantages are more apparent now than they were
in the last century. T he greater part of the easy bits of science in
which English methods were so successful have already been done,
and m uch of science can only yield to methods of chinking and
working which are very different from crude common sense and for
which meChanical models are very little help. The great- revolution
in physics found E ngland, except in the person of Dirac, very much
behind other countries, although the fundamental empirical basis of
the revolution was largely laid in England. We may, however,
owing to the in6ux of German refugees, be able to graft on to the
English stock the capacity for dealing with the more difficult theoretical
• problems.
The material and organizational character of English science has
already been dealt with. I t is only recalled here to contrast it with
other countries. A ctually, relative to its wealth and importance in
world affail'\, England spends very little on science and makes less
use of its potential scientists than do any other of the great Powers.
The proportion of the population between the :ties of I 9 and ZI
attending universities is Jess in England than in any other large
country in Europe, and far less than that in the United States of
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America, as can be seen in the following table.
respect shows very much more favourably.
·
Country.

England and Wales
Scotland
Germany
(seep. 217)
" .
France

U.S.S.R • •
U.S.A. .

No. of Studcnu
(full time).

40,465
1o,o64116,15467 ,o8-:
82,655
524,800

( 1936)
(1936)
(1932)
( t936)
(1 932)
( 1936)

Scotland in this

Ettimattd num~r
of young men and
women ogcd 19•31,
as nurly •• possible
at the ume timt.

2,roo,ooo
260,000

J,ooo,ooo
3,000,000
1,900,000
Jo,ooo,ooo

Perc~n taJe.
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cu mmate m e new uantum mec ames m 1 2 an ac tevem
ar e
ue to
erman science thou
n land and France
t
p aye t etr parts. If the Weimar Republic is remembered
for notht ng else. it will be remembered as the Goyernment under
which these and man other reat scientific devel ments took lace.
ore t e epress1oncameto shatter thatsociety, ah-eady undermined
by the effects of war and unresolved social struggles, Germany was
eading the way in organized scientific research. Yet the total sums
pent on German science were relatively small. 1t is estimated that
n 1930 (z) Io,ooo,ooo Rm. came directly from the Reich Governent and approximately 2o,ooo,oooRm. from the states Governments
for scientific research (exclusive of military research). Taking the
mark as then worth twenty to the pound this is equivalent to a total
Government contribution of £1 ,soo,ooo as against about £ 1,20o,ooo
in Britain recko.ned in the same way. If we allow as a sheer guess
that industrial research took between twice and three times as much
we have a total of between £4,50o,ooo and £6,ooo,ooo, about the
same as that for science in Britain, but the national income being
70,ooo,ooo,ooo Rm. or £3,50o,ooo,ooo, the proportion devoted
to science lay probably between 0·13 and 0·17 per cent., or roughly
half as much again as in England.
Perhaps more important than this state-supported science was the
practice, which was beginning in G ermany before the depression,
of linking science with heavy industry in a way that seemed to rival
the place of the universities in its development. The prototype of
these links were the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft institutes in Berlin
and elsewhere. These, though founded before theWar by an association of bus1ness men, showed from the outset a broad grllSp of the
need of industry for science. They were devoted to fundamental
researches and not tied to the narrower industrial ends as has been
the tendency with Research Associations in England. Besides this,
large chemical and engineering firms were setting up research departments equipped in a way that no university could approach. They
were employing in these departments not simply young research •
workers but professors of international reputation who were expected
to devote only part of their time to investigations profitable to the
firm and the rest to researches of a fundamental character. T o those
who did not understand either the political instability of the liberal
regime or the economic unsoundness of the system of large capital
monopolies, Germany seemed to point the way to the most fruitful
developments in the application of science. Yet within two o r three
years a11 this was swept away, half the most eminent scientists exiled,
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degraded or imprisoned, and most of the laboratories. occupied with
trivial or warlike tasks.
Scienu in Franu.- French science has had a glorious history but
a very uneven one. Growing up with English and Dutch science
in the seventeenth century, it had always a more official and centralizecl
character. T his did not in th e early days hamper its growth, and it
was vigorous enough at the end of the eighteenth century not only
to survive the R-evolution, though with the loss of Lavoisier, but
also to enter as a result of it into its most glorious period. L 'Ecole
Polytechnique, founded in I 794, was the first teaching institute in
applied science. Patronized by Napoleon for its civil as much as its
military advantages, it produced such a crop of able men that in the
early nineteenth century French science undoubtedly led the world.
But this advance was not maintained; compared with that of other
countries F rench science became less and less important, though
throwing up men of notable genius. T he reason for this seems to
lie largely in t he bureaucratic narrowness a nd parsimony of the
bourgeois governmen ts, whether royal, imperial, or republican. T he
achievements of the great French scientists were made in spite of
these disadvantages of which they were very conscious. Pasteur and
the C uries, for instance, struggled all their lives for adequate support
for research. (2) AU through the period, however, French science
never lost its distinguishing characteristics--the extreme lucidity and
beauty of its presentations. It was not thought that was lacking
but the material means to make that thought productive. In the
first quarter of the twentieth century French science had fallen to
the third or fourth place and suffered from a kind of inner discouragement. The War had been a very heavy blow, both in men
and resources, and nowhere more than in France was science under
the control of the older men.
•
Nevertheless, in the last few years, a change for the better can be
discerned. It began to be realized, first of alJ by the industrialists,
that modern science was a thing that had to be undertaken on a
far larger scale, both in men and materiPls, than had hitherto sufficed;
new institutes were founded and the stage was set for a great advance.
• The economic and political repercussions of the depression had on
science in France precisely the opposite effect of that in Germany.
Warned by German example and by their own experience of Fascism,
the French scientists began to take part in the political movements of
the time, but they did not on that account become any less scientists ;
rather they" demanded that science should take its due place in the
• creation of a free and humane world. The advent to power of the
Front Populaire, to which their work had notably contributed,
brought into being much more favourable conditions for scientific
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development. A new council of science was created under the charge
of the veteran scientist and democrat J ean Perrin, assisted by C urie
J oliot . They have in a short time not only i~creased the funds
available for research but made research itself a profession and not a
mere annex to teaching. (See Appendix VI.) But the changes are
far more than administrative. The scientific workers themselv~s,
collaborating in their new trade unions, a re achieving a consciousness
of their needs and of their function in society. When we consider
that these changes are taking place at a time when the threat of war
and political upheavals are greater than ever before, it is impossible
~ot ~o sec in them evidences of a powerful movement of resurgence
10 sctence.
Science in H olland, Belgium, Switzerland, and Scandinavia.--Some
of the smaller countries of Europe-Switzerland, Belgium, Holland,
and Scandinavia-have a tradition of scientific work which dates from
the great period of the seventeenth century. A lthough no one of
them is large enough in itself to be able, in these days, to take .3 lead
in scientific thought, their relative freedom from the political preoccupations that have distorted science in the larger countries has
given them a much more continuous tradition and sustained high
standard. This, togethe r with the high level of general education
which all of these countries enjoy, has resulted in a type of sci'entific
work of great value, much greater in proportion to the population
than that of the larger countries. T he scientist in these small
countries is a respected membe r ofsociety and, if he has an inte rnational
reputation, he may rank in importance above n ational politiciansa state of affairs impossible in the larger countries. It would be
difficult to characterize without much deeper knowledge the scientific
work of these countries, dependent as they necessarily a re, on account
of their size, more on personali ties than in larger countri es. ~ndividual
scientific w'orkcrs have generally been influenced by one or other of the
larger continental schools and carry the imprint of that school into the
work of thei r own country. On the whole, except in Belgium, it is the
influence of the German school which has predominated, but la rgely
without its official character and its philosophic profundities. The
finance of Denmark, however, requires special mention. Here we have
the possibly unique case of a large firm, the Carlsberg Breweries, bei-ng •
bequeathed in toto by its founders, J. C. Jacobsen and Karl Jacobsen,
for ·the support of scienti fic research and art. T he annual revenue
of the foundation is substantial. That devoted to science amounts to
I,31 0,ooo kroner, or £s8,527, a large sum for such a small country.
Scimce in Austria and Czecho-Slo'llakia.--Science in the old
Austro-Hungarian Empire cannot be considered as distinct . fronr
German science. There was always complete interchange of ideas
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and personnel between the two countries, and the preponderating
infl.uence of the C hurch had in the later years ceased to be any
effective brake on ~cience. Needless to sav, science in A~stro
Hungary was less well organized or endow~d than in Germany.
But Austrian science had a brilliance of its own and maintained it1elf
in a small and impoverished country with notable distinction. For
five years it remained the last representative of the traditional free
German science. Now in its turn it has been crushed as brutally as and
even more swiftly than German science. In a few days eighty-eight
professors and one hundred and sixty-eight research workers were
dismissed, exiled or imprisoned, and Austria lost at one blow nearly
all those men of science w ho had won international fame.
T he old tradition continues now onJy in ·czecho-Slovakia, and there
it is threatened both by the imminence of war and the internal disruption fostered by the N azis.
Scitttu in Poland, Hungary, and the Balkans. -Of the eastern European eountries only Poland possessed a native scientific culture; in
others all th~t is left are feeble offshoots of German science. As long
as they remain agricultural countries tyrannized over by small military
governing cliques, science is not likely to develop. E ven in Poland,
where. the pursuit of science was associated wi th national and
revolutionary aspirations, science is now distinctly suspect on political
grounds, depressed economically and disturbed internally by antiSemitic agitations.
Science in Spain and Latin America.--Science in the remaining
countries in Europe is in no better state. The present condition of
Italian science will be dealt with in discussing the effects of Fascism
on science. In spite of its ancient and distinguished tradition and
the brilliance of certain individual scientists, it plays but little part
in the modern world of science. The situation in Spain is far worse,
but holds out a greater promise. Under many centuries of clerical
domination, Spain neve r had the chance of developing science which
was given to the other countries in Europe. The Spanish Church
judged, and judged correctly, that the increased interest i11 science
was a symptom , {liberalism, and successfully held it down through
• the obscure and unhappy struggles of the nineteenth century, though
brilliant individuals like Cajal (3) did manage to break through.
During the present century, however, the Church's hold was slackening and, led by a band of heroic pioneers, a definite movement towards
the development of sci~nce began in Spain . It even achieved, in the
last days of"the monarchy, some oilicial recognition, as typified in
!he creation of the University City of Madrid, lately destroyed by
the self-appointed saviours of Spanish civilization. Luckily those
of the scientists who were not occupied in fighting for their 1iberty
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were safely evacuated, and we can be sure that the new spirit of
enterprise and hope that has sustained republican Spain through the
present struggle will, when it is successful, lead to a great development
· of Spanish science. (4)
Science in Latin Ameri~ has, until a comparatively recent date,
suffered from the same disabilities as afflicted the mother country.
In the colonial days, particularly at the beginning, something was
done in natural history and mining, but the interest soon faded out
and the revolution and civil wars which followed during most of the
nineteenth century were not conducive to the developme'nt of science.
In the present century, however, under the influence of the U.S.A.
and of resurgent liberal thought, a renaissance in science from which
much can be hoped is beginning, and already, particularly in Mexico
and the Argentine, notable developments have been made in medicine,
biology, and archaeology.
SeaNCE IN THE UNITED STATES

•

It would be an impertinence for anyone who has not lived and
worked in the United States to attempt to give any critical appreciation
of the organization and effectiveness of science there. The remarks
which follow are merely intended to indicate the place which America
seems to occupy in the world of science. The rebirth of active physical
science in the late eighteenth century, when the great seventeenthcentury advance had worn itself out, was due to one of the greatest
of Americans, Benjamin Franklin, and the influence of his inspiration
is seen in the practical and utilitarian character of that development.
Franklin was the inspi rer not only of the English scientific societies of
the eighteenth century but also of the French. The early Americans
had, however, more business to attend to than science , and it is not
surprising that in the early nineteenth century, while they were
creating their states and spreading their frontiers towards the W est,
American science did not appear in the forefront of world science. (5)
The American contribution was, on the other hand, very notable in
relation to the application of science. The world owes most of its
fundamental mechanical devices, to instance only the sewing-machine, •
the reaper, and the typewriter, to American enterprise. The
Americans possessed the English empirical character with fa r more
scope and more incentive for practical activity. The inventiveness
of the Americans is no doubt closely connected with their great
natural resources, coupled with shortage otlabour. In the latter
half of the century, however, when the result of the enterprise of
the pioneers began to show itself in the increased we~lth and in the
develdpment of large-scale industry, a corresponding change took
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place in American science. This was partly aided by two factors:
the widespread system of American education, including the foundation of enormous free universities (6), and the effect of the imtl).igration of some of the most energetic liberal minds from nearly every
European country. The growth of American science necessarily
followed to some degree that of American scholarship. There was,
during the last century, a tendency to copy European models,
particularly German models. Before a distinct American school
had sprung up, science in the U.S. represented an amalgam of
English and German practice and theory. America had distinguished
scientists, particularly the great Willard Gibbs, but it is only in the
present century that she is beginning to found schools of science. (7)
The opportunity for a specific American contribution came with
the change, affecting nearly all aspects of science, towards larger and
larger working units and the increasing need for expensive apparatus.
A certain proportion of the wealth, which in the process of building
up the industry of the States had accumulated into a very few hands,
Bowed back to science, so that all through the present century there
can be no doubt but that American science has been by far the best
endowed in the world. At the same time there was no shortage
of able workers capable of making use of these facilities. In
astronomy, particularly, where only the largest and most expensive
telescopes are capable of discovering really new aspects of space,
America soon gained sup·remacy. This success has been followed up
in many branches of physics, in medicine, cytology, genetics and animal
behaviour. At the same time the big new industrial firms were
engaging in technical research, only to be paralleled in Germany,
and employing distinguished scientists who were also doing fundamental work. The idea of industrial research may indeed be said
to have originated in America with Edison's Menlo Park laboratory.
This was still, however, essentially applied research ; t he 'laboratory
of the General Electric Company at Schenectady may well claim
to be a pioneer of the fundamental research laboratory in industry.
As might be expected, however, from the particularly indi vidualist
features of American development, the state of science there showed
many of the signs of uncoordination that were observable on a
• similar scale in Britain. Some attempt at reform has been made by
the creation p£ a National Research Council which initiates and to a
certain extent directs positive co-ordinated projects of research in
definite fields. But it controls only a small fraction of the sums
available for-research and has otherwise a merely advisory capacity.
Another importaQt co-ordinating body is the American Association
fOr the Advancement of Science, the counterpart of the British
Association. It has a somewhat greater importance as the annual
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meetings of many leading scientific societies are held together under
its auspices. For the finance and effective direction of science, far
mor~ important are the big research foundations such as the Rockefeller, Carnegie, or the Guggenheim. The functioning of these
foundations as seen from abroad would seem in some ways a model of
how to spend money wisely on science. Nevertheless, they are liable
to criticism on certain grounds. In the first place, the foundations,
being purely benevolent institutes, can have no claims made on them,
merely requests, and this puts a premium on a plausible seeker for
research grants and penalizes the man or institute who has less
abilities in the art of the courtier. There is a great tendency to
spend on the more advertised or more advertisable parts of science
and thus to create quite a false set of values. Finally, the awards are
arbitrary and insecure. Neither researches nor men can count on
support for much longer than live years, and five years is a very
short time in the development of scientific ideas. The chief objection,
however, is that, although many of the administrative boards are
controlled by scientists, the distribution of the money is not determined
in any way by an organized consensus of scientific opinion. There
can be no doubt but that, great as are the benefits that have come
from the grants of these bodies, the waste of money has been greater
than in almost any other form of scientific expenditure.
The expenditure on science in the United States is colossal. If
we take the figure quoted above (p. 65), and it cannot be far w rong,
the annual expenditure on academic, governmental, and industrial
research is $3oo,ooo,ooo or £6o,ooo,ooo. This represents ten times
what is spent in Britain and probably more than is being spent in the
rest of the world outside the Soviet Union. But it is qui te clear that
here the law of diminishing returns is operating. However great
the contribution of American science may be, it can scarcely claim to
be contril1uting to the advance of science ten times as much as English
or German science. Part of this difference may lie in the more lavish
scale of remuneration and, particularly, of apparatus and buildings.
But some must be put to the account of American science itself.. The
position of the scientist cannot fail to be influenced by the existing
values outside science, particular! y those of the struggle for success and
the importance of publicity. Although the better of the American •
scientists are free frt>m these influences. it is quite clear, from the
quality of the bulk of the wt>rk publi:;hed in America, •that they are
not without an effect. American publications are if anythi ng slightly
more bulky than corresponding German ones, but, wh.ereas in G ermany one feels that it is just thoroughness for thoroughness' sake,
in America there is a suspicion thll.t the position of a man may depe11d
on th.e bulk of his published work. The advertisement side of research,
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however, is characteristically American and is by no means uniformly
bad for science. WhiJe British firms consider it a distinguishing
mark that they follow traditional methods and even go to the extent
of concealing the fact that they do any research work at all, in
America research has an advertisement Yalue both to the firm and to
the university which undertakes it. This enables a good deal of
purely scientific work, whose direct utility value would be small,
to be done. On the other hand, it places an undoubted emphasis
on branches of science which have high publicity value, such as
astronomy, the interior of the atom, the nature of life, or the curing
of the more dreaded diseases, to the detriment of other and equally
important branches of science. Taken in aU, we can say that American
science represents probably the best that can be done for science in
a social system based on a mixture of private enterprise and monopoly.
It can achieve great things, but it will never, as long as this system
is in force, be able to achieve a success proportional to the resources
available either in men or materials.
ScuNC! IN THE EAST

Until the end of the nineteenth century the pursuit,of science was
almost entirely confined to Western Europeans either in their
American colonies or at home. The older civilizations of the East
had, it is true, learned men, but they followed the established traditions
which were for the most part on a level, and largely identical, with
those held in Europe at the beginning of the Renaissance. Here
science was suddenly and abruptly introduced along with other
trappings of the mqre potent industrial civilization. The development of science in non-European countries differed greatly according
· to the degree of political and economic control held by the imperial
Powers. The two extremes might be seen in India and J~pan . In
India there had been a long and unbroken, though lately decadent,
tradition of science. T he Indian mathematicians had made notable
contributions to the general development of mathematics. With
English rule new ideas and new methods of education were introduced,
but they were introduced in opposition to the older learning, and
• resulted at first in a more definite split between traditional and foreign
knowledge. Moreover, the education introduced from Britain was
far more classical and literary than scientific in character.
Samet in lndia. -Effectively science in India only began in the
twentieth cel'\,tury. We can say with certainty that there are latent in
India great possibilities for scientific development; the mathematics
of Ramanujan and the physics of Bose and Raman have already shown
that Indian scientists can reach the fint ranks. Neverthel~, the
p
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difficulties under which Indian science suffers will preclude, as long
as they last, any large-scale development, or, more particularly, any
serious inAuence of science on Indian culture. It is inevitable that in
science as in other aspects of life the Indians should feel the need for
national self-assertion, but this attitude is always an uneasy one. The
Indian scientist must, in the first place,learn his science through English
channels and be subjected to the patronizing and insulting habits of
the English to their subject races. The reaction to this breeds a
mixture of submissiveness and arrogance that between them inevitably
affect the quality of the scientific work. Indian science is noted at
.the same time for the originality of many of its conceptions and experimental processes, and for extreme unreliability and lack of critical
faculty in carrying out the work itself.
N eedless to say, Indian science, like everything in India except the
English Civil Service and the Army, is starved of funds. The total
annual sum available for scientific research in India is probably not
more than £25 0 ,000, which would be equivalent to i'a of a penny
per head of population, or O ·OI5 per cent. of the miserable national
income of £I ,7oo,ooo,ooo. Yet there is hardly any country in the
world that needs the application of science more than India. In
order to release the enormous potentialities for scientific development
in the Indian people, it would be necessary to transform them into
a self-reliant a~d free community. Probably the best workers for
Indian science to-day are not the scientists but the political agitators
who are struggling towards this end.
Scitnct in Japan. -The situation of science in J apan provides a
very remarkable contrast. The J apanese were quick enough to take
over the military advances of the W estern Powers together with the
mechanical technique sufficient to support them, and thus have been
able to bea~ Europe at its own game of aggression and robbery. It was
plain to the exquisitely literal and rational J apanese minds that it was
through sci~nce that the W esterners had obtained these extremely
valuable powers, and therefore J apan must have science; but the
attempt to produce science by mere imitation has only had a limited
success. It is true that industrial and Government laboratories and
institutes in Japan are probaQly larger, better financed and better •
organized in relation to the wealth of the community than in any other
part of the world, but the value of the work coming from these
institutes is more open to do>~bt. True, Japan has already produced
a number of notable figures in science such, for instance, as N oguchi,
but the great bulk of Japanese work seems to suffer in an exaggerated
way from the defects of both G erman and American science. It is
over-elaborate, pedantic, and without imagination, and unfortunately",
in maRy cases, it is also uncritical and inaccurate. It is unfair to blame
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the Japanese scientists for this. In a country where dangerous
thoughts are being persecuted with increasing severity, originality in
science will hardly be at a premium. Where science is used more
openly and cynically even than in Europe for purposes of war research
and for trying to find the absolute minimum of food on which factory
workers can exist, it is unlikely to attract the best minds to do the best
work. Of recent years there has been a notable though underground
reaction against this official and military science. The younger
Japanese scientists are beginning to be aware of the social implications of their work, and are thinking for themselves outside the orbit
of the imperial and military myth of Shinto, or of its more violent
modern forms such as Kodo. If, in th~ revolutions that threaten
East as much as W est, the Japanese people should ever acquire any
peace or freedom we may expect here also a great improvement in the
quality of scientific work.
Science in China. -T he last few years have witnessed the beginning
of an independent development of science in China. Throughout
most of recorded history China has been one of the three or four
great centres of civiliza,tion, and for the greater part of this time the
one which possessed the highest political and technical developments.
It would be interesting to inquire how it was, in fact, that the
appearance of modern science and the technical revolution that
followed it did not occur in China rather than in the West. Probably
it was the very satisfactory. equilibrium of agricultural life with a
classically educated governing class, an ample supply of necessities
and luxuries and of the labour necessary to produce them, that removed from <;::hina the need for developing technical improvements
beyond a certain point. However that may be, once the West had
got ahead technically it was practically impossible for Chinese culture
to produce a science of its own without complete reorganization,
and, indeed, the first effect of Western contact was to reinforce, as
a kind of defensive measure, the conservatism of Chinese culture.
The tragic story of Western interference in China throughout the
nineteenth century with its trade wars, struggle for concessions, ahd
destruction of ordered government, prevented the development of
• science in China as effectively, though in quite a different way, as it
prevented that of India.
The Chinese were never in a position of sufficient independence
to be able, if they had wished to do so, to import Western technique
and Western science wholesale as did the Japanese. Only since
1925, with 'the rise of the Kuo Min Tang, has there been any
movement for national science in China outside the missionary
Colleges. In many ways the new Chinese science is an offshoot of
American science, owing to the enlightened attitude of .the lJ.S.A.
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Government in relation to the Boxer indemnity. So far little of
great importance or originality has been produced, but a reason for
hope lies in the extremely high quality of traditional Chinese workmanship. At the moment the devastating war, in which the aggressor
aims particularly at centres of science and learning (8), has diverted
the best minds to other tasks, but from what has been done it is possible
to see that Chinese cultural traditions, suitably modified, give an
extraordinarily good basis for scientific work. Indeed, with the care,
steadiness, and sense of balance shown in all other forms of Chinese
cultu.re, there is reason to believe that China may have at least as
great a contribution to make to the dev~lopment of science as the
West, if not a greater.
Science in Islamic Countries.-There are also signs of a renaissance
of science in the Islamic world. For the first six centuries Islam was
the chief agent in spreading and developing Greek science. It had
still very considerable possibilities when its cultural advance was
checked by the Mongol and Turkish invasions. As in China, the
immediate effect of the impact of W estern science was an increased
conservatism, which still holds in the majority of independent or
semi-i ndependent M oslem states. Recently, however, in Egypt, Syria,
Turkey and in Central Asia under the Soviet regime there are definite
signs of change. In T urkey science is being pushed with the same
ruthless spirit of improvement as the other more spectacular reforms
of the Ghazi. Old Turkish universities have been improved and
new ones founded, and Turkey ranked after Britain and the U.S.A.
as the chief haven of refuge of German-Jewish scholars, though in
the recent wave of nationalism most of these have been driven out
again. It is too early to say anything of the results of this policy, but
if it is successful it is bound to have very great repercussions on the
whole of the Moslem world. Once it can be shown to be compatible wfth, or better still to assist, national liberacion, the conservative forces of theology will no longer be able to resist its advance.
SciENCE AND FASCISM

Any survey of the situation of science in the countries hitherto •
mentioned would show a degree of uniformity far exceeding the
differences among the modes of organization . Rich countries have
much science, poor ones little. But science itself appears as a common
cultural form marking the general acceptance of what was Western
civilization and has now become world civilization. W e have seen
everywhere science developing with the development of industry and
becoming more and more closely linked with monopoly capitalisl11
and national economic systems. So far, however, this has happened
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without any drastic interference with the internal growth of science
or any attack on its fundamental principles of free inquiry and publication. But this state of affai rs is no longer universal. W ith the advent
of Fascism a direct attack. has been launched on these principles and
one which, if it is permitted to spread, threatens the progress and even
the very existence of science.
Fascism is essentially an attempt to maintain an unstable and
discredited sysrem of private or monopoly production by a combination
of physical force and mystical demagogy. Science is involved in
both these aspects. The ideal of Fascism is the nation, or, better still,
the race and the empire, a convenient way of including the inhabitants
of still unconquered territories. The national economy, the national
spirit, require to be particularly fostered. Science is valued in so far
as it does this, and distorted or destroyed if it appears to weaken it.
In this aspect Fascism simply drives to their logical conclusion the
tendencies of economic and intellectual nationalism, already observable
in all capitalist countries. The first duty of the scientist ceases to
qe the discovery of truth or the well-being of mankind and becomes
the service of his nation in peace and war. And peace becomes more
and more simply a preparation for war.
Scimu in Fascist lta~.-Fascism first arose in Italy, but in a
less thorough way t han it did subsequently in Germany. Science
here was to be used rather than transformed. The Italian scientist
is tolerated or even assisted in the national interest, and a certain
material advancement of science is poisible through the setting up
of techJ1ical institutes designed primarily for the purpose of na•ional
economy with a very definite eye to making the country independent
of foreign supplies in times of war. T here has, however, been
relatively little direct interference with the content of scientific
thought, at least outside the scope of the human sciences. Naturally,
history has been distorted, and the tendency to stress the humanitarian
rather than the military side of it reversed. In sociology and
economics the tendency has been merely conservative. All progressive thought has been suppressed in the interests of both Church
and State, but nothing palpably ridiculous has been put in its place
• as has been done in Germany. The main effect on the scientists
has been their isolation from the world of science. Apart from a
number of exceedingly well-organized international congresses aimed
at impressing on the outer world the care which Mussolini takes
for the advancemen t of science, the Italian scientists have been
largely cut o6 from their fellow scientists abroad, partly on account
of political unreliability and partly from•lack of means to travel.
Another diffic ulty is the language barrier. T o maintain national
prestige Italian science must be published in I talian; but this has
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already ceased to be a well-known language, so the proviso effectively
prevents full use being made of the one remaining channel of
communication. (9) The result has been that Italian science has
remained at the relatively low level that it occupied in the early
part of the century, and has in no way tended to recapture the
distinction of its old tradition. In suppressing liberalism, Fascism
has succeeded in crushing the spirit of science which has always in
Italy been closely related to it.
.
Nazi Science.-The state of Italian science illustrates merely the
first step of a destructive process which can be seen in full blast in
Germany to-day. The destruction of science in Germany, if it can
be maintained for many more years, may be one of the major tragedies
in the development of civilization, for German science, unlike that
of Italy, occupied a key position. It was not so much that G erman
scientists were in the front rank of discovery, but that Germany had
taken on the task of the systematization and codification of all science,
so that the record of the progress of human knowledge was largely
in German hands. What has been done cannot be lost, but it will not
be easy to improvise in other countries the mechanism of a comprehensive and thorough record of scientific advance. Even more than
this perhaps is the destruction of the spirit of German science, the
appreciation of a patient and exact determination of the structure
of the world, the belief in the intrinsic value of .p ure scientific
truth.
Germany, unlike Italy, was a great industrial country, qualitatively
the most important in the world. Its population had an intellectual
tradition and a taste for liberty without having had much exercise in
the use of it. The economic and political crisis which brought about
the advent of Fascism was correspondingly fa r deeper than that which
occurred i.n Italy, and the type of Fascism that appeared· there was
necessarily of a far more violent and reactionary character. The
control of material factors alone could not be sufficient for the leaders
of German Fascism; they must, in order to gain and retain power,
control and modify ideas as well. Conquest had to be made not only
of the German state but also of the German soul. The whole of the
claims on which the Nazis' seizure of power were based were so •
palpably irrational and incapable of standing scientific analysis that
if they were to be maintained it could only be by enthroning irrationality over reason and reducing scientific criticism to impotence.
Y et thjs negative side was not enough; simply to deny palpable truths
would have left a mental vacuum; it was necessary to assert, and
assert with a hitherto unachieved violence, palpable untruths. Un.fortunately, there was to be found, in Germany particularly, a whole
set ofbeliefs that could be substituted for those of reason and science.
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There had always been a strong undercurrent of mystical irrationality
in German thought. It is indeed true that rationalism itself was a
liberal importation from France, carried out, ironically enough, by
that arch-hero of the Nazis, Fred erick the Great. From the German
mystics to the philosophers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the tendency to confuse the obscure with the profound had never
disappeared, but it had generally been inspired by a combinat:on of
benevolence and docility, especially in relation to the State. This
mode of thinking, or rather refusing to think, was seized on oy the
Nazis and turned in the direction of glorifying the twin ideas of race
and war. The Germans were to be compensated for their mi8erable
enslavement to their own monopolists, and by the subjection of those
monopolists to their rivals in other countries, by the idea that they
were inherently superior and were destined to rule the world if they
would submit in the interval to the necessary discipline, preparat'ion,
and struggle.
In effect what has been done is to retain the material and economic
forms of capitalism, indeed to enforce them by destroying trade unions
and by making the employer the Fuhrer of his works, while rejecting
contemptuously the ideals that have been used to justify their existence.
To support capitalism they have had to throw out the liberal theory
which was once itsj ustification. They are obliged to· go even further
and repudiate openly two ideals which have existed in the world since
the appearance of the great empires first made them conceivable: the
brotherhood of man and the importance of the individual. To
preserve the gains of greed and the lust for power of a few, they have
reversed the values on which not only liberal but Christian society
is ostensibly founded. ( r o) The ideals of blood and soil which take
their place have no scientific backing; it is therefore necessary that
science should be distorted to give them one. Now it must be
admitted that what has passed for scientific truth has been and is
to-day largely composed of the irrational prejudices which- the
scientists themselves take in from their cultural environment. But
the whole progress of science has consisted in the detection and the
refutation of these prejudices. The discoveries of the motion of the
• earth and of the origin of species are the crucial examples of th~
triumph ·of reason and practice over feeling. It is another business
altogether to try and reverse this process and to demand in the name
of the State that old prejudices should be revived and put in the place
of new discoveries. Any body of scientists that accepts such dictation
effectively signs its death-warrant. Yet this is precisely what the
German scientists have been made to do. What integrity still remains
must be of a secret and anti-Na-z.i character and is in constant ~r
of being crushed out of existence by the activities of the secret police.
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It was admittedly not very difficult for the Nazis to win the loyalty
or at least the obedience of the !K:ientists--far easier, in fact, than to
get that of the Churches. For that most of the blame must be
laid on the character and training of the scientist; too immersed
in his work, too tied to the state and industrial machine, too
imbued with an easily imposed patriotism. Further, they were
split very cleverly by the singling out for attack of the J ews and
socialists. ( I I)
The P ersecution o the ews.- N aturall even with the ra idit and
bruta 1t o Naz1 methods, the s irit o
erman sc1ence c u not be
estro e a at once.
e attack on it had to take several forms,
e rst an most ramauc being the expu s1o n o t e ews from
science. T he peculiar tragedy of the J ewish people is that whenever
they are tolerated sufficiently long to enable them to devote their
talents to socially useful tasks they are sooner or later made the scapegoat for all the misfortunes of the countries in which they happen to
live. T he intensity of t he struggle and the restricted oppo rtunities
which the Jews have had to endure through history, together with a
traditional reverence for learning, give them certain advantages
in the pursuit of learned occupatio ns which result, in practice, in a
larger proportion of J ews to Gen tiles in the learned professions than
in the population at large. Even in G ermany this proportion did ;16t
mean that the J ews occupied a predominating place in any of these
professions, but they we re noticeable and disliked by the more stupid
and unsuccessful members. These prejudices, which had hitherto in
G ermany, as they have in countries such as E ngland, been restrained
by the common sense and tolera nce of the majo rity inside a nd outside
the professions, were n ow turned into a n official dogma backed by
the whole force of law and the violence of black a nd brown shirts
brought up on little else than anti-J ew and anti-Communist pro-

paganda.
It was particularly in science that the Jews had acquired an
honourable and impo rtant position . Their expulsion was an
immediate and heavy blow to G erman science, tho ugh it may
ultimately turn to the advantage of science in othe r countries. The
attack on the J ews, however, went further and deeper. It was •
decided not only to persecute them but their ideas, and J ewish ideas
were found to include almost every form of clear thinking. If in
logic, mathematics, or physics everything a J ew did must necessarily
have been wrong, the whole edifice of science would havC! to be taken
to pieces and rebuilt with diminished and incongruous materials.
This is the task which the Nazi philosophers are now attempting
to undertake, w ith results to-day which appear to the outside w orld
as ludicro us or disgusting.
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"When in what follows I speak of two principal types of mentality in
physics, my observations are founded on experience. I have inquired
into the mental characteristics that have led the great physicists of the past
to their discoveries, and in the course of the forty years of my scientific life
I have obeerved very many more or Jess successful contemporary physicists
and authors of theories and of books. in an endeavour to discern the mainspring of their work. On the basis of this wide experience I have come to
recognize that there are two main types of mental attitude amon~ workers
in the field of physics.
The pragmatic spirit, from which have sprung the creations of successful
discoveries both past and present, is directed towards reality, its aim is to
ascertain the laws governing already known phenomena and to discover
new phenomena and bodies as yet unknown. . .•
The physicist of the dogmatic schonl operates in quite a different manner
in the field ~f physics, he starts out from ideas that have arisen primarily
in his own brain, or from arbitrary definitions of relat ionships between
symbols to which general and so also physical significance can be ascribed.
By logical and mathematical operations he combines them and so derives
results in. the form of mathematical formul:e. . . .

dei:7~o~e~F~~~~ ~orifs of Fin~r.:::::~:r; ri?}."'d ;ae~ =~:re
equa yo VJous example of the product of the dogmatic spirit. Another
exampJe of this kind is the wave-mechanical theory of Schrodinger. By
an amazing feat of physico-mathematical acrobatics he obtains as a final
result first a differentia] equation. He then asks wha t sort of physical
significance the function that occurs in his equation may have, and for
this he makes the suggestion according to which the electron is arbitrarily
smeared in a large spatial region t01rnd about the atom. In characteristic
fashion, howevt>r, other dogmatic physici!ts (Born, Joman, Heisenberg,
Sommerfeld) Jive to· the Schrodinger function another dogmatic significance, contrary to fu ndamental laws of experience. They make the
electron dance round the atom in an i_rregular manner and allow it to act
externally u though it were simuJtaneou~y present at every point round
the atom with a charge corresponding to the statistical duration of its
sojourn at each point. . . .
I have taken the field against the dogmatic spirit in Germany because
I have been able to observe repeatedly its crippling and damaging effect
on the development of physical res~rch in this country. In this conflict
I have aleo directed my efforts against the damaging inftuence of Jews in
German science, because I regard them as the chief exponents and propagandists of the dogmatic spirit.
This reference brings me to the I)ational aspect of the mental outlook
of men of science in research. It can be adduced from the history of
science that the founders of research in physica, and the great discoverers
from Galileo and Newton to the physical pioneers of our own ti~e, were
almost e:rclusively Aryan•, predominantly of the Nordic race. From this
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w e may conclude that the predisposition towiirds pragmatic thinking
occurs most frequently in men of the Nordic race. If we examine the
originators, representatives and propagandists of modern dogmatic theories,
we find amongst them a preponderance of men of Jewish descent. If we
remember in addition that Jews played a decisive part in the foundation
of theological dogmatism and that the authors and propagandists of
Marxism and communistic dogmas are for the most part Jews, we must
establish and recognize the fact that the natural inclination to dogmatic
thought appears with especial frequency in people of Jewish origin."Nature, V ol. r.p, pp. 770-72.
In his original article in Das schwarze Korps, the organ of th e S.S.,
he was far more outspoken:
" There is one sphere in particular where we meet the spirit of the
'White Jews' in its most intensive form and where what is common between
the outlook of the 'White Jews' and Jewish teaching a'1d tradition can be
directly proved, namely, in Science. To purge science from its Jewish
spirit is our most urgent task. For science represents a key position from
which intellectual Judaism can always regain a significant influence on all
spheres of national life. Thus it is characteristic that in a time which
brings fresh tasks to German medicine and which awaits decisive achievements in the fields of heredity, race-hygiene and public health, our medical
journals should, in the space of six months, publish from a total of 2 I 38
articles, roSs from foreign authors, including r r6 from Russians of the
U.S.S.R. These articles of foreign origin scarcely concern themselves
with those problems which seem so urgent to us. Under the cover of
the term 'exchange of experience' there lurks that doctrine of internationality of science which the Jewish spirit has always propagated, because
it provides the basis for unlimited self-glorification." (t 5th July, 1937.)
The pe rsecution of the J ews h as had the greatest reperc ussio ns
abroad, but far ·more c ruel has been the fate of communists, socialists,
pacifists af\d libe rals in the learned world. F or the m it has not only
been the loss of position, but in ma ny cases the brutalities of tb
concentration camp.
The D ragooning of Scimce.-These measures would in themselves
have been sufficiently crippling to G erman science, but they w ere,
in effect, extended far m o re widely. F o r on e actual v ictimized
research worker or teacher there must have been many o the rs who •
dared not expqse themselves by attempting to maintain the standard
of objectivity which is anathema to the Nazi State. The standardi zation (Gleichgeschaltung) of the unive rsities and techn ical institutes
shows the 5ame tendency. N o t o nly have all elected officials from
the rector downwards been replaced by those nomin"ated by the
N azi party, but also high in the administration is placed a pure Nazi
functionary, rarely a person o f any knowledge of science and generally
one wilo has been brought up to despise intellectual activities as
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such, One of the great advantages of the G erman scientist, his
feeling of being an important and respected person in the community,
is now lost. Scientific work is carried on largely through its·own
inertia; the scientist goes on working until some reason is found
either on racial or political grou nds for objecting to him or the"
work. The first effect of this has been to destroy the spontaneous
character of scientific work; originality has become dangerous.
The full effects of the system, however, will not be apparent until
the next generation of scientists, for it is in the teaching of science
that the Naz.i State most specifically interferes. In the first place,
the number of students has been drastically cut down (12), quite
apart from the barring of the universities to J ewish students. The
essentially middle- and upper-class origin of the students has been
further emphasized, and the number of worker or peasant students
in the universities has now fallen to a mere handful. The Naz.i
reform of the universities has, moreover, made effective teaching
of those students that are allowed, more and more impossible. Labour
service and conscription have taken away years of potential work,
and in that work the emphasis is now all on body and character
rather than on intelligence.
•· The State must throw the whole weight af its educational machinery
not into pumping its children full of knowledge, but into producing
absolutely healthy bodies. The development of mental capacity is only
of secondary importance. Our first aim must be the development of
character, especially of wiU-power, and a readiness to take responsibility;
scientific training follows far behind."-Hitler, M~itt KamfJf, p. 542.

A good party member "whose eyes shine when the name of the
Leader is mentioned," who can carry on his military exercises and
fight duels for his honour in the old approved Prussian style, has
become the ideal student. Intellectual tendencies, in pa~:ticular any
approach to critical objectivity, are definite bars to advancement. If
this system were to last for a genera.tion it could be counted on to
dissipate completely the great German scientific tradition .
.All Scimc~ for War. -It might have seemed simpler not to attempt
even a pretence at science. It is quite clear that, from the point of
• view of the philosophy of blood and soil, science is fu~damentally
unnecessary. But deliberate intellectual barbarism, the conscious
repudiation of the European tradition of culture as un-German, is
only one side of the Naz.i movement. The other, and increasingly
predominant side, is the development of German world power. It
is in the field of science that these two aspects appear in the most
.glaring contradiction. It would be very grand if the German youth
could defy the world and establish their superiority by their naked
strength. Unfortunately, present-day warfare requires mathinery
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and a heavy economic backing, and for these science is necessary.
The Nazis are faced with the paradox of having to maintain their
strength by the use •of methods which they despise. The survival
of G erman science depends on the need which the military and
economic state has for its work. There is, however, the greatest
confusion as to how much and what kind of science is needed for
this purpose. German technique has for years been one of the
highest in the world; it is based on science but ~oes not, if it has
simply to maintain itself, require any fu rthe r application of it. On
the other hand, if military successes are to be gained and the country
made independent of all foreign sources of supply, it is necessary not
only to maintain but also to improve and create new technical means,
and for this science cannot be dispensed with. It can, however, be
sharply limited to the attai nment of these ends. There has beef! ,
consequently, a deliberate policy of turning science into W ehrwissenschaft, of encouraging those researches, and those researches on ly,
which tend to d'trect or indirect mi)itary ends. T his has been the aim
of the Fuhrer from the beginning, as shown by the following quotations from Mein Kampf:

•

" In science, too, the racial state should see a means to foster national
pride. Not only world history, but the whole history of culture must be
taught from this point of view. An inventor must not only appear great
as an inventor, but greater still as a member of the national community.
The admi ration of each great deed must be transformed into pride that
the lucky performer belongs to one's own paople.
Systematically, the curriculum must be built up along these lines and
ed ucation so handled that the youth, on leaving school, is neither a semipacifist, a democrat or the like, but a whole-hearted German" (p. 473).
"Let us educate the German people from their youth up with that
exclusive recognition of the rights of their own nation and cease to taint
the heart of the child witl\ the curse of' objectivity' even in matters which
concern the prese rvation of his own personality" (p. 124).
"The racial state will have to consider the mental training of afte r-school
youths as its own task as well as their physical training, and carry it through
in state institutions. This training can in its outline already be the preparation for the later military service . . . . The Army will be looked
upon as the last and supreme school of national education . . . here he
must learn to be silent . . . also if necessary to suffer injustice in silence "
(pp. 45 8·59)·

The Rector of F rankfu rt University, Dr. Ernst Krieck , puts it
even more plainly:
" What is the pu rpose of university education? It is ~ot objective
science which is the purpose of Qur university training, but ~he heroic.
science of the soldier, the milit;tnt and fighting science."- L'Ecole
Hitleriemu ul'f:.'tranger, I937·
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Thus, in the course of physics in the university, the greatest importance is not now given to the fundamental theories of space or of atomic
structure, which are condemned as Jewish, but to ballistics· and
mechanics. Chemistry fits itself naturally into the task of providing
explosives, poison gases and substitute raw materials, while in biology
the importance of developing German-grown foodstuffs becomes the
most important practical aim. ( 13)
Under the cover of war science a good deal of genuine research
does man<Lge to creep in. T he few good scientists who are left behind
actually gain materially from the suppression of their colleagues,
but there is a shortage of younger men and an atmosphere of
growing anxiety.
The Distortion of Science. -This distortion of science for war affects
mainly the more exact sciences. Over the remaining field there is a
distortion of a different and even more destructive character. The
great Nazi myth of race superiority and the necessity for military
struggle have to be given a scientific basis, and the whole of biology,
psychology, and the social sciences need to be distorted for this purpose.
In the latter cases the twisting of accepted facts has to be on such a
grand scale as to destroy the science completely, and yet it has been
possible to find a number of respectable G erman scientists who have
apparently willingly subscribed to these theses. It is also true that
they have been advanced by the more reactionary scientists in other
countries. Indeed, the great majority of Nazi ideas are foreign importations, their most fundamental concept- that of the superior and
destined race--being purely Jewish in origin. Most of the advances
made in the last fifty years in anthropology and sociology have been
effectively wiped out in Gerrhany. Much cruder explanations are
needed to justify the barbarous penal code, with its reversion to retributive punishment, which has been reintrod_uced in Germapy. These
are admirably 1upplied by the new race science of which the following
are authoritative expositions:
" Blood and soil, as fundamental forces oflife, are, however, the symbols
of the national~political point of view and of the heroic style of life. By
them the ground is prepared for a new form of education . . . What
docs blood mean to us? We cannot rest satisfied with the teachings of
physics, chemistry, or medicine. From the earliest dawn of the race,
this blood, this shadowy stream of life, has had a symbolic significance
and leads us into the realms of metaphysib. Blood is the builder of the
body, and also the source of the spirit of the race. In blood lurks our
ancestral igheritance, in blood is embodied the race, from blood arise the
character and destiny of man; blood is to man the hidden undercurrent,
• the symbol of the current of life from which man can arise and ascend to
the regions of light, of spirit, and of knowledge."- £. Krieck, Natfo, al~/itiuM Err.ilnMg, Leipzig, 1933·
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"National Socialism is characterized by an heroic attitude towards all
problems of existence. This heroic attitude derives from one single but
all:decisive profession of faith, namely, blood and character. Race 11n?
soul are merely different designations for one and the same thing. ThiS
is paralleled by the rise of a new science, a new scientific discovery which
we <:all' race science. From a high enough pt.rspective this new science
is discerned to be no more than a far-reaching attempt to attain German
self-consciousness."-A. Rosen berg.
Quoted by Robert A. Brady in Tlu Spirit and Structure of German
Ftucilm, p. 6o.
"The ideas of Adolf Hitler contain the final truths of every possi ble
scientific knowledge. . . . National-Socialism provided the only remaining
possibility of working scientifically in Germany. . . . ln our opinion
there can be only one starting-point for the German historian of law as for
all scientists; the duty to conceive of German history as nothing but the
pre-history of German-National-Socialism .. . . We believe that every
scientific work (whose purpose is after all to serve the investigation of
truth) must coincide in its results with the starting-point of NationalSocialism. The programme of the National-Socialist P arty has consequently become the only basis for all scientific investigation . . . . The
true Front spirit is more important than scientific discussion . .. .." Reichminister Franck, Leader of the German Jurists, in a speech made
at Tubingen in October 1936.

•

In all these fields a new difficulty arises. It is relatively easy to
suppress and distort science at home, but German prestige abroad
also needs to be maintained and increased, and it is clear that if the
process of distorting science reaches its logical conclusion, the Scientists
in Germany .and outside it will be talking different languages. The
Nazi answer to this difficulty is characteristically simple and crude.
Not content with distorting it in their own country they wish science
to be dist~?rted abroad. At the recent Penological Conf~rence, for
instance, they managed to achieve, by packing it with German
delegates, a vote in favour of German penal theory, and it is intended
that all international congresses held in Germany or outside it, if
possible, should be used to glorify the Nazi state. How it can be done
even abroad is shown by the barring of Professor Zondek, one of the
most celebrated of biochemists, from a congress in Amsterdam, simply •
by a threat of the withdrawal of the whole German delegation.
Here Nazi policy is attacking science at its most cardinal point, but
up till now the traditions of international politeness among scientists
have prevented any effective rejoinder or vindication of the world
scientific tradition of objectivity.
Science in D anger. -The existence of Fascism is a double danger
to science. W,herever it is allowed to spread its power science i~
destroyed, as the tragedy of Austria has shown us only too clear)y.
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Bu ~ besides this, the influence of its ideas spreads into other countries.
T hey reinforce everywhere the forces of obscurantism and injure the
spirit of science. Already in every country in Europe and even in
America anti-Semitism is growing, and with it the idea of nationalism
in science. The development of science in Fascist countries is a
clear indication of the fundamental incompatibility between either
the theory or the application of science, and the tendencies of capitalist,
economic, and political dcvel<>pment. Capitalism in its later stages
is incapable of bearing objective examination; the scientist becomes
necessarily a critic and criticism cannot be tolerated. The scientist
must therefore hold his tongue or lose his place. If he does the first,
he ceases effectiV"ely to be a scientist and is incapable of transmitting
the tradition of science ; but if he does not, science will as certainly
and more rapidly come to an end. It is easy for a scientist, in
what is still a bourgeois democracy, to look with superior ·horror
at what is happening to science under Fascism. But the fate of
science in his own country is at the moment still hanging in the
balance and it depends on factors quite outside the scope of science
itself. Unless the scientist is aware of these factors and knows how
to use his weight in influencing them, his position is simply that of
the sheep awaiting his turn with the butcher. Luckily, the awarwess
of this state of affairs is growing, with results which will be examined
in a later chapter.

SciENCE AND

SociALISM

T he relationships between science and society depend fundamentally on the principles of organization of society itself. Up till
now in discussing science in all countries there have been the same
basic socia~ assumptions, those of capitalism. Apart from a more or
less restrictive state machinery whose function is essentially to
maintain the economic system, human lives and human relations are
dominated either by the need to earn a living by working or by the
possibility of employing workers for profit. Inside this structure
autonomous t raditions of religion, literature, and science have grown
• up, but they are in the last instance dependent on their fitting in
with the general scheme. They must effectively pay their way.
We have examined the relation of science to this social environment
and have shown how its main line of development has been determined
by the needs, not of the great mass of the population, but of those
producing fc:1r profit. It must be recognized that this motive has
led to an increase in our knowledge of the universe greater and more
rtlpid than that produced by any previous social form. But it must
also be r~n ized that the development of science and technique
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themselves have opened to us vistas of possible human betterment
which the existing system is quite unable to make use of, together
with. possibilities of human destruction which the existing system is
using only too well.
Sdenct ·in tht Soviet Union.-For the last twentf years the prevailing social system has not been universal. There has existed in
the world a country in which the basic method of production
and social relations have been quite different and consequently the
relations of science to society have been so too. The Soviet Union
differs from all previous civilizations in having been to • large extent
thought out beforehand and in being man's first conscious effort to
mould the ve ry framework of his own soeial activ~ties. The basis
of these conceptions lay in the criticism of developing capitalism
which was carried out over the last hundred years .by Marx, Engels,
and Lenin. Marx was brought up in .the tradition of the rapidly
growing science of the nineteenth century; he saw the possibilities
it was holding out to mankind, but, unlike others who also saw them,
he understood how and why those possibilities were unlikely to be
realized. The corner-stone of the Marxist state is the utilization
of human knowledge, science, and techniq~.te, directly for human
welfare. Consequently when Lenin managed to achieve this state
and to defend it in the first few critical years against the attacks of
the rest of the world, one of the first consider~tions was how to realize
this use of science in practice. Marx had understood much more
clearly than the contemporary scientists how close Wall the relation
between the theories of science and their practice in the arts. ( 14) H e
saw how this unconscious connection between theory and practice
could be made conscious and would need to be made conscious if
either were to develop fully. Engels, who was a life-long student of
contemporary science, had elaborated these ideas more fully (I 5), and
Lenin, in the period of his exile, had spent a great portion of his time
on an analysis and criticism of the later scientific developments. (16)
Consequently, even before the struggle of the Civil War and the
Famine were over, the new Soviet State had started building up
science with a conscious direction and plan.
Science before the Revolution.-The difficulties were immense.
Science had always been, since its first introduction to Russia by •
Catherine the Great, a particularly exotic and unassimilated part of
the Czarist State. For the great mass of the population it did not
exist at all. There was always a suspicion of liberalism about it,
• and it was only tolerated and to a limited extent fo~tered by the
authorities in order to provide the minimum nec~ry for the civil
service and the army, and to present a show to the rest of Europe tha:
in the. possession of an academy Russia was as civilized as any other
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country. The great Russian scientists, such as Lomonosov, Mendeleyev,
K ovalevsky or Pavlov, managed to do their work rathe r in spite of
than because of the official organiution. Russian science waey extremely dependent on science abroad, particularly German and French
science. Not only were many foreign scientists and technicians in
Russian employ, but practically all scientific apparatus was imported.
It is true that just before the War the new RU!Sian bourgeoisie began
to demand science and even set up a free uoiversity in which it was
taught, and from which many of the first generation of Soviet scientists
graduated. But this movement had no appreciable effect on the
country as a whole. (17) Naturally, the War, the Revolution, the
Civil War, and the Famine did not improve matter~. A number of
the older and more com.ervativc scientists escaped from the country;
others died of disease or hunger; many refused to coUaboratc with the
new system or collaborated half-heartedly and un<;omprehendingly.
From the remainder, with practically no help from q utside, the Soviet
Union had to b uild up a new and greater science.
Early Strugg(ts.-Luckily, when the tcientists saw that the new
Government intended to give to Kience a tcop~ auJ importance
out o f all relation to that whic h it had previously held, and that they
were really free for the first t ime to achieve what they wanted, they
made up by t heir energy and enthusiasm for their lack of numbers.
They were faced at the outset with a double task: that of creating
a Soviet scie nce and Soviet technique and, at the same time, helping
to solve the immediate problems of recon&truction. Funds and men
were placed at their disposal, but in many eases the needed apparatus
could not be b ought and t he men were completely untrained. What
was achieved in the period 191 7 to 1927 a nd how it was achieved
wiLl be worth the m01t careful study in th.e future, because it will
• reveal the extreme viability of science when removed from the
restrictions ·which weigh on it in countries at a far h igher 'scient ific
level. In the next decade progrea waa . .ured; the developm ent
of science marched hand in hand with industry and was closely
linked with it, and the new universities and schools began to turn out
trained, or, at a ny rate, partly trained, scientists in incomparably
larger numbers than there had been before. ( 18) It became
•possible to start new work, not me rely to continue old researches,
and, for the first time, Soviet science began to make a notable
contribution to certain b ranches o f world science. •
Tlu Scale of SI'Nitf Scimce.- It wouLd be impossible in the scope
of this book JO indicate with any adequacy the o rganiza tion and
achievements of Soviet science. We have already one or two studies
oQ the subject. (19) What is necetsary, however, is t o show in what
wa y this organization differs from that in other courHries, t he ~iffiQ
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culties it had and still has to face, and what lessons can be drawn from
it for the organization of science in the werld. The first striking
character of Soviet science is the scale of its operations. The Budget
for science in 1934- was a thousand million roubles. Without attempting to estimate the purchasing power of this sum, it represents at
least 1 per cent. of the national income at the time, a sum relatively
three times as great as that spent in the U.S.A. and ten times as great
as that spent in Britain.
This constitutes the practical recognition that science is to be taken
no longer as a luxury but as an essential part of the social fabric.
Science is in fact, in the Soviet Union, linked closely at every stage to
the productive processes, but it is linked to them in a way quite.
different from the connection that it has in other countries. The
prime practical obj ect of Soviet science is the satisfaction of human
needs, "ither directly or indirectly, and not the increasing profitability
of production . Necessari ly a concern for human needs involves the
improving of production processes, and in so far as it does so Soviet
science will tend to shorten these processes and reduce their effective
costliness in terms oflJUrnan effort. In doing this, however, it proceeds
in a very different way from that of the application of science in a
capitalist economy. l11 the first plac~· the worker, as such, is an
integral part of any chauge in protluctive processes. His heal th and
comfort are not to be interfered with in the interests of apparently
more economical working. (20) Even more important than this is
that the workers are encouraged in every way to assist actively in the
application of science to industry. The union of theory and practice
which exists under capitalism is limited to a collaboration between
academic scientists and engineers; the w orkmen are hands to execute
orders, not to think. Nor have they any incentive to do so, for the
value of the improvement will go to the employers and the chances:
are that their own work will be made harder as a result. In the Soviet
Union the great Stakhanov movement is an impressive proof of the
possibility of workers themselves taking a leadiug part in transforming
the processes of industry (see Appendix VII).
Planning Scimce.-The other chief difference is that Soviet science
is completely integrated. The problems are not faced separately but
as an interconnected whole. The development of science is pusheJ
forward according to a plan, and that plan itself forms only a part of
the wider plan of material and cultural advance. Naturally the
planning of science possesses quite another order of definiteness than
does the planning of any kind of production. The ·field in which
science works contains far too many surprises for it to be possible to
estimate in advance what is going to be found, or what can or cannot
be done. These difficulties are overcome by planning not for the
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results of science, which cannot be anticipated, but for research surveys
of definite fields in which valuable results may reasonably be expected.
Its main feature is the distribution of the resources available for
science between the various branches and institutes for scientific
r~rch in a proportion that seems likely to give the best results both
from the point of view of immediate improvement of production and
from the longer range view of the development of a more adequate
Soviet science, The nature of the problem which is set the scientists
in the Soviet Union is indjcated by the programme for the next few
years' work presented by the Academy of Sciences, the supreme controlling organization:
"The work of the Academy in the immediate future is to aid the StatePlanning Commission in the drawing up of the third Five-Year Plan.
The main efforts of the Academy's various institutes will be directed
towards the solution of ten specific problems, outlined at a Session held
last March. (Needless to say, these problems do not comprise the whole
work of the Academy, but, for the moment, they are the leading and
dominant ones.) The ten key problems on which the Academy is to
concentrate in connection with the third Five-Year Plan are the
following:
(t) To develop geological, geochemical, and geophysical methods of
prospecting for useful minerals, particularly tin, rare metals and oil.
(2) To solve the problem of electric power transmission by creating
on a ,cientific basis a unified electric power system throughout the
U.S.S.R., with high-voltage transmission.
(3) To rationalize and extend the use of natural gas and by-product
gas from industrial plants (although Soviet resources of natural gas are
greater than thoee of the United States, eJ:traction is one-fiftieth of that of
the latter country).
(4-) To iind a new type of fuel for internal combustion engines (a study
will be made of chain reactions and exploeion processes, the intetnal combustion motor and electric automobiles).
(S) To rationalize the technological processeS in chemistry and metallurgy; to work out scientific means for the better utilization of equipment
and increasing output.
(6) To help attain the objective of raising the grain yield of the country
• from 7000 million poods to 8ooo million poods (one pood equals 36 lb.
avoirdupoia) by laying the basis for a further increase in fertility. (This
will involve research in seed selection, soil chemistry, plant biology, fertilizen, and the mechanization of agriculture.)
(7) To et.,·blish scientific bases for the development of animal husbandry and fiaheriea.
• (8) To develop telemechanics (long-distance control of machinery)
and to 6teDd automatic processes in industry through application of
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(9) To draw up the balance-sheet of the national economy of the
U.S.S.R. so as to serve as a scien tific basis for the third Five-Year
Pian.
(ro) To study the history of the peopld of the U.S.S.R.
By its work on theee ten leading problems, the academy of ScienC!S
will furnish the acientlfic founda tions on which the State-Planning Commiaeion will build the unified plan for the national economy. As the
supreme scientific body in the country, the Academy is charged with the
duty of setting the general trend for research in accordance with the
immediate and vital problems of the State, also with the function of coordinating the plans of the various research institutes with the general
State plan.
·
This does not mean that the Academy will attempt to lay down detailed
programmes for its 40 research institutes and the 8oo research institutes
controlled by the different commissariats. Nor that research will be
confined to the ten problems enumerated. I t docs mean, however, that
lesser problems will be subordinated to questions which are of vital need
to the country as a whole."-.Anglo-80fJitt Journal, V ol. I., No. 5, p. 14.

The programme is definitely technical, but with it goes the carrying
out of longer range and less definable fundamental research in electricity, the structure of solids and liquids, the nature of chemical
reactions, plant and animal physiology, etc.
Organization.-The organization of Soviet science is somewhat
complex and is by no means yet fixed. In the early stages 'many
improvis.1.tions were made, some of which have been retained and others
dropped. The present structure is still to a large extent flexible . The
general direction of scientific work throughout the Union is in the
hands of the Academy, but the research institutions under the
Ac.ademy represent only a small proportion of the research carried on
throughout the country. The main bulk of research is carried on.
by the u.niversity research laboratories and by the research institutions
under the control of the different Commissariats, such as those of
Heavy Industry, Light Industry, Food Supply, Health, Agriculture,
etc. The Academy, which was originally built on the model of the
French and Prussian Academies as an honorific body for distinguished
scientists, has expanded its work, not by adding to its members, but
by making each member responsible for one or more institutions irP
his own particular sphere. Although the number of members is
only 90, the number of scientific workers in the institutions of the
Academy is more than 4000.
The main function of the university and technical schools is, of
course, educational, but each has its research laboratories which are
linked very closely with those of the Academy. More important
still, however, are the research institutions attached to indust"ry,
varibus metal institutions, silicate, fibre, etc. These are not industrial
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institutions in the narrow sense but are occupied with basic problems
connected with the industry and include in them scientists of great
distinction. On another level are the innumerable works laborata.i(.-s
and field agricultural stations. The responsibility for tl1e finance of
the institutions and works laboratories falls oil the commissariats, and
it is their needs that determine the line of research to be undertaken.
From the scientific point of view the research institutions in industry
. and agriculture are closely linked with the Academy, and the separation which exists in Britain between academic and industrial sdence
is largely non-existent.
The idea behind the organization is that there should be a two-way
flow of problems and solutions. The problems of industry put in a
precise form by works laboratories are passed on to the techn ical
institutes. In so far as their solution falls within the scope of existing
technical knowledge, they are solved there. But if some more fundamental ignorance of the working of nature ia revealed, this is passed
on to the Academy. Thus industry serves to present science with
new and original problems. At the same time any fundamental
discoveries made in the universities or the Academy are immediately
transmitted to the industrial laboratories so that anything which can be
turned to useful purposes may be used in practice as soon ail possible.
A beautiful example of this integrated working is shown by V.aviJo\ ·,
bureau of plant industry. There the economic need for producing
varieties of plants to suit the multiple climates and conditions of soil in
different parts of the Union has led to a very thorough dt:vdopment
of generic principles, and also, through the investigation of wild
varieties of culti\ ated plants, to the discovery of the ccntr<'S of
domestication and con:.c:quently of civilization in di~tant pre-history,
. at the same time as providing a number of new plants and crosses of
great practical value. Many similar cases could be given, bl!t for the
most part they are to be found in Crowther's Sovill Scimce.
How the System Works.-The detailed carrying on of scit:ntiti..:
work, apparatus, laboratories, etc., does not differ fundame ntally in
the Soviet Union from that outside it. There is an interesting development, however, in the prod uction of apparatus, which, instead of
.being left to individual firms, with the resultant high prices and small
turnO\·er, is centred in the institutes themBelves, which permits a
rationalizatio n of production and a consequent cheapening and
multiplying of scientific apparatus so that in nearly every field the
Soviet Union has become independent o f foreign apparatus, a f~at
which is all the more rema rkable in that there was practically no
scientific apparatus made in the country before the Revolution.
·rn the question o f personnel, however, and internal management of
scientific research, there are totally different ideas at work. In a fe w
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years many changes have taken place, and the present inner organization is the result of the modifications usual in all enterprises in the
SMiet Union. In the light of the experience of the peculiar needs
of scientific research, it is a combination of individual responsibility and collective colliultation. The director of the institute is
responsible for the general work of the institute, and its finance and
administration, even where these last two functions are vested in a
different person. He alone takes ultimate decisions. The main
work of the institute is planned out by the discussion among the
workers themselves in their own meetings, and these workers include
not only the scientific staff but what would count in other countries
as mechanics and assistants. At the beginning of the year the general
planning of work is discussed; it is then taken by the director or the
representatives for modification in the light of plans of other institutes
or of the needs of industry or education, and after a series of negotiations a short plan is approved and the budget is fixed. Necessarily
the plans are left somewhat vague, particularly in relation to time of
fulfilment, but some account of the work done and t hat still to do is
expected at definite intervals. ( 21) In the author's experience this
scheme is capable of working extremely well in general, where the
director and the stafF are naturally willing to work together, but in
other circumstances it may be the cause of friction and inefficiency.
Luckily, at the rate at which Soviet science grows, those personal
struggles, which seem to be inevitable between scientists of different
temperaments or beliefs, need not lead to the same embitterment that
they do in other countries, because, owing to the rapid expansion of
science, there is always the possibility of the aggrieved or misunderstood junior setting up a n institute of his own.
Scienct in Education and Popular CultuYt.-Science in the Soviet
Union is, however, by no means only or even mainly a question o(
research. The Marxists have always conceived ofa society thoroughly
permeated by science, one in which science becomes a corner-stone of
education and culture. Consequently, one of the most noticeable things
in the Soviet Union is the place of science in education and even more
so in popular interest. Science both in its theoretical and practical
aspects is taught from the very beginning in the schools and, though.
considerable time is left for literary interests, it dominates the higher
stages. The teaching of the universities both in science and technics
is extremely thorough and effective, while the number of students is of
course out of all proportion to that existing before the Revolution, and
higher in relation to the population than it is in techrtically far more
advanced countries, such as Britain or Germany. The difficulties of
setting up this educational system were immense, as the few teachers
that' were to be found were also needed for the more immediate tasks
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of scientific and industrial research. In the earlier stages the need
was so great that many of the studel)ts were sent out after short courses,
very incompletely trained, but this no longer occurs. Actually· the
training is prolonged on English standards; a five-year university
course followed by three years learning research is needed before the
final degree. The enormous advantage which Soviet education has
over that of other countries, with the partial exception of the U .S.A.,
is that it is able to draw on the intelligence available in the whole
of the population and not only on that of a certain section of it,
arbitrarily marked off by wealth. There can be no doubt that once the
system has had time to get under way we shall have a body of intelligent
scientific workers not to be paralleled elsewhere in the world.
Even more striking, however, than the educational system is the
great interest in science shown by the adult population. This is
marked, among other ways, by the great sale of scientific booksnot only popular books on science, but also practical and serious
scientific works and technical handbooks. The main aim of the
former is not, as with us, to cause the reader to meditate on the
mysteries of the universe, but to show how men can use science to
struggle with nature and improve their conditions. (22) Almost
every scientific book of any importance, however difficult, is trans-lated into Russian, and has an extensive sale. Thus, the first
edition of Dirac's Quantum Mechanics sold 3000 copies in Russia
in a few months and only 2000 of the English edition in three
years. Scientific news of discoveries or the proceedings of congresses are given the same prominence and arouse the same interest
as news about royalty, crime, or football matches in England.
The recreation parks run scientific side-shows which are always
well patroniud, and every visitor to the Union notices the insatiable
curiosity which the people evince for anything of a teclmical or
scientific nature. Two things have contributed to this attitude.
The first is that the power and interest of science is suddenly opened
to a population to whom hithe rto it was a closed book, and the effect
is the same, though greater than at the other periods of transference
of a learned tradition, as between the Egyptians and the Greeks, or
• the Greeks and the Arabs. The other is that the latent hostility to
science which exists in the minds of workers in capitalist states is here
completely absent; they need fear no longer that science will be used
to simplify production and throw them out of work or to devise
weapons lor their destruction. It has become their science, to be
used by them "for themselves.
Characttr of StNi~t Scimu. -It is still too early to talk of the charaCter or achievemmt of Soviet science. The first generation of
Soviet scientists, thoee who have been trained from the beginning in
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its philosophy and aims, have as yet had no time to contribute to
world science. What has been done is the w ork of men trained in
the (,fd regime and wo rkin g under the conditio ns of the new. W e
must balance he re the mate rial a nd tech nical disaJva ntage~ against
the muc h greate r scope whic h society gives to their wo rk. On ly a
few of the older scientists have had the vision to see this scope a nd to
make full use of it. They have organized research work on a vast
scale and hnve been able in this way to do th ings which would be impossible for the isolated resea rch worker. But t he re arc very few
of the m; consequently p resent-day science in the Sm·i{·t Union is
very uneven in c ha racte r. In certain Jic.:lds, particularly in animal
psychology w ith the school of Pav lov, in animal a nd plant breeding,
in geology and soil science, in physical c hemistry, c rystal physics,
aerodynamics, a nd branches of mathematics, t he Soviet scientists
have already made their mark on world science. In others,
notably in the central science of chemistry, t hty are still behindhand. (23)
The qualitat ive cha racteristic of the wo rk is c hiefl y its originality,
partic ul arly in the cho ice of p roblcms, itnd this can be put down
directly to the new trend towards chonsi n~ prob lt:ms connected wi th
exprrience. Soviet science is able to pick up and illuminate aspects
of common experience whic h have never been toucht·d· by science
before , not because they w ere difficult or obscure but because they
lay o utside tiH.· conventiona l trauition of scien ~.:e. Thus, for i nstance,
Rchbinder's work showing t hat hardncs!l is a su rface phenomenon
depending o n the medi um , w as no more than b ringing the light of
science to the technical processt·s known to the New Stone Age,
but no one had thought of applyi ng science to it befo re. (24)
On the other side, the g reat disadvantage is t he lack of sufficiently
rigid criti~ism, bm this again is to be expected. A c ritical a tti tude
is the fruit of lo ng expe ri ence and w ell-established sc hools, its abse nce
one of t he fa ults of youthful e nthusiasm whic h only tirnc a mi experience ca n correct. (25) A ce rtain pa rt is played h e re by th e long
period in which Sovici: scie nce was cut off fro m the rest of t he w orld
and the d<'grec in which politi~.:<~ l, fina ncial, and language barriers
still cut it off to-day. It is on ly hy the compar ison o f the w ork •
of a very large number of scientist$ in diffe rent places t ha t a fully
<.: ri ti<:al attitude can be developed.
Dialectical Materialism and Science.- There is one aspect of qov iet
science whi<.:h is most incomprehe nsible to ou tside obse rvers : its
rdations to philosophy, and in particula r to dialccticai materialism .
I 11 o th e r \.'oun t ri es scie nce.had, it seemed, b een able to get on perfectly
we ll witho ut philosophy, especiall y in Engla nd where philosophy,
like relig ion in polite circles, was ha rdly ever m e ntion ed in connectio n
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with science. This, any student of the history of science will see,
is simply because the basi~ philosophy of modern science was thrashed
out in the violent days of the seventeenth century and has been
accepted tacitly since as a good working basis for empirical advance.
Now the very setting up of the Soviet State was the result of
a challenge to this philosophy in Marx's work, and it is only natural
that SC\'enteenth-century philosophy along with W estern science
would be mposib\e to take oYer in the Soviet Union. Yet no other
thought-out philosophical interpretation of science existed. Marx,
Engels, and Lenin had, it is true, sketched outlines for such a system,
but though they studied science they were not scientists and were
in any case too busy as revolutionaries. The result is that Soviet
science has been finding out its philosophy in the process of its growth,
and this has been a lively and at times almost a violent process. (26)
It has been complicated by the fact that the older scientists were,
naturally enough, uncomprehending and even hostile to the new
ideas, while the younger ones lacked sufficient scientific knowledge
to illustrate their arguments effecti vely.
It is impossible here to discuss these arguments : only those who
have ~one into the question can see what a wealth of suggestive
ideas aud what new tools for research and for systematization lie
waiting to be used in the new methods. It will be for the scientists
of the Soviet Union, and it may be hoped of other countries as well,
to carry out these revaluations and other transformations of science.
It need hardly be said that dial~tical materialism is in no sense a
substitute for science; it is no royal road to knowledge. Induction
and proof remain as they were; hence the accusations of the detractors
of the Soviet Union-that Marxism is a dogma imposed on and
distorting the findings of science-is palpably absurd, as anyone who
bothers to look into the writings of Marx, Engels, or Lenin can see
in a moment. But dialectkal materialism can, on the other hand, do
two things: suggest the directions of thought which are likely to be
particularly fruitful in results, and integrate and organize different
branches of scientific research in relation to one another and to the
social processes of which they form a part. It is the working out
• of this transformation of present-day science into something that
includes it and goes beyond it that is the chief interest for humanity
in the scientific work of the Soviet Union.
(•) M. Polanyi, D,t<Jsclu Y olkswirt, z3rd Mly 1930.

(1} His plea for laboratories, rtfused by the MMit~~U but published in t867 as a pamphlet,
tnarlu the realidtion of the need for the endowment of research :•
". . . Lea coneeptiont In plua bardies, In sp6:ulations let plus lqitimea, krinit-il, ne
erennent un corp• et une lme que le jour ot1 ellea 1ont conner~ par l'oblftYatioa et
ra~ence.
Laboratoita et dkouvertes aont des tennet con6atif1. Supprima lea
laboratoirn, In ecienca phys•quts dmcn4ront l'imaae de Ia stmlite et de Ia motto Ellea
M aeront plut •l'•e ,... •':Cf'r•· d\n· tirn~ent,limi t~ et impui~aanles, et non del sciences
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de progr~• et d'avenir. Rendez-leur let labore.toiret, et avec eux reparaltra Ia vic, sa fecondite
et ta puiuance. Hon de leurt laboratoirn, le phyticien et le chimiste soot des toldau
tant armn tur le champ de bataille. La dt!duction de en principes est evidente: si les
conquetes utiles t l'humanite touchent votre ca.ur, si vous restez confondu devant let
effeu turprenants de Ia telo!graphie elcctrique, du daguerreotype, de l'anesthesie ct de tant
d'autres decouvertes admirables; si vous ~tel jaloux de Ia part que votre pays peut rcvendiqucr
dans l'epanouiuement de en merveilles, prcnez inter~t, je vous en conjure, )Ices demeurea
aacreea que !'on deaignc du nom expreuif de lahorAtoirts. Demandez qu'on lcs rnultiplie
et qu'on let orne: ce sont les templet de l'o.venir, de Ia rieheue et du bien-ttre. C'cat It
que l'humanite grandit, se forti fie et devient meilleure. Elle y apprend a lire dane les auvrea
de Ia nature, a.uvres de progrts et d'harmonie universelle; tandis que set a.uvres t elles sont
trop souvent celles de Ia barbaric, du fanatisme et de Ia dc&truction.
II est des peuples sur lcaquelles a pant le souffie ulutaire de ces verites. Dcpuis trcotc
ana, I'AIIemagne s'est couverte de vastes et riches laboratoires et chaquc jour en voit naitre
de nouveaux. Berlin et Bonn acbhent la construction de deux palais d'une valeur de quatre
millions, destines l'un et )'autre aux etudet chimiques. Saint-Petenbourg a conncre trois
millions l un institut physiologique. L' Analeterre, l' Amerique, l' Autriche et I• Bavihe ont
fait lea plus gen~reux u.crificea.••• L'ltalic o. march<! un instant dans cette voie.
Et Ia France 1
La France n'est pas encore ll'a.uvre. •••
Qui voudra me croire quand j'affirrnerai qu'il n 'y a pu, au budget de l'instructioo publique,
un denier affeete aux progrc\s des aciences physiques par Jes laboratoires ; que c'est grllce
~ une fiction et l une tolt!raoce administrative que Ies savants, envisages comme professeurs,
peuvent prelever aur le treaor public quelques-unes de$ dl!pen~cs de leurs trnaux penonnels,
au detriment des allocations destinle' aux frail" de leur c.•,eignement 1 "-From La Pie de
Pallelir, by Renl Vdlery-Radot, p. 2.15.
His plea had eome results, but how much still needed to be done in the present century
ie movingly shown in the Life of MatiA"'e Cwrie, by her daughter Eve.
(3) For his Jtruggles against obscurantism see Recollections of M_y L!f•, S. Ramon y Cajal.
(4) Spanish scientists are still at their work. In spite of war, aerial bombardments and
the shortage of all necessaries they continue to research and even to publish their work.
All scientists except those wishing to remain were evacuated from Madrid first to Valencia
and afterward' to Barcelona, and were given means to continue their work. Numerous
paper& have been 'published, for example those of Profenor lluaiiaga in mathematice,
Profcuor Moles in chemistry, Profeuor Duperrier in physics and Dr. Zulueta in genetics.
(S) See, however, Crowther, FAmolil American Men of Scitnte.
(6) Almost inevitably the Handard of theee is very low and resea~ch there is severely
hindered by the altogether exceuive amount of teaching rC<juired. But •ttempta are being
made to remedy this state of affairs. See Flexner, Universities, American, English, German ,
and Report on Acadtmic Curric,./o. Another peculiarly American development is that of
the populu m~seuma which oot only carry out r~search but send important expeditions to
all quarters of the world.
(7) The reuona for this are discussed by Crowther (above).
(8} The extent of the destruction can be gauged from the fact that after •ix months of
undeclared war, :to universities and more than So schools had been destroyed by bombing,
and 70,000 ttudents had been forced to tly to the interior; while throughout the Japanese
occupation, in those centres of teaching which remain, the whole curriculum has been
revised to suit the Japanese masten and the students are expected to celebrate victories
won against their fellow-countrymen.
(9) How artificial the language queation is waa ahown amusingly over the matter of
Italian participation in an internationd scientific publication where the adherence of the
Italians was made conditional either on the use of Italian ae well as Gennan, French, and
English, or alternatively, the dropping of French to secure parity.
(ro) In a letter from the secretary of the Sacred Congregation of Seminaries and Universities at Rome to Car4inal Baudrillart on r 3th April 1938, there are enumerated eight
false assertions which teachers are urged to refute:
•
1. That hftman races through their naturaland immutable characters are so different that the
humblest ofthem is further from the highest than it is from the highest animal species..
2.. That it i~ necenary, by all possible means, to conserve and cultivate the vigour of the
Nee and the purity of the blood ; everything leading to this result being on that
JCcount alone praiseworthy and permissible.

NOTES
J· That aU intellectual and moral qualities of man have their principal origin in the
blood, the seat of the racial character.
4· That the chief object of education is to develop racial character and to inspire the mind
with a burning love for one's own race as the supremcat JOOCI.
•
S· That religion itself depends on racial law and must be adapted to it.
6. That the lint source and supr~c rule of all legal systeml is racial instinct.
7· T ha.t all that exists is the Cosmos or Universe, itself a living being, and all things
including man arc only diverse and chanaing forms of this universal existence.
8. Th«t every man only exists through the State and for the State. Everyt hing which
he owns he holds only aa a grant from the State.
( n) How i t wa.s possible to get the German scientists to submit so easily to t he l-iazis
;, discuued in R. A. Brady'a Sfirll tm.i Strr.<:hll"~ oft;,,.._, Fas~i111r :
" Such in general was the situation in Oennan science which the N azis found when
they an umed control of the politieal apparatus of Germany. Into their progm mnc for
co-ordinating all ide•s, organiutiona, and activities in all fields, the rcseorch and scientiiic
poature of affairs in 1933 fitted perfectly. Hence, nothing fundamental has b«n changed
•• to aeope and to method. They have merely capitalized on the t rends in force by insieting
upon even cloaer working alliances between the sepa.r ate nelda of research and practice, and
co-ordinated all activitiee to fit the purpoees of the Nazi state.
But if the • co-ordination ' is of the sort deacribed-a co-ordination which seems to nln
so directly counter to the tcchniqua, the criteria, and the moods of science itself-why
b ..vc not tbe $Cienti' u te'Vo\ted ,.. - · " The answer is to be found in the r..ct •.he.t the
t ypical scientist ia not, either by virtue of hiJ training or vocation, much more inclined to
uphold acientific laws and mcthoclt of analysis, to jar as rocial applicationr are conc,rnld,
and outside his OW1I narro111 fi1lt1, than is the moat ignorant layman on the st reet. Furthermore, the number of scientitts and scholan in any capitalist country who can be found «•dy
to identify their intereats with the ' common man,' and with organized labour, can be
counted in extremely small nua>bcre. One of the moat naive ideas ever expressed by a
reputable economist wn V cbl¢11 'B notion that the intcresu of enginecn and scienti1t1 in
workmanship and efficiency would lead them naturally, if not inevitably, to ally themaehea
w ith labour's intereJt in maximizing output and improving uandards of living. There ia
not the alighteet ground fot believing that any ao-c,a~ed ' eoviet of engineen ' in c~pitaliJtic
countries would be any more progressive than the moat conservative club of business men.
It would unduly prolong this discuasion to go into the reasons here why this is so un·
fortunately tru~. But it may be worth pointing out that the very nature and purpose of
the Nui drive was such at to take full advantage of the rigorousness in scientific criteria
commonly accepted as basic in the various fields. As one proceeds from t he more mat•u e
natural sciencca of physic• and chcmiatry, on through biology, psychology, and finally to
the ao-called • soci~l sciencea,' the number of variablee increases, the range of relative fa~:ts
grows more numerout, the key problcme become more and more complex, and the element
of 6ia.wi motivt a!lli p nconceivetl Ppini011 grows steadily more int!uential. It is in the natu ral
scienc:ee that the Nuis have the least intercet in changing science and' scientists-b.ere
application• .rc to the heavy industrin, the tcc:hniques and equipment of war and militarization, utilization of natural resources, etc. On the other hand, it is in the subject-matter
of psychology and the aocial aciencel where they have the greater in tere•t in restricting,
cutting, hnvi.ng, rhaping, and interpreting ~carch results according to prcc:onceived plan.
Could the reveree have been true, the situation would have been entirely different so far u
the cooflict with accepted scientific routine and habits of mind are concemed.
But there lurlu even here a general misconception regarding the ecicntist. He ie, after
all, a human being and not a superman. He cannot be expected under the beet of circumstam:es to be a clear-eyed, matter-of-fact searcher for ' objective truth ' and an expert in
dUpataiOD&te analysis beyond the fringes of hit own s~ial field . There seen11 to be
relatively little of the so-called • transfer of intelligence,' and not any too much of acientilic
habiu of mind, as he pu1e1 beyond the boundaries of his own specific knowledge. Nowhere
in all recent philosophical literature is there to be found more sia>ple-minded and naive
acceptance of•the myths of popular folklore than in the writings of Eddington, Jeans,
Millibo, Planck, and other (amoua scientists. This was as true of German scientiata
• even before the coming of Hitler as of all other acientish to-day. Scientists, in abort,
simply let themselve! in for the charge that they have abandoned science when they become
so careleaa aa to assume that the 411•"'1" to tMd. rigoNJ•s& ;, ..,., fi•/4 automati~y impliet
thinking ri,oroualy whenevct' one think• about anything at all. Here the scientiet is no
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different from any man on the street. If he gives way to the temptation to generalize where
he does not AMw, he is merely allowin1 himself to abandon ratio,al crittria in favour of
1111critical htlitj. Uncritical belief is never science; it is always first cousin to bigotry it1elf.
The more narrow his field of research-a tendency to narrowing is more common with
modern science than heretofor~the more apt he is to approach the bigot outside hi1 own
field. It is exactly in the natural ac.i ences, which the Nuis leave the least disturbed, that
this narrowing on intensive research is most pronounced. Hence uise~ the paradox that
the physical scientist who would seem by training and disposition the least subject to
emotional appeals is, perhaps, most susceptible of all his brethren to the blandishments of
the fanatic and the bigot-most bigoted because he accepts uncritically what he c•n be
made to believe is rirorously true.
The scientist, per u, is, hence, perhaps the most easily used and 'co-ordinated ' of all
the especially trained people in modern society. The Nazis, to be true, fired a good many
universify professors, and dismissed a good many scientists from research laboratories.
But the profcasors fired were primarily amongst the social sciences where there was a more
common awareness and a more persistent c riticism of the implications of Nazi programmes,
and not amongst the natural 'ciences where thinking is supposed t o be most rigorous.
Those dismissed in this latter fi eld were primarily J ewish or exceptions to the generalization
made above-because of equally uncritical acceptance of beli~fs running contr3ry t o the
Nui philosophy.
Consequently the Nnia were able to 'co-ordinate ' scholara and scientists with relative
ease, and hence to throw behind t heir elaborate propaganda the btemiug weight of the
bulk of German teamed opinion and support. Thty have not even hJd much difficulty in
fillin g the o·anks of their ' race science' institutct from regular universit y and sim ilar
circles-a success which they have registered by virtue of careful selection from amongst
National Socialist university youth, and by forced transmutation of the rele,•ant scientific
criteria to meet their own specific ends. "-Robert A. Brady in Tilt Spirit and Str11cturt of
Ctrman Fascism, p. 76.
( 12) The following table shows how the numbers of students at German univenit ics
ha~e decreased :
Students taking :
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(Dr. E. Y. H artshorne, Nat~.<rc, V ol. 142, p. 17 5· See also his book C<rlffatt Uni'IJtrsiti<t
and National Socialism.)
(1 3) "The teaching in school can give the young 'Bearer of Race' (Rassentriiger)
l<>mething that wilt lat er be useful to him as Burer of Arms. Tables can be lurnt with
horseshoe nails. Loguithms will find their mos t beautiful adjustment in the science of
ballistics. In geography the world war can come into its own limitless rights. History
is f\lll to o\•erfiowing with example~ of war-politics. ChcmiHry has equal application in
the light for daily bread as for the m ilitary struggle with gas. Physics problems can be
explained equally welt with a motor or • tank. Biological relationships do not only arise
from the wanderings of peoples but also from the way states have been fordbly constituted
in the past. T he teaching of foreign languages is particularly bound up• with m ilitary·
political explanations. In German lessons, the great M oltke can be cited as well as Crimm."
- W•Itr<r'Zithung, November '935· Quoted in Education in Na'Zi Gtrmany, p. 17.
(14) "The so-called revolutions of 1848 were but poor incidents, small frac tures and
fissures ip the dry cru,st of European society. . . . The social r evolution, it is true, w.s
no novelty invented in I 848. Ste.tm, electricity and the self-acting m ule were revolutiom
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of a rather more dangerous character than·even Citizens Bathes, Raspail, and Blanqui.
There is one great fact characteristic of this our nineteenth century, a fact which no party
dares deny. On the one band there have started into life industrial and scientific forces
whkh no epoch of the former human hi1tory had enn suspected. On the other bu d there
exist symptoms of decay, far surpassing the horrors recorded of the latter time• of the Roman
Empire". Jn our days, everything seems pregnant with its contrary. Machinery, gifted
with the wonderful power of ahor.tening and fructifying human labour, we behold survinr
and overworking it. . . . Even t he pure life of •cience aeenu unable to shine but on the
dark background of ignoran~e. All our inventlon and progren seem to result in endowlnr
materiti (o..,es with intellectual life, and in stultifying human life into a material force.
TlW &ntaJO' ·•m between modem industry and science on the one hand, and modem misery
and diuolatton on the other hand; thit antagonism between the productive forces and the
social relation• of our epoch is a fact palpable, overwhelming, and not to be controverted.
Some may wail over it; others may wish to get rid of modern arts, in order to get rid of
modern conflicts. Or they may imagine that so signal a progress in indu.try wants to be
completed by as signal a regress in politics. For our part, we do not mistake the shape of the
shrewd spirit that continues to mark all these contradictions. We know that if the newfan gled forces of society are to work satisfactorily , t hey need only be mastered by newfmgled
men-and such are the working men. They are as much the invention of modem time as
machinery itaelf."-From a speech made by Ka.rl Marx at an anniverury supper of the
Ptt>piL's Paper in 1856. Quoted in Tlt.t Corres~ndLnu of Karl Marx and FriLdriclt. Engels,
~ ~
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(15) " With mln we enter'mto the' domain of history. A.nima\s have their history tol>, the
history of their descent , of their gradual evolution up to their present-day forms. But thia
history is made for them, and their participat ion in it is without their knowledge and will.
Men, on the other hand, the fu rther they get away from anjrnala in the narrow sense, the
more they control their own history, consciously, the amaller becomes the influence of
unforeseen events and uncont rollable forces on this history, and the 11reater their succeu
in shaping it to preconceived aims. lf, however, human history-even thu of the most
developed peoples of to-day-is measured in this way, it is clear that an imrnenae diacrepancy
still exists between planned aims and achieved results, that unanticipated inlluenceJ predominate and that uncontrolled forces are fa r more powerful than those set in mot ion by
planning. Nor can this be otherwise so long as the fundamental historical act ivity of man,
which different iates him from the animals and forms the material basis of all his other
activities, t hat is, the production of the necessities of life>--which means to-day social
production-is n:posed to the chance influences of uncont rolled forces and when the desired
end is only at tained exceptionally, and more o~ten precisely the opposite. ln the mo&t
advanced indtaatriti countries the forces of nature have been tamed and pres1ed into the
service of mankind and production. has been infinitely increued, 10 that now a child can
produce more than a hundred adulh used to be able to. And what i• the resu lt l An
increase in overwork and an increase in the misery of the muses, and a conflagration every
ten years. Darwin was unaware of how bitter a satire he waa writinr on mankind and
particularly on hie fellow countrymen, when he proved that free competit ion-the strurrle
for existence--which ec:onomistl hail as the greatest historical achievement, was the normal
state in the animti kingdom. It is only by a conacious organization of social production,
in which production and distribution are planned, that man can be lifted, in the social aense,
above the rest of the animal world ; juat u it was by product ion aa such that he wa1 lifted
from it in the specific sense. Historical evolution makes orpnization of this sort daily more
ineYitable and daily more possible. From it will ariae a new epoch of hiatory in which men
themselves and all their activities, particularly the natural sciences, will under,a an
unprecedented adva~"-lntroduetion to Dialecti~ .Ur Nat~r by Ensels; M t.n and Engela,
c .sallltarllga••, p. 494·
(16) " We know that Communist society cannot be built up unlcs• we rebuild induatry
and agriculture, and these cannot be rebuilt in the old way: T hey mutt be rebuilt
on a modern basis, according to the Ju t word of science. You know that this baaia il
electric.ty, thaa only when the whole count ry, all branches of indus try and acriculture han
been electrified ; only when you have mastered thia taak will you be able to build up for
yourselves the Communist aociety which the old generation cannot build. We are con• fronted with the taak of economically regenerating the whole country, of reorpnizinJ,
restoring both .,OC:ult-~re and induatry on a modem technlcal baaia, which reau on modem
se1ence, on techniqut, on electricity. You uncterstand perfectly wdl that illiterate people
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are unspitable for electrification, and even the mere ability to read and write is inadequate.
It it not enough to undentand what electricity it; it is oecesury to know how to apply
it to industry and to agriculture, and to the nrious branches ofinduatry and agriculture. We
mutt leam this ourselvea, and teach it to the whole of the younger generation of toilert.
This is the task that confronts every clast-conscious Communiat."-From a speech by Lenin
at the Third All-Runian Congreu of the Ruu ian Young Communist League, 1.920.
S,/,tttd W orlts, Vol. 9• p. 473·
(17) The situation in Physica, typical for the better developed aciences in Czarist Russia,
ia thus described by Prof. Joffe himaelf, one of the old guard of Russian science :
" Pre-revolutionary Russia could pride iuelf on a number of scholan, who left a notable
trace in the history of phyaica. In addition to D. I . Mendeleyev, who was a remarkable
physicist, aa well as an outstanding cbemitt, P. N. Lebedev, A. G. Stoletov and B. B.
Goliuin may be named. These three namet are connected with auch imporhnt successes
in physics as the pressure of light, the photo-effect and aeiamology. However, pren:volution~ry Russian scholars were usually individu1ls, who left behind neither a scientilic
school nor a definite line. They themselves more often than not imported their themes
from abroad, u a retult of working with French or German scholan. Russian acholats
would go to one of the Western European schoola, and carry out there tome reaearch
connected with the theme of this school, and then present their completed work in the
form of a dissertation for a muter't degree. Further development of this theme would be
the subject of their doctor'a diuertation, and it was quite natural to maintain the tendency
of the foreign ideological centre. Independent Ruuian schools did not arise.
The tingle exception was the remarkable'scientiftc school of Peter Nikolayevich Lebedev
in Moscow University. However, in r9 r r Kasso's policy drove it out {t'om thia refuge,
and P. N. Lebedev himaelf died aoon after..••
In Leningrad, until the Revolution, the position of Physica waa considerably worse.
The Univenity remained fruitleu. The absence of a vital creative li.ne and the depreuiog
system of master's examinations repelled from the University the moat talented phyaiciata
(Geflhun, Mitkevich, Lebedinsky) .•.•
Until the Revolution, physics developed almoat exclusively in Universities and in one
or two higher technical schools. The number of doctors of physics did not exceed t 5·
The total number of working physicists was about too, but for the great majority of theae,
scientilic work wat secondary to their main occupation of pedagogical work•• . .
The work of Lebedev's school and of several Leningrad phyaicisu was of considerable
Jcientilic intereat. The greater put of the scientific output, however, wu not calculated
to enrich the world of science. These works were partly • provincial,' describing observations without giving any theoretical explanation, variants of foreign works, the meaaurements of various constants, and so on. In Leningrad University the ' scientific work•' of
post-graduates were reduced to the reproduction of experiments, published in the latest
inues of foreign journala.
Even the best works of Ruasian physicisu were diacon.nected studies, forming no definite
tdentilic line, letting themselves no profound problem or any kind of technological objective. lt may be auerted that in pre-revolutionary Ruasia there was almost no technical
phy1ic1, and the condition• for its formation were absent. Owing to the method of borrowing from abroad in a linished state, inclusive of working d!'llwings, Ruaaian technology had
no need of its own scientific base, and did not have one. University physics counted itself
at something apart from any practical applications. The Univenitiea preserved the' purity'
of acience, and carefully protected it from technology.
Thua, in spite of the presence of great individual scholan, Ruuian physics was, until
the Revolution. one of the most backward and weakest branchea of world science."
(r8) The Soviet Government has approved the diatribution among the different comminariatl and other bodies of the 12.,510 young apecialisU graduated from the State
univenities and other higJ1er educational institutions in the laat term of I937· The
graduates include 7190 engineers of different specialities, 1049 agronomists, 1115 experts
in :r:ootechnics, 1174- doctors of medicine, 1087 physicists, chemists, ·biologists and other
specialists, 342 veterinary surgeons, 198 economists and 165 other experts. Of the total
number of young experts 208 3 are being placed under the Commissariat of Heavy Industries,
1517 under the Commissariat of Agriculture, 1138 under the Commissariat of Public
Health and 76o under the Commissariat of Education of the R.S.F.S.R.
•
( 19) Fo[ example, So'!Jiet Scie~tct, by J. G. Crowther ; SeietrCI a11d Education ;,. tire
iJ.S.S.R., by A. P. Pinkevitcb.
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(zo) See Britaill wit;,.out Capitalists, p. +59·
(z r) Further details at to how plalllling worb are to be found in Sovi•t· Sd•~~e•, p. 87
11
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(u) An admirable example ia the work of V . llin, particularly Man arul Moutflains,
(2. 3) For an account of the achievements of Soviet acience in twenty years, see Priroda,
October 1937 and Vestnik, January 1938.
(2.4-) See S~t Scinu, p. 2.9.
(2. S) The needa and the ponibilitia of Soviet acience are movingly expreaaed in Pavlov'a
lut teatament to bi• atudenu :
" What ia it that I would wi1h the young men and women of my country who have
dedicated themselvea to science ?
·
First of all-<:onsiatency. Of this very important condition of fruitful scientific work
I can Jlever 1peak without emotion. Consistency, consiatency and again conaietency. From
the very beainninf of your work train youraelf to strict consistency in the acquirement
of knowledge.
Learn the ABC of tcience before you attempt to scale its peab. Never embark on what
comes after without having mastered what goes before. Never try to cover up the gap•
in your knowledce, even by the boldeat peaaea arul hypotheses. Such a bubble may delight
your eye by its play of coloun, but it will inevitably bunt and you will be left with nothing
but confu1ion.
Train yourself to rnerve and patience. Learn to do the heavy work that science involves.
Study, compare, accumulate facti. Be the wing of a bird never so perfect, it would nrver
bear her aloft without the 1upport of the air. Fact' are the •cientist'a air, without which
he would never be ~ble to lly. Without facu, your theories are labour in vain.
But in ltudying, experimenting and oblerving-try not to remain at the 1urface of the
facts. Do not turo younelf into a museum cuatodian of facts. Try to penetrate into the
secret of th.eir origitl. Steadfastly seek the lawt that govern them.
The eecond thin~ is-modesty. Never think that you already know e~crything. And
however high the esteem in which you are held, alway• have the courage to aay to yourself :
' I am ignorant.'
Do not allow pricJe to take pouession of you. It will cause you to be obstinate when you
1hould be conciliatory. It wiU cause you to reject useful advice and friendly help. It will
prevent you from ukin& an objective view.
In the coUective which I have to pide, everything depends on the atrnoephere. We
are aU harnessed to a common cauae arul each of ua helps it forward to the extent of hit
ltl'ellfth and ponibility. With ua it ia often impoaible to distinguish what i• ' mine • and
what ie ' youn.' Bllt our COIDIIIOI1 cauae only pint thereby.
The thircl thinr iJ-puaiOD. llemembcr that acimc:e demanda a man'• whole life. And
even if you had two livea, it would not be mouah. Science demands from man great intensity
and deep panion. Be puaioaate in your work and aaxhinr.
Our fatherland if opeainr wi41e pro1pect1 before aacotiau and-it must be ownedtcience i1 beiDa folt~ in our eountry with the utmoet lamhneas.
What should I 1ay of the po1ition of the )'OUillecieDtilt in our country l 11 not e~ery
thinr quite dear hete 1 Much ia pvm him, but much iJ aaked of him. For youth, u for
ut, it ia a matter of !Jonour to juatify the rreat trult that our fatherltnd puts in scicnce.''From P~H~III'fl tUUJ ;,.js Selulol, by Profesaor Y. P. Frolov, M.D.
(z6) There has, for inatance, in the latt two y•n been the very important controversy
on ~ ~"1>)~\ o{ \he {o\>n•bt\-. of 1en~\\c,, \n w\\\c~ V t.'<\~'< t.\\li L,~!.'.ko t.mos.-.1 o\h~n
have been enpged. On acco~t of the scanty notices that appeared outaide the Soviet
Union, thi• controveray hat been map~.ined out of aU proportion. It was claimed that
the authorities were maintaini.q that pnetict did not determine the evolution of 1pecin
or the dnelopment of domeatic planta arul animall, and that it wu a revival of theW eiamannLam&n~lr. controveny on the relative importance of breedinl and environment. In fact no
1uch extreme viewa were put forward, but pneticiata were critici&ed for attributing all
inherited charaetera to •pecinc unitary facton in the chromosomes, and neglectinr cytopla•tic and enwromnental (acton, whose importance wat probably exaneratecl by their
critica. For a fuU account aee the article by Helix and Helianthus in the Modun
/l"llrter!J, Vol. t, No. .... p. 370.
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IX

THE T RAINING OF T HE SCIENTIST
T H I! ltBOR.GANIZAT lON OF ScL!NCB

A CONSID ERATION of the present state of science in relation to society
is enough to show that great changes are urgently necessary if science
is to fulfil its functions or even maintain itself as a vital human
activity. Some of the lines along which ~he reorganization of science
should move emerge from the examination of its present defects.
Their removal, however, would in itself not be enough. Piecemeal
changes of this type might easily fail to achieve any useful object,
partly because the different changes made would be uncoordinated
and would not serve to assist one another, and partly because other
consequences might result which would separately or in the aggregate
tend to retard science and to reverse the intentions of the reformers,
Any reorgani-z.ation of science must be a comprehensive task and one
which cannot be undertaken alone either by scientific workers
themselves or by State or economic organizations outside science, but
only by all working together in an agreed direction. The question,
therefore, of whether science can be reorganized at all is not simply
or even principalJy one for scientists. It is a social and political
question. Every aspect of any reorganization of science concerns the
economic and political structure of society. T he recruitment and
education of the scientist, the finance of research and the application
of its results cannot be <;onsidered as simply scientific questions. If
they are to be discussed at all profitably we must assume a certain
attitude of society towards science. What that attitude is in existing
society and how effectively it is crippling science has been shown in
the first part of this book. To change this state of affairs, to allow
science to grow freely for the benefit of humanity, presupposes
• therefore a change in society itself. For our immediate purpose it
is not necessary to stipulate in detail what that change should be. It
will be sufficient to assume that it would be a society that actively
desired that science should be developed and used for human welfare
and that it would be prepared to provide the means for that development and for•the most dfective social utilization of its results.
Tlt1 N11ti for E:tptmsim.-It is necesslry to emphasize this because
tlie primary overriding change which science needs is expansion, and
that not a small but a very large expansion, up to scale of operation
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something of the order of ten times what it is at present. In other
words, the inadequacy of the scale of science is more immediately
important than its inefficiency. On the social side this would appear
in the crudest form as a simple increase of the annual budget of
science to something like ten times the present figure. This may
appear a somewhat extravagant claim, but, considering the actual
size of the present budget, the increase would be completely imperceptible; it would be equivalent to a tax of less than 1 per cent.
of the national income, and that only if the whole .change were
introduced all at once. In actual fact, with the greatest physically
possible rate of increase, it is almost certain that, given an economic
system that could utilize it, the net expenditure on science, i.e. its
gross expenditure less the benefits directly attributable to this expenditure, would vanish in less than five years, becoming instead an
ever-increasing surplus, and that it would never at any stage amount
to more than one-half per cent. of the national income.
Organization and the Presen;ation of Freedom.-The problem for
the scientists is, however, a much more difficult one. It is one of
increasing the intensity and scope of scientific work while preserving
and improving the efficiency and co-ordination of that work. Nor
must this very increase of size and efficiency be allowed to lower the
standards or to stifle the freedom and originality of scientific research.
The whole framework of scientific activity, in recruiting, in education,
in internal organi:z.ation, and in intensity and utility of application,
requires extension and improvement at the same time. This is a
task the detailed accomplishment of which can only be undertaken
by scientists themselves. They alone understand the difficulties of
the problem and the dangers which may come from unwise changes.
It is not surprising that many scientists, particularly of the older
school, shrink altogether from the task and prefe r science to remain
inefficient and obscure so long as it is preserved as a free playground
for the fortunate few to whom accidents of birth and temperament
have made it accessible. To them the proposals contained in the
present chapter will appear anathema. Only those will accept them
who see that science is a gift that demands to be used to the full for
the material and cultural benefit of humanity, and that if science is •
not so used it will itself be the first to suffer.
The Recruitment of Scientists.-!£ science is to develop it must
first make the utmost use of the human material that is available.
To-day this requires in most countries, and certainly in Britain,
a complete recasting of the methods of recruiting t'he personnel
of scientific research and teaching. This problem is intrinsically
bound up with the more general one of the reform of education i'h
the dH-ection of giving full opportunity for the development of ability
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by the removal of all barriers based on economic class. We have
already discussed how far the existing system falls short in these
respects. Such a general change would not in itself be sufficient; and
needs to be accompanied by a qualitative change in the system of
eduta.tion in all its stages whereby science would permeate the whole
educational structure and not appear as a late and ill-coordinated
annex. Only when science permeates education, and through it the
general outlook on life, can there be any hope of a rational choice
of a scientific career. W e do not want people to choose to be
scientists merely because science is well paid or, if not well paid,
gives an opportunity of a job free from many of the irritating
restraints of commercial employment. The appeal of science should
be partly that of intrinsic curiosity and partly the realization of the
important and disinterested social contribution that can be made
through a scientific career. By having far larger numbers to choose
from and by developing a greater general understanding of science,
the standard ability for entry into scientific professions could be
raised at the same time as the numbers of the entrants increased.
f7ocational s~J~ction.-From the start, however, it would be
necessary to realize that not one but many different types of abilities
are required. In a well-ordered scientific movement capacities for
administration and for teaching would be in demand as well as those
of more purely research character. It would Qe a matter of developing
the present rudimentary methods of vocational selection to see that
the appropriate proportions of these different types of scientific ability
were selected at any given time. It is clear that these proportions
would vary markedly as science developed, partly because of the
changing complexity of scientific organization which would probably
demand, as time went on, a greater number of those with organizing
talent, and partly because of the transitional need of building ~ the
structure of science on a far larger scale than has yet been attempted,
a process which would put great emphasis on the teaching of science.
It must be borne in mind that any marked development of science
is only likely to take place simultaneously with other social and
economic changes, all of which will make considerable demands on
• ability. To a large extent this will be met by a great release of
hitherto unused ability, made possible by a really democratic educational system. But it is impossible to be sure, even in the absence of
such negative factors as war and social struggle, that the rate of release
of this ability will, in the first stages, be equal to the demand. Such
excess demand will necessarily draw away from science, for a while,
many that would in more normal circumstances be attracted to it.
If is therefore all the more necessary to see that the fullest use is
made of the available personnel.
•
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A Wick Entry into Scimtific Rtstarch.-For this pwrpose the net
should be thrown wide. There is no reason at all why entry into
a scientific career should only be through the conventional educational
system of elementary school, secondary school, and university.
Science should return to its earlier phase when, like literature, it was
a liberal profession, one that could be entered from any other profession at any stage in life. In the greatest period of scientific
development there was a particular emphasis on drawing into science
men from active and practical life. This tendency has gradually
disappeared; it requires to be revived. Effective facilities, both
educational and economic, need to be offered and made widely known
so as to make possible the entry, after a few years' training, of every
kind of industrial, agricultural, or clerical worker into active and
responsible scientific work.
The class of such recruits which could be made most immediately
available for science are the laboratory assistants themselves, who
already perform such a large and such a poorly recognized part of
actual scientific work. This could be done both by a removal of
the distinction between the research worker and the laboratory
assistant and by an extension of their present utterly inadequate means
of entry into official science.
We need to develop, and could easily do so even at present, amateur
scientific societies in such a way that they should no longer be considered to be playing at science but to be taking an active, responsible
and recognized part in its advancement. There are a large number
of problems the solution of which could be found as well, if not
better, by societies of amateurs capable of making co-ordinated
observations than by individual research workers in institutes. This
is already, of course, the case in astronomy and meteorology and
could eas_ily be extended to most other fields of science.
We have another untapped source of scientific ability, and one
which will tend to increase, in the interest which might be taken
in science by men and women retired from active life. There is
in science an enormous amount of repeated and painstaking observations, of classifying and co-ordinating work which, though of the
very highest importance, is of a nature particularly galling to young •
and active spirits, yet might nevertheless be an agreeable occupation
to those who are more inclined to sum up a life's work than to wish
to change it. In the fields of literature and bibliography a great deal
of such work is done, but in science we have, up till now, lacked the
organization to make use of such a fund of willing Assistance. It
should be possible at relatively little expense, not only to ensure to
all such persons, showing a reasonable competence, such access l:o
the laboratories and libraries and the use of apparatus in their own
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homes as is required for their work, but also to see that the work
they do receives its due recognition.
A Dirtcting Aralwrity for Entrants.-Up till now the arrangements
for recruitment into science have largely been left to chance or to
uncoordinated bodi'es such as university appointment boards. We
require as part of any rational organization of science some body
responsible for recruitment into scientific research, one which·would,
of course, be in the closest co-ordination with the educational
authorities. It is only in the text-books of economists that recruitment into any profession is supposed to be automatically determined
by the requirements of that profession. Actually there is always a
lag due to ignorance of prospects and, quite apart from cyclical
Ructuations of employment, a chronic state of surplus in some
sections and shortage of workers in others. The foresight which it
is unreasonable to expect from students who have no experience of
the world could be exercised by an authority which was able to.
survey not only the existing situation of science but also all its plans
for future development. Such an authority would, of course, have
a harder task in science than in almost any other profession because
of the unpredictable character of scientific development, but this
difficulty could be overcome by .flexibility, particularly in the proper
use of alternative occupations. In any rapid development of science
shortage of personnel would probably be the limiting factor. Indeed,
many, overlooking potential sources of ability, think that it has
already become so. A recruiting authority would therefore perform
an invaluable service by being able to indicate fairly accurately what
personnel was likely to be available in different categories and in
different, subjects and thus prevent whatever plans were made from
being held up by unexpected shortages of men.
CH.ANGlNG TH.II. T•.ACHING OF Scr.ENC.l!

The importance of a change in the whole method of teaching
science has already been stres.ed. At every stage in education .we
require not only an increased attention to be paid to science but
' also a complete change in the method of teaching it and of relating
that teaching to the other parts of the curriculum. The aim of
science teaching is twofold: to provide a background of the ordered
knowledge already won from nature and to communicate effectively
the means by which such knowledge has been and can be won and
checked. But these two things are not independent. It is strictly
jmpoesible to convey an adequate picture of existing scientific knowledge if the learner is not aware of how that knowledge is obtained,
and aware to the extent of being able himself to take part ih some
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way m the process of discovery. It is in this latter aspect that
present science teaching most signally fails. Scientific method is
usuany taught, even in practical laboratory work, as if it involved
only measurement and simple logical deductions. The play of
imagination and the building and the testing ('If hypotheses is hardly
ever attempted, for reasons, partly traditional and partly economic,
that we have already described. What we want to see is the inclusion
of research as an integral part of the teaching of science, and this
even more for those who will use their science knowledgt: in ordinary
life or in teaching than for those who intend to carry out scientific
research themselves.
Sct ENCE I N ScH OOLS

•

At diffe rent stages in the educational process different changes are
required. In schools the chief need is for a ge neral change in the
attitude towards science, which should be from the beginning an
integral part a nd not a mere addition, often an optional addition, to
the curriculum. Science should be taught not merely as a subject
but should come into all subjects. Its importance in history and
in modern life should be pointed out and illustrated. The old
contrast, often amounting to hostility, between scientific and humane
subjects needs to be broken down a nd replaced by a scientific
humanism. At the same time, t he teaching of science prope r requires
to be huma nized. T he dry and factual presentation requires to be
transformed, not by any appeal to mystical theory, but by emphasi'l..ing
the living and dramatic cha racter of scientific advance itself. Here
the teaching of the history of science, not isolated as at present, but
in close relation to general history teaching, would serve to correct
the existing atmosphere of scientific dogmatism. It would show at
the same time how secure are the conquests of science in the control
they give over natural processes and how insecure and provisional,
however necessary, are the rational interpretations, the theories and
hypotheses put forward at each stage. Past history by itself is not
enough, the latest developments of science should not be excluded
because they have not yet passed the test of time. It is absolutely •
necessary to emphasize the fact that science not only has changed
but is continually changing, that it is an activity and not merely a body
of facts. Throughout, the social implications of science, the powers
that it puts into men's hands, the uses they could make of them and
those which they in fact do, should be brought out and made real
by a reference to immediate experience of ordinary life. ( 1)
•
As science advances it leaves the explanation of the more remote
and obScure parts of life-the heavens or the mysteries of chemistry-
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and becomes more and more able to cope with domestic activities
which have been the first to be carried out but the last to be understood. It is along these lines that it should be possible to intrbduce
the teaching of practical scientific methods by making students find
ou"t for themselves n ew relationships in things that already concern
them and not in artificially simplified and unnecessarily abstract
experiment (see p. 7+)· In such hobbies as photography and wireless,
as well as in all the field of natural history, there are opportunities not
only for observation but also for experiment and discovery. A whole
new technique of experimental biology could easily ·be adapted for
school use and developed in the direction of physiological, psychological, and social observation and analysis. The old ideas- that
only exact science could be taught in schools and that the only exact
sciences are physics and chemistry-must be abolished. But in t he
process of doing so, which is already under way, there is a danger
of passing over from studies which provide criticism in a rigorous
sense to those of vague and often sentimental description. The
biological sciences could, however, be made as practical and, with
the use of statistics, as-exact as the other sciences.
A Living Curriculum. -The whole question of detailed curriculum
or exact methods of teaching science is beyond the scope of this
book. (2) The relative merits of formal and orderly, as against
practical and discursive, teaching cannot be simply decided, if indeed
there is only one answer. But, however that is determined, there
is no question that in the developments of science in the last twenty
years, or even more particularly in the last ten years, there has
arisen, with such advances as the q),lantum theory in physics and
chemistry and the gene and bio-chemical theories in biology, a
general scheme of description that is a far more easily grasped basis
for exposition than any previously existing. It is essential in any
~:econstruction of science teaching that this new knowledge should
be so used and not relegated as heretofore for a probationary period
of between fifty and a hundred years.
What we need is a perlll8nent standing commission composed of
active and young research scientists and of experienced science
.. teachers to keep under constant review the teaching of science and to
suggest and bring into practice a continual change and improvement. (3) Against such action there will always remain the enormous
vested interest of the examination system and of the producers of
text-books. • It is gradually becoming recognized that examinations
as they exist at present not only cramp the whole system of education
and produce serious effects on students working for them but also
are extremely unreliable in their one ostensible object of testing the
relative ability of the candidates. The difficulty, of course, ts that,
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in view of the monetary rewards for success in examination, far too
much stress has to be laid on the prevention of all forms of fraud
and spurious knowledge, rather than on giving opportunities for the
expression of intelligence. Most school examiners, owing to the
large number of candidates, are just hack-workers, and all attempts
at reform are met by the objection of the extra expense and the
impossibility of achieving unifqrm results on anything but the most
stereotyped sort of examination paper. (4) The revision of the
examination system is, however, being pressed for many other reasons.
This simply adds to the plea for reform that we shall never have a
rational teaching of science as long as the system remains as it is.
Science for All.-The aim of education as far as science is concerned
is to see that everyone not only has a general picture of the world
in terms of modern knowledge, but also appreciates and can use the
type of argument on which that knowledge is based. The particular
contribution of science to this is the creation of quantitative reasoning
and the understanding of how phenomena can be brought about by
different causes, each contributing to a definite degree. The schools
should produce citizens who understand mathematics not, as now,
simply as a means of reckoning pounds, shillings, and pence, but as a
general way of thinking of all sorts of problems. The idea of graphs,·
correlations, and statistical distributions should be as familiar as the
first four rules. (5) Only with this equipment is it possible to cope
with the economic and social problems of our time. Further, they
shol.\ld be able to know where to turn when faced with any detailed
problem that is beyond their immediate experience. For that it is
not necessary to know all science, but to know where science is to
be found and to understand enough to see its general bearing.
Finally, a general appreciation of the importance of science needs
to be widc:ly spread partly because science can only develop adequately
if supported by such an opinion <~;nd partly because this is our only
effective sa fegua rd against mystical enthusiasms and anti-rational
tendencies which are otherwise at the command of all reactionary
forces.
SciENCE IN UNIVERSITIES

In its general aspect reform of teaching o( science in universities
should follow the same lines as already indicated for schools. But
here, where the knowledge has to be far greater and better founded,
we must examine the changes in greater detail. The first change
should be in the methods of teaching. As has already been pointed
out, university teaching, perhaps even more than school teaching,
tends to become stereotyped into the lecture and practical work
routirfe. The advance from this state of affairs in science would,
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of course, be only part of the general reform of university teaching
methods. The lecture system must be cut down and transformed.
AU that need be left are a certain number oflectures, on new bra-nches
of science, or new aspects of old branches, which would mostly be
given by the research workers themselves and should, at the same
time, stimulate and give information not otherwise obtainable. A
certain number of set lectures might remain fo r those who find it
easier to listen than to read, but would, of course, be completely
optional. (6) Instead of lectu res there should be a much wider
extension, even t han that at present existing at Cambridge or Oxford,
of individual or small group tuition and, even more important, of
small discussion circles. The demonstrations which have sometimes
to be used to justify science lectures could well be given at such
discussions or placed in a working museum permanently accessible
to students and representing only those parts of practical instruction
which they cannot for reasons of expense or lack of experience
perform for themselves.
R,u(lrch as (/ T,(/chin~ M'thod.-At the same time practical
teaching requires at least as drastic a modification. A t present nearly
all practical work is either preparation, measurement, or description,
all operations essential to science but by themselves entirely insufficient.
The use of intelligence in choosing the apparatus required to solve
a particular problem and in facing the difficulties of interpretation
of results is as important as handiness in manipulation and exactitude
in measurement. The only effective way of dealing with this is to
introduce research at an extremely early stage. For certain techniques,
say, quantitative analysis and glass-blowing or the cutting of sections,
a few formal lessons would still be required, but these could be taken
at the same time as the earlier stages of research. There is sometbing
to be said for the return to the more primitive system c?f teaching
by apprenticeship, of allowing students to attach themselves for a
month or two to one research worker after another, so as to see at
first hand real scientific problems being tackled. At any rate, no
student should leave a university without having done at least one
or two years of research, and this applies even more to those who are
going to teach than those who are afterwards going into research
proper. It is more important for a teacher to know how science is
done than to have accumulated a mass of information which will
always be available in written form in the school where he is going
to teach. Much more attention should also be given to teaching the
reading and writing of science as, for example, finding out all that
is known on some particular subject and writing good accounts of
"original work or reports on work done by others. It is true that if,
as is suggested later, scientific publications are drastically ratiortalized,
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the labour of the fi rst of these will be largely unnecessary, but when
that occurs there will still be ample opportunity for the individual
student to collaborate actively in the day-to-day work of putting
scientific publications into order. Above all, a student wants to.
acquire self-reliance and an ability to collaborate in pursuit of knowledge rather than to accumulate facts.
Science and Culture.-But it is not sufficient to turn out people
who are just capable of being good scientific workers or at least of
understanding what good scientific work is. It is equally important
that at the university where they are acquiring a more detailed
knowledge of science they should see all the more clearly the relation
of their work to general social acti vities. Here again the history of
science deserves to take a most important place. The whole structure
of the industries or human activities connected with each branch of
science should also be made clear, not only in formal teaching but
also by the actual experie nce of seeing, and if possible working in,
industrial or field laboratories. At the same time the effort must be
made to recapture the ancien t spirit of a university where the different
disciplines of study are related to one another. T o a large extent
this can be done informally by general societies of scientists, historians,
economists, etc., who are agreed to discuss current questions affecting
them all in different ways.
All this would, of cou rse, require greater expense to the university
in the form of additional staff and, to a certain extent, of additional
apparatus, but it might well be found that, if properly co-ordina ted
with resea rch and carried out on a much large r scale, the expense
would in fact be far less than might appear under present estimates.
f/ocational Tea<hing ?-The question remains as to whether there
should be one or many courses of science in universities according
to the different intended careers of the students, that is, whethe r
there shouid be different courses for those intending to continue in
resea:rch or to enter teaching or business careers. Except for s~me
differentiation based on intelligence, such as is at present represented by pass and honours degrees, themselves disti nctions likely
to disappear when entrance to the unive rsity is based more on intelligence than on wealth, there would seem little to recommend •
them. I t would be very unfair to expect students on entering or
even long before leaving a uni:versity to decide to which of these
uses they would turn t-heir scientific interests. Yet the requirements of teaching and research definitely do call for some special
training. T his would probably best be met, not by adapting the
curriculum but by introducing in the latter years special teaching
and research courses and by allowing a greate r degree of specialization ·
for tho3C wishing to remain occupied in research.
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Specialization. -The whole question of specialization is, of course,
a very difficult one. As at present practised, specialization is
peculiarly self-defeating. A certain number of set subjectschemistry, biology, etc.-are taught so intensively as to prevent
the acqui~ition of any general culture, but owing to their vast size
not intensively enough for the student to acquire any detailed
competence, which, if acquired at all, is acquired in post-graduate
research. A better plan would seem to be a broader general course
and what might be called a "sample"; M
ntensive specialization
on some restricted field connected paru uhdy with the practical
research which the student is taking up. A somewhat similar scheme
is now in force at Oxford with excellent results. Preferably, in the
course of a university career, such " sample" courses should be taken
not in one but in three or four of these fields as widely separated as
possible. The total effect would be that the university would turn
out students capable not only of doing good scientific work but also
of understanding what their science is about and how in practice
as well as in theory it could be used for human welfare.
Higher Universities.-The length of a modern university course
has by now of itself become a serious problem. The growth of
science in extent and in detail has so increased that the custop1ary
three years has become entirely inadequate. In other countries the
course has already been lengthened to five o r even seven years. The
difficulty here is quite as much financial as academic. To lengthen
the university course under present conditions is to postpone the
entry of the student into earning life and to put him at a disadvantage
as compared with less academically gualified competitors. Without an
adequate system of maintenance grants this would simply penalize the
poor student still further. In any case, the latter years of such longer
courses must be considered as definitely research courses,, and there
is much to be said for the development of higher universities, corresponding to present post-graduate courses, but with a more definite
status and organization. In them the workers would be at the
same time students, coJJaborators, and teachers: attending certain
advanced courses, doing their own research and lecturing on it or
discussing it in colloquia with other research workers and in some
cases with students in the university. A further difference from
the ordinary universities would be that work there would be considered as a profession, or at least a probationary profession, and the
post-graduate students would be paid, in return for which they would
be doing useful research work. Incidentally, they would be permitted
to marry, as most such students do in the U .S.S.R ., which is far better
for them than the state produced by the marriage prohibitions attached
to Government grants in Britain. Naturally the arrangements of
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such institutions would be very flexible. They would not be so
definitely located and would represent more a body of people at a
certain stage of training than a school. They might be distributed
not only in universities but also in technical institutes in other
places.
Rtsearch and Ttaching.-At present research work is not a fully
recognized profession. The greater part of such work is done in
universities by people already engaged in teaching. The proper
relations of teaching and research have not been thought out.
Undoubtedly the present division of research workers in the two
categories of university teachers with a little spare time for research
and of research workers who give an occasional lecture is a most
unsatisfactory one. T eachers should be allowed much more time
for research work and researc.h workers be required to do more
teaching. The two categories will always remain distinct on account
of the fundamental differences in personality and temperament
between them. Therefore there need be no fusi ng of the two in
practice except that occasionally, for a term every few years, the
research worker and the teacher might interchange.
Already this administrative separation of the teaching and research
worf:er has been achieved in France, where equi valent grades in both
are placed on an equal footing and there is full liberty of interchange
between them at every stage (see Appendix VI).
R I!VISING THR CuRRICULUM

So far the question of science teaching in the universities has been
treated in perfectly general terms, but it is worth while giving in
some greater detail the kinds of changes that might have to be made
in the cur,riculum of the different subjects of university education .
The chief Criticisms of existing curricula are that they are over~ loaded,
confused, and out of date. What is required, therefo1 e, is essentially
a work of modernization and revision. W e must reduce the time~lag
between the incorporation of some new knowledge or new method
and its teaching in the university. We must do this while emphasizing
all the time the provisional and progressive nature of science in such •
a way as to avoid the criticism that no knowledge should be taught
until it has stood the test of time. F or this, teaching of the history
of science should be of the greatest value. Further, the new knowledge does not require merely to be added to the old curricula but
should be organically incorporated in thert:l in a coherent and yet flexible
way. It is clearly impossible for any one person to be able to make
anything like a comprehensive plan for the modernization of science
teaching in universities. What is called for, as in the case of schools,
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is a permanent revisionary committee which not only would have
available to it the knowledge of the advances of scienc:e but also
could draw on the best experience of university teaching. Th~re is
no reason at all to suppose that a uniform method of teaching would
be desirable; on the contrary, variations within limits would allow
for experiment and competition in the best methods. What follows
is simply a rough sketch embodying a personal opinion of the most
immediately necessary and indeed overdue alterations of the science
curriculum in universities.
Physiu.-In physics the general aim should be to combine an
appreciation of the mathematical mechanical relations common to
the most widely diverse phenomena with the description of the
minute substructure of the actual world. The general concepts of
motion, energy, equilibrium, inertia, oscillation, and waves could
be brought out not exclusively, or even mainly, in relation to the now
rather dull examples of classical mechanics, but rather to the whole
range of modem application as, for instance, in quantum mechanics
or radio engineering. The old historical divisions of heat, light, and
sound, and electricity and magnetism require to be broken down and
fused into a general picture of physical process. This has been done
in popular books and even in some physical text-books. (7) On the
other hand, it is necessary to emphasize the contingent as much as
the formal aspects of physics. The student needs to acquire
familiarity with fundamental structural units in the universe, with the
primitive particles, photons, electrons, neutrons, etc., and their
complexes in nuclei atoms and molecules. The whole great work
of the present century should have a much more important place
than heretofore in university physics teaching. These units are no
longer doubtful or mysterious things, and can not only be spoken of
but also be experimented with almost as easily as more familiar
objects. Practical physics could afford to include much mote research
in this field. Very many pieces of electrical and optical apparatus
are now really tools whose use can be taught far better by the practice
of selection and assembly in solving some particular quasi-research
problem than merely by using them to execute routine measurements.
These problems may be graded, but each should be a real problem,
not a mind-dulling exercise.
Chnnistry.-In chemistry the changes required are more farreaching than those in physics. From a formal and theoretical,
though not from the historical or practical point of view, chemistry
can now be regarded as a special branch of applied physics. The
whole of the mechanisms of chemistry and the structural units-atoms, molecules, etc.--<>n which they operate are adequately
described only in modern physical terms. Further, the new physical
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methods of investigation, such as spectroscopy or crystal .analysis,
give far more direct information than the older, more elaborate logic
of ch.e mical analysis. These conceptions are at present revolutionizing
chemistry, but chemical teaching has still to be transformed. Though
the transformation will need to be very thorough, so much so as to
make the older method almost unrecognizable, it will prove to be
well worth while, for in the modern view the processes of chemistry
are not only better ordered, but even far simpler to understand than
they were in the old. Chemistry can now cease to be a catalogue
of properties and receipts that have to be remembered, and become
a coherent and logical discipline. Without this discipline the chemist
of to-day-and such chemists are being regularly turned out by
universities--is obliged to grope with difficulty to the solution of
problems to which direct answers can be found by means of the new
methods. But the transition is difficult to effect largely because the
chemical world, with its close connection with industry and its
enormous personnel, is much more difficult to move than is that
of the smaller, more professional sciences. There is no suggestion,
of course, of abandoning the practice or even the teaching of the
valuable methods of reactions and preparations that have bl!"n elaborated
by centuries of independent chemical research, b'.Ac such experience
needs to find its place in the practical rathe,. t'!':·an in the theoretical
teaching of the subject. Practical :c:aching in chemistry has also
been somewhat stagnant, limitJr~ itself to the parts which can most
easily be taught on a large scale, qualitative and quantitative analysis
and simple organic preparations. There is little relation between
practical chemistry in the university and the most important chemical
operations of industry. Practical chemistry requires to be extended
in scope to include really modern analytic methods, such as the new
physical methods of optics and crystallography and the most important
sides of modern chemical practice, the use of catalysts, hightemperature and high-pressure chemistry as well as many of the
simpler biochemical techniques. (8) Chemistry, which is of even
greater importance in most aspects of life than physics, has heretofore
remained fa r too much a closed science. Chemists are generally
narrower in their inte rests than almost any other kind of scientist.
T his is largely the fault of chemical education. The role that •
chemistry plays in geology and biology, in industry and everyday
life, should be part of every chemical course.
Astronomy and Geology.-The cosmic sciences--astronomy, geophysics, geology, and mineralogy-are only now, after a long relative
eclipse, beginning to play their due part in university education.
Largely because of the severity of its discipline, ast ronomy has been
consid~red a subject unfit for undergraduate study, but most of the
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difficult parts of astronomy refer to the necessary, though now
scientifically insignificant, O\)erations of reduction of ohservati.on~;.
Astro-physics itself is no more difficult and far more interesting tpan
many other branches of physics, as shown by the immense success
of popular books on the subject. It might accordingly be made one
of the principal branches of applied physics, to be studied in universities or at any rate to be incorporated in all special spectroscopic
studies.
Considering its growing economic importance, the general neglect
of geology in university teaching is difficult to justify. The fact
that it is not taught in schools is really an argument for teaching it in
schools rather than for neglecting it in the university. But if it is
to be effectively taught in the university it will need to change from
its present almost purely descriptive and largely memorizing form to
the status of a really logical science. Except in palaeontology,
modern geology is on the way to becoming such a science. This we
owe to the new methods of geo-physics, geo-chemistry, and crystal
analysis. The processes for making and transforming the earth are
beginning to form a coherent picture, and the method of reading
them from evidence of the rocks is becoming more direct and certain.
If more time could be spent in understanding these methods and the
theories behind them and less on memorizing type fossils and geographical distributions, geology would become a subject not only
more scientific, but also one which would attract a better class of
mind than at present and would in consequence develop far more
rapidly. It is in geology and mineralogy that we meet with the most
clear connections with economic realities in the location and working
of mineral resources. A really adequate teaching of geology implic~
not only some of this technical knowledge but the economic and
· political knowledge necessary to com plete it.
Biology.- The present state of biological science is one of transition
from an outlook primarily discursive, descripti ve and classificatory to
that of a unitary experimental science, drawing many of its basic ideas
from recent developments in physics and chemistry. Because of the
vast extent and intricacy of the field covered by biology this change is
slower and less definite than in simpler sciences, and it is consequently
• much more difficult to suggest any scheme of teaching which is at the
same time clear, comprehensive, and modern. Actually, however,
the very fact that biology is being transformed, and in its transformation attracting the more intelligent minds among the younger
scientists, means that in many places the teaching of biology is already
much closer to the actual state .o f knowledge and practice than it
is i.n the older and more established sciences of physics and chemistry.
What is lacking, however, in biological teaching is any king of
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coherence or uniformity; the theories of biology are still for the
most part verbal rather than ~uantitative in form and contain an
undiff~rentiated mixture of logtcal, or at least plausible, deductions
from observations together with the remains of ethical and religious
considerations carried over from primitive times. It is not to be
expected that a really coherent or comprehensive theory can be
presented. It may take decades or centuries before such a theory
can be hammered out. The danger lies rather in the fact that the
theories which are presented are given by implication the same
weight as the more testable theories of other sciences, and their
mystical and logical elements are not differentiated.
In biology more than in any other branch·of science the corrective
of teaching the history of science as an integral part of the presentation of current attitudes is an urgent necessity. The controversies
between mechanists and vitalists, between Darwinians and antiDarwinians, between preformationists and epigenicists are incomprehensible or misleading if not presented as part of the politicoreligious controversies of the past and the present. It might be said
that in the circumstances it is better to dispense with theories and
stick to facts. This tendency. however, results in a completely
unmanageable accumulation of observations and leads to the implicit
adoption of even cruder theories than those explicitly stated. lt is
essential, moreover, that the provisional and tentative nature of
biological theory be pointed out, not only as a caution but also 'as a
spur to further work. In no other field is there such scope for the
development of comprehensive theory.
In detailed biological teaching there is still much too much division
into separate compartments. Biological forms are described separately
from their physical or chemical functi ons and from the development
of these forms in the indiv\du;>..\ animaL These studies are further
separated 'from those of genetics and evolution which throw light
on the significance of embryogeny. The whole complex of function,
form, development, and genesis requires to be presented so that these
relations are clearly seen, because only in this way can the full
significance of each particular be grasped and the mystical theories
used to fill in the gaps left by an artificial separation be avoided. •
Once the arrangements for greater co-ordihation and different
biological disciplines are made in the field of research, the problem
of teaching will be very much easier. But we can before then at
least break down the barriers between physiology, descriptive zoology,
botany, bio-chemistry, and genetics sufficiently to avoid actual
contradictory statements in the different sections and to provide some
measure of correlation of presentation.
'
In ·biology, especially, the importance lies in the teaching of
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This is not only in the sense

that each investigation requires reference to an ever larger number
of previous observations in the same or different fields, but also in
the growing necessity of consciously organized co-operative investigations. Individual research is becoming r(:5trictcd to the elaboration
of gefleral concepts, the actual work becoming a collaboration. This
implies the teaching, particularly in biology, but by no means
restricted to it, of the importance of collaboration, and here by far
the best and the simplest plan is to glve more opportunity for students
actually to take part in such collective researches.
Medifi1le.-At the present time the greatest confusion is caused
in biological teaching by the nature of its connection with medicine.
Organized teaching of biology arose primarily from medical schools,
and it is only comparatively recently that other occupations, chieRy
concerned with agriculture, have furnished opportunities for employment of non-medically trained biologists. It is becoming increasingly
clear at the same time that the scope of biology is much wider than
can be immediately related to medical practice. The result is to
produce latent conflict and distortion of both subjects. Two opposite
tendencies are apparent. From the side of the medical schools it
appears to be desirable, in view of the long course, to get biological
training cut down to a minimum and restrict it to those aspects
of biology likely to be of immediate use to a doctor in hospital or
in practice. (9) Others think that the primary requirement for
biological students, whether they are going on to medicine, as most
of them will be, or not, is to acquire a scient\ fie and critical attitude towards biological problems. This plainly requires a longer
or a less immediately useful course. The present scheme satisfies
neither side (see p. 8o).
It is unlikely that this difficulty will be resolved until there has
been a complete change in the method of selection, training, and
employment in the medical profession. So long as the doctor is
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considered to be primarily a professional man exercising his skill for
money and not a member of a salaried health service, the objects
of t8e entrants will be to get an adequate training for the least
expenditure of time and money. A medical education is considered
simply as an investment, expensive enough to keep out all except the
most brilliant of the entrants unprovided with means, but open at a
price to every grade of intelligence. Owing to this fantastic system
of selection and training the medical student exhibits on the average
a far lower degree of intelligence than that of other university
students. He lacks both the time and the ability to acqui_re an
adequate grasp of scientific method. The result is that the doctor
who might be applying to his patients the best of existing knowledge
in the most intelligent manner is generally dependent on tradition
and experience, much of which has no more and no less validity
than the practices of primitive medicine men (seep. 16).
Medical students should be chosen solely on the basis of ability
and subsidized for a longer course of training than they now receive,
repaying their debt to the community by their subsequent service, as
is already done in the Soviet Union. It should then be possible to
plan a rational medical training which would be satisfactory both
medically and scientifically. There would be t ime and capacity for
a real grasp of the principles underlying the human body in health
and sickness, and, later, much fuller opportunity for dealing with
actual patients in and out of hospital, and this not only on the clinical
side but by participation in all the bacteriological, biochemical, and
physiological research which would develop alongside medical
practice. As in biology so even more in medicine the collaboration
of different disciplines is becoming mcreasingly necessary. The
general practitioner would still be needed, but his main functions
would be flOre social and psychological, and his knowledge would be
required more to direct the patient to a suitable polyclinic than to
deal, as he is at present obliged to do, inadequately and incompetently
with disease in all its forms. (10)
Tht Social Scimcu.-Between scientific and humane subjects there
has been growing up during the present century a group of subjectspsychology, sociology, and anthropology, archaeology, philology, and
economics-which are beginning to count themselves as sciences, but
which are as yet only in process of leaving the stage of purely verbal
descriptiqn and collection of facts, though already they are evolving
their own particular disciplines and methods. Apart from certain
agreements on fact, there is no agreed theory in any of these subjects,
but rather a number of theories in violent conflict with one another.
Each school manages to achieve a certain internal coherence, but the
whole -picture is one of confusion. The difficulties are not only in
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the extreme complexity involved in the existence and development
of human societies, but in the fact that, by dealing with human
societies at all, these sciences are brought into immediate contact
with current moral, political, and economic conflicts, and their theories
reflect more or less unconsciously the attitudes of different existing
movements of opinion. In such circumstances it is not su rprising
that the teaching of these subjects should be in a very unsatisfactory
state. Apart from the confusion of diJferent opinions there is in
their teachitlg in all countries, even the most apparently democratic,
a definite bias in favour of certain orthodox views. This bias, which
in Fascist states amounts to a distortion so gross that it removes
these subjects from the bounds of scientific study altogether, in this
country takes the subtler form of an apparently strictly scientific
attitude. All views that might conceivably lead to some action in
practice are thus excluded as tendencious, and studies in the social
sciences are limjted to pure analysis. As Professor Hogben remarks
in his Moncure Conway lecture:
" The plain truth is that the academic value of social research in our
universities is largely rated on a futility scale. A social inquiry which
leads to the conclusion that something has to be done or might be done
is said to be 'tendencious.' In daily hymns to the Idol of Purity this
refrain recurs with soporific solemnity like Selah in the Psalms of David.
lf natural scientists prohibited all investigations when the research worker
was suspected of wanting to find how to do something, science would
come to a standstill. What distinguishes the scientific attitude from its
opposite is not the absence of intention to get a particular result, but
willingness to reco~nize when it cannot be obtained by one method and
to try out other methods instead. The exaltation of 'pure' thought
which bears no fruit in action exacts its own peqalty in the growing disposition to regard reason and progress as exploded liberal superstitions.
The younger generation have found us out. Their pitiable predilection
for action without thought is the legitimate offSpring of thought divorced
from accion ."-The Retreat from ReaJon, by Lancelot Hogben (p. 9).
Conway M emorial Lecture, zoth May 1936.

It is UJIIlikely that, until we come to live in a state the basis of
, which can safely be exposed to rational investigation, these conditions
will be much improved. Even now, however, it would be possible,
at least in democratic countries, to achieve a certain amount in
greate r unification and cohe rence of the different subjects in the
field of social science. J ust as in biology the behaviour and the
origin of animate existence is closely related, so in the genera) study
of human society we cannot separate wi thout loss of understanding
the behaviour of individuals from their political and economic
relations, or the structure of society from the devC'Iopmcnt of that
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structure from earlier forms. What we need is a coherent and
unified picture of human society in which the different disciplines
of eronomic, psychological, and anthropological analysis and the
reconstruction of history by the methods of scholarship and archaeology
find a natural place. In any case such a step will be a necessary one
in moving to the next stage of converting social science from an
analytical and descriptive into an experimental and applied science.
It may be hoped that this cursory survey of the kind of changes
which seem desirable in science teaching in universities should indicate
in a broad way what is necessary before we can hope to turn out
students adequately prepared for research, for the teaching of science,
or for the application of scientific principles in other walks of life.
The plea is not so much that precisely these changes should be made,
but that the need for some change of an extensive character should
be recognized, and that some organized provision should be. made
for bringing about that change as rapidly and smoothly as possible.
All through the emphasis has been on the coherence of the different
scientific disciplines and on their relation to the present structure
and future development of society.
(c) How such a method of teaching could b«ome an integrd part of general education
is sketched by H. G. Wells' British Association address, " The Informative Content of
Education," reprinted in World Brnin (Methuen, 1938). Hogbcn's Sci~nu for the Citi!IStn
would be an admirable tc~ t-book for auch teaching.
(:t) Fo'r t his the wor:.. of the American Commission of the Progressive Education
Association on the Secondary School Curriculum, as exemplified in their reports, ia of the
greatest interest.
(3) Such committees are in existence and doing good work, notably the Commi tt~c
of the Sdence Masters Association in England and the Progreuive Education Association,
but they lack sufficien tly authoritative standing and they are everywhere restricted by the
exigences of the eumination system.
(+) See An Exa,ituUion qf Exnminntions. Sir Philip Hartog and Dr. E. C. Rbod~s. .
(5) Hogben's Mathematics for the Million is the first simple text-book of mathernattcs
which incorp~rates these ideas.
(6) This state of affairs has already been reached in certain science departments at O~ford .
(7) J. A. Prins' Grondbeginselen '"'n de Hedendaagu Natuur~unde, also Pilley, Electricity,
1933·
• (8) A besinning had been made in this direction in the University of Vienna. Professor
Mark has entirely reorganized the chemical course, devoting the theoretical part largely to
quantum mechanics and crystallography and including most of what is usually taught in
chrmistry in the practical course. Whether this course will survive Professor Mork's
rrlnoval from his post is doubtful.
(9) This is the view so ably expressed by Professor Mottram in his contribution to
The Frustration of Scien<t. See alsop. 9~·
(to) An apparently opposite view of t he functions of a G.P. is put forward in Cronin's
nove[, The Citadel. Here the G.P. would be responsible for the patient in health and
sickness, but the difficulty of limited skill would be overcome by co-operative practice.
Practical trial would be needed to decide which solution would be the best.
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CHAPTER X
THE REORGANIZATION OF RESI
FIRST PRINCIPLES

h is far easier to criticize the existing methods and the organization
of

' rhan tO suggest any effecti\'e mf·
r
'
:heir
The only sure test of any i _
_ -> In
practice, because we have no other way of knowing for certain
that while they may remove a known evil they may not at thr
same time introduce other unsuspected ones. We already have,
however, as a general guide, a certain amount of such practical
experience in the ·application of new methods in different sciences
and in different institutions. In each science there exist wide
0
divergences of methods and performance
-- -electing from each
of them those features which seem to vi
.')St valuable results
it is possible to form some picture, prO\;isional and incomplete though
it be, of desiraQle reform of research organizatilm. The need for
special caution in dealing with research is that, even more thaii
teaching and far more than industry or administration, it is a novel
and unpredictable form of human activity. Any measures aimed at
giving greatc:r assistance and scope to research must be balanced
against the possible risks of restricting its freedom or limiting its
imaginative- possibilities.
We have always to ke.ep in view two main considerations. The
first is that research is carried on ultimately by individuals, and that
therefore the conditions of the individual research worker require
primary attention. The second is that, as research should be carried
on for the benefit of humanity as a whole, it requires the most effective
co-ordination of the work of the individuals. The ideal arrangement
is one in which every individual is able to Work at his best in an
organization which makes the maximum social use of his work .
The main problem is the reconciliation of the needs of organization
for the whole and of freedom for the individual.
Science as an Occupation.-We must also bear in mind that science
is not and is not likely to become a self-supporting occupation.
It is true, as has already been pointed out, that science is profitable,
but with very few exceptinns that profitability is dependent on the
supply of considerable funds and on the ability to wait for a number
of years for tangible results. Consequently it is very rareJy that
dtl
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scientists undertake wo rk as a commercial speculation for their
own profit and, indeed, there is a considerable feeling, both inside
and · o utside science, that it would be wrong fo r them to do so.
Science therefore differs from other occupations in that it requires
a permanent subsidy, whether fro m individuals, institutions, or the
State, to continue its operations. This would be true in a socialist as
much as in a capitalist economy, but in the fo rmer case the peculiar
position of science would disappear as every human occupati6n would
be on the same footing. Under existing conditions in capitalist
countri~s any plans fo r the organi zation of science must include the
consideration not on ly of what funds are necessary fo r the proper
main tenance and dvvclopment of science, but also of how those funds
arc to be raiscd."-1n every case there is need for a special ly close ·
organizational connection between science and the administrative and
economic arrangements of society.
But this cannot be easily achieved. Not only is science an oCcupation functiona11y different .from other occ~;~pations, but by its very
nature it is difficult to fit in with them. U nde r present conditions
there is a ge neral ignorance of scientific matters on the part of
administrators and business m en, and a corresponding ignorance on
the pan of scientists concern ing the management of public affairs
. or business. W e have to face the alternative dangers of science
being run by efficient administrators, who assure its adequate m aintenance at the cost of distorting and stifl ing its intrinsic development,
or of its remain ing in a semi-starved and disorganized state as a
resul t of being left in the hands of unin fl uential scientists not fitted
fo r administrative tasks. The problem is not insoluble, but to solve
it we need, as already indicated, in the first ·place a much mo re general
knowledge of science diffused among the population , particularly
among ad'm inistrato rs and business men and, in the second, a much
wider knowledge of public affai rs included in the educatio n of
scientists. There then might grow up effective liaison officers in
the form of admi nistrative scientists and scientific administrators.
SPECI ALIZ ATION

The difficulty of achieving this is closely bound up with the
characteristically modern evil of science--excessive specialization.
Specialization has g rown up so imperceptibly that there is the greate!'t
confusion both as to its m erits and its evils. It would be impossible
to disentangle, without the profoundest study, how far, in general
or in any particular field, specialization has a risen from the inner
necessities of the development of the scientific discipline and how fll'f"
f rom .the anarchy of scientific organization . For this anarchy, by

SPECIALIZATION
preventing adequate co-operation between the sciences, would in
any case force the individual scientist, if he is to be at all successful,
to con fine himself to a very. narrow range of knowledge. Both
factors have clearly played a part, but only one of them can be
effectively controlled. Only that part of specialization which depends
on social organization can be removed, though if it were it might
well be found that with it the evils of specialization would. have
largely .disappeared.
Specialization is by no means uniform in science. Certain sciences,
such as chemistry, based on a relatively simple set of ideas and
operations, underlie vast tracts of other sciences. Inside the field
of chemistry considerable freedom of movement is possible. The
great chemists have distinguished themselves by the wide range of
chemical topics to which they have contributed. In chemistry,
consequently, ~pecialization is in general . harmful or, at most, a
chemical specialist is in the position of a useful but essentially
minor auxiliary in the advance of the science, a convenient point
of reference when some general investigation happens to demand
something from his speciality.
On the other hand, in many of the branches <Jf biology it is not
so much general principles that are requi red-for these are largely
imported from outside the subj ect and are of little use in practicebut concrete knowledge and experience of a vast number of connected
facts which can only be acquired by experience in a more or less
limited field. The mycologist, for instance, or even more so, the
" drosophilologist," a re efficient and valuable j ust because they are
specialists and understand a mass of detailed facts with which it
would be a waste of time, even for other biologists, to be acquainted,
but from which there can be drawn new biological principles and
new processes valuable both to biology and to practical life. As
science progresses it may be that the spread of adequate tfieory will
make much of such specialists' work unnecessary, but at the same
time the re is the probability that in new spheres, and in the expansion
of existing spheres of knowledge, new specialities will arise. The
problem is rather not how to abolish specialization but how to make
.. the best use of the specialization intrinsically required at any period.
The Control of Specialization.-To a large extent this is simply a
matter of organization. While unspecialized scientists should have
their laboratories in eve ry institution of a scientific or educational
character, there should be no attempt to spread the specialized studies
so extensively. One of the chief evils of present-day specialization
is that in far too many universities or institutions there are only
6ne or two of each particular kind of specialist, and this isolation
leads to the development of that caricature of human knowledge,
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the scientific specialist who knows more and more about less and
less. If this were recognized, then instead of scattering specialists,
they would be grouped in institutions of ten or twenty workers
situated at large centres of scientific work where they would have
the advantage of co-operation among themselves and at the same
time not be so cut off from their fellow scientists. There would be
no necessity for each scientific centre to posses$ institutes of all the
specialities; in many cases one in each country would suffice and
in some cases only one or two centres in the world. If this were
done there would still be the difficulty that those centres without
any particular specialist institute might suffer from the lack of it.
The remedy for this would be to provide, on a scale far greater than
at present, travelling and hospitality facil ities for scientists so that
the life of a specialist might be divided between working in his own
institute, working in the field if his speciality required it, and lecturing
and giving technical advice in other centres.
While these changes would help, the intrinsic evi ls of specialization
require more thoroughgoing treatment. The reform of scientific
education suggested above, which would bring out far more clearly
than heretofore the connections between the different scientific
disciplines, is one step; another is the rationalization of scientific
publications. To a large extent the specialist's isolation is due to
the fact that he and he alone really knows the literature of the
subject, not because the literature is particularly incomprehensible,
but because it is presented in such a maze of papers without adequate
summaries or critical reports that the outside scientist might spend
months in finding his way through· it. Consequently the specialist
is needed as a kind of living encyclopaedia, or rather as one article
in such an encyclopaedia, which, it should be realized, is a terrible
waste of human personality. Deeper sti ll lies the attitude of mind
of the specialist. It has, of course, its valuable side-the consciousness
of knowing and weighing knowledge about any particular point and
being able to say that at the moment no one knows more about this
than he does. But there is the corresponding evil of the restriction
of that knowledge to such a narrow field that not only its implications
but even its internal structure cannot properly be grasped, and there •
is the temptation, far too easily and unconsciously yielded to, of
monopolizing a certain little corner of knowledge, not wishing to
make it easy for others to understand, so as to enjoy that delicious
sense of personal possession of knowledge which is the ultimate
crime of the scientist. The attitude of the specialist is near akin
to that of the adepts of esoteric mysteries of magic, religion, law
and medicine, and is a reflection on the scientist's mind of the petvasiv~ pressure of a society where the ideal is striving for individual
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and private enjoyment. bcJJLt: tl 1::. ucat tll<H wt: ::.11all never really
have done with the evils of specialization until we achieve an integrated society based on human co-operation.
LABORATORY ORGANIZATION

The general problem of organi7.ation of scientific resea:,
simplified by dividing it into two problems~ those of the inner and
outer organiution. The line of division is determined by what
might be called the basic unit for scientific research-the laboratory
or institute--characterized bv '
· ··nee of a number of workers
~ ,~tp of interrelated problems.
concerned with the solutio~
The first is the internal problem of how a laboratory should be run,
and the second of how the work of the different laboratories should
be co-ordinated into a coherent structure of scientific research. The
first problem is concerned primarily with providing the best conditions for the effective work of the individual research worker,
the second with the general conditions of science and irs function
in the service ofhumanity. These two problems, though conveniently
separated, must not be thought of as independent. A great deal of
the internal efficiency of a laboratory depends on how effectively
it is co-ordinated with other laboratories and with State and economic
services, while no scheme of extensive organization of science,
however well thought out and administered, will be of the slightest
value if the individual laboratories are run in any way inimical to the
fullest and freest development of each individual scientist's work.
The Laboratory as Basic Unit.-It would be impossible and indeed
ridiculous to attempt to give any standard definition of what should
be the basic unit of scientific rt-search. At present there exists an
enormous range of such units, from the smallest one-man l~boratory
to a large multiple unit such as a Rockefeller Medical Institute
with some hundreds of workers. In every different science there
would be different requirements, depending largely on how selfcontained any particular work is or how much it is dependent on
laboratory, mechanical, or field experimentation. Nevertheless there
• are some limiting conditions that do suggest a natural unit of something between five and fifty qualified workers with anything between
the same number to five times the number of technical assistants.
The limit is roughly fixed by the number of individuals that <can
conveniently and over reasonable periods of time collaborate in any
common work. When this number is too small it is impossible
to maintain a sufficient amount of valuable internal discussion; each
ofle knows too well what everybody has to say, and at the same time
there is a very great danger of complete isolation from CIUtside
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scientific work. It is a common experience to notice that a very
large number of small laboratories, whilst they may possess distinctive
individuality of approach to problems, are very apt to fall behind
general development of knowledge and to waste their ingenuity on
problems already solved elsewhere.
At the other extreme large institutions prove to be effectively
unmanageable as such. It is impossible fo r everyone to have anything
but the vag uest notion of what the others are doing. Discussions,
when large numbers are present, result in only a few talking, and
the remainder of slower witted, but not necessarily les.~ intelligent,
workers remaining silent and becomi ng separated from the general
work of the institute. T o counteract this there is a tendency to
break up into cliques-a sure sign that the unit itself is too large.
~ And, finally, administrative difficulties are multiplied. In the earlier
days in the Soviet Union, when the distinctive characters of scientific
research had not been fully realized, giant institutes of up tQ several
hundred workers were formed, but it was soon found in practice
that these were difficult to run and very inefficient, and they were
broken up in to smaller and more manageable units. Any successful
laboratory tends to grow by attracting aspiring workers from o utside,
but this g rowth should n ot be allowed to increase indefinitely. At
some stage new institutes should be fo rmed by the more able of the
earlier members of the school who will then be enabled to combine
the value of the traditioq they have learned with the development
of their own bent, inevitably somewhat hampered by the parent
institution. Otherwise there is not only the dange r of unwieldy
growth, but of ultimate and rapid decay which may set in long befo re
the death or retirement of the original founder. This points to one
of the most fundamental characters of scientific work-the necessity
for grpwth, division, and dispersion. The function of science is not
a maintaining function but a developing one, and unless science is
allowed, and indeed actively helped, to expand, it will be choked
by its own products. Each new generation of scientists must be
larger than the last in o rder to cope with an ever- increasing accumulation of facts and operations.
Co-operative Enterpriu.- Of c rucial importance is the way in ,
which the laboratory is regarded by the wo rkers in it. In the early
period of individual scientific research the freedom of the scientist,
in respect to his work, was limited o nly by lack of material means.
This freedom was o ne of the most impo rtant factors for the rapid
advance of early science. The development of modern science has
made such individual work in most cases not only ineffi cient but
practically impossible. The individual canno t do without the assist'ance of his fellow scientists in active and daily collaboration, but this
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collaboration must be such as to preserve the essential characters
of the earlier freedom . It must be a voluntary association of scientists
for an object they all have in common. As we have already pointed
out, this is only very partially so at present because of the overriding importance of economic considerations. T he necessity of earning a living muss needs be, for the average scientist, more important
than the mere desire to do some rarticular kind of work. Those
laboratories which are conceived of as factories for knowledge, hiring
servants at so much a year to do what they are told (and s'!ch exist
unfortunately in only too large numbers), miss the essential character
of scientific work and doom themselves to a relative and often an
absolute futility. ( J)
T he L aboratory as a T raining Cmtre.-0£ course, it is only to
the fully trained research workers that this conception of the
laboratory as a voluntary association applies in its entirety. To a
cerrain extent every laboratory is also the last stage of scientific
education, and it would be absurd to expect of ali students that before
knowing the extent and difficulty of the field they should know
precisc;ly what they and others should be doing in it, although wi th
better education such aspirations should be made far more easily
available to the intelligent research student. To the majority of
them t he laboratory is the place to acquire technical ability and to
get some idea of the direction which they afterwards wish to pursue.
W e have also to consider the position of the older workers, particularly of the founders of the laboratory. T o them it must appear as
a place where they can see carried out by many hands the fulfilment
of the ideas they have worked -on themselves in earlier and less
influential days.
Lohoratwy Dnn«rocy.- T hese different aspects n eed not be,
though they often are at present, in conflict wi th one ,another.
There is no reason why the laboratory should not at the same time
be to its younger members a school, to the majority a college or
fellowship, and to the olde r members a regiment. What is needed is
a more conscious appreciation of all these aspects and a refusal to let
one dominate all the others. T here are laboratories, particularly in
• • universities, where the devotion to teaching prevents most serious
research; othe rs, where the dominating personality of t~e director
reduces the re<St of the staff to slaves. T he key to these difti<:.ulti~
is the appropriate combination in the laboratory of intelligent and
personal direction with democratic control. U p till now the official
attitude towards laborarory work has emphasized only the former
aspect. The management of a laboratory, because it has grown
around the professor and his assistants instead of being a voluntary
.1110eiation of free research wo rlcers, has always been autborittri&n
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in principle although wise professors have in practice allowed a
considerable measure of internal self-government.
One way of approachi ng the problem of the internal management
of laboratories is to consider in the light o f experience the different
functions that have to be fulfilled in the carrying on of laboratory
work and the qualifications of the persons needed to carry out those
functions. The description that follows applies to a more or less
generalized laboratory in the physical or biological sciences. It
would need modification to cover agricultural, medical or applied
scientific laboratories. Of course in a small laboratory many of the
different functions would be carried out by the same individual,
but nevertheless each is a specific and distinct part of the general
activity of the laboratory.
The Director.-In the first place, there is the general direction of
the laboratory. It is usually taken for granted that every laboratory
must have some kind of responsible director. In most cases this wilt
probably be so, but it should not be accepted as a necessary principle.
T here is no reason why the council of the laboratory or some
executive deputed by that council should not corporately fulfil the
role of director and appoint a secretary for the more administrative
side of the duties. (2) We have to balance, as in all political affairs,
the dangers of arbi trary or incompetent action of a single individual
against the possible lack of unity, inconsistency, and general obstructiveness of any corporate body. According to the temperament and
abilities of the people available for the work at any particular time
or place, one or the other method may be the more suitable. In a
scientific laboratory an individual who, with his guiding ideas,
markedly 'leads the way will be willingly chosen as a personal
director; in other cases, it may be a small group who combine in
a harmonious way a set of ideas which they can 'realize effectively
only by working in close collaboration .
Up till now in the great majority of cases the functions of
the director of a laboratory have been considered far too much
as a kind of combination between those of professor a nd those of
a business executi ve. It is melancholy to contemplate the nu;nber
of important and promising scientists whose research work has ,
been gradually but effectively sterilized by the entire absorption
of their interest and time in administrative and teaching duties. (3)
It is often maintained that the ste rilization is only apparently due
to this cause, that in fact after a certain age the scientific ability
of many, if not most, men would fall off in any case, but because
of their accumulated experience and prestige they still are ideal heads
of laboratories. There is undoubtedly some truth in the first 'Of
th~ assertions, but the second by no means follows. A scientist
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who has lost his creative l:
he may make an administrator, cannot really dfectin;l.} lead research. The best he c..:an do
is to allow research to be done under his direction, but far more
often he will, from motives of conservatism and personal jc<tiousy,
prevent rather than assist research. The real solution does not lie
along the lines of giving the direction of resean.:h to those who have
passed beyond ac ·
s, but uf an organi7..atiQn
which makes the
her than scientific, on th<.'
director of research, ar
· we may have as directors only
those in their full sci("nJ:JJH \ 1g(lur. On the whole, directors of
research should be far younger men than they arc now, althouglt
there will always be notable exceptions. The great scientists are
often men of supernormal vitality, which enables them to retain a
freshness of outlook and enterprise into their very old age.
The true functions of a director should be limited to determining
the general lines along which the work of the laboratory should go,
and to selecting the younger men who will of their natural bent fit
in and push forward this work. The director may or may not at
the same time be a teacher, but this should be a matter of his real
ability and inclination in that direction, not in any way a condition
of office. In no case should entire absorption in research be prevented, as is so often the case in research departments of universities.
It may be necessary, for reasons of prestige, to retain as director
someone who is or has become primarily an cxpoundt:r of science,
but in that case the function of direction of research should be
delegated to someone else. Apart from his scientific abilities the
other main qualifications of the director should be psychological.
He should possess not only the ability of getting on with men, but
also that much more difficult one of making them get on with one
another. Laboratories suffer from many of the defects of the
monasteries of earlier times. There is the same: possibility of
in·veterate internal feuds and jealousies, the same dar1g<.T o( that
kind of Joss of interest which the clerics called accidic. It falls to
the director to maintain harmony and vitality in the laboratory, and
he must be able to recognize when it is imperative to part from
workers as well as to take them on. All this demands a somewhat
exceptional character which may be, but by no means necessarily
will be, associated with high scientific abilities.
'
We need to lind some way of providing for the case of the brilliant
research worker who is partially or totally unable to direct or even
get on with his fellow workers. In extreme cases this means the
setting up of pri va.te laboratories, but in the majority of cases it would
bt sufficient to have in the general laboratory a part set off for
scientists of high attainments who prefer to work on their own or
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are unsuccessful in the direction of other work. Up till now much
damage has been done because direction of research is considered
a ma.tter of prestige. If it could be made clear that the status of the
scientist not directing research may be as high as or higher than that
of one who does direct it, this difficulty might vanish and unsuitable
persons might not be put in a position to stultify the work of others
besides their own.
The .Administrator.-Every laboratory should have somebody
responsible for the whole of the administrative and financial arrangements. This still may be the director of the laboratory, but only
in the rather exceptional cases where he is by inclination and abi lity
an administrator. The function of the administrator is essentially
to look after the laboratory in its fina ncial and material aspects, ·to
see that funds are provided and distributed, and to assure all the
necessary non-scientific services. In a modern laboratory employing
numerous technical assistants and much complicated apparatus, and
having relations quite as much with industrial fi rms as with other
scientific bodies, the work of such administration is heavy and
demands a high degree of ability. The administrator must possess
all the qualities of a business manager and many others beside. He
has, in the first place, to deal not with a concern running along more
or less fixed lines, but with something which is always changing, and
changing rapidly; he has to translate into concrete terms the alteration
and direction imposed by the development of the purely scientific
part of the research. This demands a much higher degree of flexibility than in ordinary business. In the second place, he must really
be able to understand the work of the laboratory in its scientific
aspec t, because otherwise there will be immense waste and friction
in the attempts of the scienti fie staff to explain their needs to the
administrator, or for the administrator to explain the material
possibilities and difficulties to the staff. So far the position of laboratory administrator is not a recognized one. People tend to drift
into it from a scientific career, picking up the business experience
as best they can, or alternatively, are first taken on in a purely
clerical way and pick up the science as best they can. It is clear
we have here a profession that requires special training and, by the
training of a set of people equally versed in science and administration,
we could probably do more to increase the internal efficiency of
science than by any othe r means.
The R epresentative.-Besides these two main functionaries there
has been growing up in recent years, though in an unrecognized way,
a number of other specialized functionaries attached to all large
laboratories. There is, first of all, what might be called the laboratory,
represe,ntative. More and more the work of co-ordinating the
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activities of laboratories is coming to require an elaborate administrative mechanism. There are numerous higher bodies, committees,
e tc., with which the laboratory has to deal as well as less formal
connections w ith other laboratories in the same field. In many
cases the task of attending aU these committees and boards, to
which are generally added an equally large set of educational bodies,
has, almost more than internal administration itself, diverted the
work o f the director from attention to research. The very overwhelming nature of these demands has, however, in other cases,
forced the director to delegate this part of his work and to a ppoint
a representati ve, officially or unofficially, to sit on many of the
committees and councils. There has consequently grown up a
number of persons who spend a great part of their time on such
co-ordinative work, and these we may call laboratory representatives.
If the directors o f research are to be relieved of most o utside work,
the numbers and importance of such representatives are bound to grow,
though they need not, and of course should not, be in all cases the
same persons. Different aspects of the laboratory's work may require
different representatives. The work of the representative witt not
be anything but part-time work; otherwise he would be effectively
j ust a member of the general administrative staff of scientific research.
His real value lies in the fact t hat he also wo rks in the laboratory,
that he can answer fo r it and put the case for it on other bodies.
There is no need to c reate any special. profession in this case, only to
recognize that such liaison activities play an important and necessary
part in the development of science and should be recogni1.ed in some
titular and financial way.
Tht Raising of Mon~v.-One task which at present devolves
almost exclusively on the di rector of a laboratory and which might
w ell be taken up by a laboratory representative is the raising of
money. Unde r ex isting conditions this is a most exacting, uhpleasant
and, except to a few adepts, unsatisfactory busineSs. It wastes a
good scientist's time j ust at the period in his career when he can
least afford it, not only in the actual negotiations and their social
preliminaries, but by t he worry and uncertainty that may last for
years before an y scie ntific venture can be con side red fi nancially secure.
Muc h of this could be avoided by proper arrangements for the
fina nce of scie nce (see p. 31 o),but even then negotiations would still be
needed over the amount allocated to a particular labora tory, and th e
director might well be spared most of this w ork. It is eminently one
either for a laboratory representative or for the administrator. T h e
reasons fo r preferring the former is that no o ne w ho is not closely
aiSOCia ted with t he actual work o f the laboratory can effectually put
t he case for its c urrent and future needs.
T
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. Librarirm.-Other functionaries long attached to many laboratories
are the librarian and curator. Up till now, however, it has not been
realized how important their functions are and how much they need
to be fostered. In what has been said earlier on the question of
internal communication in science, it is dear that one of the major
factors retarding scientific advance is the disorganized plethora of
scientific publications themselves. Even if this confusion is remedied,
as is suggested below, by a straightforward organization, the help
of the librarian will still be necessary for the permanent mai ntenance
of the new system of communication, a task which is not likely to
grow lighter with time. The librarian in most laboratories is either
a part-time research worker, who is supposed to look after the library
in his spare time, or a salaried librarian with no particular scientific
qualifications. His function is largely to see that the books and
periodicals are not stolen, and that new ones which the laboratory
can afford are regularly bought. To get full use of the library,
however, much more is required. There should be someone deputed
to watch the whole of current literature for items which might be
relevant to the work of the laboratory, and to be able to indicate
without loss of time where such items arc likely to be found. It is
to them that might be given the task of drawing up from time to
time reports on current work from the particular angle of the
laboratory. Further, the work of the laboratory itself requires to
be made known in an effective way to outside bodies, and an adequate
record of it over a number of years needs also to be available, because
it is a strange but indubitable fact that it is extremely easy for
scientific workers to forget the work they themselves have done in
the past. All these tasks might reasonably fall to the librarian, who
would have to be chosen partly for his comprehensive scientific
interests, which need to be much greater than those of the other
laboratory workers, and partly for his inclination to systematic thinking.
CurattJr.- The · position of the curator is somewhat different.
That is a matter of a transformation which is effecting itself automatically from a passive to an active attitude towards scientific
collections. The extreme may be indicated by the attitude of a
curator of a great museum who refused to let any of the specimens
out of their cases for scientific examination, on the grounds that they
might be useful to science at some later date. We are coming, however, better to realize that the mere existence of a collection is of itself
of little value. The collection needs to be in continual use, and that
not only in examination of individual items but even more so in the
possibilities of significa"t arrangement which it offers. On one
side there is, of course, tile educative value of collections--the whole •
tendenoy that manifests itself in the. creation of didactic museums.
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" In the old days," a venerable R ussian scientist once remarked to

me," they used to make museums for savants; now they mak;e them
for children." But it is not only children who benefit Qy the
economy and clarity of the new museums. We have come to realize
that the same material may have a number of radieally different
possibilities of arrangement, and that each arrangement will in itself
bring out some new 'fact often unsuspected until that arrangement
is made. T he task of the curator will therefore be just as much to
manipulate his collection as to guard it.
Mechanic and Storeketpn-.- There remain two other functionaries
who have always been put on a far lower plane oflaboratory organization than they deserved, the chief mechanic and the storekeeper.
It has, up till now, as elsewhere pointed out in this book, been very
unfortunate for the development of laboratories that the class
distinctions existing in ordinary life also hold sway there. T he
mechanic and the storekeeper are the non-commissioned officers of
the laboratory, and consequently their contribution to science has
neither been fully recognized nor fully made use of. So much in
every laboratory depends on the mechanic that in fact he is generally
respected and deferred to, but for lack of status he does not usually
mix on equal terms with the research workers or take part in all
thei r discussions. It does not seem to have occur red to scient ific
workers how much they lose by this. It is true that a mechanic of
long experience has generally picked up as much science as a
professor, and far more than most research workers, but he cannot
make full use of this knowledge. He can, it is true, und~rstand the
needs of a particular research worker for apparatus often better than
that worker can expfess them , but the initiative is never his. If an
able mechanic took part in the regular life of the I,aboratory he would
often be able to make suggestions for apparatus that only occur
much later, if at all, to the research workers themselves. ·The proof
of this is that one occasionally finds in laboratories research workers
of mechanical training or peculiar mechanical ability, and this gift
often proves of inestimable value not only to themselves but to all
their colleagues. What we require is, first of all, that full opportunities for scientific advancement should be provided for all mechanics
and laboratory attendants, and that those of them who have sufficient
interest should take part on an absolutely equal footing in all laboratory
meetings and functions. The same remarks apply to a less degree
to the last functionary, the storekeeper, who will in general be in
charge of all the material supplies of the laboratory. It could not
but be U9eful if the storekeeper were in a position to understand
• much more clearly the uses to which his material is intended to be put,
and were therefore in a position to suggest alternatives or additions.
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Laboratory Councii.- Finally, we come to what shovld be the
most .important regulating body of a laboratory, the laboratory
council. In many laboratories (it is impossible to know how many)
such councils exist, and it is easy to see what differences their existence
does make to the whole life of the laboratory. Without a council
in some form-it may be merely a tea club or a discussion circlethe work of the laboratory tends to be simply the sum of the work
of a number of individual research workers. Each one may discuss
his problems with the director or with some chosen friends, but
essentially it is private work, and the laboratory simply consists of a
number of research cells. With a council the results are effectively
integrated or multiplied. Each worker sees his work and his needs
in relation to others. He gets suggestions and directions; one
worker is able to plan his work to help another, and the whole is
infused with a greater spirit of fruitful activity.
Under present conditions there is in a large number of laboratories
a great sense of personal frustration; each worker feels that he is
not being given the opportunities he deserves. In an individually
run laboratory this sense of frustration remains a privat<; mat.ter
and drives the worker in many cases to abandon the sttuggle and
relapse into mediocre and humdrum work. If the laborato ry is an
effective unit, however, the very frustration itself may become a
drive. All that part of it which is due to internal lack of organization can be removed by the council in a much more open and
satisfactory way than by private representations to the directors, which
often result only in easing one person's burdens at the expense of
another's. As for the remainder, once it is brought into the open
it can be seen that it depends not so much on any private unfairness
but is a general burden on all science for economic and social reasons.
It then becomes something which can either be accepted as inevitable
or fought 'against by common action, but it has lost its particularly
thwarting character. These a re all negative aspects. T he g reat
thing is that the workers of a laboratory should feel, and should
have reasons 'for feeling, that they are taking part jointly in a
co-operative enterprise which they themselves direct, so long as it
fits into a wider general scheme, and not that they are either
employees or individuals graciously permitted by higher but unseen
powers to work out their own private curiosities.
Research Programmts. -If a. laboratory council is to be of any
positive use it must be a really responsible body capable of determining, in principle if not in detail, the cou rse of work in the
laboratory. Its main administrative function should be to discuss a
programme of research at six-monthly or yearly intervals. A separate·
discussif>n on the finance of that programme would probably b e
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needed to consider what claims can be made for finance and how
the grants that are acquired can best be distributed among the different
research workers. Its other function might be to discuss the
proper relations between the work of the laboratory and that of
other laboratories in the same or cognate fields. I n all these cases
the council will be functioning in a legislative capacity, the actual
execution of the work being left to the director, the administrator,
or the laboratory representatives. For tlie rest of the time the cou.ncil
need not meet as such, although it would in fact meet as a regular
discu.ssion circle for scientific problems affecting the laboratory.
Dangers of Organization.--So far I have spoken only of the
advantages of the laboratory council, but naturally these carry with
them corresponding dangers. The dangers have been, and will be,
magnified by those opposed in principle to any council whatever,
whether from belief in a scientific leader principle, or from a distrust
of democratic metQ.ods brought too near home, or from a cynical
disbelief in the ability of scientists to manage any kind of affairs
whatever. The chief difficulty is one common to all corporate
discussions, the danger that a clash of ideas reinforced by personal
rivalries may effectively prevent any useful action being taken and
actually lead to a worse state of affairs than the arbitrary action of
a director.
It would be impossible to deny that such things might sometimes
occur; but they also admit of easy remedy. In the first place, the
scientists are in a better position for reaching unanimous decisions
on policy than practically any other body of men. They may differ
about facts, and even more on the interpretation of those facts, but
they are all agreed that the phenomena must be examined and the
facts well established. In practice, discussions of this sort can generally
be carried out in a friendly atmosphere and lead to genuinely
unanimous decisions, where no one perhaps gets all he Wants but
where there is sufficient feeling of give and take. The other two
objections can be easily removed. The struggles between scientists
on material questions are practically conditioned by the fact that there
never has been really enough to go round. If science were adequately
financed no research worker would mind anyone else getting a grant,
because he would know that it would not aJfect in the sligh test his
own possibilities of getting one. As to the quarrels between scientists
and the possibilities of the laboratory council splitting up into ri val
factions, the very existence of such a state of affairs is a proof that
the laboratory is no longer a unit and that it is high time •it was
split into two, under independent direction and preferably in
different places, each of which could maintain itself at any rate in
internal harmony until a new split was necessary. This merely
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emphasizes what has already been said, that the very existence of
scientific research is bound up with its possibilities of continuous
expanSion.
Ev-en if the desirability of the existence of laboratory councils is
granted, there is bound to be opp<'Sition to the idea that these should
be authoritative and not merely advisory in function. This raises
again the whole question of.democracy or authoritarian direction of
science. It is maintained here that a great deal of the internal
inefficiency and external ineffectiveness of science is due to this very
authoritarian principle, which places, in fact, the whole of the control
of science in the hands of persons who, whatever their past qualifications may have been, are no longer in touch with the most living
parts of it. Only a democratic organization can assure its full vitality,
and that democracy must begin at the very bottom, in the laboratories
where the essential work of science is being done. It is probably
true that under existing conditions of selection and training of
scientists a great number of research workers may not be fitted for or
even desire internal democracy for science; this, however, is not an
argument against democracy but against the system of education and
selection. If it is allowed weight, then we may never expect better
times, for it is quite clear that unless we have democracy we shall
never get a better system of selection and training. All these remarks
could be really paralleled by the discussion now raging about the
extension of self-government to subject peoples, but for scientists
the denial of self-government is even more ludicrous and selfdefeating. In the first place, they arc not less fitted for it than are
the average citizens of Britain, let alone India, and, secondly, a
delicate and growing organization such as science suffers far more
from the restrictive checks of government by the old than does any
form of civ.il administration.
Provifion for Growth.-The nature of the tasks of science is
continually changing. A laboratory in any particular field should
not be considered as a permanent institution; the field may be
f'Xhausted, new methods may be worked out for which that laboratory
cannot be adapted, or the subject itself may lose the importance that
it had previously enjoyed in the history of science. At the same
time, new subjects, new fields, and new methods are continuously
being evolved and call for new institutions to cope with them. The
laboratory then is, as it were, a more or less temporary camp of a
scientific army permanently on the move. One of the abuses to be
most guarded against in any organization of science would be the
fossilization of laboratories and institutes. To counter this there
should be some definite provision for the growth and development·
and alsb for the winding up of scientific institutions.
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As an institution science is not adult; unless it grows, it decays.
But the fonn that growth takes is in itself of considerable importance. The mere increase in numbers and equipment of anr. given
institute may be, beyond a certain point, a hindrance rather than a
help. The new ideas that appear in the course of any long-established research may be hampered by traditional modes of thinking
and experimentation, which in science, as in everything else, attach
themselves to any lor!g-lived institution. It is necessary often to
make a completely fresh start. Any study of the history of science
shows how fruitful this method has been. The great laboratory of
Liebig at Giessen was itself an offshoot of the Paris Chemical
Laboratories of Dumas, which in later years it greatly surpassed.
An incidental advantage is that the budding-off of new laboratories
is one of the most convenient ways of avoiding those personal rivalries
and jealousies that so often mar the whole progress of scientific
research and make work in laboratories intolerable for all, and not
merely the participants.
lnitiativt in Rtua,-ch.-No one has yet worked out any general
principles which would govern the dividing up of scientific work,
and probably it depends too much on particular scientific and personal
considerations for such principles to be applicable. In ideal circumstances it would probably be best to leave it to individual initiative,
that is, to allow the same f reedom to the scientist of staking his
claim as still belongs to the prospector. Anyone who has a dear
enough idea of a programme of work involving the setting ~p of
a laboratory, and who can find suitable and willing assistants, should
be allowed and encouraged to set up that laboratory. The relation
of that laboratory to others would be a matter for administrative
and scientific co-ordination, but in every case the organization should
exist to help the spontaneous growth of science and not to distort
it into a fixed pattern. It might be in certain circumstances, however, necessary for the initiative to be taken from above if it appeared
that any section of scien.tific work had been neglected through
inadvertence or development of other fields. T here should be
positive encouragement for the setting up of such research, and in
that case the men might be found for the job.
Or~~~t~i%4ti6n and Frudam.-lt is along these lines that the problem
of attaining the most effective combination of organization and
individual freedom and initiative should be sought. Many presentday scientists fight hard against organization because of the restriction
they fear on individual freedom, but if we could achieve the double
safeguard of democratic organization and the right to individual
• rexan:h, those fears would be found to be groundless. The primary
condition is that any research for which there was a demapd from
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inside or outside science should be not only permitted, but also aided.
Though this might seem likely to lead to g reat wastage of time and
money, that waste would be only apparent, for one or two really
fruitful advances made in this way would mo re than compensate fo r
the wasted work of a dozen others. Such individualism must plainly
not be anarchy; it must fit into an ordered scheme. Indeed, the
final solution may well be found in a kind of feudal system for science,
in which each worke r spends a determinate part of his time working
in the field chosen for him by the higher o rganization of science,
and at least as large if not a large r part wo rking on his own problems,
with full material and technical assistance. NaturaJ\y, the shares
would vary from person to person, and science to science. Some
might choose to be almost entirely regular workers, o thers free.
Places would have to be found for those scientists who combine
with genuine ability in science a complete lack of social competence,
who are quarrelsome, unsocial, o r helpless. F o r the m the organ iMtion of science should offer a kind of right of asylum; they should
be allowed either to wo rk for themselves, to choose where they
would prefer to work, o r to wander indefinitely from laboratory to
laborato ry. Outside any regular o rgani-z.ation there should be scope
not only for such wandering scholars but for those who prefer not
to make individual contributions to science but to stimulate the
scientific work of others through conversations, discussions, and
criticisms. At all costs science must be prevented from becoming a
hierarchic orthodoxy; it must be able and willi ng to defend its
theses against all comers, and it should no t exclude but enco urage
critics of all kincls however unbalapced or irrational they appear to be.
THE GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF SCIENCE

By itse1f the internal reorganization of laboratories and institutes
would be of little value. An extensive o rganization of their mutua l
relations is even more necessary. The two are really correlative
because the isolated laborato ry, however well run, cannot contribute
adequately towards either the internal development or the application of science unless it is linked up in some general scheme. The
existing organization of science, with its extreme intricacy, confusion, and lack of communications already described in these pages,
acts more as a brake than as a help to the advance of science. Yet
from it we can see the type of organization which could be really
helpful. Science is a growing and developing social activity; its
organization must accordingly not be thought of in any fixed way
but as flexible and adaptable. This degree of flexibility does not;
however, preclude the permanent existence of a general framework
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or skeleton of organization which would remain substantially unchanged for a time longer than it is convenient to plan for.
Horixontal and 1/ertical Divisions in Research. -The ganeral
principles of or~anization of science derive directly from its fut.:Ction
of interpreting and changing the world. As a body of knowledge
it has different divisions such as physics, chemistry, and biology, and
their finer sub-divisions, which have definite complex relations with
one another. This is what might be called the horizontal classification of scientific activity. But science may be conceived of in quite
a different way, as a circulation of information and activity, as the
pa<.sing down of ideas from theoretical to experimental scientists, and
furt her, through transformation by technicians into production and
new human activity. Converiely, the difficulties of social life and
technical production give rise to problems which in their turn
stimulate the experimental and theoretical scientists to new discoveries. Thi!. double process has indeed been taking place throughout the whole history of science. What has happened now is that
we are just beginning to be aware of it and could replace the clumsy
and casual adaptation of the structure of science to this double flow
by a more consciously thought-out scheme of what may be called
the vertical organization of science. To a certain extent this has
already been done in the Soviet Union. Indeed, the idea itself
derives directly from Marxist thought and is so obvious and true
that the difficulty is not to justify it but to explain why people never
saw it before.
The Place ~~ the Universities.-Besides these two main aspects
there is the third, which formerly took almost the chief place in the
organization of science, namely, the teaching of scientists. This
has already been discussed and is only mentioned here to indicate
that it needs always to be taken into account in planning af}y scheme
for the reorganization of science. Its function, however, under
such a scheme can never be as important as in the past. The
universities of the last century maintained the research scientist
in a socially recognized way and provided him with the means of
working. The universities were to the scientists what royal courts
had been at an earlier day, supporting them for reasons other than
their principal function. Now that we recognize the tec'hnical and
the social importance of scientific research sufficiently to admit its
pursuit as a profession in its own right, the universities should return
largely to their essential functions of teaching, although there is
every reason to encourage the close association of autonomous
research institutes with the universities.
• Tht Compltnty of Science.--Science may be considered as widely
based in practice and reaching out into the unknown in distovery
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and theory. The length of commun ication between the base and
tht' advance posts will vary in different sciences roughly according
to their degree of development. The new sciences, like ecology
an~ social psychology, are those that have arisen directly out of
practice and have for a while been in direct touch with it. The old
sciences, on the other hand, like astronomy or chemistry, have
accumulated centuries of autonomous tradition; they have whole
sections which are separate, both from technical theory and from
technical practice, and develop to a considerable extent according to
their own internal necessities limited only by the men and money
available.
·
Sclu mes of lnttretmntction.-No uniform scheme can therefore be
put forward for the whole of science, but only an intricate network in
which the character of the science and its history are equally taken
into account. A chart such as that given here (Chart I) brings out
the connections more clearly, but the limitation to two dimensions
makes it still a very imperfect representation . Such a chart must be
taken not as an adequately considered scheme, which whole committees of experts would be needed to prepare, but as a sketch of the
kind of organization that might be needed. It is based on the conception of vertical and horizontal divisions already discussed. These
divisions are not absolute, but they afford a convenient basis for a
rational organization of science. W e can roughly distinguish three
stages in the relation between theory and practice in science which
may be considered to require three types of organization, which may
be called for convenience, the academies, the institutes, and the
technical Jaboratories. The first will be occupied mainly with
what has been called pure, but should more accurately be called
sophisticated science, the last only with practical problems, the link
between being furnished by the institutes whose function is in a
sense that of translating theory into practice.
ACADEMIES

The sc:entific academy would represent a natural development
of existing bodies of two kinds: the old s~ientific societies such as
the Royal Society, the Chemical Society, etc., in Britain, and
general governmental advisory bodies such as the Science Committee
of the Privy Council, the National Research Council, or the
Conseil de Recherche Scientifique. Its function~, however, would
be far wider than theirs. It would combine those of a general staff
of scientific advance with the active pursuit of fundamental research
under its immediate direction. This was, on a far smaller scale, the
inteqtion of the founders of the Royal Society, but in later years
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CHART I

This table shows in general outline the scheme for the c.rganization of scientific and industrial research. It follows closely the
account in the text, except that it is impossible to indicate the third
stage of scientific institutes, that of works' laboratories and Held
stations, which would be t oo numerous to include in any such comprehensive diagram. The stages of research are further subdivided,
the idea·being to put the more fundamental study of general methods
at the top and the more systematic application to special parts of the
field below. Thus, in fundamental research we have an analytic
level referring to general modes of behaviour of matter and a
descriptive level referring to those sciences concerned with the
forms of th e world as it is. The second stage-that of technical
research- is similarly divided into that concerned mainly with production technique, and therefore with industry and production
goods, and that concerned with consumption, living conditions and
the practice of agricult ure. These distinctions are not absolute
and in many cases not even logical, but are necessitated by the difficulties of two dimen sional p resentation. The most important connections between research at different stages, i.e. between fundamental and applied research, are indicated by arrows. These do
not imply, of course, administrative connections, but simply cases
where close relations would be naturally maintained between workers
in the academic and technical laboratories in question. The Physical
Sector has been worked at greater detail than the rest , and the Sociological Sector least, corresponding roughly with the existing greater
development of these sectors. In a fuller working out a number
of new biological and physiological divisions would be necessary.
J n general the sub-titles are self-explanatory, but the lack of space
may produce a certain obscurity. The context must be taken as
indicating the aspect of the subject under consideration.· Thus
" nutrition " appears in two places, under medical research a nd
domestic engineering. In the first place it is the theory of
nutrition in health an d disease that is in question, and in the second
of domestic supplies, marketing, and waste of food products.
" Zoology " and " Botany " do not stand for the academic divisions
of teaching of these names, but in the more restricted sense of descriptive anrl syst ema tic sciences. Their first meaning is taken over
by bio-chemistry and bio-physics. The five sectors of the lowest
row a re more closely inter-related than is indicated. In par ticular,
social con trol and planning, which on account of their connections
• appear a t opposite ends of the table, should really be considered as
one unit .
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academies tended to lose such functions and become purely honorific
in character, their only collective activity being publication. They
had become the guardians and archivists of science rather than its
leaders. The new academy would consist in each region of a body of
co-ordinated research institutes, the academicians themselves being
in general directors of such institutes, although there might be many
academicians who preferred more individual methods of research
and either worked by themselves or as ordinary members 9£ an
institute.
The relation of the academy to the universities would have to be
carefully thought out. At present institutes for fundamental science
are largely under university control, and this does not always conduce
to their most efficient running; or rapid development. There is
something to be said for maintaining the contact with the university,
but giving it a more informal character through some such device
as making the head of an institute, responsible to and financed by
the council of the academy, also a professor of the university. The
divisions of the academy would follow for the moment the established
divisions of science, though this would need periodical revision.
Particularly in theoretical science it would be unnecessary and
undesirable to have any actual institutes; the workers would be far
better spread over a number of centres. But in other cases it might
be well worth while to have central institutes for fundamental
research of the type of the present National Physical Laboratory, but
with a far wider scope and fewer technical and routine preoccupations.
Functions. -The academy would be responsible for carrying on
the more fundamental aspects of scientific research and at the same
time would act as the general directing body for scientific advance
. as a whole. In this latter capacity it would not, of course, be
administrati ve or authoritative, but its functions would rat~er correspond to the legislative and advisory functions of governllilent.
For this purpose it would have to add to its numbers representatives
of the more technical and practical sides of science, particularly in
engineering and medicine. The academy would also have to be
responsible for the archives of science and, to a certain extent also,
current publications, and officially it would deal with the main part
of the international relations of science. Such functions would
require very considerable organization, but it would be waste of
time at this stage, when we are so far from the realizing of any of
these suggestions, to consider them in any detail. The general
scheme of subdivision of the academy may also be seen from the chart.
It. would follow in the main existing divisions, but there would be
a definite move towards bringing the different branches of science
together in an integrated way, as indicated by the cross-connectibns.
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Guarantus of Capacity.-The chief question we have to face,
however, is whether any such body is likely to be capable of directing
science. So far academies have shown themselves, though possessing
the highest scientific distinction, generally extremely timid and
lacking in initiative. This is of course largely a reflection of the
politically and socially inferior position of the scientist, and where
this has not been marked-in seventeenth-century England or in
revolutionary France and Russia-academies have shown themselves capable and vigorous bodies. A good deal,· on the other hand,
depends on their position. For such a body to be effective it needs
to contain a higher proportion of young men and of those experienced
in practical affairs. (4)
When science is new or growing rapidly it is of course much
easier for younger people and those attracted from other pursuits to
attain high positions. Once it is well established, some special provisions would have to be made for their adequate rep resentation. It
might be best to reserve a certain fraction of the places in the academy
for each age category, so that the really imaginative scientists of
twenty to thirty years of age would be able to exert their dri ving
force before waiting until age had du lled it. The difficulty of this
course is that, if such members stayed on, the body would become
an extremely unwieldy one. There might be something to be said
for separating the organizing and directing functions of the academy
from the carrying on of individual research by its membe rs and even
more from what might be called its honorary function. At present,
possibly two-thirds of the members of scientific academies have no
desire to do anything but continue their own work, and conside r
their membership more as an honour o r as a recognition of their
services to science than as an opportunity to direct its general advance.
It is to be hoped that, when science and society have become more
integrate<l, the proportion of such people will fall, but they will
alwars exist, and for them it might be worth while founding a separate
society or section of the academy, membership of which would be
purely an honour and would not · involve any responsibilities, while
assuring to the members the fullest support in all their scienti fie
work. In some such way the dullne5s and lack of initiative which
besets official bodies, and which up till now has been com:;-:lered
almost as a law of nature, could be changed into an active drive for
the advance of science and the welfare of society.
Mod~ of Election.-Whatever its precise functions, much will
depend on the abilities of the members of the academy, and this will
give added importance to the method of appointing them. Up till
now membership of academies has been either by co-option by
existiRg members-in the case of the Royal Society co-option by an
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inner council--or by Government appointment, as in the old French
Royal Academy, but usually on the advice of the academicians.
Either method assures a continuity of tradition and a certain standard
of performance, but it also puts a premium on age and orthodoxy.
As long as science plays a relatively unimportant part in national life
such methods are good enough. The academy becomes a club, and
if certain people dislike it or cannot get into it they have always the
liberty to found a rival one. To a certain extent this liberty has been
used in setting up the special scientific societies and the British
Association, but in England at any rate the Royal Society, despite
occasional periods of torpor, has never ceased to be considered as the
representative organ of natural science.
Now that science has become a directing influence in social and
economic life such parochial methods of election can no longer be
accepted. Action and foresight will be needed as well as learning
and reputation. The simplest alternative would be the democratic
one of direct election of the academicians for li fe or for a fixed period
of years by t he body of all qualified scientists. It may be objected
that this would expose science to the evils of vote-catching and
political partisanship. Perhaps it would, but their effects are not
likely to be worse than the toadying which is rife in science to-day.
A more serious objection is that the main body of scientists would
neither be competent nor interested enough to act as electors. This
difficulty might be overcome by dividing the academy into sections
based on subjects, but this would serve to perpetuate existing divisions.
Alternatively the academy could be divided into age-groups of fixed
relative numbers to which both candidates and voters should belong.
Another method which has the advantage of democratic choice with
the safeguard of academic competence is the one of reciprocal election
suggested by D r. P irie. In this, election to the academy \YOUld be
not by the scientists as a whole but by a body of some two thowsand
electors chosen for their general scientific competence by the acade~
micians themselves. Thus the academy would tend to represent the
active and responsible scientists of the day. Some such method
combined with a limited time of service and the separation of the
honorific from the fu nctional aspects of the academy should serve
to make it a suitable body for the general direction of scientific
work.
TECHNICO~SCIENTIFIC

INSTITUTES

The idea of technico-sc.ientific institutes is a relatively recent
one, and one which in Britain is in a very early stage, although
for many years they have played an important part in Eurdpean
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and American science. They are of multiple origin; in part arising
from university departments and technical schools, in part from the
scientific departments of the Government, and in part from the
research laboratories of big industrial enterprises. Wh!le all these
exist separately, it has been seen that there is a particular advantage
in having some kind of intermediate liaison organization between
fundamental sciences represented by academies and universities and
practical applied science in industrial works and Government Departments. In this field the great Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes at Dahlem
have been a model to the rest of the world, largely because they
mark an appreciation of the necessity of intelligent and organized
application of science to industry as a whole and not to the working
of individual firms. In Britain the corresponding body, the group
of institutes known as the National Physical Laboratory, performs
a similar function, though up till now with far less internal
initiative.
Two-way Communication between Science and Industry.-One
function of the scientific institutes is to serve as a channel of communication working in two directions between fundamental science
and its application. Problems arising in industry, agriculture, and
medicine would be referred first to them. Such problems would be
presented in the direct form of how to make a certain product or how
to avoid a certain defect or disease. It would be the business of
the institutes either to solve these problems by the application of
known scientific principles or to reduce them to a form involving
fundamental questions which can be referred to the academy. The
reverse process to this would also be their concern. It would be
their task to look for any practical applications that might result
from fundamental advances in science and to develop these to the
stage where they could be passed on to industrial laboratories, field ·
stations; or medical centres.
fhe Institutes and New Production.-Until now, everywhere except in the U.S.S.R., this positive function of technical institutes has
been held back because the actual initiating of developments, which
may have profitable conclusions, has been a prerogative of industrial
firms. An independent technical institute putting forward new pro- _
ductive methods would be obliged either to go into production on
its own, to take out patents, or to hand over the operation of the
new process to a firm or firms, a course which would practically
amount to its becoming a section of their research laboratories. In
England the Research Associations of the D .S. I.R., alr~ady discussed,
largely fulfil this latter function. But for this very reason they are
unable to take on the wider functions of technical institutes. T-he
value of a technical institute would depend largely on how far it
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could maintain close contact with industry and a high standard of
scientific excellence. It ought to be in a position to review a whole
industry from a rational standpoint and to consider not only the
improving of processes but also the question ·Of whether any process
is or is not necessary from the point of view of industry as a whole.
Here again it is extremely difficult to reconcile the function of such
an institute with a competitive industrial system because any recommendations which tended to change the structure of industry would
mean shifting the balance of profit between some firms and others,
and could not fail to be obstructed in practice.
Personnel. -The personnel of the technical jnstitutcs would have
to be drawn fairly evenly from science and industry, with very
considerable opportunities of mobility and interchange. The whole
positive function of the institutes would depend on their ability to
seize on and develop new ideas, and such new ideas generally come
from fields outside the immediate scope of the industry itself. They
should serve to break down the barrier that exists at present between
the academic scientist and the practical engineer, and permit an
interchange of attitude which should be to the benefit of both. A
possible Mrangement for such institutes is shown in Chart I. The
value of any particular arrangement could only be discovered in
practice, and it should furthe r be emphasized that any arrangement
m ust be extremely flexible and allow for the splitting of existing
institutes and the creation of entirely new ones as well as for the
winding up or absorption of those that have passed the time of their
most effective utility. The general arrangement of the institutes
would be in fo ur sectors: physical, chemical, biological, and
sociological.
Physical and ChtmiCtJI Stctors.-ln the physical and chemical
· secto~ we -should have two g.eneral t}'\K-.-.,. of in-stitutes wh\ch might be
called the methodic and the systematic, or, perhaps more simpfy, tpose
concerned with processes and those with materials. The first would
cover all the varieties of engineering, in so far as they deal with different
arrangements of materials to achieve definite ends. The second
would involve a study of the materials themselves; their occurrence,
which would bring in the mining industry and industrial agriculture ;
their production and processing and the uses of their products. Up
till now the approach to this subject has been entirely ad hoc. Each
problem has been dealt with as it came up, and surveys of the industry
as a whole with a n attempt to put it on a rational basis have rarely
been made. It cannot be doubted that if such an analysis were carried
through, and its findings applied, this would result in what would
prlctically be a new industrial revolution, with an immense increase
in social effectiveness.
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Biological Sector.- The biological sector, both in its agricultu ral
and in its medical aspects, would also gain immensely from such
rationalization. ~nc!eed, it stands to gain more, on accoun t of
the particularly chaotic state of its present organization and the
consequent waste of most of the relatively small funds at its
disposal. Besides extension and rationalization of existing agricultural and medical research, a whole set of new institutes woulJ
need to be called into being, dealing with the hitherto neglected side
of industrial research, namely, that of di rect consumption. This
could all be grouped around an institute of domestic e"ngineering
which would concern itself with the scientific study of nutrition ami
cookery, of clothing and furniture, and of housing and housework ,
all considered from th e point of view, not of the profitable selling of
consumption goods, but of designing a way of life not only healthy
but also free from the waste and inefficiency of our present halftraditional, half-scientific domestic organization.
Sociological lnstitutu and Planning.-Sociological technical institutes would break entirely new ground; they would be concern ed
in effect with the whole problem of planning, the development of
human society with the aim of producing general welfare and the
most rapid and harmonious develo pment, both ma terial and cultural.
The whole question of the planning of town and country, of the
location of industry, of the control and distribution of population ,
of working conditions and education would come within their scopt:
(seep. 378). They would, of course, be research bodies having neither
legislative nor administrative fu11ctions. Central governments o r
municipalities would seek their advice and carry it out or not according
co the political or economic situation. But it may be hoped that as
ti me went on such adv ice would be im:rcasingly easy to take and the
institutes would become effectively the planning organization in ir~
•scientific ·aspect. This latter qualification should be specially noted
becau~e there is no suggestion here that science should usurp the
place of popular choice in social development. All that such social
institutes could do would be to indicate the means by which certain
ends could be most effectively achieved. They would provide the
basis for a number of alternative methods of social organization and
it would be left to popular taste to decide between them.
INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES AND FIELD STATIONS

The final link in the chain of scientific organization would be
provided by the industrial laboratories and experimental factories, fidJ
stations and medical centres. The effective contact between scicncG
and p~oductive life would be made here. To a certain extent such
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laboratories exist at prcwnt, but their scope is excessively narrow and
tn practice amount~ to little more than routine testing. They should
be made essential parts of the general scientific scheme, for it is in its
relation to practice that science has most to give, and if such laboratories
could be filled wi th workers eager to notice every unexpected event
and to turn to useful purpose each new scientific advance, the result
could not fail ro be' of equal benefit to science and production. To
a certain extent this could be done by a much more frequent change
<,f persormel than at prel>cnt ~akcs place. Ail scientists ought to have
the opportunity of spending part of their time in such laboratories,
while industrial and agricultural research staffs need to spt:nd more
of their time in universities and higher institutes.
Experimmtal Facf()ries.-But more than that is needed. Scienct'
has, up to the present, been larg<::ly an addition to existing industrial
processes. It must become an integral part of them, and this can
only happen if it takes on a much more positive fum.tion. One of
the chief difficulties in applied science is the translating of small-scale
laboratory experience into industrial experience. Some intermediate
form is needed. Allcady this has appeared in the laboratories of
some of the bigg(·st industriel! in the shape of the experimental factory
where industria 1 pro\.·e~.::e:s are carried on on a semi-technical scale
;111d in th<. d
" r
· ~ 11, trained personnel. This system
need'> to be imm<'nscly developed and extended. ln the ordinary
p rogress of production economic factors put a limit on variation of
existing processe-s, and yet new processes of greater dnciency may
often result from the development of processes themselves not
economical. Some means of getting over this difficulty must be
provided. Up t?ll now this has been done very slowly and ineffectively
by using the Ructul'ltions of the trade cycle. In good times firms
can afford to experiment and new methods can be tried ou t with
reasonable chance of success on a rising market. In nmes of
dep ression, on the other hand, every type of cost-cutting and la~our
saving device is at a premium. Tht: result is, of course, that when
the new method really docs become successful there is an immediate
r ush for developing it, leading to over~expansion and disastrous
obsolesce nce for the older methods. All this could be avoided by a
rational use of experime ntal facto ries in the operations of which
econqmic costs and returns do not enter as a limiting factor, although,
of course, they would always be carefully considered and used as
a measure of the success achieved. In this way the earlier noneconomic stages of development of a process could be passed so as
to produce the new process at the right time, economically anJ
te€:hnically. Rapid obsolescence would be avoided, for this occurs
to the greatest degree when a process is bei ng used commercially
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at a time when it is undergoing rapid technical development, whereas
here such stages would be passed in the experimental factory.
Field Statirms.-In agriculture the experimental factory would
be represented by the field station. A ·network of field stati<?ns
closely scatte red over the whole country in touch with one another
and with the higher agricultural institutes would ful fil the same
double function of study and trial. Such networks do exist though
in a very minor way in many countries, but they Jack co-ordination
in the service of a consciously plan ned a nd balanced agricultural
programme. E ven more do they lack the executive function which
would enable the practical results of their work to be translated at
once into general farming practice. I t should be realized, moreove r,
that science has still almost as much to learn from agricultural
practice and tradition as to teach it. U p till now this \earning has
been sporadic because of the small resources of agricultural science.
The net of field laboratories could, however, gather this knowledge
in, collate it, compare practice in one coun try with that in another.,
and discover in doing so the scientific phases of successful practice.
In medicine the primary units would be laboratories in hospitals
and health centres. They would serve to break down by actual
contact the misunderstanding between the laboratory, the clinic, and
the experience of the general practi tioner. One of their services
would clearly be the collection of reliable a nd significant physiological medical statistics which, after analysis in the higher medical
institutes, could be the basis of a really adequate knowledge of public
health. It should be possible through them also to carry out tests of
new remedies and treatments far more rapidly and safely than by
the casual methods of to-day. The chief difference from the present
state would, however, lie in the power which they would need to
see that tested methods would effectively be used in practice, not
only i.111 the questions of remedies and treatments, but in the provision
of living conditions favourable to health. The destruction of health
by useless or dangerous patent medicines and food (see p. 154) would
be stopped once and for all. It would, however, be idle to discuss
their functions in detail because they depend so much 0 11 the general
reorganization of medical practice in the service of general health
and well-being instead of the mere cure of disease.
The Character of Applied Rmarch.-Of course it would be
necessary to recognize that development in technical as well as in
fundamental science will still contain a very large element of chance.
The older attitude towards research, of payment by results, is
particularly vicious in relation to science because of this c hanc<:
factor. Research pays not in the sense that every penny spent on a
particular research leads to a corresponding profit, but that the total
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amount of money spent on a number of different researches, most
of which comes to nothing at all, leads to a really economical
development.
Tht Control of ObsoltJctnct.-At present obsolescence is the curse
of applied science. Only in countries in a state of rapid economic
advance, as in the U.S. A. in the early part of the century, can it be
faced in its crudest and most disorganized form. T he alternatives
before us are either to slacken the whole pace of industrial advance
and technical application of science or to rationalize it along some
such lines as are here suggested. The first course means not only
losing. the benefits which science can give to society but also a definite
stifling of the advance of science itself. F or in restricting applications
we are not only cutting off sources of funds for scientific research
but also the source of new ideas that comes from dose connection
with industrial advances. Only with an integrated and rational
structure of scientific organization, reaching from the most abstract
science to the most detailed application, can we ensure a simultaneous
a nd harmonious development of both science and production.
THE APPLICATION OF SciENCE UNDER CAPITALISM

It would be absurd to imagine, however, that a rationalization of
scientific application to industry would be easy to adapt to the conditions
of Monopoly Capitalism. F ew of the factors (discussed in Chapter VI),
which at present hamper the application of science, can be removed even
by the intelligent action of the directors of industry, and such action
is in any case extremely unlikely. Interindustrial and international
competition and the advantages of monopoly restriction are not easily
to be exor-eised. With new inventions the temptation to hold back
expensive changes when there seems no risk of competition, and to
rush them forward once this risk appears, will add to tl'le natu ral
irregular onset of technical change. It has, however, bee~ very
cogently a rgued by Lord Stamp that the major difficulties of
scientific application are intrinsic and independent of -the type of
economic system. In his The Scitnct of Social Adjustment he maintains that normally technical innovation must be limited to the rate
at which the working population in the trades affected reproduces
itself or otherwise severe unemployment and capital loss would ensue.
This in a condition of static or falling population would mean a
very considerable slowing up of the present rate of application of
science rather than the great increase which humanity needs and
science could supply.
• Socialism and tht Condition of tht Advanct of Scitnct.-The logic
of the argument is excellent but the premises require examiJtation .
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Lord Stamp himself suggests that only the operation of agencies which ·
have existed in the past but no longer do so would permit a far more
rapid rate of increase. They are: (1) Elasticity of demand; (2) Rapid
introduction of novelty; (3) Rise in population; (4) Overseas outlet.
Now only the second of these, which in any case appears somewhat
paradoxical, depends on the relations of science and industry. It is,
however, almost certain it could be achieved by the type of organization here described. It would be possible, by short-ci rcuiting the
existing process of application, to produce capital and labour-saving
devices at such a rate that the losses they produced in one direction
were more than compensated by gains in another. Nevertheless we
may agree that by itself this factor would be insufficient to induce
rapid industrial transformation under capitalist conditions, since for
one thing aggregate profits would hardly be affected. It is the
variation of the other three conditions which Lord Stamp assumes fixed
that would be decisive. Now no one denies tha't under capitalism
the population is static or falling, that there is little elasticity of
demand because the majority of the people simply have not the money
to spend, and that overseas outlets are rapidly closing. Indeed, as
Lord Stamp is at pains to point out elsewhere, all this talk of poverty
in .the midst of plenty is nonsense, because there is being produced
all that it is possible to produce-within the framework of the present
system. O nly if the system is changed and production is made for
public use instead of private profit, can i1is conditions be satisfied
and the applications of science inc rease rapidly without the complications of unemployment and economic instability. Once a union of
Socialist states is in being the effective demand would rise at once, first
for producer and next for consumer goods, while the very economic
backwardness and crushing poverty of the great majority in nonindustria l countries · would furnish a demand for production goods
of al~ kinds, particularly agricultural machinery, that would far
surpass that of the mercantile period of the nineteenth century. At
present the natural demands of 95 per cent. of the world's population
for the barest biological necessities of food, clothing, and shelter are
being held up by the economic system. Once released their satisfaction will call for the most rapid possible development of production
technique.
(1) The conception of a laboratory as a voluntary association is actually one of t he earliest
in science. The Accademia del Cimento in the seventeenth century was formed almost on
, the model of a religious order and carried its co-operation t o such leogths that no account
was taken of individual work, everything being published from the Academy as a whole.
(1.) This is already common practice in the United States.
(3) One of the most tragic cases was that of J oseph Henry, a man of the same calib,.e
as Faraqay, who wasted most of his life as director of the Smithsonian Institution. See
Crowther's Famous American Men of Science.
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CHAPTER XI
SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION
THE problem of the reorganization of science would not be solved
by administrative or fina ncial changes alone. It will also be necessary
to reorganize in a most comprehensive way the whole apparatus of
scienti fic communications. Indeed in science commu nications take
much of the place of ad ministration· in other se rvices. In the old
ideal of science, communications were the o nly link between scientists.
The scienti fic world consisted solely of ind ividuals following thei r
own bent of inquiry and need ing only the bare knowledge of w hat
their fe llows were doing. In those days, however, the number of
workers was so sma ll that there was a reasonable possibili ty of acquiring th is knowledge, but now as we have already seen (p. I 17 tl seq.),
the ve ry quantity of scicnt ifit: info rmat io n has made its diffusion an
enormous problem, w ith w hic.:h existing machi nery has utterly failed
to cope. Unless somet hi ng: is don e we shall soon reach the position
when kn owledge is being lost as rapidl y as it is gained. It is clearly
no longe r su ffit:ient to sec that every new obst:rvation and discovny
is published. T he probicm has to be looked at from the other end;
we need to be sure that eve ry scientific wo rker, and fo r that matte r
every member of the ge neral public, ret:t·ives just that info rma tion
that can be of th~: g reatest use to him in his work and no mo re. This
requires th e most serio us thinking o ut of the whole problem of
scienti fie ~ommunicat ions, no t only betwee n scientists but also to the
public. It is by no means sufficient to rem edy abuses that already
exist. Improvements he re and there may in fact by increasing
anomalies do mo re harm than good. The problem can be di vided
into that of providing special and general information; th e first is
the function of scientific publications proper and o ther means of
perso nal contact between scientists, the second is that of scientific
education and popular science.

THE FuNCTIO N O F S c iENTIFIC P u BLICATIONS

The present mode of scientific publicati on is predo minantly through
the 33,000 odd scientific: j ournals. It is, as we have already shown~
incredlbly cumbersome and wasteful, and is in danger of breaking
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down on account of expense. What can we put in its place? The
prime function of scientific publications is to convey information
about acquired knowledge, but it is clear that whereas certain information is needed by certain workers in full detail, the great bulk
of it is only needed by any given worker in outline, if at aU. An
adequate system of communication would consist in principle of a
limited distribution of detailed accounts, a wider distribution of
summaries or abstracts,' and the frequent production of reports or
monographs covering the sum of recent advances in any given field.
Behind this must be a body of readily accessible archives in which
reference can be made to the work of the past. The problem is
essentially a technical one of selecting units and arranging for their
proper distribution and storage, a problem which is every day solved
in large business houses or mail order stores. To see how it could
be solved it is necessary to consider the units and their possible mode
of distribution in greater detail.
Cat~gmu of Publicatim Units.-The first is the note, representing
perhaps a week's or a month's work of one research worker. It may
be the making of some new measurement, the correcting of some
old one, or the establishing of a point which, though it may have
occurred during the course of some other research, deserves remark
on its own merits and may easily be lost sight of if incorporated in
a larger communication. Such a note must of course be distinguished
from the notice of a recently established djscovery of considerable
importance or the putting forward of some speculative point of
view or argument i·n controversy. These a re not strictly finished
work but part of work in progress and require a different treatment.
After the note comes the " paper," dealing with the individual or
small joint research, which has been up till now far the commonest
basic unit of scientific communication, and represents anything
between a quarter and two worker years. Next follows a category
which has become increasingly common, but for which thert is no
proper name ; the account of a connected inquiry undertaken by
anything from three to twenty workers and going on for a period
of up to ten years. The contributions of the individual workers
are here so closely related that a coherent common account is clearly
the most desirable form of publication. According to the time spent,
this may take the form of a long series of papers or, alternatively,
where material requires working over, of one long paper or
monograph.
The next category is the report on the advance of any particular
neld of science which may, though compiled by one man or a small
pumber of persons, represent anything up to a thousand worker
years. When they are short such reports may be original sc!entific
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works 1n the fonn of monographs, in contrast to text-books
intendrd for t~aching or popular exposition . These latter differ
from reports ma inly in the fact that they are .written by fe wer people,
a nd because the opinions contained in them arc necessarily mo re
individual and less judicial. Besides these fo rms of publication,
which from their permanent nature requi re to find a pla.cc in the·
archives of science, there a re the notices which, though ephemera l,
are equally im portant for the immediate carrying on of science.
These include the announcement of discoveries, accounts of new
techniques both practical and th eoretical, reports of meetings and
discussions, and the mo re personal side of scienti fie news.
M ost of the types of publication hitherto mentioned arc intended
for use inside a branch of science, thnt is, a region w ide enough for
everyone to understand the terminofogy and a rguments of everyone
else in it. Besides this, and of g rowing importance, are those
publications intended to explain the curren t advances and tech niques
of one science for the benefit of another, and the syntheses which
can be made between a number of sciences, serving to bind them
togethe r into a unity such as was achieved by the great synthesis
of physics in the last century.
The Problem of Distribution.- The problem of seeing that these
various kinds of scientific intelligence arc published and distributed
to those who would benefit most by reading them would seeJ!l , o n
the face of it, to be such a n obvious technical problem as not to be
worth discussing, but, since it has not bee n solved o r even been felt
to exist, it is necessary to do so. The most important intrinsic
difficulties, apart from mere conservatism and vested interest, a rise
from the very vastness of th e fie ld of scie nce, th e number of workers
involved, and the rate at which th ey publish results. Me re publ icatio n
in such circumstances will not be enough ; far too m uch is published
at present for wo rkers to be able to read even those parts which a re
relev'ant to their immediate researches. Yet th is is la rgely because,
owing to lack of organiza tion, they are actually obliged to read a
great deal of useless mate rial o n the chance of coming across som ethin g which may be usefu l to them. T he k ind of organizatio n we
wish to aim at is one in which all releva nt in formation sho uld be
available to each research wo rke r a nd in am pl itude propo rtional to
its degree of relevance. Further, that not only should the informatio n
be available, but also that it sho uld be to a large extent put at the
disposal of the research wo rke r wit ho ut his havin!! to take any special
steps to get hold of it. This implies a system, or rather a service, of
recording, filing, co-ordinating: and distributing sci~.: ntific information.
Such schemes have in fact a lready occupied the minds of scienti!rts
in difl'erent countries. ( 1) The most e laborate study has been made
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l1y the documentation division of Science Service) Washington,
where a complete science service for the U.S.A., and ultimately for
rhe rest of the world, has been planned in some detail (see Appendix
VI I I). Tht" suggestions l·nntained here ;trc partly based on this
work, but differ from ir in a number of respects.
Dhtrihu.tion Service to SUJUrsede Periodicals.-- All schemes have in
common the remodelling, and to a large extent the abolition, of all
existing scientif1c pt-rimlicals, at auy rate thnstt which contain, for the
most part, separate scientific papers ur monographs. 1~he publication
of such periodicals,
·
''It ion of o\·erlapping and

Jack of cn-nr-1in:1t'
v.-a\

.1"-i(JUSIV an inefficient

f'(_lrr~arion, although
thev
,101- n· ;wJ' every scientist l~ould
rcaJ all the sciemific publications there were, and ask for more. At
present scientific publil·;uiu!b, wh\.~n taken by inJividuals, arc rarely
read to ,111 extent greater thall ten per cent., whereas if taken by
libraries they are ;:t]most invariably wanted by a dozen people at
once. 'T'ht' ohvifo\JS Stl!tttion is to mah· the ~epa rate paper itself the
unit of communication b<:twcl:n scientists.
'f'his is in fal·t a pr:lcti~.,.:<> whid1, in a vny clumsy and <~xpcnsive
form, is growing up sp()ntancnnsly through the distribution of reprints
of such papers pri varcly among scientists themselves, a reversion in
fact to rhe old system of scientific letter-writing. 1 ... he present
,trr;-Jngcmcnt is costly l.!l.:(:tuse rhc printing 1s: expensive h>r the small
numhers involved, and inefficient, partly because only a limited
numhcr 1lf scientists practise it, and partly because those who do so
cannot know exactly v.d1o will be interested in their papers. 'They
consequently f:1il ro send them t-o many who would be interested,
and :lctually send them to nwny who iJnly throw the reprints away.
In any case) a" the cost of r~·prints and their postage usually falls on
the private income- CJf tht~ sciemists, the practice could never be
operated on anything like the :>calc which is required. The f-ational
proposal would be to make the sending out of papers-no longer
reprints-the main method of scientific communication and to
organize an editorial and distributing service to carry this out in the
place of the multiple editorial boards of existing periodicals. For the
most part these papers would be sent to actual scientific workers,
but a certain number of copies would, of course, be sent to laboratories
where they could be bound up according to some rational and prearranged system, and a number preserved in archives.
Photostat Reproduction.-Hcre a technical point arises. If the
papers were printed as at present the saving would only be in editorial
• office expenses, but there is no reason why they should be printed, and
many reasons for using newer processes which are gradually.coming
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into use for other purposes, in particular the micro-photography of
original typescript of a special kind (see p. 377) and its reproduction
on normal scale. It is estimated that printing is more expensive than
photographyfor all editions ofless than zooo,and most scientific papers
are not read by anything like that number of people, even when the
edition of the scientific journal reaches these figures. But photography
has two other advantages particularly brought out in the American investigation. In the first place, the micro plates or films trom which
papers are reproduced occupy far less space than an ordinary paper; they
consequently can be kept far more easily and filed very much more
conveniently. Thus they afford the best ki nd of archives both from
the point of view of ease of preservation and ease of reference.
By applying modern business filing methods to scientific papers it
would be possible, for instance, to provide by automatic machinery
complete bibliographies with the actual papers relevant to any inquiry
and thus save months and years of scholarly research which is pure
waste from the scientific point of view.
H ow the System would Work.-The way the system would work
would be more or less as follows : the research worker, whatever his
subject, sends his paper in to the publication office; it is then submitted to an editorial board of referees as at present and, if passed,
amended or unamended, is reproduced photographically. A cercain
number of copies are s~::nt immediately to all libraries and to all
workers who have indicated on cards sent in at some previous date
that they wish to receive copies of papers in such and such fields.
A further number are sent out to others who, having seen a notice
of the paper, in a way to be described below, have asked for copies.
The original master copy or fil m is then stored and a copy can
be run off it on application at any subsequent date, even if years
have elapsed, thus producing an immediate reprint with no more
trouble than is required for the first copies. Such a system, though
it may appear at first sight more complicated than the present one,
would be in effect both more businesslike and more economicaL A
great deal ·o f purely technical editorial work which now hampers
many scientists would be dealt with efficiently by a small central
s.taff, and for the same expenditure of money it would be possible to
publish, if desired, far more papers than at present. I n particular,
papers which from their length or other expensive features cannot
be published nowadays, would on this system not offer any extra
difficulty.
Abstracts.-The arrangement for publishing and distributing
scientific papers is, however, only one part of fundamental im portance
in the general scheme of scientific publication. Although, with th~
system. outlined above, papers would go largely to those and only
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to those who were interested in them, it would still be possible, if
this were aH, for a number of irnpmtant-~ to be tost altogether,
with the consequence, already described, of holding up science for
lack of available info rmation. This difficulty, which exists of course
to a far la.rger extent under the presen t system, is there met by the
preparation of abstracts. The present abstract system, however,
suffers from many defects. In the first place, in spite of efforts to
rationalize it, there are stm, both nationally and internationally, far
too many separate abstracting journals, and these in general work so
badly that, whereas one paper may be abstracted many times over,
others may slip through the net completely, at any rate for two or
three years.
It would, of course, be an over-simplication to have only one set
of abstracts, because the users of abstracts may want to read the
papers from a number of different points of view. For instance, the
chemist's attitude towards the abstract of a bio--chemical paper would
be ditferent from that of the physiologist. Nevertheless with suitable
provision for diffe rences of outlook, the abstract system could be
uni lied. Th<: preparation of the main abstract of a paper could be
made in general by the author himself (2), though it might need to
be amended for the sake of uniformity, and further a~tracts need
only be employed for papers of an interest in more than one subject.
Instead of furnishing abstrans in the form of books, which themselves
require indexes, and where the abstracts are arranged partly accordi ng
to subject and partly as they come in, it would be better to go stra ight
to a card system, to arrange for complete sets of abstract cards to be
sent to libraries and institutions and for selections accordi ng to
subject to "be sent to research workers who asked for them. This
would, of course, include far more abstracts than would be found in
the selection of papers sent to the same workers. If the abstracting.
we re done by the same authority responsible for the papers P.OStage
costs would be reduced and the · total addi tiona! cost need be very
small.
R eport s.-There remains the question of the grouping together
of the units out of which scientific communication is built, in other
words, the syntheses of various kinds, in particular the monograph
and the report. Here it might not be necessary to do m ore than
extend the present practice. Many scientific societies issue annual
reports. All that would be requi red would be to extend this over
the whole of science a nd to co-ord inate different reports of the same
or allied sciences. The importance of such reports is gTeat and will
certainly grow. I t will be necessary to depend more and more on
1hem for guidance in following the progress of science. Reports
would be needed, howeve r, not only for scientists, but for technicians
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and administrators, and their preparation would probably requ ire a
special se rv~ce. This might w ell take the form o f the excellent
suggestion of Lord Stamp in The Scimce of Social Adjustment :
. "The third general action is the development of a practice, by the responsible body in ead1 brancli of science, of reviewing periodically the immediate hinterland of their subj ect. They should set out, for each period,
what they deem to be the chief discoveries and improvements in their
own field. . These should be analysed into those which have received
practical application in the social or economic field, · either directly or
through the medium of another branch of science. An estimate should
be attempted of the effect of each in creating unemployment and embodying new capital, together with another estimate of any employment or
capital displaced, and of changes brought about in the location of industry.
It would probably be found that a common service of statistical technique
would facilitate these ad hoc inquiries, and certainly one would be wanted
for collating them and bringing them into a general picture. In some
sciences, suc;h as astronomy and mathematics, the 'products' would all be
only indirectly used, through physics. But the effort to work to a common
schedule or questionnaire which would have to be reconciled in a common
result, would develop a social awareness in the specialist, of greatest value
in his later work. The earliest efforts would be crude and sketchy, but
the point is that the right kind of specialists can contri bute in an indispensable way, and might themselves gain greatly in so doing."-The
Science of Social Adjustmttlt, by Lord Stamp, chap. iv., p. 149·
With regard to monographs and original scientific works still less
change would be needed. H e re it is more a question of a unified
policy of editorship and o f seei ng that qualified authors are persuaded
t o write up their subject at :.uitablc inte rvals, tha n any more technical
change. T here ought also to be a similar provision for text-books,
because only in such a way can the standards o f text-books, and
conseq uently of scienti fie education as a whole, be kept up to date.
To a certain extent this function has b een filled in the past by the
monu~en tal series of German H a ndbuch er, which conscientio usly
followed the details of the advance o f science in eve ry fie ld. It
ought to be possible even unde r the present syste m, by agre~:ment
b etween diffe rent publishe rs, to see that science in the English language was covered as adequately, though it m ay be hoped at shotter
length. Only one section of sdcntific publication in the j ourn al form
need remain, namely, that of the type of Nature. This would give in
the form of notes the latest scientific news, not only of discoveries but
also of. new laborato ries a~d admin istrative changes, and at the same
t ime reflect the relation of science to wide r social problems.
Control ~f Abusrs.- In proposit~g a rational organization of scie ntific
publ ication we must, at the same time, face the danger that such a •
change .might e ntail. Scientific publication is exposed to two main
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types of abuse: one of laxity, allowing to be printed quantities of
material which is either inaccurale or of doubtful value, and the
opposite danger of strictness, preventing the publication of material
which may be of the greatest scientific value, but which at rhe time
of its first production is not in line with orthodox views. It may
be feared that any attempt at centralizing science might lead to an
increase of eith r cf P" two evils. Actually if it were properly
done it c:hot ld h~' t} eli!"C't of removing them.
I t is not proposed, for instance, to put the editorial functions of
the publication in the hands of a permanent administrative staff.
' These would merely act as a link between the writers of papers and
the persons who, under the present system, are editors of scientific
journals. H ow properly these people fulfil their functions will be a
matter of how they are chosen, and consequently will depend largely
on the organization of scientists themselves. In particular, young
men shoyld have a far greater say in the question than they have
at present. On the whole the tendency would be elasticity in practice,
on the ground that the publication of a foolish scientific paper would
do less harm than suppression of an eccentric but possibly valuable
one. U nde r the new system useless papers would not be in demand ;
they would not clog up scientific periodicals, and would not impose
any undue expense on the system, while their ultimate value would
be j udged in periodical c ritical reports. It might be left as an axiom
that a paper of ~hich any one member of a board of editors approved
should be published.
The existence of an enormous number of scientific journals bas
often been justified by the claim that a new branch of science, or a
new attitude towards a n older established branch, cannot expect, in
present circumstances, to receive due recognition in existing journals,
and consequently a number of its devotees get together a.nd found
yet another new. journal. Here the same end could be reaci ed in
a rnuch more economical way by securing the representation of the
new branch on an editorial board adhering to such rules. T o check
the mere mass of scientific publications it might well be possible to.
substi~te for the present abuse of publishing papers in several different
periodicals at once, a double publication for certain papers. Papers,
for instance, that contain a large amount of valuable material most
of which, however, is of interest to only few persons, might be
published in txlntstJ in a very small number of copies and in a shortened
form for general consumption. Only certain central archives would
need to contain aJI the fuJJ-Jength papers. All of them could be
~uplicated in micro film and so stored that it would be unlikely that
war or earthquake could destroy them, or at least that there would
be a chance tha
c,.,mplet~" ts shouJd ·urvive
•
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The essential check against either type of abuse of publication
would be furn:shed by the cl~t linking of active scientific work
and publication. The publication service would come to be more
and more a kind of convenient post office between scientific workers
doing for them what can be done by direct personal contact and
interchange of data between individual scientists in the same institute.
One possibility it would offer is that of keeping scientists informed
within limited fields of what work was in progress. This would
eliminate unnecessary overlapping and provide short cuts to much
information. At present jealousy and the thirst for priority would
probably wreck such a system, but once science were well organized
and supplied with funds much of this attitude would disappear. The
public.ations organization would in no sense dominate science but
only serve it.
Immtdiatt Possihilitiu.-The rationalization of publication differs
·from most of the other suggestions contained here in that it is far
more close to actual attainment. This is partly because it would
not involve any serious initial expenditure, and after a little time
would prove far more economical, and partly beca~se it implies no
change in the relations between science, state, and industry. The
difficulties that would hinder its introduction are rather those of
winding~up the old system and starting anew. There is a certain
amount of vested interest in scientific publications on the part of
publishers, but the profits got from science publication, apart from
text-books, are very sm:ill, and under the new system it might be
possible to compensate the publishers by promising them their share
of the increased production of semi-technical and popular books that
would certainly follow the rationalization of internal scientific
publication. At the same time use mi~ht be made of their services
in the building up of the administrative part of the new system.
A more serious difficulty would have to be met in the opposition
of th; existing scientific societies that unde rtake the bulk of scientific
publication. Although in most cases this publication is a serious
. financial burden to the societies, it giveS them in many cases their
main raison d'itrt, and the abolition of scientific journals might also
be resented for purely sentimental reasons. Once it was realized,
however, that the present system has already strangled scientific
advance and may altogether stifle it in the not too distant future,
and that the new one would lead almost immediately to a great
increase in the ease and efficiency of every scientific worker, these
objections would cease to carry weight. After all, periodicals exist
for science and not science for periodicals. It might be possible, if
it was so desired, to effect a compromise which would save the
tradition by binding together certain groups of papers, of particular
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value in a certain field, and constituting them a continuation of the
original journals in the charge of a scientific society and appearing as
such in special libraries and ceremonial archives.
TH£ hnERNATIONAL PROBLEM

So far the question of scientific communication has been considered
as one effecting a homogeneous body of scientists and the difficult
question of nationality has been left out. The degree to which science
is intemational, and its narrowing down to four or five large supernational spheres, has already been discussed. It is, of course, for scientific publications that this division becomes of the greatest importance.
Any system of rationalizing publication, of the type just sketched
out, could hardly be effective unless applied on a scale much larger
than that of most national units, though it might possibly work with
such large countries as the U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R. It would gain
its full effectiveness, however, only if it were entirely international,
because having a rational national organization, in one country only,
would mean that all the labour and confusion of following foreign
work would still remain, with the additional difficulty of having to
adopt one system at home and another for abroad. This would
certainly result in even further cutting off of national science and the
break-up of its international unity. Unfortunately the present state
of the world is not one to encourage any considerable belief in an
immediate internationalization of science. The most that could be
hoped for is some measure of co-ordination. Even if science is to
be used increasingly for national ends there will stiJJ remain what
might be called an export surplus, consisting of material which is
not considered of immediate military importance and which may, by
it:s quality, enhance the prestige of the exporting country. This
might mean that the most valuable parts of science would be ~mer
national and they alone might be presented in an organized and
rational way.
Dtctntra/ization.-Prese.nt national considerations apart, however,
it may well be that although science has an international unity, its
organization and particularly the organization of its publications
can, in most cases, best be carried on in a decentralized way. Geographical considerations make it certain that, in general, there will
be closer communication between people working in the same
country than between those in different countries, and that only a
certain amount of the advance in any particular country can profitably
cross its frontiers. Under an ideal system there would not be just
one central clearing-house for scientific publication but a number
of such centres, which would be in dose communication with o~
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another. Each centre would act as a point of collection anti distribution fo r scientific workers in its own country or district. They
would send those scientific papers that were needed for distribution
in other countries in bulk to the cor responding ce ntres. In this
way the maximum degree of local autonomy and international
co-ordination could be secured. The d ifferent sciences, of co urse,
differ very melrkedly in the degree o f international co-ordination
which they require. Certain of them can only function at all if
in ternationally co-ordinated. Astronomy, meteo rology, geo-physics,
soi l science, and epidemiology have all al ready efficient and rational
international o rga nization and there such organization could immediately take control of publication. In other sciences this may be
neither possible no r desirable.
A Secondt1ry Scientific L anguage?-Th<> question of language is
still a diffi cult one. A ce rtain degree of rationalization has already
been effected in this field. English, French, and G erman are the
three scientific languages par excellence. Othe r national languages
are, however, used for all scientific papers ci rculati ng inside national
bounda ri es. A n ideal sysrem would b<· one in wh ich, apart from all
the national languages, there was one accepted international scientific
language which played the part that Latin d id in the first g reat
period of sckntific adv:~nce. There is some hope that, in spite of
nationalist difficulti ~s, this might be attai ned through the use either
o f Engli~h or of a simpli lied va riety of it such as Basic English . (3)
There is no do ubt that such a change would have a most immediate
and beneficial effect on science. The barrier of language is sti ll a
very real one. It is only necessa ry to read any t~xt-book on a scientific
subject to realize how very mu ch more fmniliar thl! author, who is
presu mably a trained scientist, is with the works published in his own
language thar; With those in foreign lang uages.
It wodd, ho wever, bc •a · mistake to hold up the rationalization of
scienti~c publication un til such a universal secondary langu<~ge was
adopted. It should no t be diffi cult to adapt the new system of
publication to the existing situation in respect to lang uage. Each
distributing centre in a national area would deal with papers written
in the national language. The edito rial board w o uld arrange ' that
all papers adjudged of sufficient importance, together with those for
which there was a special demand abroad, should be translated into
one or all of the three scientific languages. On th e other hand,
they wou ld, in respect to any papers for wh ich there was a special
demand in their own particular country, arr •nge for its translation
into the native language. The abstracts of all papers would appear
in the three scientific languages and also in the languages of chose •
countri.es which had important enough scientific work to j usti(v
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this, and the same practice might be followed for reports. There
would be national journals for scientific news in the national language,
but they would all carry the same service of notes of discoveries of
international importance. It will be seen that such a system, while
allowing for the maximum of interchange of information, neither
does violence to existing national feelings nor would it involve rigid
control from one international centre. Three or four co-ordinating
centres, however, say one in Geneva, one in the United States, and
one in the Far East, would certainly help to liuk up t!tc activities of
the national centres.
THE IMPORTANCE o.F PERSONAL CoNTACTs

Not all, and hardly even the larger part, ofscientific communication
is carried on by published papers. To an extent much larger than
is realioz,ed, the transference of sdenti fi~ ideas from one set of scientific
workers to another is effected by means of visits, personal ~ontacts,
and letters. In many cases new id<;as do not spread beyond the
laboratory of their origin Uiltil that laboratory has become so famous
as to attract to it important workers from other centres. Some of
the greatest developml·ntl! in modern -;cit-nee, which depend on the
interplay of ideas from diffrn:nt SClurccs, h:nc o<:cuJrcd only when
workers, who had absorbed both ideas in different C('ntrcs, happ,ened
to come together. The appea rance of the Bohr thct>ry of the atom,
which is tl1e basis of all o ur modern physics, occurred because Bohr,
who had absorbed in Germany the quantum theory of Planck, came
to work in Rutherford's laboratory and there came in contact with
the nuclear theory of the atom. The value of such interchanges
can hardly be exaggerated, and it is quite certain that they do not
play anything like the part they could in the development of science.
Almost every visit of a scientist from one laboratory to his.colleagues
in another results in the introduction of a new piece of inforcnation
o r point of view that no amount of reading had managed to effect.
Partly, of course, this is due to the existing plethora and confusion
of publication. But, even if this were removed, there would remain
techniques which are impossible to transmit without visual demonstration, and ideas too intangible to be put into writing, yet capable of
communication by personal contact.
Facilitatitm of TraVti.-Up till now the chief factors that have
hin~ered such visitS is lack of money. Except for a certain number
of invitations to congresses, the scientist travels at his own expense
and his salary is rarely sufficient for him to do so nearly enough, particularly in those years when he is most impressionable and active.
·we require a much greater provision fo r travel and residence i? other
X
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centres of work. The institution of the sabbatical years is a step in
this direction, although seven-year intervals are too far apart. The
needs of differe.1.t kinds of scientists vary widely, but on the average
it would be fair to say that it would pay scientists to spend two months
every year in laboratories·other than their own, quite apart from their
normal recreative holidays. The expense of this, though large for
the individual scientist, would appear small for science as a whole.
It would be easy to extend present funds for travelling in such ., way
as to make these visits at very little cost, particularly in cou1_1tries
where the railways are under the control of the State. As to
hospitality, ·where the collegiate system exists there should be no
extra expense, on the average, because the number of guests would
always be equal to the number of hosts who were away, while private
hospitality could be charged on a central fund and would not be a
burdensome expense. The value of such interchanges should not
be confined to the higher scientific staff. Not only should they be
freely available to younger scientists but they might also very profitably
be extended to mechanics arid laboratory assistants, for whom at
present practicall}" no opportunity for travel exists. It is particularly
to them that the value of interchange of practical techniques would
apply, and if such visits could be arranged the standard ·of laboratory
technique would become more uniform and develop with increasing
rapid1ty.
The general effect of the reorganiution of scientific communication would be a rapid improvement in the efficiency of scientific
research. Not only this, but science understanding itself would also
come to be understood far more easily by the general public.
Intelligent co-operation would take the place of admiration of the
incomprehensible. There is hardly any change from which such
considerab!e effects could be secured by so small an effort.

•

PoPULAR Sc ri!NCE

It is no use improving the knowledge that scientists hav~ about
each other's work if we do not at the same time see that a real understanding of science becomes a part of the common life of our times.
Lack of knowledge of science and, even more, partial and distorted
knowledge, is largely responsible for the mental attitude that has
permitted and indeed encouraged the return to barbarism which is so
evident to-day. The basis of an understanding of science lies in the
reform of education, but it is almost as important to see that adult
minds have the opportunity of appreciating what science is doing
and how it is likely to affect human life. The media through which •
such dissemination can naturally be carried out are the press, wireless
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and the cinema. Besides these, more solid relations can be established
through books and through the actual participation in scientific work.
Scitnct and the Press.-Press science of to-day is for the most
part sensational and superficial. In a sense this is the general attitude
of modern journalism to all aspects of life, but there is a special reason
why the controllers of the pr~ do not wish science to receive the
interest which its·· importance deserves. If the possibilities of science
for human welfare were being drummed into people every day there
would be an irresistible demand for the realization of these benefits
which would not be to the liking of the vested interests of owners
and advertisers. Nevertheless for popular commercial reasons, which
the American press has already grasped(+), the press in B'l"itain could
do with a great deal more science news. What is required here is an
adequate science news service, prepared by competent scientists and
circulated to the press, and the appointment to all daily and weekly
papers of science editors, primarily journalists, but with a background
of scientific training. It is only occasionally that working _scientists
can be successful in scientific journalism, and there should be no
attempt to restrict: these fields to scientists. The development of
the system 9£ reports suggested. above should make it far easier for
journalists to get an accurate and interesting picture of science.
Scimu through RadifJ and Cintma.-A good start has been made
by the B.B.C. with talks on scientific subjects, and indeed some of
the discussions, such as those by Julian Huxley and Professor Levy,
have exhibited far more social understanding than any other presenta'tions of science. Since these have been given there has been a notable
reaction, but with any liberal control it should be possible to lead the
public through the spoken word, or now through television, into the
actual working of science. The public could listen in and see ex~
periments in progress. The cinema offers even greater possibilities,
which are beginning to be understood and used. Instruotional films
of the highest quality already exist. The cinema can sho~ aspects
of science, for example, the growth of plants, far more vividly than can
in many cases direct observation, and many of these films are exciting
and beautiful. Recently we have seen the beginning of a more com~
prehensive production of such films by the creation of the Scientists'
Film Group (5), which will ensure the collaboration of a number
of scientists in production. In any reorganization of science the
production of films would form a necessary part, as such films with
small modification can be used as research tools, for education and
for popular tcience.
B«Jl s Ml Scimu.-The enormous success of recent popular scientific
• works has shown that there is an immense demand for science. Up
to now , however, the production of these books has been.through
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isolated efforts by enthusiastic scientists or enterprising publishers.
They have been produced either on no scheme at all, dr on one based
on personal acquaintance. Science as a whole has been most unevenly
covered by them, such topics as astronomy and other mysteries of
the universe, for instance, taking altogether a disproportionately
large place. There is scope for a connected series of popular works
on science, preferably by young working scientists and not by elders
of the profession who have lost touch with what is being done.
Science can be presented in popular form without losing any of its
accuracy and indeed gaining importance by being related to common
human needs and aspirations. Professor Hogben's two pioneer works,
MatiJtmatics for the Million and Science for the Citizen, show how
effective and successful such attempts may be.
lf/orld Encyclopaedia.-Behind these lies another prospect of greater
and more permanent importance; that of an attempt at a comprehensive and continually revised presentation of the whole of
science. in its social context, an idea most persuasively put forward
by H . G. W ells in his appeal for a World Encyclopaedia:· of which
he has dready given us a foretaste in his celebrated outlines. The
encyclopaedic movement was a great rallying point of the liberal
revolution of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The real
encyclopaedia should not be what the Encyclopaedia Britannica has
degenerp.ted into, a mere mass of unrelated knowledge· sold by highpressure salesmanship, but a coherent expression of the living and
changing body of thought; it should sum up what is for the moment
the spirit of the age :
"We have been gradually brougt{t to the pitch of imagining and framing
our preliminary ideas of a federal world control of such things as communications, health, money, economic adjustments, and the suppression
of. crime. In all these material things we have begun to foresee the
possibilitY of a world-wide network being woven between all men about
the ea'rth. So much of the World Peace has been brought into the ran'ge
of-what shall I call it ?-the general imagination. But I do not think
we have yet given sufficient attention to the prior necessity, of linking
together its mental organizations into a much closer accord than obtains
at the present time. All these ideas of unifying mankind's affairs depend
ultimately for their realization on mankind having a unified mind for the
job. The want of such effective mental unification is the key to most of
our present frustrations. While men's minds are still confused, their
social and political relations will remain in confusion, however great the
forces that are grinding them against each other anq however tragic and
monstrous the consequences."-H. G. Wells' World Brain, pp. 39-40.
"This World Encyclopzdia would be the mental background of every •
intelJigent man in the world. It would be alive and growing and changing
continually under revision, extension and replacement from the original
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thinkers in the world everywhere. Every university and research institution should be feeding it. Every fresh mind should be brought into contact
with its standing editorial organization. And on the other hand, its contents
would be the standard source of material for the instructional side of school
and college work, for the verification of facts and the testing of statements
--everywhere in the world. Even journalists would deign to use it; even
newspaper proprietors might be made to respect it" (p. 14).

The original French Encyclopaedia which did attempt these
things was, however, made in the period of relative quiet when
the forces of liberation were gathering ready to break their bonds.
We have already entered the second period of revolutionary
struggle and the quiet thought necessary to make such an effort
will not be easy to find, but some effort is worth making because
the combined assault on science and humanity by the forces of
barbarism has against it, as yet, no general and coherent statement
on the part of those who believe in democracy and the need for the
people of the world to take over the active control of production and
administration for their own safety and welfare.
Popular Participation in Science.-All these means of making
science an intimate part of our life and culture have this defect in
common, they are all passive. They are presentations of science
which can either be listened to or rejected by a public which has no
part in them. Science will never really be popular unless all citizens
at some part of their lives and many citizens throughout their lives
play an active part in scientific research themselves. One of the
chief reasons why a scientifically educated population can accept the
tragic nonsense of racial theory or the ancient superstitions of astrology
and spiritualism is that they arc presented under the guise of science,
and as long as science appears as a set of statements, which for the
majority of people have to be accepted on faith, there will be nothing
intrinsically to distinguish true sCience from these base "imitations.
The factual content of science is essential but it is not sufficient.
The method of science can for most ·people only be grasped in its
application. How this can be done is a problem as much of social
as it is of scientific organization. At present participation in science
is rendered difficult by prejudices which exist against it. On one
side we have the cultured contempt for scientific knowledge and
even more for scientific practice, a prejudice inherited from the
classical contempt for the manual worker. (6) On the other hand,
we have the deep distrust of the working-class for science as it is
pract~ to-day, for whom it is a danger to their employment and a
means of increasing the monotony and severity of their work.
• Popular participation in scientific work can only be realized where,
as in the U.S.S.R., social changes have made this attitude untenable
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(see p. :2.28). Nevertheless, muc h can be done even now. The
beginning, of course, needs to be made in the schools as already
indicated, but there is much scope for adult interest in science. W e
have up and down the country hundreds of scientific societies, but
they are small, largely isolated and not nearly well enough in touch
with the central scientific institutes. A beginning has been made in
organizing visits to laboratories (7 ), the next step is to organize actual
scientific work in connection with research centres. This work, in
the first place, would largely be concerned with leisure interests, particularly in relation to natural history. I t should be possible, however,
to bring a whole new set of interests into play by concentration of
scientific research on industrial conditions and enlisting the help of
the trade unions, not only as has been done by the setting up of the
Trades Union Congress Scienti fic Advisory Committee (see p. 4 07),
but by getting the workers themselves to engage in research on both
the technical and the human factors in their own conditions. Intelligent employers would see at once the advantages this would bring to
production as well as to the improvement of conditions. Where
employers are not so intelligent, the position of the workers would
be immensely strengthened in pressing demands for better conditions
by exact knowledge of the effects of existing ones and the technical
and administrative means for removing them. Any such development calls for a joint movement on the part of workers and scientists.
There are signs that such a movement is beginning ; we already have
in this country such bodies as the Workers' Educational Association,
though its interests are largely litera ry and sociological and its attitude
towards science is still too passive. I n France there is the Universite
O uvriere where scientists of every degree of eminence join hand's
with organized workers. This beginning can be developed, and it is
important tl1at it should be, because it is largely on such a popular base
that the.advance and even the continuance of science depends.
(1) F~d~rov1ky in Ruuia and van !tenon in Holl2nd hav~ in t~r~st~d themselves in tlUa
probl~m.

(:t) It is

oft~n

maintained that the author is th~ worst person to abstract his own p ap~r.
summaries shows that h~ can

N~v~rthel~ss, th~ growing practice of demanding ~xtensive
provide some usis tanc~ in cond~nsing his work.

(3) Basic English Applitd Science. C. K . Ogden.
(4) S~v~ral American newspap~rs have scientific editors of r~pu t~ and maintain a high
standard of scientific reporting. Besides this, there is the organization " Scienc~ Service "
which c;oll~c ts and distribut~s to the rest of th~ pr~ss far mor~ teliabl~ and less s~ns ational
news than is availabl~ in this country.
(S) s~~ Sunday Timts, 15th May 1938; Scientific Worker, Novemb~r 1937 and ApriiT938.
(6) See Prof~ssor Farrington's ~ssay, " V esalius on th~ Ruin of Anci~nt M~dici ne, "
M odun Qullrttr/y, Vol. 1, p. 23.
(7) Visits t o the Cambridge Biochemical L aboratory, for instance, have been arranged
for groups from th~ Cambridge bra nch~s of th~ National U nion of Railwaymen, Ama l gamat~d •
Soci~ty of Locomoti v~ Engin~ers and Fi r~m~n, Railway C lerks Association , and the National
Council of Labour Colleges.

CHAPTER XII
T HE FINANCE OF SCIENCE
SciBNCB AND EcoNOMlC SYSTEMs

A N integral part of any reorganization of science would be the
provision of a satisfactory system of finance. It is, however, far
more difficult to discuss such a system than the administration of
science, because the finance of science is not something lying within
the scope of science itself but depends even more on the economic
structure of the society in which it is working. in a later chapter
we shall discuss the kind of economic structure that would ~eem to
be demanded by any adequate utilization of science for human
welfare. For the moment, however, it will be sufficient to consider
arrangements for the financing
science in respect to two types
of social organization: one in which the whole economy is consciously controlled and can be directed to any desired end, and one
in which, as in present society outside the Soviet :Union, the effective
control of economic factors is in the hands. of the owners of monopoly
enterprises and of the State which represents their joint interests.
It is hardly worth considering the third alternative-that of pure
small-scale competitive capitalism--as this has now only an historic
interest.
Financial N uds of Scimce : Elasticity and Security. -T he requi.rements of an organized and integrated science service are flexibility,
continuity, and a steady or increasing rate of growth. The unpredictable elements in science and the complexity of the interrelations
between different sciences make any scheme of a rigid <¥taracter
extremely wasteful. Not only the total financial needs of science
but also their distri1:1ution among the various sciences are apt to vary
over relatively short periods by considerable amounts. Any scheme
which gave a rigidly fixed income to science as a whole or to any
separate branch of it would lead to hardship and waste. Either
money would not be available for following up new and important
lines, or there would be a temporary surplus which, considering the
ineradicable desire of all departments not to return money to its
source, would be wastefully spent. It is this variable quality of the
needs of science that makes the type of financial administration
• suitable in other parts of civil service so disastrous, and that has led
many scientists themselves to reject the whole idea of an organized
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science because they cannot conceive any forms of administration
other than those they see at present existi ng.
After this, it may seem paradoxical to claim that the chief abuse
in the present financing of science is not its rigid character but its
extreme variability. There is, howeve r, a fundamental difference
between variable funds du e to varying needs of science and variable
funds du e to the exige ncies of the national finances and the accidental
incidence of large bequests. At present, science suffers both ways.
No fresh funds are avai lable fo r new developments when they are
urgentl y needed while at the same time la rge sums may accrue when
there is no particular need for them a nd when, in fact, ·no men are
available to carry out the requisite work. On the other band, those
scientific enterprises that require to work for long periods with a
steady income are subj ected to sudden cuts, wi th resulting wastage
of a great deal of the work already done.
ScrtNCE IN A PLANNED

•

EcoNOMY

Detn-minntion ~f the Budget. -The ideal arra ngement would be
one in which the budgl' t of science was fixed jointly by consultation
between the financial side of t he scientific o rganiz.ation itself and
the representatives of the national economy, including industrial,
agricultural, a"nd social services. The amount of money and its
distribution would then be determined on the ba lance between the
need of the internal development of science, according to its own
estimates, and the need for particular developments of one or the
other sciences on account of some urgen tly required application in
the inte rests of the community. Thus the scientists might put in
a claim for increased funds for chemical embryology, pointing out
that its development was needed to clear up problems which were
holding up othe r sciences, while the national economic council might
wish for intensive research on the e fficiency of furnace linings.
These claims need not conflict. The actual li ne of development of
science would be the result of a due appreciation of the total integral
trends of science with their assumed probabilities of successful results,
and at the same tinre the total estimated needs of the community
with consideration of the possibili ties of a scientific satisfaction of
these needs within a measurable time.
Internal Distribution. -It might be claimed that the distribution
of funds inside scientific research, given a total amount available,
might be left to the scientists themselves. It is, however, doubtful
whether scientists are at present the best judges of the optimum
devdopment of science, and it is certain that if they had to consider •
the deYelopments of science in relation to social n eeds of the time
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the funds would be m uch better placed than if the internal development of science alone was considered. The opposite contentionthat science is something which should not be bought in such qualities
and quantities as socia l needs requ ire--is, of course, equally false.
One of the largest sources of waste in present-day science is precisely
this idea of science as a commodity, or payment by results, a natural
consequence of a commercial age. It is indeed this attitude which
has engendered, almost from the birth of science, that peculiar form
of dishonesty by which the scientist acquires money for research
which he thinks fundamentally important by pretending that he is
going to spend it on something that will bring profit to his backers.
As Kepler said, " God has provided every animal with the appropriate
nourishment, to astronomers he has given astrology."
At first, joint consultations between the representatives of science
and national economy would be difficult, because some time would
be needed for each to learn the other's language, hut before long,
as is already occurring in the So~iet Union , such consultation would
begin to appear as both natural and essential in the interest of both.
T he consultation would necessarily include not only the representatives of scientific research through the academies but also those of
the universit ies, because any plan for the developmen t of science
necessarily implies the provision of suitable men and the apportioning
of them to ditf'e rent fields. The great development of the biological
and sociological sciences, which any rational financing of science
would lead to, would in itself require considerable changes both in
the number of students in the diffe rent fields and in the organizat~on
of the teaching.
Tht Financing of Labtn-ateries.- The unit fo r financial as well as
fo r administrative purposes in science would be the institute or
laboratory. It would be the business of the financial council ~o ensure
the continuity or expansion of funds demanded by each labop tory
.if they were satisfied that a good case had been made out. They
would also be in a position to assure to any laboratory w ith a longterm programme that the work could be carried out without
interruption for lack of funds. Such continuity would give a basic
budget for science which would increase in a slow but perfectly
regular way. Besides this, there would be a demand for extraordinary
expenditure. A new discovery, for instance, might open up a field
for which a new institute was required,· or alternatively, a new social
need ml,rht demand an institute to inquire into the means for satisfying
it. Such developments, although they would balance out over a long
period of yeaB, would lead, since they also include capital expenditure,
fo a short-term irregularity which might amount to anything up to
one-third of the whole budget of science. According to the character
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of the national economy such sums might be voted as the demand
for them occurred, or a special fund be set aside into which a regular
amount was paid, but out of which irregular payments might be made.
Building up Science.-So far we have considered the finance of
science as a going concern, allowing, however, for a certain regular
increase which need be no more than proportional to the increased
real income per head brought about by the applications of the science
itself. But the immediate and much more actual problem is to
bring the development of science and its applications up to a level
at which it is able to give the best return to the community. Now
it is clear that in no country in the world at present has this level
even been approached. In countries where science has been established for many years the scale of its operations is altogether inadequate,
while in the Soviet Union, where the budget of science is approaching
some measure of adequacy, the tradition of science and its cultural
background will need time to build up, and its absence has as yet
prevented the results of this expenditure from yielding anything like
its potential returns. The first task of the finance of science would
be building up science rather than merely preserving it in running
order. ,
The Utilization of .dbi/ity.-Unfortunately, unlike material
techniques which can be multiplied by the mere application of
economic resources, that is, ultimately, of crude man power, the
building up of science is necessarily a slower process because it
depends on the ·existence of persons above the average in intelligence
and experience. The growth of science has therefore a n upper
limit which is fixed by the men rather than by the funds available.
That is not to say, however, that the growth could not be incomparably
more rapid than it is to-day, and that the rate of growth itself could
not be progressively increased. It would be impossible to start off •
in science as in industry with anything like 25 per cent. or 50 per
centt g rowth increase per annum, but the 1 o per cent. g rowth could
be reached now and, once the system got into swing, it could rise
to 2 0 per cent. or more if that were necessary. The reasons for this
have already been stated. They lie essentially in the extreme
wastefulness of the present system of recruiting and organization of
science. 'The intelligence is there; it only requires to be used. The
serious advance of science must begin in the educational system, but
this means practically that a period of eight to ten years must elapse
before any palpable benefit i's felt on this score, even supposing that
sufficient men of ability were available fo r the tasks of education
itself.
F.or more immediate results, dependence would have to be place,P
on u~ing to the full the existing trained scientists of ability. There
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can be no question that merely to put into operation the schemes of
research, already existing in fairly detailed plans, which are held up
for lack of funds, would, in practically every country outside the
Soviet Union where this restriction does not operate, result in a
sharp increase in the value of effective scientific production. There
would, of course, be difficulties that would follow necessarily from
the increased demand of science, shortage, for instance, of instruments
or trained assistants. 'These would hold up the work a little, but they
are mainly mechanical obstacles and would themselves yield to a
mere increase in available funds. It is dear that anv sudden liberation
of scientific initiative would be wasteful, but onlY in the sense that
all new constructive enterprises are so. Compared with the alternative of the prt.-sent stagnation that waste would represent a social
gain.
The Status of the Scientific W orker.-In any schemes for the finance
of science the actual conditions of the scientific workers themselves
are a prime consideration. We have already discussed the disabilities
·they suffer at present (see Chapters IV, V), these must clearly be
remedied, but merely removing them is not enough ; the scienti fie
worker requires special consideration if he is to be able to do his best
for science. His chief requirements 3r~ security of employment,
adequate leisure and appropriate status. The profession of scientific
research needs to be recognized as such. This does not mean that
the research worker would never do anything else, for example,
teaching or administrative work, but that if he was effective at
research he would not be obliged to occupy himself in any other way
which would be injurious to the carrying out of his research, as is only
too often the case at present. The policy adopted in France (see
p. 201 and Appendix VI) of a definite graded profession with
possibilities of exchange into teaching or administration offers.an ideal
solution. In the matter of pay) at present, in accordance wit~ the
general inequality of the social system, there is much too great disparity betweet\ the ?ay of the few at the to? a1\d the many at the
bottom of the scale. The younger years of the research worker when
his ideas are most free and productive are often clouded by financial
anxiety. It should be possible to arrange a more gently graded sysrem
which would be apportioned to the real needs of the scientific worker.
The high pay of professors at the present time is justified on two
grounds; their need to be able to assist ia support of scientific societies
and entertainment of foreign scientists, etc., and the more potent one
of requiring to maintain themselves at a rank in society which would
P..ermit them to move among people of sufficient wealth to be able to
collect money for the carrying out of their work. The first of these
needs should be met, as has already been suggested, by the reform of
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scientific societies which, as they would no longer have to bear the
cost of publication, would not be a burden on their members, and by
the provision of entertainment funds. The second and more serious
one implies a change in the economic system, where the importance
of the scientist would be recognized directly and would not need to
be marked by money payments.
•
Their conditions of work should be relaxed to allow the scientists
to have long and irregular holidays, which, as they habitually are
in the Sov iet Union. and to an increasing extent elsewhere, could
be combined with scientific expeditionary work. The essential point
is that the scientist should be able to withdraw into himself to think
out his problems without detriment to his position. This should
apply as much to 'industrial as to academic scientists; indeed one of
the most essential reforms is the blurring of the distinction between
these two groups by allowing for frequent interchange and regular
meeti ngs. Once science has been recognized as an essential part of
the mechanism of modern life the status of the scientist will automatically change. H e will no longer meet with a mixtu re of
practical contempt and superstitious admiration, but be recognized as
a common worker with the fortune and ability to deal with new
instead of established things.
No Exttrnal Limitation of Funds.-It should be realized that the
expenditure on science is of a different character from that of normal
productive enterprise. Any given sum of money in science may be
wasted but, in the aggregate, the return from science as a whole
repays that expenditure in a proportion much larger than corresponds
to expenditure in any other form. To put it in another way, the
actual sums expended on scientific research are of the orde'r of a
fraction of I per cent. of total social expenditure, but they are capable
of increasing social income by anything up to 1 o pe r cent. per annum.
It would therefore probably be economical in the long run to allow
unli~ited sums for scientific research, that is, sums limited only by
the ability of existing scientists to spend them . The extravagance
of such a proposal will not seem reckless when it is recollected that
• expenditure on scientific research would be subject to very definite
intrinsic limitations. First of all, those engaged on it would have to
possess qualifications which involve both high ability and hard work
on their part. Secondly, the extra money spent would not go to their
personal expenditure, except that an increase of pay in the junior
ranks ' of scientists would be ·desirable, and thirdly, the expenditure
on apparatus would be limited by the amount of apparatus a man
could use, which, though possibly twi~e or three times as great as
that at present available, is not indefinite.
•
Optimum Expmditun- It is held of course, particularly in
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scientific circles in Britain, on a kind of sour~grapes principle, that
much money is actually bad for scientists. They point to the U.S.A.
as an example, where the existence of a much larger endowment
of science has not produced proportional results and has produced
a number of abuses. It is quite true that up to a point the ability
to buy expensive apparatus of a more or less standardized t)'P<! may
prevent the construction of apparatus which, though inferior and
laborious to work, may open up new possibilities. But this is an
abuse which has to be balanced against the total inability to get
results in the absence of certain apparatus. Similarly, it is argued
that if science seems to be a well-endowed profession it will attract
to it a number of undesirable characters who are there for what
they can get out of it. But this has to be weighed against the fact
that underpaid, insecure, and restricted employment in science deters
many men of ability from entering the profession at all. Some
balance must be struck between these conflicting arguments. There
must be a certain expenditure on science · which gets the greatest
returns for the money expended, hut this is by no means necessarily
the optimum expenditure on science. From the social point of view
it may well be worth while to spend twice as much money to get
half again as much scientific return. It is by no means certain that,
though American science may be more wasteful than British, it is
not of greater value to the community. It has already been indicated,
however, that the present wastefulness of science is largely due to
defects in its organization. This source of waste far exceeds what
might occur from expenditure on possibly fruitless experiments in a
well-planned science. Besides this, many of the abuses associated
with increased expenditure on science have real1y notl?ing to do with
. science but are merely special cases of abuses in the economic system.
As long as proiit~making is considered a desirable end, no pr9fession,
even the profession of science, will be safe from it. But it bl no
means foUows that, in a society where such activities are deplored,
increased expenditure on science would lead to the disadvantages at
present associated with it.
The ideal financing of science would provide, first, for a rapid
increase limited only by the possibility of securing sufficiently able
recruits and, later, for an increase which might still be as rapid if
not more so, but which would correspond to the consciously realized
social Med for advan<::ing science. If•we consider for a moment
the possibility of a well-ordered society, free from the present anxieties
of economic intecurity and war and able to develop science for human
welfare, we c:an see that in such a society ~ere would be a double
d'rive for thf' development of science. This would he partly for its
utility to SOCiety and t-rtly because, owing to the ver activities of
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science, the necessity for other occupations wou1d be less and science
might be studied, for the first time with full social legitimacy, for
its own sake.
F xNANCUI G S e a NCE IN A CAPlTALIST E coNoMY

If we turn from this picture of how science would be financed
simply fo r its value to the community, to consider the more immediate
problems of how science could best be financed under existing conditions, we are faced at the outset by a number of difficulties 2.nd
contradictions. In t he first place, as has already been pointed out, the
finance of a scientific research for pri vate profit suffers from one
crucial disadvantage. I n general, expenditure on scientific research,
however profitable in the long run, does not bring the profits to those
who originally put up the money. The existence of competi tion and
the necessary secrecy which it entails offer another obstacle, and these
between them have made it necessary to build up the extremely
complex and inefficient system by which science in capitalist countries
is financed, partly by industries and partly by the State. Even more
serious than these difficulties is the increasing tendency to national
monopoly of science in the interest of State power, economic and
military. It need not follow, however, that within these limitations
the finance of science could not be placed on a better footing than it
is to-day in most countries.
Nud for greater Understanding hetwun Scienu and lndustry. Besides the hindrances already mentioned, others exist which should
not be irremovab)e and which are mainly due to mutual lack of
understanding between the academic di rectors of scientific work, the
business executives, and the Government administrators. The
present system of fi nancing research is not one that has been •
deliberately conceived, it has grown up as an accumulation of
expepients for dealing with different developments as they arose. Its
complexity and inefficiency is due largely to the fact that it has
never been reviewed as a whole. If this were done it should be
possible both to raise more money than can at present be found for
science, and tQ see that that money is expended more wisely. Before
the first end can be achieved, science in a capitalist state must make
its value known, and this can only be done effectively by the methods
already developed for commercial enterprise, namely, advertisement
and publicity. Professional Nhics have so far: in Britain at any rate,
largely prevented the use of such methods. T here is not even an
adequate service of scienti fic journalism. In Britain no big pape r
has a science editor a nd very few have even regular scientific corr~
spons\ents. Things are certainly better in the U .S.A., but even there
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discoveries and applications of vital importance are rareiy frontpage news, as they are, for instance, in all the papers of the U.S.S.R.
As science is not known it is not appreciated and money has to be
raised fo r it by devious and ad hoc methods, resulting, as has already
been pointed out, in an unedifying struggle between scientists for
the little money there is available instead of a united demand from
all of them for an adequate budget for science.
Tht Endowmmt of Scimu.-The solution which is still technically
possible, though it may well be doubted whether it can be achieved,
is some form of centralized endowment for science which would
bring together all existing sources of scientific income and be in a
position to implement them by increased grants from individuals,
industries, and G overnment. The distribution of this fund would
be in the hands of a scientific and industrial council similar to that
described in the previous section. T he most difficult problem to
solve is not so much the distribution of the fund as the means
taken to raise it and the relative proportion of the money which
should come from different sources. It is clear from the outset
that in a capitaljst society we cannot expect to have a unified science
service because a certain portion of scientific work will still be
needed by individual firms for their own benefit. Nevertheless, we
can reach a much closer approximation to it than exists at present
if firms could contribute at any rate part of the sum they set aside .
for research, to researches affecting the whole of their particular
industry. This is the principle used in Britain in building up the
Research Associations, b ut it could be expanded there to cover the
whole and not , as at present, only half of existing industry. On the
other hand, for research of a more fundamental character which
may be of aaistance to many industries and also for the research
of value to society as a whole, it would be Utopia n under present
conditions to expect industries to subscribe. T he cost 'of such
research must fall under present conditions on the Governmen~ that
is, on the direct or indirect taxpayer. A proposal for an Endowment
Fund for tcience along these lines has, in fact, been put forward
to the Government by the Parliamentary Science Committee. The
main recommendations are shown in the Appendix. I ts central
thesis · was that in applied science a time of the order of ten
years was needed to reach a practically useful stage. The needs
of science were consequently not relaJ:ed to production conditions
now but ten years hence. Continuity was a prime requisite, the
sums available for research varied with the trade cycle with the
deplorable- results already described (pp. ~5, 6o). An Endowment
.Fund into which large sums could be paid in prosperous times and
litdt- or !'lnthi
:n
ions would iron out the fluctuation and
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permit a steady and slowly increasing income to research. Together
with this went the proposal for an extension of the scope of applied
science to cover all British industry instead of about a half as at
present.
O.fficial Objectionr.-As might have been expected, the official reply
to the suggestions of the Parliamentary .Science Committee was
unfavourable. (See Appendix V.) The Advisory Council based
their objections on two grounds: first, that it was inadvisable to
subsidize research from Government funds to a greater extent than
industrialists were themselves willing to contribute, and, secondly,
that the principle of endowment was inherently unsound. They
pointed out that while the industrialist's appreciation of the benefits
of science might be slow, it was growing. They referred to their own·
report to explain why this is so:
"The application and development of scientific ideas in industry depend
upon a complete understanding of the way in which industry can make
use of science and scientific method. The application and development
can be fully attained only if the problem of this co-operation is studied by
the man of science as well as by the industrialist. Between men of scien·
tific education and most of those engaged in productive industry there are
differences of training, experience and outlook which are not always
present to the mind of those who are anxious to secure the potential
benefits which science, wisely used, can bring to the community. The
scientist has to meet the industrialist halfway. For that reason ·one of our
most important tasks is so to organize the conduct of research as to promote
contact with industry. . . .
There are those who would urge us forthwith to recommend greatly
increased State expenditure on research for the solution of industrial
difficulties. In our view, such a development, without qualification,
could not be defended. The expenditure which is defensible in the
national interest depends on the degree to which industry generally is
prepar~d to apply scientific method and advances in scientific knowledge.
So long as we arc convinced, as we are to.day, that industry is showing
itsc!lf increasingly ready to make effective usc of science, so long shall we
be able to justify to the nation the policy of steady development to meet
new needs as they arise which has guided our predecessors and ourselves
since the appointment of the first Advisory Council in 19 I 5."Report for 1930· 1.

Their second point is that the Government contribution has steadily
increased, although from their own figures the rate of increase was
only I! per cent. per annull'\ between 1928 and 1933, and for the
next five years 7! per cent., showing very clearly the effect of the
trade cycle. It was apparently assumed that the latter rate of increase
would continue indefinitely. The mere possibility of a slump whic~
has si.nce then become a pressing reality is not e ven considered. The
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objection to endowment was on the basis that it would remove control
from Parliament. This parliamentary control seems to be of rather
theoretical importance, as the estimates for the scientific departments
have occupied one half-hour in the debates on the last fifteen budgets.
This reply in itself is a complete admission of the incapacity of our
present economic and industrial system to utilize science adequately,
even in its own interests. The official view, under the circumstances,
may well be right, the present system of research finance may be the
best available under the existing economic dispensation.
Private Benevolence.-There is still a third source of revenue for
science-that of private benevolence; but this is necessarily extremely,
. difficult to bring into any o rdered scheme. Under modern conditions it is probably the worst method of financing research. It
is necessarily highly irregular in its incidence and largely unpredictable in amount, but its worst feature is the general direction in
which such funds are allocated and spent. The reasons for which
large sums are now given to science are, with a few honourable
exceptions, those of advertisement or conscience money. A large
donation to science by a firm or an individual may be very useful
in enhancing or safeguarding the reputation of the donors. In
Britain it may be a path to honours, in the United States to general
respect. But, from whatever motive the sums are given, th.e
existence of large donors or potential donors is a standing temptation to individ ual scientists or groups of scientists to intrigue for a
share of these gifts. The money does not go in general where it
is most needed, but to those scientists who are most skilled in the
art of extracting money from the wealthy. The result is enormous
bequests which are wasted on bricks and mortar or on inferior or
time-serving scientists. Even worse is the general attitude of servility
towards the wealthy and their institution that the possibilities of
such donations induce in the world of science. Most professors
with a radical turn of mind hesitate to express their views when
they feel that such expression may prevent funds coming for the
benefit of the work which they have most at heart. Experience
has shown that these evils can be modified only when the sums
i nvolved are large enough to admit of gradual spending and where
they can be controlled by an impartial and independent board. No
fund, even the Rockefeller Foundation, is, however, large enough
fully to satisfy these conditions. If there were a general science
endowm~nt fund to which industries, Government, and individuals
aU contributed, many of the present evils would be removed,
thou~h even then the general class subservience would necessarily
rerruun.
'" C•llld Science pay its Woy?-The problem of raising money would
y
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be solvd at one stroke if it were possible for the scientists themselves to get some measurable fraction of the return from the application of their discoveries. Attempts of this sort have been made
through the taking out of patents on scientific discoveries for the
direct benefit of research. The most notable of these are the patents
taken out by the University of Wisconsin for the manufacture of
vitamin D. On the whole, however, such practices are not looked
on favourably by scientists themselves, because they see clearly that
in most cases the result of patenting processes is to hold up the
application of the beneficial results of science. This is particularly
true in the field of medicine, where remedies which would be of
value to the whole of humanity are kept, through patent restriction,
at such prices that ·only the wealthiest are able to use them. F or
scientists themselves to be a party to such transactions, as they must
needs be owing to the close ring of existing firms, is felt to be a
denial of their essential principles.
Apart from such ethical considerations, however, there are serious
practical difficulties in any plan of financing science through
patents. There are few patents now of any importance that can
be operated successfully except by big industrial monopolies. It may
be sometimes worth while for such monopolies to buy up patents,
but it is generally much easier to evade their provisions, and in any
litigation the longest pu rse always tells. It is, on the whole, a
salutary instinct on the part of scientists to have kept out of business.
Given the particular nature of their abilities, it is probable that losses
would be as frequent as gains. Such losses might involve the dosing
down of whole branches of scientific research for indefinite periods
and widespread personal suffering . Even where scientists do succeed
in business they can generally only do so at the expense of their
scientific qualities and by accepting the standards of secrecy and
exaggerated advertisement which are necessary for success the re,
but ~ich are so foreign to the spirit of science.
Economic Nationalism and Planntd Scienct.-O f increasing importance in the finance of science in modern States is its national
economic aspect. Indeed, it is almost to this alone that we owe the
preservation, in certain States, of any science at all. In Germany,
for instance, the whole atmosphere of public life is antagonistic to
the spirit of science. Blood and soil a re considered more important
than intelligence, and yet it;. is reluctantly admitted in a modern
wo rld that blood and soil are not enough to secure national honour
and national freedom. Science is required for two things: the
perfection of the war machine, and, what is merely anothe r aspect
of the same thing, the perfection of the national economy in the.
direction of making it self-supporting. Yet, though this is the most
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extreme example, the same tendency is plainly present in all other
capitalist countries. It has stimulated in Britain, for example, the
formation and continuance of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research (see p. 30). The effect of national economic pressure on science is largely to drive applied research in two directions:
one, into the heavy industries mainly concerned with armaments,
particularly the metal and the chemical industries; and the second, to
a lesser degree, into the problems of food production and preservation,
thus exaggerating the disproportion that already exists between the
physical and the biological sciences. This would, of course, not be
so marked if the food research were of a more biological character,
but here we come across one of the contradictions inherent in modern
politics, namely, the political concern for primitive methods of
agriculture which always runs parallel to economic nationalism. It
is necessary to keep agriculture primitive because the conservatism
of landlord and peasant must not be disturbed, as it is on them that
depend the strength of civil reaction and military man-power. As
a result, enormous chemical irlgenuity will be expended on producing
synthetic foods to save the relatively small administrative and political
changes necessary to introduce a rational agriculture. The researches
on food preservation turn out in practice to result in advantagt! far
more to the middle men. organized in large distributing trusts, than
either to the direct producer or to the consumer. Yet in an indirect
way the development ofscience in the interests of economic nationalism
can be advantageous because it indicates, for the first time, some
conception of an organized scientific attack on problems of interest
to the community, and suggests that in better times such organized
research might be turned from its present purposes of preparing for
war to those of benefiting the community.
THE FRI!HDOM OF SCIENCE

This sketch of the possibilities of science in two different types of
social and economic environment may serve to show what are the
requirements of a social organization in which science can play its
full part. It is essentially a question of a wider aspect of the freedom
of science. The freedom of science is not merely the absence of
prohibitions or restrictions on this or that research or theory, though
in certain countries to-day science haf not this elementary freedom.
The full freedom of science goes much further. It is ugeless to
permit a reaearch if at the same time the funds to carry on that
reaearch are unprocurable. Laclc of means fetters science as effectively
• as police supervision. But even if means are provided, and provided
in some measure according to the inner requirements· of scientific
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advance, science is yet not fully free. The complete circle of
scientific activity is not closed with the making of a discovery; it is
only closed when that discovery is fully incorporated, both as an idea
and•as a practicable application, in contemporary society.
Frustration. -The full development of science is only possible if
it can play a positive and not merely a contemplative part in social life.
This is certainly what science was doing in the great days of its
advance, in the seventeenth and in the early nineteenth centuries,
when capitalism provided for the first effective utilization of natural
forces. But more and more to-day the utilization of science is being
cramped and devoted to base ends. The lack of freedom and distortion of science in turn reacts on its internal development. Where .
a great tradition has been built up it is still possible for science to
follow out the lines of that tradition, but elsewhere, as in the biological
and sociological sciences, advance has been definitely held up. Science
divorced from the effective life of its time is bound to degenerate
into pedantry.
The general problem of the finance of science is thus seen to be
far more social-economic than purely scientific in character. Once
science plays a recognized part in social advance the problem of
raising money for it adequately under a rational plan should not be
difficult. The total amounts required are so small that, except in
times of acutest crisis or in reconstruction after destructive wars,
there should be no difficulty in finding ample and more th~n ample
funds for scientific research. Once science is so organized that its .
benefits can flow rapidly and directly to the public at large, its value
will be so obvious that there will be no difficulty in setting aside the
I or 2. per cent. of the national income which will represent as
.much as it is likely to absorb for the next two decades and from
five to twenty times the amount it absorbs to-day in most capitalistic
countries. There is so much ~o be done that the limiting factor
wil111ot be the amount of money available but the number of men
who can use that money. Science has the prospect of being fully
employed until human needs are met in a way of which we at
present can form no picture.
Scitnce needs Organization.-We have now considered in its
different aspects the general problems of science organization. T he
discussion has necessarily been somewhat academic because we have
been concerned with forms which, because they exist only in a
possible future, do not lend "themselves to concrete examples. In
such a treatment only measurable factors can be·taken into account,
but it is the unmeasurable factors that are far th~ most importan~.
No organization, however well thought out and however integratecl
with ,the general social scheme, can be of any use if it does not
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represent the effective desires of the people who are to work the
organization. It is largely then from the attitude of the scientists
themselves and of the public towards science that we can gauge
the possibility of the success of any reorganization of science. It
would be idle to deny that there has existed in science up to the
present a distrust of any organization whatever. But this distrust
is founded partly on the old tradition of the freedom of science from
the obscurantist restrictions imposed by the Church and by scholastic
universities and partly on the more immediate experience of stateregulated science. As to the first, this dwelling on past struggles
of science has too often served to obscure the real danger of the
. present: no longer the suppression of science as a whole but its
exploitation in detail. The freedom of science needs to be considered
in its modern aspect as freedom to act and not merely to think.
For this organization is necessary, but organization of science does
not and cannot mean, if it is to be effective, the type of organization
that has been taken over in unthinking fash ion from · business or
civil administration. To submit science to such discipline and
routine is certainly to kill it. The great section of science that
suffers from it at the moment is in fact effectively dead. But organization need not mean su<:h discipline and routine. It can be, as we
have tried to show, free and flexible at the same time as remaining
ordered. If it retains as its central core democratic spirit expressed
in democratic forms, no organization of science will be able to lose
touch with the corporate feeling and the desire for knowledge and
human betterment that is inherent in the effective progress of science.
If we are to have an organization of science it must be largely built
up by the efforts of the scientists themselves. How they can do so
will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. ·
Scientists and the P eople.-The setting up of a scientific or;ganization, however, cannot rest with scientists alone. The scientists
cannot force their services on society; they must form part ~f a
willing and conscious partnership between science and society. But
this implies far more than an adequate appreciation on the part of the
non-scientific public of the achievements and possibilities of science.
For its full effectiveness it requires also a society economically
organized so that general human welfare, and not private profit and
national aggrandizement, is the basis of economic action. With such
economy the ecientists, possibly more than any other of the relatively
wealthy sections of present society, will find themselves in agreement.
For science has been at all t imes a commune of workers, helping
one another, sharing their knowledge, not seeking corporately or
individually more money or power than i:~ needed for the pursuit of
their work. They have been at all times rational and international
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in outlook and thus fundamentally in harmony with the movements
that seek to extend that community of effort and enjoyment to social
and economic as well as intellectual fields. Why this fundamental
identity is not as yet fully realized by the scientists or by society will
be discussed in a later chapter.

•

..

CHAPTER XIII
THE STRATEGY OF SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE
CAN ScrENCE llE

PLANNBD ?

ONcE we have solved the problems of adequate finance and organization of science we are faced with the more concrete one of how that
organization should be directed in research and in its application.
We have, in fact, to draw up a plan for science. At first sight the
problem of the strategy of scientific advance seems insoluble. Science
is a discovery of the unknown, is in its very essence unforeseeable,
and a plan for its advance might seem, and has seemed to many, -a
contradiction in terms. But this is to take far too absolute a view;
in fact, science could not advance at all unless it were to a certain
extent planned. Although it is true that we do not know what we
may find, we must, in the first place, know where to look. Some
amount of short-range planning has always been inherent in scientific
research, and long-range planning is contained implicitly in the
training of scientific workers. Chemists, for instance, would not be
trained unless it were considered that for another fifty years chemistry
would be studied. A plan of advance does then implicitly exist,
but it is a mixture of tradition and opportunism. Our task is to put
in its place a more consciously thought-out scheme which will, at
the same time, take into account the unpredictable nature of scientific
discovery.
Fltxibi/ity.-It is clear that to make such a scheme requires the
collaboration of workers in all fields of science. What f6llows here
is not so much an actual plan as a sketch of the kind of plan that
such a body might evolve. It does not pretend to be a definite plan;
the emphasis might be found to have entirely shifted when all the
prospects open to the different sciences were brought together and
worked into one general programme for science. It is nevertheless
worth while to attempt a plan if only to provoke a move towards
such a common enterprise. The first requirement of any such plan
would be flexibility. Nothing coulq be more fatal to science than
rigid adherence to a plan laid down beforehand as, for instance, the
now almoet forgotten scheme of Herbert Spencer in the realm of
sociology. Periodical, and in fact permanent, revision would be
~ required. Perhaps a five- or ten-year scheme for the whole of
science and shorter schemes for individual sciences would be workable
82G .
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and provision would have to be made for changes, as at any moment
the ·importance of new integrating discoveries might be such as to
demand a complete recasting of pre-existing schemes. Here conscious
direction should prove far more flexible than the existing planless
develop;ffient of science. F or lack of organized prevision the effect
of any new discovery often takes years before it is felt even in its own
field, and decades before it penetrates into other fields of science.
Advance along the Line. -The advance on the front of scientific
knowledge has never been, and should never be, uniform. It will
always contain salients where advance is easy and rapid, where, so
to speak, the line of ignorance has been definitely broken through.
Such salients at the moment are nuclear physics, quantum chemistry,
the structures of solids and liquids, immunology, embryology, and
genetics. Up to the present the tendency has been for. most of the
able workers to rush to these points and to drag after them a horde
of less gifted workers, much as in a gold rush, where experienced
prospectors are followed by men merely eager to get rich quick.
The result is that the other fields of science, where spectacular
advances are not being made, become sadly neglected and may even
retrogress through the loss of knowledge of earlier pr.omisi ng work.
Thus chemistry has, relatively to its great advance of the nineteenth
century, made little progress in the present one. These forgotten
regions of scientific advance become in time, once attention has been
drawn to them, the most easy to develop with the assistance of new
principles and new methods drawn from the more developed sciences.
With better organization this ultimate advance cou!d have been
maintained all the time, and knowledge not allowed to lapse and have
to be caught up aga:in.
Sticking Points.-There are also on the front of science regions
where an impasse has been reached, where a certain line of development either seems to peter out or come up against insuperable
theo.:tical or practical difficulties. Electricity was in this state
towards the latter half of the eighteenth centu ry, from which it was
rescued by the discoveries of G alvani and Volta. Biology was held
up in the nineteenth century until the development of the achromatic
microscope. Genetics was held up till I 900 for reasons difficult to
analyse. Theoretical cosmic physics is held up to-day. The very
existence of these hold-ups of scientific advance implies the need
for a general organization of science. A problem which may appear
insoluble to workers in one fi~ld may have a solution. already available
in another. If this is not so, and the difficulty is quite beyond the
reach of contemporary science, it is clearly one which calls for concentration at these points of the best brains in its own and neighbouring,.
fields, Because it is just in those regions where scientific observations
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appear to fail, or lead to contradictory results, that we have the
strongest reason for suspecting some inherent defect in theory and
therefore for a new break-through into unknown regions. Such
was the position of physics at the end of the nineteenth century,
from which it escaped through a series of lucky accidents. It is not
difficult to see how the present position might have been reached
much earlier if a more general view had been taken of physics and
the persistent anomalous phenomena had been properly attended to.
In the history of science it is often far more difficult to explain the
reason why a certain djscovery was not made than why it was. One
of the definite advantages to which an organized planning of science
would lead is the reduction of the number of such cases.
Widenirrg tlu Front.-There are, besides, regions of ignorance on
which there is no scientific attack whatever. The front of science
is still too narrow. It can be extended with profit to itself and to
humanity at large. We still regulate a great part of our lives by
traditions which have been found more or less useful but which
have no -scientific basis. Until the last twenty years we did not
even know, or bother to inquire scientifically, how we ate and
slept, or brought up our children, and even now our whole domestic
arrangements-eating, washing, cooking, etc.-are untouched by
science except of the most short range and mercenary variety. In
the purely scientific world there are still large regions between the
sciences practically unexplored. The great successes of physical
chemistry and biological chemistry are examples of the filling up
of such gaps. But the gap between physiology and psychology, and
those between psychology, sociology, and economics are still largely
unfilled. Any adequate planning would take special account of
these and would direct on to them some of the best available forces.
The rapid multiplication of sciences in the last two centuries has
shown into how many new fields scientific intelligence ean enter.
At the same time this development has been a partial loss to tcience
because what was once a single field has now been split into departments having at first little connection with one another. Physics
and chemistry were once indistinguishable; at the end of the
eighteenth century they definitely split apart. In the middle of
the nineteenth ceiitury it was found necessary to create a new
subject, physical chemistry, to connect them. It will be the business
of organized science to see that such connections are permanently
kept up and not created as afterth~ughts. The advance in any
scienc~ should be immediately made available to all others. This
clearly cannot be done by demanding that the results in one science
~ should be assimilated in toto by workers in all others. It should be
the function of scientific publications to see that these advances are
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handed on in a condensed but intelligible form, adapted for use in
each of the fields where they may be needed rather than only in that
from which they emanated. New workers should be encouraged
to enter the intermediate regions so as to preserve an unbroken
continuity of work along the front of science.
Consolidating Advances.-But it is not only the front of scientific
advance that is to be considered. Advances, once made, require
to be consolidated. One of .the advantages which we now gain by
studying the life and work of past scientists is the number of
unworked-out suggestions which they contain, pregnant for future
development. This means a large part of their wor)c was wasted
in their own time, not because they could not have developed any .
of these points taken one by one, but because it was not physically
possible to develop them all themselves, and they lacked sufficient
schools of co-workers capable of taking them up. It would be an
important part of the scheme of scientific organization to see that
the most rapid advances of science were adequately followed up by
large-scale co-operative research and that no promising opening was
allowed to lapse into oblivion.
Finally, it will be always worth while to conduct mopping-up
operations after the main outlines of a new branch of knowledge have
been made clear. There are always to be found careful and systematic
workers who prefer routine to pioneer work. To them can be given
the task of working out in detail implications of general theories.
The necessity for this is not a mere pedantic desire for all-inclusiveness
but the knowledge that it is often by such patient search that examples
of the failure of theories are discovered, which may in turn prove a
starting-point for new and significant revisions.
The lmportanct of Theory.-The advance of science is of little
value unless the ground gained by new discoveries is secured by the
building ·up of adequate and inclusive theories. We have seen in
the p.st alternations in many subjects, and particularly in biology,
between multiple and uncoordinated experimentation and the building of ger,eral theories insufficiently related to facts. The connections between the experimenter and the theorist in science, when
these are not the same man, require to be strengthened. Not that
theories can be made to order. The building of new theories will
still remain one of the most unpredictable prerogatives of individual
minds. What we can do is to present to anyone wishing to integrate
a given field, the results of ali previous work in that field in a form
that can be taken in at once, rather than leave them to be found
piecemeal after much inquiry and scholarly research. Any ordered
advance of science shovld make the present position once and for all,
impossible. It is now often easier to investigate a field anew than
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to find out what reliable work has been done on it before, and that,
not from the lack but from the very multiplicity of the work done
previously. What we must aim at is to have theories fitting as closely
as possible the results of experiments, and pointing out the direction
of future ~xperimentation.
·
Permanent Revision.-It is not, however, only the absence of
theory which is a retarding factor; quite as important is the drag
on new developments exerted by obsolete theories. The weight of a
dead past obscures and discourages active thought. As long as the
control and direction of science is exclusively in the hands of older
nien this is bound to occur. The remedy already suggested-of
supplementing individual direction of research by laboratory councils
containing younger men-is one way out of this difficulty. Another
is to see that directors are relieved periodically and given time to
get up to date, as long as they have the elasticity of mind to do so.
In planning the advance of science it would be necessary to go
funher than this and say that the moment a new theory has invaJidated older views in any region of science, a thorough revision of
that region should be carried out with the minimum of delay.
Naturally, older theories, in so far as they have proved satisfactory
in their time, must have valued elements, and these are not necessarily
only the ones which are found in the new theory. Sometimes, as
was the case in the wave and particle theories of light, some aspects
of the old theory are found again in the next theory but one. The
revision of any field of science in the light of new theories would
have to take these factors into account, but their existence is no
justification for the perpetuation of that self-contradictory jumble
of new and old knowledge which is at present taught as science.
With the full development of theory and the existence, where theory
is Jacking, of ordered summaries of experimental knowledge, it
should be possible to have at any given moment a general ~onspectus
of existing knowledge, and one capable of furnishing. in l~r or
greater detail according to the nature of inquiries, an integrated
sum of facts and techniques which could serve as a basis for work
in any field whatever of science or practice (see p. 297).
Baltmtt Df Fundtlmtnta/ and .Applitd Research.-T hroughout any
plan of scientific advance it would be necessary to keep a j ust
proportion between fundamental and applied research and to maintain at all times the closest contact betlJeen them. W e have discussed
elsewhere the detailed organization which would make this possible,
the sequences of institutes through which field and worlcshop
problems would be reduced to their fundamental origins and the
, solutions from them worked down again to their practical application. But in this organization it will be necessary to secure a-proper
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balance between the number and the quality of men and the funds
available to the different sections, a balance which will necessarily
differ in different subjects and at different times. In fields where
the general basic theories are understood, in so far as they affect
actual practice, as in chemistry or physics, for instance, great weight
can be given to the applied aspects; in biology far more fundamental
work is needed, but it is 'of course artificial to separate fundamental
and applied work in any field and partkularly in fields where our
exact knowledge is just beginning. The sterility of studies of
sociology, economics, and political theory is largely due to their
not being integrated with practical action in these fields. Even more
than the study of the physical world, social studies require to be
compounded with social activities.
THE FIRST STAGE:

A

S u RVEY OF SciENCE

The first stage in planning the general direction of scientific advance
is a survey, in the sense already indicated, of existing knowledge and
techniques in all departments of human life. The very making of such
a survey could not fail to lead to further investigations in all branches
of science. This idea is not a new one; it has preceded other great
periods of scientific advance. Several surveys were initiated by the
founders of the Royal Society in the seventeenth century and by
the French Encyclopaedists in the eighteenth centu ry, but we can
start on a much higher level than ti1ey did. ( I)
Tht World of Naturt and tht World of Man.-Two main regions
of inquiry and action have to be considered. In one, the world of
nature, we face the problem of how to find and make the best
environment for man as a physiological unit. This involves at once
the whole of material techniques and the physical sciences behind
them, and·biological techniques based on a far deeper knowledge of
biology, than we at present possess. We must understand the full
workings of pre-human nature before we can secure the best
biological background for human enterprise. No part of natural
science, however remote or abstract, such as astronomy or the theory
of groups, is irrelevant to this purpose. In the second, the social
world, the problems are already more urgent than those of biological
existence. The whole economic and political interplay of societies,
races, and classes requires far more understanding and integrating
than we have at present the means to attain. Moreover, it is clear
that in the future the social aspect of mankind will become relatively
still more important. Not only will man's biological needs be more
easily satisfied but he will be creating a social world of greater complexity than the natural world in which he first found himself. Until
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now the social world has been created unconsciously though, by
conscious agents. In future the consciousness of society must be the
decisive agent in its change, and this knowledge must affect the immediate future direction of scientific advance.
Nud for Effective Social Scimce.-It is becoming increasingly
apparent that we need to bring up what may be called the left wing
of science-biology, and still more, sociology and economie&-to the
level of the earlier development of physics and chemistry. This is
not merely a matter of providing more funds for the study of these
subjects or of attracting into them workers of great ability. T he
great trouble about biological and, still more, sociological sciences, and
the basis of the feeling that they are not real but pseudo-sciences,
is that they have no .adequate positive relation to practical life. The
physicist or the chemist is discovering techniques which, if they are
internally efficient, have every prospect of finding their way into
direct applicat ion for human welfare. T here are, it is true, increasing
abuses which have already been discussed, but they are not sufficient
to make the whole work seem ultimately futile. For the biologist
there is still considerable possibility of application in medicine. The
agriculturist, however, is now faced with a world where restriction,
and not development, is the order of the day, and the enormous
potentialities of biological discovery have no prospect of being tealized
in practice. With sociology it is far worse. Not -only are all
sociologists removed from any executive power, so that sociology
cannot become an experimental science, but the very inquiries which
are made into social forms are blocked when it appears that they
would lead to a criticism of the existing order of society and diverted
on to a sterile and merely descriptive academic plane. If biology
and sociology are to be brought into line they must be combined
closely with actual forces which are changing both biological environ- •
ment and society itself (seep. 34-1).
T HE PROSPECTS OF
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After considering these more general aspects of scientific advance
we can pass to its immediate concrete prospects. These can be looked
at in two ways, from the point of view of the development of scientific
technique and theory and from the point of view of the satisfaction
of human needs. The former most clearly determines the immediate
intrinsic possibilities of scientific devell:lpment, the latter its long-range
trend. It woul<J, of course, be better if it were possible to present a
picture of scientific advance exhibiting at the same time both of these
aspects. But such a picture would almost necessarily lose in clarity
what it gained in comprehensiveness. Consequently in this Jnd the
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next chapter the two aspects will be presented here in succession with
indications in the first case of how scientific development might be
· used to assist human needs, and in the second how human needs may
lead to the development of science.
T ash lift Undo1u.-The picture of the natural world has been
already sufficiently blocked out for us to see which are so far the
most significant tasks left undone. These are the search for ultimate,
or rather ulterior, mechanisms beyond the reach of present knowledge on the physical frontiers of science and the search for the
connecting links between the hierarchies of o rganization, such as
those between physics and chemistry, between chemistry and biology,
between biology and sociology, and finally, between sociology and
psychology. It is really immaterial whether these ranges of
phenomena can or cannot be made to fit into one coherent whole.
What does matter is that we know that there is far more to find
out about these intermediate links, and that our present ignorance
of them still eftectively prevents us acquiring a full understanding of
the significance of the regions themselves. In one of the cases
mentioned, that between physics and chemistry, the gap has already
largely been filled. Through the deyelopment of the quantum
theory the phenomena of chemical combination and affinity can
receive the same type of explanation that holds for the physical
phenomena of electricity and light. We have acquired in the process
a far deeper knowledge of classical chemistry. In the same way it
cannot be doubted that any further knowledge acquired of the
c~emical basis of biology will serve to throw light on what have
been previously considered to be purely biological questions. Indeed,
one of the most striking results of recent trends has been the light
thrown on physiological and even psychological behaviour by the
study of the effects of relatively simple chemicals such as the vitamins
and hormones. It is not suggested that the central subjects should
be nC!lected in favour of the intermediate subjects, but that they may
expect to gain from them new impulses for experiment and new bases
for theory. What follows is a sketch, necessarily a very generalized
one, of the immediate prospects of research, particularly in these
intermediate regions from physics to sociology.
PHYSICS

In physics the search into the ulterior nature of the physical world
is proceeding naturally as an inquiry into the smallest, the quickest, the
most energetic, and the most distant and ancient parts of the universe.
The study of the nuclei of atoms is at the same time the study of the ...
interior of stars and of the origin and development of galactic systems.
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More than that, by going beyond our ordinary human experience,
it puts the most severe test on those practical rules of conduct which
we call the laws of nature and serves to distinguish how far these
are in any sense ultimate and how far they are simply practical approximations for creatures of our size and rates of living. The principle
of the conservation of energy, for instance, essential in biological
and industrial applications, may or may not be found to hold in the
interaction between individual particles and rays of light. Yet
whatever the answer may be, the inquiry is bound to tell us more
about the significance of the conservation of energy in the macroscopic
world. Marking as it does the outer boundary of our knowledge,
. theoretical physics necessarily attracts not only the most ingenious
but also the most speculative minds. Almost inevitably many of its
most general conclusions partake as much of mystical and metaphysical intuitions drawn consciously or unconsciously from prescientific beliefs as of reasonable induction from observation and
experiment. Much of the work of the future will be concerned with
removing these obstructive elements, but to do this it will be necessary
to base our approach to the problems of physics on a much broader
foundation of general knowledge of the universe and its development.
But it is not only on the theoretical side that modern physics has
much to give. The techniques involved in it, that of high-tension
electricity, of vacuum tubes, and of oscillating circuits, can be used
to transform many other branches of science and in themselves
furnish a direct link of utility between physics and the electrical
iQdustries. There is already here a very intricate give and take by
which science produces ideas of technical value and receives in
return the money and the new tools with which to make still further
advance. The further development of electron tubes and oscillating
circuits will have important implications inside and outside of science.
The electron microscope is already an accomplished fact, its performance
has already exceeded by several times that of the optical micr~ope;
with it is linked the development of television. E''erything that can
affect any kind of radiation is now within reach of human observation,
an infra-red telescope capable of seeing through cloud and fog has
already been perfected. It remains to apply these methods to the
problem of the other sciences and to effect a revolution similar to that
brought about by the telescope and microscope.
The possibilities of new combinatjons of oscillating circuits are
infinite. With a proper collaboration of mathematical and electrical
ingenuity they can be made, to a larger and larger extent, to substitute
for the operations of calculation. Already with such applications
., mathematics is becoming mechanized, but at the same time there is
opened a new era of mathematical mechanism. These new ~natlie-
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matical physical methods can be used to control apparatus and
machinery, not, as heretofore, in the mere transmissions of human will
to machinery, but in actual substitutions for human observation and
control. Already processes can be watched by an infra-red eye, and
errors humanly unobservable can be picked out. We have before us
the possibilities of a new mechanics in which human intelligence will
be used primarily in the designing of the machine, whose operations
will be completely automatic, self-regulating, and self-repairing, with
the ultima:te elimination of the necessity for machine minders.
N udear physics has now begun to offer greater and unforeseen
possibilities. The transmutation of elements is an accomplished fact,
still of course on a sub-microscopic scale, but already sufficiently
developed to be of enormous value to chemistry and biology. Through
the new radio elements, such as radio sodium or radio phosphorus,
we now have a means of following the movements of single atoms
and thus unravelling in a direct way the problems of assimilation
and metabolism. Biology must be ready to make use to the full of
the immense spate of work which these methods will provide.
Tnt Structurt of Matttr.-The older and rather neglected branches
of physics, which dealt mainly with the properties of materials, are
now in process of rapid transformation. Up till recently physics
was concerned with the intimate structure of matter only in the
consideration of electrical fields and collisiQns between particles;
otherwise its generalizations were based on elementary acceptances
of properties of matter-rigidity, elasticity, plasticity, etc.-which
could be used but not in any sense explained. Recent developments
in optics and in the X -ray and electron study of matter have completely altered this state of affairs. A large new branch of physics
is appearing, linking up with chemistry and dealing with the structure
of solid or liquid matter. The first stage of this is an examination
of the atomic structure of existing forms of matter, which has already
led to the understanding of the properties of technical materials-metals~ ceramics, fibres, etc. The need for development along these
lines lies in the possibility of creating new materials, not by blind
experimentation, which will never produce anything radically new,
but by the full use of structural theory with the aim of producing
materials having any desired properties.
·
Our knowledge of solid matter is already passing beyond a knowledge of structure towards an understanding of how structures are
changed. The development, ,.imultaneously in the U .S.S.R. and
England, of the knowledge that friction and plastic deformation are
alike accompanied by a local heating and even melting of the material,
is bound to have a profound effect on engineering practice both
in l'elaFion to the working of metals and to problems of bearings, '
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lubrication, frictional electricity, and even the detonation of explosives.
Another direction of the greatest promise is that of the study of the
bounc;laries and surfaces of matte r. T his has the theoretical advantage
of exhibiting two- and not th ree-diu1.ensional properties, but is also
of the greatest practical importance in corrosion, absorption, the
flotation of minerals, catalysis, and other processes on the boundaries
of physics and chemistry.
Geophyrics.-One effect of the greater range of modern physics is
the .possibility of explaining rather than merely describing the development of our own earth. T his is a particular aspect of the cosmic
problem involving nuclear physics, for it is in nuclear physics that
. we must look for the reason for the abundance or scarcity of elements
which go to build up the earth. But the sorting of these elements
from one another and their distribution in the different parts of the
crust or the interior is a matter for the new crystal physics to determine, and in the process we may expect some a nswer to the historical
question of the origin of continents and mountain ranges and the
more immediate practical question of the causes and prediction of
earthquakes. H ere the rapidly developing geophysical methodsgravity, magnetic, electrical, and vibration-offe r the greatest promise
both in their theoretical aspects and in their contribution to a rational
prospecting for mineral deposits. Most particularly, of course, are
we interested in the developments of the earth's surface, the problems
of the atmosphere and the hydrosphere.
N ot only have these
enormously increased in practical importance in relation to flying,
water power, fisheries, and navigation, but it has now begun to be
realized that they are significant fo r science as throwing an essential
light on the apparently arbitrary chemical make-up of life, and
consequently on its origin. Geology by itself can only give us half
the answer to th is question: the other half must be furnished by
chemistry.
CH EMISTRY

•

All the advances in chemical science in the last hundred and fifty
years have been due to the applications in practice of the great
revolution in chemistry instituted by Lavoisier. What has not
been sufficiently rcaliud is that a far greater revolution has been
effected within the last ten years by the application of the new
quantum mechanics and of the new !llethods of spectroscopic and
X-ray analysis. We can now link up the behaviour of mechanical
systems of electrons and n uclei with the long familiar reactions of
chemistry. At first, of course, this leads only to a re-interpretation
_ of chemistry, but clearly it must go beyond it and lead to a new
chemiStry far more rational than nineteenth-century chemistry, just

z
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as much as that was more rational than the empirical chemistry of
earlier times. It is now clear that much of the apparent simplicity
of early chemistry was due to almost exclusive concentration on
simple salts and gaseous molecules. The regions where it failed to
account for the most elementary observations, such as those of the
rode-forming silicates or of the metals and their ores, were simply
)eft on one side. The new methods have already changed all that
and are likely to bring still greater changes. Silicate chemistry is
now sufficiently understood to show that it is simply an extension
to the complex conditions of the crystalline state of the electrochemistry of simple salts. That understanding is bound, however,
to have a profound importance for geology and for the ceramic,
glass, and cement industries.
Metals.-Metal chemistry, on the other hand, has proved to be
something of a totally different character from the rest of chemistry,
determined by the presence of the free electrons which give metals
their peculiar lustre. Although our modern civilization is based
almost entirely on the use of metals and alloys, all we knew of them
up till ten years ago was purely empirical knowled~c achieved by
methods of trial and error of the same character as those of the
metal workers of the early civilizations. Now we have through
X-rays a way of analysing metal structums and through electron
theory a way of connecting these structures with the propertiesmechanical, electrical, etc.-of the metal. This means the birth of
rational metallurgy with untold possibilities in the way of technical
applications, though their development has been and is being held
up by our present irrational chaos of scienti fic and industrial
organization.
Reactions.-In other parts of chemistry developments less fundamental but no less important may be expected. In a sense the
statical problem of molecular chemistry is already solved. We know,
or we ~ave the means of finding out in most cases, what arc the
chemical structures of molecules. It is now the dynamical aspect
that is most interesting; the problem of how certain molecules change
into others. The solution of this problem will give us new means
of synthesis, but more important, it will help to bridge the gap
between the chemistry of the laboratory and that of life. Except
for the proteins, we now know the structure of most of the molecules
that take part in living proce~ses. We can even in certain cases
synthesize them, but we are still for the most part completely
ignorant as to how those substances arc made in the living animal or
plant.
The Reconstruction of Chemistry.-To solve this problem it will not be sufficient to consider classical chemistry; the whole range of
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modern physics will also have to be invoked. In the present state
of science this process is hindered by lack of understanding between
the sciences and by what may be called the vested interest of classical
chemistry. The great·· nineteenth-century development of chemical
industry left the chemists as the largest and most homogeneous body
of scientists. There are still more chemists than all other kinds of
scientists put together. Chemical technique has tended to become
a closed system which can be worked only by its adepts. New
methods from outside find tardy acceptance. The methods of X-ray
crystallography, for instance, which are capable of shortening the
work of both the research and works chemist by very large factors
have already waited fifteen years and may well wait in the present
dispensation for another fifty before they come into general practice.
CDI/W/s and PrDtnns. -W e are coming to realize more and more
that the underlying characteristics of life are of a colloid chemical
nature, that the structure that matters for most vital processes is not
the relatively gross structure of cells, nuclei, chromosomes, etc., but
the line structure of protein molecules, protein or polysaccharide
chains or membranes. So far we have accepted colloids as given by
nature. Now we are beginning to see that the colloid particle owes
its existence to a certain degree of the same polymerization (or joining
together of many molecules) that gives rise to fibroUs substances such
as cellulose and rubber. By far the most important of colloid sub-stances are the proteins, whether in the form of globular molecules,
fibres, or membranes. When we have solved the problem of proteins,
induding the explanation of their chemical activity as enzymes, such
as yeast in fermentation or pepsin in digestion, we shall have gone
far towards bridging the gap between living and non-living systems.
It was Engels who said, "Life is the mode of existenc.e of albumen."
We may soon be in a position to put his assertion to the test. (2)
Practically, of course, the knowledge of colloid and biocliemistry is
of enormous importance to the principal industries that affect lluman
life. The production, the storing, and the preparation of food; the
textile, leather, and rubber industries, aU depend for their improvement on the development of these sciences.
BIOLOGY

The two great perennial problems Df biology are those of function
and origin. How do living beings work and how do they get to be
like that ? The biology of the last century was mainly concerned
with the forms of living things. These forms are now seen as in,. separable from the functions they fulfil in the life of the animal.
Morphnlo@y and ph}'11iology are being fu$ed into one. But an organism
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is not a given thing, it is~ process repeated, over and over again, in the
course of individual lives, and once and for all in the course of the
evolution of life. Embryology, genetics, and evolution are together
part of another problem, that of origin, without which the problem
of function cannot be unravelled. In recent years both these have
taken on a new aspect. What we crudely observe of living beingstheir appearances, microscopically and macroscopically, their movements, their patent growth, development, and similarities or differences
-are seen to be only superficial signs of hidden chemical changes in a
physico-chemical structure, itself extremely complex and ancient.
One of the great problems for the immediate future is the understanding of the chemical basis of the functioning and development of,
life. Biochemistry is bound to develop in the future on a scale
dwarfing many other sciences. For what we know now is only the
beginning of the knowledge of the existence of problems for which
as yet we have no solutions. The proce95e5 of the chemical equilibrium
of ·organisms, the detailed interaction of food substances, oxidative
agents, and specific chemicals such as hormones and vitamins have all
to be unravelled. In doing so we shall find many new means of
controlling life to aiJ. extent hitherto undreamt of.
Biochtmistry. -It is in such analysis that lies the chief hope of the
development of effective medicine. The transition of medicine from
a half-empirical, half-magical practice to an applied science began
with the discoveries of bacteriology towards the end of the last
century- but it has only begun. Bacterial and .vi rus disease is an
attack on the body from outside; in all other disease, and in many
bacterial diseases as well, the chief factor is the faulty functioning of
the body itself with respect to the balance of natural chemical substances. The knowledge of what these substances do in health and
disease is the first step to rational control. The analysis of the conditions of diabetes and pernicious anaemia leading to the discovery of
a specific substance and a cure requires to be extended to all other
diseJes. On the two major unsolved problems of disease, chronic
sclerosis and cancer, which between them account for most of the
deaths of old people, the attack is only beginning. It is held back by
the unintelligent planning of biochemical research in relation to
medicine, with over-insistence on the chemical aspect and by the
vested interest of the profession and of the manufacturers of medical
supplies. Advance would be rapid once these were removed and an
organized collaboration secured between colloid- and bio-chemists,
physiologists, and pathologists.
Biophysics.-At the same time the physical aspect of life will not
be neglected. Modern physics has already entered biology in an
attempt to explain the fundamental mechanisms of motion and -
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sensation. Muscular contraction, the transmission of nervous impulses, digestion and secretion are as much physical as chemical
phenomena. But the biophysicists' task is only just beginning. All
the new methods of examination of the structure and changes of
matter~lectron microecopes, X-ray analysis, ultra violet and polarizing microecopcs, thermal, electric, and acoustic detectors-require
to be put in the service of biology and used by men who understand
the significance of their .finds both physically and biologically. The
great value of this approach as against that of either the older
histologists or of the biochemists is that with refinement of technique
it is easier to approximate to the detailed study of the mechanism of
an intact animal or plant. The higher animals exhibit, from the
point of view of efficiency and co-ordination, extraordinarily efficient
mechanisms, and their study must throw light on many other
mechanical and organizationlt:l problems, particularly those of social
co-ordination . One of the major problems of science is that of .the
complex mechanism of nervous control leading up to the interpreta~
tion of the llCtion of the human brain. Here biophysics must take
the leading place together with biochemistry and behaviour studies.
Embryology.-The development of our knowledge of function
would be completely lop-sided if it were not combined intimately
with the study of origin and development. The critics of the
mechanists are right in so far u a mere «!xplanation, however complete, of how an organism worb is no explanation of the organism.
Two further grea.t problems remain : the problem of embryology,
how from an apparently formless egg an elaborate organism develops
conforming to a pre-existing model, and ·he problem of genetics, of
how that model is determined immediately by similar and further back
by dissimilar parentage. Embryology ittelf is becoming and will become
fa r more chemical. (3) Here apin the visible structures appear as the
result of invisible, but probably very complicated, chemical changes.
The scope of embryology stretches far beyond the study of the g~~>wth
of a young animal. It applies to all tissue regeneration and degeneration, to the problems of sene5eence, of the healing of wounds and
of malignant disease. The new techniques of tissue and organ
culture make us feel that at last we are beginning to understand,
and at some time may be able to mould, the development of living
matter. What such control could mean to mankind cannot yet be
imagined. At the least it would marJt an enormous step towards
the conquest of disease.
Tlu N~~tln~s tnul Gnt~tics.-Yet the core of life lies still deeper.
All physiology and embryology lead up to the study of the cell nucleus
,., which contains in itself the specific and inheritable characters of the
organism. The discovery of the connection between the 1enes in
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the chromosomes and the unitary factors of inheritance will rank
with the quantum theory as the major discovery of the early twentieth
century, but it is still a Keplerian and not a N ewtonian discovery.
We know that certain spots of matter in a chromosome have a
definite connection with certain groups of changes in a developing
organism and ultimat~ly with certain characters in the adult organism,
but the nature of the connection between the two is completely
obscure. Its solution invites the best minds not only in biology but
in physics and chemistry, because with the genes we are reaching
dimensions of the same order as those of large chemical molecules.
Beyond that problem there still remains that of the origin of genetic
structures. This is one that leads from evolution to that of the
origin of life itself. Here biology links again with geological and
cosmological problems. With our new knowledge of genetics it is
now possible to go back to the problem that Darwin stated but did
not s0 lve, the origin of species and their distribution in time and space.
It is no longer the fact of evolution that needs to be established, but
its mode of operation that needs to be analysed in detail. Long before
these problems are solved, however, genetics furnishes us with another
quite independent means of modifying life through selective breeding
and even by the creation of mutations. Since the invention of
agriculture and the domestication of animals man has never acquired
such control of organic development as the science of genetics now
offers.
Ecology.-With the object of understanding as well as of controlling life the study of the relations between organisms is as important
as that of the organism in artificial isolation. The animal and plant
world form between them a beautifully balanced system of chemical
and physical interchanges, but this system is not invariant; it changes
both in place and time, and particularly it has been altered by human
interference. Agriculture implies the imposition of a new ecology
and prpduces, besides its immediate objects of humanly valued goods,
many other results, some of them highly undesirable from the human
point of view. Already biology has gained immensely from the
studies, which the economic interests of farmers have forced them
to make, concerning the relations between crops and domestic
animals, soil bacteria and insect pests; with a rationally organized
agriculture a far greater extension of knowledge might be expected.
The whole problem of para.sitism is a special side of the study of
the relations between organisms, and here again science and medicine
can gain enormously from one another. Infective disease in its
cruder forms has been effectively dealt with in the past few years,
but we are still far from having an adequate understanding of the .
mechanisms of infection and immunity. W e may expect from such
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knowledge an ability not only to prevent the evil effects of infection
but actually to use the reactions of the body and bacteria in certain
cases for the promotion of health. Al ready it is becoming apparent
that the reactions involved in infection and immunity are of an
extreme chemical delicacy, and this study of a complex biological
process may in turn provide a new means of understanding many
problems of laboratory chemistry.
Animal Behaviour.-Great developments may be expected from
the study of the behaviour of animals in relation to their environment. It is only recently that we have begun to see that by placing
a nimals in certain clearly defined situations we can, through a study
of their behaviour, discover logically something of the mechanism
which in man we call though t and memory. We can in this way
realize the wish of the magician, of learning the language of birds
and beasts. I ntuitively, of course, this was done by the hunters of
palaeolithic times and animal- tamers of early neolithic times 3;5 it is
done by animal lovers to this day. But this knowledge requires to
be freed from the mixture of superstition and emotion which has
characterized men's relations with animals from the earliest times.
Such knowledge will not only enable us to establish new understanding and relationship with animals but also will give us much
insight into our own behaviour.
Animal Soci~ties.-The study of animal societies, whether temporary or permanent, must throw light on the problem which, for us,
a nd probably cosmically, is highly significant- the origin ofhumanity.
We recognize now that man is not merely a superior mammal, but
differs in kind from all other mammals in being self-made, a product
of the society of which he himself is the unit. To unravel the
initial tendencies, whether of sexual association or of primitive
economic grouping, which made this change possible twenty million
o r so years ago, is a study which brings together the biologist, the
geologist , and the historian. J ust as human society must ~rry in
itself the marks of its origin, so a knowledge of that origin is of
c rucial importance in the understanding and control of existing
society, the problem which transcends all others in urgency.
SociA L Sc iENCE A ND PsYCHOLOGY

It is clear that to solve the probleQlS of social structure and control
we shall need a far greater concentration ofability in the field ofanimal
and human psychology than we yet have. The danger is, of course,
that the society in which we now live has no adequate motive for
such studies, and indeed t hey cannot be honestly undertaken without
undermining the forms of that society. On the other hand-, by not
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undertaking them we retain the extraordinary paradox-the most
elaborate crudity and the self-defeating stupidity of greed that distinguish our present civilization. It is here, of course, that the contrast
between theory and practice is most glaringly apparent. Discoveries
in physics and even in biology are generally destined in spite of
delays to achieve sooner or later their counterpart in application,
but discoveries in sociology or economics are not conceived of as
anything but academic studies, and may even be banned as tende11cious
if they would seem to imply that the world would be better run in
a different way. It is consequently impossible to forecast the development of the social sciences, anthropology, psychology, and economics
independently of that of the society in which they are studied. As
long as the present economic system lasts, they are destined to remain
descriptive, clinical, and academic; where Fascism takes its place
they are the first to submit to grotesque distortions. Only in a
socialized economy effectil'eJJ' concerned with providing maximal
welfare can the full development of the social sciences be expected,
for there they needs must become in practice and theory an integra1
part of the machinery of communal life. Social sciences differ in
kind from the physical sciences in that they deal not with repetitive
states obeying laws and consequently capable of exact experimentation,
but with an internally conditioned and unique development. Human
psychology cannot be reduced to a study of the reactions of an organism
to it1 environment because a human individual carries inside him, in
a way that no other organism does, the results of the social influences
tha.t have been working on him since birth. We have seen in the
work of Freud the beginning of a study of the effects of some of these
social influences, namely, the influence of the family, but it is a very
partial analysis, as the family itself is closely bound up with economic
a.nd social influences that also have their own direct effects. Psychology
is still very much of a pseudo-science; it contains embedded in it many
metap4lysical and religious ideas which the history of scichcP. shows
must be removed before an effective objectivity can be reached.
Sociology is even more of a pseudo-science, the units wi th which
it deals are indeterminate and shifting. But it can develop in relation
to concrete objective, economic and anthropological studies, not only
of savage races but also of civilized communities. Social, economic,
and psychological forms can be adequately studied only in relation to
the origin of those forms. ThLs approach we owe primarily to Marx.
For the lack of it we have had the fatal split between highly abstract
and conventional sciences assuming fixed categories-human nature,
the psychic or the economic man-and a history that is either lite rary
or didactic or merely pedantic chropicling. The line of development
of the -social sciences must be one which integrates them with history,
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and this in itself requires a general reorganization of science and the
humanities.
There is no doubt that we need the development of the social
sciences to an even greater extent than the physical sciences, but it is
no accident that these are at present so poorly supported. It is not
so much their intrinsic difficulty as the fact that their mere study is
a damni ng criticism of present social institutions. They are never
likely to be developed in our form of society. The struggle for the
development of social sciences is at the same time the struggle for the
transformation of society. (4)
TH.E FuTURE OF SciENCE

In any survey of the possibilities of scientific research general lines
of advance can be seen and fairly probable conclusions drawn from
them. What cannot be seen are the possibilities of fundamentally new
discoveries and their effect in revolutionizing the whole progress of
science. We have had such discoveries in the past, those of X-rays
and radio-activity being the most startling of recent times. It has been
argued that because such things cannot be predicted, for indeed to
predict them would be to make the discovery itself, there is no sense
in examining the future of science. This is only partially true; the
larger and more important discoveries are not made in vacuo. They
are the fruit of intensive study of a particular field, but that field
must be extensively studied for some other reason before the discovery
is made. It would have been ·impossible to predict in the. early
nineteenth century the mechanism of cell reproduction, but reasonable to say that unless cells were studied carefully with a microscope
nothing about their reproduction was likely to be discovered. I n
the same way unless electric discharges through gases had been the
object of study, X-rays and radio-activity and all that follcrwed from
them would never have emerged. The practical problem, th~rcfore,
is to see that science ad,,ances on the widest and most comprehensive
front, being prepared to accept and to use as welcome gifts the radical
discoveries that come in its way.
lnttractitms.-In the rough sketch of the front of science and
ignorance which has just been givetl it is possible to see in many
places the interactions among the different sciences and between
them and human activities, but by arranging the sciences in sections
crOSIK:Onnections are largely lost. 'to some .extent the chart given
on p. 280 helps to remedy this defect. The internal connections
between sciences are there shown as well as those between science
and the more immediately practical sides of life. The importance
of ultimate and bridge sciences, such as nuclear physics aud bio-
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chemistry, is bro ught out by the exhibition of t he number of connections which these sciences have over the whole field. It would, of
course, be possible to make a far mo re complete picture, but its
complexity would probably obscure the main relationships.
So far we have spoken of the kind of development along which
science is being urged thro ugh its own inner necessities. Sufficient
has been said to indicate, however, that science is not an isolated
activity and that there exists a possibility of practical external applica~
tion which in turn furnishes m aterial j ustification for the carrying
out of that branch of science. Science until now has been mainly
concerned wit h the analysis of the wo rld as it existed prior to man
and not with man's own work. The whole artificial armoury of .
science in instruments and apparatus exists not to create a new nature
but to enable man to make those material and logic<tl separations ·
necessary to understand nature as it is. But this is o nly the beginning;
the world as made by man requires also to be studied and controlled.
As time goes on the part of the uni verse dete rmi n~d by man will
become relatively more and more impo rtant, but as th is part will
have been mo re rapidly constructed it will necessarily be less stable
and will requi re a mo re tho rough and careful understanding to
prev<>nt the crushing of man by his own creations.
(t ) Three schemes fo r such surveys are ~ing made at the p resent moment.
(1) Since this sentence was written, viruses, which have b~en considered as the simplest
forms of uisting life, have been shown to consist largely if not entirely of speci fic
n ucl~op rot cin s.

( 3) See J. Needham, C/r,mic~:~l Emhry~lo~)'·
(4) Engels expresses this idea in A 11ti-Duhri, g:
"The condit ions of ~x is tence forming nhn's environment , wh ich up to now have
domin oted man, •t th is point paos undt•r tile dominion and control of rnon, who now fo r the
fi rst time becomes the real conscious master of Nature, b~cau sc and insofar as h e has become
master of his 'own soci2l org2nizat ion. T he lows of his own social •ctivity, which have
hitherto confront ed him as external, don1inat ing laws of N ature, will then be ap plied by
m an w it h oomplete u nderstand ing, and hence will be d ominatcJ by m an,"

•
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CHAPTER XIV
SCIENCE IN THE SERVICE OF MAN
HOMAN N£EDS

h we take human life and its development as the centre of our study,
the activities of science assume a different aspect and ~ppear related
to each other in ways different from those described in the last chapter.
Human needs and aspirations furnish a continuous motive power for
inquiry as well as for action, and science can be regarded as one of the
ways in which we can get the knowledge necessary for the satisfaction
of any particular need. W e can divide the needs of human beings in
society into four grades of urgency to each of which science has a
definite relation. T here are, first of all, the primary biological
needs of food, shelter, health, and enjoyment. After these comes the
need for the means of providing these requirements in the form
of productive industry, transport, and communication, as well as tbe
whole administrative, economic, and political mechanism of civilized
society. But society not only lives; it grows. Old needs require
to be better satisfied and new ones arise. These dynamic needs of
human society find their motive force in political movements, but
the form in which they are ultimately embodied is determined by
science, which thus tends to become the chief agent of social and
economic change. Finally, society takes cogni7.&11ce of itself and at
the same time expresses itself in what may be called its culture : in
manners, art, and in the general attitude towards life. Here again
not only operative science, but also the world picture whictl science
presents, are essential factors.
•
Primary Nuds: Physiological and SociaJ.-It is beginning to be
recognized, for the first time, that society is at last in a position to
satisfy adequately primary human needs. lt is only recently, and
through science, that this has been made possible, but we know also
that this has not been done to anything approaching the measure
of its possibility, not from any lack of science but from defects in
the social and economic system. Sta~ing out from known primary
needs it would now be possible to construct a technical system of
production and distribution in which those needs would find satisfaction. The advantage of doing this is that, once d~finite and
quantitative statements of requirements are made, the problem of
supplying them becomes also something definite, and the degree of
34 5
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practicability of each demand can be measured in terms of existing
technique. Recent work on food, for instance, has shown that once
it became possible to establish scientifically both minimal and optimal
standards of nutrition, far more effecti ve political and economic
action in favour of realizing them could be taken than when equally
real hunger was expressed in unassessable terms. Once a need can
be defined in more or less quantitative terms its satisfaction becomes a
definite technical and economic problem. If organiz.ed society
determines that the need should be satisfied and is prepared to meet
th e cost it becomes a purely technical one. Technology could advance
to meet such problems much faster than it has up till now, and it is
possible to fo recast what technical changes will be necessary for this
purpose with a fair degree of accuracy. ( 1) In what follows an attempt
will be made to make such a forecast, one which goes slightly beyond
the existing tech nical trends but which is in no sense Utopian, that is,
does not suggest any changes which we cannot see a way to realize.
We may divide primary human needs into physiological and social.
M an is, however, so much a social anima l that this division is necessarily
an artificial one. Social needs control action no less than do physiological. Hunger and discomfort will be endured in many cases rather
than the transgression of social codes and, in fact, the possibility of the
maintenance of the gross inequali ties of our present system depends
far more on the compulsion of socia l custo m than on the possibilities
of physical force. T he physiological needs have, however, o ne deg ree
of greater urgency. F o r the lack of them, beyond a certain point, man
cannot li ve at all. It is probable that an overwhelming majo rity of
diseases that occur throughout the wo rld are due directly or indirectly ·
to the lack of primary necessities, gene rally food, and many of the
remainder are attributable to bad wo rki ng conditions. (2) In other
words, men are really murde red by the system they li ve unde r, o r to
put it in a· more positive form, the adequate supply of primary necessities would give .some twenty to thirty years of added life on the
average to each person in the wo rld. This may sound extreme, but
it me rely re flects the fact that no one dra ws plain infe rences fro m
the difference between the Englishman's expectation of life of fiftyfive years and the I ndian's of twenty-six.
F ooo

•

T he first and principal necessity is food. It is now easy to assess
the food needs of the present population or any given world population,
but more difficult to estimate the total agricultural production
necessa ry to give this population an o ptimal food consumption. All
estimates, however, that have been made agree that if the available
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good agricultural land of the world were worked by the best modern
methods it would provide a food supply between two and twenty times
the amount required for the optimal standard. We can arrive at this
in another way. Sir John Orr, in his report on nutrition in Britain,
a relatively favoured country in this respect, not only showed that
half the population suifered fro,n deficient feeding but that one~ fifth
of them were below even minimal fi~ness and state of health. From
these figures we can calculate the amount of food required to bring
the whole population up to a sufficient standard. The value of this
is 20 per cent. more than that of present consumption, and roughly
three times more than that of the agricultural production of Great
Britain. If we take the population of Britain as 44-,ooo,ooo and
the cultivated area as I 2,ooo,ooo acres, this woul<l give a requirement of just under I acre per head of population on a British standard
or of 2,ooo,ooo,ooo a.cres for the world as a whole, which is less than
half of the present cultivated area of 4-120o,ooo,ooo acres, itself
hardly 1 2 per cent. of the land surface of the earth.
·
New Agriculturt.-Sketchy though these figures are, there can be
no question that a minimal application of science could increase the
rate of agricultural production manifold. (3) The scientific study of
soil and of plant and animal breeding, together with the production
of a certain amount of artificial manure and mechanical agricultural
implements, could certainly, in the course of twenty years or so,
develop the food productivity of the world not only by producing
greater yields per acre but also by· widening the area of cultivable
land. (4-) The development in the case of commercial crops where
there is a greater jnducement to improve production emphasizes
this conclusion. Thus, in Louisiana, sugar-cane production was improved from 6·8 to 18·8 tons per acre in t~e course of 3 years. (5)
Actually under the present system such improvements were
disastrous and they have been, in fact, replaced by elaborate devices
for retarding improvement and even for destroying crops. What
can be done even in an extremely backward country is sh~wn by
the results already achieved in the Soviet Union where, besides those
already quoted on p. 2271t.uq.,great improvements have been produced
by the large-scale introduction of new scientific techniques such as
artificial inaemination, which has revolutionized stock breeding,
and vernalization, which enables the advantages of winter wheat to
be achieved artificially. (6)
Advances in gland physiology and g:netics may produce even greater
changes in animal husbandry. Up till now these changes have been
almost purely commercial in incentive and, though they have resulted
in much greater yields of such products as eggs and milk, it has been at
the expenae of increasing the incidence of disease which, in th6 e&$e of
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tuberculosis in milk, is passed on to human beings. The conditions of
forcing animals are not only unnatural and cruel but inefficient. (7)
There is no reason why in a well ordered economy the well-being of
animal populations should not be a primary consideration of husbandry.
All this, however, merely represents the first stage of the application
of science to the production of food, a simple rationalization of
existing traditional methods. Beyond lie vistas of methods for food
production, the importance of which is not so much to provide an
existing population with food, for that, in principle, is a problem
already solved, as to provide it with food with the least expenditure
of monotonous or unhealthy labour, and to open a possibility of
progressive increase of population.
An enormously increased
extension of the cultivated area could be attained by fairly simple
physical means through effective irrigation of desert lands and
ultimately by the covering over of deserts and tu rning them into
vast g reenhouses. Another method is the agrotechnical method of
Dr. Wilcox and Professor Gerike, by which, by growing plants in
water troughs containing chemicals, the yield is enormously increased.
As much as 7 5 tons of potatoes or 2.17 tons of tomatoes have been
produced per water acre. (8)
Bact~rial and CMmical Food Production.-It is, however, probable
that before these methods pass into general practice the use of the
higher plants, however intensively cultivated, as primary food supplies
would be replaced by methods o.f using lower plants such as algae and
fungi. The primary sources of food in the sea are the algae of the
plankton; hithe rto we have used this source only indirectly through
the fishes who eat it. It should be possible to convert this indirect
use of three-quarters of the world's surface into a direct one by
deliberately growing plankton in the sea and harvesting it, although
probably it would be more economical to produce food by a number
of factories working in sunny districts for the continuous growing of
algae• At one further remove food products might be synthesized
by bacteria or even by the enzymes of bacteria. Ultimately all our
food is contained in the materials of the air, water, and rocks, and if
we used our reserves of coal, or even limeStone, as basic food materials
we should have enough for a population thous<\nds or millions of
times that which exists at present on our globe.
Distribution.- The mere production of food is, however, only
part of the story. It is essential that the food should be distributed
in a nutritious and palatable form. An enormous amount of waste
oc<;urs to-day in food distribution and preparation. Although in
recent years great progress has been made in food transport and preservation, there are still very heavy losses on this score. Most of
them; it is true, are due to economic and not technical faults. The
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total retail sales of food in England would provide for every man,
woman, and child, if properly divided and consumed, slightly more than
the British Medical Association nutrition standard (see pp. 65, 375).
Yet it is quite clear that a substantial portion of the population has a
far lower standard than this and, consequently, t hat a corresponding
proportion of food sold is wasted either from over-eating on the part of
certain sections of the population, or, probably to a much greater extent,
by domestic waste inherent in the small-scale manipulation of food.
CooJery.-While other arts have been improved and regulated by
science, cookery has not changed in its essential processes since
palaeolithic times and is almost entirely untouched by science. This,
. of course, reflects the fact that cookery as a domestic occupation has
not the same profit motive which leads other industries to adopt
scientific technique. With a fairly small application of biochemical
knowledge to cookery, coupled with a further reduction of unnecessary domestic operations, it should be possible not only to eliminate
waste, but to produce for the table, far more easily and economically
than at present, a gn·at variety of old as well <As of new dishes. Tllere
is no more reason to suppose that sci<'ncc would injure tlw art of
cookery than to imagine that such a practical example of the application of sci-ence as the piano would ruiu the art of music.
CtoTHINO

Suptrussion of Ttxtiln.- The provision of clothing has not any
of the same urgency as that of food. On a purely physical basis
the population of the world is probably more over-clothed than
under-clothed, though most of this clothing is of excessively poor
quality. The value of clothing is now rather social than utilitarian;
its main object is to enable people to enjoy or, at any rate, not to b'e
ashamed of, their appearance. For that reason what we ·need in
clothing is more variety and beauty at a price available to all Q~ther
than mere warmth and comfort. The new development in the
study of fibres will make almost indefinite improvements in clothing
possible. Already artificial silk has shown that in this respect
nature could be very adequately imitated. But more radical improvements could come not so much from attempts to produce new types
of fibres as by short-circuiting the whole method of clothes production
through making clothes directly from ~rous plastic material rather
than from spun and woven fibre. In this or in some other way the
permanen<:e of clothes and the necessity for repeated washing could
be ditpensed with, which would immensely simplify living conditions.
_, New dothet could be worn for a few days and then discarded. As
thin~t~ stand at r~nt thf" complete elimination of textile indastries
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would, however, be a social disaster, provoking only unemployment
and want. In any rational system of production men would not be
so attached to industries that these had to be maintained even when
they had last any productive justification. Changes of this type
• would, on the contrary, be welcomed as releasing workers from
monotonous toil for more interesting occupations and increased
leisure.
HouSING

The question of housing still remains an important and difficult
one. Houses tend to outlast the habits and possibilities of those who
live in them, and this is further emphasized by the almost universal
tendency of allowing the poor to live in the discarded houses of the
rich. We are just beginning to see that it is possible to build a house
or a city round the requirements of the inhabitants. These requirements are only partly physical; sociological factors actually play a
predominating part in the planning of houses. To a large extent the
quality of the demand for houses depends on social tradition far more
than on physical needs. The house is not only a shelter from the
weather and a place for preparing food and sleeping; it is also a
centre of a complicated social ritual. These two aspects interact with
one another. Social habits and the uses to which houses are put
themselves depend on what kind of houses are available. We can
discern at the moment two general tendencies: one towards large
integrated housing units with common services, situated in urban
concentrations, and the other, a peripheral grouping of small,
practically identical, self~contained houses. Both tendencies may
continue or some compromise may be found between them. In
either case science has much to offer in transforming conditions in
the direction of convenience and beauty. The main principles of
architecture are just beginning to feel the effect of the revolution
intro~ced by new materials and new processes.
It will soon be
possible to break altogether with conventional architecture, with its
tradition of putting stone on stone or brick on brick unchanged
since the time of the Pharaohs, and move in the direction of rational
fabrication. T he physical functions of architecture are principally
insulation and support, but these are perfectly separable factors.
Thick walls and heavy girders are a most inconvenient way of
providing both together.
•.
New Materials.-0£ the new materials, some, such as the light
metals, can be used exclusively for support, others, as yet but imperfectly developed, for insulation . What we require at the moment
is a material as light as, if not lighter than, cork, strong enough to
withstand wind-pressure, fireproof, and offering good insulation
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against heat and sound. These are not impossible requirements.
Indeed, materials satisfying nearly all of them have been already
prepared (9) and it is almost certain that, with the development of
aerogels, the problem can be satisfactorily solved. As ~uch material
will not be built up but furnished in large slabs attached to the
framework, bu l. .1g i11 cvme to resemble more and more the
ass'"mhly o;tage of maclune production, the preparation of the materials
corr
ndmg to the fabrication stag ( 1 o)
lnurnai Ckwate.- The service" attached to buildings have in the
past only too often been afterthoughts; m rational architecture they
will become essential parts. Given good insulating walls, the problem
. of heating houses entirely disappears. Indeed, even in winter, the
heat generated by the inhabitants of the houses would require some
method of cooling to get rid of it. To secure this. degree of self,ufficiency, however, it would be necessary to devise a rational
ventilation system which did not, as at present, take in air mld and
send it out hot., but arranged for the outgoing hot air to warm the
incoming cold air in winter-time and vice versa in summer. The
domestic fire would then become of purely ritual importance. If
such complete segregation from outside air was not required, and it
would not be for many country houses, both heating and cooling would
still be necessary, but thJs could be achieved without the expensive
means used to-day. Already reversible heat engines which would
pump heat into a house in winter or out in summer have been run on
one~third to one-fifth of the cost of direct heating methods. (r r)
Almost as economical is the practice of heating cities as in America
and ~u ia b' v. ~te • m from power stations.
Con<5iderable d~ • f, 'Pm' nts may be expected in the application
to buildings of aerodynamic principles, the least of which would be
the abolition of draughts. But it is beginning to be realized that with
the appropriate use of properly shaped channels it is po!iiible to
maintain an opening secure against wind without the interposition
of any material. Thus the front windows of French express locomotives, which are particularly apt to become choked with oil and
soot, have been replaced by baffle-guarded clear openings. A similar
device may soon replace the automobile wind shield. In this way
it might be possible to be able to have open windows summer and
winter alike, guarded either by the wind itself or by jets of air forming
part of the general ventilating system. The ultimate development
would be the weather-proof room witho\it walls or roof.
DDmestic Convmience.-It might be thought that in the question
of domestic convenience everything possible had already been done in
the United States, but it is almost certain that the results of planned
'
soc "In • 1 •
•nto human uccds would reveal the possibility
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of linking up different domestic functio ns so as to increase general
convenience in unsuspected ways. As in many other cases, the
solution to domestic problems may well be found where the conditions
which have to be fulfilled are rigorously limited, as for instance, in
the motor-house or caravan-trailer, and we may expect from these
developments a much g reater flexibility and compactness in internal
arrangements and a complete breakaway from the restriction of
. traditional methods.
The City of the Future. -Great as a re the changes which science
can introduce in the details of dwelling accommodation, far more
could be done in the construction of large dwellings or houses. With
the use of strong and light materials it should be possible to e~close.
spaces much larger than those dreamt of by past or present archttects.
The totally enclosed spacious air-conditioned town is rapidly becoming
a practical proposition. It would be undesi rable to attempt to
co1_1centrate all human activities in o ne such enclosure ; probably
several would be needed for different kinds of productive wo rk and
for recreation, each with its appropriate climate. Good construction
with a plentiful usc of sound~proof walls and a rational development
of engineering should eliminate 11oisc, a major affliction of modern
city life. Most industria l noise in any case is an indication of waste.
Town and Country.- A well-designed ventilating -system, together
with the proscription of the liberation of all forms of dust, smoke,
gaSes o r vapours, sho uld make such city air indistinguishable from
that of the country and by appropriate control of temperature,
humidity, and air movement, the most stimulating, enjoyable, and
varied climates could b.~ produced. Such a city would, of course,
only furnish a definite part of a background oflife ; the essential values
of the country are not merely its atmosphere but its very negation
of city ltfe. But the adequate concentration of urban construction
wo uld, 'in fact, even without a considerable restriction of necessary
agri<\ulture, leave fa r more space to wild nature. Unless the population of the wo rld increases to some hundreds of times its present
number, there will still be enormo us tracts of wild country to which
access will be easy and mpid, and it sho uld be possible to grade this
in such a way that every degree from mild suburbanism to absolute
isolation could be provided according to taste.
Planning.- The problem of housing, howeve r, is far m ore an
o rganizational than a technical one. Urban and regional planning
are as necessary as the buildi;g of the houses them selves, and planning
requires the development of applied human geography which is o nly
beginning. The various degrees of centralized or decentralized
building, the position of factories and of means of transport all require
to be thought o ut in relation to the development of economic life
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with the aim of providing for the well-being of the whole community
rather than producing the biggest private profit. The difference
between the position of town planning in Britain and in the Soviet
Union shows effectively enough the disadvantages of privatt; ownership, panicularly in exaggerated ground values amounting to
obstructi ve blackmail.
HEALTH

Essentially health is a necessity which might well come before
any of the others but for the fact that it is dependent on satjsfactory
food and shelter. Moreover, we have not yet gone very far towards
improving the health which we derive from nature unaided. Up
till about fifty years ago t he enormous amount of human ingenuity
which had gone into the profession of medicine had, in fact, produced
little more than a superficial knowledge of the phenomena of disease
and death and a very comforting but totally unfounded claim of being
able to control them. Since then bacteriology has made a successful
attack on infective disease, but chronic infections and degenerative
and constitutional diseases are still effectively untouched by science.
Here again, however, the problem is mainly one of social organization
rather than direct application of science. Monality and illness rates
show that in Britain at any rate the greater part of disease is avoidable
in that it is avoided by the wealthiest sections of the population. The
fi rst stage in the conquest of health is to give those conditions of food
and surroundings to the whole population to enable them to reach
the standard of health enjoyed at present only by the rich, without,
of course, encouraging the excesses by which the very rich ruin
their lives.
'
Cmtrol of Diuau.-The scientific approach to medicine is only
now beginning to make itself felt. Already the problem has been
seen to be that of preserving the health of the members of the community rather than the securing of fees by doctors administerrng to
their diseases. Medicine needs to become in all its branches a public
service in which research and practice are developed side by side.
Immense improvements may be expected, for instance, from as
careful a study of healthy people to see why they are healthy as of
diseased ones to see why they are diseased. Periodical inspections
of health, together with an adequate ~rvice of medical statistics on
a world Jeale, could not fail to point to the origin of many troubles.
The problem o( diteue, however, must not be underestimated. A
human body it of a totally different order of complexity from that
of any mechanical or chemical system which man has constructed
or worked. This does not mean the pr blem is insoluble, but t hat
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it is necessary to devote to physiological research far more time and
money than has yet been made available. Infective diseases <:an now
be to a certain extent guarded against or even cured. With proper
world co-ordination of helllth services they could be totally abolished.
This in itself, as Professor J.
S. Haldane has pointed out, is enough
to. make a world Socialist State an imperative need. Far more
attention needs to be given to the natural processes of recovery from
disease, Once they are understood it should be possible to hasten
recovery or at least to see that everyone <:an make use of the curative
faculty of the most disease-resisting persons. It should not be an
unattainable idea within a generation of rational health administration
to see that disease should play a negligible part in the great majority .
of lives.
Diseases of Old Age and Death.-The fatal diseases of old age are
in a different category and offer the most immediate and serious
challenge to science. Here success must go beyond nature, and this
requires a very deep understandi9g of the processes of development
and decay. Without that understanding we cannot even tell what is
physically possible (seep. 338). It may be, or it may not be, poS5ible
to arrest that general hardening and drying of tissues which rnarks old
age in all · higher animals. It may be that rejuvenation or even
regeneration of the body or of parts of it may be possible by means of
the appropriate growth-promoting substances. The development of
organ and tissue substitutes may serve to prolong life when· only one
part of the body is threatened. There is certainly hope that the •
problem of cancer, that most dreaded of diseases, is reaching a solution.
What progress ha~ been made, moreover, has been due to the collaboration of scientists in many different fields, but any really rapid and
effective advance requires a far greater degree of co-ordination. It is
idle to guess now how far death can be postponed for the majority by
such measures, though it can hardly be to an age less than that of
the oldest men now living. But it is a question which science can
legitPmately frame and attempt to answer. We do not even know
in what sense death is an inevitable biological necessity or how far
it is the shortest term of a series of pathological accidents, each one
of which <:an be separately eluded. When we have found the answer
to this we shall know whether the age of Methuselah is a fable or
a legitimate aim.
•
Population Contro/.-Closely allied to the question of health is
that of the biological control• of populations as a whole. At present
man attempts to control every part of the universe other than hi mself.
Man has not become in that sense a domestic animal. He breeds
at haphazard, and the resulting changes in quantity and quality of
men .have the most violent social repercussions. At the moment. '
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to those who accept social events as fatalistically determined, it
appears as if the population ofWescern Europe and most of A merica
will soon reach a maximum a nd then decline even faster than it first
arose. ( 12) As theWestern Europeans not only maintain an elaborate
civilizatjon largely based on their dense population, but also control
and exploit the greater part of the world, diminution of their numbers
would be likely first of all to increase the severity of their exploitation,
but sooner or later to lead to its complete breakdown. As this
decrease would also be accompanied by an increasing average age
and, therefore, an increased conservatism, these effects would be
likely to be exaggenned.
But why is the decrease in reproduction taking place? Simply
because for most women under existing conditions there is insufficient
incentive to bear a number of children adequate to maintain che
population. Fascist tyrannies attempt to overcome this by patriotic
appeals and fo rceful suppression of birth control without much visible
result. ( 13) It is fai rly obvious from the development of nineteenthcentury Engla nd and modern Russia that it is only necessary to make
the havi ng of children desirable, and to provide for them a secure and
hopeful future, to attain any degree of population growth required.
It is ludicrous, howeve r, that this process should be left to pure
chance. The inducement to parenthood should be adjusted exactly
to the optimal requirements of population growth.
A grtat lncrtau undtr good Social Conditions.- What these requirements are it is much more difficult to say. • Optimum population
is usu~lly defined as that population which is such that either increase
or decrease of numbers would lower the standard of living. But
this assumes a fixed economic system. Once the possibility of greatly
increased consumption is admitted, the optimum measured in this
way becomes indefinitely large. There is in the w.o rld food enough
and room enough fer centuries of increase at the maximal biological
rate, say, doubling eve ry forty years. Of course, under the pr~ent
economic lllyst~m these possibilities cannot be used, but here we are
discussing optimal and not actual conditions. Why, it may be
asked, should we have such a large population apart from intuitive
or metaphysical appreciations of the value of the largest possible
number of 30uls ? One argument is that an important factor in
human progre11 is the presence of sufficient numbers of mer. of
exceptional capacity. At present we dq,not know, nor are we hkely
to for 10111e time, any way of produ<:ing such persons at will, and
coneequendy the only way to get them is to increase dle population .
A population much larger than the present one is often objected to
.. because of overcrowding. This would be valid only if the present
conditions of crowding in uncomfortable and noisy towns were allowed
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to remain. At present 30 per cent. of the world's population is
crowded into
per cent. of the land area and another 30 per cent.
is scattered over 75 per cent. of the land area. Under modern
productive conditions there should be no need for this con,~entration .
1mproved transport communications and housing would make most
of the world habitable and the more beautiful parts could be saved for
enjoyment and solitude.
This is a long-range view; at the moment what we want is not
so much to breed more ability as to use more of the ability
which we already possess. In such a highly civilized country as
England only one-quarter of the most intelligent children get an
opportunity of higher schooling, and probably not more than one in.
fifty of uni versity education.· With a really democratic government
education could increase the number of able and trained men anything
up to fifty times. Even that might prove insufficient for the complex
problems of a new and growing civilization. The population policy
this would demand is bound to be different from that envisaged for a
world where opportunity has to be severely restricted. Those who
wish to control population at the moment do so mainly with the view
that, by encouraging the wealthy to breed and discouraging the poor,
or, as they would say, by encouraging superior and discouraging
inferior stocks, they will enable the former to maintain effective
dominance. The fact is that no genetic differences among human
beings can acquire any real significance as long as they are masked
by· socially maintained economic differences. ( 14) Once social
equality of opportunity is maintained, however, qualitative population
problems will obtain a great importance.

n

W oRK
One ·of the chief differences between an economy based directly
on hvman needs and one in which they appear only indirectly through
their profit value is a complete change in working conditions. W e
are apt to think of work as one of the ·necessary disad van tages of life
and to avoid it if we have the wit or money to do so. Actually the
unpleasantness of work is itself the product of social conditions.
Ever since the discovery of agriculture made work necessary it has
been forced on subjected people-women, slaves, or labourers -while
those who controlled it had ~o interest in making it pleasant. The
industrial revolution actually made things far worse. It abolished
the traditional alleviations, the songs, dancing, and drinking which
encouraged work. At the same time it replaced the multiple variation
o f the farmers' work around the year by the regular drudgery of the ..
factory, and made a lesser effort far more wearisome in its monotony
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and in the grimness and squalor of its surroundings. All this with
modern technical possibilities is wholly unnecessary, and is only
maintained on account of the imagined comfort and security of the
few in o~A" out-of-date economic system.
The Wwker , not Profit, as a Prime Consideration.-Assuming that
the larger part of active human time is still spent on work, a change
in the conditions of work would mean enormously increased possibilities for enjoyable life. Up till now the chief research on working
conditions has been from the point of view of efficiency alone. Such
improvements as rest pauses and shorter hours have been introduced
only in s9 far as they have been shown to result in increased production.
Now it is even questionable whether factories designed for the
convenience of workers would be less efficient than those where
men are treated as part of the ma..:hinery, but any loss of efficiency
there might be from this source would be more than covered by the
l:orresponding increase in absolute labour-saving machine ry, that is,
in machinery designed to remove completely from human operation
such processes as were found too strenuous or too monotonous. The
conveyer belt, for instance, has helped to exaggerate the monotony
of wo rk and has created an inhuman and compulsive tension. Most
jobs which are simple enough tc be done in seri<.-s can be done entirely
mec.:hanically, but where labour is cheap and conditions need not be
considered, it is not thought worth making the machines.
Machinery to Rem()'Ue; not Create, Drudgery.-The demands for
machinery in which the worker was the first consideration would
raise entirely fresh problems and would act as a powerful stin: ulus to
in vention and research. Up till now machinery has been used
mainly to substitute for the motions of the human body, and has
multiplied the force and speed of these motions. Already, however,
the p,rocess is beginning of substituting recording and detecting
devices for human sense organs. Electrical devices, and particularly
the photo-electric cell, can be substituted for sight, hearing, and.touch
in many repetitive processes. Concern for the worker would press
these developments far further and would lead to a third stage, that of
finding mechanical substitutes for judgment, linking the detector
elements to the moving parts so that variable material could be dealt
with as accurately as uniform material in the older machines (see
p. 366).
Wwl os Pl4osun.-Meanwhile science could be used to remove
the bad features of the work which still needed to be done, by development and application of industrial psychology. Of course, it would
be ludicrous at present to expect a development of industrial psychology
aimed at making work comfortable, easy, and interesting. What
industrial psycllology does exist, as it were on sufferance, can only
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be justified by its value ,to employers and not to workers, and the
co·operation which would be necessary from workers in
such research is consequently conspicuously lacking. Once it became
clear that applied industrial psychology was intended t~ improve
conditions of work and not to speed up production, it would be
possible through co·operation with workers to remove altogether
the implications of compulsion and unpleasantness which have been
attached to the idea of work in all past ages.
e~ential

PLAY

After work com~s play. It is gradually bece>ming recognized what
an important function recreation and amusement have in any cor.n·
munity, above a\1 in one where economic and material changes
have broken up a balanced traditional order. of life, and provided far
more widespread leisure. Any rational development must provide
more leisure still, but the new leisure should no longer present any
problem. Leisure can be used either creatively or recreatiyely or it
can be wasted in boredom. Our present system obstructs in every
way the creative use of leisure, for everything creative has a value
and therefore it either interferes with the present competitive system
and cannot be allowed, or is part of it, in which case it Immediately
qualifies as work. Only domestic and trivial occupations-fretwork
or rabbit breeding-remain as stunted samples of what people could
and would do if they had training, equipment, co-operation, and
encouragement. R ecreative leisure, on the other hand, has been
almost completely commercialized. The pace is set by the rich
whose indefinite leisure is filled by sport and entertainment, while its
enjoyment by the majority of the population is limited by lack of
money. Short of sheer boredom the cheapest form of recreation is
also the'most passive-wireless, cinema, and the watching of sports.
Up till now the appli<:ation of science to leisure has been practically
confined to the diffusion of these passive forms of enjoyment, it has
diminished boredom only to put phantasy in its place.
In any other form of society the contribution of science would
be quite different. It would be absurd, however, to attempt to
predict its form, for the characteristic of enjoyment is its spontaneity.
All we can say is that science, free frqm profit- making, will be
found as useful in extending o~r capacities for enjoyment as it is of our
methods of material production. Recreation can be made more
intense, more individual, and more varied. The new techniques of
cinema, wireless, and television have other possibilities than providing
fa ntasy escapes from life or aesthetic appreciation of new forms. (15)
Both· are a means for enormously increasing the rrge of human
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experience, not only in making available to all what may be experienced by some, but also by opening new spheres of experience
through the exploration of unknown regions of nature. Creative
leisure,too, can be developed through science. Spontaneous individual
or co-operative efforts will find new possibilities and, what is perha.ps
even more importa nt, the sense of fitting in, of being real and important. Science itself may become for many an absorbing recreation.
Remaking tht- W or/d.-But it is possible to see beyond this. There
is the world of nature to enjoy, and by the increased facilities of
travel. in fact and in thought, which science could bring, that world
should be available to far more people than it has been in the past.
But there is also a new world which man himself is constructing,
and this new world will offer opportunities fo r enjoyment and
interest as grea t as the actual utility and safety that it will bring to
humanity. N o one can now be in a position to specify what these
possibilities will be. This inability is pathetically illustrated in the
unsatisfactorinees, from the hu man point of view, of all Utopias.
But we are fairly safe in assuming that the tendencies which made
man extract enjoyment from every phase of his material cultural
life up to the present wi ll continue in the fwt ure. All these tendencies
can be seen even at present in a spontaneous interest in motors,
aeroplanes, and wireless, although they are held back by com-.
mercialized entertainment and by a snobbish imitation of obsolete
aristocratic traditions. When free from this, as the example of the
Soviet Union shows, there is an immense stock of popular interest
and enthusiasm in the building up of a new and more extended
c ulture.
P RODUCTION

So far we have considered social ends rather than means. The
satisfaction of direct human needs in a modern society implies,
however, a complex and scienti.ficaHy inspired system of proguction.
T he building up of the system has been the great monument to the
individualist capitalism of the eighteenth and nineteenth centu ries,
but the final mechanism is so social in form that for its maintenance
and development a far more conscious social system will be required.
I n this science will have to play a double part, in providing firstly
the technical means, and secondly the organizational forms through
which these technical means can 1¥ effectively co-ordinated. Up
to the present the first of these functions has been the only one
to be adequately developed. We are in a position to see fairly
clearly the immediate prospects of the application of science to the
technical means of production. Their development has not been
nearly as ra id or effective as it would be in any rational economic
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system. The reasons for this have already been indicated ; it remains
only to give a brief sketch of realizable possibilities and of directions
in which future advance may be expected.
Some general tendencies of productive industry are already~vident.
Predicting their future course for a short way is reasonably safe. ( r6)
Common trends of all production processes are the following: (!) Automatic working; (2) Increased control of processes ; (3) Automatic registration of conditions and products ; (4) Continuity of
processes; (5) Increased speed of operation; (6) Diminution of amount
of goods at intermediate stages of production; (7) Simpli fication of
processes; (8) Diminuti~n of bulk and weight of machinery; (9)
Rational and functional design; (tO) Flexibility. ( r 7) • All of these are
called for for economic reasons, all are work-saving and some, notably
nos. S-9, save working and fixed capital. A ll are made possible by
recent technical and scienti fic advances. They are closely interrelated, .t hough some, such as 5 and 7, may, but need not, be alternatives.
All of them are hindered by other economic factors discussed in
Chapter VI, and can only be fully co-ordinated and u~cd in a rationally
planned state. T heir partial adoption under present conditions leads
to speed-up, unemployment and economic insecurity. The general
effect of their adoption in a rational state would be greatly to reduce
the time taken in production, to shorten hours of work, to reduce
the amount of necessary machi nery and even more the space it
occupies. One has only to think of an eighteenth-century eight-horsepower steam-engine occupying a two-storey engine-house and a
thousand-horse-power aeroplane engine which would fit inside its
cylinder. The free deyelopment of machinery would paradoxically
enough lead to its playing a far less conspicuous part in everyday life.
•
lnttgration of lnduitriu in a R ational Society.-For practical purposes it is convenient to divide industrial production and distribution
under the headings of: extractive industries; power production; the
manufa~ture of forms, or mechanical and electrical engineering; the
manufacture of substances, or chemical engineering; transport distribution, communication, and administration. These must no longer,
however, be looked on, as we have so long been in the habit of doing,
as separate trades run for profit, but interrelated parts of one organic
whole. The purpose of the whole is to maintain social human life
and to expand its possibilities. The relative developments of the
different industries and their Qilutual relations must be considered
only from this point of view. In the theory of the apologetic
economists this must needs happen already, through the increased
profitability of industries which are insufficiently developed and the
ruin of superfluous industry. In fact, this does not happen. Production "is held up whe<e it is most needed by 'es"]ion schemes
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This chart is an attempt to. picture the technical side of the production and consumption process. It does not deal with the financial
and econOmk aspects, i.e. it neglect~ "ctivities concerned with
banking, government, business administration, war, and also those
of entertainment and religion. It attempts to represent, though
in a merely qualitative way. the flow of commodities and services in
an industrial society. ri is divided into three levels. The top level
is that of extractive industry, the obtaining of the primary raw
materials, agricultural and mineraL Th<' second level is that of
intermediate production or heavy inOustry, the preparation of agricultural products, the manufacture of machinery and means of
transport and electric power. The third level ie that of final production of consumption goods, it includes light industry, transport

___,

and other services. Finally through distribution the stage of con.sumption is reached. The arrows are of three kinds.
represents ac:tual transport of materials. --- -~- represents the
transfer of services such as transport. ------------- '- is restricted to the
transfer of electrical power. Only the main transports of material

()r .services ar~ indicated, otherwise the diagram would hec~me too
complicated. It could be made quantitative by indicating by thickness of line or otherwise the quantity or yaluc of the products passing
in any given time between different parts of tlw system, but that is
a task for the economist.
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to keep up prices, and maintained where it is not needed by vested
imerests through Government subsidies. The structure of industry
in a rational and humane society would be very different from the
present" one, and it would have a much greater flexibility and
potentiality of development. The extractive and heavy industries
would be relatively, and perhaps after some time absolutely, less
important than they are at present. The chemical industry would
increase and cover much of the fields at present occupied by agriculture·
and metallurgy; so would the light electric industry, wireless, television
and automatic devices, etc. The structure of industry as it would
be if rationalized on the basis of existing scientific and technical
knowledge is shown in C hart II. Waat follows is an attempt to
forecast t he lines of immediate development in each indu~try.
MI NI NG

T he material basis of i_ndustrial production lies in the extractive
industries, mining and quarrying. Here techniques are rapidly
changing, and we may expect even greater changes in the futu re.
T he great days of coal, and possibly also of iron, have passed,
but there will be no slackening in mining as a whole because of
the increased demands for a far wider range of metals and minerals
than earlier centu ries we re content with. Mining will increasingly
tend to become mainly concerned with producing raw materials for
a more generalized chemical industry. There is no lack of available
supplies; the main difficulty about the extr~ction of mineral raw
materials at the moment is not a technical one but a by-product
of economic and national anarchy. A rational system of surveying
the world for mineral resources, such as that practised over the
smaller but comparable area of the Soviet Union, would certainly
reveal vast quantities of unsuspected mineral resources; while a full
exploitation of these wi th inc reasing chemical and physico-chemical
methods of extraction would make it possible to provide metals,
cements, and chemieal raw materials at a cost far lowe r than those •
prevailing at prese~t.
Supn-stssion of Undtrground W orl.- The whole technique of
mining, however, is likely to undergo a fundamental revolution under
the impetus of adva nces in chemistry and concern for human life
and work. Up till now nearly all mining has consisted of cutting
out rock and o re by hand or machinery from far below the ground,
bringing it up and the re processing it and extracting the valuable
materials. The miner's WOfk underground is harder and more
dangerous than any other occupation; it is also extremely costly
and cumbrous. (18) Now quite apart from improvements in mining
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machinery, which need not, as they do at present, increase the
arduousness of the miner's work, there are a number of developments
which would reduce the necessity for underground work and
ultimately remove it altogether. There is first the possil:itlity of
bringing- the needed material to the surface in liquid form, thus
reducing mining operations to drilling and pumping as is already
the. case with oil, salt, and sulphur. By the use of suitable solvents
injected into the veins it may be possible: to extend this principle to
metalliferous mining. As to coal, the idea of converting the seams
by controlled fires underground into oil and gas has already b~n ·
tried with some success in the Soviet Union . Refined methods of
chemical extraction, flotation and dielectric separation, will make
low-grade surface deposits more economic to work than deep mines.
Open-cut mining is increasing very rapid ly in the United States, thanks
to the development of improved blasting and gigantic shovels. ( 19)
This tendency will be further reinforced by the increasing utiliution
of the light metals, aluminium and magnesium, which are found
near the surface or in liquid form. Finally, there is the more remote
possibility that, by the use of specific chemicals made surface-active
or attached to plastic filters, almost all elements can be extra'cted
from sea-water at least as efficiently as is already done by those sea·
animals which have copper or vanadium in their blood.
Smelting: the New Mttah.-On the whole, the demand for
mineral substances is bound to increase, though changes in utilization
may lead to a diminished demand for some of them. That demand
can he adjusted to the cost of production in the more favoured
localities and thus avoid the ruinous uncertainties of alternate overproduction and restriction of output. Up till very recently the older
tradition of the min ing and smelting industries has remained on an
essentially pre-scientific basis, and the processes implied have been
merely variations of those of the primitive mine rs and smelters of
4000 B.c. T he application of science will tend to alter all this,
to intro~uce in general lower temperature and consequently processes
less wasteful of heat. The most important of these processes would
be the low temperature production of iron, using methane or
hydrogen instead of coke as a reducing agent. (20) Similar processes
might short-circuit the cumbrous methods at present used for smelting
sulphide ores. Electrical methods are also bound to be increasingly
used. Already the manufacture.of magnesium, the base for a whole
series of light alloys, is an almos.t automatic sequence of chemical
and electro-chemical operations in which the raw material, brine ,
enters the system at one end and the magnesium metal comes out
at the other. The most important problem which still remains to
be solved is the economic production of aluminium fro!Jl clay or
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possibly from the scarcely letS common laterite. It is often thought
that the abundance of aluminium in nature should ensure its being
the commonest and most useful metal, but even if the difficulties about
its sour~ were removed, the determining factor in cost would be the
energy needed to separate it from its oxide. If this is supplied electrically it means that it cannot be less than three t imes the cost of separating
iron by the use of coal d~rectly, as the equivalent of this coal has to be
turned into electric power. Unless some means of direct reduction
is found, the price of aluminium is hardly likely to be less than five
times that of iron, but as it is now about twenty times as much there
is a good way to make up. (::u)
At least as imp{>rtant as the extraction of metals is their rational
use. Now that we are beginning to understand the structure of metals
(seep. 336), the possibility is open to develop new metals or to combinatioll$ of metals with far more useful properties thap any W "'- now
have. One great development is towards corrosion-proof metals ; if
these could be perfected the great wastage of metals that now goes
on could be checked and the danger of exhausting natural reserves
of metals reduced. (22)
PowER PRo D UCTION

Ct11ital Saving.-The problem of power production has a largescale and a smaJI-scale aspect. There is the production and distribution
of power in the undifferentiated form of electricity on a large scale,
and that of the production of power by a large number of small-scale
independent units, particularly for transport, i.e. motor-cars and
aeroplanes, but alto for hundreds of other detail uses. In the first
cue the main problem is that of working cost efficiency, and much
scientific retearch has already been spent on improving this. For
instance, in England in 191 o, 1·8 tons of coal were used per thousand
uni~ of electricity, in 193+ only 0·7 tons. In the United States
the average figure in 1937 was 1·+3 tons, for the best plarft it was
0·79 tons. The theoretical minimum for a +O per cent. efficient
heat engine would be o·6S tons, so that nothing much more can be
expected in the way of decrtased working cost. The essential
problem is far more one of social organization than of technical
improvement. Even where, as in Britain, the evils of multiple
and competitive electrical producers have been largely eliminated,
the ran~ of utilization of electricity is so variable that the average
productaon only employs some 50 per cent. of the machinery which
must be kept in existence to cope with peak demand. If electricity
were internationalized these irregularities would largely be smoothed
out, and if this were combined with lowered costs of transmission,
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which scientific research would probably provide if it were paid to do
so, the working cost of electricity would be reduced to a figure so low
that it might, almost without economic dislocation, be distributed
fr~.
.
Ntw Gtn,.rators.-The capital cost of power production requires
to be drastically reduced. An electrical power station is extremely
economical in labour costs, being almost entirely automatic, but
it does involve heavy capital expenditure. Science offers the possibility, through the development of modern vacuum techniques,
of producing a small high-voltage, static-electrical machine to replace
the cumbersome and heavy electromagnetic dynamo. This improvement would, however, be far more useful if at the same time the
primary power producers could be replaced by others of much smaller
size working at higher speeds. The immediate problem for power
engineers is the production of the gas turbine, held up largely through
the difficulty of producing a material which would stand up to the
stresses and temperatures involved. Beyond that lies the possibility
of working at speeds sufficient to utilize the actual momentum and
not the energies of the heated gas, and thus gaining a still further
increase in efficiencv and diminution of size. These considerations
also apply to the p;oblem of the detached small power unit where
capital saving and effectiveness per pound weight both go together.
The importance of capital sa'ICing is crucial because the accumulation
of large and expensive machinery as a necessary adjunct to the production either of goods or other machinery is a limiting factor in
economic development. On the whole, capitalist economy rather
discourages than favours capital saving, though in doing so it brings its
own nemesis in the shape of decreased returns on capital. A rational
economy would strive to eliminate every unnecessary piece of material
machinery as well as every unnecessary operation. W e need to
develop electric machinery that.can work at full efficiency for all loads.
PfJWtr Storagt.-Of greater importance is the need for some
methol of storing electrical energy as efficient as, but far less costly,
heavy, bulky and inconvenient than our present accumulators.
The solution of this may come from the study of dielectrics with
extremely high dielectric constants such as some of the new plastics
possess. Alternatively, an isothermal reversible chemical reaction
with large energy charge may be discovered. There is a further
possibility of developing ther"lal insulation in such a way as to
preserve large masses of matter more or less indefinitely, either
well above or well below ordinary temperatures, as available energy
stores. Widespread use for various industrial purposes of liquid
oxygen and liquid methane might make it possible to combine the
storage of energy with the processes of production of important
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industrial products. The efficient storage of electricity would not
only mean an enormous saving of capital in power production) but also
serve to replace the small and very inefficient power units of cars and
aeropla~s. ( 2 3)
The Application of Power.-Another aspect of the problem of
power is the qualitative one. The form in which power is :1pplied
is obviously as important as the amount of power·itself. So far we
are still at the stage where rotary motionJ whether of a prime mover
or an electrical motor, has to be tran:;lated into whatever kinds of
motion is required of cranks or screws. It would be much better if,
for such operations as striking blows, producing sudden pulls, or
setting in motion streams of liquid or gas, we had a means of quick
production of pressure or tension, and could dispense with mechanical
moving parts where fluid motion is concerned. The first problem
involves either some electrical or fluid counterpart of the action of
animal muscle. Existing methods, such as that of the pneumatic
drill, are mechanically extremely inefficient. New developments of
rational design of hydraulic machinery may overcome this difficulty (24), and there is reason to believe that the possibilities of working
with variable frequency electrical currents would be another way
of solving the problem of efficient reciprocal motion. This line
has not bccrr dt::vdoped on account of the vested interest in older
methods. A further possibility is even more fascinating, that of
constructing some colloid system which could vary its tension with
the application of electrical currents, but to do this we shall need to
know a great deal more about the physico-chemical properties of
muscle.
Hydradynamics: Racket Flight.-The solution of the second
problem, that of fluid motion without moving parts, is in line with
the whole trend towards a greater utilization of the possibilities of
hydro-dynamics. We have already rttmours of effectivt:- aeroplanes in
which air, driven by an injector system without engines or propellers,
is blown over the wings in order to produce the necessary•air circulation for lift. Along similar lines is the modern development of
rocketS first for the exploration of the upper atmosphere, but later
with the view to space navigation. The difficulties are formidable
at present, indeed almost insuperable, because we know no source
of energy sufficiently concentrated to lift its own weight clear of the
earth's gravitation field, and the only solution which has been
suggested, but not tried, is a rather" clumsy one of a series of step
rockets of decreasing size. Nevertheless there are a number of
serious engineers in many countries of the world who are attacking
the problem, and there is no more reason to say it will not be solved
than there would have been, at the beginning of the eighteenth
1
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century, to say man would never fly. (2.5) Ultimate developments
in this direction may have to invoke new principles, and this is, of
course, one of the main reasons why such apparently hopeleS6 enterprises are always worth undertaking whether they succeed ·in their
first object or not. If we find a practical way of producing directed
molecular beams, or even better, beams of neutrons, the problem
would be completely solved and we should have gained at the same
time a generalized source of concentrated energy.
ENGINEERING

The profession of engineering has always been intimately connected with science. Many great scjeorjsrs jn the PMt and in our
days Dirac and Einstein, started as engineers, and the converse has_
been aim
uent. Nevertheles5, in man wa s en meenn
rema1ns a traditional rat er t an a sc1ent1 c pro ess1on, an t e
possibilities of a wholesale application of science to engineering have
not been seriously thought out or applied. There are sigfls, however,
both in the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union, that this state of affairs
is changing. The earlier engineering problems on the civil side
were largely those of translating ancient techniques, such as road and
bridge building, to new large-scale needs with new materials, and on
the mechanical side those of imitating as closely as possible human
operations which could be multiplied and speeded up by mechanical
methods. As in the case of nearly all human traditions, old models
were used long after they became rationally entirely unnecessary.
Rational Mtchanism.-It is now possible to see that we have ir
engineering, particulltrly in machine construction, an independent
set of possibilities which might be used scientifically instead of
tradition'ally. Once the problem of what particular operation needs
to be carried out is given, it should be possible to find that arrange-·
ment of moving pans which will be most economical to set up and
work. • A key to this may be offered by recent developments in the
field of mathematics, particularly in calculating machines. The kind
of equations which a. calculating machine attempts to solve are
essentially similar to those which occur in manufacturing processes.
Such rationally designed machinery would actually turn out to be
far less cumbersome and complicated than existing machinery. In
practice these developments are forced on engineering whenever the
necessity arises for the large~sca1e production of machines.
Inttlligtnt Machinery. -But science has more to otfer than this.
The chief characteristi~ of older machinery was the rigidity of it&
action, which not only limited the availability of machines t<? deal
with anything but stock products of more or less the same size and
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shape, but also necessitated the employment of a disproportionately
large number of simple hand proce~Ses. Modern machinery should
be able to deal not only with exactly repetitive processes buc with
roughly . repetitive processes. This can be achieved by far greater
use of the new sense organs and controls which science can offer,
particularly the use of electrical devices such a!> the photo-electric
cell to replace the eye of the machine minder. (26) A machine whose
operation is both sensitive and flexible would be approaching perfect
automatism. A further step would be made wt r the machine was
arrang~ to be to a certain extent self-repairing, that is to ~y. able
to detect, eject, and replace its own outworn parts. It would be
wrong to suppose that such machinery would necessarily be so
complicated as never to be economically operable. In the first place,
if properly designed, the result would actually be greater simplicity;
in the second, we must remember the present.effi ciency of machines
has alwa}'! to be balanced against cheap and monotonous hand labour,
and that it is always wasteful to employ men and women at tasks
which do not use their fun potentialities; in the third place, planned
development of industry would eliminate the danger of obsolesceqce
which, under the present system, leads either to hasty construction
and ruthless scrapping or to a conservatism completely failing to make
use of exiating potentialities.
Civil Enginuring. -In civil engineering we may expect a large
increase of scale of operations necessitated by the greater problems
w hich will need to be tackled, and make possible the development
of powerful machinery and new materials. With comprehensive
planning of cities and t he countryside, civil engineering and 1l.tchitecture will tend to merge again to the great advantage of both.
We have~ yet no rationally planned city, thought out from the very
beginning in terms of the functions for which people will want to
live a.nd work there. Leonardo da Vinci planned such a city four
h undred and fifty years ago, but till now we have had to get along with
piecemeal alte rations and additions to older centres. Buildings: roads,
bridges and tunnels need to be worked togeth~t into one complete
and co-Qrdinated circulation system (see also p. 350 et seq.). There
are larger tasks fo r the civil engineer in m oulding the earth 's surface, in
reclaiming land, in extendi.ng irrigation and water-power production,
and in changing climate (seep. 379) .
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In the course of t ime those industries devoted to the production
of substances and materials have come to occupy a more and more
important position in economy. At first, materials such as wood
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or clay were taken as found; later came chose produced by simple
and rough methods, such as metals o r glass. Now we are beginning
to see that those substances which arc required for direct or biological
consumption or as sources of energy, such as food, artificial. manure,
o r coke, and those which are required for various mechanical
properties, such as textiles, rubber, and paper, are both essentially
the products of a chemical industry. In the future we m ay come
to depend also for biological and industrial materials almost entirely
on the chemical industry, which will then occupy a central position
·
in economy. (27)
There is no need to insist on the close re lation between the
developments of science a nd those of chemical industry, but it is not
sufficiently realized that the chemical industry is based on the science
of the nineteenth century and that we have not yet begun to make
use of the far g reatu theoretical and practical possibilities which
the great quantum revolution of the twentieth century has brought
to chemistry. Much of our heavy chemical industry is obsolete, but
to bring it up to date would require a very different attitude towards
the functions of the industry. What holds the chemical industry
back is that it is only one part of a g roup of industries-textiles,
paper, rubber, etc.-using chemical processes. If all chemical processes
in all such industries as well as the chemical industr'y itself were
under one control, and if, instead of supplying goods at intermediate
stages for marketS which exist by virtue of certain traditions, the
system were considered as an o rgan ic whole, a la rger number of
intermediate processes and substances would be cut out with g reat
economies of material and labour. F o r instance in 1932, out of a
production of 8oo,ooo tons of sulph uric acid, 163,000 tons were used
for the production of ammoni um sulphate which could be produced
directlywithoutthe intermediate production of any sulphuric acid. (28)
Unfortunately, the chemical industry in the world at -present suffers
under the uncomfortable handicap of maintaining an uneconomic
struct~re in peace in order that it can be rapidly converted to the
production of explosives and poison gas in war. It is consequently
necessary to keep up a potential production of sulphuric acid fo r
such purposes. As things ~re, waste of chemicals in industrial processes is encouraged rather than checked in order to keep up profits
for the chemical industry.
Planning Substancu for Necds.-,Vith the chemical industry
fo rming an integral part of a general industrial complex, it wo uld be
possible to depart from tradition and plan rationally for ultimate
needs. Changes would come both in the materials used and the
processes used fo r producing them. The final products of chem ical
industry are of two kinds: those required for their chemical properties,
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such as food, fuel, solvents, soap, and chemicals in the narrow sense;
and materials required for their mechanical or thermal properties,
such as glass ~nd rubber. O f the first we can say that the future
holds a pt>SSibility both of fa r greater variety and of intreased availability or lower price. I n the past the heavy chemical industry has
concentrated on a few general chemicals produCed in hulk, such as
sulphuric acid or soda; the tendency is now to choose chemicals
more suited for the particular tasks they have to fulfil, and this
tendency would gain impetus both from new developments inside
chemistry and from any more integrated chemical production.
Food Production.-The most striking developments may be
expected in the catalytic production of complex substances, starting
from the simplest raw materials of coal and air. In the future coal
may become far more important as a raw material for the chemical
industry than as a source of power or domestic heating. The use
of high pressures in chemistry is only just beginning; it will
enormously extend the range of possible products. The chemical
production of food has already been touched on. Though technically
possible it is unlikely that, except for war purposes, it will for a long
time prove more economic or convenient than biological food
production. Chemistry is, however, bound to come more and m?re
into the food industry. Different stages of food preparation, storage,
and cooking will be controlled chemically. T his will mean an
increasing trend in the chemical industry towards biochemical
methods, which is bound to react on the rest of the industry and lead
to an approximation under controlled conditions to the enzyme
syntheses of living systems. Thus it may ultimately be possible to
produce complex substances with flavours and nutritional properties
superior to any nature provides.
Drugs.--Of particular importance is the synthetic production of
drugs with high and specific biological activity, such as hormones,
vitamins, and specific ba~tericides, to replace and extend the scope of
those already drawn from plants and animals. These suhstanc~s will
be wanted in small quantities, it is true, but at a price sufficiently low
to make them generally available. This will demand a very considerable reorganization of the fine chemical industry and a bringing it into
closer relation with scientific developments both in chemistry and
physiology. Our present pharmacopoeia is based P.SsentiaHy on
traditional experience and magical thepries of medicine. It needs to
be replaced by a radically new one containing substances whose
activities are thoroughly understood as the result of co-operative work
of clinical and biochemical research. The use of the new drugs would,
however, not only be medical in the strict sense, but also for the more
dt-liberat~ control of physical and psychological states. Mankind has
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been too long tied to the universal drug alcohol; we could do with a
range of non-habit-forming drugs for different emergencies or enjoyments.
Comutics.-T he production of cosmetics and cleaning agents is a
large and growing part of the chemical industry. At the moment it
is a particula rly unpleasant racket playing on vanity and snobbery
with the least regard for the unde rlyi ng physiology. It is certain
that if chemical industry were adequately organized in the service
of the consumer and not of profit, it would be possible to make people
look clean and attractive at far less cost and trouble to themselves.
In most cases it would be much more to the point to study and con trol
the conditions of life leading to good complexions than to try to
alter them from outside. To the degree that this is necessary it
would be worth looking for and making substances more akin to
natural skin products than the meagre and crude chemicals which are
used at present. Soap is a typical example of a chemical which has
been used substantially unchanged since the barbarian Germans
reddened their hair with it to frighten their enemies. It cleans
moderately well, but it mixes badly with most water, and it is much
too rough in its action on the skin. We need instead some neutral,
soluble, surface active substance, possibly of a sterol or bile acid type,
which will do all that soap does without its disadvantages.
Wastts.-The chemical industry needs to concern itself with the
disposal of waste as well as the production of new substances. This
problem is becoming, with the increase of industry and the concentration of populations, one of increasing urgency. At present
we are throwing away an appreciable proportion of consumable
materials and doing so in a way which destroys the amenities of
country and town alike. To a large extent this is a problem of social
organization and control, but the chemical industry can provide the
means of making the control effective and valuable. Smokes and
noxious dusts and gases are some of the major sources of depression
and il}l.health in all urban districts. Most of them could be stopped
at the source by the use of suitable fuels and preparative processes, and
the rest could be collected electrically or otherwise. Such processes,
though always frorri the point of view of the community, are productively efficient only for large units, and consequently the effect
of prohibition of smoke a nd dust and gas emission would be to
concentrate plants liable to produce them into large units. This
would lead to further economi~ in the recove ry o f useful by-products.
Almost as much corrosive sulphuric acid goes into the air with smoke
as that produced by the whole of the chemical industry. The dom estic
fire is in England the chief offender. Only an extension of d1e use of
smokeless fuel, pending a reorganization of housing and domestic
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heating, can remedy this nuisance. O ther domestic waste is more
important as loss than nuisance. The extension of the use of
containers, metaltins, glass, and paper has added an almost intolerable
burden .to the ~ready difficult service of disposal of animal and
vegetable refuse. With good urban organization involving a certain
amount of sorting, all these could be recovered or turned to good
use in the chemical industry. Industrial waste and sewage presents
an even more urgent problem. We are throwing away, and polluting
rivers and sea in the process, essential elements such as phosphorus
and complex and valuable chemicals. It would be possible by biochemi<:al and bacterial control not only to make all of these innocuous
as is done with some even now, but to recover the major portion in
a utilizable form. It should be clear that the whole budget of inand outgoing of industry, agriculture and human life requires to be
subjected to an active chemical control. If this were done the result
would be a manifold multiplication of goods without a comparable
increase in primary production.
New Materials.- It is in the manufacture of new materials,
however, that modern chemical industry can most strikingly show
its effectiveness. Already we have, in artificial silk and plastics such
as bakelite, materials which are suc-e.essfully displacing natural products; and this tendency may become more general. The advance
in theoretical chemistry, particularly in structural and colloidal
chemistry, will make it possible to plan the structures of materials
according to desired properties, as direct a process as the planning
of buildings or machinery. M aterials can indeed be constructed, but
the units are atoms and molecules and not blocks of already formed
material. For any given purpose, either of direct human utility or
for some process of indu$trial production, materials are needed with
a certain combination of specific properties- lightness, ·strength,
elasticity, toughness, hardness, thermal or electrical resistance or
refractoriness. For one purpose one set of qualities will be re~ui red ;
for another purpose, another.
For the building of walls of houses, for instance, a material is
wanted which comhines a certain degree · of strength, lightness, and
thermal resistance. Up till. now the combinations of natural or
semi-manufactured products have been used for this-wood, cork,
cellular bricks and cement, asbestos, etc. But none of these possesses
all the derired properties at once. Already, however, on the
laboratory scale materials having afl these properties have been
prepared. The aerogels, first made out of silica gel by removing
the water without shrinking the gel and replacing it by air, are
materials of li&htne. one-fiftieth of that of water, and of thermal
•aistan•,. ..,., • ·
tt r tr.um wool. (:1.9) The probl,.m of
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extending this manufacture economically on a large scale may yet
take some years, but it is clear that in some such way the ideal materials
for the walls and roofs of dwellings will be made (see also p. 351 ).
In a similar way the needs of modern horticftlture an.d future
agriculture require a material transparent both to visible and infrared rays and strong light, and cheap enough to enable large areas
to be covered over. Such materials have already appeared in reinforced cellophane sheet and artificial rubbe r, still, however, too heavy
and expensive to satisfy all these needs; but, again, research may lead
to the overcoming o( these difficulties, and the result would be to
transform agriculture to the extent of making it practically independent of climatic conditions.
Up till now, for hard and refractory materials we have depended
almost entirely on those provided by nature, such as the diamond
and emery, but it is beginning to be clear from modern chemistry
that there is a whole range of combinations of elements which have
hardnesses and melting points far beyond any that the chance combinations of elements in the history of the earth have given us.
Already we have in the tungsten-carbide-cobalt alloy (carboloy),
a material which will work glass a lmost as easily as metal. T he
further extension of such materials would lead to a complete revolution in the practice of mechanical engineering.
New Processu.- T hese examples should be enough to show the
beginnings of the possibilities that chemistry has to offer us in the
way of new substances and new mate rials. Equally, if not more,
importafl t a re the prospects of radically new processes in the chemical
industry. So far chemical industry has mainly concerned itself
with economy of materia l; it considers the yield of a product as
a proportion of the raw materials which can be converted into the
material required . 1t has paid a certain attention to th e time of
production as this represents waste of expensive plant, but relatively
lit til! to the ener~y economy. T he earlier processes of chemistry,
except where animal or plant prod uc ts a rc concerned, as in tanning
or brewing, were mostly carried out in fu rnaces, and even now a
far greater number of chemical reactions than are necessary JJ.re
carried out at high temperatu res. T he application of science to
chemistry will lead to the replacement of these by low-temperature
electro-chemical, catalytic, or enzyme reactions.
Chemical industry is more .than · almost any other dependent on
the close interrelation of many processes, and th us the tendency
towards monopoly has in this industr y a more natural basis than in
many others. But the combination of processes occurring in any
chemical works is still left fa r too much to chance. A really scientific
co-ordination ofall chemical processes with the necessary flexibility
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to allow for new uses would result in still further economies of

material and energy and consequently in the greater cheapness and
availability of chemical reagents and materials .
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The problems of transport are essentially more of a sociological
and economic than of a purely scienti fie nature. Apart from travelling
for pleasure, the total amount of transport required either of persons
or goods is in part due to the localized nature of certain natural
resources or opportunities for using them, but in a far larger degree
to the sheer unplanned confusion of the economic system. An
improvement of this would probably do more for transport than
any technical improvements in vehicles and ships. Two factors
enter into the economics of transport : the value of the waste of
time while goods and persons are in transit, and the expenditure
of eMrgy required to move them from place to place.
So far the first of these has received the most attention. Speed
has been developed regardless of economy of fuel and, indeed, to
paradoxical lengths, so that motors are designed to be at their
maximum effi ciency at speeds which can practically never be attained
on account of the poor construction of roads and the pre!!ence of
other .vehicles. It is not generally realized that the mechanical
efficiency of a good motor-car is only 8 per cent. and that at least
two-thirds of its price is taken up with inessentials such as fashionable,
but useless, streamlining and advertising expenses. (30) Actually,
if driving or being driven in cars were not felt to be a pleasure in
itself, we should have to reckon the milJions of man-hours spent in
this occupation as pure waste.
Air Transport.-lt should be possible from the passenger point of
vi~w to get rid of the disutility of transport either by making it
extremely rapid or by arranging that the normal occupations of life
could be carried on with perfect convenience while travelling, or both.
The first method points to the further development of the aeroplane,
but it is unlikely to be effective except for long distances. The possibilities of really high-speed travelling, i.t. at 300 m.p.h. or more,
are di.cult to realize lower than the stratosphere because of air
resistance, and the stratoSphere would, under good conditions, take
at least an hour to reach. ln any caSe the business of getting started
and landing takes up time, so much so that a fast Bight occupying
leta than half an hour would not be worth the saving of time. Matters
would be changed, of course, once an effective, small and cheap
autogyro or helicopter was invented, for here the greater flexibility
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and the possibility of starting and landing near the desired spot would
make up for the very considerable loss of speed.
Comfort in Travel.-Turning to the second alternative, we find
that the ship or the passenger train most nearly fulfi~ the req4irement
of enabling time to be spent usefully or pleasantly according to
inclination. It should not be impossible to design motor-cars to
make it equally so for the passengers. One of the greatest disadvantages of the motor-car is, however, that it is predominantly the
machine for individual or small party transport, and that therefore
the number of drivers is almost as large as the number of passengers.
The distinction would vanish if motor-driving could be made
automatic or semi-automatic. This might well be done for long
distances, and indeed the tendency of providing two-track roads and
signalling systems is already pointing in this direction. It would not
be difficult to devise an electro-magnetic control for all cars using
such. roads, ensuring that they keep an adequate distance apart and
dr~w out of line when passing, stopping, or turning. ·Such a device,
if it could be made fool-proof, would eliminate the necessity of
any driving except for pleasure, and might indeed, enable gooda
to be despatched from place to place without any drivers at a.ll,
the appropriate turning-points on the road being indicated on a
punched card.
The most irritating form of travel at the moment is, however,
not so much between towns as in them, and in particular the unavoidable business of the daily suburban migration. Here the anarchic
dev~opment of a modern town and the occupations inside it have
made the necessity of such a congestion that the speed of travel is
reduced below the riding and, even in some cases, the walking rate
of past times. With proper design of cities the necessity for a great
part of urban and suburban transport would disappear, and it would
be possible greatly to simplify the remainder by an orderly and
methodically conceived plan. The solution to urban traffic problelJlS
lies pro~ably in the direction of the increasing use of escalators and
conveyors in the more congested central areas, and of non-stop trains
with·accelerating and decelerating platforms for the outer districts.
Good1 Transport.-F or goods transport, economy rather than
speed is the major requirement, but the economy can be achieved as
much or even more by the arrangement of production units to make
transport unnecessary as by economies in the transport itself. With
sufficient decentralization of industry the amount of goods required
to be transported for long distances would only be such as could not
be conveniently produced locally, that is, certain minerals or, more
properly speaking, the .finished objects made from them, and certain
kinds of food products, e.g. tropical fruits. It will be a long tim~
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before, in these matters, land transport reaches anything like the
efficiency of present-day ocean transport. T his itself could be further
improved by scientific design of ships and engines.
Furl{ltr PDm,ilities.-AJl these transport possibilities are within
immediate reach, but we may expect, if science is allowed to develop,
far more revolutionary changes. Rocket propulsion may become the
fastest and most efficient method of long-distance travel, that is for
distances of two thousand miles or over, while any possibilities of
wireless transmission of power would completely revolutionrze air
transport. At the same time, air transport would meet a serious
rival if ground friction could be eliminated from land transport by
supporting and propelJing vehicles maintained just above but not in
contact with the ground by such devices as alternating electro~
magnetic fields. This was, in fact, done on a small scale more than
twenty years ago, but the development of the aeroplane distracted
attention from it and no attempts have been made to develop it
further.
DISTJUBUTI ON

The nineteenth century saw the growth of manufacturing pr~
duction beyond all previous bounds; the twentieth has seen the
consequent development of distribution. It is not that actl.lally very
much more is consumed by individuals than in previous times, but
as production has become localized or canalized by new methods of
transport, everyone depends for most of his consumable goods on the
system of distribution. In June 1937 2,700,000 insured workers
were employed in distribution in Great Britain as against 7,7oo,ooo
in production. Yet this vast modern syst~m of distribution has
grown up in the most haphazard manner. O nly in the case of fluid
commodities such as water, gas, and electricity has it acquired any
degree of rationality. The economies which science could bring
into distribution would be far more on the economic than on the
technical side, and could only he effective in a society where th~ whole
of production and distribution were socially organized. Such
economies would be very well worth while. A t present there is
very considerable waste of consumable commodities owing to failures
in effective distribution.
FH.i.-Thus the value of food consumed per annum per family
of population as estimated by a study of retail sales is £ 304·8, reason~
ably da~e to the desirable estimate of~xpenditure on food, £31 7 ; (31)
and yet we know, from Sir John Orr's study among others, that half
the population suffers from actual defici('ncy of food, and one-fifth
is suffering from all-round malnutrition. A certain amount of food
must be consumed by sheer overeating by the wealthy, as the pre·
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valence of a number of diseases peculiar to them attests, but as there
are not very many who can affo rd to do so and human appetites have
limits, this cannot amount to very much. M o re is probably consumed
advantageously by the middle class, since an optimurrt diet is c~rtainly
more than the minimum figures given . The greater part, however,
of the food is almost certainly simply wasted and thrown away on
account of our bad system of distribution and the lack of prov ision for
buying food in sufficient quantities and of storing it. The distribution
offood requi res to be rationalized; as it is a pri mal necessity, this should
clearly be done on a purely biological basis, each person receiving by
legal right enough food of different kinds, wi th reasonable freedom of
choice, to provide a n optimum diet. O n the more techn ical side the
chief problems are those of biological engineeri ng with respect to food,
combining sui table means of production and rapid t ransport with
methods of improving storage which do not damage the biological
value of the food .
Commodities.-For other commodities where necessity plays a
smaller part and choice a larger, we have to work out a system by
which people can receive the most of what they want in a form that
pleases them at the least cost to the community. In theory, this is
what the system of private enterprise was supposed to do, but in fact
it has palpably failed to do so and private enterprise is plainly lead ing
to its own destruction in monopoly. I t needs to be replaced by a
conscio us plann ing of needs, resources, and means. But th is problem
is a far larger one than that of distribution ; it is merely an aspect of the
foundation of a new civili-z.ation .
CoMMUNI CA noN

As with transpo rt, the problems of communication are far more
social than technical. It is difficult to estimate the social uti lity of
such inventions as the telegraph because it has been used, in fact, far
more ft>r the transmissio n of speculative business information and
sensational news than for any socially constructive purpose. But
whatever the origin and justification o f these means of communication, we are clearly moving towards a state when the ability of every
individual to communicate freely and immediately with any other
in as complete a manner as possible is a definite and realiz able goal. (32)
We already have the institution of a television telephone service, and
the immediate future development will be plainly towards cheapening
this service and making it more accessible. At present commu nications are far too much tied up with governmenta l and monopoly
interests to be able to render their full quota of convenience. The
chief technical difficulty at the moment is at the transmitting end.
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It should ideally be possible fo r everyone to carry his own portable
transmitting set for private communications. If this were generally
possible, it would seriously increase the liberty of individuals in dis~
seminating information which might be considered undesirable by
governments, and we are consequently likely to have to wait a con~
siderable time before this side of communications is adequately
organi-z.ed.
T he development of the more public forms of communications,
cinema, radio and television, is bound ro exert an increasing influence.
Although their use for entertainment is not likely to diminish (see
p. 358), they are likely to acquire, as they are perfected and become
more common, other useful functions. Human co-operation in all
fields will become independent of place and the possibility of forming
groups with ?>pecial interest?> scattered throughout the world become
practicable, as has, indeed, been the case already for many years with
radio amateurs.
Elimination of Dr~gery.-Radically new methods of communication and recording will need to be deYeloped to abolish the senseless
drudgery of the shorthand writer, the tyPist, and the printer. Already
we have photographically operating printing machines working from
an ordinary typewriter keyboard, eliminating at once both the casting
and setting of type (33) Such machines can operate by wire or wireless a nd might, if combined with microfilm, enable material typed
anywhere to be printed immediately, eliminating the compositor.
A further stage which would eliminate the typist would be a vocally
operated typewriter or some more direct vocal recording which may
be easily read. Ultimately this may be simply ideography, which
may be further developed to take the place of language and writing
together. Communication from mind to mind may become possible,
not through the mystic futilities of telepathy, but through an understanding and application of the electro-neurologY' of the brain. The
communication of the future will mean far more than that between
official
individuals. Even now the great bulk of communications
rather than personal. Much of this official communicationadvertisement, touting circulars--is parasitic, much is simply a reflection of an ill-organized economy. From the standpoint of a wellorganized society practically all the money and business transactions
of the pre.ent day come under this category. Even if these were
removed, the increasing complexiti9 of civilization would very soon
raise the need for communication to the original level or above it.
This would tend to become an intolerable burden on administrative
workers, which can be eased only by an increase in automatism of
working.
Ardt11Mtism.--So far automatism has been limited to the mechanism
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of communication, such as the automatic telephone; it will need to
be extended to the communications themselves. Machine must talk
to machine without human intervention. Already something of the
sort has been achieved in powe r production networks; it could be
extended to all forms of productive industry. Thus with the production of a complex unit, such as a motor-car or a house, the total
output would be communally determined, but once this was done
the rate of output of each part, whether in the same or in a different
factory, would be adjusted to that output. This is in line with the
development of nervous control in the higher an imals and man,
where consciousness is reserved for the most difficult actions, while
even such complicated ones as walki ng and digestion are dealt with
by the lower centres of the brain.
ADMINISTRATION AND CoNTROL

As the general framework of civiliution becomes more complex,
the importance of adequate administration and control becomes
crucial. Anarchic private interests on the one hand or stupid bureaucracy on the other can destroy most of the potential value that might
accrue from technical advances. We need to apply science to the
field of administration or civiliution will choke itself with its own
products. Development is needed in two opposite senses, towards
the simplification and automatism of routine and towards a much
deeper understanding of direction and planning. The new devices
already used in distribution and communications w ill be of immediate
use in administration. Particularly valuable will be the handling of
statistical material by card, film and electrical means which will make
practicable the collection and use of the vast mass of facts without
which any accurate forecasting and planning are impossible. Special
care would, however, have to be taken to prevent this leading to a
dangerous inflexibility and the domination of the machine. This
danger &m be avoided only by building up a school of practical sociologists able to understand the internal mechanisms that control the
development of a complex society and at the same time by a general
social education and training by which everyone in a greater or less
degree understood and took active part in that development. One
important problem tha.t has to be faced by admi nistrators under
modern conditions is the choice of the best possible areas fo r different
functions. (34) The developme.nt of transport and communications
has made existing administrative areas entirely inadequate and indeed
meaningless for such vital services as power distribution. On the
one hand, this would indicate the necessity for centralized control of
such services on a continental if not on a world basis. On the other,
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the producing of an increased number of commodities economically
in all parts of the world and the waste at present occurring owing
to unnecessary cross-transit of ·goods would indicate the need for
considerable decentralization. There is no reason why these two
should 'be incompa6ble, but the type of organization which would
result from their combination would obviously be far more intricate
than anything we have at present. If rationally planned, however,
it need not be ,·ery complex. The e.:xisting complexity has arisen
largely because a !tOCtety has grown up, as has that of Western Europe
and America, through a great revolution in technique without any
radical changes of administration. It should be possible to have
a flexible and rational system of administration which would secure
economic efficiency and at the same time preserve and encourage
the characteristics of national and local cultures.
GENERAL EFFECTS oF SciENCE

Any general picture of the effects which science could have on
the conditions of human life is necessarily difficult to make or to
grasp. W e see t he possibilities of the future too much in the light
of the present. If they merely follow existing trends, nothing
appears to be changed; if they go much beyond them they produce an
atmOsphere of unreality. Yet detailed objections and apparent
limitations should not blind us to the scope and importance of the
function of science. It has two main directions, the removal of
preventable human ills and the possibility of new activity of a socially
satisfying kind. Of the first, this brief survey has given some picture.
Lack of food, drudgery, much ill~health, science can remove; it Gan
give opportunity for individual and social development. The second
is more dHiicult to specify. For what positive things the men of the
new society will use science, is for them to find and not for us. These
things will be done both for their own sake and for the good which
may come out of them.
Md's Major Tasks.-There are large tasks still for mankind to
undertake-the ultimate conquest of space, of disease, and death,
most of all of their own ways of living together. We get a kind of
foretute of this activity by the work of the Soviet Union in the
conquest of the Arctic. With a fully vrganized world society such
tasb could be pushed far funher. It will no longer be a question
of ad8pring man to the world but dfe world to man. For instance,
the preeent Arctic with its wastes of tundra, glacier, and sea~ice is
a Iepcy of the geological accident of the Ice Age. It will disappear
in ttme, leaving the world a much pleasanter place, but there is no
r~ why man should not hasten the process. By an intelligent
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diversion of warm ocean-currents together with some means of
colouring snow so that the sun could melt it, it might be possible to
keep the Arctic ice-free for one summer, and that one year might
tip the balance and permanently change the climate of the northern
hemisphere. Similar major tasks are the utilization of the 'oceans,
the deserts, and the internal heat of the earth. Beyond them stretch
other tasks. If human society, or whatever emerges from it, is to
escape complete destruction by inevitable geological or cosmological
cataclysms, some means of escape from the earth must be found.
The development of space navigation, however fanciful it may seem
at present, is a necessary one for human survival, even though that
necessity may lie a few million years ahead. Other necessary tasks
which we cannot now imagine must lie before a developing humanity,
a nd science will have its part to play in carrying them out.
Th~ Fulfilmtnt of Scienct or its Frustration.-The prospe<;t of the
new life and the new possibilities for action which science offers do
not, however, any longer evoke the same enthusiasm as they did from the
days of Friar Bacon to those of the early H . G. Wells. This reserve,
common in literary and even in some scientific circles, arises in part
from a disillusionment in the results of science up to now, in part
from a failu re to recognize the human and poetic elements in science,
and in part from sheer inability to conceive oflife lived much otherwise
than it is to-day.
Given the present political and economic system, this reserve is
completely j ustified. It is the very success of the industrial application of science in the past which has led us to the state where war
and economic crises, far from being remote contingencies, are permanently with us. A further development of science in this direction,
in the present economic structure, will make this conclusion more
certain and more destructive. It is consequently not surprising that
scientists themselves as well as the general public find it difficult to
raise any enthusiasm for the industrial possibilities of science taken
as a wl:rt>le, though they do not object to some of the minor conveniences it brings. The possible application of science to industry
serves only to emphasize the supreme illogicality of the present state
of affairs. It shows that it is possible technically to arrange for life
without most of the dangers and many of the inconveniences which
now beset it, a life which would set men free to undertake new and
unforeseen tasks. But in the li~ht of these greater possibilities the
present chaqs and decadence of economic, social, and intellectual life
stand out even more markedly than they do to those who only see
the present in the light of the past. If once, however, w e admit
the possibility and indeed the necessity of an economic and political
system capable of realizing these possibilities, this type of objection
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to the development and application of science no longer holds.
Instead we must, in the interests not only of humanity but of science
itself, srrive to secure such a system.
The .Rejection of Utopias.- There remains the other ground of
objection based on the refusal to see a scientifically directed world as
anything to strive for. At bottom this attitude is one of sentimental
reaction, a longing for a simpler life without a realization of the
miseries and hardships which that llfe entailed, and an idealization
based on the condition of the more fortunate classes. Not unexpectedly it is a prevalent attitude in literary circles, expressed in such
works as E. M. Forster's The Machin~ Stop> or Aldous Huxley's
Br(l'Ue New World. It finds its justification, however, largely in
the failure of the Utopian writers to present a humanly convincing
or attractive picture. The Utopian writers, H . G. W ells not least
of them, are as much the victims of present-day conditions as are
their reactionary critics. Their pictures fail largely because they
have no understanding of the social forces and merely project material
and biological advance along present lines. Except for poetic visions
innocent of anything but emotional detail, such as W illiam Morris's
N ews from Nowhere, all Utopias present two repulsive features: a
lack of freedom consequent on perfect organization, and a corresponding lack of effort. To be a citizen of a modern Utopia, the
critics feel, is to be well-cared for, regulated from birth to death,
and never needing to do anything difficult or painful. The Utopian
seems, notwithstanding his health, beauty, and affability, to partake
too much of the robot and the prig. Fairly envisaged, it seems
hardly worth while sacrificing much in the present if this is all the
fu ture has to offer.
A Nn.v Civilization : Freedom and Struggle.-It would, in any
case, be difficult for anyone living in the present to accept pe r~
sonalities of a new civilization, but this is made more difficult by their
essentially false presentation. The great change, of which we are now
witnessing the first stages, between a social life based on tratlitional
techniques and one based on science will certainly be reflected in
an entirely different attitude towards freedom. The freedom of
the nineteenth century was a seeming thing. It was an absence of a
knowledge of necessity. Its basis lay in social relations through a
market. In liberal theory every ma.n should be free to do what he
liked with his own, buy or sell, work or idle. In fact he was tied by
the iron laws of economics: laws soci:lly produced but taken as laws of
nature because they were not understood (see p. 344). In an integrated
and conscious society this conception of freedom is bound to be
replaced by another-freedom as the understanding of ntctssity. Each
man will be free in so far as he realizes that he is taking a conscious
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and determinate part in a common enterprise. This kind of freedom
is most difficult for us to understand and appreciate ; indeed, it can
only be appreciated to the full by living it. The terrible struggles
and miseries of our time are largely due to the difficulty !if man's
learning his new powers. These are no less individual powers than
before, but the individual will then express himself consciously with
society, and not as at present unconsciously through it. Col'\sidering
the magnitude of the tasks which humanity has before it, not leut
that of fitting human desires into such a new framework, it seems
absurd to imagine Utopias in which men lead effortless and easy
lives. Difficulties and strivings will be there as much as ever, but
they will be of a different kind. At present men waste themselves
in efforts against trivial and preventable evils. They struggle for
primary necessities at a time when, technically speaking, these can
be had for the asking. They are pulled down by preventable diseases
and totally unnecessary social and family troubles. If these were
removed it does not follow that life would be passed in easy and
contented idleness. The energy liberated would be needed for the
far more significant and difficult task of welding a really organic
society.
Faith in Man. -The reason why people believe that a scientific
world order is impossible, or that even if it were possible it would not
be worth while, lies in a deep-seated lack of faith in humanity. The
sceptics see the present state of the world and observe the apathy with
which its sordid misery is accepted. What they do not realize is that
this is the result of a systematic though unconscious degradation carried
out by those who profit by it, to preserve an economic system which
is of itself anachronistic and unstable. Nor do they appreciate the
signifiamce of the apparently hopeless yet undying struggle whic\1 is
being waged against tha.t system. The new world is not something
imposed on humanity from without, it will be made by men, and
the men who have made it and those who follow them will know
what t<t do with it. The freedom and ach ievement which comes
from action based on understanding is always growing though never
complete. A Utopia is not a happy ecstatic state but the basis for
further struggles and further conquests.
SciBNCE AND Socii!TY

We have spoken of science 'in its application both to the satisfaction of human needs and to the processes of productive industry
through which in mode rn society those needs can be satisfied. These
are not the only, though they are the most immediate, uses of
science in society. So far science comes in them only as a means of
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satisfying desires in which science itself takes no part. Science appears
as a slave to social forces foreign to itself; it appears as an external
and uncoffi'prehended force, useful but dangerous, holding a position
in soci~ty like that of a captive workman at the court of some savage
monarch. To a large extent this does represent the position of science
in modern capitalist society, but if this were all we should have little
to hope for either from science or from society. Fortunately science
has a third and more important function. It is the chief agent of
change in society; at first, unconsciously as technical change, paving
the way to economic and social changes, and, latterly, as a more
conscious and direct motive for social change i~lf. Up till now
there has been little appreciation of this further role of science; the
needs which people have sought to satisfy were either primary
physiological demands for food and shelter or more indirect social
satisfactions of power and prestige which could be obtained through
the accumulation of wealth. It was in the process of satisfying these
needs that science grew up, but with its growing up has come a wider
realization of its function. It is no longer a question of finding means
to satisfy the already formuJated desires of those who are in a position
to command science. We have now a wider picture of human society
engaged in one task of which the outlines are already beginning to
appear. How can all mankind best be maintained a.t a level of bodily
efficie,ncy and well-being, and how can we, once that minimum has
been reached. securt the greatest pollibilities for &OCial and intellectual
developrw:nt? These are the crucial.problems of our time. To solve
them requires, in the first place, a wide extension of the field of science.
No amount of physical or biological knowledge will suffice. The
obstacles to the solution of the problem are not any longer mainly
physical or biological obstacles; they are social obstacles. To cope
with social obstacles it is first necessary to understand society. But
society cannot be understood scientifically without at the same time
changing it. The academic social sciences of the present day are
useless for such a purpose; they need expansion and transfofmation.
The science of society must grow up in contact with the social forces
which are moulding it.
(r) SeeS. C. Gilfillan' a article in Tocllw.ktic.l Trnrtis, pp. 15 et "'I·
(2.) See Orr, Footi, H•altlt-[,co,.. See alao article in Wllat Scimct Stands For 1
G. C. M. M~~ni1le a.nd J. Kirby, Pw •rty a"ti Public H~altlc, 1936; Learue of NatioD.f
report on Nutntaon ; and McNally, P0<6lic Ill Healtll.
(3) The chanpa that have occurred already are startling enough. It is estimated in
T•ell~o/o~ca/ Tr,..U, p. 99• that in 1787, 19 p•eople on the la.nd were heeded to support
one caty dweller; at pretent 19 people could support 66 city dwellers, although a certain
n~ber of ~tee. probably about 6, are CO·O!>eratinl in production indirectly by makinr
arrac:ultural amplnnenu.
(4) The work of Profettor Stapleton in turning heath and mountain into 1ood puture
ahowa what ......rc.h c:an do in thit field.
(S) See T•c.4rrt~ltltic.U Trn~tis, p. 111.
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(6) Sec Crowther, Soviet SdeJtu.
(7) Sec Teclmolo.v;ical Tre"ds, p. 1 •+·
(8) Professor W. F. Gerike," Crop Production without Soil," Nature, V ol. 141, p. 536.
(9) Microporite1 a calcium hydrosilicate made by heating a mixture of lime and silica
with steam, is a fine-pored material of apparent specific gravity between o·2.-o- 5· It can
be made up in slabs and has already been used for houses. See Industrial and Ettginttring
Clumittry, Vol. 2.7, p. 1019· Also Architectural Record, October 1936, p. 2.77.
(ro) For the immediate prospects of prefabricated houses see Technological Trtnds,
pp. 370 et stq.
(1 r) See 1'tdmological Trmdt, p. 37~.
(r 2.) Enid Charles, Twiliglrt of Parenthood; Hogben, Political Artthmetic.
(13) The grou reproduction rate for Italy in 1931 was t·57, in 1936 it had dropped to
1•40. For Germany, the figures for the net reproduction rate are as follow s: 1924, 0·92.4;
1929, o·8t8; 1931, 0·748; 1934, o·86; 1935, o·91 1 1936, o·93·
( 14) J. B. S. H aldane, Heredity and Politics ; Hog ben, Nature and Nurture.
(IS) Some of these are commented on by S. C. Gilfillan, Technological Trends, p. 2. S·
(16) Teclrnological Trends, p. 15.
(17) Technological Trends, p. 2.4-.
(18) lt is eHimated that in hand coal cutting in the U.S.A., the cost amounts to $7·50
per kilowatt hour of energy used, or 150 times its cost as d ectric current. Ttehnological
Trtnds, p. 152..
(19) Teclanological Trendt, p. 151.
(2.o) See, however, Technological Tr.nds, p. 358.
(2.r) See Technological T~tnds, p. 3 56.
(2.2) See Ttehnological T~tndt, p. 346, for developments.
(2. 3) lt is not usually recognized that in a modern industrial country the aggregate
available hone-power in small transport units is many times larger than that used for
power production. In Teclttrological Trendt, p. 24-9, the following facti are given : If we
make arbitrary and plausible assumptions about the utilization of this power by introducing
load factors, we atill find the actual power generated in car enginea is far the greatest, u
thia power is generated at an average efficiency of not more than 5 per cent., this means
that the overall average for efficiency of power production in the United States is only
9 per cent., which is a significant index of the enormous wastage of natural oil resourcet.
(2~) A new type of pump (the Keelavite pump) hu just been perfected, so well designed
rcometrically that it can work reversibly and so transmit power with an efficiency greater
than 95 per cent. Owing to iu small si~e and the possibility of using it for variable apecda
it ia already replacing electrical machinery in aeroplane• and ships. (Sec article in T/11
E"gi1111r, 17th December 1937.)
{2.S) It has been stated that Colonel Lindbergh is one of those who considers the development of rocket flisht u something wo~th trying for.
(z6) A lif t of r<f.Z applications o f the pltotoel~tric cell are given in Teclmologica/ Tnndt,
p. 321 1 see also pp. 2~ 1t stq.
(27) For the immediate prospects of the chemical industry see H. E. Howe's article in
Ttelr11ologica/ Trends, p. 289.
(28) S& Britai11 w;tlrol't Capitalists, pp. 303 11 seq.
(29) S. S. Kistler, y. Pltyt. Cltem. , 39• pp. 78-85, l935·
(30) See Tools of To--rrow, Norton Leonard.
(31) Engineers' Study Group on Economics, lnttrim Report on Food.
(3~) See Technological Trends, pp. 210 t t t(q.
(33) Already we have photographically operated printing machines working from an
ordinary typewriter keyboard.
(34-) See Technological Trends, p. 36.
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CHAPTER X V
SCIENCE AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
SociAL CoNDITIONS AND ScuNCE

WE have now considered in turn the present structure of science,
its possible modification, and the results which would flow from such
a modification. I t should be clear that if science is to be free
adequately to serve society, changes are needed, and changes of a
fai rly drastic character. But to say that the changes are necessary
is only a small, though essential, step in bringing those changes about .
In this chapter we shall consid~r what the prospects of these changes
are and w hat are the forces retarding them or driving them on.
T he problem is not one for science alone, or even primarily for
science at all. As has already been shown, the proper functioning
of an organization of science requires appropriate modifications made
in the economic and political organization of society. Without such
modifications, though small improvements in science can be intro.duced and certain abuses remedied, there can be no fundamental
change in the present inefficient, wasteful and frustrating system.
How SciENCE cHANGES SociETY

The change of the system is therefore a necessity fo r science just
as much as it is for society. In bringing it about the scientists have
to play their part with other forces tending in the same direction .
~ience is predominantly a transforming and not a conserving
tnfluence, but the full effect of its action has yet to be seen. Science
reacts on society unconsciously and indirectly through the technical
changes it brings about, and directly and consciously through the
force of its ideas. The acceptance of the ideas of science carries
with it an implicit criticism of the present state of man and opens
the posaibility of its indefinite improvement. The developing and
spreading of Miese. ideas must be the work of the scientists themtelves. But the carrying of thel\1 into action depends on social
forces outside science. This process has been going on ever since
the beginning of modern science but in a sporadic and uncoordinated
way. The task of the future is to make the work of the scientist
more contcious, more organized, and more effective; to create a
prope! ·tpp•t.. ::t.:.... of t hat work by the mass of th people and to
•
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link both together in a common effort to realize, in practice, the
possibilities' that science offers.
lnf/utnct on Productive Methods.- The indirect effect of science
through its inexorable influence on productive methods is now, and
is likely for long to remain, its most important fo rm of inAuence.
In this sense the difficulties with which the present world is faced
are due to science and to science alone. Science does not create these
difficulties directly, rather does it bring about a growth of tednical
possibilities in relation to which old economic and political institutions come more and more to act as cramping and distorting
·restrictions. The possibilities which science does offer can only
be realized by creating a new ordered and integrated political and
economic system on a world scale. F or science to effect social
change in this way it is not necessary that there should be any
conscious intention on the part of scientists. It is through their
work and not th rough their economic position, social knowledge, or
political convictions that they prove so effective, and the force they
exert is all the more inexorable because of its blindness. Only by
stopping science altogether can its activity for social change be
blocked. W e are witnessing to-day a half~hearted and confused
attempt at such a suppression of science. It is necessarily halfhearted because in our present society, although science is considered
by those in power in most countries as an element creating social·
and economic disturbances which endanger their position, it remains
a necessity in the pursuit of wealth and power in peace and victory
in war. Attempts are made to discriminate between these two aspects,
to suppress or to fail to encourage science except in so far as it ministers
to these ends. It is the effect of these attempts, carried out without
conscious purpose, that we recognize as the frustration of science.
Consciousness of Frustration. -In becoming conscious of this
frustration the scientist is forced to inquire into the factors which
control the development of science itself and to ask why it should be
hampered and distorted in this way. F or a long time individual
scientists in many different fields have felt this in relation to their
work. But it is not till now that this f eeling is overstepping the
boundaries of the particular sciences and is seen to reflect a universal
state of affairs. The demand of the scientists that science should
be allowed to develop and to be used for the benefit and not for the
destruction of mankind is a force which, though llPt so powerful
as the direct result of the scientists' work, is yet one to be reckoned
with. For, unless it is met, the willing collaboration o f the scientist
in the present economic system will gradually be replaced by a
grudging acquiescence, and finally by a blank refusal to co-operate,
or a tacit sabotage. Meanwhile, on the other side, the popular
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forces will come to learn from the scientists how the benefits which
science could bring are being denied to them by social forces over
which -?either scientists nor the people have as yet any control.
THE SciENTIFIC WoRKER OF To-DAY

The success of this parallel development depends, however, not
only on the circumstances of the time but on the position, the

character, and the aims of scientists themselves. The growth of
science in the last and the present centuries has, while multiplying
the number of scientists, led at the same time to the production
of a very different type from that of the founders of modern science.
As science becomes a recognized part of human institutions, so the
scientist tends to lose much of his originality and uniqueness, and
to become more assimilated to the general group of professional men.
Any examination of the possible part which science may play in social
change must take this fact into account.
The scientist is no longer, if he ever was, a free agent. Almost
universally he is now a salaried employee of the State, of an industrial
firm, or of some semi-independent institution such as a university
which itself depends directly or indirectly on the State or industry. ,
Consequently the real liberty of the scientist is effectively limited,
by his needs of livelihood, to actions which are tolerated by his paymasters. This is most clearly seen in relation to war and to the war
preparations which are now taking a more and more important part
in the work of science. Although many, if not most, scientists are
opposed to the use of science for war, it is extremely rarely that a
scientist refuses to do this kind of work. He knows too well if he
does he stands to lose his position, and someone else will be only too
willing to take it.
Economic Dependence.-The scientist is held economically in a double
way. It is not onJy, possibJy not even mainly, that his personal
livelihood depends in the long run on his pleasing his emplof crs, but
that, as a scientist, he must have scope for the work which is often
the mainspring of his life. ·To get that scope-the opportunities for
research, the funds for apparatus and assistants-it is not enough not
to displease the authorities who have money to dispose of; he must
contrive positively to please them. The situation of the teaching
scientist is just as bad; he himself may be secure from economic
pressure, but he has to consider the Tivelihood of his students, and he
does not wish to see them discriminated against for coming from a
school or institute where advanced views are prevalent. T o the
ekts of this economic pressure must be added those of a more or
1
MCin~,,Jy operated selection which gives a definite differential
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advantage, particularly for senior positions, to those of generally
conforming views.
Tht Tmdmcy to Conform. -At least ,fi.S important as these direct
economic factors are the unconscious all-pervasive effects 6.f social
environment. The selection and upbringing of scientists do, as we
have seen, help very materially to modify the scientist's character
in a direction of general conformity. The predominating selection
from middle-class families in itself leads to acceptance of the present
state of affairs and sets a tone which inevitably influences in the
same direction those coming from working-class families. The
scientist, outside his work, is generally no different from his fellows.
Whatever his social origin, his work will bring him among professional men of the middle classes, and he will tend in the main to
conform with their attitude and point of view. This was not so in
the earlier stages of science when the scientist was a ra re bird and
was expected to be eccentric in his opinions and general behaviour.
The mass development of science has brought into its field large
numbers of people whose main concern is to appear as much like
business men or gentlemen as they can. This applies particularly
to scientists of working-class origin, who, in the present educational
system, have had a very hard struggle and consequently cannot
afford, as can scientists of independent means, to appear different
from the peoplt" they work among and have to get on with. There
is no conscious pressure, only a general atmosphere of conformity
to accepted standards.
"The typical member of the Association of Scientific. Workers to my
mind is a very ordinary individual who works in some great concern and
finds grains of truth such as the best percentage of n1ckel to put in steel
for motor-bus springs, or a better way of getting an uncontaminated culture
from a throat suspected of diphtheria. H e has a science degree which cost
him a lot of money and hard work, a wife and children at Balham, and a
salary .of £5 a week terminable at a month's notice. He sees other men in
the same organization with no other qualifications but a glib tongue and
a natty suiting getting twice his salary as salesmen. He isn't allowed to
publish the results of his work, but if he does happen to light on a real
nugget of tru th it is quite probable that the head of his department will
contrive to get all the credit fo r it-and the money that goes with it.
This man is typical of the ' multitude' that ought to be in the A.S.W.
I know lots of them personally. T heir main object in life is the same as
yours and mine. They want to l!arn enough to live in comfort, to put by
a little against old age or illness, to have a little spare time and cash to
cultivate their minds by travel and pursuing uncommercial knowledge, to
educate their children so that they will be at least as well equipped to do
the same in their turn, and above all they want to get rid of the constantly
haunting fear of getting a month's notice and being out of a job for a year .
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These men are in a scientific job because they like scientific work.
Their work is a pleasure in itself, but the reason they are in a job at all,
doing what they are told to do and not what they want to do, keeping to
a specified road and not turning up by-ways where they think they might
make great discoveries which would put them in the Royal Society-the
reason why they are working in such a job is that it is their means of
livelihood.
· They don't want to participate in the Councils of State. If they want
to promulgate scientific facts, it is becau!le they observe that those who do
so obtain benefits of one sort or another thereby. If they want to inculcate
reverence for science it is because it would lead to increased respect and
better jobs for themselves."
Letter from "London Member," in 8citntific Wor1tr, Vol. ix:, No. S•
January, 1937.

T ht Srimtific Bmt. -This attitude of general conformity is actually
reinforced by many of the characteristic qualities which determine
people to enter the scientific career. The scientist is still, though
less often and less markedly t han in previous t imes, a person of
definite psychological abnormality. He is driven to satisfy his
curiosity for its own sake, and, in order to be free to do this, he is
willing to fit into any kind of life which will offer the least mental
and material disturbance to what is his mai n concern. Besides this
science itself is an eminently satisfactory occupation; its pursuit
withdraws interest from external things, and offers as well a means
of solace and escape for those who find the events of the outside world
distressing. The great bulk of scientists are therefore, as long as
their science is not threatened, likely to be the most docile and
amenable of citizens. If the capitalist system could manage without
war or F ascism it could safely count on the continued support of the
rank and file of scientific workers, and even on many of the greatest
scientists of the time.
Scimct and Religion.-The conformist tendencies of scientists in
recent times are weH exemplified by the development of the relations
between science and religion. It is not a hundred years ~ince the
struggle between science and religion was the central conflict of the
intellectual world. A scientist was practically synonymous with an
atheist, or at least an agnostic. Now we are assured, on both sides,
that the struggle between religion and science has been resolved by
discovering there is nothing incompatible between the two, while
eminent scientists vie with bishops in supporting mystical views of
the universe and of human life. 'the difference is not in -the least
due to the invalidation of the arguments used in the earlier controversi~. but rather to the fact that in the middle of the nineteenth
century religion was really trying to interfere with the growing
.-i,.nces of biology and geology. The scientist did not wish to be
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thought irreligious, but he was then faced with the awkward choice
of. appearing so or denying the plain meaning of his work. The
moment that denial was no longer formally demanded of him the
scientist of the later period was only too willing to return to ,-eligion
and, with it, to general social conformity. The change was particularly marked after the Russian Revolution because it was then
that the importance of religion as a counter-revolutionary force was
again fully appreciated. The same state of affairs had occurred at an
earlier period, at the end of the eighteenth century. At that time
science and deism of the Voltairian type were closely, and it seemed
inevitably, associated. When, however, the French Revolution
showed that deism was definitely dangerous for the existing order of
things, science for a while fell under the same ban, which was not
lifted until it was found possible in the early part of the nineteenth
century to combine a science which knew its place with proper
attachment to Church and King.
Norrowntss of Yision.-The relations between science and religion
show most conclusively how overriding are the effects of the social
environment on the direct intellectual results of the scientist's own
work. The social environment is emotional, whereas science has
been carefully purged of emotional factors. The social environment
has been all-pervasive, whereas science is highly specialized. These
advantages were enhanced by the development of the idea of pure
science in the nineteenth century. Scientific education a:nd tradition ,
by insisting on technical competence through specialization and
repudiating any organic connection between science and society,
made science itself appear to the scientist as a narrow doctrine quite
incapable of satisfying his general human needs. For this he had
recourse to every form of contemporary influence unconnected with
science : religion, mysticism, idealistic philosophy, or aesthetics.
None of these could easily be reconciled with their science, and the
habit grew up of dividing the mind into water~tight compartments.
This atMtude, exemplified extremely clearly in the lives of the great
nineteenth-century scientists, stands in striking contrast to the
seventeenth-century habit of extending science into the political,
philosophical, and religious spheres. G alileo's theological and Dr.
Priestley's political interests stand in sharp contrast the Sandemanian
religiosity of F araday or the spiritualism of Crookes. Its effect was
not only to break the links between the scientist and social movements but also ro react on science: impoverishing it through specializa~
tion a nd the lack of philosophic breadth.
The Gerontocrocy of Scienu.- The influences we have already
mentioned are those operating on individual scientists, but in considering the social influence of science as a whole that of its organiza-
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tion must be taken into account. Here there exists a factor which
militates strongly against any positive reaction of scientists to
social forces. As science has grown in numbers and inftuence it$
control bas increasingly fallen into the hands of groups of older
scientists. This gerontocracy is, at the present moment, the greatest
factor in holding up the advance of science. The way in which it
works has been discussed in previous chapters. It is at present a self~
perpetuating and indeed a self~intensifying system, and is becoming
more and more closely linked with government and high finance.
The very fact that science is growing rapidly both in numbers of
workers and in increasing intrinsic complexity makes the hold of the
older men more complete, and at the same time makes them necessariiL
less competent to understand the workings of the machine they contra .
The positive factors pushing science forward have so far overcome
these retarding influences. If, however, the pressure is not maintained and intensified, it is certain that, sooner or later, the effects
of gerontocracy, in our civilization as in that of Greece and Rome,
will be to turn science into pedantry with. an undue respect for
authority and for the greatness of the past. The democratization
and the rejuvenation of the control of science is an essential condition
for its survival.
THE

SciENTIST

AS

CznzaN

Fortunately the influences retarding the development of the social
consciousness of scientists are not the only ones ; nor are they
increasing as rapidly as counteracting influences. The increasing
assimilation of science as a part of the nonnal administration of a
modern state has, as we have pointed out, decreaeed the independent,
critical attitude of the scientist. But it has, at the same time,
brought him into much closer contact with the problems which
affect the ordinary citizen. This applies particularly to what might
be called the rank and file of scientists and to that very important
section of them, the junior scientists. Most of the advantages which
a commercial civilization gives to science accrue to the senior
scientists and not to very many of them. It is true that the hope of
becoming one of the fortunate few exerts a powerful influence on
the remainder. (I) But with increasing numbers it is becoming
plainer and plainer to the majority that their expectations in this
retpect are very poor, and they are •tending, in common with the
great mass of administrative and clerical workers, to concentrate
more on the improvement of their actual conditions.
TJu lltfplld •f Ewtrts.- Theee direct considerationt of conditions
iUld ttatus would by themselves lead only to a very slow develop-
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ment of scientific professional consciousness, but they are reinforced
by others derived from the changes and instabilities in political and
economic spheres. Left to himself the scientist would probably
prove a more docile and conforming individual than a member of
almost any other profession-but he is not left to himself. Violent
events from the outside world come to disturb his serenity and force
him to consider more seriously than ever before his position and
function in society. O f these events the four most important of
recent years have been the economic crisis, the building up of the
Soviet Union, the advent of F ascism in G ermany, and the universal
intensification of preparations for war.
The CrisiJ.-It is beginning to be realized that the rate of modern
industrialization has now become great enough to warrant our considering this present age as a second industrial revolution, and that
in this industrial revolution science is playing a much larger and
more conscious part than in the first. The possibilities of applied
science are now much more directly visible. Furthf'r, it is becoming
obvious, to scientists at least, t hat a world of plenty and leisure is
technically possible now and not merely in a rather indefinite future.
It was the example of the U .S.A. in the first place that led to the
recognition of the importance of technical charige, and it is appropriate that there the recognition achieved its most typical though
brief embodiment in the doctrine of Technocracy. Actually, however, it was not until the slu mp that the real significance of t his
potentiality was brought home by the violent contrast of economic
r~gression and technical advance. The older prophets of science
down to H . G. Wells had taken economic and technical advance
altogether for granted. Now it appeared that violent economic
oscillations could interfere drastically with the human value of
technical advance and not only threaten to check that advance but
even turn its achievements to anti-social ends, particularly in mass
unemployment and war. It was dear that the march of invention
was 11tlt enough; something had to be done with the economic
system.
The Five-rear Plan.-While these questions were being asked
answers to them were in process of being set out in the Soviet
Union. The putting forward of the first Five-Year Plan in its
full comprehensiveness attracted many minds disappointed with the
muddled competitiveness of economic development in othe r countries.
But it was its practical success·a t the very depth of the world slump
that began to convince the more practical-minded. It was clear
that the obstacles which Russian planning had to face and which it
successfully overcame were mainly technical, due to lack of material
and trained workers rather than economic, as in a ll othe r countries•
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At once the idea of planned production began to appeal, and the
planners were added to the technocrats in one of the hopeful though
brief-lived movements of the depression. Theirs was an attempt to
imitate the success of the Soviet Union without facing the implications of the economic changes which made that success possible.
But it had an appeal, particularly to scientists, because it pointed to
a way in which the incredible muddle and confusion of present-day
application of science could be overcome.
Morxism ond the H istory of 8.-imce.-Soviet influence also worked
in other ways. The organization of science in the Soviet Union
and the relatively vast sums of money spent for its development and
for scientific education showed the world that at last there was one
State where the proper function of science was being realized, a
fact which was admitted even by those who were most conscious
of the actual shortcomings and backwardness of Soviet science. At
the same time, curious minds in other countries wished to know
more about the ideas which fed to this rational use of science, and
discovered, effectively for the first time, the theoretical groundwork
of the dialectic materialism of Marx which had lain unrecognized
in Western Europe for half a century. In England, interest in
dialectical materialism dates effectively from the world congress on
the history of science in 1931, which was attended by a strong
Russian delegation, who showed what a wealth of new ideas and
points of view for understanding the history, the social function, and
the working of science could be and were being produced by the
application to science of Marxist theory. (2) About the same time
similar interests revived in the U.S.A. and France and in many other
COWl tries, particularly in Japan.
The Coming of Fascism. -The third, and in some ways the most
decisive, factor in widening the outlook of the scientist was the
advent of Fascism. Until Fascism appeared, or more strictly until
it appeared at the verv centre of scienttfic thought in G ermany, the
social functions of science were considered rather as ideais than
necessiti~. Many scientists thought that it would be nice if science
were used for human welfare and were properly organized and
endowed, but the majority doubted whether this desirable end was
worth taking any serious trouble about. It might be just as well
to carry on and make the best of the present state of affairs; after
all, even if science was not very well treated, it was at least left alone.
Hitler's advent changed all that. 'The expulsion of Jewish and
liberal scientists abruptly reminded even the most complacent and
well-placed scientists in other countries that they could no longer
count on personal immunity, a nd that science itself was endangered,
while it was quite clear that the Nazi transformation of the State
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implied the transformation of science into something quite unrecognizable. Biological and sociological sciences were being
distorted to fit the race theories which were the basis of the party's
propaganda, and the rest of science was being ruthlessly controlled in
the interest of war preparations and war economy (see pp. 2 I 2 tt stq. ).
Tht Scimtiiti' Reaction.-The reaction to Fascism on the part of
scientists in England was unexpectedly varied. Only a very few
found themselves in sympathy with Nazi theory, and these were
the people who had already very definite vie"Ws on race and on the
value of war as a biological pruning-hook. Others, while they
deprecated the Nazis' attack on science, and particularly their antisemitic policy, felt that the reaction to it should be limited to the
assistance of its victims. Far from realizing that the situation required
a positive action on the part of scientists against Fascism, they considered that the lesson of Germany was that scientists should meddle
even less than before in political and social matters. The immunity
of the scientist to political persecution depended, they thought, on
his political neutrality. As Professor A. V. Hill stated in a letter to
Natur1:
"If scientific people are to be accorded the privilege of immunity and
tolerance by civilized societies, however, they must observe the rules.
These rules could not be better summarized than they were 2 70 years ago
by Robert H ooke. Among Hooke's papers in the British Museum, Weld
records a statement, dated r663, which was probably drawn up after
the passing of the Second Charter of the Royal Society. It begins as
follows:
'The business and design of the Royal Society is-To improve the
knowledge ofnaturall things, and all useful Arts, Manufactures, Mechanick
practises, Engynes and Inventions by Experiments-(not meddling with
Divinity, Metaphysics, Moralls, Politicks, Grammar, Rhetorick or
Logick),' and continues:
'All to advance the glory of God, the honour of the King . . ., the
benefit of his Kingdom, and the general! good of mankind.'
N~t meddling with morals or politics: such, I would urge, is the normal
condition of tolerance and immunity for scientific pursuits in a civilized
State. I speak not with contempt of these-indeed the scorn with which
some superior people talk of such necessities of social existence as morals
and politics seems to me intolerably childish and stupid. The best intellects and characters, not the worst, are wanted for the moral teachds and
political governors of mankind: but 5cience should remain aloof and detached, not from any sense of Superiority, not from any indifference to
the common welfare, but as a condition of complete intellectual honesty.
Emotion, entirely necessary in ordinary life, is utterly out of place in
making scientific decisions. If science loses its intellectual honesty and
its political independence, if-under Communism or Fascism-it becomes
tied to emotion, to propaganda, to advertisement, to particular social or
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economic theories, it will cease altogether to have its general appeal, and

its political immunity will be loet. If science is to continue to make
progress, it must insist on keeping its traditional poeition of independence,
it must.refuse to meddle with, or to be dominated by, divinity, morals,
politics or rhetoric."-Naturt, pp. 13::1, 95::1 [1933). (3)

In extreme cases this led to an even more definite withdrawal
from any socio-political activity. One world-famous scientist
remarked, when asked to join in some form of political protest, "I
do not know anything about politics and I do not want to know
anything about politics, because if I keep out of it I do not see how
they can do anything to me. " With others, however, including
• many of the most active as well as the younger scientists, the effect
has been very different. It has led to a far greater interest in political
questions and to the insistence that the scientists must take up a
position for or against Fascism. As Professor Blackett says in his
broadcast, afterwards reprinted in TJu Frustration of Scitnct:
"Unless society can use science, it must turn anti-scientific, and •that ·
means giving up the hope of the progress that is possible. This
is the way that Capitalism is now taking. and it leads to Fascism.
T he other way is complete Socialist planning on a large scale; this
would be a planning for the maximum possible output and not a
planned restriction of output. I believe that .there are only these two
ways. You are now being told-end in the next few years you will be
told again a thousand times--that there is a third way, neither Socialism
nor Capitalism, but something called a planned economy, which will
benefit everyone equally. You will be told, for instance, that unemployment insurance and nousing policy should be taken out of politics and
treated objectively, scientifically. As if such questions are not the very
essence of politics! If sacrifices are to be made, there will be 'equality
of sacrifice.' The divergent interests of rich and poor will be obscured
by an appeal to emotional nationalism and an emphasis on service and
national discipline, All these trends are clear enough in this country,
though their full expression is to be found in Italy and Germany. I do
not think, therefore, that Fascism is something peculiar to the ltllian or
the German temperament, nor even that it is the peculiar creation of two
vivid personalities; but I do think it is the logical end of a policy which
meeu the world crises of Capitalism by restriction of output, by economic
nationalism, and by lowering the standard of life of the working-class.
And we in this country seem to be meeting the world crises by the same
me~.
·
Can this way succeed? I believe Rot. I believe that this retrograde
movement will provide no solution. Consider, for instance, what happens
when, in the interest of the small man, a large concern is split up into
smaller concerns, and machinery is displaced by hand labour. Then all
the economic forces inherent in CApitalism that have caused combination
and th.. iatroduction of machinery in the past will act so as to do 10 again •
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Capitalism cannot save itself by going back to the conditions out of which
it is just emerging. I do not think, as a matter of fact, that the industrial
leaders in Germany and Italy for a moment believe it can. They may
tolerate or even encourage a popular campaign against machinery and in
favour of the small workshop against the factory. For they need desperately the political support of the middle classes, and they must pay a
price for this support. But big business knows perfectly well that
machinery is necessary to them. Much more wiii be said against machinery than actually done. Whatever the actual measures against science
and machines, the atmosphere created is certain to be disastrous not only
to science but to all attempts at objective intellectual activity. The hopes
of the middle classes from Fascism are bound to be disappointed. Some
day they will find they have been duped. They think they are getting
aomething new, neither Capitalism nor Socialism, but in fact it is Capitalism
that they are getting. For Fascism is certainly Capitalism in the two
Fascist countries to-day. When I wrote this first there were only two
openly Fascist countries. Now 1 am losing count. And it is odd, and
also very significant, that 'behind the facade of help for the small man set
ttp by Fascism is apparently going on a particularly rapid elimination of
the small man. This is occurring, in Fascist states as. elsewhere, by the
inherent force of Capitalism. The huge bankruptcy statistics of Italy in
1932 do not suggest that Fascism can really save the small business. • . •
I believe that there are only two ways to go, and the way we now seem
to be starting leads to Fiscism; with it comes restriction of output, a lower•
ing of the standard of life of the working-clAsses, and a renunciation of
scientific progress. I believe that the only other way is complete Socialism. Socialism will want all the science it can get to produce the greatest
possible wealth. Scientists have not perhaps very long to make up their
minds on which side they stand" (pp. 139-IH)·

Nor has this attitude limited itself to words. Robert Merriman, a distinguished American scientist, has already given his life for the
defence of democracy in Spain, and scientists and medical men of all
nations are in their professional capacities doing what they can to help.
Preparatior~ for War.-The final influence which is more and
more fmpressing on the scientists the necessity for a social orientation
is the increasing preparation for war. The difference between the
very depressed state of scientific research in 1932. and its present
relatively flourishing condition cannot fail to appear to be associated
with the increased rapidity of war preparations. The scientists are
being brought more and more into such preparations, either indirectly
in the assisting of industries su~h as the steel and chemical industries,
largely concerned in the production of armaments, or directly in
the Government Departments concerned with defence. This is
most notably the case in the seeking of scientific collaboration for
air-raid precautions which is going on at a rapidly increasing rate in
Britain. Chemists and doctors, particularly, are being recruited
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and allotted to important functions in local defence schemes. Already
the first stage of the conscription of science has been rea~hed with
the setting up in the universities of a technical officers reserve. (4)
It becomes no longer possible for the scientist to remain outside;
he has to decide whether or not to collaborate with such schemes
and, if he is to collaborate, on what terms. Here again a large number
are inclined to take the path of least resistance, to accept official
pronouncements, and to volunteer their assistance. A determined
minority, however, and a much greater one than in the late War,
has already taken a completely pacifist attitude and refuses to have
anything to do with these war preparations. The remainder are in
the process of making up their minds, and inclined to be critical both
of the politics and of the nature of the technical preparation of their
Governments. There is undoubtedly a strong and growing feeling
that war represents a definite perversion of science; but there is also
t he greatest diversity of opinion on how war can be prevented and
what part the scientists must play in this task. In this connection
the activities of the Science Commission of the International Peace
Campaign (already referred to, p. I 86) are significant of the desire
of scientists to connect themselves as such with wider popular peace
movem~nts.

SociAL C oNSCIOUSNEss

The cumulative effect of these influences is to make all scientists
to a certain extent, and many of them acutely, aware of the relation
between their work and livelihood and political and economic
factors they had hitherto considered to be altogether outside the
sphere of science. It has led to the realization among a large and
growing number of scientists that the work of science does not end
in the laboratory; that the scientist needs to be concerned immediately
with the conditions under which he and his fellow scientists are
working and ultimately with the state of society which will permit
science to continue to exist. It is only on an ~xtremely short~range
view that any scientist can at present be completely satisfied in carrying
out his worlc. Even if he has no desire to see that work developed
and turned to a beneficent end, he must at least realize that the
poesibility of continuing it or passing it on in the tradition of science
depends on the continued existence of that tradition, and hence
on the development of society and not on its degradation by Fascism
or war. To some it may seem that •the needs of social preservation
are at the moment even greater than those of discovery. To the
majority, however, scientific work will be, and must needs be, the
chief concern until the laboratories are blown up or shut down and
tht- w••rkers drafted off to war service or to prison. However, it does
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not follow that the contribution towards the greater social problem
need be a negligible one.
Tlu Scimtist as Ruin-?-The issue between the progressive and
retarding forces in the development of science and in· its relation to
society is only part of the issue of the major social struggle of our
times, but in so far as it does depend on scientists it will require an
activity among them both greater than and of a different character from
that which has hitherto existed. The solution that is most often and
most persuasively put forward, from Plato to H . G . W ells, has been
the ideal one of placing the management of affairs, in general, in the
hands of the philosophers or scientists. Unfortunately, it suffers from
two radical objections: first, that no one can think of any way of
transferring control into their handsJ and, second, that most existing
scientists are manifestly totally unfitted to exercise such control. The
reluctance of democracies to chooee people who appear, at least to
themselves, so eminently suitable for controUing the community
has led most of the proposers of these schemes to turn to authoritarian
or, in modern language, Fascist solutions. But in Fascist states it
happens that the scientists are used merely as tools for war preparation
and propaganda. Nevertheless, though we may dismiss as fantasy
the prospect of the scientist ruler, the scientist will certainly have a
large and critically important part to play in the formation and
development of the social organization of the future.

THB ORGANIZATION OP" Scx!NTISTS

The first and most immediate problem is to find the way in which
the scientist can act now so as to contribute most effectively to the
preservation of science against the forces which threaten it. As an
individual he has no less but no greater influence than any other
citizen; only by combination among scientists can the social importance of science make itself felt. But mere combination in itself js
not enough. The technical importance of science, great as it is, is
not sufficient to give even united scientists any serious political
inRuence, as long as they stand alone. This can only be achieved
if scientists, through their organizations, can combine with other
groups having the same goal of 90Cial progress.
The history of the development of associations among scientists
is a long one, and these associations in different periods have had very
different characters. The early associations, such as the Royal
Society in the seventeenth and the Lunar Society of the late eighteenth
century, existed for the double purpose of collecting together previously
isolated scientists for mutual assistance in the pursuit of science and of
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impressing on the powers, whether governmental or commercial, the
practical importance of science. Since then these functions have been
split, the first remaining the raison d'ltrt of the innumerable learned
societies; the second becoming the function of semi-popular bodies
such as the British or the American Association for the Advancement
of Science. To these has since been added a third type of association
of a professional character similar to that already existing among
lawyers and doctors, such as the Institutes of Chemistry and Physics.
The Recognition of S()(iol Respons:ihility.-Until recently, none of
these bodies occupied themselves with the social effects of science.
In the last few years, however, a marked change has taken place.
" Science and Social Welfare " was the theme of the British Association at Blackpool in 1936. A suggestion was put forward by Mr.
Ritchie Calder of a world union of scientists for the defence of peace
and intellectual liberty, and for the most effective utilization -of science
for human welfare. (5) This suggestion was not taken up at once,
but next year it received important support in the United States.
The council of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science at its meeting in 1937 passed the following resolution:
•• Whereas, Science and its applications are not only transforming the
physical and mental environment of men, but are adding greatly to the
complexities of the social, economic and political relations among them; and
Whereas, Science is wholly independent of national boundaries and
races and creeds and can flouriah permanently only where there is peace
and intellectual freedom; now, therefore be it
Resolved by the council on thia thirtieth day of December, 1937, that
the American Association for the Advancement of Science makes as one
of ita objectives an e:umination of the profound effecta of science upon
society; and that the Alaociation extends to its prototype, the B{itish
Aseociation for the Advancement of Science, and to all other scientific
organizations with similar aima throughout the world, an invitation to
co-operate, not only in advancing the interests of science, but also in
promoting peace among nations and intellectual freedom in order that
science may continue to advance and spread more abundantly its• benefits
to all mankind."

Meanwhile similar developments were taking place in another quarter.
The International Council of Scientific Unions at its meeting in
1937 at the instance of the Academy of Sciences of Amsterdam
arranaed for the formation of an international Committee on Science
and ill Social Relations (C.S.S.R.). -rhis was to be essentially a factfinding body under the auspices of such bodies as the Royal Society
and other scientific academies. It was felt that without a wider
interest among scientists this work would proceed slowly, consequently the propoa.l was put f-orward in Natur1 (6) that a society for
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the study of the social relations of science should be founded. This
proposal was supported by many representative scientists in Britain.
It resulted in the foundation, not of a separate organization, but of a
special division of the British Association for the study of the Social
and International Relations of Science, which was definitely incorporated at the Cambridge meeting of 1938.
.Associations of 'Scientific Worktrs.-All these bodies are, however,
essentially limited to research and discussion. They represent the
widest possible agreement among scientists, but are not in any sense
propagandist or executive bodies. What is needed is a body of more
conscious scientists whose main function will be, not to ·assist in the
pursuit of science or to establish the rights and dignities of the scientific
profession, but rather to spread among scientists a clearer consciousness
of the social implications of their work, and of the need for changing
the organization and status of science if it is to continue as the main
driving force for transforming civilization. Such associations already
exist in several countries: in Britain the Association of Scientific
Workers, in France the Syndicat de l'Enseignement Superieur, and
now in the United States the newly formed American Association
of Scientific Workers (see Appendix X).
The origin of the Association of Scientific Workers in Britain, or
rather of the National Union of Scientific Workers as it was then
called, was the same consciousness of the importance of science which
gave rise at the end of the War to the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research. Here it was the scientists themselves, however, and not the Government, who thought something ought to be
done. At the beginning the National Union's aims were definitely
industrial and political. In the words of one of its first pronouncements:
"The National Union of Scientific Workers marks the beginning of a
new era in the history of professional organization in this country. Hitherto
the bodies formed by professional men in combining to further their
interests have either had no legal standing or been Chartered Associations
or Limited Liability Companies; but these types of organization have
been proved inadequate by several recent events.
TI-e objects of the Union are twofold; they are concerned with the
part to be played by science in the national life and with the conditions
of employment of scientific workers. In the opinion of the Union, the
attainment of the second group of objects is a necessary condition for the
attainment of the first. What has been wrong with British Science in the
past is not its quality, but its quantity; not its position in the world of pure
learning, but its position in the world of politics and industry. Its defects
can be cured only by attracting to the pursuit of science a much larger
fraction of the best ability of the country, and obtaining for the profession
a social standing comparable with its national importance. Those--and
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there are still such-who think that the pursuit of science should be its
own reward and that it would be debased by an attempt to improve greatly
the pay and prospect of scientific workers forget three things; first, that
few men are so free from family ties as to be able to take up ill-paid work
without inflicting hardship on others; second, that any man not so
fortunately placed would be adopting the most selfish course in sacrificing
the physical comfort of his -dependents to his personal taste; and third,
that much of the spade work essential to the progress of science and its
application to industry is not of a nature to excite the passionate devotion
of the artist and will always be done by persons who, while interested in
their profession, are no more and no less indifferent to its material rewards
than are lawyers, medical men and manufacturers. • . .
If, therefore, the professional workers in industry wish to have a share
in looking after their own interests, it is necessary that they organize themselves into Trade Unions as quickly as possible. . . .
The foregoing remarks concern mostly the industrial side of scientific
work, and the need that scientific opinion should be adequately considered
in questions of industrial development, which is as much a national need
as a professional one. The more academic side is, however, regarded as
at least as important by the promoters of the Union, for on it industrial
success and the progress of pure science alike depend. This fact is at last
realized by the governing classes in this country, and the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research has been formed for the purpose of
increasing the output of research, both pure and applied, and co-ordinating
science and industry so that new discoveries of economic value may be
utilized as early as possible."-Preamble to Draft Rules, 1919.

T he ferment of reconstruction which followed the War was of
short duration; by I926 there had settled down in England a general
uncomfortable apathy which was subsequently to be recognized as the
period of pre-slump prosperity. The National Union of Scientific
W or.kers, in a kind of panic after the General Strike, changed its
name to the Association of Scientific W or.kers and in doing so lost
many of its members without attracting those who were presumed to
have been frightened by the earlier title. For a while it fell on very
. bad ~ys. then, after I 9 3 I , similar external causes-first, the effects
of the slump, and then those of insecurity and rearmament which
followed, and under which we are now living-forced the attention
of scientists more than ever to problems outside their own fields.
This was reSected in the renewed activity of the Association,
particularly among the younger scientists and the students. of science.
The new orientation, though similar, actually differs in many ways
from that of the original foundation; much has since then been
learned and Wllearned.
The basis of the Asaociation is now recognized to be twofold:
one, profaaional and individual concern with preserving and improving the conditions of employment of its members, and establishing
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the status of " scientific worker" as in some way similar to that of the
doctor or the lawyer; the other concern is with the whole position
of science in society. The two are closely linked, for it is only if
science plays its appropriate part in the social structure and is permitted
to develop its latent possibHities that the condition of the individual
scientific worker can be appreciably improved. These two sides are
illustrated on the one hand by the efforts which the Association is
making to improve the conditions of young research workers (7), and
on the other, by its work in conjunction with the Parliamentary Science
Committee to secure adequate endowment of science on a national
scale (see p. 3I 7)· Whether or not it succeeds in either of these aims,
it cannot be doubted that the re is coming into existence a powerful
drive for professional organization among scientists with wider
social aims in Britain and throughout the world. This shows itself
not only in bodies similar to the Association, but in the renewed
a<;tivity of some of the purely learned societies and the general concern
with social matters which appears in scientific journals.
SciENCE AND PoLITICS

The activity we have been discussing so far is one inside the structure of science itself, but clearly it cannot remain limited in this way.
In so far as the scientist, individually or corporately, is attempting to
influence society, he is acting politically, and though up to a point this
action could be exercised without the consciousness of its nature, we
have now reached a stage where this is no longer the case. Unless
the scientist is conscious both of the internal structure of science and
its relation to society, much of hi~ efforts to improve the status of
science and to see that its gifts are given to humanity will be doomed
to frustration. On the other hand, neither politic;ians nor the forces
behind them can by themselves either fully realize or know how to
release the latent possibilities of science. They must be assisted by
some of the scientists who know enough of both the scienti fie and the .
political field to be able to establish the fusion of the two.
Although necessary, direct political action by scientists has, it
must be admitted, serious dangers. Up till now, from the point of
view of both economic and political rulers, scientists have been, and
have been considered to be, neutral. They were supposed not to
concern themselves with the results of their work as long as their
pay for continuing it was forthcoming. They we re even afforded
a little of that indulgence which in less sophisticated communities is
given to lunatics. It is not easy to get away from the attitude of
neutrality to one of responsibility without endangering these advantages. Even the slightest attempts to do so are invariably labelled as
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tendencious, and the tradition has grown up that science on no
account must be tendencious. The result, as we have already pointed
out (see p. 341 ), has been to sterilize those branches of science where
every result of value must of necessity be tendencious and to isolate
the other branches of science from society.
Neutrality impossiblt.-Any attempt on the part of the scientist
to think for himself outside his own field exposes him to severe
"sanctions," as the example of Germany has well shown us. It is
therefore argued that in the interests of science it would be far better
for him not to do so. Nevertheless, things can arrive at such a
state that neutrality can compromise the very existence of science
itself as a living force, for even if science is not suppressed it will
cease to attract all active and adventurous minds. The association
of scientists in times of crisis with other positive and progressive
forces is not a new phenomenon; it occurred in the age of Bruno
and Galileo and again in the French Revolution. It is certain that
science would have lost far more if Dr. Priestley had been persuaded
to remain in cautious orthodoxy than it did by the burning of his
house and the destroying of his apparatus. Lavoisier might be cited
as a counter-instance, but it is clear that he suffered not as a martyr
to science, but as a symbol of a hated tax system of the old regime
with which he had allowed himself to be associated. This Radical
tendency has been, as Hogben has shown, a special feature of AngloAmerican science. (8) T he movement in this direction at the present
time is due not only to the feeling that science requires an ampler
and more equitable economic system in which to function, but even
more to the reaction against the definitely anti-scientific drive which
is characteristic of Fascism. No scientist can afford to remain neutral
in this conflict.
Tht P11pular OpiniMr 11j 8citnct.-The political reactions of the
scientist represent one aspect of the tendency to bring together
science and society; the other is represented by the greater realiution
·outside the ranks of science that its safeguarding and grotvth are
necessary for the progress and even for the existence of civilization.
This realization as yet has no organi'l.ed expression. It is shown by
an increasing public interest in such subjects as the frustration of
science ~nd more crudely by the short vogue of Technocracy. It
marks a third stage in the lay appreciation of science which began
by a simple appreciation of the ecovomic benefits of science. This
gave place after the War to the opposite tendency of blaming science
for all current evils and calling for a return to the good old times,
as presaged by Butler in Erewh#n. The reaction to this begins by
t&king into account the fact that science is not a free agent. Its
power is used for good or ill where it is profitable for the rulers to
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use it, though like the blinded Samson it may strike back at its
masters. Set science free, and it will work fo r the good of humanity
far more effectiveqr than it does now for the gains of a few.
Scimct and Dtmocracy.-Science must appear as an ally and not
as an enemy of all those who are striving to achit:ve social justice,
peace, and liberty. Indeed, the aid of science may prove decisive
in the struggle which is only just beginning between the progressive
and reactionary forces in the world. It appears likely that for some
years to come the world may be .divided into democratic and Fascist
states, relentlessly struggling for supremacy. In that struggle the
weapons will be the internal and external force of ideas, · material
production and war potential. Fascism necessarily sets itself against
the ideal of internation'al science, though it needs science to provide
it with material strength. The attempt to sti.fle the spirit of science
while preserving its benefits leads to a conflict in which science .and
ultimately the State itself will suffer. Technique may be maintained
or. even improve, but in the long run the lack of ingenui ty and
flexibility is sure to manifest itself. If at the same time science is
not only left free but fostered in the democratic countries their rapid
economic and cultu ral development may prove so overwhelming that
by their example F ascism may break down from within, without
the need fo r a long and destructive war, or, if the war must come,
the rapid success of democracy would be assured. But can we be
sure science will be fostered in the democratic countries? As we
have shown, there is little evidence of this up to the present. If it
is to happen it can only be through the collaboration of politically
conscious scientists, individually and through their association with
progressive political forces. To achieve this will be difficult, for it
r~q uires real understanding, on the part of both leaders and rank and
file of the political movement, of the importance of science and
its needs. ( 9)
Tht Popular Front.- The scientist may, and indeed must, become
a politieian, but he will never become a party politician. H e sees.
the social, economic and political situation as a problem to which a·
solution must first be found and then applied not as a battle-ground
of personalities, careers, and vested inte rests. As long as the progressive forces in the democratic countries are divided into parties by
such considerations, he cannot see his way to collaborating with any
of them. Only when the part~s can get together on a broad pro- •
gramme o f social justice, civi l liberty and peace, can the full help
of the scientist be expected. Once they do so, however, as the
example of France has shown, there are possibilities for fruitful
collaboration. Many scientists helped, t hrough the "Comite de
Vigilance des Intellectuels Antifascistes," in the formation of the
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Popular Front, and this work has been continued under the new
Government in setting up a really effective Ministry of Science. At
the same time, the spread of popular science in the best sense is being
helped forward in France through the workers' university, in which
eminent scientists discuss their problems with working-class audiences
and help to dissipate the misunderstandings and prejudice which very
naturally has grown up against science. What we need is the
extension of such collaboration between the forces of Science and
Democracy throughout the world. By coming together the two
will grow to understand one another. Science will find its full
liberty and development, and the democratic forces will come to
learn its powers and possibilities.
How the Scientist can Help.-How this can be done witt vary from
country to country. At present, in the world at large, it resembles
a tendency rather than a concrete programme. In countries like
Britain, where the progressive forces are kept divided by rigid party
loyalties, hardly as yet affected by the movements in the rest of the
world, the scientist individually and through his organizations can
best help by making no exclusive commitments and assisting all
progressive parties without favour. The kind of help the scientist
can bring is in exact surveys of social and economic conditions, in
preparing plans on technical questions, and in criticizing current
civil and military programmes. Inevitably this wiU of itself help
to show the concrete necessities of the situation-the abolition of
restrictive private control of the competitive, wasteful and dangerous
elements in national sovereignty, and of the exploitation of depressed
classes or races--and emphasize the necessity for unity to achieve these
ends rather than separate activities which fail as often as they succeed
and gain at most partial and ephemeral ends. The effort will not be
easy, but must succeed if pursued with all the energy, devotion, and
intelligence which the scientist could once expend on his own subject
alone. If he does so, and only if he does so, can the safety of
· science be secured and its possibilities begin to be realized. •
(1) In the report of the University Granu Commission, 1935. it is stated that the
salaries of profeasora have been increased while those of junior lecturers and demonstraton
have beal diminit hed. Commenting on this, the Commissioners remark :
" The rise in professorial salaries is ~rticularly aratifying, pro"Ving, u it does, that the
Uoivenitiea are fully alive to the neceatity of malting reasonable financial proviaion for the
Profatoriate. if the servicea of the bett men are to be secured. Any weakness here must
atf«t adversely the reputation of the Univeni~, and the continuous improvement of these
salaria, which baa been noticeable since the War, hu been of prime importance."
" . • • For the recruitment of apprentice~~ for the profeasion of Univenity teaching the
~t\1al salary during the fint few yean is much lea• important than the pro.~ta of the
future . A • U nivenity which cannot afford to do both would accordingly get better resulh
by taiaing the 11laria attainable at the aJe of, say, 4-0 to an attractive figure, than by adding
t-'1 auma to the aalariea which it oft'en to young gnduates on the threshold of their

c:areen."
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The firuret allo published in the report (aee Appendix I) unfortunately also ahow that,
taklnc the averap tenure of a junior lecturer's post ae twelve yean and a professor's u
t wenty-four, the probability of hi1 becomlnc a profeuor ia only one in two and in reality
probably far leta. The " attraction " ia therefore somewhat of a carrot.
(l) See Sci'"" at tltr C'o" _Roadt, K.nica, 1931. Heuen'a article on Newt.on, which
it contains, wu for Enaland the atartina point of a new evaluation of the history of acience.
(3) See also the eublequent correapondence, particularly the reply of J . B. S. Haldane,
and the article by Joaeph Needham in CMiu;a,ir,y atrtl Social Rwohuiatr, Oollancz.
(•) Cf. Tilt Tiltus, 15th April 1938.
(5) See Nahl,, Vol. t•p, p. 150; Vol. tp, pp. po-t 1 and pp. 380-1.
(6) Naturr, V<ll. l•P, p. 713.
(7) For example, in 1937 a delegation fr<lm the Auoc:iation <lf Scientific Workers interviewed Sir Frank Smith, Secretary of the Department of Scientific and Induttrial Retearch,
o,Jing among others the following points with regard to junior maintenance granta :
J, That the maximum for J unior maintenance grants be raised to £t 50 per annum
(inatead of£ 12.0 aa at pruent).
2. . That where the holder of a grant undertakea teaching work, hia grant ahould be
reduced by not m<lre than half the amount he earns by teaching. (At present
Oxford and Cambridge students are allowed to keep <lne-sixth of what t hey earn,
and students in other univeraities one-third.)
1· That the word " loana " be deleted from paragr~ph 2 t of the regulation~ drawn up
by the D.S.I.R. Ad'\>iaory Committee. In the later issue of the regulations
revised in January, 1937 this baa been done. ( P roviaion by which applicants
are obliged to apply for Joan• from local authorities before being elig.ible should
be retcinded.)
Unfortunately, only in the last of theae waa the Department willing to make any coneeuion. A• far u the lirtt complaint of the miserable sc1le of maintenance grant, the
tpokeaman of the D .S.l.R. stated " that the amount of [120 had been fixed by the AdviJory
Council of the O.S.I.R., which conaista not of Government official& but of University profeuon, u being perfectly adequate to keep a atudent in London or one of the provincial
universities, who bad no other mea_ns of support at all. H e 1tated further thlt the Council
wu always rudy ' to consider exceptiond circumstances and to increase the grant on the
recommendation of the UnivetJi ty authorities. Prior to 1931 the muimum h1d been£ 140,
but had been reduced when the con of living fell. (Though it waa not raised when the cost
of liviog rose again.) When uked whether he did Mt think that the smallnen of the grant
did not tend to Clrive the beat men into other linea <lf employment than scientific research,
leaving second clus students as applicants for D.S.I.R. grants, he stated that this did not
concern the department, u t econd clau Jtudente often proved the most valuable research
workers." (Sci•ntific W orlt,r, Vol. ix, No.8, November, 1937·)
'l'he letter quoted on page: 388 goe• on to explain why the average scientific w<lrker should
join the anoc:iation :
"The reuon why I bdong to the A.S.W. is because I think it wrong that a man of
acientific attainments Jhould be exploited It road aweepers' wagea, and with leu than road
swe~pera' ¥Curity b): commercial concerns who make large profits by hie work. It ia wrong
that Colossus Ltd. should be making large profits out of the Colossus Patent Switch when ·
the patent wu granted to John Smith, B.Sc., who assigned it to Colossus L td. for {.t under
the terms of hi1 agreement with them. It is wrong that a director of Colossus Ltd. should
embody without acknowledgement in a paper he rucb before a learned society facts and
forrnulz discovered fint by the said John Smith and that Smith should connive for fea r of
losing his job. It is wrong that the facts regarding the c<lmmercial exploitation of their
work should be jalously kept from the knowledge of the scientific staff of a tech nical
buaineSI and that consequently when administrative posts have to be filled they sh<luld be
given to accountants and salesmen i and i~ is wrong that theae non-technical people, n ot
appreciating the scientific work they depend on, should hamper, starve and obstruct their
technical men and then sack them for not producing results.
All these thinga are happening almost daily, and I could find concrete examples of every
cue mention<!d. The Association <lf Scientific Workers has done a good deal by supporting
members in their demandt for proper treatment by their employers and inve5tigating posts
advertised at low aalariea, and I regard the rapid development of this side of our activities
u the most important object for us to punue. In dealing with such matters, particularly
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• G'>Ve~ment depart"lent t< cor-=<"!'led, po!•t·-a i<'llucncc 11 )t g.. ~. ac a ' t • ; ' at
extent' Participation in the Councils d the State' ,• a prop~r oi,J<Ct c 1 •tc \ ~. x a c·
(8) Science for tloe CitiZbl, pp. 5h tl ttq.; Scrnrce 1Z11d ~ocitty, Vol I
(9) The recent deci1ion of the Trades L'ni"!'l Congr~s tn set up a Sc·"n•i•ic Adv1sorv
Committe.; ia o welcome aign that this proc~s has begun an Britain 'T i ·' t"""l:nittee,
first announced at the British Auociation meeting in 19371 has now lxoco denmte!\' con·
stituted, half of acientisU nominated by the Britiah Atsociation and half of repre;cr.tot1ves
of the Trades Union Congress. It will be &trictly oon~political and wlil concern itsel•
with the following problems Foods and Agriculture ; Coal TechnologY; Occupat,ona•
Diseaaea, Disabilities and Industrial Welfare; Syt't.'lth• Plut·c a'ld ('d.cic~o, fteavv
'lltct.lis 1 l.!gbt Metals; P•>WC' P•odt.ctlon ~rod T•-a..-:~p.'l~·; 'vti··~ra~ Pc"l'·•ces "•c'lt '>11
e Pc•VJtial Develap"'>e:"l•, i Defence • •-1 >\~c.>tion 1 I ed ''a T'1uc,:,t·~n •nd A~ ·••n•.
-·'I Population and Vr~al <;tal f_' I r.
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CHAPTER XVI
THE SOCIAL FUNCTION OF SCIENCE

AT the end of our inquiry we come closer to being able to define
what is the contemporary, and what may be the future, function of
science in society. We have seen science as an integral part both of
the material and economic life of our times and of the ideas which
guide and inspire it. Science puts into our hands the means of
satisfying our material needs. It gives us also the ideas which will
enable us to understand, to co-ordinate, and to satisfy our needs in the
social sphere. Beyond this science has somethtng as important
though less definite to offer: a reasonable hope in the unexplored
possibilities of the future, an inspiration which is slowly but
surely becoming the dominant driving force of modern thought
and action.
THE MAJOR TRANSFORMATIONS OF HISTORY

•

To see the function of science as a whole it is necessary to look at
it against the widest possible background of history. Our attention
to immediate historical events has, up till very recently, blinded us
to the understanding of its major transformations. Mankind is,
after all, a late emergence on the scene of terrestrial evolution, and
the earth itself is a late by-product of cosmic forces. Up till now human
life has only undergone three maj or changes: the fou11dation first
of society and then of civilization, both of which occurred before the
dawn of recorded history, and that scientific transformation of society
which is now taking place and for which we have as yet no name.
Socilty and Civilization.-The first revolution was the foundation
of society, by which man became different from the animals and
found, through the new habit of transmission of experience from
generation to generation, a means of advance altogether faster and
more sure than the haphazard evolutionary struggle. The second
revolution was the discovery of civilization, based on agriculture,
and bringing with it a manifold ~evelopment of specialized techniques,
but above all, the social fNms of the city and trade. Through these
mankind as a whole was removed from parasitic dependence on
nature and a certain section of mankind liberated altogether from the
task of food production. The discovery of civilization was a local
event. It had acquired nearly all its essential featurC$ by the sixth
'~
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millennium B.c., but only at its centre, somewhere between Mesopotamia and India. We <:annat trace in the succeeding thousands
of years right up to the Renaissance and the beginning of our own
times ariy substantial change in the quality of civilization. The
whole of this period of recorded history marks only relatively small
cultural and technical changes, and these, for the most part, of a
cyclic character. Culture after culture rises and decays, but each one,
though different, is not essentially in advance of the one before. The
real imperceptible advance is only in area. Every breakdown of the
civilization internally and through barbarian invasions meant in the
long run, after a period of confusion, the spread of that civilization to
the barbarians. By the end of the period all the easily cultivated lands
of the world were civilized.
The Scimtific R evolution : The Role of Capitalt!m.-It is apparent
to us now, though it was certainly not then, that by the middle of the
fifteenth century something new was beginning. We have come to
look on the Renaissance as presaging the rise of capitalism, but it was
not until the eighteenth century that any fundamental change was
generally recognized. By then, through the application of science
and invention, new possibilities were available to mankind which
were likely to have an even larger effect on its future than those of
agriculture and the techniques of early civilization. It is only recently
that we have been able to separate in our minds the development of
capitalist enterprise from that of science and the general liberation of
human thought. Both seemed to be inextricably connected parts of
Progress, but at the same time, paradoxically, their appearance was
greeted as evidence that man was returning to his natural state, freed
from the arbitrary restrictions of religion or feudal authority. W e
now see that though capitalism was essential to the early development
of science, giving it, for the first time, a practical value, the human
importance of science transcends in every way that of capitalism, and,
indeed, the full development of science in the service of humanity is
.incompatible with the continuance of capitalism.
•
Tht Social Implicatiom of Science.-Science implies a unified and
co-ordinated and, above all, conscious control of the whole of social
life; it abolishes, or provideS the possibility of abolishing, the de~
pendence of man on the material world. Henceforth society is subject
only to the limitations it imposes on itself. There is no reason to
doubt that this possibility will be grasped. The mere knowledge of
its existence is enough to drive man on until he has achieved it. The
socialized, integrated, scientiii~ world organization is coming. It
would be absurd, however, to pretend that it had nearly arrived or
that it will come without the most severe struggles and confusion.
We must realize that we are in the middle of one of the major transi-
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tion periods of human history. Our most immediate problem is to
ensure that the transition is accomplished as rapidly as possible, with
the minimum of material, human and cultural destruction.
The Tmks of Science in the Transition Period.-Aithougli science
will clearly be the characteristic feature of the third stage of
humanity, its importance will not be fully felt until this stage has
been definitely established. Belonging to an age of transition
we a re primarily concerned with its tasks, and here science is but
one factor in a complex of economic and political forces. Our
business is wich what science, here and now, has to do. The importance of science in the struggle, moreover, depends largely
on the consciousness of this importance. Science, conscious of its
purpose, can in the long run become a major force in social change.
Because of the powers which it holds in reserve it can ultimately
dominate the other forces. But science, unaware of its social significance, becomes a helpless tool in the hands of forces driving it away
from the directions of social advance, and, in the process, destroying
its very essence, the spirit of free inquiry. To make science conscious of itself and its powers it must be seen in the light of the
problems of the present and of a realizable future. It is in relation
to these that we have to determine the immediate functions of
sc1ence.
Prtvmtiblt Evils.-We have in the world to-day a number of
palpable material evils--starvation, disease, slavery, and war--evils
which in previous times were accepted as part of nature or as the
actions of stern or malevolent gods, but which now continue solely
because we are tied to out-of-date political and economic systems.
There is no longer any technical reason why everyone should not
have enough to cat. There is .n o reason why anyone should do
more than three or four hours of disagreeable or monotonous work
a day, or why they should be forced, by economic pressure, to do
even that. W ar, in a period of potential plenty and ease for all, is
sheer fslly and cruelty. The greater part of disease in the world.
eo-day is due directly or indirectly to lack of food and good living
conditions. All these are plainly remediable evils, and no one can
feel that science has been properly applied to human life until they
are swept off the face of the earth.
But that is only the beginning. There are a number of apparently
irremediable evils, such as disease or the necessity for any kind of
unpleasant work at all, which w~ have very good reason for believing
could be dealt with if a serious and economically well-supported
scientific drive were made to discover their causes and eliminate
them. The starving of research of potential human value i$ but
one step removed from the starving of man .
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Discovtry and Satisfaction of Needs. -These are all, however, but
negative aspects of the application of science. It is plainly not enough
to remove aa much of present evil as lies in our power. We must
look to producing new good things, better, more active and more
harmonious ways of living, individually and socially. So far science
has hardly touched these fields. It has accepted the crude desires
of a pre-scientific age without attempting to analyse and refine them.
It is the function of science to study man as much as nature, to
discover the significance and direction of social movements and social
needs. The tragedy of man has too often lain in his very success
in achieving what he imagined to be his objects. Science, through
its capacity for looking ahead and comprehending at the same time
many aspects of a problem, should be able to determine far more
clearly which are the real and which the phantastic elements of
pei"S()nal and social desires. Science bri ngs power and liberation, j ust
as much by showing the falsity and impossibility of certain human
aims, as by satisfying others. In so far as science becomes the
conscious guiding force of mate rial civilization, it must increasingly
permeate all other spheres of culture.
SciENCE A ND C U L T URE

The present situation, where a highly developed science stands
almost isolated from a traditional literary culture, is altogether
anomalous and cannot last. N o culture can stand indefinitely .apart
from the domimuing practical ideas of the time, without degenerating
into pedantic futility. It need not be imagined, however, that the
assimilation of science and culture is likely to take place without
very serious modifications in the structure of science itself. Science
of the pre~ent day owes its origin and much of its character to the
precise needs of material construction. I ts method is essentially a
critical one, the ultimate criterion being experimental, that is,
practical verification. The really positive part of science, the ~~naking
of discoveries, lies outside scientific method proper, which is concerned
withpreparingthegroundforthemandwith establishing theirreliability.
Discoveries are usually unthinkingly attributed to the operations of
human genius which it would be impious to attempt to explain. We
have no science of science. Another aspect of the same defect of
present-day science is its inability ad~uately to deal with phenomena
in which novelty occurs and which are not readily reduced to any
quantitative mathematical description. The enlargement of science
to cover this defect is needed for its extension to social problems, and
will be more 10 the more science becomes assimilated with general
culture. The dryness and austerity of science, which had led to its
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widespread rejection by those of literary culture and, among scientists
themselves, to every kmd of irrational and mystical addition, is something which must be removed before science can fully take its place
as a common framework of life and thought.
To a certain extent this transformation will represent a fusion of
existing tendencies inside and outside of science. Particular scientific
disciplines; the dispassionate assembling of evidence; the means
of dealing with multiple causation, each factor having a defiPite
quantitative part to play in the final result ; the general understanding of the elements of chance and statistical probability, will
tend to become the background of every kind of human action. At
the same time, history, tradition, literary form, and visual presentation
will come more and more to belong to science. The world picture
presented by science which, though continually changing, grows with
each change more definite and complete, is bound to become in the
new age the background of every form of culture. But this change
by itself is not sufficient, the transformation of science and not the
mere assimilation of other disciplines is required for the new tasks
which science will have to face.
THE TRANSFORMATION oF Scx!NCE

The stages of scientific advance have marked a progress from the
large and simple to the small and complex. The first stage of
science, that of the description and ordering of the available universe,
is already essentially completed. The second stage, understanding
the mechanics of this universe, is on its way to complet ion, for already
we can see in principle the general scheme of this explanation.
There remain unknown, and indeed in part necessarily unknowable,
possibilities beyond this, though we can already glimpse a little of this
future development. It is quite clear that, if humanity does not in
the near future destroy that elaborate co-operative effort, which distinguishes civilization from tM previous purely biological existenc~
of man, it will have to tackle a universe which will itself become
more and more a human creation. Already the chief difficulties
both in the theory and practice of science lie in the problems that
human society has created for itself in economics, sociology, and
psychology. In the future, as the simpler conquest of non-human
forces is brought to its completion, these problems will become increasingly important.
•
The Problem of the Origin of New Things.-This process will
bring new aspects into evidence. The more thought deals with the
problems of a rapidly developing society, in part consciously motivated,
and in part moving by the indiscernible interaction of the different
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forces working within it, the more the methods of coping with
problems will need to be modified in order to deal with the novel and
the unexpected. The first sciences to emerge into rationality were
those of the simplest operations-mechanics, physics, and chemistry.
O ur pattern of rationality is founded on the study of systems where
everything is uniform and nothing really new happens. In biology
already this mode of thought is beginning to break down. The theory
of evolution not only marks an advance in our understanding of nature
but is also a critical step in our method of thinking, because it involves
the recognition of novelty and history in science. Men have, it is true,
studied history already for millennia, but in a very different spirit from
that of science. Indeed, they have gone so far as to deny that history
could be a science at all because of the very possibility of novelty in
it. But there is no intrinsic reason why science should not learn
to deal with the novel elements in the universe, which, after all, are
as characteristic of it as the repetitive and regular ones. Science has
not done so up till now because it has not had to. Now for the first
time the problem is fairly presented. If we are to master and direct
our world we must learn how to cope not only with the orderly but
also with the novel aspects of the universe, even when their novelty
is of our own making.
Dialectical Matn-ialism.-Karl Marx was the .first to realize this
problem and to suggest how it might be solved. He was able to draw
from the study of economics, in the place of the superficial regularities
that sufficed for the orthodox school, a profound realization of the
developments of new forms and of the struggles and equilibria fro111
which still newer formS derived. W e have here the beginning of a
rational study of development as such, but it is one in which it is no
longer possible rigidly to separate the observer from the observed,
and which consequently identifies the student with the forces he is
studying. I~ the turmoil and struggle which our eocial and political
world is passing through, these ideas are rapidly winning their way
.even into the camp of their most violent enemies. T hey ha"l4e found
their j ustification, not only in predicting but also in moulding human
development, a task which would have been impoasible within the
limits of a science based on the conception of an ordered and invariable
world.
Now as science itself has proceeded almost entirely by the method
of isolation, the Marxist method of thinking has often appeared to
scientists as loose and unscientific, or, as they would put it, metaphysical. Isolation in science, however, can only be achieved by
a rigorous control of the circumstances of the experiment or application. Only when all the factors are known is ecientitic prediction,
in the full lehle, pollible. Now it is quite clear that where new
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things are coming into the universe all the factors cannot be known,
and that therefore the method of scientific isolation fails to deal with
these new things. But from the human point of view it is as necessary
to be able to deal with new things as with the regular order of nature.
Science is perfectly right in restricting itself to the latter. It is
wrong only if it implies that outside this regular ord~r the human
mind is helpless, that if something cannot be dealt with "scientifically," it cannot be dealt with rationally.
The Extension of Rationality.-The great contribution of Marxism
is to extend the possibility of rationality in human problerns to include
those in which radically new things are happening. It can only do
so, however, subject to certain necessary limitations. In the first
place, the degree of prediction where new things are concerned can
never be of the same order of exactitude as in the regular and isolated
operations of science. Exact knowledge, which has been looked on
as an ideal, is, however, not the only alternative to no knowledge
at all. There are even ve ry large regions inside science itself where
exact knowledge is impossible. The whole trend of modern physics
has, for instance, shown that it is hopeless to expect it in atomic
phenomena. But there the difficulty is circumvented by relying on
the exactness of the statistical knowledge of a large number of events.
In a similar way, the exact dates and localities of the critical changes,
the wars and revolutions which affect human society, are unpredictable,
but here statistical methods are not fully applicable, there being only
one human society. Nevertheless, the intrinsic instability of certain
economic and technical systems is something which can be generally
established, and their breakdown becomes, within a wide range of
years, inevitable.
The Trend of the Future.- There can be no question, even to
those completely unaware of the methods by which the Marxist
predictions are reached, that the Marxists have some way of analysing
the development of affairs which enables them to judge far in advance
of scierttific thinkers what the trend of social and economic develop-.
ment is to be. The uncritical acceptance of this, however, leads
many into believing that Marxism is simply another providential
teleology, that Marx had mapped the necessary lines of social and
economic development which men willy-nilly must follow. This is
a complete misunderstanding. Marxist predictions are not the
result of working out such a scheme of development. On the
contrary, they emphasize the impossibility of doing this. What can
be seen at any given moment is the composition of the economic and
political forces of the times, their necessary struggle and the new
conditions which will be the result. But beyond that we can only
foresee a process which has not ended and will necessarily take on
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new and strictly unpredictable forms. The value of Marxism is as
a method and a guide to action, not as a creed and a cosmogony.
T he relevance of M a rxism to science is that it removes it from its
imagined position of complete detachment and shows it as a part,
but a critically important part, of economic and social development.
I n doing so it can serve to separate off the metaphysical elements
which throughout the whole course of its history have penetrated
scientific thought. It is to Marxism that we owe the consciousness
of the hitherto unanalysed driving force of scientific advance, and it
will be through the practical achievements of Marxism that this
consciousness can become embodied in the organization of science
for the benefit of humanity.
Science will come to be recognized as the chief factor in fundamen tal social change. The economic and industrial system keeps,
or should keep, civilization going. The steady process of technical
improvement provides for a regular increase in the extent and
commodity o f life. Science should provide a continuous series of
unpredictable radical changes in the techniques themselves. Whether
these changes fit in or fail to fit in with human and social needs is
the measure of how far science has been adjusted to its social function.
For the full value of these seminal ideas we must wait until the
ending of the struggle, which, though it may seem to us interminably
drawn out, will appear in history as an episode, though a great and
critical one. T hen mankind will come into its material heritage,
and, far from needing science less, will make even greater demands
on it to solve the greater human and social problems which have
to be faced. T o meet this task science itself will change and develop,
and in doing so will cease to be a special discipline of a selected few
and become the common heritage of mankind.
Scimu as Communism.- Already we have in the practice of science
the prototype fo r all human common action. T he task which the
scientists have undertaken-the understanding and control of nature
and of man himself-is merely the conscious expression of tAl! task
of human society. T he methods by which this task is attempted.
however imperfectlY. they are realized, are the methods by which
humanity is most likely to secure its own future. In its endeavour,
science is communism. In science men have learned consciously to
subordinate themselves to a common purpose without losing the
individuality of their achievements. Each one knows that his work
depends on that of his predecessors a·nd colleagues, and that it can
only reach its fruition through the work of his. successors. In science
men coUaborate not because they are forced to by superior authority.
or because they blindly follow some chosen leader, but because they
realize that only in this willing collaboration can each man .find his
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goal. Not orders, but advice, determines action. Each man knows
that only by advice, honestly and disinterestedly given, can his work
succeed, because such advice eJcpresses as near as may be the
inexorable logic of the material world, stubborn fact. Facts cannot
be forced to our desires, and freedom comes by admitting this necessity
and not by pretending to ignore it.
The$e are things that have been learned painfully and incom~
pletely in the pursuit of science. Only in the wider tasks of humanity
will their full use be found.

•

•

APPENDIX I
FIGURES CONCERNING UNIVERSITIES AND SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETIES
(A) NuMBIIl AND DIITillBUTION OP Potn BETWEEN-A.n, SciENCE,
MaoJCJNE, AND TJcRNoLOcY

(a) Professors and other heads of deptrtments;
Aru.

Univenity.
E•flilll
Birmingham •
Briatol
Cambridge
Durham.
Exeter
Leeds
Linrpool
London •
Mauchater
Nottin&ham
Oxford
Rea4ing .
Sheffield .
Southampton

Total En,Ush

(b)

2. J
IO
46
2.0
6
I9
2.2.
IOO
2.5
9

42.
2.8
t87
51

.

1173

w.z,,.
Aberyatwyth
Buaor
Cardiff

.

s
-.
Welah

..

National School of
Medicine

Total Welsh Univcnitia

1'3

:u

li

p.

-

s

'16lllarp

GJuaow .

Glutow

Royal

CoUqe
St. Allclrewt
Toal loottilla

Technical

.

U!~Penitia

•

Total for UniYcnitia of Great
Britain

.

%8

6

82.
16
2.4
2.1

1I1

782.

8

IS
12.
19
IS

7
7

s
6
s

19

-

-

Other teaching staff.
Medicine.

(.r)

s
6

-

2.
9
7

;l8

-n

(b)

18
2.1
13

-

11

37

IOS

SIB

-

9
-

-

-

1
6

9

8

2.4
40
2.2.

17

s
s
s

17
17
38

10
11

IS
36
41

-sss

1432.

77

2.9
106
JIO
2.6

J86

61

IS6

-

9
IO
I8
IS
6
2.
14
IO

147

2.4

- '09

-

s
s

3'
8
39
I4

-

.7

-

-2.3 -18 -u

(b)

2.J
10
-

IOJ

69

(•)
7
3

197
J2.

49

42.

Technotou.

2.4

,g

Sftllid
Allenlem

IJ

47
2.9
2.J6
42.

9
10
68
9
10
17

JO

IS

35
$2.
119
J8

9
2.3
16

75

397

(b)

'

39
3
2.#

9

'5
I4

(.r)

%6

2.8
378
31
17
2.4

.

Uninnitie~

Science.

(.r)

79

(~)

9

-JO -

1

-

II

8

11
42.

I

2.

7

2.
7

3

I

8

-

6

17

•
3

4

7

12.

3

14

IS
4

So
4

2.6

112.

38

IOJ

31

Il4

162.

955

193

507

143

649

•

TWt table- calctlla* "-a 6pra prcmMI by the UniYenitia Bureau of the British Empire•
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(B)

NuMBER oP FuLL-TIME TEACHING STAFF IN DtPPERENT GRADES AND
AVERAGE INCOME

Read en,
Assistant Professors
Professors.
and
lndepcndent
Lecturers.

Assittant Lecturers
Lecturers.

Others.

and

Demonstrators.

Total for Great
Britain,

1934-1935

8)5

374

1391

8)6

1$<)

[10 95

£66+

[471

[J08

£38+

Average Salary,

19J+- 193S

..
From the Umvers1t1es Grants Comm1ttee Report .
(C)

NuMBER AND DtsTRIBtJTJON OF AovANCEP STUDENTs I N SciENCl!,
M EDICINE, T ECHNOLOGY, ANP AGRICtJLTURl!

Full-time Students.

Branches of Study.

Men.
Matbematica
Aatronomy
Biology .
Botany
Chemiury
Applie<l
,"
Bio-Chemistry
Colloid Science
.
Entomology
E ugenics.
Genetic• .
Geology .
Geo- Phytics
Mineralon
Mycology
Oceonography
Physics
Zoology.
•
.
•
.
•
Principles,~iatory and Method of Science
Totol Natural Sciences

86

+I
91

'1-72

+6
+0

8

13

5
I

200

Bo
4

J3

z
3

z

19

-

5

z
1

89

•

II

2

25

6

-

7
2

3
5

-

12
21

-

6

-

1

39

17
JO

268

I

190
222

I

I[

-

4

J

5
3

7

.

I

+

-

1
1
1

-s
IS

2·

64
8
8

-

3
l
I

--

-

4 33

1.1

1

-

6

10
7

2

Ill

--

-

I

78

-

-

JS

]0

-

Students.
Women.

-

17

341

Men.

24

-

21

Corry forwa rd

.J

-

s

6

1107

Medicine
Surgery
Obstetrics and Gynaecology •
Anaesthetic&
Anatomy
Bacteriology
Cancer Research
Dente.! Sutgery
Dermatology
Embryology

Women.

Part~ time

APPENDICES
(C)

NuMBER AND DtsTtuBUTtoN oF ADvANCED STuDENn IN Scti!NCE,

MEDICINE, TECHNOLOGY, AND AGRICULTUkE.-t:0111ilflltd

.

Bran che~

Full·time Studentt.

of Study.

Women.

M~.

.

Brought forward
Epidemioloay and Vital Statistics
Helmi.otholou •
Hi1tology
•
Materia Medica
Ortbopaedicr
Paruitoloi)'
P atbolO&Y
and Medicine
Pbannacoloay
Pbytioloty
Public: H ealth
Radioloty
T herapeutics
Tuberculosis
Total Medical Subject&

89

...
9

-

Fn,;

-

J+

'5+

--

:u

5
2

7

42.
43

.

I

39
1

3
4
6

25

-

J J8

..

t

-

3

2
8
t

--

7
I

I

4

I

\

I

I

s

--

-6

-

s

12

-

-

--

491

27

I

7

to

-+
1

I2

-

3
[

t

+
6

'

---

--

-------

--8-;-- - --- •- - --

3
-

----

92

2

-

2.

I

59

7

s

1658

llJ

8«

Ualunity Cranto Committ~ Rrturn• • t 935 _, 93 6 .

•

-

21
I

tS

[

32.

-

I

-

----

t

-

11

2

-

35
17

.

--

-

-

6t

21

HJ

I
11.

-

2+

Acrlc:ulture
Arricultural .Bac:teriolotr
Botany
Chemi1try
"
EconomicI
Eutomolou
Dairy Bacteriolory
Forwtry .
Horticulture
Total Agricultu ral Subjects

.

-

1

2

,

Total

-- s

l

Women.

Men.

l

40

.

...

-

-

.

.

-"

I

-...

..

Aeronautic:•
An:hite.:ture
Building •
Dyeing •
Engineering, Central .
Chemical
"
Civil
Electrical
"
Mechanical
Fuel "
Techoolory
Glut Tec:hnoloty
Leather Ma.oufacture
Metalluru
Military Studiea
MiDinr
Nanl Architecture
Oil TecbnoloiY
Tntilea .
Town Pla.oning
Total Tecbnology

7

-

2
I

Part• time St udents.

I

I
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(D)

lnatitution.

Endowments.

Total.

University of London •
Birmingham University
Bri1tol Univenity
Cambridge University .
Durham University
.
Exeter Univer3ity College
Leeda Univerait y
•
Liverpool University
Manches ter Univenity
Manchester College of Tech·
nolor;y •
Nottingham University College
Oxford University
Reading Univenity
Sheffield University
Southampton University
College.

c

ISS,I8<f,
34·04-3
1.5,p6
IS?oOSJ
:u,t66
1 0 U4

rz,ss8

3S·Or
... 8,, 0

Donations and
Subscription•.

INCOME Of'

Grants from
Locd Authoritiu.

Per
Per
Per
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Amount.
of
of
of
Amount.
Total
Total
Total
I ncome.
lncome.
Income.

8·9
IS·8
U'9
14'3
• 9'6

....s

4-'9
14' 1
t8·1

-7'6

-

c

72,]06
3·977
5>406
8,414
<f.,or 1
St o
r 3,5o8
,,663
4-o947

s·s

995

z·o

669·395

University of Wales
Aberdeen University
Edinburgh University
Glasgow U11ivenity
Glasgow Royal Technical
College.
St. Andrew• Universit y

J1'6
11'7

1•8
1·8
J• 3
1'7
1' 7
5' 3
3' 1
1'9

us

1·590
3· 139
100
9·977

6,957
147ol09
1J,8s'
8,zo6

4-' Z

.I

1·8
'7

c

,....

U9,61S
19,855
11.,908
70 J
16,6o6
15,161
50,395
16,758
19,105

.I
11 ·6
J1'S
19'7
10· 8
7' r

104,700
u,665

14'9

-

1J•8
l ,.,

71'Z

-

6•7

5,61 3

p,ror

4'7
u·6

700

1'4

15·795

J1•0

IJ•8

t36,66J

2·8

502 1 10 1

10'3

22,134

6·1

4-oJOS

1'2

s8,1 13

16·o

22>487
52,713
44•491

18·4
18·s
17•2.

1,ooo
8,9 ss
+>433

·8
3'1
l '?

6,ooo
ro,8oo
s,,oo

4'9
3'8
3'.4

9·701
2•1-o983

1)' 3
22•0

s,165
t,67S

?' 1
1' 5

8,1 ?9
.... soo

Jl•1

Total, Scotland

r 54,376

18•I

21,23 r

:·s

]8,179

4' S

Grand Total, Great Britain

845•905

1'7

S98•J93

Total, England

-

r 3'9

r 62,199

' 1

-

4'0

-

9'9

Taken from the University
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Tuition
Feea.

Parliamentary
Grantt.

T otal.

Per
Cent.
of
T otal
Income.

£

S79o710
76,so6
84,8h
161, n 5
78,r 8 3

14o500
78, r6490.+2.6

ss,rsz

If,SOO
3 r,roo
12 5,:&94
6f,JOI
50oS73

H'3

35'5
+3'4z s·o
34'0
J0'9
)0•6
36'4
31•7

Total.

I

4li

Examination,
Graduation,
MatriculatiOA awf
RqistntiUI Fees.

Per
Per
Cent.
Cent.
of
Amount.
of
Total
Total
Income.
Income.

£

511,799
50,719
] 2 0:&5 1
I, ,,z rz
,:&98
12,97i
6o,71
7°·597

s

I46,r8o
I0,78 S
6,96:&

15•1.

If,06S
t,z si
7·635
u,1 65
I.J,OOS

2 7' 7

1F
2 '4z6·8

7~·916

£

1 9'9
1J'5
16·5
16·8

8·4

Other
Income.

Total.

Per
Cent.
of
Total
Income.

£

I To]
Income.

£

I,74Z,730
1 r 5,731
I9 5,6o6
6,f-5 ,7ZO
1 30•777
...6.92.0
:tSi•h9
"4 ,] 61
z68-.4oz

137·916
9•8]6
17,871
66,5 Sz
17>448

4'6
9' 1
10•J
Il' 9

3'0
4'5
4'8

p,84-J
6,71 5
ZS,497

12·8
"'7
9'5

'4
z·r
r 8· 3
1'9
4'0

...,687
:&,7]4
47•3i9
9,0 6
11,6)0

3' 2
] •0
IO· S
7'7

45 1·757

B·s

n8,569
148,746

1•2.

446

'9

49>434

7'9

40 1,638

8•J

4 ,8 56,693

5•0
J•6
n ·1
6·o

,s.~ ~

I

2.•7

-

1'9

-

34' 0

:tz,471
:&4,173
46o3J7
1:&,:&:&3
29,140

10•:1.
18•7
19'7

ssz
I ,867
8:&,539
3•379
6,019

I7·9SO

36'3

u,963

z6·z

585

I ,SS2o356

J Z'O

r,2o9,910

2.4' 9

] 84,630

177,I97

48·6

74t796

zo· 5

16>494

4'5

n ,z41

3' I

364,18o

55·718
100,159
88,013

f5•6
JS•1
34' 0

2.3,779
73>497
77>'J9 t

19'4
25· 8
30•2

8,983
1 8,152
33.Z34

7'4
9'9

3'5
3'7

IZ:I.,:&89
184>751

t z.·q

4o3IZ
10>4-73
t., S97

·6.

z.ss.,6q

JZ,95I

52,500

45'3
46'3

r6,330
I9o520

12'5

68
7oJ09

•I
6·4

'5

17'1

2,945

2·6

7Zo7J6
IIJ 04-JZ

329,361

38'7

ZI1 0 I1 7

24-·8

77,746

9' 1

19,668

2'J

85r ,678

z,os8,914-

33' 9

I>4-9S.hJ

24•6

..., 8,870

1'9

4) 2,547

7' 1

6,o, , ,6sr

9' 8
34-' I

2.7'7
54-' 2

1 5' 3
16·s

-

•

-

-

•

34-1

-

14-7,ozs
9I,o86 •
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(E)

NuMBER OF SciENTISTS BELONCINC TO THE CHIEF SciENTIFIC
SoCIETIES

Society.
Membership.
Institute of Chemistry
7100
Chemical Society
3'17 5
Physical.
l i OO
Geological Society
u8o
Astronomical .
91 R (including 48 foreign associates)
Biochemical Society
94°
260
Mineralogical .
These ligures only co\l'er some of the largest scientific societies. It is
difiicult to get from them any idea of the total nu mber of scientific workers.
For one thing, not all members of the societies are active scientifically, and
conversely by no means all scientific workers belong to scientific societies.
Also there is a large degree of overlap. Some idea of the total may be had
by adding the figures for the Institute of Chemistry, the Physical, the
Geological, and half the Biochemical Societies. To this should be added
another rsoo for zoological and' biological, giving a total of rr,2 5o, r~pre
senting the non-medical sciences. It is extremely difficult to find the
number of working scientific research workers, bu t it is probably not more
than another 3000, making 14,250 in all.

APPENDIX II
GOVERNMENT AIDED RESEARCH

. (A)

GovERNMENT SciENTIFI C REsEARCH ExPENDITU RE,

Fighting Services (see page 427) .
.
'Department of ScientHic and Industrial Research
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (including £ 6 3,000 for Scotland)
£469,000
Agricultural Research Council
6!,000
I 5,000
Forestry Commission .

1937
£t,536,ooo
583,000

)45,000
Medical. Research Council
Ministry of Health .
Development Commission
Mines Department .
Ministry of Transport
Post Office
Office of Works

£121,000
2,000

.

Colonies Services
Dominion Services

70,000
88,ooo
18o,ooo
36 r,ooo

43,000
IJ,OOO

_ _s6,oo~
£3,2 8o,ooo

•
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THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH
(B) SuMMARY oF THE EXPENDITUJI.E OF THE DI!PARTMENT DURING
THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 1937
Organization.
Gross.
Receipts.
Net.
£ z9,685
£ 1,209
Headquarters' Administration .
£28,+76
National Physical Laboratory .
z«,o8 r
I 38,4-9Z
r os,s89
Building and Road Research
87,957
55,693
J2,26+
26,.po
5,27+
Chemical Research Laboratory .
21,146
Food Investigation .
5+.926
1 5,928
38·998
Forest Products Research
4-1,281
1,899
39·382
Fuel Research
.
ros,66o
I2,8SI
92,809
Water Pollution Research
1o,6I3
9,215
1,398
Miscellaneous Programmes
.
7,5zr
4.519
3,002
Geological Survey and Museum
70,241
1,792
68,f49
Grants for Research:
Research Associations, etc.
u6,sro
Grants to Students, etc.
25,207
£8Jo,r So
£s83,23o
Taken from the Report of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research for the
· year 1936-J7, p. r 68.
·

(C) INCOME OF REsEARCH AssociATIONs 1936-37
Research Association.
Britieh Colliery Owners •
British Cast Iron
.
British Iron and Steel Federation
Briti•h Non-Ferrous Metals
•
Inatitution of AutomobiJe Engineers .
Britilh Electrical and Allied Industries
Britieh Refractories .
Britieh Food Manufacturers
.
.
Cocoa, Chocolate, Sugar Confectionery
and Jam Trades .
BritiJh Flour Millers
.
•
Britieh Paint, Colour and Varnish
Manufacturers •
.
.
•
British Rubber Manufacturers .
Carry forward

Income.

As per cent.
of Net
Product of
Industry.
O·OOJ

0' 12
0'03
eo·r8
o·o6t

r 5,998
1,360
£259•703
I

o· r8
o·o6

Income ipra taken from the Report of the Department of Seientifi~ and lnllust!UI
R-rc.ll t.r the year 1916-17.
t or all the pottery mdustry.

•
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.Re~earch

Auociation.

As per cent.
of Net
Product of
Industry.

Income.

Brought forward
British Leather Manufacturen
British Boot, Shoe and Allied Trades .
British Cotton Industry
Wool Industries
.
Linen Industry
British Launderers .
Printing and Allied Trades
British Scientific Instrument

[259·703
19o387}£z4 424
5,037
'
80,239}
19o91 3 £II9o440
19,288
10,8 I 8
IO,I JO
9·257
!433·772

0•08

Income figures taken fi'Qm the Report of the Department of Scientific and lnduurial
Retearch for the year I936-17.
• Of all the clothing indultry.

(D)

ToTAL GovuNM!NT GllANT AND INDUBTI.IAL CoNTI.tBtJTION

TO TH! R•s.uJtCH Assoct.ATJONa

Year.

No. of
Associations.

1920
17
1921
:u
1922
21
21
1923
21
192420
1925
1926 • 2t
1927
19
1928
19
20
1929
20
1930
1931
20
1932
20
1933
19
19H
19
1935
19
18
1936

Income from
Industry

Income from
Government

[.ooo.

[.ooo.

.

£96
108
III

1<11
113
118
II I
IIS

124
153

ISS

160
167
1J4
19t
232
250

.

Total

£ooo.

£6s
8+
93
103

£t6I
192
204

100

213
206
189
175
178
232
240
248
235
233
277
341
377

88
78
6o
54
79
82
88
68
59
86
109
127

Per cent.
Increase or
Decrease
on previousyear .

'124-

.

Figurea from the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

•

+ I9
+6
+ to

-s

-3
-9
- 8
+2
+zs
+3
+3

-s

- 1
+19
+23
+Il

APPENDIX III
IND USTRIAL RESEARCH
( A) ' N u MBER o F L ARGE AND S MALL FAc TORI Es I N G REAT B lliTAIN

(Figures for 1933, from the Home O ffice)
Number of factories employing up to 1000 workers .
Number of factories employing more than 1000 workers
Number of operatives employed in factories
See also for United States the article by V. D. Kuahevitch in
Vol. z, P· 195·

(B)

159.sso
335
4·990,421
Sci~""

and Soci,ly,

NuMBER OF Sci ENTIFIC PAPERS COMI NG FROM AcADEMic,

GoVERNMENT, AND lNDUSTRI.AL SouRCE~ APPEARING IN VARIOUS
Scti!NTIFic PERI ODICALS

Academic.
Pape~.

Year.
No.

Per
Cent.
1--

P•oo«ding•}
oftheRoyal
Society (A)

P•ooO<ding•}
of the Royal
Society (B)
Journal of}
the Chemical Society
Philosophical}
Magazine
( ro months

1924
1929
I9 32
I936
1924
I929
I932
I936

63
1I7

64

96
92
93
90
96
95
93
89

I929

ISO

I932
1936

I 87
127

only)

t27

IJO
52
53
74

- -II44

Four
Technical
Journals

}

1924
1929
I932
1936

25
30
26
JO

- - III

Government.
No.

Per
Cent.

- - --

4
6
5

3
7
7
6
2
3
3
7

4
5
4
9

90

6

4

92
95

I4
5

7
4

39
30
28
28
JI

r6
2i

25
27
37
42

Industry.
No.

Per
Cent.

T otal.

- -- - -- -66-

4

2
3
8

-

-

2
I

-

2
2
6

126
137
I44

-

54

s6

So

3
2

72

9

6

165

2
I

I
I

203
I33

__._ - -- ------28
93
--- 63- - -5- --- -2- -1235

--

64
23
36
42
42
99
32
92
34
35
I07
32
30
45
- - --- - - - - 122
J62
36
129
33

-

-

T he lour technical journals were :-Proceedinp of Institute of CiYil Engineers,
Proeeedinp of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, Proceedinp of the Institute of
Electrical EnJioeen and Proceedings of the lnatitute of Structural Engineers.
(I'heae fiaurea ""ere collected lty M . H. F: W"tlkina and D. R. Newtb.)
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(C) EXPENDITURE

OF

FIRMS ON INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
No. of
Staff.
6
6

Name of Firm.

Expenditure.

W. H. Allen, Bedford
4,000
1,200
Armstrong Whitworth, Gateshead
Audley Engineering, Newport, Shropshire
2
550
Automotive Engineering, Twicke~ham
1,5oo
4
4,000
Arthur Balfour, London, E .C. 2
9
British Engine Boiler, Manchester
J,OOO
3
2,000
Bruntons, Musselburgh
3
William Butler, Brewery, Wolverhampton
Under I,ooo
12,000
C. H. Champion, London, W . I
4
C . M.D. Engineering, Warwick
I,ooo
2
10,000
Co-operative Wholesale Society
9
2,000
J. Dampney, Newcastle-on-Tyne
9
D. R. Duncan, Wimbledon .
30
3
Edison Swan, Enfield .
I
J , OOO
Glenfield & Kennedy, Kilmarnock
6
3,8oo
8,ooo to ro,ooo
G.luo, London, N .W . r
l l
loco Rubber, Glasgow
I,5oo
2
Robert Jenkins, Rotherham
I,soo
I
Jeyes, Plaistow
I,ooo
2
George Kent, Luton
6,ooo
+
D . W. Kent-Jones, Dover
2
5,000
Limmer and Trinidad Lake Asphalt, London 8
3·500
2,000
Lister & Co., Bradford
.
.
.
6
Mirrlees Watson, Glasgow
I
500
National Benzole, London, S.W . 1
s,ooo to 1o,ooo
6
6,ooo
National Smelting, Avonmouth
6
Pressed Steel, Oxford
2,soo
3
Riley, Coventry .
1,soo
3
Sheffield Smelting
z,soo
4
2,000
Standfast Dyers and Printers, Lancaster .
+
1,000
Stanton lrpnworks, Nottingham
22
United Steel, Sheffield.
20,000
7
Warner & Sons, London, E.C. 1
750
Total
1 59
119,330
Averag~

expenditure per worker

--£7so

Talcen from Intl,.ssrial Rtuarcll Laboratorjts (Allen and Unwin, 1936), compiled by the
Auociation of Scientific Worker&,

These figures are not satisfactory as they stand. It is clear that the estimates made by
different firms for research expenditure are based on different principles. Similarly, the
ligurea for the number of scientific staff in some cases represent only scientists with degrees,
and in otheT! include untrained assistants. Neverthelns it is the only st1tistical picture
we have of industrial expenditure on scientific research, 1nd is worth citing as giving a
rough idea of the situation.

•

APPENDIX IV
WAR RESEARCH EXPENDITURE
T he following ligures are taken from the Estimates for the three
Services for I93 7·
Gross.

No. of Reduced
Scientists. Figures.

Scientific Researck in tlze Air Fora.
Upkeep of research stations, salaries of
scientists and assistants
.
Amount spent during the year on construction of stations •
Compouents and accessories, grants to
other bodies, rewards to inventors, etc.
Meteorological Research
Air Ministry staff for research

f.

f.

f.

JIO,OOO

Scientific Rtsearclz ;, the Army.
of scientists and
assistants .
A mount spent during the year on construction of research station~
Grants to other bodies and rewards to
inventors .
Adminittration
Upk~p and salaries

39S•OOO
S?,OOO

ro,soo
zo,ooo

Less contributions from Air Ministry
and Admiralty

9r,ooo

Scimtifo &search in tlte Navy.
Upkeep and salaries of scientists and
aaaittants .
.
Amount spent during the year on ccnstruction of research stations
.
Grants to other bodies, mitoellaneous ex-

Z74-,ooo
90,000

peDiel

84,000

urr contributions from the War Office

and Air Ministry .
Total number of scientists •
Total for the three services .

!i!

Thete ligures were arrived at by taking out from the Estimates everything
relating to scientific research. Usually technical work and retearch is carried
on at the same station. In these cases the total amount spent in salaries

•
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on the scientific and technical staff was calculated and the cost of upkeep
and administration of the station was divided in proportion between the
two. In the Navy Estimates, for example, Vote 6, which covers the Scientific
Services, is for £s86,ooo, and this was reduced in this way to .C,74,ooo.
To the reduced figure for the cost of the scientific stations was added the
cost of the construction of new research stations, cost of headquarters staff,
grants to other bodies for research, etc.
The two sets of figures, the net expenditure on purely scientific research
for military purposes and that of the gross total expenditure on research
and development, have a different significance. The first represents the
amount of scientific work actually diverted to war purposes, the second
the sum which might be available for the development of science if it were
not for the need for war preparations. Both figures should be compared
with those of sums available for non-military government science .

•

•

•

APPENDIX V
REPORT OF PARLIAMENTARY SCIENCE COMMITTEE
The ·following documents are taken from a "Memorandum on the
development and finance of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, including Research Aasociarions, hued on the preliminary memorandum of the Joint Committee of the British Science Guild and the
Association of Scientific Workers."

(A) Sowa

EcoNOMIEs EI'P!CTED AS A RnuLT oP REsu.Rcua CAJUtU:D
ou·r BY THE DEP.UTMENT oF Sc1JNTIPIC AND INousTIUAL Ruua.cH

Raearch
~d

out by

Nature of
Research .

Grof11IIron aud Steel
lndu.triaJ.

Relean:b

Blaat furnace
coke and coal
utilization

Number
Total
Government ofJQR
Grant to R.A. paid.

R.A.

Non-enoua
Meta& R.A.

23,000

OfWIIll-

Electrical
Induttries

R.A .

x,,oo,ooo

4

too,ooo

M oulding Sands
Balaoced blaat
Cupola F urnace
Fire-box Ita)'I
and bolta

£

£

£

Council

Cast Iron

Estimated
Annual Saving
to Industry.

200,000

42,000

12

72,000

l3

Cable .loadiq
Overllead T ransmillion
luWator 00.
Turbiue ~tam
noala

---

300,000

8oo,ooo
100,000
300,000
1001000

x..,o,ooo

Other lnveati-

ptiom
O,.,lll-

.Refiac:toriee
R.A.

sanar

replacement

xo6,ooo

u

:z.s,ooo

IJ

36o,ooo
- - - x,ooo,ooo

•

. xso,ooo

Grwi#IY-

.Food In...Uptiona
Bovd

Apple dileue
Bloom on Meat

a,_, YCotton R.A .

Miloellaneout
lovatiptiona

:z.so,ooo
100,000

----

.flf,OOO

Total

171,000
440.000

•

t6

3.50,000
3001COO

l•Z$0,000
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Rtmar!J.-This table is necessarily of an extremely appro.ximate character.
It is impossible with present systems of accounting to discover the precise
amount expended on a particular research or still more even the approximate
savings effected in industry. In any case the precise economic v.alue of
'cientific research is essentially unmeasurable. The figures must be taken
only as representing an order of magnitude. It must also be realized that
they represent merely an arbitrary selection of researches. Only six Research
Associations are referred to and each of these has carried on many other
researches besides those given. On a conservative estimate not more than
half the money spent on the Associations has been used for these researches,
and allowing for the direct contribution of industry we may say that a
total txptnditurt of 11ot mort Jhan £-t-oo,ooo on industrial research has yielded
economies of noJ ltu Jlzan £J,:zoo,ooo per annum, a return on money
invested of Boo per cent. per annum.

(B)

PROPOSALs FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
IN JNDtiSTJlY

In the following table is found a survey of the e.xisting Government or
Gover!lment-aided research institutions connected with industry. These
are grouped according to the industries they serve. If the list of industries
be completed to cover the principal industries and services of the country,
it can be seen that there are several gaps in the existing scheme. An attempt
to sketch the new research associations, research boards and research
institutions which would be required to complete the scheme is made in
the last column of the table. These are actually entirely of a provisional
nature and would require f.tr more detailed consideration than it has been
possible to give them. No account is taken in this table of research carried
out by Government departments for their own purposes or by individual
firms; in malcing an effective comprehensive survey of research facilities
and research needs in this country this would have to be taken into account.
In the detailed recommendations, however, which follow .the table, some
attempt i~ made to allow for these factors, and to point out th.at the chief
needs of development are in those industries which do not carry out research
to any extoent on their own account but to whom research would be of an
undoubtedly practical value.

•
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TABLE

4-JI

I

R.A.-Research Auoeiation.
N.P.L.= Natiooal Phyaical Laboratory.
p.S.I. ~.=Depactme~U of Scientific and lnduatrid Research.

IndUJtry or
Service.

I. Ht>a~ lndJfStry.
Mining and
Quarrying

Yield of
levy J/t o
per cent.
on net
product
{.ooo.

1

SS

Government o.t Government-aided Research
Institutions existing in
1935 ·

M ining -md
Geologic:al Survey and
Museum.
Qua.trying ReScottish Shale Oil R.A.* search Board.
Geophysical
Colliery Ownen R.A .•
Fuel Research Board.
Institute. (1)
Meta.lliftro us
Mining R.A. (:t)
Quarry Proaucu
R.A. (3)
Metal Research
Metallurgy Research
Board.
Institute for
Industrial Resellrch
fundamental
Council.
Research.
Cut I ron R.A.
Metallurgy Dept., N .P .L.

Iron and Steel.

9~

Non-ferrous Metallurgy

%4-

Non-ferrous Metals R.A .

II. Enginuring.
Mechanical

93

Engineering Dept.,
N.P.L.

.

.

Powec P roduction
Shipbuilding
. Railway .
A utomobile

:t8

""'H

Auopl.ane

6

Electrical

4S

• Does not at

Research
Institutions
desirable.

Fuel Researcll B~nrd
Heat Dept., N .P .L .
Froude Tank, N.P.L.

Engineering Re·
aearch Board.
Mechanical
Engineering
R.A. e<f.)

•
Shipbuilding
R .A .

Retearch and Standardiu.tion Committee.
Ai.t Ministry Aerodymmics Dept., N .P .L.
Electrical and Allied
I ndustries R .A .
Electrical Dept., N.P.L.

p ~s<:n t r~ceive

a Government Grant .
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TABLE

Industry or
Service.

Yield of
levy rjro
per cent.
on net
product
[ooo.

I-&ontinutd

Government or Gdvernment-aided Research
Institutions existing in
l93S·

Light

151

(Some investigations by
Building Research
Board.)

mg Mauriab.
Brick and Cement

zs

(Some invettigations by
Building Retearch
Board.)

Potteries and Glass •

18

Refractories R..A .

Building Industries .

130

Civil

Research
Institution~

desirable.
Machine Construction and
Light Engineering R.A. (4-)
Civil Engineering R.A. (+)

III. Building f!d Build-

Building Reeearch
Board.

IV. Chemicallndwtry.
Heavy

46

Chemistry Research
Board.

Fine

IS

Chemistry Research
Board.

;

•
Food Industries

90

Brewing and Tobacco
Industries

96

Silicate Reteach
Institute for
fundamental
Retearch.
Brick and
Cement R.A.
Pottery R.A.t
Glau R.A.
Dome.tic Engineering Research
Institute. (s)
Extension of
National
Chemical
Laboratory. (6)
Chemical Manufacturera R.A.
Fine Chemical
and Pbarmaceutical Manufacturen R.A.

Food Investigation
Board.
Food M anufacturers R.A.
Cocoa, Jam, etc., R.A.
Flour Millen R.A .

•

t

Brewen and
Distillen R.A .
Tobacco R .A.
Now 111 Ulltence 1938•

•
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T ABL! I-(011/inutd

Industry or
Service.

Yield of
levy I / Io Government or Governper cent.
Jl'lent-aided Research
on net
Institutions existing in
product
I93S·
[.ooo.

V. Pa;nr, /Uibbtr,
P/Jutics, Ltatkr.
Paint Industries

9

R ubber and Plastics

17

Leather Industries

:6

VI. Ttxtik Iruiustrier.
Textile Industries

143

Clothing Industries .

70

VII. Tl'ood, P~r 411d
Pmting.
Woodworking and
Furniture Industries

32.

Paint, Colour and Varnish M anufacturers
R .A .
Rubber Manufacturers
R .A .

Retearch

Institutions
desirable.

Plastics, Rubber
and Leather Re,
search Board.
Plastics Institute for
fundamental
Research .

Leather Manufacturers
R.A.
Boot and Shoe R.A .

Wool R.A., Cotton R .A . Fibre Institute
(for funda·
(Rayon Dept .)
mental research).
Linen R.A .
Clothing In·
Launderen R.A.
d ustries R.A .

Forest Products 'Research Board.

(Extension of
F.P.Jt.B. to coord~te Wood,
Paper and Cellu
loee~

raearch.)
Woodworking
and Furniture

..

Paper Industries

2.9

Printiq Induatries .
Mitcdluwout Light
Induatriea

74-

Printing Industry R.A. •

z:

..

.

•

• Don not at praent recei•e a Govetninellt Grant.

•

R.A.
Paper Industries

R.A.
Light Induatriea

R.A.
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TABLE

1-contintti

.

Yield of

levy xfto Government-or GovernIndustry or
Service.

VIII. Transport.
Road
Rail
Sea and River .
Air

rnent-aided Research
Institutiona existing in
1 935·

per cent.
on net
product
[.ooo

Road Research Board.

ros

..
..

IOO

6o

Air Ministry.

IX. Comm11nications.
Telegraph and
Telephone

T ransport Rcsearch Board
under direction
jointly of
D.S.I.R. transport companies
and authorities
and Ministry of
Transport with
separate research institutes
for Road, tRail,t
Marine and
Air transport.

Post Office Research
Laboratories.
Radio Research Board.

Radio
Cinema, Gramophone
and Photographic
Industries

Optical Research
Institute.
Cinematograph
and Allied Indust.ties R ..A.

National Film
I nstitute.

ScientiJir Jmtrument
Induau;
X. Distribtttion and
Administration .
.Distributive Industries

Reaearch
Institutions
desirable.

Scientific Instrument
R.A.

.
..

570

Clerical and Administrative Work .

•

•

..

Distributive
Trades R.A.
Business Welfare
and Efficiency
R.A .

APPEND ICES
( r) This would naturally become part of the Geological Survey and
Museum.
(2) Instead of a Research Institution this purpose might be met by an
increased grant from the department to the Royal School of Mines together
with a guaranteed contribution from Mining Interests. In either case
co-ordination with other mining research in the Empire would be desirable.
(3) Quarry products research might alternatively be carried out by the
Building Research Board with the aid of an increased grant and a guaranteed
contribution from quarrying interests.
(4) The functions of these Research Associations might be taken over by
the proposed. Engineering Research Board working in conjunction with the
Institute of Mechanical Engineers and the Institute of Civil Engineers
respectively, with gusuanteed support from the industries concerned.
(5) Might be combined with the proposed Cookery Research Institute.
These would need to be supported mainly by Government grants though
contributions might be made by Hotel Managers' Associations, Local
Authorities, etc.
{6) The National Chemical Laboratory needs to be developed to something like the same degree as the National Physical L&boratory and should
resemble analogous institutions abroad. It should contain some autonomous
departments of Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry
(including photochemistry and study of reactions), Electro-chemistry, Photochemistry, Structural Chemistry (anal}"is of matter by spectroscopic, X-ray
and electron methods), Geochemistry (in collaboration with the Geological
Survey) and Industrial Biochemistry (in collaboration with the Medical
Research Council).
TAsLs
8t~ggllttd

n

Nnu Rutarch Auociatior.i

Metalliferous Mining

a1

Quarry Products

a

Mechanical Engineering
Machine Construction
Civil Engineering
SlUpbuilding .
Bricb and Cement
Pottery .
Glass
Chemical Manufacture
Fine Chemical and Pharmaceutical

a
a
d•
d•

J

J
d
!J
b

Brewing and Distilling

c

Tobacco.
•
Clothing Industries .
Woodworking and Furniture
Paper and Allied Industries
Light lndu1tries

b

1

See notes followin1

c

on pp. 4-36·7·
•

c
'
c
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8uggutfd Nfw R(uarch AJJociatio!IJ-tO!Iti?lutd
Cinematograph and Photographic Industries
Distributing
Business Welfare and Efficiency .

b

c
c

SugguNd Ntw Rt~tarch Board!
Mining and Quarrying.
Engineering.
Plastics, Rubber and Leather.
Textile.
Transport.
Consumers' Research Council.
8uggfJttd Ntw RtJtarch bmitum
Geophysics.
Optics.
Metals.
Silicates.
Plastics.
Fibres.
Cookery.
Domestic Engineering.
Expansions of National Chemical Laboratory with
subsidiary Institutes.

It would appear from the survey of the research facilities in industry,
shown in the table, that there is need for the formation of twenty new
Research Associations, seven institutions for fundamental researches in
problems closely connected with industry, and six Research Boards with
co-ordinating functions. These needs, however, are not of the same urgency
and in some cases might be met without the immediate creation of new bodies.
(a) New Research Associations (see Table II) are by no means all on
the same footing: thus of the twenty suggested Research A~sociations,
those of Metalliferous Mining, Mechanical Engineering, Light Engineering
and Civil. Engineering might have their research needs met by providing
from Gorernment and industrial sources guaranteed grants for research
to professional institutions. For two more, Quarry Prod~cts and Shipbuilding, the work might be done by extending the scope of the Building
Research Station and the Froude Tank of the National Physical Laboratory,
respectively. The desirability of Research Associations in both these cases
is largely because it appears that in this way closer contact between science
and industry can be obtained than in the case of purely governmental or
institutional activity.
•
(6) The Heavy Chemical, the Tobacco and the Cinematograph and
Photographic industries, are controlled relatively by few firms, all of whom
carry out research on their own account. Research Associations are called
for in these cases only if it is considered in the national interest that the
results of industrial research in any field should not be entirely under private
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control. The work of the Electrical and Allied Industries Research Asaocia.tion has shown how valuable such a body can be even in an industry at
least as highly organized as some of those referred to.
(e') Of the remaining illdustries and services s.ix are largely traditional in
character: Brewing, Clothing Industry, Woodworking and Furniture,
Light Industries (box-making, toys and fancy goods, etc.), Distributive
Trades and Business (office technique and administration). It may take
some time in these cases foz the value of scientific research to be properly
appre<:Uted and contributions from the industries cannot be expected on
a large scale. It might be wise here to form small Research Associations
mainly supported by Government grants (in the .first case the whole
cost might be borne by a levy on Excise returns). The function& of these
Research Associations would be, to start with, mainly to distribute information
and act as general consultants to the industry.
(d) In the Brick and Cement, Pottery, Glass and Paper industries, however,
there is an urgent need of Research Associations of the type already existing
in other industries. These industries are of considerable importance both
for domestic and export markets,1 and if the latter has declined in recent
years it is largely because of failure to keep up with modern methods and
neglect of scientific methods (except, of course, in the case of fine chemicals).
The work of the Refractories Association in this field and the immense
savings effected at little cost (saggar research savings per annum, £t6o,ooo)
show what might be done in all these industries. Even if at the beginning
the proportion of the cost falling to the Government is large, it should
only need five or six years before. the value of research was appreciated by
the industry at large.
Non.-Proposals for setting up a Research Association for the Pottery
and Brick-making industries as an extension of the British Refractories
Research Association have been made by the Department of the D.S.I.R.
si!lce this report was first drawn up. It may be that further developments
of the kind indicated are also under comideration. The slowness with
which these schemes have been put into operation has not been due to
any lack of desire on the part of the Department but to an extreme conservatism exhibited by those engaged in the industries, particularly when
they are of the type consisting of a large number of small firms. • It would
be in these cases that some levy or tariff scheme would probatbly be the
most successful.

Research Boards
It is also suggested that, for the better co-ordination of industrial research
work already in progress as well as for proposed expansion, five new
Research Boards (see Table II) should be formed similar to those already
in existence for Metallurgy, Building: Road and Food Research. If research
is to develop in an efficient way it is essential not only that the work carried
out by the Department and Research Associations should be C<Klrdinated,
but that it should also be linked with research carried out by other ministries
and by professional associations. Thus, for example, the Transport Reaearch
1

For pottery alooe, value of net pi'Oiluc:t £9·500.0<>0 (19JO}, cxpo• u. [J,SSCI,]OI (l9J5)•
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Board would be composed of represent:ativ~s of the Ministry of Transport,
of the Air Ministry, of the D.S.I.R., of the Institute of Transport and of
the rese:~.rch services of transport organizations. Its main function would
be to initiate research in the general interest of transport effici~cy to
eliminate overlap in detailed transport research and to collect, summarize
and distribute information as to progress in transport research. Similar
arrangements would be made in the case of the other proposed Research
Boarda, but the Consumers' Research Council stands in a separate category.
It would need to be more broadly representative, containing, besides those
of the three Government Research Departments, direct representatives of
consumers of various income categories. It should have the important
function of balancing the natural concern of the D .S.I.R. in production
processes and costs with a concern for consumers' needs and preferences
and the prices at which these can be most effective.
R~1urch

lrlllitutu

This country has lagged far behind others, notably Germany, the U.S.A.,
and the U .S.S.R., in providing the type of research institute which stands
between the pure research carried out in the universities, and the practical
research which is the function of Research Associations and the laboratories of
individual firms. To a certain extent this function is fulfilled by certain
departments of the National Physical Laboratory, but on a very limited
scale. The Royal Society, Mend Laboratory and the Davy-Faraday Research
Laboratory are the only institutes of the kind proposed already in existence.
What is needed are institutes in which are grouped together sets of researches
bearing on diiferent aspects of the properties of the basic raw mater ials or
the characteristic processes of an industry or group of industries. Institutes
of t.his type would serve to solve general problems of a more lopg-range
and fundamental character and to suggest new raw materials and processes, the
practical utilities of which could be tested out in the laboratories of the Research
Associations. Such institutes as those proposed for Geophysics, Optics,
Metals, Silicates, Plastics and Fibres have already been in existence for several
years in other countries-notably the Kaiser Wilhelm group of institutes in
Berlin, the Geophysical Institute in Washington and the Optical Institute in
Leningrad~ and have proved of marked value to science and industry. ·
Up till. now we have, apart from such laboratories as the Wellcome
Foundation or the Davy-Faraday Laboratory of the Royal lnstitutjon, few
such institutes in this country. More conservative-minded people consequently are likely to look with suspicion upon their foundation and to
prefer the proposal to subsidize eristing university departments. It should
be realized, however, that for semi-industrial research much larger and
more expensive types of laboratory are required than for purely scientific
research, and the setting up of such lawratories would be beyond the means
of all but the wealthiest universities. That there should be some connection
between institutes and universities is obviously desirable, but at the same
time there is much to be said for preserving in them a certain degree of
.autonomy, particularly if their contacts with industry are to be kept close
enough to be of full practical value .
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The development of th.e N ational Chemical Laboratory to a size in
.keeping with its scientific and industrial importance would be an integral
part of auch a scheme of research. institutes. The separate institutes might
well be dependent on the Nation&! Physical or Chemical L&boratories, or
they might be directly administered by the department. In either case
it would be convenient to distribute th.em in relation to the industries served,
i.t. the Metal Institute might be at Sheffield or Birmingham, the Fibre
Institute at Manchester or Leeds, the Silicate Institute in Staftordshire.
The research institutes might be financed directly by the department, or
in certain cases a.lso by contributions from industry. A certain proportion
of the grants to the Research. Associations of an indu$try might be earmarked
for the common research institute.

Cost of S"ggtsttti DttJelopments
A rough estimate of the cost of these developments can be got from
e.tisting figures. If. the full scheme proposed was put into force it would
mean creating six large and fourteen small Research Associations. Taking
the groes annual income of these at [.zo,ooo and f.ro,ooo respectively,
the total would be [.z6o,ooo. If we assume that during the fi rst five years
the cost of these is borne by the Government and subsequently the figure
stands at about one-third, the annual grant would fall from Lr 3o,ooo to
f.9o,ooo, or about the same as that of the first nineteen Research Associations.
As the full scheme would probably not be immediately practicable from
organizational difficulties or the backwardness of the industries, we may
take initially about two-thirds a.s feasible, rising to the full e.tpenditure
of f.So,ooo, with a steadily increa.sing expenditure from industry as the
benefits of the new associations began to be felt. The creation of sev:en
Research Institutions would also involve an expenditure of between [.7o,ooo
and [.1oo,ooo, and the National Chemical Laboratory w ith. its dependent
institutes might cost another L10o,ooo perannum. The total new expenditure
involved would then be {.2 so,ooo and f.Joo,ooo gross, or between [.2oo,ooo
and {.2 so,ooo net (allowing for fees, royalties, etc.). The present net
expenditure of the department is £sso,ooo, so that the proposals wou\d
involve its increase by between 35 per cent. and 45 per cent.
It is impossible to estimate the capital expenditure; thia could be- met by
a special grant or raised by loans. W e may feel confident, howevtr, from
the results already achieved that this increased e.tpenditure would be amply
repaid by the benefits obtained by rounding oif and integrating a research
scheme for the whole of British Industry.

(C)

TH~ RzcoMMl!NDATlONS w~ICH ACCOMPANIED T HE CoMMIT Tn's REPOilT
TL\NI.MITT!I> T o T HE LollD P.Rl!5li>11iNT OF T HE CouNCI L ON 29TH APRIL

1937

A
That the contributions from Government sources to the Research
Institutions (National Physical Laboratory, etc.) and to Research Associations
take the form of block grants for a period of live to ten yeare in advance.
1.
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z. That the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, together
with the Medical and Agricultural Research Councils, endeavour to obtain
by negotiations with industrial firma, associations of such firms or other
bodies, an agreement guaranteeing contributions to Research &sociations,
Research Stations, etc., for a corresponding period.
3. That the Department should open negotiations with industries for
which research facilities are at present inadequate with a view to providing
a comprehensive system of government-aided industrial research.

4-· That the aggregate sum made available for existing and new scientific
research, laboratories and investigations be graduated to increase annually
according to a. prepared scheme, with allowance for extraordinary expenses.

B

5· That in order to secure continuity and adequate expansion of scientific
research (according to recommendations I, 2, 3, 4-) in periods of variable
inc.ustrial prosperity, a Natio11al Scimti.fic Rntardz E11Jowmmt Fu11J be
established.
6. That the Fund receive from the Exchequer an annual sum of

[3,ooo,ooo (or [2,ooo,ooo-£+,ooo,ooo), or 10 per cent. of the value of
Customs Receipts.
7· That part of the annual receipts be used to defray the Government
contribution to scientific research.
8. That the accumulated reserve of the Fund be invested in trust securities
(except as under Recommendation I o) and the income thereof be used to
defray part, and ultimately all, of the expenditure on scientific research.
9· That the Department endeavour to secure contributions from industry
and agriculture to the Fund which need not be regular in amount, but
should provide over a number of years an aggregate equivalent to that
provided from Government funds.
zo. That legislation be amended to permit contributions or legacies from
individuals or corporations to the Fund to be free from income tax, super
tax, or '\leath duties, and that the Fund be permitted to accept stocks ot
shares in industrial concerns.
lt . That the control of the Fund and the payments from it to scientific
research be vested in a Scientific Research Endowment Board, an autonomous
authority with representation from Government Departments, Industries,
Agriculture, Scientific and Medical bodies, Universities, and the Public.

NoT£.- Recommendations A (I~ 2, 3, 4-) are independent of the adoption
of the scheme contained in Recommendations B (s-u). If the latter scheme
were adopted, Recommendations A would refer merely to the control of
expenditure for the maintenance and development of scientific research, and
not for the provision of finance.
See also article by J. D. Bemal in Ni11tttnlk Century, January l9JS.
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APPENDIX. VI
THE ORGANIZATION OF SCIENCE IN FRANCE
The general scheme for the organization of s<:ience in France is nnt yet
complete, but the two chief sections of government controlled
ve
already been set up officially. "Le Service central de lhe
scientifique" and~' Le Centre national de la recherche scientifique appliquee •)
deal respectively with fundamentaJ and. applied research. The control of
these bodies is vested in two "Conseils supf:tieurs" composed. of eminent
scientists and nominees of interested ministries, and their work is co-ordinated
by an <;haut comitC 11 directly responsible to the minister. They are financed
principally by the government and also by various levies and taxes on industry.
In the ''Service Central" the chief innovation is that of creating a service
of workers whose principal function is research and who are: assured of
suitable possibilities of promotion and economic security. The service is
divided into four grades which are given below, with their corresponding
grade on university teaching staff and rough English equivalents in brackets:

Dirccteur de Recherches .

Professeur.

(Director of Laboratory or Institute)
Maitre de Recherches
(Assistant Director) .
Charge de Recherches
(Research Fellow) .
Boursier de Recherches

~Professor.)
Mattre de Conf~rences.

(Reader.)
Chef de Travaux.
(Lecturer.)
Assistant.
(Demonstrator.)

(Research Student)

Corresponding grades receive approximately the same salary and pension
rights. There is also free interchange for long or short pericd.s between
them and possibly of promotion to a higher rank in a diH'erent service.
The functions of "Conseil superieur de la Recherche'~ arc advi%£>ry, coordinating and financial, the actual direction of tbe research un~ertaken
remains in the hands of the senior research workers. The council zs partly
nominated by the Ministry of Education and partly elected by the eleven
sections of scientists. In each section, of the five elected members, three
arc chosen from those above forty years of age, a.nd two from those below.
The "Centre national de la Recherche sclentiflque appliquee" has only
recently been called into existence. (Decrees of 24th May and roth
September l9J8.) lls purpose is Staled, in the Jirst decree aS foJ]oWS:
r. To fac.iHtate scienrlfic researches or undertakings nf interest to the
national defence in establishing all possible links bct\vcen the research
services of the corresponding ministries, those of national cduca.iion.
.and, e\'entually, quallfied private organizations.
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To contribute to these researches or undertakings by initiating, coordinating, or encouraging applied scientific research carried out by
the research workers in the service of the M inistry of Education, or
·
eventually, of private organizations.

3· To carry out all justifiable researches for which its co-operation shall
be asked by private enterprise or by indlviduals.
It is divided into twenty sections: (r) water power; (2) mines;
(3) agriculture and fisheries; (4) metallurgy; (5) chemical industry;
( 6) utilization of fuel (boilers, steam engines, motors, etc.); (7) machinery;
(8) textiles, wood and leather; (9) building construction; (ro) lighting
and heating; (11) civil engineering; (12) transport; (13) communicatiops;
(14) national defence; (15) printing, cinemas, etc.; (16) light industry,
furniture, and domestic engineering; (17) hygiene; (18) nutrition;
(19) working conditions; and (2o) physical education and sport. The
members of each section are nominated by the Minister of National
Education after consultation with the Haut Comite or by other ministries.
Each section contains an equal number of persons drawn from the following
categories: (a) scientific workers; (o) persons from industry, commerce,
agriculture, or Government departments; (c) members of the Haut Comite.
No one can belong to more than one section, though arrangements can be
made for collaboration. The Conseil superieur itself contains a representative
of the President of the Council and one from each interested ministries.
No members are paid. The Council has very considerable financial and
administrative powers.
It is naturally too early yet to speak of the work of this organization,
but it is interesting on account of its comprehensive structure and its power
of initiative. Little information is available as to the budget of scientific
research in France. For pure research the sum available for current
expenditure in 1938 was 3 r,ooo,ooo francs, and for construction and
apparatus a special grant was made of 53,ooo,ooo francs; in all, therefore,
8<j.,ooo,ooo francs or approximately £4-So,ooo. This seems a small sum,
but it is not strictly comparable to any of the figures already given for
other countries because it does not include technical research of any kind
~uch as 'that carried on at the National Physical Laboratory or the sums
spent oneresearch in universities. The initial grant for applied science is ·
JO,ooo,ooo francs, or approximately £t7o,ooo; but this is obviously
merely a provisional figure. Nevertheless it is clear that even with these
allowances the scale of scientific enterprise in France, relative to the
importance of the country, is very much less than that in Britain or
Germany. Men of science in France are well aware of this and are making
every effort to change this condition.
For a further account of resear® in France, see L'OrganiJatiol'l de Ia
Reclurche Scienti.fitfut en France, by Jean Perrin .
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APPENDIX VII
NOTE ON SCIENCE IN THE U .S.S.R.

By Dr. M. RvHEMANN, Ph.D., formerly Assistant Research Director,
Physico-Technical Institute, Kharkov
I. lN'i'RODUCTlON

The Soviet Union differs fr<Jro all other countries in that the means of

production have become the property of the community. Socialization,
which began immediately after the revolution and is now completed, is
essential for the successful planning of industry, agriculture and the social
services, and therefore for the planning of science which, in the U.S.S.R.,
is considered an integral part of the production process.
The view prevailing in the Soviet Union as to the social function of science
is roughly as follows: In the U.S.S .R., as in all other countries, science is
the product of the economical conditions of society, and its social function
is to benefit the ruling clas~ of this society. Since here the ruling classes are
the workers and peasants, i.t. practically the entire population, there arc
no fears of a technocracy detrimental to the community at large. On the
contrary, everyone has everything to gain and nothing to lose from a swift
development of production. At the very outset technical development was
recognized as essential for the Soviet State. ''Not until the country is
electrified," said Lenin in 1920, "and our industry, agriculture and transport
are built up on the foundations of up-to-date large-scale' production, shall
we be finally victorious." 1 The value of science in bringing about and
accelerating this development appears obvious to everyone in the U.S.S.R.
and to need no explanation. Just as industry must be developed ~o increase
production and guarantee the amenities of life, so science must be developed
to raise the productivity of industry.
"Soviet scientific research has brought forth remarlc.tble achievements.
The results of it.s multifarious efforts are reflected in the growth of our
industrial power and have made possible the extraordinary progress that
the country has made." This is from an editorial of the journal Col t a"d
Cllemistry, which appeared in October 1936. Commenting oli certain
· shortcomings of industrial research institutes, the same author c&ntinues:
" It is euenti.t.l that the scientific research institutes shall become the most
important factor in the progress of heavy industry.. . . The reorganization
of scientific research is one of the greatest problems of the country. To a
great extent the rate of subsequent development of Soviet economy and
national defence depends on the successful solution of this problem."
In tpite of trus conscious interdependence of science and industry, plcnry
of work is being done in Soviet Ia boratoties which would in western Europe
be termed "pure science." But this term is not required in the U .S.S.R.
as it is unnecessary to justify curiosity regarding the laws of nature with
the help of idealistic doctrines. Even in England some firms find it worth
1

Ei,:bth S<lvlet Conferenc(, :znd D«:embcr
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their while to carry on long distance research. In the U.S.S.R. it is common
knowledge that the laws of nature have some bearing on human activities
and that if neutrinos and superconductivity are to-day inapplicable to the
satisfaction of human needs, there is no reason to suppose that .they will
be to-morrow.
.

z.

THE STRUCTURE OF Scn.NCE IN THE U.S.S.R.

The structure of science in the Soviet Union is changing so rapidly that
every description is obsolete before it is published. The accompanying chart
shows schematically how research was co-ordinated with administration
towards the close of 1937· To understand it a few words must be said
regarding the structure of the executive. The highest assembly is the
Supreme CounciJ, which is elected by the people. Apart from the Council
of People's Commissars (corresponding roughly to our Cabinet), several other
bodies are directly responsible to the Supreme Council. One of these is
~he Academy of Sciences, another is the State Planning Commission. 1 have
simplified the picture by ignoring the fact that some of the commissariats
are federal and some are not. Thus the Commissar of H ealth for the
Ukraine is responsi ble, not to the Supreme Council at M oscow, but to that
at Kiev. But this is not essential for our subj ect.
Now the chief feature in the structure of science in the Soviet Union
is that scientific research is not confined to one department or one commissariat but is an integral part of every department. The innovation,
as against capitalist countries, is that science is and must be universal.
Every problem is to be attacked by scientific thought and method.
Research is carried out in most departments of the State machinery, and
the further a department is removed from the top of the ladder, the more
specialized is its research.
In the chart the picture is given in greatest detail for the People's
Commissariat of Heavy Industry, the structure of which I know best.
The Commissariat is divided into several "sectors," the directors of which
are responsible to the Commissar. A sector administrates a certain branch
of industry, such as coal, ferrous metals, oil, etc. Responsible to the sector
are State Trusts, organizations directly concerned with production or
distribution. The trusts administer mines, factories, oil wells and other
means
production.
Eaclf factory has its research laboratory, which treats que9tions of interest
to the particular factory. Some of these laboratories are highly developed,
like that of the "Svetlana" works in Leningrad, and contribute fundamental
results to the scientific periodicals; others are narrower and treat matters
of purely local interest.
Passing one step higher we find that most departments of the Commissariat possess research institutes of their own, which are directly responsible
to them and carry on research in th! entire field of interest of the department
and not only of a particular factory. One of these is the Nitrogen Institute
at Moscow, which belongs to G!avazot, the nitrogen department of the
. Commissariat of Heavy Jndustry, and works on all questions pertaining to
bound nitrogen. This institute has published a number of scientific papers,
such as the thermodynamical work of Krishevski and his co-workers .

of
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Apart from their research institutes several departments also have research
stations or trial plants, where research is carried on upon the plant itself,
more especially when new processes are being evolved and tested.
The Scientific Research Sector is itself a department of the Commissariat
of Heary Industry and as such directly responsible to the Commissar.
It controls a number of large research labOratories, such as the Physicotechnical Institutes at Leningrad, Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk and Sverdlovsic:,
and the Karpov Institute of Chemistry at Moscow. These establishmen~
are concerned with research on subjects which are of interest to the com·
missariat as a whole, and here most of the fundamental research work oc
the U.S.S.R. has been carried out.
The highest scientific body in the U.S.S.R. is the Academy of Science,
which is now directly responsible to the Supreme Council. The Academy
runs numerous la~ratories mainly engaged in long-distance research. The
principal function of the Academy is to co-ordinate all the scientific activities
of all the commissariats, more especially in their relations to the planned
development of the country.
According to the practice, now universal in the U.S.S.R., of making
one man responsible for each structural unit, the director is fully responsible
for his institute. If there are any deputy or assistant directors these a~e
responsible to the principal director and not to the superior organization
(trust, tector, etc.). All correspondence between a research institute and its
governing body must be signed by the director.
A research institute, if large, is itself composed of several departments.
These are the various laboratories, workshops, administrative offices and the
book-keeping and planning departments. All these departments have their
managers, who are responsible to the director. The managers of the
laboratories are themselves senior research workers, the manager of the workshops is a. trained engineer. Each institute hu a Party Committee, e.nd a.
local trade union group concerned with the health, welfare, social life and
amueements of all the employees. The party and trade union committees
are not concerned with the administration of the institute as such, but their
inBuence on the director may be considerable, and the latter will usually
confer with them before taking any important administrative measures.
Employees who consider themselves unfairly treated by the director or
other members of the administrative stafF can apply to the local trade union
· group or, if they are still not satisfied, to the borough committ~ o:: the
trade union.

3· THE PLANNING OF RESEAJlCH
The planning of research work throughout the Union is one of the
principal functions of the Academy of Science. The Academy is expectec
to study continuously, in collaboration with the several commissariats, the
situation of the country as a whole, i.~. U1e condition of industry, agriculture,
t!Uiport, medical tervice, national defence, etc., and, on the buis of these
inftltip.tiona, to indicate the main high-roads along which research is to
be directed. In this way the relative .weight is determined of separate
branches of lcience in their value to the communitJ at the moment and
their potential value in the future.
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The Academy has further to decide what types of problems are to be
reserved for its own research institutions, what subjects are to be treated
in the reseclrch institutes of the various commissariats and what kind of
work is to be done in the factory laboratories. E.g. the large . physicotechnical institutes of the Commissariat of Heavy Industry are warned not
to waste time in attacking small-scale technical questions which can
be treated just as well in the factory laboratories, but to keep to more
fundamental objects of research. On the other hand, every research
organization is made responsible for the immediate transmission of any
important results, discoveries or inventions it may make to the proper
channels, so as to secure its prompt utilization. A piece of research work
does not generally end in the publication of facts and figures in a scientific
periodical, but, if the results are of technical importance, they must likewise be presented to the trusts and factory staffs interested in the subject
in a comprehensible form, together with suggestions for suitable exploitation.
The research workers and directors of scientific laboratories are required
to keep up close personal contacts with industrial organizations and factories
and to carry on active propaganda for the utilization of new facts and ideas.
Usually the research plans are strictly annual. In 1937, in preparation
for the third five-year plan, in which science is to play an exclusive rOle,
an attempt was made to formulate a general plan of research, on broad lines,
to cover the period from 1938-42. This plan had not been completed when
I left, so that I cannot give any definite information as to how it worked.
On the basis of general directives given by the government, in collaboration
with the Academy of Science and the State Planning Committee, next year's
plan is discussed in the autumn by the managers of the various laboratories
with their co-workers and a plan is drawn up and delivered to the director
of the institute. The director then discusses these plans with the department managers and, very frequently, with each individual research worker,
after which a general plan is drawn up with the help of the institute's
planning department, which makes a fairly accurate estimate of costs, and
this plan is sent to the governing body: On a certain date the directors of
the institutes run by this body are summoned, and the plans of the various
institutes are discussed together and co-ordinated. Of course, a good deal
of this work has been accomplished beforehand by personal contacts. The
estimates of costs are checked by the accountants of the governing body
and co-&dinated with the sum that has been allotted to scientific research ·
for the coming year. Usually this sum ·is almost sufficient to cover the
expenses of any work that it is in the power of the laboratories to accomplish.
Cuttings for want of funds rarely exceed to per cent. of the plan.
The plan of a research institute is composed as follows: The work is
grouped firstly into branches of research corresponding to the separate
laboratories, though occasionally these branches overlap and research is
carried on jointly by several laboratories. In a physical institute we might
have laboratories treating "nuclear physics," " low temperature research," etc.
In the ne:rt group of the plan certain "problems" are set forth and explained.
E.g. in nuclear physics we might have "The nature of cosmic rays," "betadecay," etc. The final groups are "subjects," i.~. the actual pieces of work
that,are to be done in the coming year, and which form part-solutions of
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the " problems" named. The "subject" and its scope are expected to be
so clear in the mind of the research worker that he is in a position to state
fairly accurately what equipment he requires, how many persons should be
the work, how much money will be needed and when the work
engaged
will be completed. The period is not nece~rily limited to the current year;
subjects may be spread over two years or more if needed. An experienced
Soviet research wo.rlcer, who has drawn up plans for a number of consecutive
years, will have no great difficulty in gauging all these points, though it
may t.Ue him some time and cause him considerable annoyance. But even
the time needed for a piece of work can be worked out fairly accurately
if you l:now the conditions of work in the laboratory and really give your
mind to the question.

,m

4·

ScrENCE AND THI! CoMMUN1TY

Science in the Soviet Union cannot be considered an activity distinct
from the everyday punuits of the community at large, but is expected to
and actually does permeate general life. What does this signify and how
doe~ it become apparent ?
The Soviet Government is concerned with teaching the community not
so much science as the scientific outlook. lt is this outlook which is beginning to dominate the everyday life of the Soviet citizen, more especially
of the younger generation. The stupendous gulf which, in this country,
separates the scientiat from his greengrocer, is rapidly disappearing in
the U.S.S.R.
A typical example of this is the so-called Stalchanov movement, named
after an enterprising young miner who succeeded in rationalizing his work
in the pits, and whose lead was followed by many thousands of workers
in all branches of industry and agriculture. It is nowhere contended that
thete "Stakhanovites" are particularly cle\>er, and probably their results
might hue been attained by any normally intelligent person giving his
mind to the question. The point is that the Jcind of reasoning applied by
Stalhanov and his followen is in no way different from the reasoning of a
scientist confronted by a problem in his own sphere. To be a Stakhanovite
requires not so much cleverness or even an undue stock of intelligence;
what it does require is just the scientific outlook of which we ha~ been
'pealcing. The fact that many thousands of persons are beginning ~ share
this outlook is a momentous fact in Soviet history: not only does it bear
out Marxist theory and justify the government policy, but it enables things
to be done from below which could never have been done from above.
A survey of the social function of science in the U.S.S.R. would be
incomplete without a short description of how this scientific outlook is being
cultivated. The most striking measures are probably the following:
(I) Great attention is given to naturahcience in the schools, and scientific
reatoning is everywhere applied even in school subjects not strictly
involving natural science.
(2) The "Pioneer Houses" (children's clubs) are equipped with e:z:cellent
science laboratories and exhibits, and the children are encouraged
in every way to develop scientific interests.

uG
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(3) Every Soviet newspaper prints leading articles on scientific and
technical subjects and the results of science and engineering are
front-page news. The production figures of the leading industries,
coal, ferrous metals, transport and motor cars are publistted daily
in the central and local. press, and are keenly studied by the public
who know very well that all the amenities of their daily life depend
on these figures.
( 4) Well-stocked scientific and technical bookshops are as frequent in
Soviet towns as tobacconists are in London. The books are good
and cheap, and everyone buys them. Every factory and every State
and Collective Farm has an extensive library of popular and advanced
scientific and technical literature.
( 5) Everyone who is interested in scientific knowledge has ample opportunity to develop it. H e may pass from the elementary school to
the factory school, from here to the workers' evening school and
thence to the univer&ity or technical college without paying a penny,
simpJy by p3ssing the e.uminations in which each course of educadon
culminates. The directors of the orgaruzation at which the man
or woman is working are obliged to give them every chance of
improving their knowledge.
(6) In every factory all employees are obliged to attend classes at which
the particular branch of industry in which they are engaged ia
expounded and discussed, including the scientific facts on which the
process is based. Everyone is required to pass an examination in
his particular trade on the basis of these classes. Wages are adjusted
to the results of these examinations, which are repeated at regular
intervals. In 1935, 797,000 workers, administrative functionaries
and economists went through these c9urses alone in the Commissariat
of Heavy Industry. In 1937 the number was certainly much greater.
(7) The Stakhanov movement is actively encouraged by all those in
authority. Any form of rationalization brings immediate emolument
to the workers and every "Stakhanovite" is entitled to particular
.facilities for increasing his knowledge and broadening his outlook .
•The importance attached to the Stakhanov movement may be gaugecJ
from the fact that, during the first six months of 1936, the fortnightly
periodical Journal ofCIItmica! btdustry, which contains very valuable
research results on applied chemistry and physico-chemistry, printed
six leading articles on this subject.
These are some of the facts that engender the scientific outlook in the
peoples of the U.S.S.R. There are many more, which are perhaps just as
important, from the unemotional "simplicity of Marxian philosophy to the
direct experience of every man and woman that it pays to think.
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APPENDIX VIII
PROJECT FOR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATION AND
BIBLIOGRAP.HY
(SCIENTIFIC JN.FOUIATION lHSTITVTE)

It is suggested that there be investigated the poetibility of bringing all
the bibliographical and abstracting services for science and many of the
journals of original publication, which are now having financial muggles,
under one central organization (tentatively called Scientific Information
Institute or S.I.l.) . An essential part of such centnlization would be the
utilization and development of methods of publishing. duplicating, indexing,
selecting and distributing scientific infermation and bibliography that are
novel in their application to this problem.
Details are dis<:useed in the following paragraphs. Essential factors in the
project &re : ( 1) Centr&lization of scientific publication and bibliography with
resulting economy of operation and improvement of service. ( a) Substitution
of photographic (in the broad seDJe) duplication from printing-from-type
duplication. Preferably, the development of reduced size microphotopphic
duplication, although it is realized that in the beginning the ultimate reduction
in size may not be poetible from the standpoint of consumer psychoiOSY and
immediate tecbnia.l applia.tion. Printing is not adapted to sm.all editions,
while photographic duplication is. (3) The utilization of a comprehensive
scheme of numerical induing and automatic finding and sorting devices
for filing and selecting bibliography.
The S.I.I. would be orpnized as a non-profit, educational, scientific
organization, under joint control through trustees of scientific orga.nizations.
It should be self-liquidating in the true sense of the word. It could take
over the publication functions of many existing societies and journals,
it would charge nominal but sufficient prices for publications and bibliography
issued, it' would receive regular assured support from memberships in it
through societies, etc.
There should be no illusions as to the size of the project. The. success
.of S.I.I. will depend upon incorporating into it moet of the existinJ media
of acientilic publication and bibliography. It will be a monopoly in the same
acnae that the post office department is a monopoly, operated for public
benefit without profit. If it is not practically all-inclusive, it will fail.
The recording, distribution and . preserving of the results of science
research in the most etfective and efficient manner is a necessary function
of the scienti.6c world nearly co-ordinate with the continuance of scientific
rese.arch itlelf.

•

Form of Orga11iz.atiu of S.l.l.

The following practical form of organization called, for convenience,
Scientilic Information Institute, abbreviated hereafter S.I.I., is tentatiYely
outlined.
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S.l.I. would be a non-profit institution for the diffusion, publication and
recording of scientific literature. It would be formed with the assistance
of national and local scientific societies, both general and specialized,
universitiet, research institutions, foundations and, if po~sible, the' United
States Government, through ap.propriations or loan grants. Under present
world economic conditions it is probable that it would of necessity begin
as a national enterprise rather than u an international enterprise, but its
plans should be so laid that it can become international when the opportunity
arisc:s. Geographically, S.I.I. would most logically be located in Washington,
D .C., in order to utilize the library facilities of the Libra.ry of Congress,
the Surgeon-General's Library, etc.
Its primary function would be to act as a medium of publication for
original scientific research and to compile and distribute bibliography of
scientific publications. There would be numerous incidental functions that
would be devc:loped and co-ordinat~d with these primary function•.
S.I.I. would not duplicate existing media of publication and bibliography
but would abtorb existing media, eliminating duplication and thus preventing
waste. S.l.I. would utilize the existing personnel of scientific: publication
arid bibliographical effort, and through coverage of the whole acientific: field
would confer upon all scientists throughout the country the advantages that
would accrue from centralized large-tale operation.
S.I.I. would operate to the advancement of scientific research and scientific:
personnel in general by establishing a more efficient medium of publication
of scientific research and an adequate scientific bibliography ~ervice.
Present economic conditions and the growth of scientific literature
justify serious consideration of an improved system of scientific publication
and bibliography.
Workers in science should be unafraid of change and willing to evaluate
present mechanisms and methods in the distribution and ell:change of scien tific
knowJedge and research results.
Pu6/ication Function of 8.1.!.
The following tentative mechanism of original scientific research publication through the medium of S.l.l. is suggested:
The•research worker when an investigation is ready for report would
submit.his report to S.I.l. in just the same way that he now submits it to
a specialized scientific journal. Upon arrival at S.l.I. the research reports
would be given the same editorial reading that is now given to articles
submitted for publication in the conven6onal scientific journals. The
research report when accepted for publica6on would be typed in uniform
styJe upon uniform permanent paper and assembJed together with graphical
and illustrative material. Instead of sending this manuscript and illustrative
materia] to the printer and the eflgraver for the setting of type and the
making of half-tones and line-cuts for the illustrative material, the article
would be reproduced by some means other than printing more adapted
economically to the production of small editions or small numbers of copies.
(See discussion on methods of duplication or reproduction below.) The
complete paper and its illustrative material would not be duplicated or
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reproduced in large quantity in anticipation of distribution, but an essentially
novel method of distribution would be utilized. Each author of a research
report to be distributed by S.I.I. would provide a summary abstract of
approxillijltely two hundred wor~ such as now appear at the head of research
reports printed in many scientific journal~. These abstracts at suitable
intervals (weekly or monthly) would be aaembled and reproduced by the
most economical means depending upon the number of copies needed
(printing, lithographing, etc.), and these abstracts in the form of this weekly
or monthly journal would be sent to all scientists working or desiring
information in the particular field covered. For instance, all physicists
would receive the weekly or monthly journal containing the abstracts of
research reports on various phase$ of physics. Appended to each abstract
of a research report would be a serial number and a price, say, twenty-five
cents. T he scientist desiring to have a full copy of the research report
abstracted would order such a copy individually, paying the price indicated
for this copy. T he S.l.I. receiving this order would manufacture to order
a copy of the research report and send it to the scientist transmitting the
price indicated.
U pon fint inspection this mechanism of distributing only abstracts to
the large group of scientists and furnishing complete copies of research
reports only upon individual order may seem more costly and wasteful
than the existing methods of publia.tion in the form of scientific journals.
However, with the utilization of methods of reproduction and duplication
peculiarly adapted for the production of small numbers of copies, it will
be fou nd that the distribution of research reports suggested is much more
econOirucal than the method in use at present. (See section on methods of
duplication or reproduction.)
The suggested method of distribution of research reports would remedy
most of the problems listed in the section headed '' Publication Deficiencies."

Bi6/iograpllicai_ActirJity, 8.1.1.
With the purpose of making available without library research of any
sort reference& to scientific literature and bibliographies upon particular
research subjects, S.I.I. would operate a bibliographical file and prM.uct ion
·service which would absorb existing bibliographical schemes in all ofields of
science and provide bibliographical material in those fields of science which
are now not easily accessible.

Ptt61ic•tio11 Dtficitllciti
The present method of publication by printing in specializeci j ournals
monograph& and bulletins baa the follo~ng deficiencies:
J . Reeearc:h reeultl cannot be reported promptly.
z. Raearch re1Ult1 cannot be reported completely with all necessary data,
llluatratiool (photographic or diagrammatic), discussion, background and
other pertinent details.
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3· Waste is widespread in that only a small number of the subscribers
of any specialized journal are interested in even the abbreviated details
contained in any particular research report as now published.
4-· Increasing volume of the scientific literature is increasing the- financial
burden upon individual scientific workers and upon institutions. Multiplication of journals in a given field increases the cost of receiving the complete
literature in any field, and as the expenditures for j ournals cannot usually
keep pace with this growth and often must remain constant; the birth of
a new journal operates to reduce the number of subscribers to all competing
or supplementing journals unless the growth of workers in the field is
increasing sufficiently rapidly to compensate for this Joss (which is not the
case at the present time).
S· The multiplication of journals, the decrease in funds available for
libraries and research publications by institutions and deficiency (4) above,
are operating to reduce further the facility and distribution of scientific
publication. Failure of libraries to subscribe to journals due to measures
of economy will result in serious hindrances to the availability of requisite
scientific li terature.
6. Editing and business management of specialized journals usually undertaken on an unpaid volunteer basis by scientists constitute impositions that
detract from the essential research work in which the scientist-editors or
scientist-business-managers are primarily engaged.
7. Articles in printed periodical journals are limited in total number
of copies available to the extent of the particular edition of journal in which
they appear, plus the number of author's reprints. Individual copies of
duplications after exhaustion of these copies are practically impossible
to obtain.
8. Th.e present custom of author's reprints places an unjustified financial
and time burden upon the author-scientist, who is expected to act as patron
and mail clerk in the furnishing of copies of his pu blished articles to all
who may desire them.
9· Printing from type which must. be set (casting or assembling letter
by letter about a cubic inch of metal for each square inch of printed area)
is an e"Xtremely expensive and uneconomical method of duplication or
reprodoction for small editions. Use of some method of photographic·
duplication, or microphotographic duplication, is indicated.

Bi/Jiiography Dtfici!ncitS
The present diverse, constantly multiplying bibliographical and abstr'lcting
efforts have the following deficiencies:
I. Nowhere can all the bibliography on any given subject be found.
.
2. Only by laborious and time-wasting reference to abstract journals,
reviews, articles can even an incomplete bibliography of a subject be obtained.
3.' The difficulty of access to the past research in a given subject often
results in research being planned and conducted without an adequate
knowledge of past achievements, resulting in wasteful duplication .

.
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+· The time lag between original publication and abstracting bibliographical journals and services is so great that often the bibliographical
reference is of purely historical value and does not aid other research workers
in a lield that is very active.
S· No method exists for calling the attention of workers in a related or
diverse lie!d to achievements in another field which may relate pertinently
to their work, i.t. bibliographies are not adequately cross-indexed between
sciences.
·
6. The mechanical aspects of handling, filing or shelving the existing
limited bibliographies or abstract services ma.it-J it nearly impossible for an
individn,al worker to maintain his OWII. bibltographical files, and the facilities
of all libraries, especially the smaller ones, are being taxed as time goes on.
7· If the abstract or bibliographical journal is issued serially, it is necessary
to look in every issue to obtain the complete bibliography of any given
subject (or every index and then numerous issues if the journal be indexed).
If the abstracts or bibliographies are issued on cards, whether classified or
not, the work of filing them is thrust upon every subscriber and there is a
consequent duplication of this clerical effort with a multiplying factor equal
to the number of subscribers.
8. Classifications while worked out in more or less detail for given special
fields are in general inadequate and unsatisfactory, with nearly as many
fundamental plans as there are bibliographical efforts.
9· Due to inadequate bibliography and lack of availability of published
articles, there is a tendency upon the part of every research worker to
collect and lile for himself all references, reprints, articles upon the subject
in which he may be working. This clerical work detracts from his research
efforts.
ro. Issuance of bibliography in journals or upon card results in the
delivery to every worker in a broad field of all the entries in that field,
whereas he may be interested in only a small number. This results in waste.
(See deficiency (3) under "Publication" above.
I 1. The factors stressed in deficiencies 4, 5, 6, 7 and under" Publication"
above apply with equal force to bibliographical efforts.
This listing of inherent deficiencies is not a criticism of the .aims and
operation of the many existing journals or bibliographic efforts. It is a
constructive attempt to suggest a further evolution of scientific literature
methods which will react to the benefit of scien1ists and the advancement
of science. In the project proposed below all the splendid work of the present
journals and bibliographies can be utilized. Not the scrapping of present
entltusiasms and elforts, but the improving of their scopes, mechanisms and
effectiveness is proposed.
•

D•plication M~tlzod
. The principal barrier to adequate scientific publication and bibliography
ts the printing press. Printing from type for ten and from half-tone and
line-cuts for illustrations is not economically adapted to small edition
duplication.
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~orne method of photographic duplication, "-Pable of producing economically a dozen to two hundred copies at lowest possible over-all cost, must be
utilized. Under the S.l.l. plan complete research reports will not be widely
distributed on the present "scatter" principle of scientific public~tion in
journals, but will be supplied or "planted" with economy in the hands of
those who actually need and order the specific research report.
The following factors, essentially novel in this application, are needed :
I. Reproduction of text from typewritten copy (specially type.written,
special type style for legibility, special size of paper), obviating the necessity
for expensive setting in type as in printing.
2. Reproduction of illustrations of all sorts from original photographs,
diagrams, etc., obviating the necessity for expensive half-tones and line-cuts.

3· Photoprinting or photolithographing the copies to be supplied the users.
4· Greatly reduced size photographic reproductions {microphotographs)
to read th'rough a lens or reading machine or projected like a lantern slide
or slide film.
Complete bibliographical work is very difficult, due to the mechanical
difficulty of handling a large and constantly growing volume of material.
Anything approaching individual service is out of question because of the
cost of typesetting, proof-reading and printing. Yet a volume of bibliographical references such as th ose put out by the abstract periodicals and
the Engineering Index is not put to complete use by the receiver, on account
of the trouble of dipping, sorting and filing necessary. The proposed scheme
- obviates these difficulties by correlating the use of methods and machines
already perfected and in use for other purposes.
P.te3ent Practice.
Reference t.o literature
reaches user by .
Journal of Abstracts.
Method of reproduction . Printing.
Chances of error .
In typesetting and in
proof-reading.
Economical number of
Not less than several
copies •
hundred .
Individual•selection
T o a whole class-a
large percentage of
the material doee not
interest the receiver.
Ability to reissue .
Almost impoS3ible, due
to printing cost.
Bringing subject up to
date by correlating new
Very difficult, due to
with old data .
mechanical trouble of
filing in new mat'!rial.

•

Proposed Method.
Roll of Film.
Photography.
None.
AA few as desired.

As individual as desired .
Bibliographies may be
made up easily for one
person.
AA easy as original istue,
at any time .
Reissue of all material on
a subject, in any desired seq ueuce, as easy
as original issue. Filing
done mechanically .
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k--considerable capital expenditure would be necessary to launch S.l.J.
These funds might be obtained: (1) Commercially. (z) From U .S.
appropriation or loan funds. (3) From foundations.
Once the S.I.L was placed in operation, it should be capable of being
self-supporting, with the following sources of income : (r) Sale of product.
(z) Subsidy from societ~s, institutions, whoae publication functions it would
exercise to a large degree . (3) Subventions from foundations, etc,
Any detailed budget or financial estimate of the large project is obviously
impoeeible at the present time, but it should be emphasized that thae is a
good chance of making the project pay a large portion of its own way, and
the economies that it would bring to the field of scientific publication and
bibliography should return a large financial saving to the scientific world
and the world at large. The great economic value of S.I.I. will lie not so
much in the saving of the cost of the publication and distribution of scientifi.c
information, although that will be important, but in the econonty of time
and effort on the part of producing scientists that will re~ult from it~ activi\ies.
WAT30N DAVlS.

Science Service, Waabington, D.C.
Reinued

A"f'"' 19, 1933·

October 17, 1933·

As was anticipated the full scheme indicated here has proved too ambitious
for immediate acceptance. One important part of it, however, is . in
operation, that of microfilm reproduction of existing literature. The
American Documentation Institute has started a Bibliofilm Service in
Washington which can already reproduce to order almost every part of
world literature.
The following quotations, taken from MicrojilmJ mde lt~jomratiOfl
..tfcuui/Jie, by Watson Davis, indicate the scope of the service :
"Microfilms have been used successfully by thousands of persons and
institutions. The Biblionlm Service, now operated by American Documentation Institute, has been microfilming in the Library of the U.S. Department
of Agricq}ture since 193+ and scores of thousands of pages have been serviced.
Bibliofilm Service now has access to some 90 per cent. of the world1literature
throush cameras in the Library of the U.S. Department of Agrictilture, the
Library of Congress and the Army Medical Library in Washington.
For little more than a cent a page the research and information worker
can get what he wants by the simple process of tilling out an order blank.
Tiis is no more trouble than nlling out a call card in a library merely to
borrow a book. Microfilming is far cheaper than photostating. When
material must be borrowed by mail or express the cost of .microfilms is usually
leta than tn.naportation costs.
•
The practical nature of this project is indicated by the successful operation
of Bibliofilm Service in Washington.
Supplementary to the problem of making available existing literature is
the leCUring of publication for all the material that should be recorded and
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made available to the intellectual workers of the world. In this microfilm
can play an important role, giving publication with economy and effectiveness.
The microfilm can be used to secure what can be called "auxiliary
publication." It will supplement other forms of publication an4 make
accessible material of all sorts that.cannot now be printed because of economic
factors. It will make available valuable research data that now go unrecorded. It will make available out-of-print and rare books. It is adapted
to the publication of photographs and other illustrations. Auxiliary publication service (whi<:h might be named Docufilm Service) is auxiliary to
established channels of scholarly publication and aids and does not hinder
journals. Editors of journals and institutions act as intermediaries between
the authors of papers and the '' Docufilm Service."
Auxiliary publication service is in actual operation. A journal editor can
publish as much or as little of a technical paper as he wishes. In the case
of a very specialized paper it may be only an abstract or summary. He
~ppends to the notice or article a note saying that the full article with
diagrams, pictures, etc., can be obtained by remitting a certain price and
specifying the document number under which this full article has been
deposited at the central agency operating the auxiliary publication service.
Orders are sent by readers directly to this central agency, which is the
American Documentation Institute at Washington, D .C. Microfilms of the
document are made only if and when ordered. In this way the document
is perpetually "in print" but no extensive, space-consuming stocks need be
stored, only the document itself and the microfilm negative from which
positives are made for distribution. The operation of the plan is simple
and uncomplicated and editors may use it when, how and if they find it
helpful. No financial participation or guarantees on the part of the editor
or author are required.
While the plan of auxiliary publication suggested could be used with
other methods of duplication, microfilm ia the least expensive and most
universal in that it will handle text and illustration of any sort.
Microfilms can aid another documentation project of importance to the
world that will need much planning, development and international cooperation. This is the possibility of a world bibliography, beginning in
the field of science but eventually extending to all fields.
The ecenomy and compactness of microfilm gives new hope that a world
science bii:l1iography may be accomplished without ambitious hopes and
promising plans being drowned in a sea of cards and smothered in a maze
of details. It is possible to visualize the creation in some world centre of a.
card file with a card for every article, paper, book or documeht published
in science that is important to the written record of science. Each ca,rd
could be given multiple classifications. Now if for each of these classifications
the card were microfilmed, with a pattern representing that classification, and
if selection from microfilm is develo~d so that a roll' of microfilm is run
through a selector which prints only microfilm bearing a predetermined
classification pattern, we shaU have the mechanism whereby a great world
file of bibliography can be made to produce special bibliographies in any
subject to order. And this should be done at a cost that would allow its
use by every scientific research worker.
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T he American Documentation Institute, formed on behalf of some fifty
of America's leading scientific and scholarly societies, councils and institu tions,
arose out of the need for a broad, energetic and intellectually motivated
development of all phases of documentation, particularly microphotographic
duplication and its ramifications, in the ~elds of physical, natural, aocial and
historical sciences and the general sphere of libraries and information services.
Jn itl operational aspectl, A.D.I. is now primarily concerned with microfilming. It should be recognized, however, that the scientific and scholarly
agencies of America have in A.D.!. an institution that is capable of doing
what they wish in the broad field of documentation. Without the burden
of private profit, with control solidly vested in America's organized intellectual world, A.D.I. will be able to administer, organize or operate activities
that would be uneconomical for any one institution. Significantly A.D.I.
brings into the same community of interest sectors of the intellectual world
that otherwise do not often co-operate; in its councils and activities physicists,
astronomers, biologists, economists, librarians, historians, bibliographers,
archivists and ma.ny other varieties of specialists come together to solve
problems common to all."
Americ:an Documentation Institute,
Washington, D.C.
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APPENDIX IX
RASSEMBLEMENT UNIVERSEL POUR LA PAIX
BRUUI!LS

1936

lNT!J.NATIONAL P!ACI! CAMPAICN

R#pOrt of 8cit11ct 8tt6-Commissio11

It was resolved to set up a Science Commission of the I.P.C. with the
general object of uniting all scientists in the struggle for peace.
The following should be its immediate tasks:
I. To co-ordinate the activities of existing peace organizations of scientists,
and to create new op.es in those countries in which they do not
already exist.
2.

To undertake an active propaganda among all scientists· individually
and through existing organizations.

3· T o oppose the utilization of science tor war ends and to support any
scientists who are made to sufFer for their refusal to take part in
such research.
4· To carry on propaganda in universities and technical schools against
the utilization of science in war.
5· T o assist in the formation of a joint committee of enquiry on the causes
of war. This committee should comprise :
Biologists.
Doctors.
Psychologists.
Historians.
Anthropologists.
Economists.
Its tasks should be :
(a) To combat pseudo-scientific and pseudo-historical theories used
for war propaganda, such as those of the biological necessity of
• war, the existence of superior and inferior races, etc.
(b) 'fo study, from the standpoint of social and biological science,
the causes of war and the most useful way in which scientists
can help to eliminate them. It is eseential· that there should
be some positive statement, however tentative, on this point
in order to counter pseudo-scientific propaganda for war.
The main work of this Commission would be to produce as quickly
as possible an authoritative ~t short at:id simple statement or
statements on these points.
Subsidiary functions would be :
(a) To issue critical bibliographies of works both for and against
these theories.
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(6) To conduct a continuous propaganda in the popular and scientific
Press agatnst these theories.
(c) To expose and combat the teaching of such theories in schools
and universities.
(J) To influence learned societies to defend scientific truth against
these distortions.
6. To assist in the formation of a joint commjssion on science and war.
This Commission should comprise :
Geologists.
Aeroplane technicians.
Engineers.
Military experts.
Chemjsts.
Bacteriologists.
Physicists.
Doctors.
Its tasks should be :
(a) To ditcover, as far as possible, the objective facts about modern
war technique and its probable effects on the military and
civil populations.
In particular. to e:ramine various meana proposed for protecting the civil population, in regard to their probable efficacy,
without negl«ting their economic, political and moral aspects.
(6) To work for the effective international suppression of chemical
and biological warfare.
(c) To publish the results of its investigations as soon as possible,
simply stated, without minimizing or exaggerating the dangers
of modem war or seeking to claim an unobtainable acc:1racy.
(J) To publish critical bibliographies on the technique of warfare
and other sp«ial studies on this subject.
(e) To counter false technical war propaganda by reasoned exposures.
(f) To bring home to scientists themselves the part they are playing
directly or indir«tly in preparations for war, and particularly
to draw attention to the utiliution for military purposes of
funds intended for civil research.
(g) To serve as an information bureau on technical milit:a,ry questions
to all peace organizations.
•
Scitllct 8u6-Commissio11 Resolution
We recognize that war is fatal to science, not only by breaking up its
fundamental international character, but even more by destroying its ultimate
purpose of benefiting the human race.
We are therefore resolved to ~ our utmost as scientists for the preservation of peace. We realize that such a general resolution is by itself of
little use and requires to be implemented by definite practical activity.
We have . to consider how we, as scientins, can best assist both in the
preventing of an immediate outbreak of war, and in permanently removing
its fundamental causes.
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The I.P.C. offers us the great opportunity of working effectively for both
end<;. Tluough it we un join out fot<:.e'!., whi<:.h individually ate
not strong enough to resist war effectively, with greater and more organized
popular forces. We can contribute our influence, our technical kno,.,ledge
and our abilities to this movement, so as in some way to redress the contribution
which science has made, and is still making, to war.
At the same time we can assist in the task of removing the causes of war
by subjecting them to scientific and historical analysis and by exposing the
theories of those who strive to excuse and justify war .
t\\~

•
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APPENDIX X
ASSOCIATJONS OF SCIENTIFIC WORKERS

(A) PoLicY op THE BRITISH Assocu..TtON OF SciENTIFIC Woax:sRs
The main objects of the Association are to promote the interests of the
Scientific Worker and to secure the wider application of science and scientific
method for the welfare of society.
To accomplish these objects the Association seeks to develop a professional
society of qualified scientific men and women. This society must be a central
unifying body sufficiently powerful to advance the interests of science and
scientific workers as essential elements in the life and progress of the nation.

I
In the professional sphere, the Association seeks to promote a spirit of unity
amongst scientific workers and to do what the British Medical Association
and the Law Society have in fact done for members of the medical and
legal professions. Where general qualifying bodies exist for the purpose
of maintaining high standards of professional competence and conduct,
the Association offers whatever support and co-operation it can give. Where
special organizations exist to watch the professional interests, status and
conditions of service of particular groups of scientific workers, the Association
olfers collaboration and aims at facilitating joint consultation and action on
matters of common interest. Where the interests of any class of scientific
workers are not yet provided for by special organizations, the Association
proposes to act directly in their interests.

II
In the social sphere the Association seeks to ensure:
(a) That scientific research is adequately financed.
(6) That scientific education is improved and its advantages made more
widely accessible.
(c) That science should be intelligently organized, both internally and
in its applications, to ensure the maximum of initiative and the
minimum of waste and confusion.
•
(d) That scientific research should be directed primarily to tlte improvement of the conditioqs of life.
The Association is in a position to carry out this programme because it
is the only organization open to all qualified scientific workers and to
nb others.
To attain these ends the Association proposes the following detailed actions.:

•I
In the Professional and Financial Interest of Scientific Workers.
1. To secure that the practice of science for remuneration shall be restricted
to persons possessing adequate qualifications.
461
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2. To secure in the interests of national efficiency that all scientific and
technical workers in the public service, in industry and in the academic
world should be under the direct control of persons of adequate scientific
attainments.
'3· To secure direct representation of scientific experts upon Royal Commissions, Inter-Departmental and Departmental Committees, and all public
and o.ther bodies whose findings may affect the interests of those engaged
in the practice of science for remuneration.
4· To secure a far wider application in practice of the admitted principle
that scientific and technical training is no disqualification for appointment
to the highest administrative posts in all public services, particularly in
the Colonial services.
5· To secure a systematic grading of scientiiic and technical workers in
State service and to secure parity of status and remuneration between the
h.ighest scientiJic and the highest administrative posts.
6. To secure that scientific workers in industry shall be assured of security
of tenure, deiinite leave, superannuation, regular increments of salary and
all other conditions of employment appropriate to their professional status.
7· To obtain concessions from the Commissioners of Inland Revenue
for the abatement of Income Tax on the professional expenses of individual
scientific workers.
8. To establish and maintain a complete register of qualified scientific
workers.
9· To maintain an employment bureau by means of a register of posts
and vacancies collected from all available aources.
IO. To provide members with information and advice and to secure
their protection in matters concerning publishers' contracts, conditions of
appointment, patent law, etc.
I I. To take up individual cases of unsatisfactory remuneration and
conditions of employment brought to the notice of the Association by
members, and to assist those members to obtain better conditions.
I 2. To assist members to obtain advice ~n legal matters.
I 3· To•assist students by supplying information and advice about matters
relating to~oir future employment.

II
(a) In tht Financt Qj Scitntific Rtuarch
14. To press for the provision of funds adequate for the present nee"ds
and future development of scientific research and teaching.
15. To secure the abolition of death duties on bequests for research and
scientific education.
16. To secure that income tax procedure should be so amended as to
encourage a maximum expenditure by industrial concerns on scientific
research.
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I 7. To secure that government aid to university and research organizations
be made by means of block grants for a period of years, and not by fluctuating
annual allotments condi tioned by the circumstances of the moment.
18. 'To investigate the conditions determining the price of scientific
instruments and apparatus and to promote measures to reduce their cost
to scientific institutions.
1 9· T o examine the possibility of further income for science from patents,
inventions and discoveries.

(b) In RdPiiim of Scimct to EducPtion
To press for the development of the scholarship system until the
opportumty for a scientific ed ucation depends upon merit alone.
21. To secu re the correlation of the number of students in different
branches of science with the prospects of employment in those branches.
22 . To emphasize the value of scientific research in public ad minjsrration
and industry with the o bject of increasing the openings available in these fields.
23. T o prevent any suppression of the teaching of science by limitation
of number of s~dents or by arbitrary impositions on curricula.
24-. T o press for a fuller recognition of the economic and cultural value
of science in general ed ucation.
20.

(c) l11 lht Orga11ization

of Scitnti.fic Rtstllfd

25. To assiat Governmental and other authorities to draw up a comprehenaive and rational scheme for the organization of acjcntific research,
and to criticize such schemes as are advanced in a constructive manner.
26. To urge that scientistJ actively engaged in research should be enabled
to play a greater part in its organization.
27. To urge the immediate undertaking of a comprehensive rationalization
of scientific publications and archives.
28. To further the interchange of scientific workers betweea institutions
at home and abroad, and to press for increased facilities for travel and
hospitality.
29. To maintain and extend the international character df scientific
research.
•

(d) l11 tnt AH/icatio11 of Scit11tijic Rmards
30. To study the existing mechanism for the application of science and
tq study means of improving this for the benefit of human welfare.
31. To endeavour to secure that the results of scientific research are not
applied for purely destructive purposes.
32. To study the protection of in:entors by Patent Law.
To achieve these aims the Association proposes:
I . To arrange for periodical meetings of the Association and public
meetings of the profession generally for the discussion of matters concerning
the gen~ral or sectional interests of scientific workers.

HH
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z. To issue a journal, which shall be the official organ of the Association,
as a medium for the expression of the attitude of scientific workers on matters
of public importance and as an instrument of general propaganda on behalf
of science.
3· To supply to the Press accurate information concerning the professional
activities and interests of scientific workers and to urge through this medium
the importance of fundamental research to the welfare of the community.
4· To organize among its members a thorough study of the questions
involved with the object of issuing detailed practicable recommendations.
5. To collaborate in any of the fields in question by representation of the
Association on special committees concerned with the organization of science
and its applications.
6. To assist in the dz:awing up and promoting such legislation as concerns.
science and scientific workers.
7. To co-operate with other bodies in undertaking general publicity on
behalf of science and scientific workers, by the calling of public conferences,
the holding of public meetings, the drafting of parliamentary bills, the framing
of questions to be asked in the Houses of Parliament, the conduct of Press
correspondence, and all other suitable means.
8. To provide speakers for and otherwise assist the Parliamentary Science
Committee.
(This is an all-party committee of members of both Houses of Parliament
formed in 1929 on the initiative of the Association. It arranges
periodical meetings in the House of Commons to discuss scientific
matters of current legislative interest.)

(B) PRoVJSION.At P.ROCR.AMMB OF

THB AMERICAN AssocJATloN OF
SciENTIFIC WoRKERS
Scientists all over the world are faced with a number of serious problems.
1. Except for a smalJ number of unusually successful and fortunate people,
their economic position is very unsatisfactory. Considering the expenses and
duration of their professional training, their salaries are usually low, and
hardly f!ver as high as those of people of equal rank in other fields. There
is consitferable unemployment among scientists and the positions of many ·
of them are insecure. Pension provisions for scientists are rare.
2. They are particularly concerned by the misapplication of scientific
discovery and the inefficiency with which the benefits of scientific knowledge
and invention are made available to the general public.
3· T hey suffer not only from economic insecurity but also from insecurity
in the prosecution of their work for. science. Loss of the facilities for work
is often as serious a matter for a scientist as is loss of salary. Financia'
retr:enchment takes the form, not only of restriction of personnel, but alsr
of poor provision for equipment and assistance. The tendency towar•
restriction of freedom of speech frequently involves the restriction
scientific freedom.

•
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4· Accompanying certain trends of reaction there is a marked tendency
to make use of pseudo-scientific ideas to excuse war and to attack reason
and democracy.

(a) Description of tJte_ ..1ssociation
Th~

Scientists Association is an organization open for all people who are
occupied in any branch of pure or applied-natural, social or philosophicalscience and who possess at least a bachelor's degree or equivalent qualification.
Its main objects are to p romote the interests of science and scientists and to
secure a wider application of science and the scientific method for the
welfare of society.
The aim of the Scientists AS$ociation is to be a unifying body for all
progressive-minded scientists. It seeks to co-operate with other organizations
such as the various scientific and medical societies in so far as these deal
with social scientific p roblems and the welfare of scientists. Recognizing
that the etfectiveness of even a strong aasociation of scientific workers would
be limited if it were to act in isolation from the non-scientific world, the
Scientists AS$ociation seeks to co-operate with labour and other progressive
organizations wherever their aims and thoee of the scientist coincide. '

(b)

Obj~ctiou

The programme of the American Association of Scientific Workers may
be arranged under the following headings :
I. Professional and Financial Interests of Scientific Wor~ers.
II. Finance of Scientific Research.
III. Organization and Application of Science.
IV. Relation of Science to Education.

I. Professional and Financial Interests of Scientific W orkers.
The Association will work :
(a) To ensure for scientific workers in general, security of tenure, regular
vacations, pensions, proper increases in sa~ry and participation in Government security provisions.
•
(6) To take up individual cases of unsatisfactory remuneriltion and
conditions of employment of members and to assist such members-to obtain
better conditions.
. (c) To set up an advisory and employment bureau to provide members
with information and advice with regard to contracts, conditi<?ns of employme!l.t, patent law, etc., and to maintain a register of vacant positions collected
from all available sources.
(J) To secure the public advertisement of vacant positions.
(1) To secure that administrative positions requiring scientific understanding shal.1 be filled by people with scientific qualifications.
(f) To secure that scientific workers shaU be under the direct control
of persons of adequate scientific attainments.
HH•
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(g) T o secure parity of status and remuneration between scientific and
administrative posts of equal standing.
(h) To study methods for improving the position of graduat,e students
and fellows with regard to remuneration, prospects and continuity· of study
and research.

II. Finance of Scientific Research.
The Association will work :
(a) To secure the provision of funds adequate for the present needs and
future development of scientific research and teaching. To stress especially
the need for Government programmes of research.
(6) To secure that governmental and other aid to research organizations
be made by endowment or long-period grants, and not by fluctuating
annual appropriations.
(c) T o stuqy the possibility of securing that more of the fruits of research
are returned to science in the form of income from patents and similar sources.
(d) To investigate the conditions determining the price of scientific
apparatus and materials, and to promote measures to reduce their cost,
particular attention to be given to the high customs duties levied on
ins'tru ments and materi;tls from a broad which do not compete with the
products of American firms.
III. Organization and Application of Science.
The Association will work:
(a) To promote and extend the applicntion of science for the welfare
of society. To emphasize the value of scientific research in industry and
in pu blic administration.
(6) To combat all tendencies to limit 'scientific investigation or suppress
conclusions drawn therefrom.

(c) T o extend the open interchange of all scientific knowledge and
To maint.flin and extend the in ternational character of scientific
research•
(d) 'To study and expose unsocial organization and application of science.
Particularly to oppose the suppression of technical advance by systematic
shelving of scientific discoveries, and to counteract the application of scientinc
research for purely destructive purposes.
(t) T o secure that scien tists actively engaged in research should be enabled
to play a greater part in its organization.
(/) 'To secure direc~ representation of scientific experts upon all Government Commissions and Committees and upon all public bodies whose
findings may affect the interests of scientists or the application .of science
to society.
discove~.
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IV. Relation of Science to Education
The Association will work :
(a) To develop a fuller recognition in education of the economic and
cultural' value of science.

(b) To improve and u:tena the scholarship and fellowship system until
'PVrtun.•tv fo.. scientiiic trninmg depends upon aptitude alone.
\•') T~ expose pseudo·<S<.Ienufk theon{~, part a<larh wher<' ~uch are used
1s justificatton tor anti-sooi!..:, .if •i-Jemouatic, •nt• -labvu"', or pro-Vv-ar pu!lc:.tes
(c) Mttlwii
Among other methods for achievtng these aims, •'le American Association
of Scientific w·orke.rs proposes~

(a) To build a strm'g national organtzation and to promote the formation
of active local groups recruited from industries, universities and other
institutions.
(b) To participate in publ1c meetmgs of the profession and other groups
when matters of individual and social interest to scientists are discussed.
V) r~ ~-,lk,:,ora•e ·."' ~pecial committees concerned with the problems
with which the AssocJation lS concerr.ed.

(d) To supply to the Press accurate information concerning the soctal
and scientific jnterests of scientific workers. To urge through the Press
the importance of fundamental research to the welfare of the community.

(t) To issue a journal as a medium for the expression of the attitude of
scientific workers Qn matters of public importance and ll!l an instrument ot
general propaganda on behalf of science.
(/) To encourage the formulation in federal and state legislatures of
volunteer Science Committees consisting of all legislators interested in science
and to assist such committees with information and recommendations.

(g) To assist in the drawing up and promoting of such legiilation as
concerns science and scientific workers.
(h) To maintain contact with labour unions so that expert advice and
may be provided them on scientific questions, and support from them
may be obtained for social and economic programmes advocated by the
Scientists Association.
~elp

(i) To organize among its members thorough study of problems of the
Association with the object of recomm~nding detailed practical action.
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